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A rt. I.

—

Researches q
Generation ; translated and condensed by M. C."

The theory of spontaneous generation was long since proposed
to account for the origin of beings whose germs were too minute
or too obscure to attract attention. One after another the differ-

ent organisms supposed to arise from spontaneous generation
have been proved to originate from germs. At present the
question of spontaneous generation concerns only the origin of

1 those minute organisms which can be studied only
with the aid of the microscope, as moulds, (minute i

infusoria both animal and vegetable. The common theory that
the spores or germs of these minute organisms are constantly
floating in the atmosphere readv to shirt into activity whenever
' ' .'" ' with a suitable nidus" has found an able advocate in
M. Pasteur of the Normal School of Paris, who has published in
the Comptes Rendus* a series of valuable papers on this sub-

.

In order to collect a particles floating in
the atmosphere Pasteur placed soluble gun cotton in a glass
tube and by means of an aspirator caused a current of atmo-

* several hours. The cotton was
tin n dissolved in a mixture <>! alcohol an 1 < tin r. and the atmo-

spheric dust deposited at the bottom of the fluid in a

was examined with the microscope. The sediment thus collected

contained grains of starch and such other dust as is ordinarily

found on surfaces exposed to the air. When submitted to the

., LI.
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action of concentrated sulphuric acid the starch was soon dis-

solved, while other particles remained undissolved and had all

f the spores of ordinary mucedines which are

known to resist the solvent properties of concentrated sulphuric
acid. [It is worthy of notice that certain minute fungi are capa-

ble of decomposing a solution of sulphuric acid. A few years
since a little mould developed in the solution of sulphate of

copper used for electrotyping in .the department of the U, S.

Coast Survey at Washington proved an intolerable nuisance. It

decomposed thesalt, mid rejecting

the copper which was deposited around its threads in a metallic

form. From this it a] ! acid does not prevent
but may rather assist the growth of certain fungi.— TV.]

To determine the action of atmospheric air, and of atmospheric
dust upon fermentation, putrefaction and the appearance of

organization, Pasteur adopted the following methods:
A flask was about half tilled with a fluid consisting of water

containing in solution about ten per cent of sugar and from two
to seven parts in a thousand <! the .-mm of bun. The n.vk ot the

flask was drawn out in the flame of a lamp and attach d to a

platinum tube -\ of an inch in diameter which was then heated

to redness. The fluid was boiled for two or three minutes to

expel all air from the flask, when if. was allowed to cool very
gradually, and as it cooled, the air which entered the flask, was
calcined audi all organic germs it contained were des*; eyed, by
passing through the red-hot platinum tube. When the Hash had
thus cooled to the temperature of the surrounding air the neck
was hermetically scaled. The flask was then removed to an oven
and kept at the temperature of 80° or 90° F. for an indefinite

period without producing any organisms or undergoing any
!.

To test the influence of atmospheric dust upon a fluid thus

hermetically sealed, Pasteur placed a pledget of cotton or asbestos

in a small tube and caused a current of common air to pass

through it by m< ans of an aspirator. This small tube containing

the cotton or asbestos loaded with atmospheric dust, was then

transferred to a larger T-shaped tube, one end of which was

connected by India rubber with the scaled flask, another end
was connected with a platinum tube heated to redness, and the

third being connected with an as - was easily

charged with calcined air and all the common air was expelled.

The neck of the flask was then broken within the T-shaped tube,

and the small tube containing tl

into the flask with access only of calcined air. The neck of the

flask was then again hermetically sealed by means of the blow-

pipe. Many flasks were prepared in this way and in every case

.after standing ia a warm situation for 24 to 36 hours, vegetation
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appeared in the same manner as if the contents of the flask were
exposed to the open air ; but the mould or mucedines appeared
first in the little tube carrying the cotton which was often thus
filled to its extremities. The orgs h appeared,
were the same as in flasks exposed to the open air, viz : of infu-

.-..,',;,. •'.,.
, ; ...... : ;.;• .;

. ,
:

and some others. When calcined asbestos alone was introduced

no vegetation appeared.
It was thus demonstrated that among the dust suspended in

ordinary aii there a rpnscles, and that these

powders when mixed with a suitable liquid in an atmosphere of
-•. give origin to Baa

'

> such as are

furnished by the same liquid in the open air.

Pasteur confirmed these results by another method. Similar

quantities of the same were introduced into a

series of flasks in all respects alike. The necks of the flasks were
aii drawn out over the flame of a lamp, and bent into a variety

of different forms, but the tubular neck of each flask was left

with an opening one twenty -fifth of an inch or more in diameter.

In some of the flasks the liquid was boiled for several minutes
r

but three or four were not heated to the boiling point. All the

flasks were then set away in a quiet place free from currents of

air. After 24 or 48 hours, according to the temperature, the

fiasks in which the liquid was not boiled after being put into

them, (although a i! tin." liquid had been boiled before it was put

into the flasks), were found to be troubled and covered little by
little with mucor. The liquid which had been boiled in the

flasks remained limpid not only for days, but even for entire

months, although all the flasks were left open. There can be no
doubt that the curves and sinuous tonus of the necks, served to

secure the contained fluid from the fall of germs.
The common air entered these flasks as they wen

so slowly during the gradual cooling of the hot liquid that the

germs were cither destroyed by the heat, or were deposited in

thecurvatn I no viable

germs reached the liquid. When the neck of oik «*1 tl se flasks

was broken oil', and the remaining portion placed vertical, m a

fluids, electricity, magnet
there is nothing m the air

can originate organic life.
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Fermentation of Urine.—A flask with an attenuated neck was
one-third filled with fresh urine and boiled for three or four

minutes and then allowed to cool with no access of air except
what was drawn through a platinum tube heated to redness.

When cool the flask was hermetically sealed and the enclosed

urine was thus exposed only to atmospheric air deprived by heat

of all viable germs. In this condition the urine remained for

months without change. Into a flask thus prepared, asbestos

charged with atmospheric dust was introduced by the method
above described. The flask was kept at 86° F., and in about

six hours mucedines and infusoria appeared, among which were
Bacteria, Vibriones and Monads, the same as appeared in similar

urine exposed to the open air. During the following days lith-

ates and crystals of triple phosphate were deposited, the urine

became ammoniural and it* urea disappeared under the influence

of the true ferment of the urine, which Pasteur believes to be or-

ganized, and whose germ, could only have been introduced in the

atmospheric dust in connection with the germs of infusoria and
-. When a flask prepared in the same manner had

only calcined asbestos introduced, without atmospheric dust
T

neither mucedines nor infusoria appeared, neither did any fer-

mentation take place however long the flask was permitted to re-

main unopened.
Coagulation of milk.—Fresh milk was boiled in a flask for two

or three minutes only, and after being allowed to cool with access

of calcined air, as in the preceding experiments, it was hermeti-
cally sealed. In eight or ten days the milk was coagulated, but
when opened it was found remarkably different from milk coag-
ulated in the open air for it remaii ,7/;-

, but
the milk was filled with infusoria, most frequently vibrios about

,£t of an inch in length, yet no vegetable productions were
detected.

The common theory that milk coagulates in consequence of
the formation of lactic acid is an error. It is also shown that

vibrios may appear in milk which has undergone ebullition for

several minutes at 212° F., although urine or a solution of sugar
and albumen does not produce vibrios under such conditions.

In other experiments the milk was boiled for longer periods un-
der a pressure of 1$ atmospheres at a temperature of 230° or 235°
F, and the flasks were sealed as before. Flasks thus prepared
furnished no infusoria, the milk did not coagulate however long
it remained enclosed in the flasks, it remained alk dine* ven with
the presence of oxygen in the form of calcined air as stated
above, and it preserved apparently all the properties of fresh



lated and both animal and vegetable productions appeared as in

the milk exposed to the open air. The generally admitted
theory of ferments which had of late years received fresh support
from the writings of chemists, now appears more and more at

-ults of experiments. The ferment is not a
dead substance withoi I ifie properties. It is a
being whose germ is derived from the air. It is not an albu-

minous substance altered by oxygen. The presence of albumin-
ous matters is an indispensable condition of all fermentation be-

cause the "ferment " depends upon them for its life. They arc

able in the light of an aliment to the ferment. The
contact of the atmosph- . equally an indispen-

sable condition of fermentation, but it is indispensable only as

being a vehicle for the "germs" of the "ferments."

There are many distinct organized ferments which excite

chemical transformations, varying according to the nature and
organization of the ferment.

To confute various objections made by advocates of spontane-
ous generation, Pasteur undertook to determine the relative

abundance of organic germs in different localities. A series of
flasks were all one- third filled with the same putrescible fluid (a

solution of sugar and albumen was employed in most of tVi<

periments). The fluid was then boiled for 2 or 3 minutes in tb<

flasks and the neck of each flask was drawn out to a

and hermetically sealed while the fluid was hot. T
were then taken to different localities and the points of the necks
were broken and the air of the several localities allowed to rush
in and fill the flasks. This violent ingress of air carried in of
course all the dust held in suspension and all other principles

known or unknown associated with it. In this condition each
flask was again hermetically sealed and the whole plac

they were kept at a uniform temperature of 80° to 85° F., a

temperature known to be the most favorable for the development
of animalcules and mucors. The results of these experiments

were not what the principles generally admitted would lead u-

to expect but they were perfectly consistent with the theory of

the diffusion of germs.
Generally in 3 or 4 days the liquid in the flasks was found

altered, but in flasks placed in identical conditions were found

very different organisms—much more varied so far as mucediiu-s

and torulas were concerned than if the liquids had been freely

exposed to ordinary air. On the other hand it frequently hap-

pened in a series of experiments that several of the flasks re-

mained absolutely unaffected for an indefinite time as il it had

received onlv calcined air.

This simple and unobjectionable method of Bxpei

appears to demonstrate that the cause of so-called spontaneous
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generation does not exist in the ambient air throughout its whole
extent, but that it is possible to take up in a single place and at a

given instant a considerable volume of ordinary air which, with-

out having undergone any physical or chemical change, is alto-

gether unsuitable to give origin to infusoria or mucedines in a

liquid which is invariably thus altered when it is exposed

by t

,bly t

The partial success of these experiments shows.

i movements of the atmosphere there is always

brought to the surface of a putrescible liquid in an open vessel a

quantity of air sufficient to furnish germs suitable to be devel-

oped in two or three days.

It appears that the organic productions in the flasks are more
various than if the contact with the air had been free, i. e., the

organisms in the several flasks are different. This result might
have been expected, for by limiting the rush of air and repeating

it with different flasks, a small number of germs would be col-

lected in a limited portion of air and the growth of these germs
would not be obstructed by other germs, more numerous or

more vigorous or rapid in their growth, capable of monopolizing
the soil to the exclusion of those less vigorous or less rapid in

growth.
It was found that the number of negative results varied

greatly with the atmospheric conditions, and that nothing was
easier than to increase or diminish the relative proportion of

flask* which gave birth to the organisms mentioned, or the num-
ber in which they were totally absent.

In the cellars of the observatory at Paris, so situated as to have
very little change of lei ire the air was remark-
ably quiet, the proportionate number of flasks that were opened
in that locality without producing any organisms was much

i tor the same number of ilusks opened in the court-

yard of the Observatory where the air was constantly agitated.

The ex pi; ference is obvious. Although the

air of the cellars of the Observatory, nearly saturated with mois-

ture, was more fitted for the production of the various kinds of

mould and infusoria than the open air of the court-yard, yet the

the air in the cellars allowed all ova and spores to

be deposited by the force of gravity, and few or none remained
floating in tin > i h I i » t 1 I opi ned in that

locality. In proportion as more precautions were taken to avoid

agitation of the air there was less appearance of organization.

and Pasteur concludes that if the flasks could be opened and

closed in the cellars without the disturbance of the air caused by
the entrance- of the operator there would be the same absence of

vitality in the ilasks filled with air from that locality as if they
wer- tilled with air exposed to a red heat.

The following results were obtained by Pasteur with flpskl

opened in ,.uities:
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Sixty-three flasks were each one-third filled with a clear

liquid obtained by filtering water mingled with the scum of
beer, all solid matter being removed by the process of filtering.

This liquid is known to be very susceptible of change, for expo-
sure to ordinary air for two or three days is sufficient to give
birth to small infusoria or a variety of mucedines. The fluid

was boiled in all the flasks and they were hermetically sealed as

in the previous experiments. Twenty of the flasks thus pre-

pared were opened and closed in the country far from any habit-

ation, at the foot of those heights which form the first plateau of
of the Jura mountains.
Twenty other flasks were filled with air upon one of the

mountains of the Jura 850 metres (2789 ft.) above the level of the
sea. Another series of twenty flasks were carried to Montanvert
near the Mer de Glace to an elevation of 2000 metres (6562 ft.)

where they were filled with air and hermetically sealed like the
others.

Of the twenty flasks opened in the level country six devel-
oped organic productions. Among the twenty flasks opened
upon the plateau of the Jura, only five developed oi

But of the twenty flasks filled with air at Montanvert, when a
strong wind was blowing from the gorges of the Glacier des
Bois, one only produced organisms.
These experiments show that the air from elevated localities

w remarkably free from those germs which give origin to organic

_

In collecting nir for those experiments the following precau-
tions were adopted to avoid a< tar as possible the intervention of
dust carried by the operator or deposited on the outside of the
flask or other implements required in performing the experi-
ments. The elongated neck of the flask was first heated in the
flame of a lamp and a scratch was made upon the glass with a
file. The flask was then raised above the head with the end of
the neck turned toward the wind and the point was broken off

with long iron forceps, the branches of which had previously

rough flame to destroy any dust adhering to their sur-

face so that it might not remain to be driven into the flask by
the sudden rush of air when the point of the flask was broken.

Great pains were taio * of tlie liquid in the
flasks during transit mi-jlit exert some influence unfavorable to

the development of infusoria or mucedines.

The following results are then D and they

show the entire-difference between the air of the plain or of ele-

vation* a ; laces. Pasteur's first experiment

«i tne lilacier des Bois was interrupted by a circumstance which

^ad not been foreseen. He had taken to close the points of the

flasks, after they were filled with air, an eolipile lamp fed with
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alcohol. The whiteness and glare of the ice, in the light of the

sun, was so great that it was impossible to see the jet of alcohol

flame, and as it was agitated by the wind it could not be directed

upon the glass with sufficient steadiness to melt the point and
hermetically seal the flask. As no means were at hand to render

the flame visible, the flask could not be sealed, and there remained
chances of error by the admixture of other powders. The three

flasks which had been opened were therefore taken to the small

village of Montanvert and sealed at his lodgings the next morn-

ing, after they had been exposed all night to the dust of the

chambers where he slept. Of these three flasks only two pro-

duced either infusoria or mould. Since the number of flasks

altered in this experiment is greater than that in those which
followed, (the twenty flasks previously noticed), Pasteur con-

cludes that the agitation of the liquid during the journey had
no influence upon the development of germs.

It therefore appears to be satisfactorily demonstrated

:

1. That the air of inhabited places contains a greater relative

number of fruitful germs than the air of uninhabited regions.

2. That the ordinary air contains only here and there, without

any continuity, the condition of the first existence of generations

sometimes considered spontaneous. Here, there are germs and
there, there are none.

3. There are few or many, according to the localities. Kain
diminishes the number but after a succession of fine days they
are more numerous. Where the atmosphere has been for along
time quiet germs are wanting and putrefaction does not take

place as in ordinary circumstances.

Gay Lussac, Schwann and Pouchet have performed various
experiments upon liquids in contact with common air, with
heated air, with artificial air, and with oxygen gas, using a
mercurial bath to isolate the substances experimented upon.

Some of their results have appeared to favor the theory of

spontaneous generation. Pasteur has ascertained that mercury
taken from the bath in any laboratory is itself loaded with or-

ganic germs. He took a globule of mercury surrounded by an
atmosphere of calcined air and passed it into a flask of putresci-

ble fluid by the process detailed in the former part of this paper.

In every experiment of this kind after two days an abundant
growth of organic products appeared.
The same experiments were repeated with the same liquids,

with no change of manipulation, with the same kind of mercury,
except that the mercury was first heated to destroy the germs it

contained, and no growths whatever appeared in the flasks.

From all these experiments Pasteur concludes that: Powders
suspended in the air are the exclusive origin, the first and nee-
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edition of life in infusions in putrescible bodies and in

apable of undergoing fermentation. It is easy to collect

and observe with the microscope atmospheric dust, among which
ys be found a great number of organized corpuscles
experienced naturalist will distinguish as the germs of

inferior organisms.

[Some infusoria are not more than f?iTT 0I> an inch in diam-
eter and if we suppose that the ova of infusoria and the spores
of minute fungi are no more than one-tenth part the linear di-

mensions of the parent organism there must be an incalculable
amount of germs no larger than ?¥fV** or t*?Vtj of an incn m
diameter. Since according to Sullivant and Wormley, (This
Journal, vol. xxxi, p. 12,) vision, with the most powerful micro-
scope, is limited to objects of about „{H of an inch, we need
not be surprised if infusoria and other organisms appear in pu-

i
;• greater numbers than the germs in atmos-

pheric dust visible by the aid of the microscope would lead us
to expect.—Tb.]

Pasteur proposes to continue these investigations and expresses
the hope that the way may thus be opened for a successful inves-
tigation of the origin of different diseases.
New Haven, May 1, 1861.

II.

—

Natro-boro-calcite and another Borate t

Gypsum of Nova Scotia; by Henry How, Professor of Chem-
istry and Nat. Hist., King's College, Windsc

Gypsum of Windsor N. S * I was not
aware at that time that Dr. Hayes of Boston, U. S. had an-
nounced his convictionf that the soda which had been attributed
u

' tins mineral was an impurity and had given as the true ex-

T the composition of the pure mineral the formula CaO
2B0

3 +6HO. Had I known this I should have adverted to the

probability of his mineral, (Hayesine, Dana) constituting a dis-

tinct species from Natro-boro-calcite whose existence seems to be

ted by the repeated finding of not very dis-

. soda in analyses of specimens from two of
its three localities, as seen in the following list which contains

all the analyses I have been able to find :

1 This Journal. Nov., 1854, p. 95.

^- Jour. Sci.-Second Sebies, Vol XXXII, No. M.-Jixy.
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B03 CaO HO HaO KO S0 8 NaCl Sand

, 51-13 20-85 2625 '.'..'. '.'.'.'. '.'.'.'. '.'.'.'. '.'.'.. Bechi.a

Id., p. 394, (6) Liebig und Kopp's Ja
'bird Supp. to Dana's Min., p. 6. (<T) Proc. Phil. Soc, Glas-

In the account of the analysis by Anderson the quantities of

soda and S0 3 as above given are reversed, but from the conclusion

drawn by the author this is evidently a mistake. As regards the

amount of water present, no mention is made in any case but

my own as to the temperature at which the substance was dried

;

in my analyses the mineral was air-dried. The soda, it will be
observed, is a constant ingredient in pretty uniform amount in

all but the first two analyses, and in my examination, as stated

at the time, the mineral was washed for the second analysis with
cold water till all sulphuric acid was removed.
From the preceding data the following formulas have been

deduced

:

CaO 2B0
3+6HO Hayes,

NaO 2B0
3 -f-2CaO, 3BO 3+10HO Ulex,

NaO 2B0
3 -i-2CaO, 3B0 3-fl5HO H. How,

NaO 2B0
3 + 2(CaO 2B0

3)-fl8HO RammeLsberg,

all referring to a mineral found in rounded masses, consisting of
interwoven fibres, opaque, snow-white and of a silky lustre.

The mineral to which I would now draw attention was found
in the same quarry as the preceding, at a distance of about 100
yards and at about 20 feet lower level, and also associated with
Glauber-salt, which, it is worthy of notice is generally met with

here, according to the quarrymen, in narrow seams at the line of

junction of the
-< ha ) with the "soft plas-

ter," (Gypsum). I detected it in the form of an opaque white

substance without lustre, and, to the naked eye, devoid of crys-

talline structure, in cakes and somewhat rounded masses varying
in size from that of a small pea to that of a bean ; these masses
lay between gypsum and crystals of Glauber-salt, taking shape

from the crystals of the latter on the side next to them, and when
ir lacs, as it were, etched, and

sometimes the crystals were penetrated to a considerable depth

by the imbedded borate. The mineral is very soft, (H.=l) but

coherent, tasteless, slightly tough between the teeth, fuses readily

B.B. to a clear bead, insoluble in water, soluble in HCL As
found, or very soon after being brought home, it lost by exposure
to air, Water=18-36 per cent,
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1

and the air dry substances gave the following results on analysis

;

the water was determined by ignition, the lime, magnesia and
sulphuric acid in one portion of the ignited residue, arjd the soda
in another, after its treatment with fluor-spar and sulphuric acid
for separation of boracic acid, which was, of course, estimated
by deficiency

:

Soda - - "
-'..'.

725 —
Sulphuric acid 3-98

WaSr* - -
'.

'

- -' 19-96 2078
Boracic acid 539 8

The quantity of mineral obtained did not permit me to make
more than one analysis and retain a little as a specimen for iden-

tification, but these results as well as the characters already men-
tioned and the crystalline structure to which I shall presently
advert, are, I think, sufficient to show that it is specifically

distinct from Natro-boro-caleite (see analyses quoted). On the
assumption that the magnesia and sulphuric acid are accidental,

and that the latter is combined with the former and with a quan-
tity of soda equivalent to that of the acid not required by the

magnesia, I have calculated the preceding results (i) after making
these deductions, and at the same time taking away the amount
of water necessary to render the MgOSO,=MgOS0 3

+7aq.;
(the hydrated sulphate of soda would of course become anhydrous
on exposure to dry air) ; the results then become

:

C'B0 3

corresponding to the formula,

NaO, 3CaO, 9B09+I2HO

I am very well aware that it is unsafe to base a formula upon a

single analysis, especially of a mineral substance, and most espe-

cially after making deductions as above, and I cannot in this case

insist on the one brought out, but it is not anomalous. We find

rather complex combinations both in the natural and artificially

formed compounds of boracic acid, thus

:

Hydroboracite,* = 3CaO, 4BOs+3MgO, 4BO»+ 18HO, and

*=NH40,4BO s+4HO.

•ana's Min. 4th Ed., pp. 394, 395.
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while Laurent* describes a salt =5NaO, 24B0
3 -f52HO, and

Kosef one =3CaO, 5B0 3 when ignited, and it is a little curious

that the formula given above includes the soda salt corresponding

to Larderellite and the salt, of Kose.

tfaO, 4B0 8+ 3CaO, 5BOa -f 12aq.

I mentioned that the mineral presented no appearance of crys-

talline structure to the naked eye ; not having at hand,

ime I was at wor"

a portion of the r

New Brunswick, at-Frederickton, with a letter stating my results

and my doubt as to the substance having crystalline structure
;

I received this answer; "In spite of your odd formula, the

mineral, just as I got it, untouched and unwashed, is perfectly

crystalline in every particle. A good power is required, but

with a magnifying power of about 350 diameters there is no
difficulty, the form comes out as sharp as possible. The crystals

xcessively thin translucent tables or plates. They have a
1 the angles probably =80° or more, owing

' say whether they could

be called right or oblique rhombic prisms. I suspect the latter

from analogy. By care the ' Tiza ' (Natro-boro-calcite) can be
shown to consist of very fine prisms, sharp, angular and long,

but too fine for me to state their form. The diameter was loss

than -00118 of an English inch. The long prismatic needles of

the Tiza are in great contrast to the broad tables of the recent

mineral in your last letter ; of that the plates are about -0048 of

an inch from side to side, but some are a little larger, others a

little smaller. In some you see regular cleavage, that is, a small

rhomb chipped out of oue side. As far as form goes therefore it

would seem to be a distict and definite species. I presume it was

sulphates of lime and
sulphate of soda is very curious."

I may state that I had subsequently the opportunity of appre-

ciating the great accuracy of this description of the appearance

of the two minerals.

Arguing from the chemical composition, which however may
not be quite established, and the crystalline structure, I conceive

the mineral in question to constitute a new species, and I propose

for it the name of Cryptomorphite (xQVMog, occultus, pogcpri, forma)

in allusion to its microscopic crystalline structure.

The truth of the last sentence in Prof. Robb's letter is very

apparent. In my former paper on the subject I adverted to the

s of Natro-boro-calcite in the Gypsum here as confirming
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Dawson's theory of the orig

acting on the carbonate of 1:

Bechi found* the same mineral, u . the lagoons

of Tuscany. The hydrated conditions of both the borates found
in the rock here and of the associated Glauber salt shows the

action of water, but that of ordinary sea-water would not account
for the presence of boracic acid. As regards the soda, the sul-

phate and borate of lime were probably the substances originally

present, and chlorid of sodium in water bei

remove part of the calcium as o borate and
sulphate of soda ; it is confirmatory of this view that a small

of rock-salt in crystalline grains has lately been found
in the Gypsum.

Art. III.—On Gyrolite occurring with Calcite in Apophyllite in the

Trap of the Bay ofFundy ; by Henry How, Professor of Chem-
istry and Nat. Hist. King's College, Windsor, Nova Scotia.

The Mineral Gyrolite was first described by Professor Ander-
son of Glasgow,! as a new species from the Isle of Skye; it is

stated by Greg and Lettsum^; to occur without doubt at two
localities in Greenland, and, according to Heddle, at Faroe. The
only other notice of it that I am acquainted with is by L. Sa>
mann, who§ mentions that he examined a specimen, no locality

being given, mixed or interlaminated with pectolite, and sug-
gests that this mineral losing its alkali becomes gvrolite, and
losing its lime becomes okenite. No other analysis than the
original one of Professor Anderson has, I believe, been pub-
lished

; the following account of its occurrence among the min-
erals of Nova Scotia! .shows it in such association as affords £

mode of explaining its origin by change in apophyllite. I met
With it in Anapolis County, N. S., some 25 miles S. W. of Cape
Blomidon, between Margaretville and Port George, on the surface

of fractured crystalline apophyllite, and, on further breaking the

mass a good many spherical concretions of pearly lustrous plates

were observed in the interior, of sizes varying from that of a

pin's head to nearly halfau-ineh in diameter; their outline was
"well defined and the external characters as given by Anderson
were recognined on examination; it afforded the following

results on analysis. The mineral was ignited for water, and the

residue treated with HC1, the resulting dried silica was weighed,

+ Trains* Royl'Soc. Edin. and Phil. Mag., Feb., 1851.

i Manual of Mm., p. 217.

§ First Supp. to Dana's Mm., p. I. This Jour., May, 1S55.
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and then fused with carbonated alkali, and the weight of the;

small quantities of alumina, etc., so separated, was deducted from
that of the first silica. I place my numbers by the side of those

of Anderson, and give the calculated percentages for his formula

:

Alumina, 1-27 T48 ,
»

,

and a general accordance is observed sufficient to show the iden-

tity of chemical composition in the minerals examined ; the small

pletely, and it fused without any difficulty, and even with some
ebullition.

some entirely filled with gyrolite, and in others separate plates

of this mineral were standing edgewise, leaving.vacant spaces,

while upon and by the side of the plates were in some cases

rhombohedral crystals which proved to consist of calcite and
5 present alone in the cavities, which varied from

being quite shallow to half an inch in depth. It is mentioned by
Anderson that gyrolite occurs associated with stilbite, laumontite
and other zeolites, and is sometimes found coating crystals of
a«difference in chemical composition between apophyllite
and gyrolite is very well seen on comparing the respective theo-

retical percentages of their constituents, thus

:

Si0 3 GaO KO HO
Apophylite, as 5270 2600 4-40 16-70-f-HF variable.

Gyrolite, = 52-18 32-26 15-50

and the existence of the calcite in the cavities seems clearly to

show that the gyrolite is formed from the apophyllite by the

waters which deposited the carbonate of lime reacting on the

silicate of potass and dissolving out at the same time the fluo-

rine as fluorid of calcium :* trial was made for fluorine on
two fragments of the gyrolite and no evidence of its i

obtained.

* See Dana's Min. I, p. 282-238.
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Art. IV.— On some questions concerning the Coal formations of
the United States; by Leo Lesquekeux—(Continued from

General Remarks on the Coal Plants and their Study.

In the memoirs of the Geological Survey of Great Britain, Dr.
Hooker has remarked at length on the difficulties attending the
study of the fossil plants of the Coal measures.* I can admit,
indeed, with the celebrated English author that this study is far
more difficult than could be supposed from an examination of
some specimens of fossil ferns, which are found sometimes so
handsomely painted upon the shales, that they look as perfect as
plants preserved in the herbarium. But I. cannot share the
whole of his views concerning the insufficiency of the data fur-

nished by palaeontological botany and their uncertainty com-
pared with those afforded to Geology by fossil animal remains.
Remains of fossil plants are preserved in two ways

:

First. We find, especially in the shales overlying coal-banks or
occupying their place, the flattened surface, the printed outlines
of some peculiar vegetable organs. They are mostly leaflets of
ferns, either without traces of fructification, or with the fructifi-

cation obliterated and dimly visible through the parenchyma of
the leaves ;f or parts of fronds, broken pinnae detached from the
common rootstock; or pieces of flattened stems without leaves,
generally bearing on the surface some peculiar striae or cicatrices
left at the point of attachment of the leaves; or a few isolated
and broken fruits, apparently nutlets of unknown relation and
structure.

Secondly. "We find also fossil botanical remains, either silicified

or transformed into coal or mineral charcoal. Silicified wood
is common enough in some strata of sandstone intervening be-
tween some beds of coal. But it represents parts of stems, or of
naif decayed - generally been taken
off or is entirely obliterated. Such specimens of course expose
to the student the internal structure of the wood but nothing else.

When the remains of fossil plants are-found preserved in coal

or charcoal, every trace of a complex organism has disappeared,
and nothing can be seen by a microscopical examination but
isolated vessels of various forms and size.

We have I

plants of which we
can only see the outline, to which we caunoi by any means refer

the organs that are essential for determination, like stems, now-

* It is well to recall the fact that the remarks in this paper regard only the fossil

coal plants, though some of them may apply to the fossil flora in general.

. r surface of fh fcrrw which b. nr- th. ruit is mostly the one msepara-
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ers, and fruits, &c, and of which we cannot study the internal

structure. Or we have isolated vessels transformed into coal or

pieces of silicified wood of which we can study the internal

structure only without possibility of comparing it or of referring

it to external organs so as to know the outward appearance of

the vegetable to which they belong *

To show at once in its most unfavorable and discouraging

aspect the difficulty of studying the botanical palaeontology of

the coal, we have still to remark that the broken, separated

organs of fossil plants, especially the leaflets of the ferns, gener-

ally found detached from the stems, are extremely variable.

Some perfectly alike in their outline may belong to different

Bpecies while some others apparently totally different belong to

the same plant or even to the same pinna.

As a compensation to these apparently insurmountable obsta-

cles, we have

:

1st. The extraordinary simplicity of the flora of the coal and
the small number of species that appear to have contributed to

its formation. All the leaves found in connection with the coal

measures belong to ferns and to a few genera of unknown affinity.

2d. As every botanist well knows, most of the species of ferns

have a peculiar and well marked nervation. In the fossil ferns

i of species, f

; cases where the nervation is nearly alike for

different species, each of these may be distinguished by peculiar

marks, hairs, scales, tubercles or appendages, &c, which permit
their identification.

sight by the palaeontologist, though indeed indescribable. And
this is true as well for the leaves of the ferns as for the cicatrices

which so peculiarly mark the bark of some trunks.

From this it follows, that the characters on which we have to

rely for a determination of the fossil plants of the coal arc uncer-

tain, indeed, and of little value for an absolute classification or in

• of the stem and to their place within it. Tin- que-iioi

i] hereafter.
- \,tv great, I

lered by some botanists as bi

species of a genus and even of subgenera. (See the opinion of Mittt
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comparison with all the species heretofore known, but that
they are generally reliable enough for identifying the species of
coal plants relatively to each other. This, I think is all that is

wanted for an examination of the pataontological botany of the
coal. For the flora of the coal-measures constitutes a peculiar
group of plants which ought to be studied by itself, whose
characters ought to be looked for without any exact relation to
plants now living. A certain amount of botanical knowledge,
especially of the anatomy and of the geographical distribution
of the plants of our epoch, is necessary for that duty ; but it can
be pursued without the assistance of great and costly botanical
c ibiaets, and even without the acquaintance with a large number
of our living plants. Of course the more one knows of botanical
science, the more one is prepared to judge of the analogy of the
forms of fossil plants or to recall them to an original type. But
nobody will attempt the study of fossil plants who has not been
prompted by a natural love of the science to devote himself to

serious botanical studies.

Comparing now the data furnished by both animal and botan-
ical remains, and considering what is called the insufficiency of
botanical palaeontology, we have to inquire, first, What results

are to be expected from palaeontological researches? We reply,

ieh have inhabited our globe since
the first appearance of life, or a kind of history of the creations
or of the modifications of what we may call the forma of If.
And, as a corollary of the first proposition, some indications of
th changes to which the surface of our globe has been sul .jected,

sad which, according to the laws governing the forms of life,

ought to be attended by the appearance of peculiar beings.
It is indisputable that the external forms of some animals,

their shells especially, are generally better preserved in a petri-

fied state than the soft parts of most plants. But animal remains,
. and are no

.... -

;

. -..•-.- .:.'.' .- I
-.•:;•: ; '

•
--•.-

fa tree. As
for the shell-. th.'\ aicsimph envelopes and tin irai inita - to the

animal arc at best «»n - " H '-
}

l K tru '' tliat

\ lias done more for anim Is than lor \ its

^>ti the number of 'leaves is not small of which the outline is

so closely related to the form of the whole vegetable that when
they are found in a fossil state, they may be immediately and

Wrtainly referred to their proper genus. For what concerns

struetions offered bv - are as reliable for

. for whole forests indeed rebuilt from
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pieces of bark or from leaves as they ean be for whole iishes, and
gigantic animals rebuilt from a scale or a bone.

From another point of view, if it is true that the number of
animal fossil remains is far greater than that of fossil plants, it

cannot be denied that animal remains are mostly marine and are

jlv. in a scarcely variable general mould. If we
should judge of the successive developments of the vegetation of

our globe by the fossil marine plants only, we should, indeed,

come to a very erroneous conclusion ; the Fucoides, for example,
of all the formations are much alike, and preserve even up to

our time their original typical characters.

Marine animal remains appear to have been subjected to

appreciable changes only by great geological events, of which
natural philosophy cannot thus far folly appreciate the amount
of influences. Thus, of course, we have not any solid ground
from which to draw reliable conclusions concerning the result of
those influences upon the forms of animal life. Botanical palae-

ontology has engraved its records on the rocks, only at very

distant epochs, and they present only broken links of a chain,

which science may perhaps never be able to connect.

From this it appears that when we come to examine the suc-

cession of species from their origin, and search for arguments
concerning the problematical question of successive changes or

of successive erections, the data now furnished by animal and
botanical palaeontology respectively, give us about the same
amount of light and merit the same reliance.

As indicating the succession of the strata of our globe, or as

geological marks, animal remains have this advantage : that i

most of the strata have been formed by marine deposition, these

e more generally found in every part of the geological

They are thus an ever present if not always a reliable

guide. But the most interesting part of the geological field :

entirely barren of those medals of the creation to which we look

for a record not only of the successive deposition of strata but

of all the changes which the surface of our earth has undergone.

Marine strata have been formed from materials transported and
mostly, at least, taken from dry land. Tom nine 'hi- dry ' md,

Dgea to which it has been subjected by that

potent ;md most variable am-rit. the atmosphere-; concerning the

various appearances of the successive stories built by the Kternal

Power for the ultimate end of the structure, viz :—the habitation'

about some of the materials prepared and heaped up

nformation. Thus, if the data furnished by
s of these special branches of palaeontology are more numerous,
re universal, more easily found and better preserved and stud-
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ied—those of the other are more precise and so to speak, more
applicable to our humanity. Because they speak a human lan-

guage. They speak of atmospherical changes, of sun and of
rain, of seasons and of their variations. They speak of shores
battered by the waves and covered with floating debris, of hills,

of green fields, of impenetrable forests, of everything that is now
in the fullness of its perfection, belonging to the Eden slowly
prepared for our abode.

If this does not prove that fossil botany is as useful to science
and as interesting as any other branch of palaeontology, the few
words I have said in its defense will easily be excused: espe-

cially as in this country it has bad few followers, and is often
looked upon with unmerited discredit.

By far the greatest obstacle to the study of the fossil plants
of our coal measures is I ining good specimens,
and, when the specimens have been found, of procuring books to

make us acquainted with them. We have indeed some few
specimens of fossil plants in geological cabinets. But they have
been mostly collected by persons unacquainted with fossil bot-
any and are thus incomplete in many ways and of little use for
study. Either they want some part essential for a determination,
or they have been collected without a close regard to local and
stratigraphical position. Fossil botany ought to be studied in
the coal mines, among heaps of shales where remains of the
same species can be collected in their different forms. Some-
times hundreds of pieces of the shales have to be split before the
part of the frond of a fern which may be desired for a sal

determination can be found. In many fossil ferns, especially
in the Neuropteridece, the terminal leaflet of the pinnce has a
peculiar and characteristic form ; and, as the leaflets of this class
of ferns are mostlv deciduous, these terminal ones are rare and
difficult to find. Though whole si <vered with
leaflets of Neuropteris hirsuta, and though this species is found at

nearly every geological horizon, it is nearly impossible to find

the branches with leaves attached to them, and thus to know
something of the general appearance of this species.* With the

pieces of the bark of some trees, viz. with specimens of Lcpkh-

.... the difficulty of collecting is soil greater.

*or the points or cicatrices left by the leave*, and gonernlly

showingin peculiar for the vessels at their

point of en.' ,i.s. varv in size ami distance,

according to the a»e of the vegetable or the place on the trunk
from which the Specimen is taken. Moreover, the

nave various forms following the process of decortication of the

* I 'have only two small specimens of this species with branches and leaves

;

one found by ,.. Mr. Bunbury saw for the first
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As it is extremely rare to find in our coal measures
a whole tree preserved by petrification, the study of a single

species of the great vegetables of the coal ought to be pwsaed
at the same place on a great number of specimens. This is al-

ways a difficult task. But if we consider that before we are able

to become well acquainted with, any species of fossil plant, and
especially to get a

distribution, we hi

distant exposures, the difficulties of this study appear far greater.

The collecting of specimens and their study would be greatly

encouraged by some good work with descriptions and figures of

American fossil plants. Indeed, I have been repeatedly asked
what were the books from which we could get that prelimin-

ary acquaintance of fossil plants which is necessary to direct

such researches. Hitherto nothing has been done in that line

in the United States; at least nothing that can be easily ob-

tained by the student, because all that has been published on
the botanical palaeontology of the coal is disseminated in scien-

tific Journals or State Geological Eeports that are not generally

accessible.

Before the publication of the Geological report of the Slate of

ts bad been described

by Mr. Broi Flora'- from specimens sent to

him, chiefly by Prof. Silliman, from Wilkesbarre and Zanesville.

After this, Mr. Bunbury of England published in the Quarterly
Journal of the Geological Society of London (vol. ii, p. 82) some
remarks on - ots collected by Mr. Lyell at Frost-

burg, Maryland. Yery few of these species are described or even
determined, for except

Lepidodendron tetragonum, I.-
:

Stigmaria

ficoides, Asterophyllites and Calamites nodosus, all the species men-
tioned in Mr. Bunbury \s paper are marked with signs of doubt
The general remarks of this celebrated English author are verj-

interesting indeed, but are useless for one beginning the study of

its of our coal measures. Even the three new spe-

cies which he has described and figured are uncertain, being made
from incomplete specimens. In the third volume of the same Jour-

nal, Mr. Bunbury, examining some fossil plants from the Nova
Scotia coal measures, sent to him by Mr. Richard Brown, men-
tions, mostly without descriptions, and with a?, forty-eight species,

of which seven are described and figured. The same remark as

above can be applied to these species, except for Lepidodendron

midum and Neuropteris rarin>'rri>\ satisiacn rily described and
I from imperfect specimens. This Journal, vol.figured, though still from imperfect

iii, No. 1, contains a Notice of vegetable impressions by G
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v. n<
) bas given some figures, but without names and scientific de-

K-riMti >"s. This Journal, vol. xxix, U -n-i,^. rontons an cm-< I-

lent and elaborate article by Dr. Hildreth of Marietta* A num-
ber of our common species of fossil plants are figured in the plates

Qg this paper; but the names and the descriptions of
ts are not given. There nsof Stein-

haur in the Transactions of the American Phil. Soc of P,
(vol. i, new series) apply to plants observed and examined in the
coal basin of England ; and those of Harlan in the same journal
(1831) concern only some Fucoides and have no relation to the
coal. These are all the materials which were available for study

-

ing the American fossil plants of the coal when I began the exam-
ination of the fossil flora of Pennsylvania in connection with the
Geological survey of that state. The Report made on this sub-
ject contains the description of two hundred and thirty-one species
of fossil plants, with figures of one hundred and two of them,

v. This number certainly embraces the greater pari of
the fossil plants of our coal measures. But the report made at
the time with all the care and the light which the collected mate-
rials could afford is still defective in manv points.f Some species
considered and published as new, had been described and pub-
lished previously

; and some others supposed identical with Ku-
ies, are now acknowledged as distinct. Moreover this

report, like those numerous geological reports published among
v.? at tlio cost of the States, is not on sale and can be found only
1,1 certain public libraries, and in the hands of a few privileged
men of science.

About the same time that this report was made, Dr. Newberry
of Cleveland, published in the Annals of Science of Cl<
series of papers, the two first of which (Feb. 1st, and Feb. loth,
1853) contain a catalogue of one hundred and twenty-seven spe-
cies of fossil plants of which twenty-two are marked with a ?

' name. In the same Journal (March 1st. May 1st,

May 15th, 1853, and Jan. 1854), the same author gives a de-

ith figures of a few species, especially fruits. These
papers are now difficult to obtain.

To complete the list of what has been published on the fossil

- Oontiaent, 1 have to mention still, some very inter-

esting papers on species of coal plants in Nova Scotia, and on
the traces of vegetable organs found in the coal, by Prof. J. W.
Dawson of Montreal. The same author has enumerated in his

Acadian Geology about one hundred species of fossil plants bo-

longing to the coal fields of Nova Scotia. Lately Mr. Horatio l '.

Wood has furnished to the Proceedings of the Academy of Isatu-

* Ob*r . r, „,, „ , the /; h m out Coal !> « '» f fhi M <k gnm Valley, <L'c.

t This Journal, July, I860, vol. xxx, p. 64, note.
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ral Science of Philadelphia (June, I860,) a paper containing de-

scriptions and figures of some species of Sigillaria and Lepido-

If in addition to these local papers scattered in periodical

works I mention a catalogue of fossil plants published by the

writer for the Scientific Society of Pottsville, Penn., I think that

we have here the whole amount of contributions to the fossil flora

of our coal measures of America.

The larger number of books on fossil plants have been pub-

lished in Germany and mostly in the German language. In the

beginning of this century, Schlotheim published his Flora der

Vorwelt, with fourteen plates.* Since then science has made such
progress that, with the exception of the figures which have been
copied by subsequent authors, this work, very remarkable in-

deed at the time of its publication, is scarcely of any value to the

student. From 1821 to 1838 Count Sternberg labored and gave
to the scient - ; iner geognostich botanischen Dars-
tellung der Flora des Vorwelt

-f
in two folio volumes. This work

contains a great number of good figures of fossil plants which
cannot be found elsewhere, and is indeed very valuable for the

great amount of information that it contains. It bears the mark
of its early origin, and traces of uncertainty by a close and ex-
cellent observer who had to find his path in a new field, and give
an account of things that had never been seen before and that

have no relation to what we have now on hand for a comparison,
in the vegetation of our world. Sternberg's Versuch was made
with great labor and expense, and with the assistance of two of
the best German Palaeontologists : Corda, who prepared sketches
for comparative phytotomy of the fossil and recent plants ;% and
PresI, who elaborated the greater part of the second volume of
the book.

Corda, who has been just mentioned in connection with Stern-

berg, published afterwards his observations in a separate work,
Beitrage zur flora des Vorwelt. This book is of great scientific

interest for the study of the anatomical structure of the wood of

some species of fossil trees. A few of the conclusions of the

celebrated German author concerning the affinity of stems of the

coal with plants of our time are indeed subjected to controversy,

but his work in patience and detail of execution is truly admi-

rable. It is still the best guide to consult for those who have
opportunity to study the anatomical fossil botany from ground
and polished lamella? of silicified wood.

* I mention of the works published in Europe on the

\ Skiz-.cn zur Vcrgleichenden Phytotomie vor und jetetwettlichen P/lanzen
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Prof. H. B. Goppert of Breslau lias worked immensely upon the

fossil flora of the coal. But unhappily some of his memoirs
are disseminated in scientific journals. The most important
of them which can be got by purchase are, 1st, the Systema
Filicum Fossilium (1836), descriptions in Latin, explanation in

German, and good plates : the Gattungen fossilien Pflanzen, (six

livraisons have been published), with text both in German and
in French. The work is splendidly illustrated ; the Flora des

Uebergangs gebirges, Latin and German : the Monographie der

Fossilen Coniferen, (Leiden, 1850), and the Fossile Floy
rischen, Devonian, &c., Leopold Academy, Jena, 1860. This last I

havenot seen yet, but it is considered as very valuable. It is

certain that no living man knows more about the fossil flora of
the coal and perhaps of all the formations* than Prof. Grd'ppert,

Perhaps his writings are only too numerous and his scientific

riches too large. His Genera of Fossil Plants is only commenced
and the completion of it is to be ardently desired by e

dent of fossil botany. In connection with Twith Berger, Prof. Goppert
also published" a monography (De fructibus et den

formatione lithanthracum) of the fruit of the coal measures which
is of great interest.

To Prof. F. Unger, who like Goppert has also published many
valuable books on the flora of the recent formations, we owe
especially a Synopsis of the genera and species offossilplants which,
though made without a clear and fixed method, is very useful as
containing an account of all the species of fossil phi'.
up to 1850, the time of its publication. The descriptions (with-
out figures) are insufficient for the beginner.

Prof. H. G. Bronn has published in his Lethaza Geognostica a
number of fossil plants of the coal.
Prom Prof. E. T. G ermar t livraisons (the last in

1853) of coal plants. The work in folio has very good plates
and descriptions, but progresses verv slowly,

Gutbier (Aug. v.) published in 1836 a a small work on the
dossil plants of the coal of Zwickau. Though it is printed on
poor paper and is without preten

;

book contains a great amount of solid information, and will be
consulted with pleasure and profit by those who are interested
m our coal flora.

lhe Verskinerungen der Steinhohlen Formations in A
•"of. Bruno Geinitz (Leipsic, 1855), is a magnificent folio book

lid tables and excellent figures. It has
Wlth great care and from the ex I

-rison of a
great number of specimens. This is probably the best work to

* I would not even make this restriction, if the admirable work of Prof. Heer
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give a general view of the fossil flora of the coal. Many of our
common American species are found described and figured in it.

[1 k indispensable to the student. Prof. Geinitz seems to have
taken a point of view entirely different from that o£Q<
both, I believe, have gone too far; this one by multiplying the
genera and the species, without characters always sufficient; the
other in uniting into one some species certainly distinct. The
work of Geinitz is entirely in German. It is to be regretted
that it does not give at least a short Latin description for each
species.

Goldenberg has made a beginning of a Flora Sarr&pontana
Foti u ; I wo livraisons only of the work have appeared (1855 and
1857). If it is ever finished it will be a very valuable work in-

deed. It contains already on the fossil Lycopodiaceoz (to which
the author refers the genus Lepidodendron) and on the fossil Sela-

gineoz (to which he refers the genera Sigillaria and Stigmanu.) a

great amount of acute and very interesting observations. To
Goldenberg we owe the discovery of the fruit of Sigillaria and
good details of its structure. He even asserts that he has found
the fructification of Stigmaria ficoides, and describes it in his

generic diagnosis. Goldenberg appears to be one of those true

workmen of science who spend their time in the mines exam-
ining specimens, and collecting them, not for their fine appear-
ance, but to compare and unite the dismembered parts of a

species in order to reconstruct the whole; the only way of study-
ing botanical palaeontology with advantage to science.

We can scarcely be astonished to find in France only a single

representative of the science of the fossil flora of the coal, that

of Prof. Ad. Brongniart : for this celebrated author has done so

much for the Botany of the Coal measures, that truly his works
are beyond comparison and imitation. What a pity that his

great idistoire des Vegetaux Fossiles has not yet been and probably
will never be finished! The last part delivered to Etc

printed, I think, in 1844. When we look to the details of his

ii anatomy, to the admirable clearness of his

ion, to the exactness of his descriptions and of the

figures, to every part of his great work, we cannot be aston-

ished that every attempt at classification and description of fossil

plants is done in imitation oi llron-niart's method, the true

m of the science. His observations on the structure nf Si-

.uiical study that is equalled only

by that oi [Jr. Hooker's on the structure of the Leptdostrobi, in

the memoirs of the Geological Survey of Great Britain. Besides

these remarkable works, and among numerous memoirs ofBrong-moira ori^rong-

, the Tableau des Genres des Vegetaux Fossiles, and the Pro-

8 will be studied and
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studied again with constant advantage and pleasure. If the
great fossil flora of Brongniart was finished, it would suffice for
the study of the coal plants, at least for the general acquaintance
so desirable to direct the researches.

From England, we have the Fossil flora of Great Britain, by
Lindley and Hutton, (3 vols. 8vo). Many species of the coal
measures and of the oolitic formations are described and figured
in this work, which is certainly very valuable. But it is made
without any systematic arrangement and without method. The
descriptions are moreover far from being satisfactory and the
drawings too artistical or imaginary.

I have already mentioned the remarkable memoir of Dr.
Hooker, who is certainly one of the greatest botanists of our time.
From polished lamellce of fossil cones of Lepidodendron, he has
exemplified the fructification of this genus as clearly and as
perfectly as it could have been done from living specimens*

Artis, Antediluvian Phytology, &c, is a good book for the plates,
but scarcely of any use now to the student of fossil plants. The
same may be said of ! tim of Geological Facts

I tat Witham's work on the Internal

f Fossil vegetables is, like Corda's Beytrage, very valuable
to direct the researches of comparative anatomy in the study of
the internal structure of the fossil woods. A number of fossil

plants of the coal are described and figured in English works on
Geology by Lyell, BucklamL Miller, Mantell, &c.

Art. V.—On tfie Production of the Ethyl Bases; by M. Carey
Lea, Philadelphia.

I mentioned in a former number of this Journal that while
engaged in the examination of the action of ammonia on certain
oxy-ethers, I had met with the experiments of Juncadella and
£>e Clermont, and finding that the production of <:

by these reactions had been already indicated, I discontinued
mJ investigations. Subsequently however having occasion to
prepare a considerable quantity of ethylamine for other exami-
nations, I determined to ascertain whether the action of nitrate
of ethyl on ammonia could not be made use of as a convenient
process. Juncadella had already proposed to mix nitrate of
ethyl with three or four parts of alcohol, saturate the mixture
With dry ammoniacal gas and heat for two days to 212° in the
Water bath. This was°a rather troublesome process, and a few
experiments led me to the follow ii

< «*, which
* publish as having given me satisfactory results :

mt!
U

I-
Lesquereux has apparently overlooked Robert Brown's brief, but very

completely demonstrates the structure and affinities of LqulurtrobxK—hDs.
Aw

- Jotts. Scl-Se. ind >. :.l- \oi XXXII. N\> W.-JlXT, 1S61.
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Nitrate of ethyl is mixed with an equal volume of strong

alcohol. To this mixture is added a quantity of ordinary strong

liquid ammonia equal in bulk to that of the mixture. The nitrate

of ethyl is thereby precipitated but is nevertheless easily acted

upon by the ammoniacal liquid. Three hours in the water bath

at 212° is generally sufficient to complete the reaction. As the

process goes on the nitrate of ethyl becomes brownish, gradually

diminishes and finally disappears. The resulting solution does

not contain salts of ammonia and ethylamine only, as has been
stated, but a large quantity of diethylamine and triethylamine.

As the nitrate of ethyl can be prepared in large quantity with
it y by a modification of M. Millon's process, which

will appear with some other papers in the following number of

this Journal, I am inclined to think that this process will be
found valuable for the preparation of the ethyl bases. It is ne-

cessary that the tubes should be strong, and not more than two-

thirds full. Bottles hermetically sealed are not to be recom-

mended unless extremely strong. In one experiment I operated

with four eight ounce bottles all of which stood the test, but on
repeating the process three of the four exploded at once and the

fourth subsequently.

The presence of al

of ethyl is readily decomposed at 212° by aqueous i

if the ammonia is in considerable excess, the decomposition is

complete in three hours. If the excess is only slight the time
required for decomposition is greatly increased. In one experi-

ment where 29 parts of nitrate of ethyl were heated with 57 of

liquid ammonia, the decomposition was not complete till at the

end of 15 hours. The use of alcohol and the proportions above
given are what was found to give the most satisfactory result.

Philadelphia, April 9, 1861.

Art. VI

It has been known for some time that when ;

acted upon by the halogen ethers, the ethylar

always accompanied by a variable quantity of the secondary and
tertiary ethyl bases and the ammonium base, and I have shown
that the same is the case with respect to the secondary and ter-

tiary ethyl bases in the reactions of oxy-ethers. The ammonium
base I have not looked for, but it is doubtless present also. The
primary, secondary and tertiary bases resemble each other so

closely in their properties that their separation is attended with
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may be accomplished with great ease by means of picric acid.
The picrates of the different bases exhibit the most opposite de-
grees of solubility, the picrate of triethylamine rivalling the
picrate of potash in insolubility, while that of diethylamine is

soluble to an almost unlimited extent in water, alcohol and ether,
without being in the least deliquescent. Its affinity for ether is

so great that its concentrated eti remain ex-
posed to the atmosphere for days in a syrupy condition, gradu-
ally crystallizing on the surface, and eventually all through, to a
radiated mass. Between these two extremes the picrate of ethyl-
amine occupies an intermediate position and the differences of
solubility are so well marked as to render the separation per-
fectly easy in the manner to be indicated below.

1. Separation of the mixed bases from Ammonia.

This has been generally directed to be done by treating the
mixed hydrochlorates either with absolute alcohol, or with a
mixture of strong alcohol and ether, whereby the salammoniac
is supposed to be left undissolved.

This process I have always found to the last degree unsatis-
tory, and necessarily so; for if absolute alcohol be allowed to
stand oyer salammoniac in powder for a time and then be evap-
orated in a watch glass, a certain quantitv of salammoniac will
be deposited and the same is true of a mixture of strong alcohol
and ether. By operating on the ammonias in the form of sul-

resnlt is obtained. For this pur-

iiixture as poured out from the pressure tube is treated
With a sufficient quantity of pure sulphuric acid to displace the
nitric acid (or if bromid or iodid of ethvl have been. employed,
the bromhydric or iodhydric acid) and the solution is e\
as far as possible at a temperature of about 250° F. The pasty
mass is exhausted with strong alcohol, the alcoholic solution is

evaporated as far as possible at the same temperature and the
residue exhausted with a small quantity of absolute alcohol.
J- wo exhaustions at least, are necessary even when absolute
alcohol is used the first time. In this wav a satisfactory result is

obtained, which cannot be accomplished with the chlorhydrates.

2. Separation of the mired bases from each other.

After being completely freed from ammonia as above describ-

ed, the mixed sulphates were disl
' i:!sh

>
m the

U;f,1 "l way and the bases were saturated
acid. Sufficient heat was applied to redissolve the

|

Wi " (
''» formed toward the .dose of the saturation, and the hot

(not too concern rated) solution allowed to crystallize. The first
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purified by several re-crys-

of the base was formed and from
this the chlorplatinate which was obtained in large and beautiful

crystals. The platinum salt was analyzed.

•4858 gms. substance gave •156'7 platinum, Percent.

This corresponds to 32-26

Chloroplatinate of triethylamine contains 32-23

The close correspondence of the result with the number given
by theory indicates the perfect purity of the triethylamine. Its

proportion is but inconsiderable compared with that of ethyla-

mine and diethylamine, and it is chiefly contained in the first

portion of the gaseous products which pass over in the distilla-

tion with caustic potash.

Picrate oj itallizes in delicate yellow

which dissolve sparingly in cold water and alcohol, abundantly
in hot. The decrease of solubility in an aqueous or alcoholic

solution as it cools is very sudden, so that a hot solution deposits

almost the whole of the salt as it begins to cool. Placed on pla-

tinum foil and gently heated, it melts, turns first red, th

at the same time boiling up, takes fire, and leaves a residue of

charcoal.

After the least soluble salt had been removed in the manner
dbed, the mother water deposited another crop of crys-

were purified by repeated recrystallization, the chlor-

hydrate of the base was formed, and its chlorplatinate was
analyzed.

•4429 gms. substance gave -1728 platinum. Per cent.

This corresponds to 39-02

The chloroplatinate of ethylamine contains 39-29

Pierate of ethylamine presents great differences of appearance
according to accidental circumstances. When first cry

out of the mixed solution it usually forms groups of short brown
iering to the bottom of the basin. If" these be recrys-

ng yellow flattened prisms and laminae, ex-

tending in every direction through the liquid—few substances

exhibit more beautiful crystallization. A dilute alcoholic solu-

tion often deposits flat prisms bevelled at the extremities, and
sometimes hexagonal plates.

In solubility in water this substance approximates to the pi-

crate of am Fter it has been subjected to re-

peated recrystallizations, it bears considerable resemblance in

appearance.

After the picrate of ethylamine has been for the most part

removed, the mother waters exhibit a curious phenomenon which
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little reduced by spontaneous evaporation or by a gentle heat,

the liquid spontaneously separates into two layers, a pale yellow
lighter and a dark brown heavier. The evaporation is continued
until the heavier layer constitutes rather more than half of the

whole, and then the two layers are separated either at once by
a separating funnel, or ether may be added and thoroughly
shaken up, when the brown layer dissolves in the ether and rises

to the top. After separation it is allowed to crystallize and is

once or twice Tecrystallized from a small quantity of ether by
which it is obtained quite pure. A specimen was converted into

chlorhydrate and then into chlorplatinate, and gave the following
results on analysis

:

•3884 gms. substance gave -13YY platinum. Per cent.

This corresponds to 35-45

chloroplatinate of diethylamine should contain 35*45

It appears therefore that the salt obtained in the above de-

scribed manner is perfectly pure.
Picrate of Diethylamine without being deliquescent is soluble

to almost any extent in water, alcohol and ether. By sponta-
neous evaporation it crystallizes ii a radiated mass. Sometimes
at the bottom of the vessel beautiful transparent brown yellow

form, which belong to the monoclinic system. Combi-
nation observed ooPoo, [ooPoo], OP, ooP, +P, and a clinodi-

agonal doma.

The approximate proportions in which the different eth]
bases were produced by the reaction here made use of were pejot were per-

' of diethyl-
amine and* fifty or sixty of ethylamine. "

The method here described gives with facility a very exact
separation of these bases. The only precaution necessary to be
observed, especially in operating on small «.

solution must not be t,

.

• mtsm. otherwise the
/'••"':

f'.i' •'> :.;:.;. '- ::;
' :. '

'

' -

'

jputthe delicate needles of the former are easily distinguished
from the broader ones an d prismatic crystals of the latter, and two
or three recrystallizations suffice to separate them completely.

I feel ass
| will be found to be a m

mt in effecting separations oi cognate organic bases.

"maybe doubted if there other acid whose salts

..laten.UMi.M to ivady ciystal-

alhed bases, adds, as i

mple, to the value of
this acid in effec I ween them.
PMWelpbia, April 9, 1861.
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Art. VII—On the Path and Velocity of the Guernsey County (Ohio)

Meteor of May 1st, 1860 ; by Prof. E. W. Evans of Marietta
College.

In a brief account of this meteor published in this Journal of

Science, July, 1860, I gave the most reliable and definite obser-

vations which I had been able to collect, bearing on the question

of the meteor's path and velocity ; I also gave such conclusions

as the data seemed to me to warrant. I propose now to review
the subject more at length, in the light of all the facts now in

my possession
;
partly in order to state, in a more careful man-

ner, both my conclusions and the arguments by which they
seem to me to be established; and partly in order to correct

some serious errors, in regard to the data, which appear in for-

mer communications on this subject.

Prof. J. L. Smith, of the University of Louisville, in an arti-

cle published in the January number (91) of this Journal, begins

by summing up " all the observations" which he considers " wor-
thy of note respecting the fall of this meteorite." In this sum-
mary the statement is repeatedly made, that the village of New
Concord, near which the largest stones fell, is nearly east from

of Cambridge, at which some of the observations

which he records were made:—it is also stated that a large

number of stones fell southeast of Cambridge. The truth is

that New Concord is nearly west of Cambridge, and that not
one of the stones has yet been found to have fallen southeast of

the latter place.

On the map contained in Prof. S i i tics of lat-

tude place the fall of meteoric stones full 60 nautical miles far-

ther north than it really occurred ; while Parkersburg, the place

of a most important observation quoted by him, is placed too

far north by about 37 nautical miles. Such errors, if allowed

to stand uncorrected, would involve the whole subject of the

Among the observations which Prof. Smith selects as note-

worthy I find the following. "Mr. D. Mackley of Jackson

county states that he was standing on the platform of the rail-

road station in Berlin, 20 miles south of Parkersburg, when he

saw in a northeast direction a ball of fire about 30° above the

horizon," &c
The value of this obs

tl al there is no railroad passing through anyplace 20 miles south

of Parkersburg, that there is no place named Berlin in that part

of Virginia, and that the village of Berlin from which Mr.

Mackley saw the meteor is in the state of Ohio, nearly 50 miles

west of the point indicated by Prof. Smith. The
is substantially in Mr. Mackley's own words (as reported from the
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Cincinnati Commercial by D. M. Johnson, in this Journal, July,

I860), with the exception of the words "20 miles south of
Parkeraburg," which are added. This mistake is the more unac-
countable, because in Mr. Johnson's communication the place of
observation is described as 80 miles southwest of Cambridge,
while both in Mr. Mackley's letter to the Commercial and in my
more complete report of his testimony, from which IV
elsewhere quotes, the place is precisely designated as Berlin, six
miles east of Jackson, Ohio, (vide September number, 1860).
But the statement, when corrected, is not of more consequence
than several others, which Prof. Smith omits altogether from his
list of observations worthy of note ; though he afterwards gives
them iu part, as having been relied upon by Prof. Andrews and
myself.

i heard, I would simply ask the question, is it possi
the established views of the conduction of sound by rarefied air,

that any conceivable noise produced by a meteorite 40 miles
distant from the earth, in a medium quite as rare if not rarer
than the best air pump can produce, would reach us at all, or if

so, m the manner described by observers ?"

,
I need only say in reply that the writer here attempts to

my conclusions by throwing doubt on premises from
which I never reasoned. That the sounds in question were
somehow connected with the fall of stones none will deny. That
they proceeded from an elevation of 40 miles is a view which
might well be received with doubt : it is certainly a view which
f never maintained. How the sounds were caused, whether by
violent disruption of parts or otherwise, is a question which it

would be foreign to the purpose of this article to discuss ; but I
may state in this connection one important fact relating to them,
because I shall have occasion to refer to it again. The successive
reports heard at great altitudes in the district where the stones
ten, and apparently connected with the descent of the separate
pieces through the clouds, were entirely distinct from the one
great detonation which was heard at great distances from that

foi q i were distinctly heard only over an area of
a few miles. The latter shook the buildings from W

hio. It is ascertained by careful

mquiries to have been heard from Columbiana county on the
northeast to within eight miles of Chillicothe on the southwest,
and from Knox county on the northwest to the borders of the
third tier of counties in Virginia on the southeast: an area of

about 150 miles in diameter. At all places within this area

«e near Cambridge and New Concord, it was described

M a aingle sound, a sudden concussion resembling thunder or the
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discharge of a heavy piece of ordnance, followed by a roar of

about two seconds in continuance. A merchant of Marietta,

happening to be at dinner, suspected it was the explosion of a

powder magazine in his store about a quarter of a mile distant.

The Parkersburg News says, " the houses shook as with an
earthquake." In the counties of Washington, Morgan, Noble,
Monroe and Belmont, and in places along the Virginia side of

the Ohio river from Parkersburg to Wheeling, those who were
within doors very generally attributed it to an earthquake. The
windows rattled ; and local papers state that the door of an engine
house was jarred open at Bellair near Wheeling. The lines of

direction of the sound from all sides, as distinguished by those

who happened to be out of doors, cross each other in the southern
(not far from the central) part of Noble county; while the

• 3 of that region thought it was overhead. Prof. An-
drews, giving the results of personal inquiries, says, "the people

of the northern part of Noble county heard it in a southern or

towards ^sew Concord." At Zanesville about 12 miles from
New Concord, the Courier described the noise, not as a succes-

sion of sounds, but as an "explosion." These facts clearly

indicate that the great detonation heard at these various places

was one and the same sound, and that it proceeded from a point
over the interior of Noble county. The most probable location

is five or six miles south of Sarahsville. It was undoubtedly the

first produced, but the last heard, of the successive sounds described

as receding to the southeast by witnesses in the neighborhood
where the meteoric stones fell ; and it was compared by them
to the roar of thunder.

Again, Prof. Smith says, " as regards the size of the meteorite

I have but to refer to my experiments made in 1854, and pub-

As the above remark is made in reference 1

the size of the meteor, it is but justice to myself to say that I

had acknowledged the danger of error from this source, and had
only insisted that if the apparent disc and the estimated distance

be assumed as data, we shall obtain for the diameter of the meteor

about three eighths of a mile. (Vide Number 88, July, 1860.)

I may now proceed to the discussion of the meteor's path

:

and first of all I shall aim to state the data with as much accu-

racy as possible. It is proper to say that the latitudes and

longitudes of places in my first communication on this subject

(July, I860) were inserted by the editors, apparently from com-
mon maps. I shall here give latitudes, longitudes, and relative

i places, as nearly as they can be determined from the

most reliable surveys of this part of Ohio yet made ; which, so
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far as the distances are concerned, may be supposed near enough
for the purpose in view. The accompanying map is on too

reduced a scale to be ensile made neeurate: but it will aid the

mdertftandiii-- the iollowimr remarks.

In my ft

5 agree best with
thorough h

results formed from a le \v <

to consider the most relial
other observations confirn

Welles of Parkersburg, a t

lev,* Ksq., a lawyer "of *

selection are, first the so
secondly their favorable
distance from the meteor's

:

and finally the great pains

* This name was misp
Am. Jour. Sci.—Secokd Sbbie
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rately on the spot, with a view to publication. I may add also

that I have subjected, both of these witnesses to a close examin-

Mr. Welles' place of observation was in the state of Virginia,

(lat. 39° 17', Ion. 81° 24'), about three miles east of Parkersburg.
I Lis testimony is as follows. He saw the meteor through an
opening in the clouds, first appearing about 50° east of north,

oaring about 20° east of north. It was in sight about
en 35° east of north was about

J.". . Of tins he is most confident. When asked at what altitude

its visible path produced would cut the meridian to the north of
him, he pointed from 50° to 55°. It is important to observe that

Mr. Welles' judgment as to angles is to be strongly relied upon,

hat accustomed to astronomical observations.

Mr. Ma :lcy'< place of observation was Berlin (lat. 39° 6', Ion.

82° 23'), about six miles nearly northeast of Jackson, Ohio. His
testimony is as follows. He saw a brilliant meteor pass over a

cloudless space from about 55° east of north to about 40° east of
north. It was moving nearly parallel will th< horizon. When
it first appeared, its altitude was about 30°

; at its disappearance
it was about two degrees lower. It was in sight about six sec-

onds. Mr. Mackley's account of the manner in which he esti-

mated the angles serves to sii .-iscn h--n < .and m-e in his accuracy
He says that as nearly as he could jud^v, the meteor appeared at

one third of the distance from the horizon to the zeniti
•'-:• '

. •

'''.:..<;','.
one half the altitude. He states also that he visited the place

again in order to determine, as accurately as possible, the points

of the compass.

In order now to make a first approximation, let us assume that

the path of the meteor, when projected on the earth, would i ass

through New Concord, (lat. 40° V, Ion. 81° 45'), on either side of

which the heaviest stones fell. The bearing of this line, as

shown by the direction of the route along which the stones were
scattered, by the direction in which different pieces are ascertained

by Profs. Andrews and Smith to have reached the ground, and

by the direction to which the successive reports attending their

fall receded, must have been nearly northwest. Let us then

suppose, by way of trial, that it was exactly northwest. Mr.

jaw the meteor from Berlin in a northeast direction.

Now these two directions being at right angles to each other, it

follows that its real path was nearly parallel with the earth's sur-

face; for otherwise its apparent path could not, under the given

. have been nearly parallel with the horizon, as Mr.

Mackley declares it was. It follows also that its height above
the earth was not far from 40 miles ; for the altitude given by
Mr. Mackley is from 28° to 30°, and the distance northeast from
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Berlin to the projection of the supposed path upon the earth is

about 70 miles.

We may now proceed to correct this first approximation by
combining the observations of Messrs. Mackley and Welles. We

me that the path of the meteor for a short space, such,

as these two observers saw it traverse, could not have departed
very far from a straight line ; for it was moving in the highest
regions of the atmosphere, and, according to any hypothesis,
with immense velocity. Then the line which will best agree
with the observations of both, and at the same time, when pro-
jected on the earth, pass through New Concord, runs 40° west of
north. Let us first consider Mr. Welles' observation : azimuth
35° east of north, altitude 65°. The base line in this case (from
Mr. Welles' station to the supposed projection), is 19 miles; the
consequent height 41 miles, nearly. This was at a point over
the eastern part of W ip). Next

M ackley's first observation : azimuth 55° east of north,
altitude 30°. The base line in this case is 68 miles, and the
consequent height (after allowing for the curvature of the earth),

40 miles. This was over the southern part of Noble county,
(d on the map). Next consider Mr. Maeklev's second data:
azimuth 40° east of north, altitude 28°. The base line is about
69 miles, and the resulting height 38 miles, nearlv. This was
oyer the northern border of Noble county, (e on the ma»>
Nowbycom]

i stween these stations with the
correspond!! . ;.i. it will be seen that they are
not far from proportional; which gives a trajectory between the
above limits (from b to e on the map) not departing far from a
straight line, though descending somewhat more in the last part
than in the first. But if we suppose the bearing to have been
one or more degrees greater or less that 40 west of north, we

oe observations, a tra-

v-arting from a straight line altogether too r

be admissible
: in the on eeartb;

in the other case rising and falling successively within the limits
°i the atmosphere.

.
The path now found is consistent with Mr. Welles' approx-

imate estimate of the altitude (from 50° to 55°) at which the
arc described by the meteor would, when produced, cut the

meridian. In the statements of other witnesses we find as close
•

. :

» expected, from ordinary observers of sudden and

phenomena. In the neighborhood from eight to ten miles north

)er of persons (I mention Jacob

^eonhart and tw> * .. , t LI
ses of the

meteor through the clouds, north and a little west of north,

if its course was nearly north-

west, its height was not far from 40 miles over the central and
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northern parts of Noble county. Many persons on the eastern

border of Athens county, west of Marietta, saw the meteor in a
northeasterly direction, passing from cloud to cloud at such alti-

tudes as to lead to the same conclusion. Mr. John Brabham and
several others undertook to show the angle at which the body
was descending towards the horizon, and it was such as to give

h not differing widely from the above, when combined
• with Mr. Welles' observation or with that of Mr. Macldey.

The statements of different observers at the same places of course
vary somewhat ; but none have been used except those which
seemed well attested. The directions were taken, whenever
possible, as pointed out by the observers themselves, from their

places of observation. Every case of very wide discrepancy in

testimony was by this means made to disappear.

Let us now use the data furnished by Messrs. Welles and
Mackley for estimating the velocity of the meteor. It is to be
observed that its bearing, as above estimated, being so nearly at

right angles with the lines of vision of both observers, reduces
the velocity almost to a minimum. Now Mr. Welles saw the
meteor pass from 50° east of north to 20° east of north, (from
above a to above c), a distance of 11 miles in about three sec-

onds. This gives for its velocity, in the first part of its visible

path, 3| miles in a second. Mr. Ma '.;. .- p<ii lared that the
meteor was visible to him for six seconds. * The distance in this

case (from above d to above e) is 18 miles; the consequent
velocity three miles a second. Here is as close agreement as

could be expected : and in view of the tendency to exaggerate
the time, we may presume that neither of these estimates of the

velocity is too great ; but of the two, that based on Mr. Welles'
observation should be preferred, since the shorter interval of time

is the easier to estimate with precision.

There is no strong evidence that the meteor was seen further

southeast than where it first appeared to Mr. Welles, (a on the

map), nor further northwest than where it was last seen by Mr.

Mackley, (e on the map). The distance between these two
points, projected on the earth is about 35 miles. In a former
communication I gave the testimony of Joel C. Eichardson of

Warren as tending to show that it was seen over the district

where the stones fell ; but from a comparison of his statements

with those of others in the same neighborhood, I am disposed to

admit that he made an error of ten or fifteen degrees in the

direction. Humors of persons in Morgan county having seen

the meteor descend nearly to the horizon have, upon investiga-

tion, proved groundless.

It was a circumstance very favorable to correct estimates of

directions, on the part of observers, that they saw the body
through openings in the clouds. From the east side of its path

it was not seen at all, as the sky was completely overcast ; but
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The conclusions which we have derived from the evidence
may now he briefly summed up as follows. The course of the
meteor was about 40° west of north. It was first seen over the
eastern part of Washington County (about lat. 39° 27', Ion. 81°
8') at a height of 41 miles, nearly. It was last seen over the
northwestern border of Noble county, (about lat. 39° 51', Ion.
81° 34'), at a height of 38 miles, nearly. Its velocity relatively
to the surface of the earth, was from 3 to 4 miles a second.*
As the time was half past twelve, noon (May 1st), it follows

from the res ity in the solar system
was from 20| to 21 miles a second.
As the data cannot be claimed to be more

to the truth, the conclusions cannot. I have given the results
found by comparing the data of two excellent observers at ad-

*t«. as th > m..st likely to be near approximations.

nearly with my first estimates, (July, 1860f),
formed by a general comparison of less select data, before the
most material statements in Mr. Mackley's testimony, or any
part of the testimony of Mr. Brabham and many others, were yet
known to me. Any attempt to establish a path differing v, i k!v
from that now given, whether in the bearing, or in 1

1

-, of departu:
"

<vith the earth's surface between the points indicated,

\i
',.'.

merits, not only of Mean lies, but of

m
le Servers, to clash hopelessly with each other.

These views are entirely inconsistent with the hypothesis that
the whole of the blazing body described by witnesses came to
the earth in Guernsey county, (from /to New Concord, on the
map). If the principal tss fi II at 1 11. it must ive i illei at a

nee beyond. Whether we suppose it was consumed
in the air or passed on. there is no diilicultv arising from the

for there is

.-.

with clouds, not i \ rn \ o New Con
cord, buttoaconsid.i bare ascer-

logical reports recorded in the Smithsonian
v .

1st), over a large part of Northwestern Ohio. Nor is there any
es of the same density,

after entering the atmosphere together aud moving through it a

' '-

' -,
.

'.: / .. -. .. - :.• • •. . -

:

.

" ;

m.les and the orbit traced backward would again enter the atmosphere-Ens.

t VoL xxx, 296.
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their

s of i

solidities are as the cubes), would encounter more
from the air. And the smaller bodies, having once

fallen below the larger, would receive a still further acceleration

to their descent from the increased density of the air; for it is

an established fact that, through atmospheric strata of equal
depth, the increase of density downwards is by a geometrical
ratio. In order however to account for a separation of over 30
miles in a vertical line it is necessary to concede that the part

which passed over was much larger than any of those which
came to the ground. It must also be conceded that they began
to separate long before crossing the Ohio river: a view which is

strongly supported by the fact already stated, that over the

southern part of Noble county the stones v. I

descended far enough to cause a concussion in the lower atmo-
sphere that was heard over a vast region.

reader is referred

Akt. VIIX— Caricography; by Prof. C. Dewey.

(Continued from vol. xxxi, p. 26, Second Series, 1861.)

No. 271. Carex JVorvegica, Wahl. Schkuhr, Car., fig. 66.

Spica obloriga composita; spiculis 3-5 brevi-oblongis sessilibus andro-

_ ;,'-
: ,'•

• .

;

' '-. - -. ' .
-.-•';:,:-.- --

bracteata cum bractea longa-setacea ; fructibus distigmaticis ovatis vel

oblongis eilipsoideis subacutis ore integris apiculatis squama late-ovata

subacuta paulo longioribus vel subaequantibua.

Culm 6-10 inches high, erect, leafy below, longer than the leaves;

spikelets 3-5, oblong, short, sessile, staminate at the base, a little sepa-

rated below, a setaceous and rough bract supporting the I >
•

from an ovate scale; stigmas two; fruit ovate, oblong or ellipsoid, som>-

tire orifice, slightly compressed, longer

than or equalling the ovate, short, broad and acutish scale.

Lono; known on the sea-shores of Norway, it was discovered in 1860

in marsh**, near the ocean, and forwarded to Dr. Sartwell

by Rev. J. Blake, thus being first detected in our country.

No. 272. C. Franklinii, Boott, in Hook. FI. Am. Bor., 2 1 7, Illust., No. 1 93.

. 'iiibus, suprema apice staminifera, proximis toto staminiferis



C. Dewey c

vel non-floriferis, inferioribus supei

exserto-pedunculatis vaginato-bra<
:.;•. .-,..'

oblonga vel ovali scabra fusca acuta paulo Jongionbus.
Culm sometimes two feet high or more, triquetrous, slender, stiff and

erect, leafy towards the base; leaves long and narrow; spikelcts very

runs ovate-oblong or oblong-elliptic, the lower
slender pedunculate and nodding, several upper ones "sessile and clustered

at the summit, the terminal laminate at the apex and nearthesmall and
Bt hi,: i it •

i

;'. iw< i. H ip b lata; stigmas 2 or 3, as both

iptic or ovate, oblong, compressed, scabrous and
lawny with a »b, rough, and

to the fruit.

Rocky Mountains, Drummond.
hW-mble* ( ovata. R'ta \ , having stamens above and th:

but differs much, and is strikingly characterized, as is shown by the
only specimens from the Rocky Mountains. For C. ovata, see this Jour-
nal, vol. x, p. 44, 1826.

No. 273. C. incurva, Lightfoot. Schk., Car., fig. 95.

Spica brevi composita; spiculis 5-8 ovatis sessilibus dense

squamoso-bracteatis spica

ia longe acuta longioribus vel aequantibus; culmo 5-7 unci-
vil >;t-]„' incurva.

Culm 5-7 inches high, suberect, often incurved, scarcely longer than
the narrow, flat, light-green leaves rising from the base; spikelets 5-7,

Iv clustered into a roundish head half inch long,

I
rostrate, con-

..;

;u ut<? - -a! •
; light green, except the yellowish head or spike.

High or cold northern p
ordton; Rock'

~~iuuimwesien srntory, under ti

•-' '-.<':;,
, ..,;• _ -. : ,

are published by authority of the Secretary of War;

No. 274. C. Raynoldsi

subconica subsessih d."iiMih.ia ^iumuh oblongis obtusis

rufisobtecta; pistilliferis 3-5 ..blongis ovatis '

-rk superior.* 1-2 s<—

'

3ongo-pedun,': Data; fro ti

apiculatis ore -
. ovata breri-a*

paulo superantit
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a juniore iiaceidis et omnibus

base, and bracteate under the lower spike;

„
-

:uid shorter than the •:: diort-coiiic ;

; ikes 3-5, ovate-oblong or short-, \ limine. thi< k and close-flow-

ered; when 4-5, the upper 1-2 spikes short, small and near the stami-

lower longer and more remote, and the lowest long, pedum date and
some declined; stigmas throe and - - idai, round,

triquetrous, p u tngapex,
-

short-ovate short a -black scale.

Pierre's Hole, valley of S JO, 1 860, 6000 ft. alt. ; and
Henry's Fork, June 22, 1860, 5500 ft. alt.—Dr. F. V, Hayden.

'.

.
'

.
,

; . ,

:..,..;.,......
.

. '. ,,'.;;..

Liu., which has spike staminate below, as well as different fruit ; for the

Lot see this Journal, vol. x, p. 271, 1826.

No. 275. C. vallicola, Dew.

Spiea c<>n - 4-7 ovatis sessilibus

,

'

ribus vel snbaequantibus ; ciilmo gracili folii- anguMis longiore. Jn-

t.-rdtim sp; bus. forte Don rloilt'eris.

Culm 6-l'J us. scabrous and naked

below, ro-tra til stip 1, at. th it hii.pi pia -' or a ltd e.\

eeeding the broad-ovate subacute scale which has a tawny back and

: . i River, June 18, 18CQ, 6000 ft. alt—Dr. F.

Differs from others of this family in having the staminate part of the

than thep ^.l^ivappr^od ovate scales.

°

No. 270. C. DougUmi, Boott, Hook, Fl. Am. Bor., tab. 214.

ies" °It is hero deser
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Var. densi-splcata, Dewey.

Dioica ; sp >,iis aggregatis composita
•

:

-
;

Interne paulo remotis ramosis vel divisis et arctis, densifloris

t'l'U til U-, II < I 1 ,11 is 1 I i is 1 1 - (l 1 ill-)

squama lanceolata castanea dorso viridi margine alba paulo brcvioribus;

rigido, foliisplauis \ iin'inatissul radieaiibus.

Culm 3-5 inches high, smooth, rigi in the Bat,

sheathed and subradical leaves, and wholly pistilliferous ; spike 1-1^ inch
long and half inch broad, thick, composed of 1,5-20 ovatr spfkelets

^regated above, and below less I or branched,

j a compact, longhead; stigi -late-rostrate,

ugh on the beak (immature), orifice oblique, bifid, shorter than

late scale.

Jackson's Hole, on Snake River, or Lewis' Fork of the Columbia, on
gravelly knolls, June 15, 1860, 6000 ft. alt.—Br. F. V. Hayden.

Differs from C. Nuttallii, Dew., (Sill. Juiirn., vol. xliii. 1842,) in its

spike and inflorescence, and its relatively broad leaves, as well as its fruit

being much less convex and ventricose.

Art. IX.—Remarks on the Mesozoic Red Sandstone of the Atiantic

Slope, and notice of the Discovery ofa Bone Bed therein, at Phoe-

nixville, Perm. ; by Charles M. Wheatley, M.A.

[Read before the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, Feb. 20, 1861.]

No question in American geology seems more difficult of
e iwadation, than the age and geological \

~ i:

and others still lower, to the Permian. The true
\

probably be determined like the San < 'a-cian. • U is. in; r.u -diaie

between the Triassic and Liassic periods forming a senarme
group containing like those beds, Sails, No
true Permian forms—characteristic of that formation have yet

been discovered
; the fishes formerly refei

now placed in the genera < a

. ir talis being more homocereal than lieterooereal.

The Clepsisaurus, Lea, once considered a Thecodont S
',: ;. ;•',-

; .-
....,-• -'

'
' - "

'

;
from Eedland, near !

!nltic con *

:

'

stated by Dr. Leidy (Proe. Acad. Nat. Set.

Phila., 9 June, LH57,) to be ;
' not properly a Thecod

but may form the type of a new species as us l th ar. ms. rted
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in the jaws by solid conical fangs." The whole formation is more-

over destitute of beds of rock salt and gypsum which chi

mineralogically the Permian system, not only in Russia but

wherever recognized. Sir R, I. Murchison (Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc,

Lond., vol. i, p. 82,) says, " The Triassic system does u.

:t single Pal eozoio form whether animal or vegetable whilst the

fauna and flora of the Permian are both so connected with the

Carboniferous and inferior systems, that they evidently constitute

tii.' last remnant of the same era. In the whole geological series.

therefore, no two systems are more completely separated than

the Permian and the Trias, the .one forming the uppermost
Palaeozoic stage., the other the base of the Secondary deposits."

Prof. Henry D. Rogers in his final Report on the ( h

Pennsylvania", vol. ii, part 2, p. 695, says, under the head ""Or-

_• ho 'P. mains ot Main Red Sandstone belt of Atlantic slope,"

"Reptiles,"—" the main formation or that which alone passes

across Pennsylvania, has thus far disclosed the remains of seve-

ral interesting species-: two of these the Ckr
icus and C. Leai, were first discovered as already intimated in Penn-

sylvania : and a species, probably the first named, has been since

recognized in the Deep River coal field at North Carolina nearly

a prolongation of the same, by Dr. Emmons, who has added sev-

eral other species of reptiles as belonging to the deposit in North
Carolina, namely /,'• < isolirterixis,

and Palceosaurus sulcatus. In New Jersey the formation has dis-

closed the remains of another re; neral struc-

ture as the Clepsisaurus ; it has been named by Mr. Lea who
I it, the Oentemodon sulcatus."

Prof. Rogers has mistaken the localities, the only Saurian

bones discovered in Pennsylvania at the date of his remarks
were, vertebra, ribs, and teeth found in the calcareous conglom-

erate near Sassacs Creek, upper Milford Township, Lehigh
county, by Dr. I. Y. Shelley, who presented them to the Acai I

enu of X; rural S -i -nces, Phila,, Nov., 1847, and upon which Mr.

I hia - 'lepsuaun ma] Acad.
Nat. Sci. Phil, Part 3, 1853, page 185, <xc.) : a visit to the local-

ity by Mr. Pea u with Dr. Shelley failed to discover the smallest

indication of further specimens," and until my discovery of the

bone bed at Phoenixville in October, 1860, these were the only

Saurian bones found in the State, with the exception of a portion

of a rib sent by the writer to Mr. Pea, noticed in Proc. Acad.

Nat. Sci. Phil,, 2 June, 1857.

Clepsisaurus LeaiEmmons,
(
Omosaurus perplexus Leid \ ) A met'

ican Geology, part 6, page 81, fig. 51, mentioned by Prof

Rogers as first discovered in Pennsylvania, has never yet been recog-

nized in this State, but was described by Prof. Emmons from

in the Dan River formation near Leaksville,
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North Carolina. Prof. Leidy thinks Omosaurus probably a dis-

tinct genus from Clepsisaurus. Prof. Emmons gives Omosaurus
% Leidy, as a synonym of both Clepsisaurus Lcai, and

Rutiodon Carolinensis.

Centemodon sukalus, Lea, jstated by Prof. Rogers as discovered
'\v Mr. [.;. in Xnr J, <':. was described from a single tooth,
found by Mr. Lea in the black bituminous shales of Pi
Tunnel, Pennsylvania, (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., viii, p. 77,

56), no other remains of Centemodon have as yet been
described.

The following fossils have been noticed in the ,x Mesozoic Red
Sandstone " of Pennsylvania

:

Pterozamites longifolius, Emmons, i

on pyrites, Phoenixville.

Gymnocaulus alternatus, Emmons, i

*~^, iouu, hi macs Dituminous snaies, rnoenixvnie.
Plant resembling that fig. by Emmons, as Calamites panctatus in black

I''»<>t resembling Wgjrrratliia at Gwynned, I. Lea (Am. Jour, of Sci.,

:

. !' 138,) probably same as fig. by Emmons (N. Car. Rep.
pl. 1, fig. 3,) as Dictyocaa Prof. O. Heer (this Jour-

' iv. p. -its.) sivs "has an obvious resemblance to tfoeg-
r

f
r ,f! " '•" f Lesquereux w s the genus Noeggerathia, Gopp., entirely

at or before the beginning of the oo*3
vol. xxx, p. 380.)
A number of plants, seed vessels, <fcc, have been found in the grey

micaceous sandstone and black shales, at Phoenixville, the genera of

which are yet undetermined.

CETJSTACEA.

Estheri

Estheri

PbamixvL_.

GgprU, two species, one smooth, the other beautifully-

. Rogers, also at Gwynned,- J. Leidy,;(Proc. Acad.
Na»-.W. Phil.. 10 June, 185?).

ul t k . .

Ltmultts* Fragment of Shield probably Lin It

ber remains probably Crustacean have been found

m black shales, Phoenixville.

MOLLUSCA.

Myites Pennsylvania, Conrad, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil, 1857,
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Single gai bituminous shales, at Gwynned, Isaac

Lea, this Jour., [2], vol. xxii, 123, 1856, "more like Py&p*
halarii Ag„ than any other which had come under Mr. Lea's notice."

Scales, bones and teeth of ganoid fishes are abundant in black bitu-

- ales have been found by Dr. Leidy
also at Gwynned, Proc. Acad. X,;t. Sc i. I'hih, 9 June 1857.

Turseodus acutus, Leidy, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., June, 1857,

page 167, u This genus and species are founded upon a left dental bone
with teeth, probably of a ganoid fish which I obtained from the black

shale of what have been usually considered the Triassic rocks from near

Ph.enixvillc, Chester Co., Pa. The dental bone is 20 lines long, by 4

lines in depth
;

posterior! is covered

with fine, interrupted ridges, such as are observed upon small ganoid

scales, found in the same series of rocks at Gwynned."
" Upon the dental border of the specimen there may be counted the

-

from \ to 1 line long, they are columnar in form, slightly curving in-

ward ; have a spreading base, and an abrupt, conical, enamel summit,
the fish may be allied to Belonostomus, or Eugnathus, but I am unable

to ascertain the exact form of the teeth in these genera."

Radiolcph spcciosus, Emmons. /-' discovered

at Gwynned, by Isaac L •. Acad. Nat.

Sci. Phil., 7 July, 1*37, aW> at Phcenixville.

Oatoptenti Imilar to those

from Richmond, Va., and North Carolina, are found in bituminous shales

at Phcenixville.

REPTILIAN REMAINS.

Clepritaurt Journal, Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., new
"", 1853, p. 185, founded on vertebra, ribs and teeth discovered

s conglomerate, upper Milford Township, Lehigh county, teeth

supposed to belong to this reptile have been discovered by Dr. Leidv in

black bituminous shales at Phoenixville, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. IMiiiad.,

1859, p. 110.

Eurydorus serridens, Leidy, Proc. Acad. Nat Sci. Phil., 1859, p. 110,

founded on tooth "large size, compi- acute serru-

rs," discovered by Prof. Leidy in black bituminous shales,

Phoenixville.

Composaurus * Leidy, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., 1859, p. 110,

founded on tooth discovered by Prof. J. Leidy in black bituminous .-.bales

at I'h.eniwiile. "b >rders without serrulatneis, b,„ fluted" '• res inblcs tho

teeth of Composaurus of the coal of Chatham Co., North Carolina, but

nevertheless belongs to a different species."

Centemodon sulcatus, Lea, Proc. Acad. Nat Sci. Phil., vol. viii, p. 77,

March, 1850, founded on a single tooth discovered by Mr. i

p. 123.

Bones and teeth probably Batrachian, found by Dr. Leidy fl

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., 16 June, 1857, in black bitumi

also at Phcenixville.

ngle tooth discovered by Mr. Lea

ille, described in this Journal, [2],
<



Phctnixville, Pcnn.

Coprolites, very abundant in black bituminous shales at Phcenixvil

some of them containing fish remains.

Foot-Tracks, Chelichnus Wymanianus, Lea, on dull red limeston

Phcenixville, Isaac Lea, Proc. Acad. \at. Sri. I'hil., viii, 77, 1856.

Ripple marks are also found in the red shale, Montgomery count

opposite Phcenixville.
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The " bone bed " is situated about 100 feet in the Tunnel from
the western end, and is not more than 6 inches thick. Frag-
ments of Saurian bones occur rather abundantly all through the
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layer, but the more perfect bones are found at the bottom of the

bed where they are collected together forming from two to three

inches of the layer, a seam of white or pink carbonate of lime

underlies them and is from § to £ inch in thickness. Under this

is a very thin seam of black carbonaceous matter, which is

grooved and polished like slickensides, evidently showing great

g force since the deposition of the bed.

The material composing the bone bed is formed almost entirely

of the remains of Cypris. No Est >prolites or

fish-remains, have been observed associated with the Saurian

bones in many tons of the shale carefully broken up and exam-

Above the bone bed is about 6 inches of bituminous shale

rias and coprolites, over this from 5 to 6 feet of hard,

fine-grained sandstone with plants. The bed is underlaid by
ten inches of shale with clay concretions which are mostly geodes

containing yellow pulverulent oxyd of iron, and under this a

compact, fine-grained red shale from six to seven feet to the

bottom of the Tunnel.
Near the above in a micaceous dolomitic sandstone of a light

grey color, occasionally so calcareous as to effervesce freely in

acids, occur Saurian bones—and part of a jaw seven inches in

length, T\ in. wide, and about T% in. deep, with seven alveoles

about T\ of an inch a] <Q adiated and sculptured

1$ inches long and 1 T
2
T in. broad, and an Icthyodorulite 3 inches

long T% in. wide at base, remains probably of Batrachians, Es-

th.rius, bones, scales, and teeth of ganoid fishes, the scales are

large, thick, beautifully ornamented, and coated with a layer of

transparent (ganoin) enamel.

Casts of two shells, one may probably be referred to either

Pholadomya or Cardita, and the other to Unio or Potamomya
and also large quantities of Saurian teeth, some of which are full

1-J-
inches in length, curved, smooth, or finely striated, probably

belonging to Clepsisaurus Pennsylvanicus, Lea, others curved

and sulcate, answering to the description of Centemodon sulcatus,

Lea. Another perhaps may be Composaurus, Leidy, and another

of " large size, compressed, conical, with opposite acute serrulated

borders" which doubtless is that described by Prof. Leidy as

Evrijdorus serridens. These teeth are found twenty or thirty

together and are well preserved, sometimes the teeth are con-

verted into iron pyrites for one half their length, or the pulp

cavity alone filled with pyrites, and occasionally small seams of

dolomite, calcite, or sulphuret of iron, cross them transversely

heir position. It is remarkable that while

the black bituminous shales have afforded but few Saurian teeth,

and none have as yet been discovered in the "bone bed," so

many should have been collected together and deposited in this
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strata of dolomitic sandstone as to give it the appearance of an
osseous conglomerate or bone breccia.

In some instances the casts only of the teeth remain, the sub-
stance of the tooth being converted into dolomite but retaining

the exact form of the tooth with the sulcations as distinct as in
the original, twenty teeth of probably three or four genera of
Saurians, all converted r on a piece of sand-
stone 6 by 3 inches. It is a singular fact, that while the teeth

are dolomitic casts only, the bones in the same stone remain
unchanged, retaining their original structure.

Associated with the above fossils in the sandstone are numer-
ous plant remains, mostly of a broad sulcated stem without joints
or branches, as far as noticed they retain the same width their

entire length, and are from one half to two inches broad and
from six to eight inches long.
The shales, sandstones, and fossils of the Phoenixville Tunnel

bear a remarkable resemblance to those of Nagpur and Mangali,
Central India, described by Messrs. Hislop and Hunter, Quar-
terly Journal Geological Society, London, vol. x, p. 472, and
vol. xi, p. 371, and referred by them to the lower Jurassic age.
The following is the descending order of the series according to
the observations of the authors

:

hard, with iron bands, and

. Fine and coarse argillaceous sandstones, rich, with plant remains, these
have afforded :

—

Labyrinthodont reptile, Brachyops-laticeps, Owen,
rishes, ganoid scales, and small jaws.
<>u<t:;. , :ms Estheria.
Plant remains.
Fruit.- iiud seeds, numerous and undescribed.
Leaves, Conifer, Zamites, Poacites and Ferns, (Pecopteris, Glossopteris,

Tceniopteris, Cyclopteris, Sphenopteris).
stems, exogenous and endogenous.
Acrogens, Aphyllum, Equisetites, Phyllotheca, Vertebraria.

Red shales 50 feet, green shales, 30 feet. In the former of these there

were observed at Korhadi :—
Keptdian foot tracks.
H orm tracks, and intestine shaped evacuations, these were also found

PhyllothecT"

w hite and colored dolomitic 1:
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The plant-bearing sandstone of Phoenixville Tunnel, though,

not containing all the genera of plants found in the Mangali
far richer in Saurian remains. Crustaceans (Estherias

and Cypris) parts of ganoid fishes, and shells. The green shales

of the Tunnel have worm tracks, and the intestine shaped evac-

uations. The bituminous shales are rich in organic remains.

The remains of Conifers, Zamites, Equisetites and probably
fruits and seeds, with dolomitic sandstones, indicate a very great

similarity with the lower Jurassic Central Indian formation.

Phoenixville, Perm., Feb. 1861.

Art. X.— On the Classification of Organic Substances by Series;

by James Schiel, of St. Louis.

The progressive series which in 1842* I introduced into or-

ganic chemistry, have become the chief means of classification

and of connecting organic substances generally. Several yean
after the introduction of the series, Gerhardt used them in the

sense just mentioned in his Traite' de Chimie and thereby con-

tributed a great deal toward their general knowledge, f But the

idea this distinguished chemist had formed of series was very
imperfect, as is proved by the single fact that he ranged benzoic

acid and acetic acid in what he called an isologous series

(Traiti, T. I, 127). As in the present state of chemical science,

it is highly important that the principles of seriation be clearly

understood, I will try to expound them in a more general and
methodical manner than has been done hitherto.

The general formula of organic compounds containing carbon,

hydrogen and oxygen is € aH^07 . By giving to y successively

the values 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . we may form the following series of

oxvdation

:

(A) € aHpO

From this all the series necessary for the classification of or-

ganic substances may be derived by putting <*=n and (?=2n+2,

making /? successively to decrease, the decrement being 2, 4, 6, 8,

* Annal. Liebig and Wohler, July number, 1842.

f Gerhardt changed the name progressive into homologous, in the discovery

itself of the series he has no share.
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... By this we have the following series

:

I. €nH2n+2 II. €nH2nO III. €nH2n_2 IV. €nH2n_4

€nH2n+2e2 enH2n 2 €nH2n _2e2 VaR^u®*
€nH2n+2 3 €nH2lie3 6nH2„-2 3 €nH2n.4 3

and so forth.

Every general formula in one of these generic series represents
special homologous series the members of which have the dif-

i above series with the hy-

) state, they will be found
to represent different states of oxydation of these hydrocarburets.
Another kind of series is formed by making in the general

formula «=n and (?=n and making 3 successively to decrease or
increase, the increment or decrement being 1, 2, 3, 4, ... . By
this we form the series

:

(B.) €nHn 7

€„H„±i07
€J ttHn+2e7
€„Hn+3e7

Every general formula here represents a series, the members
of which are distinguished by m€ H and which I therefore call

hemibgous series. It is to be remarked that a hemilogous series
whose general formula is €MHn±i07, can only exist when n is an
odd number, as the number of atoms of hydrogen entering into
an organic compound is always an even number* The hemil-
ogous series are very useful for comparing the physical proper-
ties of organic substances.

I will now apply these principles of classification to three
iarge classes or groups of substances, the hydrocarburets, the
alcohols and the acids. The generic series formed by the first of
these groups is the following

:

€ nH2n+2 hydrurets of the radicals of the alcohols;
^nu2n the homologies of ethvlen and the radicals of the alcohols;
tnH2n _2 acetylen n=2 ; ally I n=6

;
t: nM2n_4 thymen n=:10

;

^nH2n-6 benzol n=6, toluol n=7, xylol n=8, cumol n=9, cymol n=10.

£nH2

'

n _i stilben n=14;
€nH2„_2o hydrocarburet found in the tar of Archangel n=19.

The maximum or minimum number of atoms of hydrogen
which may be combined with n atoms of carbon cannot be deter-

mpound the atoms of hydrogen are

E[ia NO, as chemists formerly used
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mined at present, but there is no hydrocarburet known to con-

tain more than (2n+2) and less than 2n-(n+2)=n-2 atoms of
hydrogen to n atoms of carbon.
The alcohols form several generic series:

Alcoholic series I.

€nH2n4.2 O common alcohols of the type€n '

g
2n+1

I

€nH2n+2 2 glycolie alcohols of the type €a" g2n
I 02

€nH2B+2 3 glycerine « ^jg*"*
[ $•

whether tetracid alcohols of the general formula 6nH3 „+2 4
and

the type »«_**-* I
4
can exist, is not known, as we know

nothing certain about the existence of tetrabasic radicals. The
polyethylenic glycols of the general formulas

€nH2n+2 4

asic alcohol s corresponding t<nW^-
Alcoholic senles II.

€nH2nO allyli c alcohols of the type^2"- 1

} k

€nH2n 2 glycols *
, ^.-^

€„H2n03 " glycerine "
.

e,.nr u

of this series the only member known as yet is allylic alcohol

€ 3
H

6
corresponding to the general formula €BH 2n 0.

Alcoholic series III IV. V.

'

€nH2D-2 e, €BH2B_2 e2, etc.

€„H2,-4e, € nH2n-4 02, etc.

€}nH2n-6 the homologues of phenylic alcohol;

€„H2„-8
" cinnamylic alcohol.

The homologous series answering the general formula €n H 2„_ 6
is

€ 6
H 6

phenylic alcohol boil, point, 184°.

€ 7
H 8

0benzoylic " " " 204°.

8
H 1O xylenic " " " 220°.

<3 9H 12 ?

€ lo II 14
0cuminic « « « 243°.

as homologous with phenylic alcohol, the last member of this

series, cuminic alcohol, ought to boil at 264°.

Forming a hemilogous series out of such of those alcohols as

.answer to the general formula £n Bn+1 we have:
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€ 7H 8 benzoylic alcohol, boil, point, 204°.

€ 9H 10O' cinnamylic " " " 250°.

the difference in composition is here 2€H, the difference in boiling
point, 46° ; to the difference €H in composition there corresponds
therefore a difference in the boiling points of 23°, and as to the
difference €H2 we mostly find a difference of 19°— 20° in boiling
points, the influence of the atom of H on the boiling point is in

this case 3°, In a similar manner the influence of € on the
boiling point may be shown to be 26°, as benzoylic alcohol and
cinnamylic alcohol differ by €+€H2 and €H2 answers to 20°,

we have 46°— 20°=26°. The influence of the single elements
on the boiling point may thus be found by seriation and general
laws deduced by comparing the different results obtained by
this method. The acids form quite a number of generic series.

Series of Acids I.

€„H2ne2 fatty acids n=l to n=30.
€nH2a 3 glycolic acid n— 2.

€nH2„e4 glyceric acid n=3 (isomeric with lactic acid.)

The specialhomologous series deriving from this gene:

€3H4 2 acrylic acid. €kH203 glyoxylk

€4H6
-0

2 crotonic " €3H4 4 pyrorace

€5H8 2 angelic «

etc. etc.

Series of Acids III.

€„H2n-402
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From this generic series are derived :

—

€6H£e2 *>rbic acid. €3H2 5 i

€4H4 4 maleinio acid. €£^0? c

From this generic series we derive :—
€6H602 °xyphenic acid. €5H4 3 pyromucic acid.

8HiO 2 terebentilic " €6H603 pyrogallic «

€?Hg03 ipecacuanic "

8Hio03 ricinoleic "

€4H2 4 mellitic acid. €6H6e5 aconitic acid *

From this generic series we derive :

—

€VH602 benzoic acid. €5H205 krokonic acid.

€8H8 2 toluylic " €6H4 5 comenic "

€9Hi O2 ? €7H6 5 gallic

€ioHi2 2 cuminic « 024H4u 5 cholic «

€VH603 salicilic acid.

€8H806 phenoxacetic acid. €sH803 anisic "

€9Hio03 phloretinic acid.

* The radical of the tribasic aconitic acid jt [ 03 may be deriv

from a hydrocarburet by substitution of H6 by 03, as acetic acid is formed by si

Btitution of Ha by in the radical 02Hs. The triacid alcohol or glycerin corn

ponding to aconitic acid -would therefore be xr. r 3 ; it belongs to t

alcoholic series II, answering to the general formula € nH2n03 >
and the ty]

^n"

H3
D "8

1 ^'" ^ remark apples, mutatis mutandis, to other acids.
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€SH8 4 lecanoric acid. € 9Hio04 veratric acid.

Acid series VI.

nH2n-io02

€nH2n_ lo 2

Of the acids deriving from this generic series only a few are
known as yet.

€9H9 3 cumaric acid. £tR&7 mionic acid.

€8H607phtalic acid.

€•243:3804 choloidic "

25H4o04 hyocholic "

From other known acids it is hardly possible to form series,
as they stand mostly isolated ; there is for instance only one acid—anemonic acid € 1S H, 4 7—known as yet, which corresponds
with the general formula ^nE2n _

l 6 7 .

.
The generic series of acids considered above may be ranged

mto one primitive series

:

enH2Q 2x

€„H2a_ 2e2,

€„H2n.4 2,

where
3 means, that in order to form a generic series from one

of these primitive formulas, has successively to receive suffixed
the numbers 2, 3, 4, . . . x. It is easy to
series, as for instance •

3 every generic

€nH2n _2 2 ; 2H2 2, 3H4 2, 4H6 2 . . .

€nH2B_2 3 ; €2H2 3 , €3H403, 04H6 3 . . .

3nH2n _2 4 ; 2H2 4, 03^,04, 04H6 4 . . .

<3„H2„_2 5 ; €2H2 5, 3H405, 4H605 . . .

consists of two kinds of series, of which those lying on the hor-
izontal lines are homologous series, and those lying on the verti-

cal lines are series of oxydation, the primitive series therefore

expresses a seriatim in a cube.
It is worth observing that there may be series of isomeric

substances running parallel to each other ; such series may be

called homarithmical series.
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Art. XL

—

Theoretical Deterrnina

Comet; by Prof.

(Continued from this Journal, vol. xxix, No. 87, p. 386.)

Let D= the perihelion distance of the comet, and 7= the

velocity at the perihelion ; v = the velocity, 0, = the true anom-
aly, and r

,
= the radius-vector of the comet at any point of its

orbit ; and § = the inclination of tangent to orbit, to the radius-

t =the interval of time from assumed date to that of the peri-

helion passage of the comet

:

k' — the acceleration due to the effective repulsion of the sun,

expressed in fractional parts of a mile, at the perihelion distance

of the comet

:

E=ih.Q distance from the sun, and 6>, = the true parabolic

anomaly of the cometary particle, at the instant of its leaving

the sphere of influence of the nucleus

:

V'= the initial velocity of the particle, in a direction parallel

to the tangent to orbit of comet

:

<t> = the angle included between the line R and the axis of the

hyperbolic orbit of the particle ; 4= the angle included between
this axis and the axis of the parabolic orbit of the nucleus ; P=
perihelion distance, p 2

= the half-parameter, e = the eccentricity,

and A= the semi-transverse axis of the hyperbolic Orbit; T= the

interval of time from assumed date to the instant of the perihe-

lion passage of the receding particle ; y= the inclination of either
asymptote to the axis

:

6= the true anomaly, and r= the radius-vector of the particle

at any interval of time, t, after its perihelion passage :/

y= the angle included between the radius-vector of the parti-

cle and the axis of the comet's orbit.

Let a and c represent certain constants.

The intervals of time, x, T, and t, are expressed in days and
fractional parts of a day. The velocities V, V, and v, are ex-

pressed in miles and fractional parts of a mile, per second.

R and
V
may be taken, with slight error, equal to the values

of r, and
t , found for the same instant of time.

365d'25

tW.>
.Z?£ tang. 3^+ 3tang.-M .... (10.)

r
Jr
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(1.) For orbit of particle leaving comet at perihelion,

=m+l;p
2= m.D; A= -£-;P=I>- *=0; cosy=J (13.)

*-»+? J

cos •»«2fc2±l
. (l 5 .) 7- c.tang (arc° <2SL*) (16.)

(3.) For position of particle in its orbit,

tang0= «(aic°tangi)
. (17.) r=

eJ*0-\ ' (18l)

~*4ft+i) . •

•'

.

S

. . (I.)

^=0,^* . . . (20.) r= 0_^ . . . (21.)

If the particle is emitted after the perihelion passage, y=d+d.
For a particle describing a hyperbola concave toward the sun,

l«s- (13) to (19) become

•=»-.!; or«=V»'iMp»j?(^^B)+l . . . (22.)

<-H
*= ! . . (23.)

-HM • • • • ^
The true anomaly was calculated from the time, in this case,

oj an indirect method founded upon the law of areas, which
admits of any desired degree of approximation. The calculation
might also be made by means of Gauss' formulas.
In the instance of a repelled particle, which describes an orbit

convex toward the sun, the true anomaly was calculated directly
°y equ. (17). In this equation, and in equation (16) a and c are

Ik orbit, but vary from one orbit
t0 another, with the i

s of motion, and the

,!sive force. The laws of their
variation are quite simple, so that their values having been found
tor one hyperbolic orbit they may be readily computed for any
01*er. Th..- i been determined, equ. (17)
makes known the true anomaly of a receding particle, for the
wWe extent of the tail of the cornet, with a liability to error
not exceeding 2', and generally much less than this.
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The values of r and y having been found for the position of a
particle at any instant of time, we may readily obtain the right
ascension and declination of the particle at that instant.

The following equations serve to determine the position of the
particle with respect to the axis of the orbit of the comet, and
another axis perpendicular to this drawn through the position of

x= rcos Y . . . (25.) y= rsiny . . . (26.)

The relative position of any two different particles may be
obtained by the equs.

in which e = the inclination of the line connecting the two par-

cles to the axis of the orbit, and d= the distance between the

The same equations will make known the relative position of

any particle and the nucleus, at the same instant of time, if xJ

and y' be taken to represent the coordinates of the nucleus.

The former part of this memoir, published in this Journal,

vol. xxix, p. 383, together with the formulas just given, was pre-

the

American Association for the Advancement of Science, at their

last meeting (Aug. 1860). The publication, in this Journal, of

the detail of the investigation, has been delayed until leisure

could be obtained for a more extended discussion.

The general topic that will first be considered, from our theo-

retical point of view, is the Dimensions and Form of the Tail of

the Comet. A similar numerical investigation will then be made
relative to the envelopes of the head. An inquiry will after-

wards be instituted into certain special facts and phenomena,

with reference to which careful measurements were made by
astronomical observers ; and an approximate determination given

of the period of rotation, and position of the axis of the nucleus.

In the light of all the quantitative results obtained, we may per-

haps be able to form an adequate conception of the physical

processes of development through which the great comet of

1858 passed, as it swept with its "trailing garments" of light

through our firmament. We may also obtain some notion of the

probable nature of the forces in operation, whose general char-

acter is distinctly made out, and i Eta of vary-

ing intensity are determined. It will be seen that while from the

general conception of the repulsion of the nucleus, combined with

that of the sun, each varying in intensity for different cometary

particles between certain limits, we may deduce the observed
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form and dimensions of the train of the comet, as well as of the
head, and derive the phenomena of the rise and gradual recess

from the nucleus of successive envelopes, we have in a supposed
rotation of the nucleus the probable cause of certain special phe-
nomena observed, as the spiral form of the outline of <

lope, the inclination of the first direction of the axis of
the tail to the radius-vector produced, &c.

Dimensions and Form of the Train of Donates Comet,—theoreti-

cally investigated, and compared with the results of observa-

We will first observe that if we adopt, for the moment, the
prevailing notion that the matter of which the train is made up
is directly expelled by the sun from a nebulous envelope sur-

rounding the nucleus, the divergence of the lines of the sun's

tgent to this envelope on opposite sides must have been
-ly small; since the greatest breadth ol the observed

envelope we ...rathe sun

0,000 miles, or more. The breadth of the train, result-

ing from this divergence at the distance of 55,000,000 miles from
the nucleus could not have exceeded 80,000 miles ; wh
actual brea oral millions
of miles. If we discard the idea of an envelope in a condi-
tion of

_
permanent equilibrium about the nucleus, and take ac-

count, in accordance with the Dynamical Theory now under
discussion, of the divergent velocities of the jets 'streaming up
irom the nucleus, on one side and the other of the radius-vector
of the comet, we are still unprovided with a cause adequate to
develop a train of the enormous breadth just stated. According
to calculations that will be presented in another connection, the
velocity in a direction perpendicular to the radius-vector, of any
such jet cannot have exceeded 0-m30 per second and was proba-
bly much less. If we suppose this lateral velocity to have ob-
tained, in the instance i

to the radius-vector, we find that at the distance of 10,000,000*
rmlesfrom the nucleus th of the tail, is leas

than 800,000 miles, while the extreme breadth at that distance,
as observed on Oct, 5th, was not less than ii.\ millions of miles.

i

I find, as ; , result ,

f have undertaken.

<• of the wide lateral d

of the matter of the train, consists in an inequality in the forces

causes above specific!
thetical bask m& tiic

formulae already given •
?,sted b>" comparison

with the results of observation. These calculations consist in

Am. Jocr. Sci.—Second Seiiii:.-. v.tr.. \\\:f. V- 04.—Jclt, 1S6L
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determinations of the positions on Oct. 5dl0776, (W. M. T.) of

particles which emerged from the sphere of influence of the

nucleus on several previous dates. To these particles were at-

tributed various repulsive and attractive accelerations, due to the

sun's action, between certain limits, and also various initial late-

ral velocities answering to different inclinations to the radius-

vector, of the jets proceeding from the nucleus. It will be seen,

when we come to investigate the form of envelope that should

result from the combined repulsive actions of the nucleus and
sun, that if we conceive the ratio of the efficient repulsions of

the two bodies to be constant for all points of the nucleus from
which the jets proceed, the maximum inclination of a jet to the

radius-vector, which answers to the observed form of the come-
tary envelope, is about 19° ; and that if this ratio be supposed
to vary from one point of the surface of the nucleus to another;

its law of variation, and that of the effective repulsion of the

nucleus, must be such that the greatest lateral velocity of a re-

ceding particle is nearly the same as if the ratio in question re-

mained constant, and the limiting angle were 19°. The initial

lateral velocity of a jet of cometary matter, it is to be observed,

increases with the intensity of the effective repulsion of the nu-

cleus. In fact it appears from equation 9a
,
given in the former

part of this memoir, that it varies, for a given angle of emis-

sion, a, nearly as the square root of the effective repulsion, p.
The effective repulsive force by which a particle is urged

away from the nucleus is the excess of the actual repulsion of the

nucleus over its attraction. The same is true of the effective

repulsive force of the sun. The actual repulsions must ac-

cordingly be distinguished from the efficient repulsive forces by
which the particle is solicited. It is assumed, as a fundamental

principle, in our investigations, that the actual repulsive actions

of the sun and nucleus upon any particle vary simply by reason

of some change in the condition of the particle ; and therefore

that the ratio of these actions must remain unalterably the same,

through whatever range their actual intensities may be supposed

The elements of the orbit of Donati's comet employed in the

calculations, were computed by Mr. Searle, of the Dual
vatory, and are as follows :—Per. pass. Sept. 29d'7523 W. M. T.

;

*r=36° 12' 21"; /2=165° 18' 46"; t=116° 57' 46"; ?=85°
21' 21"; log. 2=9-762236.
The process of calculation of the position at a given instant,

of an individual particle supposed to have left the sphere of

influence of the nucleus at a certain previous date, is as follows

:

Equs. (10) and (11) give the initial circumstances of motion of

the particle. The computed value of V is the initial velocity of

the particle, resulting from the motion of the nucleus. Tins is in
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a direction parallel to the tangent to the parabolic orbit of the
comet, which makes the angle p with the radius-vector. In case
the particle is emitted from the nucleus in a direction inclined to

-vector it has a certain velocity imparted by the repul-
sion of the nucleus, relative to the radius-vector. This lateral ve-

i t may be termed, is calculated from equs. (7) and (8),

and is added to the velocity F already determined, or s

from it, according as the jet proceeds from the preceding or follow-
ing side of the nucleus. The result is the initial velocity to be at-

tributed to the particle. The particle having the initial, or pro-
jectile velocity, thus determined, is urged away from the nucleus
into remote space by the repulsive force of the sun, and describes
a hyperbolic orbit having the sun in its outer focus. If we sup-
posed it to set out in this orbit at the instant of the perihelion

known the true anomaly and radius-vector of the particle in its

orbit. If the particle be supposed to leave the nucleus either

before or after the perihelion passage, equs. (14) (15) and (16)
are employed together with (17 and (18). From equs. (20) and
(21) we then obtain the value of y. The values of r and y hav-
ing been determined, we readily calculate the geocentric right

ascension and declination of the position of the particle.

,
The process of calculation for a particle moving under the

influence of a diminished gravitation toward the sun, in a con-
cave hyperbolic path, is essentially the same ; equs. (22) to (24)
now take the place of equs. (13) to (18) ; and the true anomaly
' the pa rticle is determined by an indirect method.
We will take for illustration the calculation of the position on

Oct. 5^0776, W. M. T., of the pa the sphere of
influence of the nucleus at the instant of the perihelion passage
(Sept. 29d'7523). We will suppose the particle to have been

rom the nucleus toward the sun in the line of the

or, and therefore to have had no lateral velocity, or in
other words to have had an initial velocity, V, equal to the
velocity of the nucleus in its orbit, and in the same direction.

iso take the effective repulsive force of the sun, k'=
1"82; the attraction of gravitation of the sun, at the same dis-

tance, being regarded as unity.

.£>=55,000,000m ; F=35m166; £=90°.

^'=
48^80 of a mile 5

n=D.k'=!122-907. (The value of n,

as first found, and used in the following calculations, is 1122-95).

*=-^== 1101250; e= m+l -2-101250; P = 55,000,000-
;

2> 2=m. #=60,568,700.
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tang -5=0-018965 (arc° tang ~^\ and ^interval from Sept

29*752 to Oct. 5d"0776=5d-325. The calculation gives 0=16a

_ 60,568,700
~ 2-10125 cos 16° l'lo"—

1

=

With these values of r and y we obtain,

E. Asc.=214° V 10"; Dec.=22° 23' 0" N.
As another example we will determine the position on Oct.

5d'0776, of a particle which left the sphere of influence of the
nucleus on Sept. 24d -360, and was emitted from the nucleus on
its preceding side, and under an angle to the radius-vector of
19°. This is the u\> i\e_ie limitum an-ie <>1 < minion, for the outer
envelope, on Sept. 24th and Oct. 2d. We have 7c'=l-213.

Byequs. (10) and (11), ^=16° 50'; r
x
=56,209,000™; 7'=

34™-785; £=81° 35'. Byequs. (7) and (8), (taking &=1 +1-213
= 2-213, and reducing from distance 55,000,000m to 56,209,000m),

i'= *J
:"-254. Thus initial velocity=34n>'785+0m'254=35in-039.

m'= -^=1-676085; m'sin^=l -64009; e*Vf
f»'fiin^(m

,+2)+l

=2-65125. By equ. (15) *=5° 15' 30".

Equ. (16) becomes, 7=24-5174 tang fare ~~^j ; whence

2=ld-7061.

Equ. (17) becomes, tang 0=0*023123 fare tang ^^~\ \

whence 0=25° 0' 55".

Log j9 =log {m' sin 2
f?.i2) = 7*9646743; and by equ. (18),

r= ii0,72b\500m .

j= e^-v^lQ 50'-5° 15' 30"=11° 34' 30"; r = 0-^=25°
0' 55"-ll° 34' 30"=13° 26' 25".

These values of r and y give

B. Asc.=219° 14' 40"; Dec.=29° 4' 20" N.

RESULTS.

The positions of particles have all been determined for Oct.

5d 0776. The several dates at which tlioy are supposed to have

left the sphere of influence of the nucleus, are Oct. 2d'6043,

- ....
i

'.--.: (Per, jpaas.% Sept, 26d-9003, Sept. 24d-3S0, Sept.

l'ji "1'J, and > !.:. 13--34.' The several values attributed to the

intensity of tin- sua'.- effective force are as follows; for the repul-

1
- i;V.. 12 13, 1-82, and 2"73 ; for the attractive force,

0, 0-303, 0455.
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On comparing the calculated post • -h left the re-

gion of the nucleus at the same instant, and with the same initial velo-

city, but were afterward subjected to different degrees of accelera-

tion, from the action of the sun, it appears that they are all distrib-

uted nearly along a rigl 'need would
pass near the nucleus. This result is illustrated in fig. 1 ; in which,
the lines traversing the tail in dip from the nu-
cleus represent the lines of particles that left the nucleus at the
several dates above specified. When the calculated positions

are plotted upon a large chart, the distribution is found to be
very nearly rectilinear. The same fact appears on determining
by calculation the relative positions of the several lines connecting
the computed places of the particles in the plane of the orbit.

The following table cont lins the computed coordinates of the
positions of particles which left the region of the nucleus with

Part leave, nucleus. Force. 7 r 1 R. Asc. Dec.

Oct. a-6o43 R, 2'73 r°6 33

M^lsS
, ,

Sept. 29-7523

R, o-455 16 17 5o 57.8^2,600

R & A=o
A, o-3o3

16 23 3o

r<> 27 Hi

57,329,000 212 45 40
56,o43,8oo aia 3 1 20

56,b36,8oo

20 18 20 N.

Sept. 24-36o 12 28 20 3l 35 4o N.

R, o-455 1 i 1 3 r
t4 54 5o

62,453,5oo
6o.554.ooo2i4 17 2c 24 3 4o N.

Sept. 19049
A, o-455
R, 182

i5 39 10

5 59 36 43 5o X.

Sept. 13-834

A,o-3o3

R& A=o

A, o-455

7 45 5o

11 25 3o

16 38

6l.3o1:l1o|3

,

«4 53
^

56,i73',5oo|2i2 5 3o

35 i4 io N.
3o 56 5o N.
28 37 4o N.

19 39 20 N.
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an initial velocity equal to that of the comet in its orbit. The
values of y and r in those instances in which the right ascension
and declination are not given, were obtained by reduction from
the determinations made on the supposition of the particles hav-
ing at the outset certain lateral velocities imparted by the repul-
sion of the nucleus.

From the values of y and r contained in the previous table,

the results given in the following tables have been obtained.
Column 2d gives the inclinations to the axis of the comet's orbit

of the lines connecting the several particles with the particle for

which the repulsion and attraction are each equal to zero. Col-

umn 3d contains the distances, in a direction perpendicular to

the same axis, of these lines from the nucleus, expressed in

miles. The next column contains the same distances expressed
in minutes of arc. The sign +, in column 2d, shows that the
line connecting the two particles recedes from the axis of the

orbit, as it is produced toward the nucleus. The same sign in

column 3d, shows that the line, if produced, would pass in ad-

vance of the nucleus.

Oct.2d-6043. ;. 29-Z-7523.

Force. Inclination.
mfleS

in l

'\V

a
'

r
-

-6°5 20
-6 9 3o

-7 1 5o

!>,-> h,

R, *?3 -rZUi'o +6*3 a

il
-24I60O
-46,000

-

ii

The following table shows the average inclinations of the lines

connecting the several particles emitted at each date, with the

particle for and attraction are each equal to

zero ; also the distances of the individual particles from the aver-

age lines of direction. When the distance is affected with a

negative sign, the particle is found on the side of the line toward

the axis of the orbit.
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;x.;:

These results show that all the cometary particles which may
have been repelled from the nucleus in the line of the radius-
vector, at any instant of time, and may have become widely sep-
arated by reason of the unequal repulsive actions of the sun upon

•ributed approximately
along a right line directed toward the nucleus. If we consider a
jet of cometary matter streaming out from the nucleus under an
angle to the radius-vector, all of its particles, variously influenced
by the sun, are found ac the assumed date (Oct. 5*0776), distrib-

rly along a line diverging somewhat from the line of the

ejected at the same instant from the nucleus directly to-

ward the sun. It lies in advance of the latter line in the case of
emanating from the preceding side of the nucleus, and be-

t in the case of a jet proceeding from the following side.

The entire collection of

raceeaing ]

r proceedic^ at any instant of time,
from the various points of the side of the nucleus'turned toward
the sun, which lie in the plane of the orbit, accordingly forms,
as it flows off into space, a band of nebulous matter, the sides of

re somewhat divergent, and the general direction of
which is toward the nucleus. The entire train of the comet
may be regarded as made up of a series of such bands of comet-
ary matter which left the nucleus at various points of time ante-
rior to the time of observation. Unless the ejection of matter
was intermittent, these bands would be infinite in number, and
overlap each other. U there were interruptions of continuity in
the outflow of matter, they might become separately discernible.

The following are t! ona of particles which
seem to accord most nearly with the position and form of the
convex side of the train, as actually observed

:

PBjgg _»; Aw. | 1W -RTA^rpD^T ~R. A.c.
j

toe" R. A.c. I Dec. I

l^£Ji3W55l2°2 28 aolao a So 2° 3 3g &|ai 44 o a°5 26 4o!a4 58 20 at744o|4i m|

The lateral velocity here assumed, answers to a jet

from the preceding side of the nucleus, under an angle of 19
to the radius-vector, (see p. 58).
The concave, or following side of the tail is best represented

by the following calculated positions

:
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j?i3°52 10L5 9 ao'a i 4 5 20I 28 37 5<

It will be seen, in a subsequent part of the discussion, that the

maximum lateral velocity for particles proceeding from the fol-

lowing side of the nucleus, and which may, because of the feebler

repulsions they experience, be afterwards found at the concave
side of the tail, cannot well exceed 018 ; but may be less. In
fact it would seem, without going into a detailed cs

that the concave outline of the tail, for the extent of it under
• ion, might be about as well represented by assuming a

smaller initial lateral velocity and increasing somewhat the

effective attractive force of the sun. • I find, by estimation from
the chart, that the limit of the solar attraction answering to a

lateral velocity equal to zero, is about 0"61.

In a similar manner we find that the convex outline of the

the whole, be pretty well represented by discarding

lateral velocity (0
m255) and augmenting the limit

of the*solar repulsion. The value of this limit thus obtained is

about 1*5. It is important to observe, however, that at mode-
rate distances from the nucleus the breadth of the train was
much greater than these limits, with a lateral velocity equal to

zero, give; and that the observed breadths at such distances

afford indubitable evidence of the existence ofconsiderable lateral

velocities n.< by the action of the nucleus.

Fig. 2 will serve to illustrate the comparison of the tail thus

theoretically determined with the tail as actually observed at the

same date. The figure of the comet, with its train, which is

farthest in advance, and whose outline is indicated by a dotted

curve, represents the same in its actual posit* 1 and dimensions,
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as carefully determined by Professor Bond, by collating and dis-
cussing a large number of European observations. It is reduced
irom a chart kindly furnished me by Prof. Bond. The full
curve lying immediately behind, or below the other, runs
through the foregoing calculated positions, and is accordingly
the outline of the train, as theoretically determined. The por-
tion of the train represented extends about 10£°, or 10,000,000
miles from the nucleus. The scale of the diagram is too small
to admit of anything like an accurate comparison between the
two representations. We can only give the results of a corn-

nucleus on Oct. 5d-0776 was 18'-6 in advance of*the calculated
(The latter is R Asc. 212° 5' 30", Dec. 19° 39' 20"

W. Mr. Searle's ephemeris of the comet gives, by interpolation,
-K. Asc, 212° 3' 40", Dec. 19° 39' 11" K) The consequence is
that the theoretical falls behind the actual train.
The following table gives the distances of the foregoing calcu-

lated positions of particles from the contiguous outline of the
tail. The positions are all behind the observed outline.

31
The calculated positions are indicated by dots in the diagram,

it they be taken in pairs, on opposite sides of the train, it will
be seen that the lines connecting them are approximately per-
pendicular to its general direction. The lengths of these lines, or
the approximate breadths of the train, at the several points, as

with the lengths of the lines traversing the actual

parallel directions and at corresponding distances from
J given in the following table:

the nucleus j

L _

DUC6US
' SeiA-7. 2£ 1 2K

[Calculated lengths.! ,4/5
Actual Ivntrths. | i6-5

37-9
j

85*8

35-a 1 86-4

168-6

.The distances were obtained by measurement from the chart,

with a scale of equal parts, and are each approximately equal to

the number of minutes in the arc connecting the pair of particles,

°r in the corresponding arc traversing the observed train.

The broken line lying nearly in the middle of the theoretical
**"'"

is traced through the positions occupied by thep«"
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quently continued on in the tangent to the orbit; it being sup-
posed that they were subject to no effective action from the sun,

whether repulsive or attractive. It accordingly appears that not
far from one-1 alf oj il tail % i breadtl on the concave side was
made up of particles that were not effectively repelled by the sun, but

>>deus, after having become disengaged from its

influence, on Hated toward the sun with less force
than the nucleus did. It will be seen, in the sequel, that these

eometary particles, although subject to an effective attractive

action from the sun, were in all probability expelled from the

nucleus bv a repulsive force, and on leaving its surface had no
projectile velocity.

^
The calculations also show that, except in the immediate vi-

cinity of the nucleus, the particles on the preceding side of the

tail left the region of the nucleus several days later than those

which are at the same distance from the nucleus on the concave
side. For example, at the distance of about 10,000,000 miles

we find on the convex side the particle which set out on Sept.

i d on the concave side the particle which set out on
Sept. 13^834.

It will be observed that the calculations hitherto made, have
reference to the longitudinal section of the train by the plane of
the orbit. All the eometary matter dispersed over this section

proceeded originally from points on the exposed surface of the

nucleus lying in the plane of the orbit. If we take into consid-

eration the entire collection of matter proceeding from all parts

of the surface of the nucleus lying circularly around the point

nearesl the sun, this, after it has been forced back past the

nucleus by the repulsive energy of the sun, will have a conoidal

form, with, as will hereafter be seen, a deficiency of matter

toward the axis. Regarding it as a hollow conoid its cross

section will be a circular ring, or band. On all sides of the

conoidal stream will be found particles of matter subject to all the

different varieties of solar action, between the two extreme limits,

i?=l-213, and .4=0-455. The cross section will therefore be

composed of as many different circular, or nearly circular rings,

as there are different intensities of solar force _ in operation.

p at first concentric, and possibly coincident, will sep-

arate as they move away from the nucleus, and will at the same
time expand by reason of the velocity transverse to the radius-

accordingly

ngs ; and its

outline is the curve enveloping and touching them all. Fig. 3,

represents the cross section at the distance of about 10,000,000

miles from the nucleus. Its longest diameter is in the plane of
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@
which are repelled from the sun by the greatest force (1"213), and
the extreme ring on the right is composed of partial

have been solicited by the greatest attractive force (0455). The
radius of the former is 236,000 miles, and that of the latter

338,000 miles. The middle circle is composed of particles

which are neither attracted nor repelled; its radius is 348,000
miles. The mean breadth of the cross-section of the tail, at the

615,000 miles ; and the ratio of the longe:

breadth, is as 5-86 to 1.

We have already intimated (p. 64) that the initial lateral ve-
locity of the particles that go to the extreme concave side of the
tail, was probably less than m-184, and may have been very small.
The mean breadth of the cross section was therefore probably less

than 615,000 miles. It may not have exceeded 360,000 miles.

At less distances from the nucleus the cross-section of the
tram, as determined upon the theory of a repulsion exerted by
the nucleus, will deviate less from the circular form. At the
very nucleus the cross section perpendicular to the radius-vector,
must be almost an exact circle; unless the limiting angle of
emission is different on different sides of that line.

These theoretical determinations accord with the results of
observations made by Dr. Pape, of Altona, to determine the ac-

tual form of the cross- section of the tail at various points. He
finds it to have been ci I f of the nucleus, and
at points quite distant from the nucleus to have had a consider-
ably greater extension in the plane of the orbit than in a direc-
tion perpendicular to that plane. Dr. Winnecke, of the Pulkova
Observatory, in announcing these results deduced from the ob-

servations of Dr. Pape, remarks, " We are thus conducted to
a remarkable figure of the tail ; in the vicinity of the nucleus
the transverse sections are circular in form, at greater distances

therefrom curves considerably flattened, whose longest diameter

probably lies in the plane of the orbit,"

In what precedes we h.-ivc t.ikrn ac^rnr only of tho «.v,.t

envelope of the head of the comet, and of its indefinite prolonga-

tion in a continuous stream which we have regarded as the train
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of the comet. But each of the several envelopes, lying in regular

succession within the outer one, is upon the present theory, the

round summit of a similar fountain of shining nebulous matter,

which flows on continuously past the nucleus into the depths of

space. These several conoidal streams lie, at first, one within the

other, but at a distance from the nucleus must become more or

less intermingled, unless each is composed of particles differently

repelled, or attracted by the sun, from those of all the others.

The entire luminous stream which we call the tail of the comet
is made up of these individual streams equal in number to the

number of separate envelopes.

This conception, which is a necessary consequence of the Dy-
namical Theory under discussion, accords with the notion to

which Dr. Winnecke was conducted by his observat ;

regard to the actual physical structure of the train of Donati's

comet. He intimates that these observations can only be satis-

fied by the hypothesis of several conoidal trains enclosed one
within the other.

It should be observed that i

ton of the tail of the comet in

cally determined, with the tail as actually observed, we have
virtually assumed that the plane passing through the line of

sight and the general direction of the tail was perpendicular to

the plane of the orbit. In point of fact at the assumed date

(Oct. 5d '0776) the inclination of the two planes was about 60°.

As a consequence the preceding outline of the visible tail would
be a little in advance of the curve of intersection of the plane of

the orbit with the preceding surface of the tail ; and the follow-

ing outline a little behind the curve of intersection with the

following surface. The tendency of this cause is to diminish

slightly the limits of the solar repulsion and attraction.

I propose now to show that the cometary particles found on the

following side of the tail, although subject to an effective, though

diminished attractionfrom the sun, were in all probability expelled

from the nucleus by a repulsive action, after the same manner

as those found on the preceding side, and effectively repelled

by the sun. In the former portion of this memoir, we ob-

tained the equation ff=j, or —=|; in which r denotes the ra-

dius of the nucleus, lithe distance of the vertex of the envelope

from the centre of the nucleus, p the effective repulsion of the

nucleus, or the excess of its actual repulsion over its actual

and k the actual repulsion of the sun. The true value

of k is, then, the effective repulsive action of the sun, by which

the particle is urged off into space in a hyperbolic orbit, aug-

mented by the sun's attraction of gravitation. In considering
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the motion of a particle wii
regard it as subject to the actw „.
of the sun, because both the particle and the nucleus 1

considered as gravitating toward the sun. The value of k, for
the particles of the outer envelope, is then 1•213+1=2-213, or
m-0000249 per second. According to Professor Bond's meas-

urements the greatest value ofH may be taken at 14,000 miles,
and r as 200 miles (it may possibly be less than this). Thus
p= 70&= 0-0017430. If now we regard the density of the solid
nucleus as equal to that of the earth, the force of gravity at its

surface will be equal to 27'37 A ; A denoting the sun's attraction
of gravitation at the distance of the perihelion of the comet
(oo,000

;
000m). Let R denote the greatest actual repulsion of the

nucleus and a its actual attraction, both as exerted at the surface
of the nucleus, then^=i?-a=i?-27"37 A ;

and, for the particles
most energetically repelled, we have

BloH£=7=7°
'

or^iTJ^ 70
-

Thus R = 182 '28 A '

Now, for the particles subject to the least actual repulsion from
the sun, and to an effecl 55 A, as they move off

perbolic orbits, and which as we have seen go to make
up the following side of the tail, we must take &=.4-0'4554-

0-545 A
; and 5Xj7~4= 4-060. For these particles we have

P^R—a; and since we must suppose that the actual repulsive
action of the nucleus will increase or decrease with the changing
physical condition of the particle, in the same ratio as that of the

sun, we shall have R ='~^ ="^r^p = 44 '9 A - Whence

P'~R-a=4A-d0 4-27-37 J.=17'53 A. It thus appears that if

we assume its density to be the same as that of the earth, the
nucleus would still exert an effective repulsion upon the particles

which gravitate toward the sun with the force 0-455 A, and are
found distributed along the following side of the train. If we
suppose the density of the nucleus to be 1*75 instead of 1, we
obtain for the value of p\ 2'05 A. But if it be assumed equal to

twice the density of the earth, we getp'=-3-10 A. Thus upon
this supposition the effective action of the nucleus becomes an

force, and hence the particles under consideration could
not leave the nucleus.

It is to be observed that if v' comes out a feeble repulsive force,

as in the case in which the density is taken equal to 1-75, the

initial lateral velocity of the particles subject to its action must
be much less than the velocity (0-184) employed in our calcula-

tions for the concave side of the tail, and that if a smaller lateral

velocitv be adopted the observed form and position of the con-
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cave side

attraction of the sun to be greater than
attraction be only increased to 0*500, we get_p'=—21 A, and the
particles therefore could not leave the nucleus. We may con-

clude therefore that the mean dens is in all prob-

ability less than 1/75 ; the mean density of the earth being taken
equal to unity.

If we attribute to the density of the nucleus decreasing values,

less than unity, we obtain larger and larger positive values for

p'; which however cannot possibly exceed 38 A. Upon every
such supposition, therefore, there would be an effective repul-

sive force to expel the particles in question from the nucleus.

But the idea here naturally suggests itself that the limit to the

solar attraction, for the concave side of the tail, may have been pre-

cisely that value which did not admit of any increase without con-

this plausible idea be admitted, we have for the limit in question

the value answering to a lateral velocity equal to zero, which, as

we have seen, is 061.
From this result we deduce for the probable density of the

nucleus, 1-25. If the "density be supposed greater than this, p'

becomes an attractive force, and if it be taken materially less, p'

is no longer the feeble repulsive force which the hypothesis of a

limit resulting simply from the impossibility of the particles

being repelled from the nucleus requires*
From the calculations which have just been made we may

'nsight into the probable nature of the forces of repul-

exerted by the sun and nucleus upon cometary partic

find that the ratio of the actual repulsive forces exerted by the

) bodies is not the same as that of their actual attractive forces.

Thus upon the supposition that the density of the nucleus

equal to that of the earth, the ratio of the attractive forces at the

surface of the nucleus, is 27 -

37, while the ratio of the repulsive

forces is equal to , or 824. We obtain similar results,

if we attribute other values to the density, as will be seen from

the comparison made in the following table.
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The two ratios approach equality as the assumed density is

greater, but they cannot become equal however great the density
may be supposed to be. On the other hand however small the
density may be taken, and consequently also the ratio of the
attractive forces, the ratio of the actual repulsions cannot be less

than 70. Now the ratio of the actual attractive forces exerted
by the two bodies is the same as that of their masses, the ratio
of the repulsions is then greater than that of the masses. We
may hence conclude that the repulsion exerted by the mn. and
also by the nucleus, is not a property belonging to all the particles of

i've the attraction of gravitation. It is probable there-
fore, that it is either a magnetic, or an electric force, emanating
from the surface of the body, or from a portion only of its mass.
Tale College, May 10th, 1861.

Art. XII.—The Great Auroral Exhibition ofAug. 2S(h to Sept
4:th, 1859.—7th article; by Elias Loomis, Professor of
Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in Yale College.

Since the publication of my last auroral article I have ob-
tained some additional information, chiefly collected during a
recent visit to Europe.

1. Observations at Highland, Illinois, (lat. 38° 43', long. 89° 48' W.),
by A. F. Bandelier, Jr.

At 9 p. m. Aug. 28, 1859, I was struck by the appearance of a broad
purple ray extending lengthwise across the seven stars of Ursa Maior to

80 of-height. This ray remained for about half an hour, rapidly chang-
ing. Then appeared three rays in the e.-wt inclining to the south, which
ascended from a bright yel w a segment of a brown

nance. Both arch and segment were gradually rising, the
former illuminated as bv the laini mpest. The

*d near its upper border, tossing ami rollinir its

ticles over each other in heavy undulations. No more rays
appeared, but the yellow arch and the segment rose slowly. Through
the latter I saw plain i- t much diminution of
brightness.

At 1 o'clock a quantity of rays shot upwards from the lucid h,

i he top. A little SJS.

the most daz-

. I':.,m whi< !; rays now shot downwards. The
only a few minutes, then broke up and vanished. Some rays continued

it, but the great movement of the arch and segment ceased grad-
ual!-.

At
height of the arch during the whole apparition

both still stood on the northern horizon. The greate
"" ""

it of these/
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north looking

ular form,

at its greatest elevation.

Sept. 2d at 9 p. m. I observed a dai

very much like a fog, of an irregular <

broken up, and 5° or 6° above the hori2

hind it a faint light broke out, not unlike a distant prairie fire. The
whole ranged from 10° west to 40° east. At 9h 20m four rays darted

north. They were of a pale milky color. They seemed to

descend into the segment below, and then suddenly prolonged themselves

into the true ray or flame. The same lightning-like illumination of the

arch was visible as in the aurora of Aug. 28th.

At 9h 30"! a strong ray appeared N. 20° E.

At 9h 35m light diminishing east.

At 9h 45m strong decrease. Segment almost without motion ; its bor-

ders were now completely regular ; continued to decrease and fall below

the horizon.

At 10h 30"» only feebly visible.

ll h 2m segment only a small stripe of 2° in breadth, a faint lighted

br.r..l,.-

gathering

2. Observat ons at Greemc ich, England, (lat. 51 28'), comrnunicated by

Prof. G. B. Airy r Royal of Great Britain.

meantime. declination.

h m \ , „ h m \

August 28th.

21 31 30 •02143

8 15

21 12 30 2 15

3 30

•0953

•« is
11 20 20 57 30

21 52 10 •0904

Wl 21 53 5 9 15 •X
12 37 •00260

14 45 21 16 50

16 5

21 3

5 21 •0832 14 9

14 27 •01340

21 23 30

19
5

6

18 10
22 6

•00840
•02251

21 4 10 22 43 02120

August 29th. August 29th. August 29th. |

i

-02143

21 27 10

?

5

20 21

28 H
5 30

•0865

7 22 -01352 j

12 28 -01464
j

14
ij

8
'.°!,

654
i

21 56

August 30th. August 30th. August 30th. i

1 21 28 20 |
'01882 1

2 39 •0886 9 18 -01349 !

12 52 27 50 7 45 •0880

23 15 -01730 1

21 37 1 20 30 21 45 •0854 23 59 1 -01481_J
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Table continued.

Vertical
meantime. meantime. force. force.

h m • 1 ° / " h m I

August 31st. August 31st. August 31st.

21 46 10 •0867

18 40 5 15
9 30 16 40

14 10 •0883

15 53
20 57 45 •02297

20 31 10 •1027 18 20
21 7 10 •0763 •02722

20 15
20 18 21 22 20

19 15

21 24 10 •0787 20 15 •02031

21 1 30 •0947 20 33 •02166

22 15
21 10 23 10

September 1st. September 1st. September 1st.

21 33 35 •01719

42 35
21

2(5 ^
25 35

is

2

J •0905

23 30
23 43 •01438

35 40 20 55 •0873 23 56

22 40

September 2d. Septem ber 2d. ber 2d.

21 18

1 33 •1069 1 22

1 18
11 5

1 39

2 27

•0817

•0778

1 36
1 53 •02437

21 10 2 52 2 48 •02769
1 54 58 50

11 15

3 23

3 37

•1003

3 30

•02203

2 30 5 43
13 10 •0964 •02142

51 25
23 10 9 25 •01670

5 50 11 29

12 43 •0945
10 47 •01200

•0816 11 32 •01063

20 53 14 48 12 37

21 32 16 13

21 6 25 18 25

14 15
21 42 20
21 5 30 23 12

•0812

?5 Jo •ol320
15 52 27 20
20 15 15 30 18 48

September 3d. September 3d. Septerr ber 3d.

12 21 27 20
58 45 31

•0889
3 3? Sl620

5 53 21 10 •0837

7 30
21 28 15

30

6 27

•1075

6 58 •01300

A*. Jocb. ries, Vol.. XXXII, No. S4.-JULT, 186
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Table continued.

3 Deflections of the needles of the Vertical Galvanometers of Cooke and
Wheatstone 1

s Telegraph instruments, observed at Ramsgate Station in

the County of Kent, England, upon three distinct lines of telegraph :

namely, Ashford and Margate, distant in a direct line 27£ miles

;

Ashford and Ramsgu- Ramsgate and Margate,

3 miles ; furnished by Mr. Charles V. "Walker.

Note.—The direction in which the current moves is indicated by the

letters N and S; N means that the current is from the more northerly to

the more southerly station of the two ; S means the reverse. The direc-

tion of Ashford from Ramsgate is S. 60° W., and that of Margate mm
Ramsgate N. 22° W.

In the "value column," "strong" means 30° or 40° ; "hard over," 45°;

horizontal from 70° to 80°. Ordinary strong telegraph signals produce

Date. Time. Telegraph Line. I>ir.-,ti-,>

Aug.°29th 710 A. M. 7-25 a. M. Ashford and Margate,
7-45 « 1 "

8
HaSfVer.

7-46 « 7'4y " " " Bamsgate, N
8

N
Hard over.

N
LO-40 "

1 « S
1045 "

1
" " Margate,

S U u

8 Horizontal.

11-40 « « - " Hard over.

L2-20p.M.; " N
12-45 « « « «

§
1-40 « 1 « « "
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Date. ~[.

Augjawh 2-40 p. M 2-53 p. m
3-50 "

Margate and Ashford, N Very Strong.

Horizontal.
Ashford ami Ram-gate,

4-50 "

5 ~J0 -
«

JJ

Margate,

" " Ramsgate, N ;: ::

||| [§: l I T'
e'

S Slight.

Sept. 1st

7-10 » N -

Ramsgate and Margate,
A-diford and Haiii-g.ai . N

7|4S !'
" " Margate,

7-49 " 7-51 « " " Margate,
" " Ramsgate,
" " Margate,

N
H
f"y-

7-56 "

V:

8»° u

" " Ramsgate,

Ashford and "
" Ramsgate,

Ramsgate and Margate, |

4*"

jj

V:
812 **

" " Ramsgate,

Ashford and Ramsgate,

S

Hard over.

8^°
!!

8-30 «

:: ::
B58**

g
" "

1 ::

" " Ramsgate, 3

8-47 « I ::

Marp
te

'
N

S
8-54 •* N Strong.

9-23 « 9
!;_ ;; H !

M^*te
' N

9-29 "
9-40 "
9-5.5 " 10;32 «

« « Ramsgate, N «

10-35 "

lolo "
« « Margate,

'

N «

:; '?
:: :; Ram^tei

S

N
« m

"
R :'mSe, 8

n
- Margate,

S-

N ::

it -50
;;

Ramsgate and Margate,

u;50
;;

Ashford and

Hamate and .Mar-ate. 1
-
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Table continued.

Date. 1 Time.

Sept. 2d 01-89 a. m 11;54a.m Rams^teaM Margate, N Strong.

! R-l
12-8 p. m

Ramsgate and Y'

N
N
N

K 4p
u
m Ashford and Ramsgate, Horizontal.

'1215 " 12-30 " ||
« Margate, s

N Horizontal.

M 12-30 « 12-iw « " « vS&S? N
Strong.

N
!'.<:;<;

118
||

Ramsgate and Margate,
Ashford and

N
N

S

" 1-20 4*
:;

Ramsgate and Margate,

" " Ramsgate,
N
N ;;

"

1-44 1-47 « Ashford and Ramsgate,
N
S !!

"

1-47 1;54
||

N
" " Ramsgate, N

" 2
;,° m

2
«
15

« || ||
Margate,

" " Ramsgate, N
a
«
5 " 3

«
8 "

" " Ramsgate, S
2-21 « 2-31 « Horizontal.

.

2;38 « Ramsgate and Margate,
Ashford and Ramsgate,

N
N

Strong

2-52
||

Ashford and Ramsgate, S

2-55
||

Ramegate and "
Ashford and Ramsgate,

N
N

A. Lat. 50° 47' N., long. 10° 12' W.
Aug 28th. About ll h 30m p. m. the sky being cloudy, it brightened

up like daybreak, remained so for twenty minutes, then turned a dark

red, and soon after darkened in again as before.

B. Lat. 29° 48' N., long. 45° 20' W.
Aug. 28th. The aurora seen from 9 p. m. till 4 a. m. the next morn-

ing, of a rose color. Streamers about 30° high.

C. Lat. 26° 48' N., long. 45° 40' W.
Aug. 28th. Sky in the S.S.E. of a lurid fiery color; a vivid bright

streak from the middle.

D. Lat. 25° 45' N., long. <lT 4' W.
Aug. 28th. From ll h 15m p. m. till midnight the N.W. portion of the

sky of a deep red color, resembling an angry sunrise.

E. Lat. 33° 55' N., long. 44° 13' W.
Sept. 2d. The aurora faintly visible in the north about 4 a. m.
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F. Lat. 33° 33' K, long. 33° 2' W.
Sept. 2d. At 3 a. m. a low bant of straw colored aurora on the

northern horizon; it became a beautiful rose color, covering about four-

tenths of the sky and gradually disappeared as the day I

G. Lat. 24° 10' N., long. 35° 50' W.
Sept. 2d. Aurora seen in the morning from N.W.

bright red color, interspersed with streaks of w
nearly over the ship.

to E.N.E. of i

i, converging 1

5. State of the weather at the Russian magnetic observatori

Auroral display of Aug. 28th to Sept. 2d, 1859
;
furnu

Kupffer, Director of the Central Physical Observatory.

-

How. St. Petersburg. Catherfcbnrg. j
Barnaoul. Nertchin,*.

August

1 overS ?A scat, clouds
ovcrcaS

cloudy

cloudy

cloudy

13

clear
cloudy
cloudy

1?

20 cloudy
cloudy

23

September 2d, 1859.

scat, clouds cloudy

cloudy
cloudy

cloudy
clondy

liffht clouds
.

11 rtmdv

13 ;;;;;!; ;:];;;;;[; Ztx. llo'xt

18 , i;"'dnu'i"""
n

liy

cloudy
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In vol. xxx, pp. 80-82, of this Journal, observations are pub-
lished showing an unusual disturbance of the magnetic instru-

ments throughout the whole of the Russian empire, but no men-
tion is made of any aurora. The preceding observations show
that during this period the sky was generally overcast at each
of the Russian stations.

, of the Greenwich Ob-

A. Obser, 1st 42° 52' S., long. 147° 27' E.

Aug. 29th, from 6h 55m to 7 h 25m p. m. there appeared a most brilliant

aurora extending from W. by N". to the eastern part of the horizon in

one continuous arc of about 190°, and shooting up to the zenith. The
eastern and western extremities of the conoid were of a pale ruby and

deep red cob i the whole vault with bands of pale

yellow and shades of dark and light green, and with here and there a

ing in; elsewhere the circumpolar stars glittered

like diamonds set in an emerald and ruby ground. The phenomenon
had for 30 minutes a most magnificent appearance, the bai.

complete, repose, forming a truncated cone of glory, the apex of which,

d in the zenith. This brilliant storm

appeared again about 9h 30m p. m., flickering in brisk coruscations of

most beautiful color from the horizon to the zenith.

A second display of the aurora appeared on the night of Sept. 2d,

equally brilliant and e.v ritory. From midnight to

I \.m. the aurora broke out into niek<nn<_r ~;i» i!ii»m- and coruscations,

after became
diffused and then dispersed.

B. Observations at Cape Otwav, h.r. -30° 51' S., long 143° 50' E.

Aug. 29th. Aurora most magnificent at 6h 30m p. m. and continued

ig itself in the form of a rainbow, the

arc extending to about 60° or 70°. First color above the horizon a light

blue with a tint of green, blending into second, a very light yellow, again

blending into third, a deep red.

C. Observations at Portland, lat. 38° 20' S., long. 141" 55' E.

Aug. 29th. Aurora visible at 6h 40m p. m. At 7 p. m. a bright band

partly tinged with blue and pink, exten i ntr li md \\\, pink rays con-

verging to a centre on the band a little to the W. of the Milky Way.
L and all disappeared by 8 p.m.

D. I >! ^nations at Melbourne Observatory, lat. 37° 49' S., long 145°

' George Nkimeykk.
Aug. 28th great disturbances made themselves

ntest in all the tnree magnetic elements, which became less violent

eg the early part of the morning of the 29th. At 4 A. m. Aug. 29th,

horizontal intensity was 0-0020 below the mean for the previous ten

s, and then increased until 8h 50m a. m. when the disturbances as-

ed so violent a character that the intensity at times, and the inclina-

very frequently, could not be registered, the scales being out of the

;!'
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field of the telescope. At 8b 57m a. m. the horizontal intensity was
0-0284 below the mean above referred to, showing a decrease of 0-0264
in the space of one hour. The \ariation <>f the needle underwent similar

changes, decreasing rapidly until 9h 35m , when it was 36 minutes below
the mean for the ten days mentioned above. After 8 a. m. the magnetic
instruments were registered every minute. The following table contains
the means for declination and horizontal intensity.

2-36264

2-35072

8 37-54 2-35539

8 37-40 2-35755

8 38-46 2-34353

8 35-83 2-35479
" 5 « 6 " 8 34-21 2-35412

The above figures do not give the greatest range ; that for declination
being 1° 8'-8 ; and for intensity 0-03197 of the absolute unit.

At 6h 10m p.m. the first traces of an aurora were observed towards
o.E. by S. The luminous appearance increased rapidly, spreading to-

ri

6w4°m P
*
M

" ^ ros^ C0^0r aPPearmS on tne d°n&s m S.E. and S.W.

6 h 50«». Splendid aurora. Red streamers very bright, S.E., S.W.,
and W. by S. visiblo to an altitude of 50° or 90°. One very bright

r in S.W. l.v S. lnnkiiiu' as if there were a thin red cur-
tain before a beautiful white luminous , urt lii . I >w.m < dge about 12°
above the horizon. Well defined in S. by W. and S.S.W. ; upper por-
tion scarce visible at 45°. The folds of the luminous curtain and the
red streamers, if produced, would probably meet one another about 10°

o. of the zenith.

J*
I5m p. M . Aurora fading away. Red patch in S.

/ 20m p. m. Red col - s.\\
. giving place to

white; at the same time the white in S.S.K. becoming reddish.

7 h 2lm p. m. Sky in south beow white. Low
bank of well defined cumuh the horizon.

7 h 23"i P . M . A well d.-Hn.-d ar.-h of «hit- light 10° to 12° high
above the bank of cloud before mentioned, extending from S.S.E. to

W.S.W. being brightest in W.S.W.

:'' ;] ,,„ .-.,. Faint rosy ligh

White streame
T 1

' 4

:vddM »tof
A large patch

llll *, '£ A white lumin
er in I.E. by

S.W. About 30°
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7h 55m P. m. The white and red I _ in brightness,

yellowish white below, and red above. Top 40° high.

8 h 3 ra
p. m. Luminosity in S.E. almost gone, especially the red.

8 h 20m p. m. Eosy arc from E.S.E. to W. by N., passing nearly

through the zenith.

9 h 50m p. m. Three red streamers in S.E. very bright, and several

white ones in S.W.
12h 15m a. m. Bright broad streamers S.S.W. to S.W. partly covered

with clouds.

12 h 40m a. m. Luminosity in S. and S.W. 25° high.

2 h I5m a. m. Luminosity from S.S.E. to W., brightest in S.S.W.

The magnetic disturbances continued with more or less intensity until

4 a. m. Aug. 30th.

During the whole of the 29th the instruments of the electric telegraph

Led to such a degree as to interfere with the working of the

lines extending over New South Wales, Adelaide and Victoria. This

effect was similar to that produced by atmospheric electricity.

E. Observations at Ballaarat, lat. 37° 36' S., long. 143° 51' E.

Aurora visible Aug. 29th at 6 h 45m p. m. It gradually spread to the

east and formed a magnificent arch, the colors of which were red, green

and violet. The rays of light were distinct and beautiful. The southern

portion of the sky was illuminated until 7 h 30m sufficiently to cast a

shadow.

F. Observations at Longwood, lat. 36° 54' S., long. 145° 41' E.

At 6 h 10m p. m. Aug. 29th, an aurora appeared from a dusky line in

the S.W. part of the horizon, which gradually ascended with a tremulous

motion towards the zenith, assuming all shapes and varieties of color,

from a pale red or yellow, to a deep Vermillion, and extending to the

N.E., serving to illumin ;tV ll 15m P.M.

G. Observations at Sandhurst, lat. 30 3 48' S., lung. 144° 24' E.

Aurora very brilliant from 7 p. m, Aug. 29th, until a little after mid-

about 5 h 45m p. m., gradually increasing in beau;;.

until shortly before 7 h , when the rays became gradually ind

appearing at about 7h I5m p.m. During the whole day the

wires were strongly affected.

I. Observations at Sydney Observatory, lat. 33° 52' S., long. 151° 12' E.,

made by W. Scott.

The aurora was first noticed, Aug. 29th, at 7 h 20m p. m. and continued

visible for about half' an hour, when it gradually faded away, and tim

sky became rapidly covered with clouds. I was in the act of observing

a transit of the Pole star, when I was struck with the redi

southern sky. On looking out I was surprised to find a considerable

portion of the southern sky in a glow of red light, similar to that which

sometimes pre uned a toler-

- W.. extending in depth from the

south pole to within a few degrees of the horizon. There was a partial

break to the S.S.W., and in some places there were radiating streams of

light brighter and of a lighter red than the rest.
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About 10 a.m., Aug. 21

seized with an unaccountable fit of re*

altering so frequently that it

) work bett

almost impossible to get anycontin

From the preceding observations, and from those which have
been heretofore published in this Journal, it appears that the re-

markable auroral display which prevailed throughout a large
portion of the northern hemisphere from Aug. 28th to Sept. 4th,

1859, was accompanied by a display about equally remarkable
in the southern hemisphere ; and the periods of greatest bril-

liancy were nearly cotemporaneous in both hemispheres. In
order to determine whether such a coincidence is a common oc-

currence, I have sought for some long and continuous record of
the aurora in the southern hemisphere. The most complete
record of this kind which I have found is that made at the Brit-
ish magnetic observatory at Hobarton, on Van Dieman's Island
during the years 1841-48. These observations have been pub-
lished by the British Government, and the first part of the fol-

lowing table contains all the instances of auroral exhibitions
whkh I have been able to find in these volumes.
The second part of the table contains the corresponding ob-

servations made at New Haven by Mr. E. C. Herrick, who kept
a careful record (negative as well as positive,) of all auroral
phenomena from 1837 to 1853, except from Mch. to Sept. 1851.
The third part of t; see from the

State ofNew York, as published in the annual Regents' Reports

;

and the fourth part of the table contains auroral notices from
the Toronto meteorological observations.

f the .

'27 E.

Day:
—»

1841. March 16,

1842. Jan"l,''

rYh.Is,
April 11,

JuEr'

'

Sept. 2,

Dec. 31,

17 A.

11

Aurdra from S.E. to 8.

Am. Joub. Sci.—Second Sebies, Vol. XXXII, No. 94.-Ju;
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Table continued.

mean time,

Notice., of Aurora..

Day.

Aurora in the evening and night.

Aurora very brilliant throughout the night.

Aurora v^7blt
StmCt dUnng thC Dlght '

Sept. 24, Aurora very bright.

Sept. 26,
Oct. 22,

Aurora very distinct at night.

Ocfis'
Aurora very distinct at night.

Dec. 21, 10 I Aurora to the south.

No Aur.—10A 15>*.
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! 'irora at the Academies in the Stai

Magnetic Dip from 73° to 75°.

hT6\ ~Auro7a seen atTFredoES:
:h 22, Aurora at Newberry, Vt.

Sept. 21,' Aurora at \

IV. Observati " V ($45 .
'.

. . 75° 15'.

1841. July 19,

light in north.
1842. Feb! is! ..

April 10, '

April 15,'

July3, U> Brilliant Aurora.
Sept. 2, Faint auroral li-ht at 9" and 10*.

1844
Dec

'.
31

\

1846. Sept. 21,'

1847. April 19,

April 21,

Sept. 24, Rain."

Ram

Oct. 22,'

1Q,
Dec

-
19

>

I.;..

1848. March 24
April 5, Aurora.
Oct. 18,

Nov. 19,
Dec. 21,

Hi light

Part first of the preceding table contains a list of 34 auroras

observed at Hobarton. Part second of the table shows that in

11 of these cases an aurora was seen on the same day at New
Haven. These observations were not strictly cotemporaneous,

for Hobarton and New Haven being in nearly opposite longi-

tudes, when an aurora was seen at Hobarton it could not be

seen at New Haven on account of the presence of the sun.

Moreover, the New Haven observations were chiefly made in

the early part of the night; but in 11 cases an aurora was seen

within about 12 hours of its appearance at Hobarton. In several
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cases when an aurora was seen at Hobarton it was cloudy at

New Haven, and there were eight other corresponding cases in

which an aurora was seen at some one of the Academies in New
York, although not noticed at New Haven. In four additional

cases an aurora was seen at Toronto, when none was recorded
at New Haven or in the State of New York.

There remain then only 11 cases of auroras at Hobarton for

which we do not find corresponding observations from one of
J

hese three sources in the northern hemisphere, and in eight of

hese cases the sky was overcast from New Haven to Toronto.

The following are the dates of these auroras, and opposite to

the dates I have placed notices of auroral or magnetic
ena from some

841. May 17, Unusual magnetic disturbance at Greenwich, Eng.

842. Jan. 1, Unusual magnetic disturbance at Greenwich,

p \. -i o S
Unusual magnetic disturbance at Greenwich.

* eb> 18
' \ Aurora at Christiana, Norway.

May 16, Unusual magnetic disturbance at Toronto and Greenwich.

Dec. 31, Magnetic disturbance at Greenwich.

844. April 25, Unusual magnetic disturbance at Philadelphia and To-

847. April 21, Unusual magnetic disturbance at Greenwich.
Sept. 24, Aurora 9 b to 10h at Greenwich.
Sept. 25, Unusual mag • Greenwich,

a . OP j Unusual m 'rccnwich.
&ept. Jb,

-j Aurora at Carlislei En?land>

1848. Dec. 21, Aurora in Newfoundland.

It thus appears that in every instance when an aurora was ob-

served at Hobarton, an aurora was seen on the same day in the

northern hemisphere ; or there were observed unusual disturb-

ances of the magnetic instruments, indicating the existence of
an aurora at no very remote station. So far then as a conclu-

sion is authorized from so small a number of observations, we
should infer that whenever an aurora is seen at Hobarton, where
the magnetic dip is —70°, an aurora occurs at some place in the

northern hemisphere as far south as where the magnetic dip does

not much exceed 75° ; in other words, an unusual auroral dis-

play in the southern hemisphere is always accompanied by an

unusual display in the northern hemisphere. As any cause

which affects the intensity of the magnetism at one pole of a

magnet, usually affects the other pole, so an exhibition of auro-

ral light about one magnetic pole of the earth, is uniformly

attended by a simultaneous exhibition of auroral light about

the opposite magnetic pole.

New Haven, May, 1861.
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Art. XIII.

—

Bock Oil, its Geological Relations and Distribution

;

by Prof. E. B. Andrews, Marietta College, Ohio.

My investigations have been directed chiefly to the oil of the
coal rocks, and I propose in this paper to give some of my

The surface indications of petroleum are oil and gas springs.

These springs are found scattered over a very large area.

It is doubtless well known to scientific men that there are, in
the West, two distinct geological formations from which petro-
leum or rock oil is obtained. These are the bituminous coal
measures and the Portage and Chemung groups, (the Waverly
sandstone of the Ohio Eeports). The Portage and Chemung
rocks sweep around in the form of a quadrant from north-
western Pennsylvania into southern Ohio and south into Ken-
tucky. Upon these rocks the famous oil regions of Pennsyl-
vania and northeastern Ohio are located. The oil regions of
western Virginia and southern Ohio, including a portion of west-
ern Pennsylvania, lie in the coal measures. Marietta, Ohio, may
be regarded as near the centre of these extensive oil fields.

It is well known that in the manufacture of coal oil a large
amount of vapor or gas remains uncondensed. The town of New-
ark, Ohio, has been lighted for several years by the surplus gas
from the oil works there. While it is believed that the oil cannot
be produced in the subterranean distillation without the produc-
tion of gas, it is also reasonable to suppose that at the very low
temperature at which this distillation must take place, the forma-
tion of gas necessarily implies the formation of more or less oil.

Hence in our bituminous coal measures a gas spring doubtless
indicates the existence of oil in the rocks below. The great ma-
jority of these gas springs are unknown, since they are seldom
discovered, except when they appear in streams ; and probably
the same may be true of oil springs, since the soil would absorb
the oil and in only a few cases would it be detected. I have
assumed that the oil is the product of the distillation of bitu-

Jtrata, at low temperatures. This theory, which ia a

modification of the old one of cli -

1

ra t ares ).

has recently been brought forward by Prof. J. S. Newberry and
has receivr an y of our most eminent chemists.

The chief objection to it is the fact that the coal, cannel and
bituminous, in our oil regions gives no evidence of having lost

any of its full and normal quantity of bitumen or hydrocarbons.

Pot example, at Petroleum, Kitchie Co., \ •

been brought up by an uplift from several hundred I

seams of cannel and b \
f Jud£ed

by the standard of Nova Scotia or English coals, have lost none
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of their bituminous properties. The cannel coal although some-
what earthy, yields from forty to sixty gallons of oil to the ton.

The other theory, that the oil was produced at the time of the

original bituminization of the vegetable or animal mat! or, has

many difficulties in its way. If the oil were formed with the bitu-

men of the coal, we should expect that wherever there is bitumin-
ous coal there would be corresponding quantities of oil. This is

not so in fact, for, as will be seen presently, there is no oil except
in fissures in the rocks overlying the bituminous strata, and these

fissures can be shown to have been made since the coal strata

became bituminized. Again, upon this theory it will be difficult

to explain the large quantities of inflammable gas always accom-
panying the oil. If it is generated exclusively from the oil,

then we should expect to find the quantity of oil least where the

gas springs have for ages been the most active, but at such places

the oil, instead of being wasted, is the most abundant.
That the oil is accumulated in fissures in the rocks and that

these fissures are more or less vertical there is abundant proof.

The oil in the same neighborhood is found at very different

depths. It is very seldom that two adjoining wells strike the oil

at the same distance below the surface. The accompanying dia-

gram ahowi the relative depths of oil wells on Burning Spring
liuu in Wirt Co., Va. It is evident that in this case the oil is not

Uyn well marked 1

feet, while the Athens company's well marked 8, struck a large
Lewellyn well marked No. 2, struck an oil fissure at one hundred

hundred feet/ The oil in the first is said to stand

at 41°, (Beaumd,) while that of the latter stands at 33°. On Duck
Creek, Washington Co., Ohio, wells very near each other show
a difference of ten degrees (Beaume') in specific gravity.
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At Smith's Ferry, in Western Pensylvania, on the Ohio Kiver,
much of the oil is of a light straw color, while it is said other
wells yield an oil of the more usual dark-greenish color. On
the same lease of land and within six or eight rods of the well
marked 8 in the previous figure, is a well two hundred and
fifty feet deep. The oil from this well is not only different in its

specific gravity from that in the other, but the deepest well con-
tains fresh water, while the other contains salt water. From
these and similar facts, it is evident that the oil is in distinct and
separate fissures and that these are vertical rather than hori-

zontal.

The contents of these fissures are generally water, at the bot-

tom, oil floating upon the water, and gas filling the space above
the oil. Where the gas finds an outlet through a crevice in the
overlying rocks, there is produced a gas spring. When the water
finds an outlet it carries the oil with it and an oil spring is the
result. I have found oil springs high up on hill sides.

An oil fissure may be struck o

at any point. The following
figure will illustrate this. The
letter a (fig. 2) shows the posi-
tion of a well which strikes
near the top of a fissure and
in that part which is filled

;

v 'tU <ras. The gas rushes up
but no oil. If again the well
is bored at b, it will strike oil,

and the gas pent up in the
upper part of the fissure will
force the oil up through the well b. There are several oil wells
on Little Kanawha in which the gas has forced up very large
quantities of oil. The action of the gas however soon becomes

itermittent. [f again the well is bored at c, it will
strike that part of the fissure which contains water. In such
case oil can be obtained onlv by pumping out the water. Doubt-
less many good oil wells are thought to be worthless, and aban-
doned because they contain at first only water. If bored at the
point c, in the water part of the fissure, water alone is to be
expected until the pump has been used. There may be floating

upon the water, higher up in the fissure, a large quantity of oil.

If the oil is found in fissures in the rocks, it is natural to sup-

pose that in those places where the fissures are the most numerous
and largest, the oil would be formed in the largest quantity.

-This antecedent probability is fully verified by the facts. The
rocks of Western Virginia and Southeastern Ohio may be divi-

ded into three classes, those which are almost entirely horizontal,

ftose which have a dip offrom fifteen to forty feet in the mik, and
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•lied by an uplift. The strata from
the Ohio Eiver at Parkersburg up the Little Kanawha to within

a few miles of the great oil wells are very nearly horizontal and
probably contain few fissures except such as may have been
produced by the drying and shrinking of the rocks. There is

not to my knowledge a single productive oil well in that region

although a large number of wells have been bored. The com-
pact and unbroken clay shales and other strata rest upon the

deep bituminous strata and furnish no spaces through which the

oil vapor could rise. Probably no such vapor is formed.
On the Great Kanawha Eiver, at Pomeroy and vicinity on the

Ohio River, in Athens, Morgan, Noble, "Washington and other

counties in Ohio, located on the coal measures, the rocks

have more or less dip and contain, as a probable result of the

uplifting force, many fissures. These counties all furnish oil

—

Noble and Washington in considerable quantities. The salt

wells on Great Kanawha, at Pomeroy on the Ohio, on the Hock-
ing and Muskingum Rivers and on Duck Creek, revealed more

But it is in regions where the strata have been the most dis-

turbed and where the fissures are the most numerous, that the

most oil is found.

I have recently traced a most interesting line of uplift and
dislocation from the eastern part of Washington county, Ohio, to

beyond the great oil wells on the Little Kanawha River. The
direction of it is nearly north and south. It makes an angle of

about 40° with the general course of the Alleghany Mountains.

As seen in Ohio it presents a well marked anticlinal axis but

with the eastern slope more steep than the western. Near the

Section on the Ohio in vicinity of Newell's Run.

anticlinal lines at A, fig. 3, are oil and gas springs. A few miles

south, on Cow Creek, Va., it is seen as represented by fig 4. At

ing force has been greater and the strata have been broken apart



in between 13 and C
to wind, they have
of cannel and bituminous coal and a

springs and some productive oil wells.

of Oil Kun and at C, the mouth of Lan
where the rocks of the western dip ar<

road cutting. A Jew miles further sou

geological disturbance we find, near wl:

lifted up from considerable depths. S
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Aver.' bored in that part of tin -« ol..e;i.\d disturbance, where the

largest number of ris.-un * would be found.

Between this point and the Little Kanawha River, tl

rial line is easily traced, the rocks inclining to the east and to

the west at angles varying from 28° to 8°. The rocks are well

exposed on the heads of Standing Stone Creek, and at other

points. On the Little Kanawha, a section would be repres uted

The anticlinal line, c

r the uplifting force. The accompanying figure



tributary called Burn in- Sprin- Uuu.

.

" - \ -. \ .
'• ' > -

' '

:
'-

:
' '

harder of the inclined strata.
,

_
At 6 the an !, mdieatrs the <lip e>f the strata to the east lhe

nu.k>a„ thue mehnedat ananLleoHl . At -/ another 1,
!,.•

"i M..U, „ lut ho bed of the mer nude U I ..d ^.n, m
their eastern din. The central line or axis Wtweeu the f.y..

she,.,, ,.,; . .; -,,ath. an.l al-.n.- tins line the
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in a narrow range extending north and south, and little IBOW
than one hundred and twenty rods wide. On the west of th«
range many wells have been bored without success. The exact

limit of the oil on the East is not yet known,—but wells, now-

being bored, will soon determine it. The oil fissures are struck

;it different depths, as has been, already shown, eonsequently

there is no such thing as an "oil rue!;" as many suppose. The
oil is Ibund in any kind of stratum. Kaeh oil fissure doubtless

extends vertically or nearly so. thro nidi many biilbrent strata.

These wells have beenbtnparalleled for the rpiantity of oil

produced. Many of them, when first bored. poured out the oil

in lorrents, the oil being (breed up by the pressure of gas.

Hundreds <
.

" ell in a tow hours.

The Camden, Lewellvn, Weare and Harper wells and doubtless

others, are fine illustrations of this. They yield a marvellous

quantity of oil. In many wells the oil is entirely free from

well into barrels lor shipment.

The oil varus in specific gravity from 32° to 42° (Beaume.)
The oil is evidently the accumulation of long ages. The

valleys of erosion which cross this line of uplift in almost every

direction, and which have been produced by the drainage of the

rains falling upon the surface, show that the uplift ami eonsc-

[U nt
1

tl fissi . - end n i mvc < xisted for a vast period
of time. It is therefore probable that dm:
the work of aecumnlatioii has been going on.

'

If this is true, it

will follow that when a. fissure is once exhausted of oil, it may
well be abandoned, as it will tal 1 to refill it.

The original indications of oil in this region were, as I learn.

only the gas • there were two on Buri

Ban. Both of them are now destroyed by wells thee

away the gas. A salt well bored i

Spring Bun, mat v v< ars ago. ; , elded a large quantity <

it was this salt well which caused attention to be direm

locality, now so famous.

I have thus shown some of the geological relations of the

oil here in the upper part of the coal measures. The /

The inclined rocks with a dip of from fifteen to forty feet

a mile, contain more or less fissures and consequently yield mo
or less oil. It is in these in. \wd rocks that the products

wells on Duck Creek, O., at McConnelsville, Pomeroy, &c., a

obtained.

In the broken rocks, as found along the central line of a gre

uplift, we meet with the largest quantity of oil. It would appe,

to be a law, that the quantity of oil is in a direct ratio to tl
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amount of fissures. By tins law, the great wells on Little Ka-
v om for expansion,

the hydro-carbons of the coal and bituminous strata underneath
have risen in the form of vapor and during long geological ages
have been filling the fissures with oil.

Since writineTthe above, I have examined the Beport of the
Crcoj. Survev of Kentuekv. vol. in. and find that the oil re-ion
whi,-h lu.uH nMn.hH.h >unP a.dmsau.,1 ulymiin.. n.iiu-

ties, is probablv situated upon a line of peculiar disturbance.
Mr. Owen stated that "the principal axis of disturbance, already

'!"- - the Cumberland (river) at the HifhV. near the Turkev
b'iver lb-nd, where a dip of about 4° was observed at the head
oJ the UiJIlc in a direction of bo east, while a reversed dip,

- " -
-

,

^

the line of this disturbance.
Of a locality in Cumberland eountv, Mr. Owen thus writes:

"On Crocus Creek, the blue limestone dips 2° to the northeast

:

a short distance up Puncheon Camp, the slate dips at an angle

( :•
.

'
.

- ' •.
'

•

'

: ,

•'-.' '.'.-;:' P.
f, »-' l,a

oasi. ILenceii is evident that the dip is vcrv irrc-ular/"

oil is found ,•;
,

- and below the
shale. The oil is light in its specific gravity, while oil

mmhir loeutions m the * Huo, is very
and tar-like

The oil from the coal measures varies in specific gravity
perhaps 20 to f>2 (lb) () from P . n rov. <>., standing at .";

burns freely, and with brilliant iiame. wiihour distillation.

The heavier oils, such as are not profitable for distill;

heavy as well fcless be very great.



. /. Brush on Crystalline Form of Hydrate of Magnesia.

Til: crystalline form of Brucite (.\fgll) was First studied b\

Pod. l);ma, and shown by him to be rhombohedral,''" tin- speci-

mens examined were minute crystals collected by the writer in

the year 1852 at Low's Mine in the town of Texas, Pennsylva-
nia. Since then crystallized Bnjr.it> has been found in great

abundance at l!W/',S' Mine in Texas; the crystals vary from a

microscopic size to sometimes two or three inches in diameter,

and crystalline plates with rough prismatic laces of B much larger

size are of frequent occurrence. The crystals mv generally thin

hexagonal plates with rhombohedral planes almost obliterating

the pristn: occasionally, however, the prism is obiong, die length

being two or three times the breadth; they are symmctrieally
moduied ; ,d cannot be 'referred to any but

the rhombohedral system.
In a recent article in the Journal fur

L
>m!dinvite Chanic, lxxxii,

368, R Hermann describes the Texas mineral under the new
<''-. and attempts to show that its Ibrin is monoelinic,

and that ; .use<pi fitly dimorphous. To
establish this important conclusion Hermann gives Four erys-

t ii 1 _t ihie measu ss, aa only
lull degrees are noted), besides an examination of the optical

: the mineral, and an analysis. The analysis proves,

what has been already so well known, that the Texas mineral
is hvdrate of magnesia free from carbonic acid, and contain-

ing a small amount of manganese. The optical examinati m
was made by Dr. Auerbach, and in his communication, quoted
by Hermann, he distinctly points out the fact that with polar-

ized light the mineral has the properties belonging to the

rhombohedral system; the only point upon which the supposed

dimorphism rests, then, is the measurement of the angles.

the angle between the basal plane and four
similar lateral planes is 00""; this is sufficient to prove that the

crystal cannot be monoelinic, for this angle corresponds to a

lity iii the monoelinic system.

Besides the basal and the four lateral planes here referred to,

the crystal described by Hermann contained two other planes

on the acute angles of the four-sided prism, makimr with the

es. the angles, according to his measurements, llf>°

and 157°. The specimen examined by Hermann was most

probably one of those distorted crystals so frequently met with

in micaceous minerals. In some hundred or more specimens

from this locality which I have examined, the crystals are dis-
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tinctly hexagonal, with tin- rhombohedral planes H and -i/?,

- -

Tired were as follows: 0: 11 119°—120°, : -Ml 149 Q
40',

7: /120°, 0:790°.
The proof of the rhombohedral character of the mineral is

therefore abundantly demonstrated. The fact that Dr. Auer-
bach's examination of the oj.tiea! characters of Hermann's min-
eral referred it to the rhombohedral system, would naturally
have led one to be cautious in drawing the conclusion that it

was dimorphous. Thi I y between the optical

characters and the crystalline form is entirely set aside by the
facts here presented ; we may consequently safely cone
the assumed dimorphism does not exist, and that the so-called

Texalite is nothing more than ordinary
'

Academy of Sciences—Distribution of Prizes.—The session of the 23d
f,f' Mar.-h :t.-t .•omnhMi •! !i\ the distribution of prize*, and closed with a
eulogy of Legend re the geometrician, pronounced by Elie de Beaumont.

The Astros r . - ,,i 1 n five observers who have
discovered planets in the course of the year 1860.

These astronomers laureate are :

Luther of Bilk, who dia Q Wsmitb,
who discovered Danae at Chatillon near Paris, Sept. 9, 1860; Chacor-
nac, who discovered a plana not vet n uned, at Paris. Sept. 12; Fergu-
son, who discovered Titania Sept. 14-15 at Washington ; Forster and

I Erato Sept. 14-15, at Berlin.

\ of the five telescopic planets

he other four were all discovered in Septemh
is the first of the fi I

-covered in 1860.
" were all d"

-11 n.i.ti nned hy ,,tl|,T

n. <:,,

iir,.,,.,,

devoid
Agassi/ tor his Work

lesigned to reward

«ce to which Cuvier

es. The first time

1 to Midler of IJer-
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tl.oso of ;];.- Allicrif.-Ml Zook.rjjsi, <-ir;u<l, !!] .|. I

0/ the Western Ratio,** m (h \< >c \V< rid, u„d upon the Repti
' dura>; th, ,;„/„,,• of Cnpt. Wilhs !„ th' Antarctic Seas. Tl

deed neither to riches nor honor, the counterpart

/'•-



;!) die intestines. A prize was also decreed to Bergeron for

- (soldier's sore mouth).
This is a cent n-i<>us li^ is wli h i y he ivpn><lu< i with some modi-
fications by inoculation ; this the author proved upon himself. Accord-
ing to documents collected by him it appears to be demonstrated that
the appearance of ulcerated mouth was epidemic in the French army
-"r the end of the eighteenth century. It happened that of l" '"

great armies of Europe, those of Portugal and Belgium together with
the French army, were the only ones in tfhich this disease was observed
in the form of an epidemic. The crowding of soldiers in the camp, in the
barracks, and in the body guard, appears to have been the principal cause
of the development and propagation of this affection. Bergeron has

: the chlorate of potassa in the treatment of this malady. This
method shortens the period of the disease, and if employed in the com-

tl it frequently obviates the j
the soldier to

the hospital.

1 of Medicine are also Doc-
l Czermack, of Vienna, for the perfection which they have

given to the laryngoscope; and Marey, for an in>

the beats of the pulse. It is known that to observe the pulsation of the

lerable pressure upon the vessel. Re-
cently Vierordt made experiments of this sort with his sphygmograph.
This instrum- illy perfected

by Marey, who subjects the artery to elastic pressure which can be
graduated at will according as the pulse is more or less depressed, that

is to say, in proportion to the greater or less tension of the Wood in

the artery. This elastic instrument receives from the vessels alternate

motions of elevation an i : ng them to a lever which

1 1 \y every motion on an enlarged scale.

Subjects proposed for prizes next year.

The following are some of the subjects announced for the grand prizes

in physical sciences for next year:
1st. Comparative anatomy of the nervous system of fishes.

2d. The study of vegetable hybrids fecundity and
the perpetuity or non-perp teristios.

3d. The changes which take place during germination in the consti-

tution of the tissues of the embryo and perisperm and in the substances

Numbers 1 and 2 should be presented before Dec. 31, 1861.

No. 3 should be presented on or before Apr. 1, 1863. Each prize con-

sists of a gold medal of 3000 francs.

Medical prizes.

1st. Historv of the IVda-m. (Scorbutus A

Italica.)

I'd. The application of electricity to therapeutics.

Each prize is one of 5000 francs.

1!. sides th - tie re will 1 e
;
rizes foi d,- v< es oi nv.

to the healing art : priz, s will also be given to those persons who shall

find means of rendering an art or a trade less uuhealthful.

Am. Jour. Sci.-Second Sebies, Vol. XXXII, No. W.-Jclt, 186L
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Grand Surgical Prize—For the preservation of limbs by the preserva-

tion of the periosteum.—This is a prize of 20,000 francs, to be awarded,

if there is a suitable occasion, in 1866. The following is an extract

from the explanation of the object for which this prize is offered as

published by Flourens.
" Numerous facts have proved that the periosteum has the power of

producing bone. Recently some remarkable facts in human surgery

have shown that very extended portions of bone have been repro-

duced by the periosteum which remained. The time appears to have

arrived to call the attention of surgeons to a great and novel study which

I to humanity. Those who engage in

it will not forget that their labor is at once practical and that they are

tan, and that it draws no less upon their respect for human-
ity than upon their intelligence."

The Academy had decided that the prize should be 10,000 francs.

When informed of this decision the Emperor, fully appreciating the ben-

efits to be derived from such progress in surgery, immediately caused a

communication to be sent to the Academy that the prize should be

doubled.

The prize will therefore be 20,000 francs. The essays, written in

French, should be presented to the Secretary of the Institute before the

1st of April, 1866.

Employment of Glycerine in Surgery.—The first application of gly-

cerine in the treatment of ive been made in England
about the year 1846. 1

1

iin diseases of

tho skin, it was applied by Dr. Domanpiay in the treatment of wounds,
ulcers, and certain affections of the genital organs. It was

the dressing of wounds and even to those which
had become

|

gangrene which occurred

.•it tin' Hospital >t. Louis, at Paris after having employed \s

cess lemon juice, nitric acid, and the red oxyd of iron, Demarquay made
use of glycerine with a success surpassing his expectations.

Antagonism of the poisoning effects of strychnine and curare.—We
Turin. The author has shown that the curare destroys the effects of a

dose of strychnine which would produce death when taken alone into the

stomach or when injected into the veins. For by exhibiting together the

curare and the strychnine, either separately or previously mingled, far from

increasing the poisonous action of these substances, it is possible to neu-

tralize them and cause their effects to disappear. The two substances

do not exercise any chemical action upon each other, from whence it ap-

pears that the antagonism of their poisonous effects results from action

wholly physiological.

An unpublished memoir by Lavoisier.—The works of Lavoisier are to

be published at the expense of the government, and under the auspices

of the minister of public instruction. Dumas, who has undertaken to

edit them, has found many of his writings hitherto unpublished, one of

which has just been published in an extremely interesting volume enti-
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tied, "Lefonsde Chimie professies en 1860, par MM. Pasteur, Cahour,
Wurtz, Berthelot, Sainte Claire Deville, Barral et Dumas:1 Each of

ired a lecture upon a subject of his own selection.

We shall notice these subjects further on in the bibliography—we only-

state here that the lecture by Dumas is designed to make known two
unpublished documents v. ]. the one written by La-
voisier, the other by Leblanc the inventor of the artificial soda.

The paper of Lavoisier relates to the chemical statics of organized
beings and is at least fifty years in advance of the scientific knowledge of

We all remember the sensation occasioned a
of a work of Dumas and Boussingault, entitle

chimique des etres organhh." and which was so brilliantly expounded
by Dumas at a session of the Faculty of Medicine of Paris. But the har-
mony which was thus ai of wkieh was the fruit

of twenty years labor—this brilliant discovery Lavoisier had long before

foreseen. Dumas says, " Six years before the publication of La statique

chemique des etres organises, I received from the Academie des Sciences
at the instance of the Minister of Public Instruction, the appointment to
collect the information necessary for giving advice in relation to an edi-
tion of the works of Lavoisier. "On that occasion Arago made known to
!' s the evidence of the iccoids of the laboiat. iy of Li\ oilier, then in his

Iso of writings <-f this gi lt ,, remaining in the hands

These papers having been communicated to me I pro-
ceeded to a careful and attentive examination of these noble relics."

It was (juite recently v> hi!e examining the administrative papers of
Lavoisier, seeking f-r information in >vgard to the prize founded by the
Academy in reference to the decomposition ,,f sea salt, for the purpose

; -da, that Dumas discovered a note, whoflv in the hand-
W|- 'tin? of Lavoisier. This note, probably written as oariy as 1792, ap-
peared to be the programme of one or more prizes which it was pro-
posed to found in the name of the Academy.
We have space for onlv a few reflections ^iir-vsted bv t!i

memoir of Dumas. Seventy-rive years after the hand of L: •

'

Lavoisier. IV, it h committed i t way calculated to conceal his per-

sonality, absorbed as it was by that of the Academy, truths which were

1 I , .tun aftei I
s I, ith in 1 as' the nsult ot Indies

, ( .;,rs of the lives of thos, who like Liebig and

them for the first time.

" \ egetables obtain the materials necessary for their organization from

dom. Anii, n other animals, which

have been tie g« tab!, s so that the ma . rials of

»*"< '"ley are formed are in the last resort drawn from the air or from

"Finally, fermentation, putrefaction and combustion are perpetually
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returning to the atmospheric air and to the mineral kingdom the sub-

stances which vegetables and animals have borrowed from it.

"By what processes does nature keep in motion this wonderful circu-

oii the two kingdoms? How does she form substances com-
iiich did not

myitis which :• mineral '.

which she has drawn from it to form vegetables a:

vegetation and animalization must be operations the reverse of com-
bustion and putrefaction.

"It is therefore to animalization, or the nutriti

Academy invites the attention of savans of all nations. The Acad-
emy does not conceal the fact, that the problem which it proposes for

solution embraces an immense extent, that it supposes an analytical

knowledge of those substances which serve as nutriment to animals,

the alterations which they undergo successively in the canal which re-

ceives them by the mixture, 1st, wii i the *a iva, 2d, by mixture with the

b supposes even to a cer-

tain extent the analytical knowledge of these different fluids and humors.

It supposes also a knowledge of the gases which are disengaged dur-

ing the proe ii furnishes to

the blood that which is thrown off from it by respiration. In fine, as

•
•

growth recover from the losses suffered each day and regain the same
ight, consequently the loss and gain

are equal, the loss being compensated by the 6*

consume daily.

" The Academy in thus presenting the whole scope of a

does not suppose that any one who undertakes will be able to revive it

completely. But the Academy permits each one to handle the problem
in such a manner as he thinks convenient and the prize wiS! be pro-

claimed in favor of him who shall resolve any portion of the subject, ft

hopes moreover to be able to recompense by its acknov.

the prize.

"The Aca» la to repropose from time to time the

different portions of the same subject which have not been previ.-usly

Dumas concludes his memoir as follows :
" If it is ask. ,] what wen- the

ideas and opinions of Lavoisier in regard to questions in organic <i„ mis-

try, we must reply,

1st He had discovered the process which serves to mak.
analyses, viz, their combustion by oxygen.

2d. That he had learned also, as his laboratory records show, that

instead of burning them in oxygen gas he was able to burn them by

means of nn-t--; .; the, resulting carbonic

acid gas, he b bing it after having absorbed it in two

successive flasks of liquid potassa.

3d. That he believed the bodies belonging to organic chemistry ought

to be considered as the oxyds or acids of compound radicals.



Tunnel of Mount Cenis.—Cordier.

• which per-

tains to etch of the two organic kingdoms in the equilibrium of the

forces of life ; the part also which mineral matter serves in organic na-

ture, combustion, and generally all which relates to its reduction."

The second unpublished document in this volume is by Leblanc, the

inventor of the process for preparing soda from sea salt. This docu-
ment relates to the mode of action of nitrogenous substances employed
as fertilizers.

tic enterprise* the object of which is t

and France by means of a grand tunnel passing under the Col de Frejus
to the southwest of Mount Cenis and where it had a height of 2949
metres (9675 feet.) We have seen that the subterranean passage termin-
ates in Italy near the village of Bardonneche and commences in Modane

). It debouches at a hundred metres
above the road which leads to Turin across Mount Cenis. The subter-

ranean way is 1338 metres (4390 feet) above the level of the sea. It has
above it 1610-73 metres of calcareous rock. By reason of this enormous
superincumbent mass, it is not possible to open ventilating shaft*.

1

rill be subterraneau through its whole extent and have no

iion with the free air except at its two extremities. The
length of the tunnel will be 12250 metres (40,191 feet or a little more
than 7| miles).

As yet the work of piercing the tunnel has advanced very slowly : on
the side of Bardonneche it has not advanced beyond 600 metres, and
on the side of Modane where the rock is harder it proceeds with a little

less rapidity and it has penetrated only 500 metres into the interior of
the mountain. The works do not advance very rapidly and will require

considerable time for their completion in spite of the labor incessantly
put forth to perfect the means of excavation.
A problem more difficult to be resolved arises from the necessity of

the tunnel, on account of the resistance

which the compressed air meets with in the ventilating tubes.' These
tubes are 20 centimetres (about 8 inches) in diameter. The fri.-:

they exert increasing in proportion to the distance passed over will be
very great, perhaps not admitting of a solution. The question will be to

give motion to machinery in the tunnel by means of air compressed in

reservoirs with walls sufficiently strong as was proposed in 1858 in this

Journalf as a motor suitable for working in long tunnels.

Obituary.— Corner (Pierre, Louis, Antoine) died the 30 of March
last at the age of 84 years. Born at Abbeville March 31st, 1 777, in

1793 he entered the school of public works and passed in 1795 into the

Corps des Mines. He joined the expedition to Egypt as a member of the

mmission. He there executed many topographical labors,

•:-sp,,,,i a |lv excavating the ruins of Sane (the ancient Tanis). On his

,...<. },.,',.;,.„ ) „ J.Imviwked upon the coast of Calabria he

nd geology of

This Journal [2], xxv, p. 96. f Ibid. [2], xxvi, p, 98.
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that province of Italy. Returning to France he resumed

6 his stud' " '

eralogy and geology which were com-

4 he was at the Canary islands wheremenced under Dolomieu. In 1804 he was at the Canary i

he studied the action of volcanoes.

Taking for the object of his studies a science which was then in its

infancy, Cordier became without much effort one of the founders of the

science of geology. His investigations, the friendship of Haiiy and the

protection of the mineralogist Ramond, secured him admission to the

Academie dcs Sciences where he took the place of Haiiy in 1822.

Nominated general inspector of mines i

formed the adn
'

Philippe, and in the meanwhile he preserved all his independence a

was never the courtier of power.

In the midst of his administrative functions Cordier still performed

his duties as Professor of geology at the Jardin des Plantes, where he

continued to the last a course in which geology was taught as it had

been in 1825. Cordier had neglected paleontology; he was the oldest

engineer of mines as he was the representive of the old school of

geology, and he had little favor for the new theories and doctrines which

had transformed science around him.
Acclimation.—Sheep.—The Zoological Society of Acclimation con-

I find themselves in correspondence
with all parts of the world. At the garden of acclimation which was

founded in the Bois de Boulogne the Society has established weekly
consultations upon different questions relating to acclimation and do-

''
it has founded prizes many of which have been awarded

) recompense real success. A number of these have been

3 propagation of sheep called Graux de Mauchamp, originated

celebrated for its beautiful and silken

fleece. This race of sheep was originated about 1850 by a distinguished

cultivator M. Graux : a lamb having been born at Mauchar
fleece of a remarkable silken quality he undertook to obtain i

Mauchamp
' obtain a ne\

il.

present the silky wool called Graux de Mauchamp has taken s

of sheep and b) he was successful,

bra '

industry the fleeces of lamas, and alpacas, the fine hair of the cam
of the Angora goat introduced into France and Algeria by the £

of Acclimation. The 'flesh of the Angora goat also constitutes i

le of food.

Acclimation of the Silkworm.—

'

of Acclimation has been encaged i

great activity. T& cold and rainy season of 1860 was not

favorable for attempts at propagating in the open air either t

b

of the Ailanthus glandulosa, or of the Ricinus; the latter of which has

been introduced from the Canary isles. The difficulty in our country, is

to delay the hatching of the cocoons until the Ricinus puts forth leaves.
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M. < .u, rin-Meneville has been engaged in this enterprise and has already

met with some success. This desirable result, of having a crop only

in summer, has been realized with the silkworm of the mulberry tree,

why has it not been obtained with that of the Ricinus ?

Hon of the Ostrich.—For a long time the possibility of ac-

he ostrich has been doubted, the giant of birds, it has been
no elephant the giant of quadrupeds, refuses to permit its pos-

terity to be enslaved. This is an error. In Algeria in the garden of accli-

mation the ostrich is fruitful and rears its young as well as at Florence
in the zoological garden of Prince Demidoff and also in the royal park
of acclimation in Spain. It remains to be known whether individuals

born and reared in captivity can continue their species. If the Society

of Acclimation undertakes the domestication of the ostrich it is because

furnishes a great trade, 1st, in plumes; 2d, in eggs, one of

which is worth twenty-one hen's eggs; 3d, the flesh is very excellent.

The society seeks to introduce in France and Algeria the Nandon (Non-
terms) a small species of South America (Patago-
nia), the Dromie caisoar of New Holland, which like the ostrich is a true

bird of prey and the plumage of which is an article of commerce.
Acclimation of the Cotton-Planl—SNa have recently mentioned the

successful efforts made to popularize the culture of cotton in Algeria.

Recently a new impetus has been given to this culture which in 1858
reached 1000 hectares and in 1859, 1,717. Laborers were wanting to

to this desideratum of commerce, but they are about to be
v the introduction of Chinese coolies. England is making
ta for the culture of cotton in India, in Egypt, at Port Natal

*M in ( hiua. The interior of Africa where cotton grows spontaneously
has recently attracted attention and the 750 bales of very fine < in, r^ia

ML 1861) been
excelled.

-The following works have been published by Hachette,

Lecons de -Ofiimie professees en 1860, 1 vol. 8vo.—We 1

above of this work in connection with the works of Lavoisier.

These lectures are upon subjects in which the several authors have
made investigations or discoveries, viz

:

Pasteur, upon molecular dissimilarity.

Cahours, on the history of organic radicals.

Wurtz, upon the glycols.
Berthelot, on synthesis in organic chemistry.
H. St. Claire Deville, on numerical laws in chemistry and the varia-

tion of their constants.
Barral, on the influence exercised by the atmosphere upon vegetation.

Dumas, historic memoirs concerning Lavoisier and Leblanc.

ntroduced in the chemical arts. The work is divided int<

iz. 1st, Chemical arts concerned with mineral substances.

'''qJif/.

i which deal with onranic substances. The most important pro-

gress noticed in this work is in relation to sulphur, oil,
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I'ton, gelatine, paper, illuminating gas,

heating by gas, the bituminous cements, &c.
Peclet.—Nouveaux documents relatifs au ckauffage, 1 vol. 4to. with

is volume which follows the great work of Pe< :h

" Traite de la Chaleur," relates especially to the heating and ventilation

of public establishments, as hospitals and prisons. We find \a

l m regard to the heating of the Hall of Sciences of the Institute

and of the celebrated glassworks of Baccarat. There are also the usual

relation to cooling and the transmission of heat :

ferent bodies.

Payen.—Des Substances Alimentaires.—A small 12mo. treating of the

of improving alimentary substances, of preserving w
letecting their adulteration. This is a synopsis of the c

ctures by Payen at the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiei

ered by request of the government.

Heuze.—Les Plantes Industrielles. 2 vols. 8vo—This work follows

a treatise on fertilizers by the same author, which we have already men-

tioned. The new work treats of the culture of plants which furnish the

food of commerce and such as are used in the arts. Tome I treats of

oleaginous plants, tinctorial plants, saliferous plants, and those used

as condiments, &c. Tome II is devoted to textile, narcotic, aromatic and

medicinal plants : and plants which produce sugar and alcohol.

fTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.

i Berlic

s follow

temperature which a thermometer finally assumes in a space

which is warmed from above is different when this space is filled with

different gases.

2. This temperature is higher in hydrogen than in any other gas.

3. The temperature is also higher in this gas than in vacuo, and the

greater the density of the gas, the higher is the temperature.

4. Hydrogen therefore conducts heat like the metals.

5. In all other gases, the temperature which the thermometer finally

assumes, is lower than in vacuo, and the more dense the gas employed,

6. We tin le from this that gases do not conduct

heat, but only that they do this to so small an extent that the action of

the conduction is counteracted by the resistance which they oppose to

the passage of heat.

7. The remarkable conducting power of hydrogen is shown not only

when this is freely moveable but also when it is contained between pieces

of eiderdown or any other substance of a loose texture which prevents
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9. Of all

perfectly.

10. The pi eai a diflfeh a from which
K comes, The rays emitted by boiling water exhibit the greatest differ-

ences in their pa-a-o thn.no.-h different gases.

11. Of all colorless gases,"ammonia transmits the least heat; after this

defiant gas.

increased like that of rays of light.

13. The character of the wails of the containing vessel changes the
proportion in which rays of heat pass through the gases contained in

14. The character of the walls also changes the proportion in which
the rays pass through different gases.

15. From this, it follows, that rays reflected from different surfaces are
t' ii -i iiu*-d l.\ lmx,*. with ditf.'ient degrees of facility.

16. Hydrogen always transmits rays from different sources of heat,

less easily than atmospheric air.

1"7. The marked increase in temperature which a thermometer placed
in hydrogen undergoes when the gas is heated from above, does not

therefore depend upon a greater capacity of transmission but only on a

greater conducting power.
18. The greater conducting power of hydrogen for heat presents a new

argument in favor of the analogy of this substance to the metals.

19. Hydrogen also conducts electricity better than the other gases.

—

2. On a new Unit of Electrical Resistance.—Mattiessen proposes to

employ as a unit «>f lvsistaiiee in el.-.-tri.-al measurements, the resistance
of a wire composed of two parts by weight of gold and one part of silver,

wa that this alloy conducts electricity

;

; d if; i at temperatures between 0° and 100°, that small quantities of

do not sensibly affect its conducting power, and that the an-

'"•aline; of the metal is' influence. The memoir

-i"iird by variations in temperature may be taken into ac-

\t\!"-^ III."ZW for'\h

.tbr which however we mi

t one extremity a plate of l

l of light The prism is
j

s;> Series, Vol.
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tube, so that the eye of the observer may be brought close to its second

refracting surface. Tbe tube is attached to an appropriate stand, so that

it may be conveniently directed to tbe light to be examined, and the eye

of the observer is protected from extraneous light by a small screen of

metal attached to the tube. The edges of the slit must be ground per-

This apparatus does not require a darkened chamber or delicate and

astments, Dt answers equally well for observations on the

solar spectrum, on the absorption lines of liquids and gases, on the elec-

tric spectra of Masson and T'liicker, and on tin: chemical lines of Kirck-

hoff and Bunsen.

—

Pogg. Ann., cxii, 428. w. g.

Note.—This apparatus is constructed in New York by Mr. Charles

Saclicv, msd -hi being supplied by Mr. Hon [V liu.

the well-known optician. The price of the instrument complete with an

equilateral flint glass prism, is $25. w. G.

4. On the lion of Heat by Oases and Vapors, and

ON the PI.</- ration and Conduction.—
Tyndall has communicated an important and interesting paper on the

and radiation of gases which is in some respects complementary

to that of Magnus noticed above. The apparatus employed consisted of

1. a copper cube with one of its faces covered with lampblack and rilled

u it h water kepi boiling, This forms tin -oun ; of radiant heat ; 2. of a

oid divided into two compartments, «

and b. The portion a is destined to receive the gnse* and vapors; it is

dosed at its two extremities by two transparent plates of rock salt and

eoiimiuuii .:•- with a _' air pump: its length is four feet: P> is the

chamber between the tube a and the cube C. A vacuum is kept in this

tube, so that the radiant heat traverses the vacuum, before '

tube a. To prevent the transmission of heat by metallic conduction from

the cube C, to the tube a, the chamber b is partly surrounded with an

annular space in which cold water circulates. 3. Of a thermo-electric

bed with two conical reflectors, and connected with a galvan-

ometer; one fa f the pile receives the rays win- 1 1 have traversed

the tube a. 4. Of a second cube C also filled with boiling water and the

rays from which fall upon the second face of the pile. Between the cube

<
" and the adjacent surface of the pile, a screen is placed, which may he

moved backward and forward, so as to mi

t the tube o, and
'•. and the needle of the galvanomen

b\ means of the screen. The gas or vapor to be experimented upon

is then introduced into the tube a ; if it possess a sensible power of ab-

torption, il ly existing. The devia-

tion of the galvanometer properly reduced gives the measure of the

In this manner the author experimented with eight gases and 13 vapors,

and also with atmospheric air. Oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen and atum-

was the feeblest action observed. The strongest action is'that of olefiant

gas, which under a tension of one atmosphere absorbs 81 per cent of the

i ilorificr&js. Betwe yd of carbon,

'. protoxyd of nitrogen, and sulphydric acid.
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Below a certain tension which varies with differ

f heat absorbed is exactly proportioned to the der

exerted, are grad n mm, eacn increase ot density
|

duces a less effect. In the case of olefiatit gas for instance, by takin

volume of TV of a cubic inch as unity in a -cries of fifteen of'these vol-

umes, an absorption was obtained exactly proportioned to the quantity of

gas; then the relations of the succe— iv< i!>-urptioii- gradually approach
an equality.

In the case of vapors, the most energetic action is that of sulphuric
'•titer

; the least energetic is that of bi-sulphid of carbon. By comparing

the aqueous vapor in

the air itself. This great absorbing power is exerted upon rays <

from a source of low temperature, whence we must
aqueous vapor in the atmosphere must powerfully intercept the rays which
tend to pass from the earth into the planetary spaces. Variations in the

quantity of vapor in the atmosphere would therefore necessarily produce
corresponding variations in climate. Oxygen obtained by the electrolysis

of water has a power of absorption four tins - greater than the same sub-

stance which has been passed through iodid of potassium. This increase
i- due to the presence of ozone.
The author studied the radiation of gases by making them pass over

a sphere of heated metal from which they rose in a column in front of
;l

". thermo-electric pile. In this manner it was found that the order of
radiation is exactly the same as that of absorption.

This reciprocity of absorption and radiation appears to the author a
>nnple mechanical consequence of the thoorv of an ether ; but why has
one molecule so great and another so feeble a power of producing or

alorific rays? The author suggests that the explanation is to

md in the fact that the gaseous elements examined all e:

Thus oxygen and hydrogen, which taken separately c

cally united produce an effect which is l

chemically united to form <

to produce a great effect.

... andhvdr h' effect when
they are separate. I. e X ,-rt an enormous anion when they ar.

radiating powers of <
'' compounds.— Comptes

Rendw, T. lii, p . 364. . _ r _
w-°-

5. A Note on the power of Polarization of .

1

by Dr. F. Mahla. (In a letter to the Editor.)—» has

mentioned by G iil ourt n ]
]',. u 1 ml it. t! t the \im ncan oil of turpen-

tine po> >( s-es a power ,,f rotation of I8°-6 to the right.
_

cial spirits of turpentine enable me

r from being constant. I have ex-
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amined specimens, which had a power of rotation of 14° (28° in mv in-

strument with a tube of 200 millimetres) while others turned it 20° to

the right. Most of the specimens possessed a power of rotation of 19° -

5.

Oil of turpentine of 19°*5 subjected to distillation together with water,

yielded two oils of different rotating power. The first distillate rotated

22°-5,—the last portion 16 0,
38.

The rotating power of neither of these two portions was changed by

redistillation.

The boiling point of the first portion was a few degrees lower than that

of the second portion. It commenced boiling at 295° F., while the

thermometer was constantly rising, until it reached 312°. The second

portion did not boil before the thermometer had reached 309° F. The
final boiling point of the latter did not exceed 315° F.

These data seem to indicate that the American oil of turpentine con-

sists of two or more different hydro-carbons, which are probably polymeric

to each other.

Chicago, Jan. 12, 1861.

6. On Salts of Chlorine and other Electro-negative Elements.—Schut-

zenberger has succeeded—according to his own statement—in preparing

acetates of chlorine, iodine and other electro-negative radicals. When
acetate of soda is mixed with chlorid of iodine the ensuing reaction is

represented by the equation

C4H 3Na04+ClI=C4
H 3 4I+NaC].

The new substance C4H 3 4 I is solid, white, and crystalline ; it is iso-

meric with iodacetic acid C 2(H2 I)P4H but differs from it entirely in

properties. Anhydrous acetic and hypochlorous acids unite at a low

temperature and form acetate of chlorine,

C4H 3 3-hC10=C4H 3 4 Cl.

This compound is a colorless liquid: it is decomposed by water into

acetic and hypochlorous acids; it explodes violently near 100° giving

chlorine, oxygen and anhydrous acetic acid. Even at ordinary tempera-

•radually decomposed. An acetate of cyanogen appears to be

formed by heating a mixture of equal silver and

iodid of cyanogen. ' Anh'. drons bypo-

chlorous acid, giving a vei be author be-

lieves to be a sulphate of chlorine S04 C1 or S2 8 C1 2 . These results

require confirmation but if reliable are of great interest and importance.

— Comptes Rendus, lii, 135. w. o.

7. On Polyglyceric Alcohols and Anhydrids.—Louben^o has found

no like glycol is capable of forming polyatomic molecules by

what may be regarded as successive condensations. Thus ordinary

glycerine being represented by the formula

C 6 H. )0 6 or€-H B ) 3 ,

diglycerine alcohol has the formula

2(€ 3 EL) ) O,.
H 4 \

It is a colorless thick liquid boiling at 220°-230° in vacuo. The author
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€ 3H 5 Ve 5 , PO V0
5 , € 3H 5 ^0 5 , € 6H 5 4 VO s .

hJ h4 J hJ h!
J

L second compound boils at 275° to 285° under a pressure of 10mra

• by repeated distil-

3(€ 3H 5))lations and to give its first anhydrid

The author also obtained a colorless oily liquid having the formula

This compound is formed from pyroglycerine by the eliminr
equivalents of water. The author terms it meta-glycerine or pyroglycide

Glycide (not yet obtained) would correspond to Graham's metaphos-

3H a )0 2 toPO) A
H Naf *

while one of Fleitmann's and Henneberg's metaphosphates would cor-

respond to a triglycerine anhydrid

3PO ) 6 to 3€
3
H

S
) A

These parallels are very interesting and suggestive.— Comptes Bendus,

8- Oft Ozone, Nitrous Acid and Nitropen ; by T. Sterry Hunt,
r-U.s. (Extract of a letter to one of the Editors, Jan. 29, I860).—The

spktmn was shown by
lijvi..-r an-1 .!. F,.|;,

.

n !. t -r- who eon - scribed by
>/.< >\u- w.iv due to traces of nitrous acid. The subsequent

solution of permanganate of potash mixed with
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i

ozone was then passed through a solution of p< A

it lost its pecul I he potash solution was found to con-

As I suggested in this .lo

water might i

u

acid and am-
monia. From the instability of the compound of these two bodies, how-
ever, it becomes necessary to decompose one at the instant of its forma-

tion in order to isolate the other. Oa bich convert

nitrous acid into ammonia may thus transform nitrogen (NN) into 2NH 3 .

In this way I explain the action of nascent hydrogen in forming ammonia
with atmospheric nitrogen in presence of oxydizing metals and alkalies.

(Zinc in presence of a heated solution of potash readily reduces nitrates

Now an agent which instead of attacking the nitrous acid would de-

ed ammonia would permit us to isolate the nitrous

shown that nascent oxygen is sue

nimonia \

From this view it follows that the odor and most of the r

cribed to ozone are due to nitrous acid which is liberated by the decom-

position of atmospheric nitrogen in presence of water and nascei

We have thus a key to a new theory of nitrification and an explanaiion

of the experiments of Cloez on the slow formation of nitrite by the action

npt from ammonia upon poro

[ hope soon to send you the results of my farther inquiries in

this matter.

New Books.

9. Die Lehre vom Galvanismus und Electro-magnetismus, von Gustav
Wiedemann. Braunschweig, 1861. 8°.—The first volume of an elabo-

rate treatise on galvanism and the kindred subjects has just appeared

under the above title. The work is in all respei

and is most complete and thorough. The text is copiously illustrated by

excellent wood engravings, each special subject being treated from a

a! as well as from an experimental point of view. A serious

defect is the want of a complete and detailed table of contents or index,

which would render the work much more convenient for the purposes of

reference. The work is much too elaborate and extensive for a text

book, but it presents so Cdiuj.lete a view «.[' the present slate <>f the seietice

that it will prove nn>>t vaiuaUe (..» the advanced student. It is to be

hoped that the second volume will speedily appear. w. g.

10. Der Electro-magnetismus von Julius Dub. Berlin, 1861. 8°.—

This treatise is devoted almost exclusively to the subject of the develop-

ment of magnetism in soft iron ; thou jl
..

'
> e the theory

of the galvanometer in iUdithivni form.. lh subject of eleetro-dyn n-

ics is not included. Though the author restricts himself to a compara-

tively narrow field, the work is extensive and thorough, and forms a most

valuable com ri
' '"

f. &«»' admirable
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1

treatise on Statical Klectricin with tin: works of \V iedemann, DuBois—
Ibtymond and 1 >u!> form an almost complete library of reference for the
subject of electricity. A complete general treatise "on magnetism is still

11. Les Electro-Aimants et ISAdherence Magnetique par M. J. Nickles,
Paris, 1860. 8vo.—This book is devoted chiefly to a recital of the Au-
thor's experiments on various forms of Electro-magnets made during an

motion of railway train-. Most <>f the experimental data have already
appears] in this Journal and the Author's proposed nomenclature was
given in vol. xxx, p. 413. s.

12. Die Fluoresceins des Lichtes-umgetragen von J'. Pisko. Wien, 1861.
8°.—This pamphlet is a rather popular compilation from tie

1 1
3

«

-ii >. >J r- which have appearei.l upon the interesting subject of which it

treats. It will prove convenient for i the purposes
of the lecture room. w. o.

13. J&irt ken Chemie, von J. Schiel.
Erlangen, 1860. 8°.—This excellent treatise followed close upon the
.•uitlcrs work on Organic Analysis,* and will be well received as a clear

•nil careful exposition of the views of the new school in chemistry. We
are especially plea-..] with the attention which the author pays to the

'•a of the' subject. The work includes sections upon crys-

patiMon, fusing and boiling points, tension of vapors,
litt

«

-ij t and specific heats, densities, specific volumes, evolution of heat in

. [.fical constants, and laws of absorption and cohesion. The
chapter on the classification of organic bodies by series is especially origi-

J,al -"id valuable and the work well deserves translation. w. g.

__

14. .!//,,, ,

Kakstex. Leipsig. 8°.—The eighth Lief'enmg of this work has reached

"nuauy '.,. a worthy successor to the l'nys-

iK'alisch.-s "Worterbttcli of (iehler, now far behind the present state of

."•'V
•> forms prop,, rb , . ;-,-, ,

.

:i ,-|) complete and
'bailable in itself. The programme embrace.-. 1. Introduction to physics.

-• Crystallography. 3. General theory of fores. 4. Attractions. 5.

Applied mechanics. 6. Theory of waves and acoustics. 7 and 8. Pure
°l>ties. 9. Physiological optics. 10. Chemical action of light. II.

Applied optics. ' 1 2. 'Action of heat. 13. Theory of Heat. 14. Applied

Thcrmies. 1.5. Magnetism. 16. Magnetism f the Karth. 17. Fric-

li "»-'l Ki.viriciiv. "is. (ialvatdsm. l'.K Klectro-magnetism. 20. Ap-
._.. We trust that the work will be

l'»^cd forward with an energy commensurate with the magnitude of the

undertaking. w- G -
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1 5. Ciikmical Geology :

—

Experiments on the deportment of Carbonate

of Lime at a high temperature, both with fluxes and alone ; by G. Rose.

—In a recent paper on the heteromorphous states of carbonate of lime,

presented to the Berlin Academy of Sciences, Rose gives the following

results: l. i'n heating a mixture in atomic proportion-

of the carbonates of soda and potash in a platinum crucible until in per-

feel fusion, .tities of chlorid of calcium, the latter

will bo completely dissolved without effervescence. If the fusel mania
allowed to cool and a portion of this is placed in water at the ordinary

will gradualh pass into solution leaving a pulverulent

iv>i(.lne -if carbonate of lime. An examination of this residue shows it to

consist of an aggregate of very small globules ; after 24 hours—some-

times in less time—these increase in size and are converted either into

beautifully crystallized single rhombohedrons, or rhornbohedral groups of

II. If another portion of the mass is thrown into boiling water, boiled

found to consist of small prisms of aragonile, with occasional rhomb.. h<--

dral crystals of calcite, but none of the above mentioned globule-: it'

the residue be allowed to remain under water, the prisms after a time

are then identical with those obtained when a mixture of the * ;
' &*

of carbonate of soda and chlorid of calcium is made, as lone,- since d©4

scribed bv the author in his first article on this subject, see J
j
i»/<i. Ann.,

(1837), xlii, 354.

III. Instead of adding chlorid of c:. .sates, pow-

dered calcite, or rhornbohedral fragments of calcite, chalk or aiagotiite

may be substituted ; these dissolve completely, without effervescence in

the tiux and give the same results as above mentioned when the fused

ma.-vs is treated with hot or cold water.

IV. Oxalate of lime at a low red heat after b -in-- the water it contains

is converted into carbonate of lime with evolution of carbonic oxyd ; un-

globules* similar to those obtained above, and these remain unchanged

when placed in water, even when boiled the globules still retain their

is form—they are not converted into calcite.

From the experiments thus far described it will be seen that rhornbo-

hedral carbonate of lime is never a direct product. But according to the

well known experiments of Sir James Hall made in 1804, this has been

direct!) produced when chalk and compact limestone were exposed to a

high temperature under great pressure. The author assisted by Mr. War-

ren Siemens, has repeat. -.1 Hail's experiment. A gun barrel was charged

with dry elutriated chalk, this last was rammed into a compact mass, and

then the gun-barrel was liermetrically sealed at both ends, and exposed

to the heat of one of Mr. Siemens* gas furnaces. During the experiment

the barrel sprung, and in the crack there appeared a faint blue tiame,

evidently of carbonic oxyd, the gun-barrel was then removed from the
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3

furnace. Upon opening the barrel, th< retted into a
compact, light bluish-white coherent i i on the frac-

ture, and with cracks running through the whole. The surface wa»
<' v-v.-.j with a snow-wh r--t and tin; cracks were
lined with white earthy particles, these, as well as the crust, were com-
posed of caustic lime. The compact mass, however, on examination proved

to be unchanged in chemical properties. and its physical properties,

though seeinii mined under the microscope showed
the same small g'lobules, and identically the same properties as the unu-
nited amorphous chalk. Although somewhat more coherent the chalk

The experiment, repeated with fragments of rhombohedral calc-spar

was also interrupted by the rupture of the gun-barrel. The smaller

ere converted into caustic lime without change of form, the

larger pieces were only superficially altered, notwithstanding the great

heat, the inner mass was unchanged and the lime of the surface ei -u.-t

sharply defiiud. Tin -am. resiiTt was - t lined by the author under
different cond - r,t< d him with a ma-s of limesumo
from Rudersdorf which, on account of its size had passed tic

_- cumpietely burned, it contained a kernel of

which this

ich had not been exposed to the heat of the kiln.

_
It appears therefore, from these experiments that chalk or compact

annot be converted into crystalline limestone (or calc-spai ! by
exposure to a high temperature in closed vessels, and as a general fact

on ate of lime is not formed in the dry way. The
"her observes, that on com; - riptte»etf

11 'I - « xp i m nts u i tl so i « rwa is m . u b\ Bm li 1/.+, that
\
n ba-

bly they obtained results similar to those just described, and that the

slightly coherent but otherwise unaltered mass, was erroneously consid-

ered to be crystalline marble.
Notwithstanding the frequency with which this experiment of Hall's

has been quoted, and the use that has been made of it not only in e.\-

IV

theories, H . the experiments of the

author show how ] l:l>tv the conclusion was. It is not t<

manner.

—

Pogg. Ann., cxi, 156.

* Gehlen : Xeues allgem. Journ. & Chem., v. 2S7.
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Technical Chlmistri

16. On the occurrence of soluble compounds of Copper, Lead and Tin

of the existence of poison the spiriti

journals .luring the past few years, Dr. A. A. Uayes
lh;.t l'io o-,,o.| re;.* n Van 'he t".'.iin-Vfi.V til .- • tenants

1,,,, e uew<pa-

rks th

my of the

;;

....

, kllON

.'.:.:H; hody had

led ,j.nif>.

kind, '* °/ "!K?*

;;
"s, in whit-h

•u\-\
: vJi

to a fluid

•
i i'-nt t</j.mxIik-.' : !:«• mil,. -r L-ii . ,-ts • t llhtiU ,ic"j-.oison-

n 't hV-'" tl

u«
'r ' V u'-S I'iTf, -T of" "t^rV-'iV- 1/

L"';
! i'."

<

C
'*

^ V Vl ILI'rv -i/iVi'il
1'

Vk i^v

t

B';

S.

their poisonous the time necessa

n for use as be v.

;ains no metallic impregnation, a turbid though ripened
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:'tly well-ripened and

hWd to enter the hospital or n
Dr. Hayes explains the origin

-"---tin salt takes its place. With the vap.-r of dilute alcohol some
\"'-ieular vapor of the wort is carried forward, and the dextrine which

to the spirit; another portion of soluble i rgaoic matter is

ii - .u.'iil chemical chan-es the.-e organic

alts, and fall in the form of a sub-granular c

- spirits of all kinds. In detecting the nieta

'::v:;;?
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have in my possession," he says, " a section of supply pipe, removed from
the aqueduct of a neighboring city, in a portion of which corrosive actio:)

led so far as to cause leakage. The part thus acted ni on was

confined to an acute angle, and there is evidence to show that the

plumber, in placing it in position, bent it in the wrong dm
creating the necessity for another turn in the opposite. This pipe bad

doubtless been subjected to two violent turns, which serioush impaired

the homogeneity of the metal. An examination of lead pipe removed
there has been any per-

il, has been confined to the angles and

depressions in its course. There are three causes or ;<>!• nci - \< hieh ma\

perhaps be sufficient to produce these results :—1. The disturbance in

D6 structure of the metal by bending, Avhereby its electrical

it ion i-, changed n i \ It tcti.m
j

mofed, giving rise to chemical

[Together with the galvanic action which must be

irever connections or faucets of copper, or alloy, are fastened

to the leaden pipes, or where a crack or fissure in the latter has been

filled with solder. (See in this connection, an article by the Editor of the

Boston Med. and Surg. Journ., xl, 125, 1849).—f. h. s.] 2. The presence

of organic matter, such as fragments of leaves, and impurities pervading

all pond waters, and which may be detained in angles and depressions of

the pipes. Their presence, undoubtedly, promote

-

• change it. It is easy to conceive of conditions where this

could not be the case. 3. Corrosions may be produced in lead pipes by
the accidental presence of pieces of mortar. Where mortar is present,

the lime wool
I be solution of

: , .',...
in lead pipes, during u>- When the family com-

mence the use of the water, it holds the salts of lead in solution, and its

presence may be detected for months. The process of oxydal

is retarded or prevented altogether by the presence of neutral salts in

water, could not be materially interfered with under the conditions con-

-

that much care should be exercised in placing pipes in position in build-

ings. In those leading to the culinary department, angles and depressions

should be avoided. Violent twists and turns should not be permitted,

and during the erection of houses, the open ends of protruding pipes

should be carefully closed. Assuming the gene*

conveying the waters of our New England ponds, become coated and

protected by an insoluble lead salt, the question arises, how long before

this protection is secured, or, how soon may a family commence the use

mug through new pipes, with safety ? In view of the manifest

danger from local disturbances, the most sensible reply would be, never.

A section of new lead pipe immersed in Cochituate water one hour, at a

temperature of 65° F. gave a decided lead reaction with suit it

Removed and placed in six fresh portions of water one hour in each, the

waters, when tested, gave similar results. The experiment continued

during two weeks. Varying the time of immersion in fresh portions of

water from one to ten hours the lead indications continued, although at
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last feeble. These results are sufficient to show that individuals or fami-

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, lxiii, 149.

18. Nature of the deport which form* upon the copper employed in
frih-srh's (est for arsenic.—Lippert lias made a careful examination of
the orasi which Forma a\

a solution of arsenic acidified with chlorhydi io acid. Tins coating had
l.-t/n pretty generally mistaken for m< t. ins (in his

Ml.) called attention to a up? quantity of cop-
per. From the experiments of Lippert it now appears that the crust in

I'his eoni] Mtion having been marly constant in several

- that the compound is a
definite alloy As Cu

5
. [Being evidently unaware of the experiments of

(see this Journal [2,] xx, 222) whir], have shown how little

I alloys of definite com-
'

' 'use at hand.—v. ir. s.
J

When ignited, at the temperature

only 7 per cent of its weight, Ml - "

- '

''
G («mo«

the mineral Domeykite of F. Field, see this Journal [2,j xxv,

406.) being formed.
The delicacy of Reinsch's test is evidently directly referable to the

of copper which tie- . ntains, for a
!' r"|" l|''i"iially small quantity of arsenic is thus obtained in an enlarged
» n, -l as it were more tangible, form. But on the other hand it is not easy

and c\-,. n ,| ;[,,. ;i ]] ( ^. ;„, ^,.st OXydized in a current of air and then reduced

.. ...
•

20. Bj Ear the largest portion of the arsenic is therefore kept out of

•

of the proposition of Reinsch and v. Kohdl to estimate arsenic qnantita-

the amount of copper which dissolves while the
-

' •

nalfurprakt. Chemie, Ixxxi, 168.
!!"• Sap--,,. ilr>/ irini.— A- an addi-

tion to the experiment 'of lVlouze (Ann L'li. et Rhys, {•'*.) xlvii, 371) by

soap could be prepared
by heating together a mix! *Kne oxyd at

a temperature of 250° (f.) S< ni >' ;-Ki:-in - now shows that the

|, Thus, when a mixture of 100 parts

of tallow and 22 to 25 p
: t!i

.
v heated,

a lively rea 'on, mmences at al it 2. I ) = •"
}J.

the mass

swells up while an abundant evolution of gas occurs :—m order to pre-

ia necessary to conduct the operation in a spacious retort and

to moderate the heat as soon as the reaction has once begun; if in addi-



tion to this the retort be shaken from time to time in order to mix the

. Towards the close of th

tli.- temperature must, be slightly increased in order to dee

last traces of the fat which

>f so lano longer in pre

-

an opaline liquor resembling in~ail respects a solution of common soap.

When carbonate of lime is substituted for carbonate of soda, in the

proportion of 18 to 20 parts of the lime-salt to 100 pts. of tallow, the

urs more readily than when carbonate of soda is employed, a

With the carbonates of baryta, strontia and magnesia, the same reaction

acetirs, while with carbonate of lead, the decomposition goes on very

rapidly and is ac ntion of gas.

If the action of the heat is carefully regulated, oxyd of glyceryl is

alone decomposed, the fatty acids remaining intact. By direr i e.\j»-ri-

94-8 grms. of fatty acid ; while the same amount of tallow BS]

carbonate of lie fatty acid.

100 grms. of the lime soap treated with water gave no glycerine: but

-•;".•;..,

da, were extract d. The

: 75*90 pr. et., light ear-

buretted hydrogen 1 1 "85 pr. et., hydrogen lg-85 pr. et., together with a

little acroleine.— Annates tie Chimie et de Physique, [3], Ix, 216.
20. Preparation of Hydrate of Baryta by means of Oxyd of Zinc.—

the common method of prep
j
ta by decom-

! o! barium with black oxyd oi copper, Alk.x. Mueller
proposes to substitute commercial zinc-white for the cooper oxyd. The

nee in the conduct of this, and the ordinary process consists

in retaining a portion o! lot' barium in order to

i \\at<-r. Or

it might be well to decompose the last portions of the suiphid of barium

v of copper (by adding sulphate of copper), .since an excess ot

. its blue color. If by oxydation the

sulphid of barium had become mix- u with any of the thionic acids, the

a little nitrate of baryta and the mi ph ite , t b iryta thus formed removed

by filtration.

—

Journal j xxii, 52. f. h. s.

II. GEOLOGY.

1. Kentucky Geological Scr/eyv— 1. Report on the Fossil Flora

and of the Sti «'
> i* ' > it >>>< <>' tht ( >> in h A

Fields; by Leo Lesquerf.ux, ralmontological A-M^ant. — 2. Topo-

and Geological Report of the Country along the outline base

m margin of the Eastern Coal field of the Stale



198.—-The»e two dirinotia <a tb,-
I

( ' ' _ il
V|

) \ v, 1] iv« reached us in idvan of publication tb inks t >

tin? kin-] attentions of Dr. Peter, who, since the death of the lamented
Owen, is charged with the publication of the work. Mr. Lesquereux

his < ri i- -it -tu. iii - into the disti bntion of the
f'^-il plants of iii,; coal strata, in the various coal beds, <•

h> -how the true relation of the strata

' »t.i i <!i with th..M of otiiu |.dt- t N ith \in. i « I . - «s been
a great desideratum i \in n m Lfeol gv. md no observer has enjoyed
greater opportunities f,..r exact study in" this iine of research or has pos-

ree the peculiar knowledge which is essential

Coal i

i- a single and inseparable formation, dividing

er underst-mling in four different parts.

Tlie coal measures below the conglomerate.

;,.-.. '. .•.-!„;.., ' til.; :-. •

ontological characters, at least at some of their principal horizons.

* All the coal beds the position of which has been ascertained by such pateon-

tological evidence, are marked by a {*).
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'The remarkable analogy of disti rata, as indi-

in evidence, and cannot be ascribed

to any ideal system. The order of superposition of the differ

bed on lithological and palaiontological characters. But it is

only by palaeontology that the equivalency of the coal strata has been,

and can be, established in distant parts of the same basin, and <-[».< iallv

in separate coal fields. Therefore palaeontology, .

fication of coal beds, can no longer be considered
• is at once evident. And I have no doubt that,

as soon as it is generally reecived as a guide in the examination of our

coal fields, the harmony of distribution of the coal strata will become

more and more striking.

' The sections made in Kentucky indicate a remarkable increase in the

southeast. It would have been interesting to compare sections made in

the coal fields of Virginia, south of Cbi I tain how far

this progress!: binned. It was impossible to get reli-

able data on the distribution of the coal in that country. From what f

haw seen uhmP, man} \ » ais a_o. ;> d - -p"< i ally from se

river, kind!\ . -minu: icated :

. I >r. I. II. s.-d d>ury, it apj

Xo. 1, with it- members B and C, and perhaps X
appears that coal

as many as eight, different strata. \ similar dcvelopm

-

irre to t! a-f tii e,]-,.. (l f the hadu ;,r < arbondale,
1
It was impossible to get any well determined data from the other

basins e,f the Anthracite Voal fields. The disturbance ,*' the strata are

so marked in innumerable nVxuiv* that dvnamical ^e,!,ev has tailed,

thus far, to >_ bing the general distribution of the

veins. From palieontological evidence | ;im - - -ti d tl it
,! Im.'h -t

coal of the Pottsville and Tamaqua b it of our No. 4,

n that the measures do not >( ,, 1 \ /,, , j n t |, a part of Pennsylvania

If, is certain also that the big or mammoth vein, so generally worked in

the same basin, is the equivalent of No. IB.

'The 1st - dstribution of the coal straJ

unty, Kentucky, and is perfectly correct. It was made by Dr. D- Dale

also perfectly reliable for the place of the coal strata in this part of Ken-

1 Section 3d is from Mr. J. P. Lesley's Manual of Coal. It was con-

densed from such numerous and authentic records as the best geologist

'Section 4th is another general section of Pennsylvania copi

a! report of the State of Pennsylvania. In con i

coal IB, C 4th, andC 11th, come V .
The dif-

ference in tie tance. In the

section of the Pennsylvania survey there is a distance of 480 feet marked

as barren of coal, contradictory to local sections of the same Report, which



TABLE ^ COMPARATIVE SECTIONS OF THE COAL MEASURES OF THE UNITED STATES; BY LEO LESQUEREUX. Scale 1 inch for 200 feet. In the Coal i indicates one foot without reference to scale.
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show generally one workable bed, the ElkUck coal, and sometimes two,
above the Mahoning Sandstone. Mr. L.-sl.-y's s.-.-tk n ha> marked the

< strata. In the same section of the report. there is a group
"'' veins, called the Mercer coal, which has no equivalent in the other

usented only by a thin coal. Pala > al

is Mercer coal is, or is not, the equivalent of No. IB
and its subdivisions, as it appears to be.

four Curlew
-

;r No. S coal: 2d. The
No. IB and No. 2 in the place occu-

..al 10. It lies, a- in Kentucky, 1 to 40 feet above No. IB,
and is generally accompanied by calcareous iron ores.

S.-ction 5th. at Yellow creek, is given from measurements of Dr.
1,1 '^ n his ] , id survey • nd horn my own palaeontological exam-

kv Mr. John Means.
Section 7th, made a

by pocket level can be
, Section 8th was taken at West Liberty, first by Dr. D. D. Owen, and

afterwards by myself. The upper part of No. IB crops out in the bed
'. an.l it was impossible to ascertain at what distance this

member, one foot thick, is placed from the main ll>. The distance, 71
feet, to No. 2, is too short by, probably, 20 to 30 feet.

Section 9th, at -laokson," only shows No. 3d coal as a streak of coal

I % ftteep ravine, from the
bed of the river to the top of the highest bill. Though this coal was

ascertained, I have no doubt of its

in No. 8, which is worked in the
,; UlIty- 275 feet above No. 1A.

Section 10th, it P. h Orchard, was so, I fi i

and palaeontological data. Coal 3d is only marked by a bed of hard fire

.
l • -

4th is replaced by fire claj -•'
a, " ] 'so.ngh.n.^ti, at its top.

Action Uih, at Wartield, is made from No. IA coal, at the top of the
boring to the hi-h.M hill. 7 10 t'ect. where ail the coal strata are opened,

th. Ma'n
,

,

;i , ni n 1 \ ahout !)0 feet of m. as-

. 1 could find no trace of coal 1th
;

anthracite basin. This and the folk* ~ tf0m the

A*- Joun. Sci.-Secosd Series, Vol. XXXII, No. 91—Jul*, WW.

16
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report of the 1 nnsylvania -mr-vey, and were especially compiled from

borings and the directors of coal mines. They are

entirely reliable. For Wilkesbarre, there is an m
two beds of coal, which would correspond with No. 5th and 6th coals of

Kentucky. As this section was not taken from the same place as the

lower part, and as I could not see any of the reported coal beds so as to

i t ted. Some coal beds of unworkable

thickness are marked in the section of the J Vnn,v!\ ania report. But they

are not reported by Mr. Lesley, nor were they marked in a section which

I obtained of the foreman of the mines.

Section 13th, at Pittston, is remarkable by the separation of coal 2d

and C. 3d, each into two beds, separated by ten feet of shales. We have

seen the same disjunction of these veins at Chinch creek, and at Whet-

stone creek, in Greenup county.

Section 14th, at Scranton, is also reported in Mr. Lesley's Manual with

some difference.

Section loth, at Carbondale, was obtained from Mr. Ed. Jones, director

of the mines of Archibald. At Carbondale the hills are too low, and

contain only the coal 2d. The 3d coal is added from the Archibald's

section, which is about the same. In this last place, the distance between

C. IB and 2d is 92, and at Carbondale 95 feet.

The plates illustrating this valuable memoir are not yet published.

The author in his Introductory letter takes occasion to defend himself

from the charge of plagta u by the late Director of

the Geological >ur\\\ of Pennsylvania in tbe Hnal Report of that survey.

As the alleged offence consisted in quoting the author's own report some
years after it was rendered, and will it would seem
hardly to fall within the requirements of a public apology.

Mr. Lesley, in his 'Topographical Geological Report,' has performed t

labor of th

neglected i

erosion, form

tain portions of the origin

in a general map co

the coal owner linds to his chagrin that much of the coal which ought t<

be on his lands has ' gone to market.' The only remedy fur -

pointments is found in accurate topographical maps in win

lines at convenient elevations render certain wha
measures remain undisturbed and what are wanting. When to the skill

of the topographical engineer is added, as in Mr. Lesley's case, the special

knowledge of the geologist, the results are truly valuable.

Kentucky has been fortunate in the character of her scientific corps

employed in this survey, and we earnestly hope, in spite of all < VBtm " r

civil disturbance, this work of peace will receive no obstruction either in

its course of completion or in the
|
nl»l itiuii of its results.

On a future occasion we shall return to these reports for the purpose,

among other things, of considering Dr. Peter's results on the agricultural

side of the survey, both in Kentucky and Arkansas.

2. Descriptions of new fossilsfrom the Paleozoic rocks of
States, (from the transactions of the Chicago Academy of Sciences,



October 11th, 1859*); contributed by J. H. M'CHESNEy. (2d extract.)

—This paper contains descriptions of the following -i < -. wh < ai

regarded by the author as new to science, viz., Orthis Kaskaskensis, 0.
Rcnnecotti, Alhyris intervarica, A. ultravarica, A. obmaxima, A. obvia,

fa, Terebratula bisacula, T. subreltiqforma, '/.

Rhynchonella Parvini, Spirifer Racinensis, S.davattUa, /

Condoni, Pentamems bmnuatus, I', (risinnalns, P. rrassoradius, P.
arcuosus, Ambonyckia neglecta, Nucula obsolete, M
Pleurotomaria bicarinata, Platyceraa Quinceyin^h. />,'<>. <</ •-,-> ^ '">•<%

B. pervoluta, Orthoceras Laphami, 0. Scammoni, 0. Hoyi, 0. lineola-

him, 0. cameolare, 0. irregulare, O.nodocostatia>.

Eucalyptocrinus armosus. The last mentioned species is also illustrated

by two wood cuts.

The descriptions of these fossils, although in most cases rather brief, are

generally sufficient for the preliminary indication of species. In the selec-

tion of names for his spo i D some cases

inmate, several of those used having been preoccupied. For in-

stance, Goldfuss published a Nucula obsolala—(Petrefact. Ger. II, p. 151).
Again Sowerby published a Pleurotomaria under the name of Trochus
bicarinatus in 1818 (Min. Conch., 3d, p. 39), which was referred to the
proper genus by Morris in 1848, I ate) was also

applied to another species of this genus by Koninck in 1843, (Ap.
UOmal. Tree. Elem. Geol. p. 517) an

I

8d, p. 72.) The name Or WM used by
! 841, (Pal. Foss., p. 111). A-ain the specific name irreyulare

I in 1840 (Bietra. rar Petre'f. 3, p.
100). This criticism applies also to our author's former paper (New

" K-ikt d-<\). For instance the name Leda gibbosa and L.
polita, had both been pro for recent species; and
Nucula cyli,: M. boy for a Carboniferous species in

1844 (Carb. Foss. Ireland, p. 69).
Several of the species described in these papers appear to us very

closely allied to old and v

' the author's means of judging in regard to their difference
or identity should be more reliable than an opinion formed from merely
reading his descriptions.

* The date here given is not that at wfth
:
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III. BOTANY.

1. Flora Hongkongemis : a Desert \g Plants and

Ferns of the 1 Gkoiwra Bentham, V.P.L.S. With

a Map of the Plunl. Pu!>/i.sh"d under the Authority of Her Majesty 's

Secretary of State for the Colonies. London: Lovell Reeve. 1861. pp.

482. 8vo.—Wehavealiva.ii noticed Ifarv.-vaml Sondcr' •

and Grisebach's Flora of the British West Indies, each of which have

complete ! a ib-i volume. The present work is the third of this series of

plan, compact in form,

written in En by the British

Government. The Colonial department pays a ver,

to the authors, and turns the work over to a publisher upon such terms

as to render the volume generally accessible to working bol

colonists. This is a much wiser as well as vastly more economical plan

of government patronage to scientific publication than that adopted in

this country, one which secure; that the publications are ju-t what is

wanted and that they reach the hands v. I i, h are to use them, and not

others—one which, when our present task is done and we ftgaii

experiene.

ous, and judicious of systematic botanists. The Maud of II

an area of & . lilos, its general aspect ia bleak and
barren; yet it lias already yielded about a thousand phaenogamous
species. "At a first glance," as the author observes, " one is strn. k \\ th

the very l.r eies crowded upon so small an i-laml,

which all navigator., depiet as apparently so bleak and bare;— with the

tropical character of the great majority of sp.
i .

in representing the g. neral aspect (derived trom the majority of individ-

uals) to present the features of a much more northern latitude;—with

species, on a rocfey cawa

where the woods are limited to a f.-w ravines, or short narrow valleys half

monopolized by cultivation ;—and with the very great diversity in the

species themselves, the proportion of orders and genera to species, and

the comparative number of monotypic genera, being far greater in the

Hongkong Flora than in any other" Flora of similar extent known to me.

The very large number of endemic species,—of spe ies known to us only

-ably occasioned by our ignorance already alluded

to, of the vegetation of continental South China."
'.

'

this Flora furui>hed bv the botanical collection (of abov

made by Charles Wright, as botanist of the U. S. North Pacific Expir-

ing 1 i i uud-'r Captains Ringgold and Rodgers, dupli .' - of

<'..:.-:;.'..'..
.

-

In aid of the colonial botanists or amateurs who may use this Flora,

the author has prefixed (with some minor alterations) the adm
outlines of Botany and Glossary prepared for his popular British Flora.

In these Outlines the subject is regarded, not from the morphological

or the physiological, but from the descriptive point of view. It opens
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svith a statement of the nature and design of a Flora, and of what s

"These descriptions should he clear, concise, accurate and characteris-

ly adapted to the plai

e arranged umfer
o facilitate the comparison ot each plant -with

and they should I

' such peculiarities, or characters, In

ttay lead him, with the least delay, to the individual description belong-

"For descriptions to be clear and readily intelligible, they should be
us much as possible in ordinary well-established laneunge.

•out, for the purpose of accuracy, it is necessary not only to give a more
precise technical meaning to many terms used more or less vaguely in
common conversation, but also to introduce purely technical names for
such parts of plants or forms as are of little importance except to the
botanist. Ini ;, i s proposed to define such technical
or^'dmicalh limi <! t. tins - : re m id. use of in these Floras.
"At the same time mat! most not be expected. The

forms and appearances assumed by plants "and their parts are infinite.

-Names cannot be invented for all ; those even that have been proposed
are too numerous for ordinary memories. Many are derived from sup-
posed resemblances to well-known forms and objects. These resemblances
are differently appreciated bv different persons; and the same term is

not only differently applied by two different botanies but it ir.-.mei.tlv

that the same writer is led on different i

the one hand to make as near an approach to pre-

m \ allow, and on the other hand to avoid that

t detail and overloading with technical terms which tends
rather to confusion than to clearness. In this he will be more or less

-on, like the beauty of a
work of imagination, will always vary with the style and genius of the

These Outlines are throughout so well sketched, and so worthy to be
regarded as of ^tand.ud authority, that we must still venture a criticism
or two, looking to their possible improvement.

tn the first place, referring to paragraphs 8 and 88, we m
[rom the pn = «'t of homology does not belong to

1

morphology in the prop ''''? rnorph-

: „, in t'ae lowest sense, to mere shape, arbitra-

ru to mere terminology,
a»d empty t terest. If the comparison even of a

Perfoliate or clasping with a cordate leaf, or of membranaceous or cona-

cett " s wiLh thickened leaves, such as those of a Houseleek, a Mesembry-

; the province of morphology, surely

so also must the comparison of an ordinary leaf with a cotyledon, with a

bulb-scale, a bud-scale, and no less with a sepal, a petal, a carpel. Ac.

!n the latter we merely trace morphological relations of the very same
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kind somewhat further and higher. The relation of a leaf as foliage to

the scale of a bud, or to the thorn of a Barberry is clearly of the same
category as its relation to a sepal or a petal,—the latter, as we regard it,

bringing in no new idea, ;< <int of view.

Next, Quincuncial imbrication is defined by Mr. Bentham to be that

I
in which "one petal is outside, an adjoining one wholly

inside, the three others intermediate and overlapping

why give this name to a mixed form, to that which is merely convolute
"'

ation deranged by one of the five petals getting both edges under?

why change the uniform usage from DeCandolIe's Theorie JSlemen-

e::;.. :

.i',
-,..'•-• :

_ . .
.

.
.

,-,'";

one edge ov« I od the other overlapped ;—an arrange-

ment which especially merits a distinguishing name, since it is the nor-

ation in a pentamerous perianth, answering as it does to f
phyllotaxis. So that current usage and reason tell against the inno-

: <,

;

•he latter in cases where the calyx, equally bearing the petals,

&c, is adnate even merely to the base of the ovary, if only the adhesion

reaches above the level of the insertion of the lowest ovule;—which
;>vs epigynous. Resides the etymological ob-

to be at least as ambiguous as the old in practic- ; and ii I

ing that they are not anifo ! longkong Flora itself.

Finally, as to paragr. 166, we are not much better satisfied with the

that the radicle is the "base of the future rot," than with the

original statement that it is " the future root." To us nothing in botany

is clearer, or more patent to observation during germination, than that

while the radicle is, if you please, " the base of the future root " inasmuch

as it is that from which the root proceeds, it is itself the first internode

of stem. This view, to which morphological considerations and observa-

tion of the development long since brought us, appears to be generally

adopted by the French and German botanists, but not by the Erjglish.

If the radicle longate, as in Monocotyledons, and in

the Pea, Oak and other- with hypogseous germination, this organ might

be deemed to be merely the base of the future root ; but its more usual

elongation, in the manner of any other internode, plainly reveals the cau-

The chapter on Vegetal. I, Anatmin and Physiology is new, is very

Bentham has never specially attended, is remarkably good and a<

We merely observe in passing, of paragr. 195, 197, that the disi

between exogenous and endogenous stems, is as obvious during t

season, and even at its beginning, as ever afterward, and it is tb<

the purely systematic botanist will more commonly have occasion t<

ine the structure in this regard ; of §198 s
, that "the liber cr inner t
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by no means always " formed of bast cells ;" of §200, that we cannot accept
the statem it that "m the leaf th sti tuie of tip/ petioles and principal
ribs or wins is the same as that of the young branches of which they

•' " at least in any s< -u-<: hi" which the sentence would be
understood by the learner. Paragr. 207, that roots grow in length at

tiu -y tin, I the requisite nutriment,"

il tliev vrcm directly by means of
«hatthe\ take in from the suii. which surely they do nut, unless they
live in the manner of Fan<fi. To say that the starch, <kc, in a tuber or
in a seed "appears to be a store of nourishment" for the early growth of
the buds or the embryo, is a remarkal.lv owr-cautious statement (how
could these grow w iihont some stoi . .1 upon '()

:

11 'i 1' • s the c« usid.-i iti« ii th f si) -aicarps 'of

' .n;, tiuh- "i, ri-1 i. i g 1.,-m.iv germination," and so do not m-uri-h rhe
embryo, afford to us any presumption to the contrary, even if we could
not conceive—as we tea of them im-

f the species, thereby subserved.
The fourth chapter, on the Collection, Preservation, and Determina-

nt i Aberrations from the ordinary type or appear-
ance, is most excellent. a. g.

2. Annals oi th, Botanical So, iety of Canada, Vol. I, part I, (Dec, 1860
-March, 1861), 4 to, pp. 60.—This Soeietv enters upon its career with

.'. These Annals op.-n with the history of the Origin of the
"

.

" :: :''" ' - ' :- ^ ..

tbg. Professor Blackie of Nashville,
lennessee contributes a medico-botanical paper upon Cornus Jlorida ;

one upon the Botany of the Red River Settlement and the
u

l'}
Ii«-d lover Trail; Mr. 1 >mminond. Contributions to the local flora of

Kingston, the head quart-is of Hie society : Mrs. Ur. Lawson, on the silk-
v'" niJ and ,,',] »;,,. o- r , v. <! <•: tin ii !ood-pl jus

u«.t«? on' the Hubbard Spiash, by Mrs. Thomas Ihio-gs. ,],-.
;

ive in Canadian Lichens, by I >'r. Lindsay: on the genus

and its sviionvmv, bv 1W. Grav of Cambridge; List of

,
• ii the [sl md ( I Ai •'.

»ti i od the coast of Labrador, by
Mr. J. Richardson; and some other short communications. a. g.

5 Journal ,a t! , P ,, < , ,,r tht Lit > "on Society, No. 19, (1861)
'

-forfw, and a good part of another of the Pracursorc* ad Flomm I„di-

, , , i son—the ('/ /. II • I'i H k i

uas luilr!l 1100 ,Ioil,—a uc-w dh.:ribmi..;i vi the genera of

- «om, four in

number, rest upon the pod. whether jointed or jomtless, mdehiscent or

. , • r .
.

.
. v

. . - . :C
P°d, the arrangement of the s. . U, an I. rathei sul ordinal. !y, upon the

cotyledons. The whole makes a mm nangement.

Under Barbarea we are not surprised to see A areata and B. pratcox

4. Class-Book of Botany ; being Outlines of the Structure, Physiol-

ogy, and Classification of Plants f with a Flora of the United State*
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and Canada. By Alphonso Wood, A.M., Principal of Female Academy,
Brooklyn. New York, Barnes and Burr, &c, 1861, pp. 832, large 12mo.

—This is a second and enlarged edit;
;
u\ •'.]-])>] in

the year 1S45, a book which has been widely used in Botan
tion, and which, so far as the merits of a work may be tested by the sales,

must be allowed to have stood the criterion. It was natural that the

author should wish to extend and improve if, and the publishers had

every inducement to incite and second his endeavors. The reproduction,

although designed to cover the same ground in education, is of greater

•ion and competent, independent judg-

ment. Wherefore the work invites an examination such as it would be

hardly fair to apply to the former production, although in that, also, the

author "distrusted" every source of information except our own personal

inspection," and claimed more complof acquaint-

ance with our Flora than would have been expected. Sixteen years more

of botanical study, however, should largely substm.

The arrangement of the page is good, and so also the choice of letter for

the names which should conspicuous! king as it does

after Dr. Chapman's book and other models. The whole appearance of

the volume is commendable, or would be so if it were not sen

ured by clerical and typographical errors. These are annoy;
everywhere, but are especially injurous in a school-book. We know too

well how misprints will lurk in a page, escaping the eye of the most

lUthors and proof-readers; but those of the present volume are

beyond excuse, both for the number a;

Justice to the printer constrains us to add, thai for very many of them he

Especially most this be the case

with a er.-v. the eyes of a

competent proof-reader must have d ,i an author
should unit- foi pyamao, d.-dgn ite

the genus Salisburia by the adjective name of Sali.sh >, aw i, and tl like.

So also of Simplocarpus, Arctostaph h again are

matched by counterpart errors in 1J <- < rhyncospo-

roides), psy lostachya, Br\

. and so on ; to say n
-

,-ina, Cha-

mceckrista, CroiaWaria, precox, spe< ,— the latter

t rans fo ming a 1 >v. i < ! spring into a lover of wool ! But the pupils of the

Brooklyn Female Academy who can read the Greek letters in which the

some of the above words is given, or who have a Latin

dictionary at hand, for some of the rest, can readily be taught to make
the requisite corrections.

So also we have Limonum for Limonium, Nyctda>a for Nyctcha, L'<p«-

o ichys, Naaaia for Nema, Achmella for Acmella, Naumbergm
for Naumbury'ut Pi ji '<••> i d , natnu ml St> irtia pcidayyma, and

Andromeda
j if this specific name meant many-

leaved and was a hybrid of Greek and Latin (like leptoculmla, p. Uli).

It is not so surprising that he should fall into the mistake of writing the

genus Polianth.es of Linnseus, Polyanthes, and so give a derivation to

match, although our author might have placed some confidence in Lin-



naeus, Endlicher, &c. ; and even the common books, such, as Loudon, give
the correct orthography and derivation.

To copy names correctly from other books, or to see tliat they are cor-

rectly printed, requires no high order of talent. Wherever the'fanlt lies,

there was no need to transform tin meetive of the anther (Latin

': name of Payer into Peyer, nor that
of l.tiihaim into Punham, nor that ot the prim t o. .mimical chemists,

Boussingault into Broiissingault, and th famiiiarh <ult vated ornamental

P ln 'it whi h commemorates him into fiwusxingaultia. To justify our

°] ,lnin " that these are not simply errors of the press, and to give a
crowning example of what bad spelling may lead one to in the end, we
turn to page 292, and read :

"SEGh'EGATIA, Brongn. (Name referring to the segregated clusters

of the interrupted spikes)."

Now the name in question is Sageretia, given in honor of M. Sageret,
-

common botanical works would have informed Prof. W.".od. Put having

.•ly source of information except that of our own
personal inspection;' and a careless inspection of the name having led to

BpQogniart
i i ma, could

_
From the spelling (which even as to English words has some peculiar-

ities, e. g., Purselane for Purslane), we might pass to the pronunciation,

or of names wrongly accentuated
;

h> aided etvuiolo-ies. Put it is not worth while to particu-

ii
. Nor have we room now to di-c^s botanical points which

present themselves to our notice, as they would open too
wide a field for remark. We freely allow that the ;% principle " which
" has compelled"' the author •' to disallow the claims of manv reputed

host authors" is applied wit
cases than instance the book -

;';"'-
rubra and Drummona'ii are reduced to

e of them v wing is raised to equal rar

rf all three species did not produce some leaves, especially the (

ones of the season, wi th a broad wing.
It is no species of the volume will

scrutinizing. (As to ere did Prof. Wood find the spe-

cific name
) Some of them owe their position to miscc .jieep-

want of proper

1 ignoring of a well-known An
Flora of ithe Southern United States, n the

Prof. Wood's pretace bears the date of Dec*.

alition was printed . tV( m electrotype d pi it. s,
i

lie present year. Of some of 1

to our author bv Dr. Chapm

these new species specimens

. Dr.

f Goodyera querctxuh. This. •

'

/v„
a

vledge of the order—Prof. Wood publ

ntheraf P. f is. it ta DO!
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and Lindley published it long ago under the name of Physurus querce-

We are curious to learn upon whose authority the leaves of Victoria

renin are said to attain the diameter of 1
-J feet '.

' We should parti, ularly

lii " t" s, , .- Western New York, and trust that

Wetmore will have th< the locality.

•.

Torr., which is a good Avena. To coniinun eyes, no two gnu ...of the

same tribe could be much more different. Why did not our author's

"personal observation" teach him that his

Chapman," is the same M the It n I or; ha wbtqvarrom, on the opposite

page, as Dr. Chapman was sharp enough to see before he printed his

•

text for a long series of animadversions. Still we

love for the science, and of commendable skill in smoothing
way to a moderate acjuaintati e with it, especial!} by me;

tables and keys. Well-meant endeavors should not be judged too se-

verely
; and we trust that our remarks are not over-critical or captious.

5. The Natural History Review, a Quarterly Journal of
Science, No. I, January : 11, April, 1801.—We would call attention to

this new kugiish Selenitic .!, m i, which is published h\ Messrs. Wil-

liams cv. Norgate, London, (B. Westermann Ar Co., New York, being
tl ' \!ikii« an b< ol e 1, rs < n Hi tit her number,
the annual subscription twelve shillings sterling. The editors are, for

and Histology, Messrs. Carpenter, Mi-Donn-U and Wiight;

ation, Mewra. I, iCnv Greene and P.

L. Sclater; for Anatomy and Kmbryolngy, Mes.-rs. Liisk, llmdev and
Lubbock; for Botany, Messrs. <> :

\
>, ofe.-'or in

the London L< ,. i 1 ( , i„ \ ; i i ,
*

. M, „,, H \kv
and Wyville Thomson.

" In undertaking the condu-t of the Natural History Review the Edi-

persons interested in biological inmiiries, as that which is occupied by the

Public.

"They desire, in addition, to offer to all whom it may concern, a means

tiie general problems suggested by tin: progress of biologi-

cal investigation in a philosophical spirit, and solely with rcleivme to

* Price in New York, §1.20 per number. |3.60 per a
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'The firsts

eal works published either in this country or a

may be ot sufficient import
serve public -. not be

in the Transactions of a Scientitio Society. ( arei'ul II ports upon the
n - of Natural Hiftbory will form an

•

''In the thinU t n wi '

1 i - ' u t s of all the Papers on bio-

mical record
•

appeared during the «|Uari uieous notes.

"While the last section will form a r<:cni ol

ence, of the greatest importance to the working Naturalist,"the Editors
trust that the two former will contain many communications of value,
not only to the man of S
of persons who take an interest in the results of the investigations of the
professed Naturalist.

"As the v,

;

-<iblefor any

u ids this ] rospw tu»:

:' names arc not attached, and tiny pnrtieirarly

i;'. aided tor the .Journal imiv be ad-

dressed to the Publishers, the words 'Natural History Review ' being
written upon the outside cover."

The Reviews in the first number are, 1. Of the Flora Brasiliensis of
Von Alartius,— in which we discern the hand of one of the best botan-
ists of our time;—2. Berkeley's Outlines of British Fnngofog?, ..— 3.

The Mammals of Amoorlum' ;' Levdi«-'s Xatn,;
previewed by Mr. Lubbock ; On 'h> Nat,, ,1 Position of the Group

) or touching t

these simple organisms. The Ori<nn«l Articles arc one by Mr. Lubb
On Spairularia Bombi ; one by Dr. McDonnell On an Organ whici
the Skate appears to be the Homoloque of the Electrical Organ of
Torpedo; by Mr. Wright, Notes the Anatomy of tin Alimentary Sys

°f the Axolotl (Siredon Men' which has nan r

**t ractei 1 unusual " \ \> y, " On the Zoological Relali

of Man with the Lower Animate?

PJ No. II, the lieeie/ps arc on Pilchard's W*t -

edition; and on the Primitice Flora Amunnsis. The Original Arti
are one On the Species and Genera of Plants, m,.--^

',e Mnnmui
the Crania of the most

i ofP-onn (toan MuiPrV.

>»-ge Busk;-—an
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penter—parti are other articles in this and the former

lation to the Darwinian hypothesis. On the Affinities of the Brain of

the Orang Utang, by Dr. Rolleston, the new Linacrc Professor of Anat-
omy at Oxford; ;t w.-l] oon-i iored and every way most admirable "in-

munication. Analysis of or comments on these articles would be here

The Bibliographical Record occupies about 36 pages in each number.

It will be very useful. Tins periodical wris much wanted. It challenges

attention
; and deserves, and w hop.- will receive, a larger support than

has usually been given to I mala of a high order.

IV. ASTRONOMY AND METEOROLOGY.

1. The recently discovered Asteroids.—For convenience of reference,

we place on record a summary of the since 1858.

(a?) Mnemosyne, d - o\. ,-,| on the evening of Sept. 22, 1859, by Dr.

R.Luther of Bilk. Its
"

(58) Cohcop 2 i, 1860, by Dr. Luther of Bilk. Its

' it of a -tar of the eleventh magnitude.

(
M) , discovered Sept. 12, 1860, by M. Chacornac at Paris. Its

is that of a star of 9th to 10th magnitude, and this is the

sixth planet discovered by M. Chacornac.
(go) Dame

| 860, by M. Goldschmidt of Paris, and

s,.pt. 19th. Its brightness is equal to a star of

the 11th magnitude.
(ei) Titania, discovered by Mr. Ferguson, at Washington, on the night of

Sept. loth, 1860. It appears as a star of the 11th magnitude.

(62) Erato, discovered at Berlin by Dr. Forster and^M. Lesser. First

- spt. 14th, 1860, but supposed to be (

The continuation of the observations up to Oct. 10th, showed that this

was a distinct planet. Its brightness is that of astar of the 11th or 12th

magnitude.

(63) Ausonia, discovered at Naples, by M. De Gasparis, Feb. 10th,

1801. It appears as a star of the 10th 'magnitude, and is the eighth

planet discovered by M. De Gasparis.

(04) Angelina, discovered at Marseilles, by M. Tempel, March 2, 1861.

(>..>) Maxiniiliana, discovered at M .: I. March 4th,

1801.
(oe) Maia, discovered at Cambridg

13th magnitude.

(67) Asia, discovered at Madras. India, by Mr.^N. R. Pogson, April lV,

1861. It appeared as a star between the 1 1th and 12th magnitudes, and

this is the fourth planet discovered by Mr. Pogson.

(68) Leto, discovered at Ihlk. < oTinauv. bv I >r. Luther, April 29th, 1861.

It appeared as a star of the 11th magnitude. This is the tenth planet

first discovered bv Dr. Luther.

(ea) Ilesperia, 'discovered at Milan, by Sr. Schiaparelli, April 29th,

1861. It appeared as a star of the 1 1th magnitude.

(70) Panoj:'. May 5, 1861.

It was betwe This is the fourteenth

planet discovered by M. Goldschmidt.
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In the above tables,

L represents the mean longitude of the planet at Epoch.
n " the longitude of the perihelion.

U " the longitude of the ascending node.
1 " the inclination of the orbit to the ecliptic,

the eccentricity of the orbit.

,-inaiur axis of the <

I these elements with those
u»ereu, we find a hu-oe ratine

^bits. The asteroid which is :..

2 '20) with a period of 1193 days.
s»n is Maximiliana (mean distant
so that the extreme asteroids differ

orbit of the earth does from

5 previously dis-

Flora, (r_

1193 days. The asteroid most remote from the

:•(.->) with a period of 2'341 days;

-. than the

(eee

onl
} _

among themselv

04); that which has the

<:'ty 0-337). The orbit

„• pv:i!

respect of eccentricity

0° 41') ; that w!
Mas (inclination 34° 42').
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Of the 60 asteroids whose orbits have been computed, 16 have their

ascending node in the first quadrant; 24 in the second quadrant; 14 in

and 12 in the fourth quadrant; showing bm a
•

Olbers requires.

2. The Comet discovrru! h>i Mr. T]>ntchor.—On the evening of April

4th, 1861, a comet ua, discowuvd bv Mr. Albert K. 'I hatrh.T, an amateur

observer in the eity of New Vorlc. The discovery was made with a tele-

scope of 6 f'
I . Kit/. The

comet was found in the head" of Draco, in R. A. about l7 h 33m and N.

Dec. 56°. On the morning of April 6th, Mr. That« !,. r n
[

<,
T "<i tlie <1 >-

covery to Mr. Fitz, and on the evening- of the same day Mr. Fitz found

it with a comet seeker of 1\ inches aperture; after which he went to Mr.
- tekeee]ae,

The comet was nearly circular. Its diameter was about 2', and it

was somewhat condensed at the centre. Its place at 13h si

April 6th, as determined by Mr. Rutherford, was A. R. l7 h 24ra 59 s"3;

Dec. 56° 42' 57" N". The place of the comet .was determined a

same observatory, April 7th, 9th, 10th, 20th, 26th, etc. On the 10th of

.the nucleus was ill defined,

and its diameter about 5'. April 26th ticeonM was vNih

eye, was nearly circular in form, and about 6' in diameter. Throughout
most of the month of May, the comet was visible to the naked eye as a

star of tlie third magnitude.
At the V\ .the comet was observed April 10th,

at 10h 10 ra 20 s, 6 mean time, in R. A. l7h 7m 56 8-7l, Dec. -j- 59° 26'

13"-53. At the Cambridge Observatory the comet was also observed

April 10th, 11th, 14th, 18th and onward.
The comet was seen in London by Mr. Parkin, April 20th, and on the

night of May 1st with the naked eye.

The monthly notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, published

May 13th, contain the announcement of the discovery of this comet by

Mr. Thatcher, but without any intimation of its having been seen in

any part of Europe before the 29th of April. It is presumed therefore

th ii Mr. Thatcher was ,he fir-t discover, r of this body.

The elements of this comet hav. K-en coinnineo : m th. Cambri.lgo

-
•' Aj.iii 10th, 18;h and 20th b\ Mr. T. II. Sail

at the Cambridge Observatory, as follows :

T. 1861. June 2-8672 m. t. Washington,
log. q. 0-96488
n~Q - - - 213°

:

& - 29 47 -45 Ulean eq. 1861-0.

i - - - - 80 2 -62
)
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3. On the Algebraical and numerical theory of errors of observations

and the combination of observations. By George Biddell Airy, MA.,
Astronomer Royal of Great Britain. London, 1861. 12m..—The object of this short tr< itUe is to . 1

.
- r

- mm < the
|
robable error of

the mean of any number of measures of a physical element, together

lost advantageous mode of combining such observations. The
- which tor some years

past have been extensively adopted by men of science. Legend re de-

! to determine the values of several

from a large number of simple equations, the most probable
values of the unknown

q tich render the sum of the
squares of all the .tots the least possible. This method, which is called

the method of least squares has been very generally adopted by men of

science throughout th< e< mi nt ut 1 iro'po, uid ilso in t! - country.
•

; :.

"cnnilinati(>n weiii-ht";" that we should add together these products of

um by the sum of com-

<**sar\ to determine the value of the probable error in each of the obser-

vations, h'cquontly this cannot he done hv an\ simple rule, because the

- are not all alike. The determination of the value of this

y- 1
- A.ry adds "the reader must not be startled at our referring these

•. un'.out m u. rml Mw»tan© froi i

• is, after all, a mere tool by which the decisions of the mind
ai ''- worked out with accuracy, but which must be directed by the mind."

[^'' present herewith abstracts of several important papers by Prof.

Hardinger or Vienna on tin.' subject of metonric. falls in which will be
|o"nd many i

hina near A gram, May 2Gth, 1751. ]

.-....'. '. .

Presented • had been d

episcopal librai - the phenon
pecz near Warasdin, 17£ miles north, a little towards Last ot Hi
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These various documents give some data and explain some relations,

which hereto!.
I

ntradictory.

The meteor, which fell on May 26, 1751, between 6 and 7 p. m., west

of S .
;
luu (hI'(H"- - iirst observed as a flash

.-.
. .

i ., • '
;' ';

hind a long tail. On its arrival in tin- lower strata of the ai

. .

, i, .-,-, -,<:
: . .

.
.

o'clock p. m. At Biskupecz it was observed as a small cloud, from which

some noise was emanating, and which afterwards disappeared.

Two pieces of iron fell a little east of Ilraschina, one of 71 pounds,

penetrating the ground to a depth of four feet and six inches (not 18 feet

as generally stated, owing to an erroneous translation of " a i ;

and at present preserved in the Imp. cabinet of Vienna, the other of 16

p< ids. which had 1 , d -r i, i u \ partly at the place of its

terwards at Pressburgh, and of which «very vestiges lost. From the

computations of various observations of the mel

to Hraschina or from north to south from 48°

35' to 40° 6' 2", and from west to east from 28° 18' to 34° east of Ferro,

with regard to the velocity of this fireball, hut

tall at Ilraschina, as viewed from Szigetvar was between 30° and 35°,

equal to an altitude of 43 to 52*5 miles.

i is very important. The planetary v-

a gradual preponderance ot

the attraction of the earth would have produced in the path of the meteor

a tar less sharp angle, than that at Hraschina.

Prof. H. calls attention to another matter of great interest, the vast

difference between the apparent size of the meteor and Its

A body of 15 inches in diameter at a distance of 75 miles is invisible, yet,

the meteor is .« of the sun. The appearance of the

chain indicates the time when the solid portions became \

are undoubtedly however only the paths of the luminous I

that they do not form stra itural, if we take into con-

sideration, the flat shape of the meteorite, which, by its n

must have been tossed from one side to the other by the red

air. If the rapid compression ot tin nil is s illi < nt t a n

i.riMiiiee tl liiiiinatinii of light, the fiery phe-

nomen'a. These two points establish ,1. as a natural < ouseipience of the

same cause, two other phenomena result, which belong to the

fiery meteors. The solid nucleus of a meteor is not a globe, il

doubtedly through the resisting medium, with its centre of gi

most, producing at the same time on account of I

:.•..

the motion din uceive there-
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fore, that this rotation can easily produce the bursting of an unequally
heated stony mass, comiDg from a space whose temperature is —50° to

— 90° C, when heated in a few sec i i hot by the
compressed air. The rotation would be sufficient also to put the WO-

da of the air in a whirling motiou, tlie air eompn 1 to

such an extent, that it bee id by the rotation of the
nucleus be driven out tangentialh along its globular surface, re-uniting

ind it, where a vacuum had been formed. The fireballs are
only visible at a distance, close by only the black stones. In accordance

I 'ove suggested powerful rota - under of tho
flat mass in two pieces of 71 and 16 pounds respectively, by the centrif-

ugal power.

The report of the explosion of the Hraschina meteor was heard as far

a- Wara>din, which would give, taking Hraschina as the centre, an area
of nearly 1000 » the sound was audible.

In opposition to Chladni's theory, that the explosions of meteors are

produced from the centre towards the outride by the bur-ting of a tough
envelope filled with gas, II i ., _. : -__-•-. t u more simple and natu-

frequently highly crystalline solids and that :'•••;. produc their fiery en-

velope (a real photosphei. with planetary Telocity

wn atmosphere by the condensation of the air before them
- the same in all directions perpendicular to their

\urv motion, bv whieh in the interior of the fire-

balls a vacuum is rn-odm th«l « ben the moteor

r us motion completely stopped, the
he surrounding air and thus the soun
The Hraschina iron was the first, ir

ccount of the

-.vi d.«, the -traw-yeliow lines J- to } of this width, i

nomenon. This was the first observation, and tf

were called " ^Widmann-tatten's figures" in honor of their d

{he method, generally in use at present, the etching by acids. \

2. Lritrbrm*—Or the tt/piral form of Mrteortlcf.— hi a p:

Vienna on the 19th of April, 1860, Director 1!

n '-w •'in d ve,y interesting ideas. The paper is accompanied by tv

^presenting the appearance of meteoric stones from btannern ai

* Sine Lehform der Mtteoritt* von
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Divina which are complete in

individuals ..f their kind, which
'

.

v ,. pased.

1 by the phenomena themselves in ord<

at a full and besG are: 1st,

the stone leaves the extra-terrestrial space as a solid ; 2d, its velocity is

greatest on entering the atmosphere of <ur <;irt 1) ; :M. it is retarded by

the resistance of the air; 4th, the "lbvl-all" (or luminous envelope of the

by the compression <

5th, the

is marked by a detonation, the so-called " explosion," the vacuum inside

of the fireball being suddenly filled by the surrounding air.

The crust is formed during the first part of the phenomenon by a rapid

melting. The Stannern stone passed through the atmosphere with its

rounded side foremost, -which shows over its whole surface reticulated

upon it, whilst tli.- rni-t w is in a viscous state. The lustrous crust is

I by a protruding gibbosity ; the stone had formerly sharp edges,

which however in the foremost direction of the meteorite were melted off

and rounded and blown off towards the back part of the s

of the passage through the atmosphere up to that of_tbe

hort, and generally lasts only a ft

which produces the crust, belongs altogethei

detonation is very short, and generally lasts only a few seconds. The

rising temperature, which produces the crust, belongs altogether to this

period, since the stone came from the planetary space with a temperature

of perhaps 100° C. below the freezing point. According to the greater

or less conducting imwn- ( .f their - -ill be heated

more or less rapidly ; masses of iron for instance may get red In

those, composed of bad conductors, remain cold inside, and, as so

infiuenec.f the heating ceases, or in other words, as soon i

has taken place and the u fireball " disappeared, the inside and outside

temperature loon counterbalanced and the crust is

ipidly < ooled, especially on account of the detonation taking place at a

the worst conductors of heat amongst the meteorites. They
crust very similar to that of Stannern, even in some spots the

delineations on their " heads," but the crust u
a considerable quantity of water of composition

which can be expelled only at red heat.

During the real fall of the meteorite or after it already belongs to our

planet, its velocity is, comparatively speaking, so inconsiderable, that a

re-melting i : ble if not impossible.

From the form of the Stannern meteorite, the position of it-

especially the protuberance, it becomes evident that the reticulated surface

must have pa- > passage through the afnn>.-phen',

and has formed the "head" of the same. Its

always must be foremost in space, lies near that point. It could rotate on

the axis of its path but could not be irregularly overturned. From its

form we learn another fact ; the stone did not burst in our atmosphere but
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it came from the planetary space of its present size, excepting that portion
perhaps, which may have been melted off. It shows the result of a single

progressive period in the formation of its surface and requires
us to adopt a modification of our present views about the fall of meteor-
it 'S. Certainly it is not always one meteor, which " explodes,"' ar.d the
fragmentsof which fall down as meteorites, l.ut in main instances whole

fireball, the bur-Ming ,»[' which may be causal by rotation, and the aepa-

ations belong doubtless to \ s, brought to
a stand-still.

The stone of Gross-Divina, which in its general character is allied to

itadt, atoms great dissimilarity on
its two principal planes, one being pretty smooth, the other very rough.
The form of the whole stone is that of a fragment, altered only on its

, tin- nun mite i- a"iid»f, which passes over
']'< "head" of it, and on account of which it had, whilst passing through

lospnere with planetarv velocity, alte

^ plan -i foremost a

ii'ly 80 square-inches compresses the air. and surrounds the cold

^ ;• mits <>f which, uniting immediately

have the most favorable position to melt off the surface and produce the

"> ifsuiting from their attack.

Corresponding with the ridge over the frontpart (or head) is one over

art of this meteorite, as the boundary of the action of the two
: it, produced by alternately tilting over from one side to the

other on its cosmical path through the atmosphere. The roundish spots,

where a meltii 1, have a striking resemblance to the

ringers in 1 ugh, md I u n remienth called "impres-

- the nam "depressions"), and we can often
learn the position <>t th, Mmi. duimg it- «o>mi il . h- hv a careful ex-

amination of their situation. We find them generally on that side of the
meteorite best protected during its passage.
What is m - he fact that some of the

meteorites ha % the first period of their

,

[One fact
i , .f meteorites seems not to be fully ex-

plained by the theory of Dir. Haidinger that the production of a crust

; •

•

. . .. ;., . .
.

- • :..

faces are viVi ' "} ^ '• '— ;
>j.\v

sl "iHtiin - u J, ls , „, u-ors sli 1 i li ''" ' ir,il
'

IV -* '' "
ol M '

;u '

tlir '

1

<Wib.-d .'.a pa... 14-. lint this is a very rare if not an

occurrence. We seem th.

rimes formed over the freshly tractured

surface.—
s.]
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3. St. Denis- Westrem.*—At the meeting of the Imp. Acad, of Vienna

of October 4th, 1860, Director Haidinger gives an account of the me-

teorite of St. Denis-Westrem. "

The fall took place without detonation and accompanied only by slight

noise, similar to the rattling of carriages, on June 7th, 1855, 7f p. m. near

the town of St. Denis-Westrem, about 2-J miles from Ghent in ! iridium.

It fell about 30 paces from a man and womar
about two feet and was immediately dug up; i

and smelled sulphurous. It weighed 700-5 grammes, its sp. g

Its form is very remarkable, similar in shape to an M Ananchites,"
if

genus of Echinus,) a flat elongated base and an arched in

has the character of a real fragment and is incrusted all over. The crust

on one side is very uneven, whilst the other portion is more even and

equally rounded, especially on the edges. The edges between the rough

surface and the rounded planes are well marked.

The centre of gravity foremost indicates the direction of the motiOD,

which is also continued by the rounded, though not very marked, de-

pressions on the opposite side. The position may indicate that the rota-

tion has been exceedingly influential in rounding it by melti

outermost inclosure. The fusibility, however, must be very

crust being very thin and of very httle lustre.

The absence of a detonation in this case as well as at Linum near

Fehrbellin (Sept. 5th, 1854), only represented by some rattling, Master-

ing or hissing, when compared with the tremendous sounds and roaring,

such as occurred at New Concord for instance, is worthy of our fullest

it. Every one has an independent motion througl space, until, after

being exposed to a series of various conditions within a space filled in its

centre by our earth, it finally becomes a part of the same. The earth

itself has a moid motion round the sun, every point of its surface one

corresponding with the daily rotation round its own axis. It certainly

can occur that a meteorite rushes from space tangeiitially upon the

orbit of the earth with a velocity of little more or less of 20-5 miles in a

second, in which case the meteorite overtakes the earth or is overtaken in

its course thereby, and this at such a distance that it is then real!

by it and it. , -rding to the laws of gravitation. It

might be possible in an extreme case that on account of the absence of the

compression of air, no crust would beformed. But this being present both

on this meteorite and that of Linum, there may have been a lesser degree

of compression of the air but not a total absence of it. At ti

however, the resistance in the rotation of the atmosphere I

' opposition to the rotation of the meteorite

...^v, of Reichenba^ . -
s," Slobodka, Chateau-Renard, Lissa, etc., and especially that ot

New Concord, Ohio.

The stone contains finely disseminated iron and pyrrhotin

sometimes filli be character of a fragment

spots of so called ironrust
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and globules, somewhat crystalline in their cross-fracture, which leave
impivssions when falling- out of the brittle mass.

4. Calcutta Meteorites*—At the meetings of the Imp. Acad, of Vienna
of June 8 tli, November 3d, and the last one of the year 1800, \Y. llai-

_ vn some accounts of the "Calcutta Met.-oritrs," which had
. i ihorl time before by the Imperial cabinet of minerals, of

which we give the following abstracts.

(or Shaluka) in Bancoorah fell a'

he 30th Nov., 185

r two persons. Th
tillage in a rice-field on the 30th Nov., 18,

The fall was
it hough

J

Jailed "gurgur," "charchar purpur," was ban
lid not wake up the inhabitants of Bhoraf of a

iad penetrated '

ragmen ts were

.....3 fell, which,
broken into fragments by striking the ground, and it may have been
three feet long. It came from a southerly direction at an angle of about
80

• It must have been hot, when it fell, the black crust here and there

peeled off and stuck to the earth in small fragments ; the surrounding
earth had the appearance of burnt clay.

The stone is verv peniliar, the line grained portion of a whitish color

j-imi. «," th- darker >h-..|.-i,d crystalline portion forming

_ irions of individuals of two lines in every diive-

numn.a-, tie- who!, mass bavin- the appearance of a breccia.

i sho* distinct cteav-

ceayage ts observable
; twis ritb one of the pris-

matic planes. Tin- . iv show- _i - ~t e. The mass is ex-

t^mely friable and frauiV; II. = '.T> : V -«-. at 19
3
R. =3*412.

,
Small grains np seed of chromic iron, sometimes

« octahedral crya( **d mass. The dull

blackish brown "crust is n-.t thi k i th . i wri ii -
i iper; here and there it

forms irregular retii h show somewhat more lustre.

It does not con* The grey mass contained ac-

cording to K. von Hauer :

. between the hi and tri-silbat.- of monoxyds, the
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The Shalka meteorite belongs to Keichenbach's first family (?) first

group and Shep bytic stones.

(2.) An interesting fall of meteorites occurred on December 2*7 th, 1857,

2.1 minutes utter 2 a. m., at Quenggouh near Bassein in Pegu. Three

stones, which were evidently fragments of one meteorite, we found five

and ten miles apart. According to the information, which Haidiuger

received from Mr. Oldham, the meteor, which emit!

appearance of a large inverted umbrella in flames, as observed 90 miles

south of Quenggouk on the river Bassein, passing from W. to E. at an alti-

tude of 40° to 50°, and after the termination of its path giving a report

like that of a monster gun, followed by a rumbling noise. Another obser-

vation made on board of the steam • at 200 miles

S.E. from where it fell, describes it as having had at first the appearance
'

:,,•-'.-

large as the moon, leaving behind a long tail and falling toward the ea*i

From these observations ILiidinger made the following deductions:

>t of the meteor was from 80 to 120 miles (16 his 24 mei-

leu); 2d, t!i - was E.X.E. to W.S.W., the latter

{nut of it, however, from W. to E. this change being caused by the re-

sistance of the atmosphere; 3d, the size of the meteor was, if the word

is referred to the area of the moon, 14,

;

eter, 24,000 feet; 4th, the pieces found between five and ten miles were

thrown asunder by a real explosion, produced by the rot uioi o the meteor;

5th, the pieces were real fragments, which fitted together and the frac-

ture planes of which were not covered by a crust, a proof that the telluric

fall did not take place with cosmic velocity; 6th, the detonation was

heard at 100 miles distance but not at 200 miles.

(3.) Another fall, on which Mr. Oldham reported to Haidi
place at 2 h 14™ p. m., on July 14th, 1860, at Dhurmmh in Pw^flfc, '"'d

was accompanied by a tremendous noise and a great number of detona-

i > iho-e of the discharge of heavy artillery. The earth was

shaken in c ' wri flame of

two feet broad and Dim : -lely over the station after

the first explosion had already occni is stated as

•N.N'.W. to S S.E. and stones were found at five different place, in this

They penetrated the ground to a depth of from 1 to 1^ feet, and " *

reported that persons, who picked up some fragments, before they held

them in their hands half a minute, dropped them again, owing to

the intensity of cold which .piite benumbed their ringers. The largest

piece found weighed 320 lbs. The observation of the intensity of cold

of the fragments is a matter of great interest and importance. The little

meteorite^ passes in its cosmical path during "'» incalculable period

thro igli an excessively cold space. I'.y the resistance < f the atmosphere,

light and beat a-'e developed,' which latter might even produce a melting

.

::
(4.) The fall of the meteorites at Futtehpore, Nov. 30th, 1822, has

already been mentioned by Prof. Shepard (this Journal, 2d series,

xi, 36). The mass is pale ash-grey, fine-grained, and on the fructure

' ' -'. o . . -••-
: •

.' '":
plates of pyrites of a reddish bronze y«Ui ft i A \ pa- thi

the polished surface shows raanj ;. . tb* largest
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observed grain was l£ lines long and one line broad. The mass is crossed

of them filled up with t! . : , t r tunning the crust,

others by magnetic pyrites and iron. These fissures show Ifa

and i It iow each other out of their
course. Although the mass is soft and may be scraped easily, it contains
here and there harder globules of a greyish white color, others have a
darker grey color, and iron is accini i ; m. Soma

ats are angular and not round in their intersections,

• a plate-like linear structure and are lustrous. The . i-si-i is

re and there, with isolated or groups of roundish
flat impressions ; the surface of the crust has the appearance, as if it was

" 2-3 lines
' "

particles of metallic
iron. Haidinger found the sp. gr. at 17° R. =3'526.

It belongs to Reichenbach's whitish meteorites, 2d family, 1st group.

(5.) The stone of Pegu was found in 1854, and appears" to tore fallen

but a short time previously. The mass is pale grav a little bluish, made
up of round gi ,. /in white sand, slightly

almost triable. The grains are both round and angular
and from greyish white to dark smoke-grey, the largest not over one line

i-. Exceedingly small particles' of met/iron and pyrites (or

s, initiated through the mass. Yery

: in the examined specimen is a real vein apparently of pyrrho-

'it half a line in width, a positive proof of its su!>s

The crust is greyish bl :l ,.]c inclining to brown, without lustre and not
over ^ line in thickness. Sp. grav. =3-737. It belongs to Reichenbach's
second group.

(6.) The real locality of a stone, which was found in 1846 and which

pposea to be from Assam, is not known. Two of the three

procured pieces were fragments of the same stone, the other appears to

come from a differei

'

the same. It is bea
of a good polish. It resembles the meteorites of Seres, Barbotan,
Madaras, l'Aigle and others i

honbach. The m
is dark grey, in s of a paler color and nee
half an inch in i in it, also numerous more or 1

globular particles. s and smaller and larger ones

a bright ash grey color. Inclosed in the pale grey colored portions

brown, also white and yellow metallic fragments. Disseminated in ev

direction through ;it
<'M

ua! qnautil

Particles as fringes ai .iind th • in. — d spheral, s is very remarkable.

wa proof that during tie .

thc_ globu!es_ 1,

already been iucl.

The crust is dark greyish black and has here md there some lust

It is very thin and shows some round flat impressions, indicating the ba

Part of the meteorite. Sp. gr. at 17° R. =3-792.

(*) The fall of the Segowlee meteorite took place on March 6th, 18

at noon. Persons at a distance of a few miles from the place ot its i
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heard a peculiar rumbling noise very dissimilar to thunder, more like the

rattling of carriages over a paved street. A man and a boy heard some-

thing heavy fall without any other noise and collected some of the stones.

Aftnward-' othois vmtc picked up and about -30 wore found scattered

over an area of about one square mile. All the stones were nearly pyra-

n \ to 4 pounds, one however 14£ pounds, jfoi

stone, which Haidingvi -ny in the Imperial col-

lection, bnt resembles in color that of Mentz (Mainz). The brown mass
"

i but by no means homogen*
round" and angular paler and darker j

and dissrininatiM.l through the whole mass fine particles of metallic iron .

as well as pyrrhotine, more of the latter, the largest grain being two lines

long ;ui I one broad, the largest grain of the iron £ of that size. Many
fbsui s pa>s through tin mass, without any regularity. 1 .vever. It has

a lull tOp O t'i < Ok lull ( o\Pl. I it'll Ml-t Ml.! n

a poor variety of brown iron ore. A real fresh

I bin, not over | Hoe in

\ here and there on the

flat portions and the i lining to black and some-

what more lustrous, 'i : ives the proof of a very

slight fusibility. Sp. gr. at 17° R. —3-425. Hardness about 6.

The form of the large stone is very remarkable. Its centre of gravity-

lies evidently in its thicker part, at t
;

intcd end

are principally the indications of those flat, basin-like depressions. The
low.-r Dai ' n k. ii.lv rven.

5. The meteoric iro.t fr,>„, Tula. Rama..—1„ the year 184C a mass
of iron of over 15 puds (542 pounds avoirdupois) was found 1 versts

(4-6 miles) tr< ,;.. (in the < iov.-rmnent of Tula) on

tl Mo.k,aw-Tui ;l boad (-,t° i
.' A. It and ;>7° it' Ik of Gieenw.)- It

was sold for four roubles (three dollars) to the Mysehega iron works in

the neighborhood, where the greater portion of it was worked up into

axles, wagonsnrings, grapnels and other implements, until in 1857 Dr.

Auerhaeh leaned of its existence a!,> i'om destruc-

tion. He has given the first notice ot it.* and in a preliminary ana!v-i>

of it found the m iss to i aita n : li »n — . ) 5, \

nd U'!J Sclirciher.-i Im s -u i I, when solved in chlor-

hydric a.id. prohiably owing to the presence of pyrrhotine-. Articles manu-

At the meeting of the Imperial Academy at Vienna of Nov. 18th,

1860,W.ILudnu iIom mrnun tl 1 - ,n u n mt, uMmg observations

m<tde on a specimen of this iron obtained from Dr. Auerbach.
The principal mass, although not altogether homogem u .

of Widmannstadtean figures, and
it pieces of meteoric stones with a large proportion of metallic iron dis-

seminated through the same. The angular shape of the pieces and the

of their borders leave not the least doubt as to their nature.

They ate real /rat/ments, separated from larger masses by mechanical

force. The uniformity of the fine-grained mixture of the ;

well as that of the completely metallic nature of the inclosing mass cor-

* Bull. Soc Imp. de Moscou, 1858, No. 1, page 331.
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roborate this opinion. The spec. grav. of a piece of the fine-grained
stone at 12° R. was found to be 4-153

; that of the iron as 7-332.

Even before etching, but far more plainly afterwards, three objects can
be perceived on the surface of this iron. The greater portion of it is acted
upon by the acids, but projecting over it are figures in full lustre, paitly

• s; the length of these
ridges is at most four lines, the width of the intervals between two
is from one-tenth of one line up to one line, the width of the ridges

themselves is hardly one-twentieth of a line. They are evidently Wid-
iunnstiidtean figures, although they have not the regular arrangement

I >, Toluca, Durango. Similar to those
of Bohumilit... ibersite are distributed in ridges along
the separating lines of the -. they even inclose gran-
ular particles made up of very minute individuals. This being the case
is shown by the damask! ; of these planes. Be-

.

.!". sprinkled ore* the : sands or in

,

The Widimumsnultean figures of the Tula iron show a striking resem-
blance to those of that of Burlington, < Hs, g , ( 'ouutv, X. Y, the latter

however is far purer and especially without the tine sandy silicate.

jer fragments of the enclosed meteoric stone are allied to those

. a large quantity of metallic iron, as for instance to that of

;gh the mass is of a dark brownish grey, almost a brownish

i stones imbedded in the iron, Haidinger comes to the conclus

ie and the same hc<n>nthj Loihf. from wl

th; and that the metallic nickeUferous iron /on

t which can be considered t

1 upon our earth.

Vol. XXXII, X- *
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there are larger somewhat round particles of the latter and smaller a

lar ones of one half to one line in diameter, and v

'-'-' highly crystalline olivines

may be, they i

Bur&ce. Beyond doubt they have been formed se crystals

tt form.

To consider these iron lump? as well as the olivine crystals and frag-

tion < fnn f -nt, > cr I, -pace of the universe, is

r less compact formations of basaltic and trach\ tic tufa, of course

;:on of water or carbonate of lime.

Ilaiuin-i i -u^est- to consider tic structure of a great number of the

known meteorites as dry tufas, formed without water, a -

:.:. id r. wh h ,.- he remarks 1 my be tie- st irting point of a long series

' ading us far away into the field of -

original formation, but always without losing sight of their immediate

G. The meteoric iron from Nebraska.
—

"W. Haidinger gave at the meet-

ing of the Imp. Acad, of Vienna of Dec. 13, 1860, some information re-

garding the meteoric iron from Nebraska, obtained by Mr. Nathaniel

Holmes of St, Louis, Mo.
The original mass weighed 35 pounds and was found o

shore of the Mi-soari h . 25 miles west of Fort

Pierre, 44° 19* lat.,and 100° 26' W. of Green w., whence it was brought

in 1857 and presented to the Academy of St. Louis in 1858. It weighed

30£ pound-
i ,rdly acted upon by rust. According

to an analysis by Dr. H. A. Prout, it contains

:

Jkfagpesiam,------ 0-G50

Sulphur^
"

trace

but not the least trace of cobalt, chrome, manganese or any other con-

stituent. (I .. \er, would indicate the

presence of phosphid of iron and nickel.)

-

''

half a line in width intersecting at angles of

60° and 120°, with the triangular and rhombic intervals t

inclosing I rarface. They
h : n: :

•:.,!-........ ......-.
an immeasurable j.eriod of time. The Widmann.>tadteau
tii : closest resemblance to those of the lh.d liiv.-r iron preserved in the

Yale College Cabinet.

A lithographic [date e.-i\eu in the tth number of the 1st vol. of the

Transactions of the St. Louis Academy represents the whole mass and,

on account of the mine i<h it shows, evidently

from the reverse of that side, which passed tore
sphere. (See above, Haidinger's views on the typical forms ot m teenies.)
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Disturbances of the electrical equilibrium are rarely mai
1

:i. ' ,: ...::.; ' -

in tlie whole year, 18G0, viz: on May -3d, July 1 Uh, September 26th and

October lVtli. During the storm of September 26th, which was aceom-

of hail, the lightning was very vivid, preventing for

the first time since they have been set up, the working of the telegraph

wires. Hail and snow'are also seldom experienced. Besides tJ

of hail just mentioned, we were visited with a sprinkle of both hail and
'

snow on the 3d of May.
The Aurora Borealis, which has been seen here only eleven times in the

same number of years, has been witnessed on no less than four different

occasion* during the last year. The first and most remarkable was that

on the 4th of July, and all great, nor the

field of observation so extended as that on the 28th of August of the

ir, still it was seen at i at each point

-

Earthquakes have not been as frequent during the year at San Fran-

cisco as u*ual, and the only one recorded, in our Register hero, was not

. nor at any other point among the Coast Range
mountains. This, at Sacramento, was experienced on the 15th of March,

at ten minutes past 11 h. a. m., during a stagnant and clo

of the atmosphere. The direction of the impulse seemed to be from

northeast to southwest—as it was sensiblv experienced at various places

between here and ('arson City. At the" latter place (4,741 feet above

the sea), the intensify of the force v, Vui at Sac-

ramento, where it was only sufficient to cause a slight vibratory motion
among chaich-iiers ami other pendant objects.

V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

,t, James M. Giiaiss to

fact of happy omen for

chiefly instrumental in securing the establishment of

hould at last be placed at its head. But whatever

i the past, (and alas how much there is!) in the admin-

Earthquake at Mendoza-
oYlock in the evening, a most destructive earthquake overwhelmed the

citv of Mendoza in the Argentina Republic, South America, Mendoza

is in Int. 32° 53' S, Ion. 6!)° G' \V., and is about, 2000 feet above the sea

on the eastern slope of the Andes. The shock is said to have come

from the NY, followed by another from the S., and to have lasted only

nb.„,t live seconds, in w'bieh brief time nearly the whole to-

laid waste and from 8000 to 12,000 lives were destroyed. The shock-

was not felt at Valparaiso, distant about 150 miles in a right line W. 1'} s -

3. Prussian Expedition to Japan and China.—A letter from Baron

Richthofen, Geologist to the Expedition, from Yeddo, dated 25th of De-

cember, 1860, states that they were about leaving Japan, to go to Shang-



4. Correction.—A letter from Prof. James Hull, in r.-ani 1

'V'"n tin' Wisconsin 'Potsdam,' says: "Thespeeimen vou semi

<. as 1 had anticipated— h:

a journey of thirty miles over bad country to "Black kiver Fa

tre of Si m'& with a

below." K Th( ,bit« is ./,.
|

Geol. Rep. Wis., nsiu, 18G0.)" I believe tin ,.

locality was Prof. Daniels. F. II. 1

mains of early human art in tit.

;;:•'.-..:.. •,..-<:,..,
.

. .

Chen-kv. Civil Engineer, &c, 1859.
Iii a cuisory perusal of thi- report and after a

l solution of the

sepulture T Our

- and this a;

Ilis labors have been p
he works, we b

i! result extensive i

ere of the mounds and fortresses which are the only record

dert'»I extinct people.—b. s.

J.
An Eiemmtary Treatise on Human Anatomy; by Jo

M.D, with 392
i

pbi»: Lipponcott <te

8vo, pp. 663.—This original and truly admirable treatise

Anatomy bears everywhere the signs of its author s genius,

clear without formality, learned without pedantry, it is a m
every text book in a descriptive science sho

mostly from original drawings of the author or his friend
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Dr. Schmidt, put on wood by the masterly hand of August Wilhelm, I

young artist >n Philadelphia, livery mechanical detail of paper and ty-

pography has received scrupulous care.

3. Handbuch der mci<< /< ; v«>n P>i;r\o Kan.,

r,u,il,s!,n''!i<itc AmUi'ic. \^ Baud, VJbthei-
hn,,!. Freiberg, 18(51.

—

This first instalment of a second edition of Prof.

Kerfs excellent and exhaustive treatise upon metallurgy, revised and

brought np to the present date, will be welcome to every one who takes

interest either in the theory or practice of smelting.

urge it- encyclopaedic character or it- importance to pra. deal men. Cer-

tain it is that no other h: ; can he mentioned in

comparison with it. In breadth of -cope, amplitude and completeness of

detail, and honesty of purpose, the work is on a par with any ot the

standard treatises up <n oth i hi n I - whi< ii d » so mn h ci t to the

rat lire of < rermanv. Though comparatively little lias been

h i I In r< tofore of li a k. it nevertheless con-

tains in reality,— incidentally as it were.—almost everything winch is

known of the chemistry of the metals, while the scrupulous care with

whhdi references to ori- Jven, and '''' •tendance

dole aid 'o the student and investi-

gator. The book is copiously illustrated and well printed u

paper in the best style of the house of Engelhardt (Thierbach.) West-

Dr. (Jiiari.es Ronn, Professor ,,f Natural Science at the University of

New r.runswick, .lied at brederictou, April 2, aged Hi. lie loeeived his

medical degree at the University ot r

he filled for twenty-four years with zea . fi lelity ai d ability. Although

means or opportunities for original research he was neverth.

toh.- a—.: i.s-rd liici U a- an accurate observer and d.

IP' made a caretui study of the geologv and mineral resources of N^'
Brunswick and the museum of his College which lie collected and ar-

i '
j. !,r. m tins e i't -n t if his ib U-. In all m itt< rs lonnected with

:i cut and prosperity of the Province he took a <!.

He was for many pears Secretary to

i Observations. 4to, pp.
; , \ .,

" M-A.T.Ku
1860. 4to,pi
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Annales de l'Observatoire physique central de Russie publiee par ordre de sa
Majeste Jmperiale par A. T. Kufffee, Anne 1857. Nos. 1 and 2.—St.-Petersbourg,

Compte-Rendu Annuel adresse a S. Exc. M. de Knaj.'-vifeh. Ministre dos Finances,
par le Directeur de l'< >i . \. T. Xufffee, Annee 1858.

l^-^uuvv. dw : von A. Mobitz. St.

MetiM-n-es do la Soeiete do Physique et D'llistoire Katurelle de Geneve. Tome
XV. 2"i>- paitio. Geneve, 18*0. 4to, pp. 200-525.

•tenskap«-.\; -'. Foljd. Andra ban-

:-v:uorv. 18-lt
1

.. Wa-
! f :

f.(bj
('.

fcon, 1860.

S 498.

. k lited by W. W he-well. Cambria

!:neralogie, etc. Decennium 1850-1!

Ll
< '"m! < !,,„,«, p.nn-M,. en 1^60, par MM Pasteur, < 'abours, "Wurtz. Be

pp. 306.

Ano 1860. 8 vo, pp.432.
• vols. 8vo,pp. 812, and 739 pie

Annual R«] ,

un Institution for If

^ "-tin ',„!,„' illogical Survey LJmmons Svo. 1856, pp. 351. Rale

Thewna Agriculture of the I '«• 1 858. Svo, pp. a

.Swamp, J-AJ

,_,.,„ P ,, DiSt€|t( ,„ Wo Mo,pp.ob8. Witi
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Proceedings of the Royal Institution of Great Britain. Part x, Nov., 1859—July,

Address at the Anniversary Meeting of the Royal Geographical Society by the Earl

Journal of tbe Geo! 8 Dublin. 1860.

Tba Dublin Quart. Edited by Rev. Samuel Haughton,
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Art. XVI.— Waterglass; by J. M. Obdway.

Part L—History and Manufacture.

The soluble alkaline silicates have of late years come into ex-
tensive use in the arts, and seem likely to constitute a large and
permanent branch of chemical manufactures. The common
works on technology do not treat of them as fully as their pres-
ent importance demands, nor can all that could he desired be
found within the limits of any single paper hitherto published
on the subject.* It is here proposed therefore to collect details

from various scattered memoirs, as well as from private experi-
ence, and present a concise but more complete account of the
history, manufacture, nature, and uses of the soluble silicates of
potash and soda.
The later alchemists were ae liquescent

tersilicate of potash,—

£

sSi,—the basis of liquor silicum. Thus
giving his second method of testing snnd for gold,

ake one Dart of white quartz or sand, mix it with

anv other alkali, and put

ire into a crucible, but so as not to fill more than one-

third of it; since otherwise, in mcltin.u. the mixture would rise

and flow out of the crucible. Let it stand

hour that it may be well ignited and changed to a pellucid glass.
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Pour it out and dissolve in water, or better, in lye ; and the sand

or silex will be dissolved and changed into a thick water."*

In 1825 there appeared a memoir in German •' On a New and

Useful Prodi Silex and Potash, by Dr. Johann

Nepomuk von Fuchs," in which we rind the following account

of the first discovery of soluble glass, or, as Fuchs provision-

ally named it, waterylass:—"I obtained it first about seven years

ago, in pouring concentrated potash lye on very finely divided

silica which had been precipitated from lojuor silicm with - 1-

ammoniac, and well dried. The potash was absorbed by the

b a sensible elevation of temperature, and the whole

zed into a very firm, transparent, glass-like mass which

proved to be permanent in the air. It did not occur to me that

the same thing might also be produced by dissolving silica in

potash and evaporating the fluid; since I then, and for a long

chemists the erroneous notion that

a combination of silica and potash, to be permanent in the air,

must be insoluble in water, and that a soluble product must

necessarily be deliquescent. Two years afterwards, when I

wished one day. for analytical purposes,—for which I first

brought silicate of potash into use,—to prepare some as fully

saturated with silica as possible, I learned to procure the sub-

stance under consideration, by the method of solution. For

this purpose I took freshly precipitated silica, poured on it as

much potash lye as I judged to be necessary for its solution,

and brought it to a boil. The silica very soon' disappeared, and,

in order to saturate fully the alkali present, to my no slight as-

tonishment, I was obliged to add -till greater

than I had taken at first. After this was done the solution was

boiled a long time to concentrate it, and thus came to the con-

sistency of syrup; and on the surface there appeared a tough

pellicle which dried in the air to a transparent glass. All bod-

ies which came in contact with this fluid received a glassy cov-

ering that attracted no moisture from the air but became much

the harder and more brittle. From this I saw that the product

before me was the same which had been obtained before by the

process of absorption."

The author goes on to say that the burning down of the the-

atre at Munich contributed to the completion of his discovery.

For when the new building was to be erected, diligent inquiry

was made for something to protect wood against fire; and many

substances having been tested and rejected, it occurred to him

ing passage a —"Potto hipides, getnniae,
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to make trial of the waterglass. Therefore with Dr. Pettenkofer
as an associate, he made many experiments which showed its

entire efficiency as a protective agent, and it soon assumed a
greater importance than he had at first attached to it. They then
labored to rind some cheap and easy mode of preparation, which
might render waterglass available "'for economical uses. In the
first place they made liquor silicum, and dissolved in one portion
the well washed silica precipitated from another portion. This
method was too costly, and the product was not all that could
be desired, since it contained too much carbonate of potash.
Finally by trying the direct fusion of various mixtures of pot-
ash, sand, and charcoal, they got a product which, when pow-
dered, dissolved slowly but almost completely in boiling water,
affording a solution free from carl on ;c acid and perfectly satu-

rated with silica.

In making the article for actual use they took for each charge
30 lbs. of well purified potash, 45 lbs. of quartz sand, and 3 lbs.

of powdered wood charcoal. This was melted in a refractory

crucible, and at the end of five or six hours, when the well fused
mass had subsided into a quiet state, they dipped it out with an
iron ladle and threw in a fresh charge.
Fuchs found in one sample of the dissolved silicate propor-

tions corresponding to &B 8is . In another analysis he obtained
somewhat more silica and less alkali.

They also made a silicate of soda with such relative quantities

Si, ; but in Fuch's last work, pub-

ice the author's death, he recommends 45 lbs. of quartz,
23 lbs. of dry carbonate of soda, and 3 lbs. of charcoal, which
would make fr»aSis. Perhaps the recommendation was given on
theoretical grounds, for such a product is altogether too hard of
solution for practical use. In fact F'uchs, for most of his exper-

..Tu'lass. imd th. v >tit<h m1i< ates are more
soluble than the corresponding soda compounds.

Since 1825, owing to the enormous extension of the soda
manufacture, the potash and soda salts have exchanged places
as far as com mcerned ; and now no one thinks
of using tlK p<<ta-'n »uhs except foi those cases in which they
are peculiai ^f soda therefore is the article

more commonly employed at the present time, and as found in

commerce to Sa.Su-

i

For desi I Angli-

cized German name 'waterglass' is very convenient -

otash or the soda glass, to the

solid or the liquid product. It suits the genius of our

and should be generally adopted in preference to the less concise

and less accommodating expression 'soluble glass.' It is true,

^ unpleasant recurrence of sounds may be got rid of by calling
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i 'solution of soluble glass' 'liquid glass,' but we thus introdu

i second term which is no less objectionable because it can 1

applied to the article only in a single state. The word ' watc

is comprehensive enough to <

of the substance discovered by

keit" and " kieselsui't " of the Germans. Yet the two things

are confounded by many. Thus while writing this, I have be-

fore me the printed directions given by an English manufacturer

for dissolving his "soluble glass to produce liquor silicis ;" and

of two specimens of his glass, one proves to be a sesq

of soda, and the other a bisihcate.

Still though the extremes are unlike enough, there can be

only an arbi i 'ion drawn on the middle ground.

Anything more alkaline than N"a.j'Si 3 is prone to deliquescence,

and is too poor in silica for most uses, and it would perhaps be

bo consider ' waterglass' as including nothing more basic

than the se&quisdu aU -. A-ain with H-_tid r<. tin- Lt-t term it

may be remarke 1 that as siii -a in combining with t.

regardless of precise atom c rat • s 'silicate' without a limiting

prefix, conveys no more definite idea than ' hydrate ;' and the

world being still divided respecting the atomic constitution of

silicic acid, n limiting prefix has to be itself interpreted, unless

the context makes its meaning apparent. In this paper silica is

taken as Si0
3 , merely because custom has made this the more

formula.

The fact that silicate of soda is not, like alum or rock salt, an

article of definite and invariable composition, is not generally

appreciated by consumers, who often absurdly judge of the

goodness of a sample by the greater or less time reqnired 6»

dissolving it, and by the hydrometer strength of a solution

made from a given weight. A just estimation would to W in*Q

accouut the quantity of insoluble matter, the amount of saline

ation, and the relative proportions of soda and com-

it no incon-

siderable percentage of carbonate, sulphate, sulphid, and chlorid,
1

' ' greatly impair its quality, though they help to raise the

meter. And then again the greater the proportion of

,
the more quickly may the solution be effected. But for

any use to which the article is applied at present, it ought not

to contain more than two equivalents of soda or potash to three

equivalents, of silica, and therefore should properly be rather

hard to dissolve.

Manufacture.—It was discovered some years ago that flint or

quartz enters into solution when boiled with caustic alkalies

under strong pressure; and this method has sometimes been

resorted to for manufacturing the silicates of potash and soda.

hydron
alkali, !
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Thus to obtain a liquid for making 'Bansome's artificial stone/
the direction is given to prepare, in the first place, a perfectly
caustic lye with soda ash and lime, and subsequently add enough

rvta to decompose the sulphate of soda present. The
clear liquor is then to be heated some thirty-six hours to about
300° F., in an iron boiler containing a wire cage filled with broken
flints.* The solution is alterwards concentrated by evaporation
in open pans. A sample of the substance thus produced is said
to have contained 47 per cent of &a 2 Si.f This would be a liquor
silicum, and altogether too alkaline for most uses.

A very rational improvement of the process is to use infuso-

or those minerals consisting of silica in its active mod-
instead of inert quartz. Bergeat proposes also the fine

residue left in the manufacture of sulphate of alumina from
porcelain clay4

I have not met with any published statement showing the
maximum amount of silica which may practically be brought
into combination in this way. But even supposing that the alkali
could be fully saturated, there are still strong objections to this
high pressure system. In fact a more tedious and costly way

trdly be devised, unless we go back to Fuchs' original
plan of dissolving precipitated silica in potash lye.

By operating in the dry way, the wort may be better done, in
few time, and with less expensive materials, less trouble, and

apparatus. The easiest method is to fuse sand with
carbonate of potash or soda. The cheapest way yet devised,

—

and the one therefore which seems likely to supersede all others
eventually,—is to decompose a sulphate with quartz sand and
carbon. It has indeed been suggested that silicate of soda might
be made directly from chlorid of sodium, with the aid of over-
heated steam. It is very doubtful, however, whether any appa-

[ be got up, capable of resisting at the same time the
very great heat required and the action of the vaporized chlorid
of sodium, of the gases passing off, and of the intensely heated
silicate rem such a process might be carried
out by passi >rs of water and salt through an
excess of strongly ignih'd sand.;: provided the product were
quite infus imposition. But when
a substance fluxes, and especially when, like glass, it melts to a
tough mass, r Rt leas) \raar$mm
on it can be only superficial and therefore must be exceedingly
SW. In the roasting of ores, for instance, the metallurgist has

* A figure of the apparatus used is given in lire's Dictionary of Arts, Manufac-

LhritU dtr Cbemi-cbet Tecboologie,-

§ See this Journal [2], vi, p. 260-26*.
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the greatest care to keep the matter under t

is condition, or else many of the metallic sulphids

volatilize sooner than oxydize. And there seems to be

good reason why the same principle should

m a po:

would v

reason why the s;

xydizmg by steam as in oxydizing by air. The appli

'Jfilghman's process to the manufacture of silicates from simple

alkaline chlorids,—however beautiful the method may be in the-

) advantageous results. The
product would at bestfbe tooT siliceous, and to make it soluble by
remelting with carbonate of soda, as proposed by E. Kopp,

would add too much to the cost.

Waterglass has sometimes been prepared, as by Fuchs and

Pettenkofer, in large crucibles or in the common pots of a glass

furnace; and when but little is wanted or a very pure product is

desired, this may be the better way. But as the consumption is

now very large, and absolute purity is seldom required, most

manufacturers use reverberatory furnaces. For fuel I have

known anthracite to be burned, though bituminous coal is far

better and more economical. Some make an intricate mixture

of sand and soda ash by grinding or sifting them together, and

heap it up on the bed of the furnace till there is only room
enough between the charge and the arch for the products of

combustion to pass along,—a little vacant space being reserved

just within the charging door. The mixture continua
on the surface and runs down to fch d the'fluxed

product is drawn out, a little at a time, as it collects. When
the whole charge is thus disposed of, a fresh one is thrown in.

ethod is indeed rude and unsatisfactory, and imposes
:™* restrictions. Yet under the care of a judicious

workman, when the materials are of the best quality and the

fire burns well, the result is much better than might be expected.

Commonly, however, the silicate so made is exceedingly varia-

ble, that of no two drawings being exactly alike. It varies in

color from almost white, through every shade of brown, to

black. It contains more or less unchanged sand and undecom-

posed carbonate of soda as well as sulphid and chlorid of sodium

and sulphate of soda. In specimens of the article so prepared

Mid intended to be alike, I have found the quantity of dry soda

to vary from 24 to '66 per cent, while the uncombil
sometimes amounted to ten per cent. In this mode of working

the consumption of fuel is comparatively small, and the wear of

the furnace is slight, but, on the other hand, the thorough mix-

ing of the materials requires no little labor, and the product is

rather fritted than completely vitrified.

A better plan is to throw into the furnace but a moderate

:' the rudely mixed ingredients, keep the whole charge

ia till it is seen to be well done, and then draw it all at once.
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Thus the mass is completely under the control of the workman,
perfect decomposition may be insured, and the product can be
made uniform in color and quality. In the strong heat, the
chlorid of sodium is mostly volatilized, and much of the
phate is decomposed ai te. But there usually

lins enough sulphid o"

The hotter the fun

sulphid of sodium to communicate a brown

colored article. The brown color may be completely removed
by throwing in a few pounds of arseniate of soda,—or a mixture
of arsenic, soda ash, and nitrate of soda,—and stirring it well in
just before drawing the charge. Antimoniate or stannate of soda
would answer as good a purpose and would be safer to handle.
Still I have never known any injury to health to result from
using the arseniate.

With a furnace whose bed had an area of 24 square feet, the
grate being 3 ft. by 2 ft., and c

coal per hour, I have workeworked four charges in 24 hours, each
consisting of 250 lbs. of soda ash,—80 per cent,—and 315 lbs.

of pure quartzose sand. The well fused mass was decolorized with
about 4 lbs. of arseniate of soda, and then drawn out into a
kettle full of cold water kept constantly renewed. As foreign
salts can only be mechanically mingled' with the melted glass,
any particles of sulphate of soda that have escaped decomposi-
tion, ;i v dissolved and washed away as tin fluid mass breaks up

no fragments by contact with water. The glass so
obtained had a very slight givonish color and was quite pure.
To make a more readily soluble sesquisilicate for calico print-

ers, the charges consisted of 260 lbs. of soda ash and 250 lbs. of
sand.

Fuchs directs an addition of coal dust to be made to the mate-
rials, but when the heat is strong, such an addition is entirely

unnecessary. The drawing into cold water causes but little loss

when we ha h with any-
thing more alk i!ii th t i s. *quisilicat. of soda or bisilicate of pot-
ash, the waste is too considerable. When waterglass is to be dis-

solved at the manufactory, it may as well be drawn into water, for

Bg. But when it is to be sold in
the solid form, water drawing cannot be recommended ; since after

the silicate has once been wet, it is almost impossible to get it

dry again, and if it is packed in casks, the particles soon cohere
into one solid, unmanageable lump. To avoid such a difficulty

the melted mass may be received into a thick cast iron pan or

half cylinder, and, when cold, broken up and ground in suitable

mills/ The best apparatus for grinding would be a large edge-

stone mill. A series of toothed crushing rollers made of chilled

cast iron answers very well. Common Buhr mdl stones wear
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When drawing into water, is deemed advisable, the workman
should always make sure that the finished charge in the furnace

contains no foreign saline matter visible as a limpid liquid

amidst the viscous glass ; for this thin liquor will produce violent

explosions as it touches the water, though the silicate itself be-

haves very quietly.

The use of Glauber's salt' instead of carbonate of soda in

making window glass,—a substitution which was successfully

carried out by Baader in 1808,—naturally suggests the employ-

ment of the alkaline sulphates for preparing waterglass. By
some experiments made thirteen years ago with reference to this

matter, I found that two equivalents of simple sulphate of soda

required not less than three equivalents of sand for the complete

expulsion of the sulphi bher trials made in the

large way have gone to confirm this result. The decomposition

of sulphate of soda is much less difficult when lime, alumina, or

another sulphate is present. Thus one equivalent of sulphate of

baryta, one eq. of sulphate of soda, two eqs. of carbon, and

two eqs. of silica, melted easily to a perfect glass.—One eq. of

sulphate of baryta, one eq. of sulphate of soda, two eqs. of coal,

and three eqs. of sand, required a stronger heat.—One eq. of

sulphate of baryta, two eqs. of sulphate of soda, three eqs. of

carbon, and three eqs. of silica, fused easily to a clear glass.

—

One eq. of carbonate of lime, one eq. of sulphate of soda, one

eq. of coal, and two eq. of silica were also vitrified with little

difficulty. Feldspar,—Xik Si 4
—with the aid of carbon, decora-

poses nearly three eqs. of sulphate of soda, giving a very 'short'

product which when powdered is readily attacked by acids, and

might be used in the manufacture of alum.
The vitrification of sulphate of soda or potash, requires more

heat, more time, and more skill than the production of water-

glass from the carbonates
;
yet the far greater cheapness of the

sulphates renders their use more economical. It is better to

take purified sulphate of soda made by dissolving the crude

article, precipitating the iron with lime, and evaporating the

clear solution to dryness. This however involves time, labor,

space, and extensive apparatus; while a silicate pure enough for

ordinary use may be prepared directly from the clean residue of

the nitric and muriatic acid manufacture. The iron, lime, and

magnesia contained in the crude sulphate, do indeed

impair the solubility of the product, yet when it is

cate, it can be dissolved by hard boiling. If a little soda ash is

added to the charge in the furnace, after the decomposition of

the sulphate is finished, the subsequent solution is considerably

facilitated.

The heat required is nearly or quite as great as that of an

iron puddling furnace ; and the melted materials act severely on
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the interior of the furnace,—especially on the side walls just at
the surface of the fused charge. A large allowance musl there-

fore be made lor wear and tear.' The furnace should be sub-
stantially built, the interior being constructed of very tough
and compact fire bricks rich in alumina; and it would no doubt
be advantageous to line the flue and the sides of the bed with
some hard pressed and well burned blocks of the same material
as glass pots. As economy of time and fuel requires a rapid
consumption of coal, the grate surface must be large, say equal
to one-fourth of the area of the bed, and the throat over the
bridge should not be too contracted. To avoid the vexation of
a leaking fire bridge, it is best to have the working bridge about

s lower than the level of the grate. The sills of the
charging and discharging doors may be on the same plane as the
grate, and a gentle slope should connect the sill of the discharg-
ing door with the general level of the bed.* Were the doors
not thus raised, the melted sulphate of the intumescent glass

would flow out unbidden. I have used a furnace with a work-
ing sole 40 square feet in area, and a grate surface of 11 square
feet. The chimney is about 50 feet high, and the arched flue

leading straight into it, is 9 inches high in the centre, and
20 inches wide. In such a furnace four charges are worked in

24 hours, with a consumption of about 5000 lbs. of Picl

--each charge consisting of 550 lbs. of white sand, 600 to 700
lbs. of crude sulphate of soda, and 70 to 90 lbs. of anthracite
coal dust.f The approximate amount of carbon is best deter-

mined by actual trial. But on account of varying accidental
influences no two charges are found to require precisely the same
weight of coal. It is therefore best to reserve a few pounds to

be thrown in afterwards, or not, according to circumstances.

When the charge is well fused ai

" there is an excess of coal, the glass will remain black. If

there is a deficiency of carbon, the mass will gradually become
light colored,—as is shown by samples taken out from time to

tune on the end of an iron rod,—and on
will be seen to separate, as a thin liquid, fro

The workman should then throw in a pound or two of coal and
stir well. The mass is now suddenly puffed up with the escap-

ing sulphurous acid, but soon subsides again. A second or third

addition of coal may be necessary, and some practice and tact

* The plan of having the bed lower than the grate
.

n
-:,::...,

,

. .
• '
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are required on the part of the workman that he may stop at

just the right point. An excess of sulphate can be remedied,

but an excess of coal is hard to get rid of. When the melted

mass has become smooth and homogeneous and light colored, it

may be decolorized with arseniate of soda and drawn out, the

hoes being changed as they get hot and pliant.

For making a liquid or pasty silicate, the glass coarsely ground

maybe boiled witli wat t till the solution stands at about 25° B.

after cooling. If it is made much stronger it will not_ settle

readily. Some dissolve waterglass by blowing steam directly

into the water, but in that case the solution goes on very slowly,

because the heat is insufficient. It is far better to have an iron

ited by a fire. After being allowed to deposit the in-

soluble matter, the liquid may be concentrated by evaporation to

any required degree within certain limits. When it becomes

thick, the further application of heat is attended with no little

difficulty ; for the silicate then rapidly adheres to the kettle,

and there is needed very diligent scraping with a chisel-pointed

bar to keep the bottom and sides of the vessel clear of the

spongy coating. And to push the evaporation to dryness, is

quite out of the question. Sesquisilicate of soda cannot conven-

iently be made stronger than 50° B.
When we wish to obtain the greatest possible relative amount

out tne purest materials. JLarthy or metallic
lessen the solubility of the product, and if more than

"

trace of them is present, a larger proportion of alkali is required

to render the mass capable of yielding readily to boiling water.

A silicate so contaminated will not in fact enter directly into

solution ; it is only decomposed by boiling with water, into a

more alk:iline silicate which dissolves and a compound earthy

silicate which remains as a bulky residue, often in the form

of plates or scales. Thus of a well worked waterglass made
from crude sulphate of soda, water took up only 89 per cent,

leaving a copious sediment consisting of soda, lime, magnesia,

alumina, ferrous and ferric oxyds, and silica. Indeed common
glass is but an alkaline silicate rendered insoluble by a more

considerable amount of lime or oxyd of lead. Fuchs himself

pointed out the necessity of having the sand free from lime and

alumina lit, states that a little iron does no harm; but this

can be true only when the glass is left brown or black so that

the iron exists in the state of sulphid. Fuchs says I

pure quartz and pure potash an insoluble glass cannot be pre-

pared. "For if we take two parts of quartz to one of potash,

we obtain,—as I have convinced myself,—a glass which partly

dissolves in water. " This would make about & 3 Si
,

.
" Besides

even glass containing lime is more or less attacked by boiling
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water, as has been long known, and as Scheele especially proved.
I found that many a glass, when it is rubbed a long time with
water in an agate mortar, reacts very sensibly alkaline, and that
when finely powdered glass is boiled for many hours with water,
a fluid is obtained which has an alkaline reaction and gives a
flocculent precipitate with sal ammoniac." Pelouze found that
when good white glass,—&a 8 Ca, , Si 32

—was finely pulverized
and boiled for some time with water, about three per cent was
dissolved. Another kind, containing a less proportion of lime,
(Na 4 Ca 3 §i, 3) ) yielded to boiling water 18*2 per cent, and what
entered into solution proved to be sesquisilicate of soda.* And
Fresenius affirms that even a glass vessel yields a ponderable
amount of its substance to water which is boiled in it only a
short time. Still a simple potash or soda silicate with three
equivalents or more of acid to one of base, may be considered
as practically insoluble. Thus Peligot found the so-called

\
alabaster glass ' to consist almost entirely of silica and potash

in such proportions as to make £§i 5 , were the silica all in com-
bination. But in this case a part of the silica is merely diffused,

and so produces the opacity of the glass. Stein however found
besides, 1-5 per cent of lime and 23 per cent of bone earth, in
alabaster glass,f

Analysis.—When a silicate is in lumps or coarse powder, we
as to the absence of foreign salts by the degree of

transparency. A well made article is clear, bright and homoge-
neous. One not properlv prepared has a dull, resinous appear-
ance; and if there is much sulphid or chlorid present, the

waterglass quite milky.
But the real value of any sample can be ascertained only by

a chemical examination, and as the analysis is liable to some
peculiar chances of error, it may be well to point out a few of
the peculiar precautions to be observed.
In the case of a dry glass, especial pains must be taken to

insure the solution of everythhii." that wat t will take up,—

a

matter requiring some labor and time. For determining the

amount of alkali [ take an av< ra^e of the specimen to be tried

patiently rub t
ard, four inch Wediiewood

mortar, to an exceedingly fine powder,—grindii
gram at a time, and being careful to keep it as «., .... , ,.«
Five grams or more are then weighed out B

°r fifty times as much water, in a porcelain dish, for a time, vary-

ing from fifteen to ninety minutes, as occasion may require.

To prevent a violent bumping, the mixture must be stirred

* Liebigand 1.56, p. 354.
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the whole time of heat-

l the article under treat-

ment, the cessation of the gritty feeling, shows plainly when a

farther application of heat is unnecessary. For a well fluxed

to of soda, 15 minutes boiling is quite sufficient. Any
uncombined sand present in a sample, causes an uncertainty in

the time required. Should there be a gritty residue after half

an hour's boiling, it is advisable to stop and make a preliminary

testing. If we find less than 28 per cent of all. ;di indicated, it

is best to start anew and heat at least an hour and a half.

After the solution is completed, the whole should be made up

to a given weight,—being at least forty times that of the dry

silicate,—covered, and allowed to get perfectly cold. The larger

part of the liquor being then poured off, without disturbing the

sediment, a suitable proportion of the whole amount may he

weighed out and tested by any of the common alkali metric meth-

ods. Filtri unnecessary, for though the de-

im perfectly clear, even after long repose, the

quantity of suspended earthy matter is altogether too insignificant

to influence the correctness of the result. Waterglass which is

already in the liquid or pasty state, must be largely diluted be-

fore trial, since a strong or a warm solution is apt to gelatinize

before all the acid is added, and then exactness is impossible,

because the thick j.'lly is not readily penetrated by the acid sub-

sequently dropped in. Therefore should gelatinization occur, a

new trial must be made with a weaker or colder solution.

When the operation is finished, if sulphuric acid has been

used, the tested liquid itself can be dried down, and then the

i< :-— !,! iilur form, » ,-\ to wa>h, collect, ignite

and weigh. If the precipitation of the silica is effected with an

ammonia salt, the residue is likely to be very bulky, and so fine

little care to keep it from blowing

tua 3 qo apparent tie, and in a

weak solution so treated: we may test for s i phal - >r chloride

for iron or for arsenic acid, withoul pre\ >usly ]

silica. For the quantitative determination o[ sulphate and chlorid

it is best to treat the silicate solution with an excess of nitrate of

ammonia instead of an acid, and thus prevent any loss of chlorine

in drying down.
If sulphids are present in a liquid waterglass, a small bit of

sulphate or carbonate of lead dropped in wdl soon become dis-

When the per-centage of water is to be ascertained, it is not

well toVat the solution by itself, for in such a case it finally

-V:; ': > to ,::........
.

• '

•
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A known quantity of freshly ignited sulphate of lime should
first be stirred in, the weight of the sulphate being at least twice
as great as that of the dry alkali supposed to be present. Then
in a few moments a double decomposition is effected and the
glutinous nature of the silicate is destroyed. The whole becomes
stiff and crumbly, and the water may be driven off with great
ease, while everything except the water is retained.
As all waterglass contains in combination more or less of the

earthy silicates which remain as a light sediment after dissolving,
the amount of unchanged sand can be found only by resorting

sal a paration. For this purpose a quantity of the
coarsely ground silicate should be boiled with water till every-
thing soluble is taken up, and then the liquor being stirred and
allowed to settle for a moment, may be decanted, carrying with
it the suspended silicates. The gritty residue left after one or

iDgs conducted in the same way, represents pretty
nearly the amount of uncombined silex.

[To be continued.]

Art. XYll.—Sketch of the Distribution of Forest-trees in Nebraska
Territory; by James T. Allan. (In a letter to Prof. Gray.)

The relative proportion of the several species and their gen-
eral distribution in tin? tract of country Jyins? west of the Missouri
and between the paralella 40c and 43° is all that I will attempt
to describe in this sketch.
And one remark will apply to all this country, that timber is

v upon streams or small groves about some spring on
the wide prairie.

The valley of the Missouri is from three to six miles wide, and
sometimes the sn ,, n wi ids do vn neai th <-, utre with both sides

,vil!-nvs. hind u I i< h is a b 'It of cottonwood (Pop-

i, , - often 80 to 100 feet high : upon the
oluffs which wall each side of this vallev we find the different

varieties of hard wood, also upon the lulls, and ravines opening
toward the river. On the tops of these hills we find Quercus

«&a and rubra, with occasional trees of Qwrcus con >„..,
: half

way down • -• ravines ire dud Til/a Ameri-
cam and Ulmus fulva in al

(*rpinm Antenna. Still ]

bottom are a,„,>,wrl«,!»s <',,»-, ™a Frax-

»"'* An^ri. > hi while on the cod .. rtl rn - <\ " '

down the I:
"'' #'" " l" 1

'

to/w. As we recede from the river towai

"dge we find scattering trees of Carya alba among the Oaks

before mentioned till we come to the prairie where the trees
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terminate with a few " Scrub Oaks," 12 to 20 feet high, standing

beyond the fringe of Gorylus Americana. Among the latter in

the spring we discover the bright blossoms of the Eed bud (Cer-

i n autumn the bright seed-pods of the Eu-
onymus.
Going west from the Missouri we find no trees except on the

small streams on which, at intervals of ten miles or more are

groves of White oak, Bur oak, Carya glabra and sometimes

White elm ; these groves will average in extent from 100 to 500

acres, and the above mentioned, with Juglans nigra, make up
their prominent trees.

The valley of the Platte, to which so much attention is now
directed as the great central route, demands a notice. At the

mouth we find a heavy body of timber, chiefly Cottonwood,
with a small proportion of Acer rubrum and Morus rubra. As
we proceed up 20 miles the dull green of Juniperus Virginiana

begins to be seen, which farther up we see covering some of the

small islands, with trees often 18 inches and more in diameter.

This has furnished for a hundred miles or more telegraph poles

of a superior quality.

^
Upon the tributaries of the Platte, particularly on the north

side Quercus macrocarpa is the most abundant of large trees.

After leaving Fort Kearney, the immigrant finds but a fringe

of cottonwoods skirting the stream, and on the road to the new
gold mines for 200 miles not a tree for shade or wood: the

well known " Buffalo chips " must supply the latter. Upon the

North Platte the emigrant to California or to the Mormon " Zion
"

is always in sight of the trees bordering on the stream, though
often too far off to obtain fuel. 400 miles beyond Ft. Kearney is

found in several places large groves of Negundo aceroides on the

banks of the creeks.

After passing Fort Lnramie the pleasant sight of green pines,

though at a distance, relieves the eye and tells of the cool waters

in the south pass, so refreshing in the heat of summer.
The very rapid growth of trees in this rich soil is a noticeable

feature. The hazel which fringes the timber on the prairie side

is interspersed with abundance of saplings Carya alba ai

and Alnmfulva, which shoot up with wonderful rapidity, while

upon the sand bars of the river, as soon as the waters subside in

July, there spring myriads of young cottonwoods and willows.

Of the latter I have neglected to speak though they cover no

inconsiderable portion of the valleys of the Missouri and Platte.

Everywhere fringing the streams, and where there is a tract
>

annually overflowed by the spring rise there we find a dense

growth often 20 to 30 feet high and from one to three inches in

diameter growing so thickly that it is impossible without great

difficulty to force a passage through them.
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The relative proportion of the several species may perhaps
be set down as follows

:

1. Populus monilijera.

2. Quercus macrocarpa.
3. Quercus alba and Quercus rubra.
4. Tilia Americana, Ulmusfulva and Quercus discolor.

5. Juglans nigra, tflmus Americana.
6. Carya alba, Carya glabra.
7. Fraxinus Americana, Celtis occidentalis.

8. Juniperus Virginiana, Platanus occidentalis.

9. Acer rubrum, Gymnocladus Canadensis.

Besides the above mentioned, of the smaller varieties there are
Prunus Americana, Zanthoxylum Americanum, Staphylm Irifo-

ha, Negundo aceroides, Corylus - 1

Alnus incana, Euonymus Americana, Cercis Canadensis, Cornus

In the Omaha land district, which contains something like

4000 square miles of land, there appears from the plots in the
office to be about 75,000 acres of timber. A tract of country of
equal size lying west of it would contain much less.

The botanical names above corrrespond to and have been
compared with the descriptions in Gray's " Manual."
Omaha, Nebraska, April 2, 1861.

Art. XVIII.—Remarks on the Age of the Goniatite Limestone at

Pockford Indiana, and its relations to die " Black Slate " of the

Wend m Staffs, and. '" the latter;

by F. B. Meek and A. H. Worthen, of the Illinois State

G-eological Survey.

It is known to most of those who have studied the geology
of the west, that there is an outcrop of limestone near Rockford,

Indiana, usually termed the Rockford Goniatite bed, in regard
to the age of which there is some difference of opinion amongst

geologists. This rock is only exposed at a single locality in the

bed of a small stream, where not more than a thickness of two
feet of it is seen It is a mottled

gillaceous limestone, and contains, in addition to the Goniatites

from which it takes its name, other fossils belon-m- to tu.o * n-

era Nautilus, Orthoceras, Pleurotomaria, Euomphalus, dpinjera,

No other rock is seen above or below this at the Rockford

locality, but in sinking wells in that vicinity it has I

;

tained that it rests upon a Black Slate forming a marked horizon
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in several of the Western States. Owing to the fact that this

slate has been seen to form the bed the same stream at another

place about one mile above, and at a slightly higher elevation,

it has been supposed that the Goniatite bed is intercalated in it,

and the mystery has been that the fossils occurring in the

limestone have a decidedly Carboniferous aspect, and in some

instances have even been considered actually idem

well known European Carboniferous species; while the Black

slate has been referred by Prof. Hall of Albany, New York, to

the horizon of the Marcellus shale of the N. Y. series, occupy-

ing a position far down in the Devonian, at the base of the

Hamilton Group* In addition to this, Prof. Hall also refers a

rather extensive series of fine arenaceous, and more or less

argillaceous deposits, holding a position above the Bl

near Louisville, Ky., and at other localities in the west, to the

Portage and Chemung Groups of New York, higher members
of the Devonian, which are in New York overlaid by a great

thickness of upper Devonian strata equivalent to the Old Eed
Sandstone, of the British geologists.

Without attempting to give a detailed statement of the opin-

ions that have from time to time been expressed in regard to

the age of the Black slate and overlying strata alluded to, we
would remark that the most gene) ion amongst
western geologists has been, that the whole series known in

Indiana and Kentucky as the ''Fine-grained sandstone of the

Knobs," down to the Black slate, should be included in the

Carboniferous system, and some even include the latter also in

the Carboniferous.

When th. ftch geologist, DeVerneuil, was in

this country in 1846, he made an excursion through the Western
States for the purpose of studying our rocks, and obtained a

fine collection of their s. After his return to

Europe he published a highly interesting memoir on the parallel-

ism of American and European formations, in which be referred

all the fine arenaceous and shaly beds holding a position be-

tween the Black slate and the Carboniferous limestones in In-

diana, Kentucky, and Tennessee, as well as a portion of the

Waverly sandstone in Ohio, to the Carboniferous system. One of

the Goniatites given to him by Dr. Owen from the kockford lime-

stone, he considered identical with G. rotatorius of Koninck, a

well known Lower Carboniferous species, which led hi

the limestone from which it was obtained to the lower Carbonif-

erous. The Black Slate, however, he referred to the horizon oi

the Genesee slate of the New York series.f
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After the publication of this paper, Prof. Hall was for a time
inclined to concur, at least in part, with De Verneuil's views, but
he subsequently returned to his former opinion, which he has con-
tinued to maintain, with his usual zeal and ability, to the present
time. In an important paper recently published by him in the
13th Annual Report of the Eegents of the University of New
York, he describes a number of fossils from the Rockford Goni-
atite bed, along with others from the Marcellus shale in New
York, and refers not only the Black slate, but the Rockford lime-
stone, which has been supposed to be intercalated in it, to the
horizon of the Marcellus Shale.
As the question in regard to the age of the Rockford goniatite

bed has an important bearing on the parallelism of our rocks
with established horizons elsewhere, we have, while investigating
the fossils in the Illinois State Geological collection.

compared them with a series of specimens from Rockford, In-
diana, in order to determine whether or not the Goniatite bed at
that place is represented in our state, and if so, what relations it

bears to our other rocks. These comparisons have led us to the
conclusion that it is represented in Illinois, as well as in Missouri
and Iowa, and that it holds a ma
tion than that assigned it by Prof. Hall.

In the first place, we should remark that there is no evidence
whatever, that the rock under consideration is overlaid at Rock-

S ?
r at any otner locality> by any Part of tne Black slate,

though we know the slate occurs beneath it there, as well as in
Illinois.

Again after a careful study of a series of the Rockford fossils,
we have clearly satisfied ourselves that the limestone from which
tney were obtained is of the same age as the Chouteau limestone
°t Prof. Swallow. The evidence of this is the positive identity
°t at least six of the 23 or 24 known Rockford species, with

-tic forms of the Chouteau limestone in Missouri and
J-Jlinois, while most of the others are either identical or closely
allied. The following is a list of the species from Rockford
which are known to be identical with Chouteau limestone species
tound in Missouri and I i

Meek an<*

Worthen, Euomphalus lens, Hall, Rhynchonella Missouriensis, Shu-
ttiard, Spin/era Cooperensis, Swallow, (= S. semiplicata, Hall) Car
wpsis radiata* Meek and Worthen, (= Megambonia Lyoni, Hall,)
and Sphenopteriiim enorme, Meek and Worthen.

* We placed this species at first, pro v marpha of:
.

- •
'

'
' - •

Z~f°Pn9
> from its resemblance to

l7Pe of the genus Megambonia.
Am. Jour. Sci.-Second Series, V<

resemblance to Cardium. It has no near rdatioi

XXXII, N'u. 'Jo.—Sept.. 1861.
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In classifying the rocks of Missouri, Prof. Swallow, (and his

assistants, including one of the writers) knowing that his Chou-

teau limestone holds the same position, and contains many of

the same fossils found in beds elsewhere in the west referred

by Prof. Hall to the Chemung group, placed it on a parallel with

the Chemung, and Prof. Hall has also since referred equivalent

beds in Iowa to the same horizon.

In order that the reader may understand more clearly the po-

sition of the Chouteau limestone with relation to our other west-

ern formations, we give below a section showing the order of

succession of the several beds, beginning with the Burlington

limestone, which is acknowledged by all to be Carboniferous,

and extending down to the Hamilton Group inclusive :

—

1.—Burlington limestone attaining a thickness of - 200 feet.

2.—Chouteau limestone, - - - 100 u

3.—Vermioular sandstone and shale, - - 65 to 100 "

4.—Litho_ her local), 60 "

5.—Black Slate, ' - - - - 30 to 40 ft*

6.—Hamilton group, - - - - 120 "

Numbers 2, 3, and 4 of this section were included by Prof.

Swallow in the Chemung, though Prof. Hall thinks that at least a

part of the Lithographic limestone, should be referred to the

Hamilton group. It is true a few of the uv,v\\ fossils found in

the Lithographic limestone resemble Hamilton forms, and one

of them seems to be u .' nutxemi, of

Hall, a common Hamilton group species. It is well known,
however, that many of the other fossils found in this limestone

occur in the Chouteau beds above, where they are sometimes

with Carboniferous forms. At the same time, unless

the Orthis just mentioned is an exception, not one of the species

occurring in the Lithographic limestone and the Chouteau beds

above, can be, so far as our knowledge extends, positively iden-

any of the numerous well marked Hamilton forms in

the beds below the Black slate.

In regard to the occurrence of the Orthis which seems to be

undistinguishable from O. Vanuxemi, in the Lithographic lime-

stone, we would remark that we do not think it a fact en-

titled to much weight, when it is borne in mind that 0. Van-

uxemi is so very closely allied to the Carboniferous O. Michi-

lini of L'Eveille, that even Mr. Verneuil regarded tbem as

scarcely distinguishable, and the differences between them have

not yet been clearly defined. Prof. Hall acknowledges that

it "Is so closely allied to 0. Michilini of L'Eveille, that it is

* In some parts of Ky. and Indiana, the Black slate a



very difficult to point out characters by which it may be distin-
guished." He thought, however, that, judging from DeKo-
mnck's figures of 0. Michilini, he could see some slight differ-

ences in the vascular impressions and dental processes, and re-
marked that the "minute granulations or punctas upon the
exterior surface [of 0. Vanuxemi] present characters which are
not noticed in the figures and descriptions [of 0. Michilini] so
far as I have observed."* Yet we find in Mr. Davidson's very
carefully written description of 0. .!/<

'

,/. sii > • published in
his Monograph of the Carboniferous Brachiopoda of Scotland,
that he says the surface is " covered with minute punctures." In
fact almost every word of Mr. Davidson's description would ap-
ply equally well to 0. Vanuxemi; and after a very careful com-
parison of our western form with authentic specimens of O.

from Scotland, sent by Mr. Davidson, we have been
unable to find any appreciable differences. We are not, how-
ever, contending that they really are identical, but we simply
mean to say that it is unsafe to base conclusions upon such
closely allied species.
The three subdivisions Prof. Swallow has called Vermicular

sandstone and Shale, and the Chouteau limestone above, although
often distinctly separable by their lithological characters, seem

3 to replace each other, or often one is augmented in
thickness at the expense of the other, though they arc mainly
characterized by the same fossils. The whole group is very
variable in its lithoi $ very same beds that
are at one place composed of hard bluish or ash-colored compact
limestone, being at others a yellowish very fine soft argillaceous,
or arenaceous rock, or consisting of alternations of brownish and
greenish shaly limestone, &c. The fossils are usually in a better
state of preservation in the limestones than in the other beds,
and assume a more decided Carboniferous aspect than in the
arenaceous and argillaceous strata, even where the latter occur
above the limestones.
The Black slate, so far as our knowledge extends, seems to be

nowhere greatly deyel though it is probably

represented at Hannibal in that state by six feet of I

beneath the Lithographic limestone, as may be seen by Prof.

\, 15, p. 99, of the Missouri Beport. Some
; '

' •!•
t ;: >.../ -...-=.:;.

.

-

'

- •

mg the same position with relation to the Lithographic limestone,

; Qg a thickness of thirty or forty feet

Although the position of the well marked Hamilton beds

non to the representativcc.fi ho Pda-k -late, have prob-

ably not been very clearly determined in Missouri, they are there

* Tenth Ana Rept Regents University of N. Y., p. 136.
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known, as Prof. Swallow has shown, to hold a position beneath

the Lithographic limestone. In Illinois, however, numerous
exposures show that the black slate comes in just above all the

well defined Hamilton Group beds as may be seen by the fol-

lowing section taken near Jonesborough, Union county, Illi-

stone, containing J^hacops ouji

Hamiltonensis, Trepidoleptus carinatus, Helio-

phyllum Haiti, and other well known Hamilton
species, along with Atrypa reticularis, &c,

i known
>n lime-

and considerably above the horizon of all the Hamil-

verlies the Hamilton group in Illinois, it follows as

a matter of course, that its representative in Indiana, the Goni-

atite bed at Eockford, cannot belong to any part of the Mar-
cellus shale, lying at the base of the Hamilton group.

Again, the fact that all our well marked Hamilton beds in

Illinois, hold a position beneath the Black slate, while in New
York, as already stated, the Marcellus shale lies at the base of

the Hamilton Group, renders it very improbable that even our

western Black slate formation represents the Marcellus shale.

Its position would seem to be more nearly that of the Genesee

slate of New York, as suggested by M. DeVerneuil, which sup-

position is strengthened by the affinities of the only fossils yet

found in it, viz,—a small Lingula and a Discina, scarcely, if at

all, distinguishable from species occurring in the Genesee slate

of New York, to which in fact they were referred by Prof. Yan-

dell and Dr. Shumard in 1847.

Although s about twenty species of fossils

from the Eockford Goniatite bed, it will be observed that he does

not identify any of them, with Marcellus shale species, or with

forms occurring in any other part of the Hamilton group either

in New York or in any of the Western States ; but refers the

rock in which they occur to the horizon of the Marcellus shale,

solely from the fact that it was thought to be intercalated in the

Black Slate, and from the supposed affinities of its Go
Mara U is 5] ecies. Aside, however, from the evidence we now

have that the Eockford limestone is of the same age as the Chou-

teau limestone of Missouri, which comes in some distance above
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the Black slate, and is exactly equivalent to beds referred by
Prof. Hall at Burlington, Iowa, to the Chemung, its whole group
of fossils including the Goniatites, strike us as being more nearly
allied to Carboniferous forms than to those of any of the New
York rocks.

If we take for instance the three species of Goniatites now
known from the Rockford bed, we find first that G. Lyoni, Meek
and Worthen, (= G. hyas of Hall,) which Prof. Hall compares
with G. Chemungensis, of Vanuxem, differs materially from
Yanuxem's figure of that species, in having but two lobes in each
septum visible on either side, while G. Chemungensis is figured
as having five. It bears no near analogy whatever, to any of
the species figured by Prof. Hall, from the supposed equivalent
bed in the Marcellus shale of New York.
Again Goniatites Oweni of Hall,* is much more closely allied

to 9. prmcepsof Koninck, (a European Carboniferous species)
than it is to any of those yet known from the Marcellus shale,
or any other rock in New York. It agrees in size and form
with Koninck's species, as well as in having constrictions at inter-

v the occasional thickening of the
hp, while it presents but slight differences in the lobes of its septa;
the most obvious difference being in the length of its dorsal lobe,
which is more attenuated than in G.princeps, though even in this
character, the Rockford specimens vary to some extent. It is

true G.princeps, as figured by Mr. Kon K-k. is m irked by reg-
ular costce, while G. Oweni, as we usually see it in the condition
oi worn casts, seems to be smooth. We have, however, seen

able traces of similar costa3, on some of the Rockford
specimens. We are not contending, however, for the absolute
specific identity of these forms, but we do maintain that the
analogy of the Rockford species to G. princeps is much nearer
and more striking than its relations to any of the Marcellus
shale species.

The third species, Goniatites ixion of Hall, while it presents
but very remote analogy to any of the Marcellus shale species,

*s scarcely, if at all m the Carboniferous

species, G. rotatorias, of Koninck, f with which Mr. Verneuil

considered
.

lv belong to different

species, yet the minute differences pointed out by Prof. Hall,

Me, we\ in a genus
like this. Every one who has studied the Ammonitida: must be

aware how unsafe it is to base specific distinctions on minute

differences in the smaller details of the lobes of the septa, or

upon slight differences in the size of the umbilicus. We are
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not insisting, however, upon the exact identity of these forms,

for that is a question that can only be settled by direct compari-

son with authentic specimens of the European species
;
yet that

they are at least strikingly analogous, must be evident to any

one who will but glance at Prof. Hall's, and Prof. DeKoninck's

If we compare the two species of Nautilus now known, from

the Rockford beds, X. di;/r>nns, and X. trisnlcatw, Meek and Wor-
then, we find them wholly unlike any forms known in the Mar-

cellus shale, while the latter species is allied to the Carboniferous

N. sulcatus of Sowerby, (see Koninck's An. Foss., pi. xlvii, fig.

10), and the former is analagous to two or three of the species

figured by DeKoninck from the Carboniferous rocks of Belgium.

th of these species belong to a peculiar subgenus of

Nautili for which we have proposed the name Trematodiscus, a

group embracing a number of discoid Carboniferous species,

with a wide perforated umbilicus and narrow whorls, which are

ornamented with longitudinal angular ridges, and sometimes

with parallel striae. So far as we know, the entire group is

confined to the Carboniferous system, unless those found in the

Rockford Goniatite bed and its equivalent in Illinois, are ex-

In order to show the close relations between the Chouteau
limestone and the Burlington (acknowledged Carboniferous) beds

above, in Illinois, we might give many sections, with lists of

fossils, but the following taken near Grafton in Jersey county,

will be sufficient for illustration :

—

presenting its usual characters and containing its usual

fossils; showing at the immediate outcrop where the sec-

tion was taken, a thickness of 8 to 10 feet, but increasing

as the country rises back to a thickness of 150 or 20'

,
Chouteau limestone.

Upper part consisting of ash-colored argillaceous shelly

limestone in thin lares, with greenish marly partings and

calc spar concretions. Containing Cyathoxina (unclt sp.),

Poteriocrinus Meekinus, Actinorn

era peculiaris, S. griineti, Athyris Front/,

ensis, Strophomena rhomboidalis, Orthis MichUinl 0.

resupinata, Producing semireticulatus ? Platyceras equila-

* The forms included in this subgenus differ so widely from the recent typical

f/racile of Hall, from the Rockford lime-

stone probably also belongs to this group.
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Lower beds, composed of bro

limestone, with nodules of c

in thicker beds than the low

tinge. FoasiU

—

Stropho Chonete* orna-
te, Cardiopsis radiata, Productus semireticulatus ? Cyr-
toceras and Gomphocera i digonus, a
discoid Goniatite, and a Proetus (undt.) - - 60 feet.

3.—Black slate shading upwards to greenish shale, - - 40 "

4.—Hamilton group, consisting of dark limestone, - - 10"
5.—Niagara group limestone of buff col., - - - -100"
Of the fossils mentioned in the above section the following are

.

usually characteristic of the Chouteau series :

hus Meekianus* Spirifera ProuU, A.
Eannibalensis, ChouJ-
nus, and an undetermined Goniatite. Those usually regarded as
strictly Carboniferous are,—Spirifera Grimesi, Orthis MicMim,
Productus semireticulatus, and Platycerus equilatera.

The forms common to Carboniferous and Devonian rocks, are
Strophomena rhomboida!<\ .\ud firth - n mpmata. The species
here enumerated, however, are only those collected at the local-
ity where this section was taken. Several other Carboniferous
forms are sometimes found in the Chouteau beds at other places,
and a number of other Chouteau species are known to range up
mto the Burlington beds. From a locality in an i

county, we have an Actinocrinus, from the Chouteau series,

which we can only distinguish as a variety, from the well known
Burlington A. piriformis of Shumard ; and along with it we
also find a species of a peculiar urn enorme)
described by us from the Eockford Goniatite bed.

In an interesting and important paper on the rocks and fossils
p "-i:

ngton, Iowa, published by Mr. Charles A. White of that
' of N '

, — the Boston Journal of Natural History, (vol. . -.,

209) he shows that out of a list of one hundred and two described
species occurring in the Burlington limestone, fifteen commenced
Jneir existence in the beds below, referred by Prof. Hall to the
Chemung; which as is well known, represents the Chouteau
limestone of Prof. Swallow.
When we thus find these beds so intimately connected by the

general affinities of their organic remains, as well as by the actual

mingling of species with the undoubted Carboniferous rocks
above, and bear in mind that the Chemung group in New York
and Pennsylvania is surmounted by another Devonian forma-
tion, (the Old Red Sandstone) between two and three thousand
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feet in thickness, the questions naturally suggest themselves,

—

are we right in referring these Chouteau beds to the horizon of

the Chemung? Can it be possible that a great formation like

the Old Eed Sandstone, characterized by the remains of a pecu-

liar fauna of its own, is wanting here between the Chouteau and
Burlington limestones?

But on the contrary, it may be said, if we do not adopt this

conclusion, what are we to do with the fossils occurring in these

rocks apparently identical with Chemung species? In reply to

this latter question, we would state that although we have for

a long time thought a few species occurring in the Chouteau beds

identical with Chemung forms, later comparisons with New York
specimens from the latter formation, lead us to doubt their actual

specific identity. They are generally obscure casts of Avicula

and other lamellibranchiate mollusca, some of which also resem-

ble Carboniferous species. Admitting, however, that they are

undistinguishable from Chemung species, does their presence

here in the same beds with numerous other fossils totally dis-

tinct from Chemung forms, and not only more nearly allied to

Carboniferous species, but in some I with those

occurring in acknowledged Carboniferous strata above, warrant

us in placing these beds on a parallel with the Chemung group?
Mr. White, in discussing this question in his paper already

cited above, says, " admitting that some of the species found in

the lower beds have been identified with those of the Chemung
group of New York, it settles beyond question their geological

equivalency, but does not necessarily prove that they were con-

temporaneous. Indeed, it seems probable that they were not

so, by an interval of time that it would take the species to mi-

grate that distance. May it not, therefore, be inferred that the

species originated at the east, and were migrating westward dur-

ing the time that the bottom of the Chemung seas was sinking,

and receiving upon it the deposit of the Old Eed Sandstone,

—

thus making these Devonian rocks equivalent to the Chemung
; least in part, with the

If any of the species found in the strata under consideration

are really identical with Chemung forms, as has been supposed,

Mr. White's suggestion that they had prolonged their existence

by migrating westward, until long after the close of the Chemung
epoch in New York, is not improbable, but in that case, we
should not refer the rock in which they occur to the Chemung,

but either to the Old Eed, or to the Carboniferous, for in using

any of these names we refer to a period in time, as well as to a

group of strata. The entire group of fossils, however, found in

these beds is far more nearly allied to the Carboniferous fauna

than to that characterizing the Old Ked either in this country or
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in the Old world ; in short we know of nothing in this forma-
tion bearing any analogy to the fossils of the Old Eed sandstone.
In conclusion, we would remark that the relations between

the Chouteau and Burlington limestones in Missouri, Iowa, and
here both occur together, as well as the affinities of

• found in the former in the states mentioned, and at

Hockford, Indiana, show that it should probably be referred to

-••in : or, at any rate that it is much more
recent than the Chemunsr, and not equivalent to any New York
rock.

It is not improbable, however, that the Portage and Chemung
groups may be represented between the Chouteau limestone and
the horizon of the Black Slate, at some places in the Western
States alluded to, but if so, their presence there has yet to be
clearly demonstrated.

Art. XIX.—Chemical Contributions ; by M. Carey Lea.

1. On the Preparation, of Nitrate and Nitrite of Ethyl.

The

Millon's is the only one known for forming fch

But Millon's process fails much oi'tcner than it succeeds (such at
least has been my experience) in consequence of the proportion
of urea directed to be used being much too small.

Millon's process as quoted in Kolbe's Organische Chemie, di-

still equal weights of alcohol and of colorless nitric
acid sp. gr. 1-401. Not to operate upon larger quantities than
120 to 150 grammes, and to add a little urea, to the above quan-
tuy> at most (" hochstens ") 2 grammes of urea.

Conducted as above, the operation succeeded with me but once
out of four or five times. But by using a large quantity of
urea, three or four times as much, or even more, success invari-
ably follows, and there results a great saving of m
when the process fails, the materials, urea included, are entirely
lost, whereas when conducted as just described, very
is consumed. It is oi

- n#1 alcohol,

after the first proportion has k'm distilled to a lout one fifth,

and the process maybe repeated almost indefinitely, with the

occasional addition of a little urea to keep up the p
The product in the second and subsequent operations is much
larger than in the first.

Nor have I found it neeessarv to ,
t

nit. < . -

titles above mentioned, but have habitually used
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amounting to 400—500 grammes, and should not hesitate to

employ still larger ones. It is however more convenient to use

the above quantity, and replace the material as fast as exhausted.

The facility with which nitrate of ethyl can be obtained by
the above process must,. I think, give it a decided advantage
over the iodid of ethyl for the preparation of the ethyl bases,

in the manner which I described in the last number of this

Journal, The lower equivalent of nitric acid as compared with

f considerable importance, one hundred parts

of iodine are capable of holding in combination somethir

than 23 of ethyl, whereas one hundred parts of nitric acic

bine with over 53 of ethyl ; a material point as the iodine (

hand and the nitric acid on the other are merely the

vehicles for bringing about the ethyl-substitution. In operations

in pressure tubes where space is valuable, this is an important

consideration ; in an economical point of view also, the advan-

tage appears to be greatly on the side of the nitrate of ethyl.

The action of nitric acid on alcohol in the preparation of nitrite

of ethyl may be conveniently moderated by protosulphate of

iron, and the nitric acid reduced bv that agent instead of at the

expense of part of the alcohol. The proportions which I have
used are, nitric acid sp. gr. 1-37, 90 cc, alcohol of 90 per cent,

150 cc, ferrous sulphate 45 grammes. The product is very
large, the distillate on being shaken up with water yields more
than half its bulk of nitrite of ethyl. The latter is not perfectly

free from aldehyd, but more so than that obtained by some
other processes. The action is perfectly quiet to the last, and
the distillation may be carried on rapidly.

2. On the Effects of Reducing Agents upon Nitrite of Ethyl.

As ammonia under the influence of oxydizing agents is burned

to nitrous and nitric acids, so these acids when acted upon by
reducing agents, might naturally produce ammonia, or in the

presence of a decomposing ethyl compound, might give rise to

the formation of substituted ammonias. The experiment how-

ever seems to prove that while ammonia is a constant result of

this reducti according to the par-

ticular reducing agent employed, and that substituted ammonias

are not produced, at least not in recognizable <

following were the i

Reduction by protochlorid of tin.—Alcoholic solution of proto-

chlorid of tin added to nitrite of ethyl causes violent efferves-

cence, but no disengagement of nitrous fumes. The solution or
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protochlorid was added until reaction ceased. The whole was
died with caustic potash and the resulting gases con-

ducted into dilute chlorhydric acid, which by evaporation left
only a film of substance—this gave on exam:

Reduction by sidphydric acid.—A large quantity of sulphydric
acid was conducted through nitrite of ethyl. Slight effi

was produced and much sulphur deposited. The liquid filtered
from the sulphur proved to contain a large quantity of ammonia,
but no ethylamine, di-, or tri-ethylamine, although the mode of

ion employed would have detected a very small quan-
senfc. After the removal of the ammonia, the solution

ith Pt Cl
2
gave a small quantity of a brown precipitate

tinum salt, which when heated glowed for a long time
"he presence of much carbon, and finally left a residue

of reduced platinum. The amount obtained was too small for
investigation, but 20 or 25 milligrammes of Pt, salt were ob-
tained from the decomposition products of 50 grammes of nitrite
of ethyl.

f f 6

This result therefore, as far as to the production of ammonia,
corresponds with that obtained by M. Emile Kopp,* although, as

list employed sulphydrate of ammonia instead of sul-

sid, it does not appear that the production of ammonia
DJ the reaction itself, could be positively established.

Reduction by ferrous acetate.—Nitrite of ethyl was added to
about three times its bulk of ordinary acetic acid, and sufficient
a
r?no1 to make them mix. To this mixture iron filings were

adaed. A powerful action set in without aid of heat. Deut-
oxyd of nitrogen was evolved in considerable quantity. Whea
—"m had ceas '

"

chlorhydr^ „w
distillate contained only traces of ammonia

The effect of the reducing agents on nitrite of ethyl is there-

fore very different. Only witl ny consid-

erable quantity of ammonia produced, and only with ferrous

acetate was deutoxyd of nitrogen evolved.

3- On the Preparation of Urea from Ferrocyanid of Potassium.

In the preparation of urea bv AV^hl^rV mei'md the amount

Produced.
. that even when the operation is
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carefully performed with Liebig's proportions, the lis

wavs contains undecoraposed cyanid of potassium, it occurred to

i try the effect of a more thorough oxydation, and the ]

proved very favorable. The following was the course adopted.

Of roasted ferrocyanid of potassium 850 grammes are mixed

with 318 grammes of thoroughly dried carbonate of potash in

grains, and fused in an iron vessel. When decomposition is

, the vessel is a little cooled and 1900 grammes of red

lead are to be added, not all at once, but 300 to 400 grammes
at a time, with intervals of 10 minutes, stirring and keeping up

heat enough to retain the whole in a state of fusion.

After the last addition of red lead the mixture is suffered to

if an hour on the fire to complete the reaction. Heat

in all for about four hours. In this way the cyanid

turn becomes thoroughly oxydized. The process is

concluded in the usual manner, and 500 grammes of urea are

obtained. No particular precaution is necessary during the

fusion, or even the lixiviation with cold water, but in evapo-

rating the solutions the greatest care must be taken to carry

off the vapors.*

Philadelphia, April, 1861.

Art. XX.— Contributions to the History of Picric Acid; by
M. Carey Lea, Philadelphia.

Solubility in Sulphuric Acid.

It is stated in the text-books that picric acid is insoluble in

eulphurie acid. It is however soluble to a small degree in strong

sulphuric acid ; in a more dilute acid it is apparently wholly

insoluble, until the dilution reaches a certain point when it in-

creases again. If picric acid be left in contact with oil of vitriol,

and the latter be decanted, and mixed with two or three times

its volume of water, the picric acid is deposited on cooling in

what appear to be very minute square or nearly square scales.

Picrie acid crystallizes in the rhombic system, ancHf we sup-

C these scales to be formed by predominating oc p x> planes

ided at the edges by octahedral planes, they should be

rhombs approaching very nearly to squares, having their axes

1 aqueous solution of picric acid be mixed with

uted with an equal volume of water, the fol-

rtfE
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1 vol. sol. picric acid, 2 dilate sul- }
No F*»P»^. solution very

phuric acid, same dilution. \
nf n '"""T'

:

) ot yellow only visible.

2 vols, solution picric acid, 1 vol. ) Xearly tin; whole of the picric
sulphuric acid, same dilution.

J
acid was precipitated.

_

The amount remaining in solution continued in further trials to
as the sulphuric acid became more dilute, until a max-

imum was reached with

It thus appears that mixtures of sulphuric acid and water reach
their minimum of solvent power for picric acid when the mix-
ture consists of about 1 vol. acid to 11 vols, water. The propor-
tion of water may be still further increased without materially

1 1 power for picric acid. If a cold saturated
solution of picric acid be mixed with even but r\ of its volume

tost the whole is thrown down.
The fact that the characteristic color of picric acid, which it

maintains so persistently through all its combinations, and which
is so powerful that, as I have found by actual experiment, a

i nctly tinge a kilogramm of water, or in other
lat water is colored by one millionth of its weight of

-the Slot that this color is totally destroyed by sulphu-
ric acid of a certain strength, without in any way decomposing

is very remarkable. Four volumes of sulphuric acid
diluted with five volumes of water exhibit this property, and

1 dissolves in such a mixture to a colorless solution.
Ibis peculiar property has no doubt led to the supposition of

acid above referred to.

Water containing ir .'-,
T
of picric acid exhibits a bright yel-

low color. With 5?J?H the color is still distinct, even in a
stratum of not over ai But in large quanti-
ties a millionth r as above mentioned.

Tests for Picric Acid.

The best tests for picric acid are

Ammoniacal solution of sulphate of copper, which gives

greenish crystalline precipitate.

Alkaline sulphid with excess of alkali, which with heat give

a deep red liquid. .

Alkaline c\ ; .

. neated gives als

a red liquid.

The following table will exhibit the relative sensibility c

these reagents

:
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3ale sherry red,

ing deep red.

sp yellow, t

pitate. The yellow color was slightly deep-

Purification of Picric Acid.

Since my former observations on the purification of picric

acid * I have had occasion to prepare considerable quantities of

the acid for my examinations and find that all purifications by
converting into potash salt are inapplicable except for very small

quantities. The picrate of potash crystallizes out by so small a

fall of temperature that the filters, even when kept heated by a

double funnel become immediately clogged, and the operation

becomes to the last degree tedious and troublesome. As the

picrate of lime is very soluble, it seemed probable that it might
afford a convenient means of solution ; it has indeed been already

recommended for that purpose.f But I find it wholly inadniis*

sible. A basic salt is formed which falls to the bottom with the

excess of hydrate of lime, and great waste ensues. The insolu-

bility of alkaline picrates in cold alkaline solutions which I have

described in a previous number of this Journal, furnished me
with an excellent process. The- I with car-

bonate of soda, an excess of which is to be avoided as it tends to

dissolve resinous matter. The hot solution is then easily filtered,

and into the filtrate a few clear crystals of carbonate of soda are

placed. On cooling, the picrate of soda crystallizes out almost

as completely as the potash salt would have done, and all the

wearisome delay in filtration is avoided. From the mother water

more picric acid maybe recovered by the addition of a little car-

bonate of potash. In decomposing alkaline picrates to separate

the acid sulphuric, (and not as usually recommended, chlorhydric)

acid should be used, because a moderate excess of sulph

throws down a great portion of the acid which would otherwise

- TL:<J . Nov., 1868. f sec ( , EDg. Ed.,
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remain in the mother water. A moderate but decided excess
of acid is absolutely necessary, because otherwise a portion of
alcaline picrate escapes decomposition. Even then, it is advis-

able to recrystallize the acid from alcohol. If picric acid be
dissolved by the aid of heat in a solution of sulphate, nitrate,

or almost any salt of potash, more or less picrate of potash will

crystallize out on cooling. I have thought this process not
devoid of interest, because picric must become more extensively
known in the laboratory and in the arts than hitherto.

Effect of Reducing Agents.

The effects of reducing agents when alkali is not present, or
not present in excess, (in presence of excess of alkali, picramic
acid is formed), are very variable, depending upon slight differ-

ences which it is very difficult to seize. I subjoin some of the
best marked results obtained.
A mixture of picric acid, alcohol, iron filings, and acetic acid,

were digested for an hour at a heat a little below 212°. The
filtrate was intensely blue, by standing for half an hour or less,

became brown and muddy, depositing a blackish powder, in

small quantity, and without trace of crystallization. T!
was not changed in color by acids, or apparently affected by
them. Alkalies decolorized it. Its shade of blue varied consid-
erably in different experiments, sometimes full blue, sometimes
violet, sometimes greenish.

Other experiments were made by acting on picric acid by zinc
and dilute sulphuric acid. After "an action of some hours, the

mixed with alcohol and filtered. The filtrate heated

>nate of potash in successive portions, gave a fine

«ame deep
blue with a tinge of violet. According as acid or alkali were
present in excess there was more of the violet or blue shade.
The colors were always very fugitive, and changed to dirty brown
by standing, with deposit of an amorphous blackish powder,
(very small in quantity compared with the picric acid used,)

which was a u soluble in alcaUes.

These experiments although many tiim > repeated did not lead

to the isolation of any substance of interest. There is a certain

amount of resemblance b. twe.-n these reactions, and those of

some of the decomposition products of phenylamme: the latter

contains the radical C,Jl, which exists ma substituted form
in picric acid.



O. N. Rood on the Perception of Dis

The fact that a landscape appears more vivid in color, when
viewed by the eyes brought into an abnormal position, as in

looking under the arm, &c, is well known.
Some persons have attempted to explain this fact by the influ-

ence of an augmented pressure of the blood upon the retina.

h\ an easy reclining posture, where such pressure can hardly

exist, I observe this h> ighteninu of tints

also by viewing the inverted image of the landscape by total

reflexion through a rectangular prism, the head being in its

natural position.

Dr. A. Miiller* with more probability has referred this appear-

ance to the different accommodation of the eye for horizontal and

vertical lines.

To me it seems that this effect is intimately connected with

our perception or non-perception of distance. In gazing at

s, the ordinary habit of most persons, artists excepted,

leads them to pay attention to the forms and distances, (which

alone have a practical value as objects of observation), and to

neglect the color, particularly those portions of it which are sub-

dued. When now by any means the mind is prevented from
dwelling on distance," it is thrown back on the remaining ele-

ment, color; and the landscape appears like a mass of
patches of color heaped upon each other, and situated more or

less in a vertical plane.

(1.) A perpendicular position of the eyes reduces very consid-

erably our perception of depth or distance, so that false

of it are formed by the eyes in this new situation. With the

exception of objects in the foreground, all things seem to lie not

far removed from the same vertical plane.

The reason is partly to be found in the fact, that while in nor-

mal vision our binocular perception of depth is obtained by

regarding vertical lines, trees, &c, in vertical vision the same

objects, though instinctively sought afford us no information.

(2.) In normal vision with a single eye, there is cert

binocular sense no perception of depth, nevi rtheless i

: :'- mind

occupies itself with the idea of distance, and if the objects are

familiar there is no augmentation of color perceived. By invert-

ing the image of the landscape with a rectangular prism the

objects fall into almost one plane, are diminished in apparent

magnitude, and the mind unable to trace distances through this

maze, is forced to dwell on the mass of tints presented.
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(3.) With the erecting or inverting telescope, in proportion as
the objects viewed are divested of the idea of solidity or depth,
can their more delicate tints be perceived. Objects, which in
normal vision seem to us nearly without color, are best fitted for
these observations ; a bare pile of stones and dry mud viewed
through a telescope appears often like a richly tinted water color
drawing.

It would seem probable that if we could add to paintings of
s the element of distance, the mind occupied with this

would no longer dwell on the richness of the tints. In confir-
mation, I find that colored stereographs of landscapes, which out
of the stereoscope seem i. when placed in the
instrument no longer appear too highly colored.
From the foregoing considerations, then, it would appear that

when the mind is engaged with the perception of distance, the
presence of color is often overlooked; its absence may remain un-

noticed from the same cause, for in uncolored stereographs of
objects that are perfectly familiar to the observer, it will some-
times be noticed, that those articles which do not greatly differ

m color from the tint of the photographic paper, are seen in the
stereoscope with an approximation to their natural hues; upon
withdrawing the slide from the instrument no trace of such tint

is perceived. Objects that are free from lustre, as well known
carpets, answer for this purpose. That this should be the case
with the tinted photographic representations of white objects
can be explained of course in another way.

[The chromatic effects here noticed by Prof. Eood are well
seen in the ordinary camera and dark chamber. Thus the hu-
man countenance when not florid, presents to the un artistic eye
few or no traces of pink or flesh color—but every one who has
seen it in the camera must have observed with what distinctness

the image is colored. The same is true of familiar landscapes,
when seen inverted upon the screen in a dark chamber. Here
the neutral tints which in nature are almost unnoticed by the

common observer stand out as distinct patches of color in the
way so well described by Prof. Eood.—s.]



Prof. Rood on the application

Art. XXIL

—

On the / m of Photography to the

Microscope; by Prof. 0. N. Rood, of Troy, N. Y.

"While the value of the photographic delineation of micro-

scopic objects, as a means of accural" Iv recording observations,

seems to be (edged, yet owing to the real or

i the process is beset, but very few
'

3 have adopted it* After eight months of

steady experimental m -; pears!

a matter <>t a»ti>ni-hmcut, t<>r the dillicultie- winch are not mne-

rent, mostly disappear when proper precautions are taken. I

propose to mention briefly certain points in my experience, and

to indicate the methods pursued.

Arrangement of the Apparatus.—The microscope is brought

into a horizontal position, and connected with a camera box by

a blackened pasteboard tube; much vexation will be avoided

by constructing at the outset the arrangement seen in the wood

cut, fig. 1. Blocks are fitted around the foot of the micro-

scope, that it may be firmly held in position, and the camera

box slides between parallel" strips of board, so that its

from the microscope can be varied. The length of A A' is

seven feet. The frame holding the ground glass slides in at G;

behind it at L, is a door on hinges carrying

of two inches focal length, for the purpose of magnifying the

image on the ground glass while focusing ; the glass plate should

be finely ground. A tube lined with black velvet is to be inserted

.-.
.

..*

,., .;... :-... V .
..:

;

•
; ,

Horoflos [Quart Jown, oj I

, 178 ako No. 4, p.W

der Natur photographist von Jos. Albert.
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in the compound body, as recommended by Sbadbolt, if the
eye-piece is not employed. Precautions must of course be taken
that light does not enter at unguarded points. At F is a rod
connected with a flap of blackened sheet brass in the interior of
the box, with which the exposure of the sensitive plate is very
conveniently effected. It is obvious that while the operator is

manipulating the mirror, or using the stage movements, on ac-

count of the length of the apparatus it is impossible for him to
see the ground glass, or even to know when light has been
thrown on it; a plane mirror, mounted as seen at M, reflects

the image of the ground glass, enabling him not only to arrange
the illumination with nicety, but to select the microscopic ob-
ject, and to focus on it approximately. While the mirror is in
use the door carrying the achromatic lens stands open; the

afterwards removed and the focal adjustment completed
with the help of the lens, by the rod and lever attached to the
rack work of the microscope. If the rack work is moderately
good, this arrangement is very delicate. When a high magni-

;
power is employed, it is essential that the microscope be
ded with stage-movements

'

position. The lever stage is

purpose.

Illumination of the object—That direct sunlight is greatly to be
preferred is admitted by those who have experimented on this

P 0, ut. With light from a white cloud I have obtained nega-
tives, in from one to three minutes, with 1 inch and £ inch ob-
jectives; though not highly magnified, they were inferior to

those taken with sunlight." Shadl>..lt obtained negatives by
concentrating the light of a small camphene lamp on the object
with two lenses. Whenam in repeating this experiment met
with no success. I c at of two flames of a

"burning flui 1" La; ip with a b i Is e\ condenser on the object,

ie 1 inch objective without an eye -piece, and ob-

Mi several samples of collodion from different manu-

image at all, after an exposure of five

minutes. With samples prepared by myself tolerably intense

negatives were obtained in four minutes. With the £ inch ob-

jective a faint intake was obtained in the same time. For my

It is well

requires tha r
'

t '''' [l
'
,mina*

tjon, not only n, ,1, . e, but iu k ml; much k^ b. . n unit, n on

AH this applies with double force to the

under 100 diam. the plane or concave mirror will answer, if the
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stage be provided with a diaphragm-piate having apertures of

different size. The mirror should be most carefully adjusted, so

that the maximum of distinctness in the image on the ground
glass is obtained. I was kindly furnished by Prof. Chas. A. Joy
with a silvered mirror which Liebig presented to him some
months ago while on a visit in Europe. It furnished brighter

light than the ordinary amalgam mirror; the use of Liebig's

mirrors for this purpose, as well as for ordinary microscopic

work is to be recommended. With powers from 100 to 2000
-. a condenser of some form is needed. For powers from

100 to 400 diameters, an achromatic condenser adjustable by rack

work was used. Such a condenser must be provided with a

series of diaphragms having circular apertures differing in size,

ako with a set of central stops for annular oblique illumination.

Trial alone will settle which aperture gives the clearest image
in any particular case. As the lenses of this condenser were not

large, I constructed for powers from 400 to 2000 diameters a

Wollaston doublet, with an angular aperture of 4-4°, the lenses

being -5 and -6 of an inch in diameter. This condenser when
provided with a similar set of diaphragms was found to answer

very well, both as to the degree and quality of the light, nega-

tives being obtained in 15 seconds enlarged 1500 diameters.

As the chromatic aberration was not corrected, it was found easy

< t either with white or bluish-white light,

use of the red or yellow rays being of course carefully avoided.

The proper distance of the condenser from the object is a

j best ascertained by (

aging the illu

epeated trials. To obtain really good results much nicety in

;er in wnich

i photographing test objects,

the art and patience of the operator is taxed to the utmost, and

several days are often consumed before a really satisfactory re-

ined, even in the case of a single object.

Focal adjustment, &c.—Trouble will be saved by selecting the

exact object which is to be photographed, by the microscope in

an upright position, tin iusti ; it is then inclined and con-

nected with the camera. After the compound bod.

placed, if the objective is provided with a "screw collar "for

correction, this adjustment must be carefully made. Iy

this point has received attention, it by no means follows that

the chemical focus coincides with the visual, and the exact

correction necessitated by this difference must be a

by trial. This can be effected by the use of the fine adjustment,

(see Shadbolt's paper). Contrary to some other observers, I have

found it necessary when using s ;
_di and low-

powers, with, and without eye-pieces, to make this correction
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carefully. The use of the rod and the lever and achromatic
lens has already been mentioned. After ._the corrected image
has been thrown on the ground glass it will remain nearly unal-
tered from 80 seconds to 10 minut. - ling to tl e power and
mode of illumination employed. ^ ' *

Collodion.—This article when fumiWlMby makers of repute
can of course be used, though it is in one reason
to be independent of the dealers if possible. A considerable num-
ber of samples of pyroxyline were prepared according to differ-
ent receipts and sensitized variously. The very simple process
described by Walda'jk, on page 266 of his treatise on Photo-
graphy, was found with slight modifications to yield an excellent
article* The strength of the sulphuric acid was slightly greater
than recommended by him, no water was added, the temperature
also was si be time of the immersion of the
cotton

: a more prolonged washing than that prescribed in this
work is desirable. This collodion can be sensitized with advan-
tage by the iodid and bromid of cadmium in the proportion of
four to one. A receipt published in Humphrey's Photographic
Journal has lately been used by me with very good results,f

No. 1. No. 2.

Iodid of ammonium," 5 grains. Iodid of potassium, 5 gr.

Dissolve the iodid of ammonium and bromid of ammonium
in alcohol, the iodid of potassium and bromid of potassium in
the

\ >ast possible quantity of water, before adding them to the
plain collodion. Mix Nos. 1 and 2 in equal parts for use.

This collodion when used according to the wet process, though
not very in

t

negatives of
landscapes being obtained in i of a second indicating by their

strength that a shorter time would suffice. It acquires intensity

by keeping. The exposure is effected by the flap at F, and will

last from £ of a second to 4 minutes according to circumstances.

The development is as usual, hyposulphite of soda being used
as a fixing agent. The use of the bromid of arsenic, mentioned

jn the same Journal, gave with some samples of collodion, excel-

lent results so far as fntensity was concerned.

The negatives thus obtained, are examined by a lens of one
?nch focal length, to test their degree of sharpness This qual-

nv will not only vary with the man nu
]
nature

°f the object; 'th 4iii-t a Mtue- .'bMiii-d by m<\ when ex-

amined by a pOWer of 40 diameters, appear as well defined as

finely execul , by the nuked eye, while other

classes of objects (dots in pine wood, &c.,) with all care, yield

i Photography by Chas. Waldack, C

a Journal, Joseph H. Ladd, New 1
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negatives which present the same appearance under a much lower

magnifying power.
Positive prints.—In order to preserve the fine details, the

prints should be taken on glass, not on paper; mica answers

when a print is to be transmitted by mail. Great care should be

used that little or none of the fine markings on the negative are

lost in this process ; a bright light (sunlight thrown on the neg-

ative backed by ground glass,) a small diaphragm before the

copying lens, and careful allowance for the chemical focus, are

the essentials. To produce enlarged positive prints on glass, the

placed on the stage of the microscope and treated

l paper, it will be

found that a more liberal use of nitrate of silver and chlorid of

gold, than is generally recommended makes success easy.

;irtg powers employed.—To produce enlarged images the

objectives as is well known may be used alone or in connexion

with an eye-piece. In the former case with proper ill-

sharp images are produced when the distance between the object

(on the stage,) and the ground glass is as great as five feet.

With this distance the

1 inch enlarges 65 diameters.

i " " 190

| " " 460

In using the objectives in this way the screw collar is set after

the microscope is connected with the camera.
For more highly enlarged images it is best to add the long

eye-piece as has been practiced by some exoerimenters. The
adjustment of the screw collar can thei

before the microscope is connected with the c

great saving of time, it will of course fall nearer the mark " un-

covered " than in the first case. However perfectly this opera-

tion may be performed in either instance, allowance must still

be made for the actinic focus. I ince between

the eye-piece and the ground glass different degrees of enlarge-

ment are obtained. When the long, or two inch •

used, the distance from the object-slide to the eye lens being 12

inches, from the latter to the ground glass 34 inches, then

1 inch enlarges

i
" » 550 »

| " " 1300

Powers obtained in this way with the two latter objectives have

been used by me with advantage. .

Thus with the ^th 113° aperture, the Wollaston doublet ot

44° aperture having a central stop, being used as a condenser,

I obtained sharp negatives of the P. angulalum magnified
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1300 diameters with well defined hexagonal markings similar to
those obtained by Whenam with a T',th of 130° aperture. Por-
tions of the negative bore a photographic enlargement of 10

i. Mr. Whenam announces* that he has discovered by
the use of a ^h. of large aperture, made by himself, that the
markings on this object and on some others, are really due to

spherical particles of quartz which can be made by illumination
to appear hexagonal. With a power too low, I obtained photo-
graphs of the P. Balticum with hexagonal markings; with a
higher power and larger angle of aperture the tendency was to

cal form.
Piioiognii laced under

the stage, one also directly behind the objective, sunlight is

reflected from the mirror, and one of the prisms revolved till

the field is dark; with the low powers by this simple arrange-

ment photographs of objects may be obtained, which exhibit
the structure revealed by the polarized light. For higher pow-
ers it is necessary to use the polarizing arrangement described
by von Mohl, Pugg., vol. cviii, p. 178, and recommended by
Carpenter; that is. th lurht Iron a. larg« Nicol's prism is concen-
trated on the < »l iject by an achromatic condenser. The perfection

with which this apparatus operates may be inferred, when I

state that photographs of the cross and rings in starch granules
as well as of the P. angulatum in a dark field, were obtained by
me without difficulty. Von Mohl remarks, that with inferior

apparatus some very di a have been unable
even to see these appearances. The selenite stage can of course
be used when it is found desirable.

xix, p. 425), the peculiar effects which microscopic crys

duce on the cross and rings of calc spar, can be photographed.
By removing the condenser and objective, as well as the slide con-

taining the .

i ned of the

normal cross stems of rings in other crystals can
be photographed by substituting them in place of the calc spar,

as well as the changes which they undergo by oombn ati- n u itli

Plates of doubly refracting substances, (cir

it being merely necessary to introduce the plates or films at the

proper positions. I was shown by Prof. Dove some years ago

while in Berlin, photographs of the normal cross and rings

around the axis of the calc spar, but so far as I know this is the

first attempt to photograph the changes which the cross and

nngs undergo by tin-
crystals

*WsC ,v„< nhntugmphs ot microti, obj cK oan be obtained

with the monocular microscope, by covering first the right half of

* Quart. Journal of Mic. Science, TSo. xxxi, p. 145.
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the objective, then the left by a suitable brass cap, and taking two

successive pictures. When using this method it becomes neces-

sary to move the mirror towards the right or left hand with each

successive exposure, which is not only inconvenient, but often pro-

duces a slight distortion, that prevents the proper stereoscopic

union . >f the two photographs. On this account I have generally

adopted a different plan ; the object is placed on an extra stage,

winch can be inclined from 5° to 10° as seen in profile in the wood

cut, fig. 2 ; it is photographed first at one angle then at the other.

In practice the manipulation is easy, and no particular difficulty is

experienced from the fact that the extreme right and left hand

portions of the field are thrown slightly out
2

of focus. High and low powers can be used
A
^-^"

equally well. The second negative should __=̂ ^Xmmu.^'i«--i
be taken immediately after the first, before

the illumination has altered. I do not know that stereographs

of microscopic objects have actually been taken by other ex-

perimenters, though this may easily be the case.

Living organisms offer the photographer some difficulties by

their constant motion about the field, and in and out of the

focus. It becomes necessary to adopt a plan by which the image

can be thrown on the int after the

animalcule has been brought into focus. The following method
has been used by me with s 18 particular

difficulty: a plate of glass with parallel sides is introduced at

an angle of 45° into the tube outside of the cum. ra: it reflects an

image of the object to the ground glass at G, fig. 3, which is placed

so that an equally sharp image of the same
object is formed at G'. The sensitive plate

3>

is introduced at G', the flap at F being closed;

with one hand the operator, by the aid of
"

the image at G, focuses on the animalcule,

just as this is effected, the plate is exposed
by the other hand turning the flap. If the

collodion is sensitive, a second, or less, suf-

fices to give an image ; if a longer exposure
be desired the image of the animalcule on the ground glass at G
can be watched, and the exposure prolonged till the creature be-

gins to change its position. "The r.-al diilk-ultv, in the case of hy-

ing organisms, is found in the fact that all parts of them do not he

in the same focus; this in fact is one of the most important diffi-

culties connected with the whole subject of microscopic photo-

graphy. But the introduction of a slight modification in the or-

dinary compressorium, removes it in many cases; the plate of

glass on which the objects rest, instead of being plane, is made

slightly convex, by the use of a spectacle lens of rather long focus

;

objects to be examined are placed near the point of contact,

and pressure applied as usual, when they are brought nearly

into the same plane.
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Photographs of opaque objects were obtained by concentrating
sunlight on the object, either with the concave mirror properly
mounted, or with the plane mirror and bulls-eye condenser.
The 1|, 1 and } inch objectives were employed. The color of

»ic injections for this purpose should be blue or white,
though with a long exposure photographs were obtained of yel-
low injections.

1 am indebted to Dr. Wolcott Gibbs and to G. T. Strong, Esq.,
for valuable suggestions relating to the subject of this article.

As some interest has lately been manifested with regard to

eye-pieces, it may be proper to state, that, in the course of this

tion, three eye-pieces were constructed, No. 1, on the
general Huyghenian plan, the eye lens being an under-corrected
achromatic;* the distance between the eye and field lens could
be varied at pleasure, as advised by Amici; as a single micro-
scope its power was eight diameters. The general performance
of this eye-piece seemed to me somewhat better than that of the
plain Huyghenian eye-pieces with which it was compared.
No. 2 was a Kellner race between the lenses

could be varied ; alone it enlarged 12 diameters. The perform-
ance was good. No. 3, consisted of two under-corrected achro-
matic lenses combined in the Huyghenian manner; alone it

magnified 25 diameters. When used as the eye-piece of a tele-

scope it gave a pretty good image ; as a microscopic eye-piece,
it was inferior to No. 2 in spite of its superior magnifying power,
except perhaps when used with well corrected objectives of
large angular aperture. With all three eye piece!
of the objectives remained unaltered in kind.f
Troy, N.Y., July, 1st, 1861.

Art. XXIII.

—

On some questions concerning the Coal Formations

of North America. (Continued from p. 25 of this vol.)

By Leo Lesquereux.

Families, Genera and Species of Fossil Coal Plants in the United States.

_ This general examination is made for a two-fold purpose.

f irst
; to see how the remains of fossil plants found in our Amer-

ican coal-measures agree in characters with those of Europe :

or rather to find if these remains of ours cannot give some farther

"gb.t concerning species, genera and families of coal plants. ai -

*.Theorthoscopic eyepiece of Grunow consists of an eye lens p*rti

ghenian.-^, ^!"*
11011^ *^ k™

'

^^
* After this article was in print, I received from a friend a paper of A masa

.

Troy, N. Y., July 23d, 1S61.
ft *' *'

Am. Jocb. Sci—Second Ser^s, Vol. XXXII, No. 95.-£ErT., 1661.
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ready known from European researches. The fossil flora is very

similar to the history of olden
'*

ments and these must be co

elucidated by <

of various nations.

Second ; to present a comprehensive review of the main facts

known up to the present time about our coal flora and to estab-

lish, by a critical comparison, the essential characters of the fami-

lies, genera, and even some species of our coal plants.

§ 1. Fucoides, Brgt.

Under this name, a number of vegetable remains of the coal

have been formerly described and referred to marine plants.

Indeed some geologists have applied the term Fucoides to every

one of those uncertain forms, mostly stems and roots, which could

not be referred to some species known and published before. The
Fucoides are not only very rare in the true coal measures, but I

even doubt if a single specimen of a true marine plant has ever

been found in these measures. At least I have seen none, and

all the numerous specimens sent to me under that name were

incomplete fragments, either of stems or of roots, of some true

coal plants * Mr. Brongniart had already remarked that all the

vegetable filaments considered as Confervites, like those published

by Artis under the name of Hydatica and Myriophyllites, were

roots. Mr. Unger in his classification of fossil plants according

to geological formations, {Genera and species, page 533), quotes

among Fucoides of the coal: 1st (Mor. cat.)

an undescribed and unknown s;v is not even

mentioned. 2d. Chondrites dissimilis (Eichw.) from the moun-
tains of Donetzky in Russia. It is published by Eichwald in the

Urw. Russia, p. 89, t. 3, fig. 3, but rather resembles a Eymeno-
phyllites than a Fucoid. 3. Chondrites trichomanoides Go'pp.,

Systemafoss., t. 30, fig. 26, a plant formerly described by the

author as a Trichomanites and which appears to belong to that

section of Hymenophyllites which I have called Pa6h

(Penn. Report). This plant was found in a kind of shale called

by Mr. Goppert stinlcende with remaius of fishes. 4 and 5. Fit-

coid-s A '.,,/,„ />//*/•}
< Ilarl.) and Fumid,->• Brongniarti (Harl.), both

belonging to the Silurian or Medina sandstone of our country.

6. Rhodomelites bijugus (Eichw.) from the mountains of Russia

with Fucoides subtilis and Fucoides tosniola of the same author.

These two last species are not described. Though Bic

a very good observer, we can but suppose: either that his four

species of fucoides are fragments of coal plants, or that the for-

* We cannot call them either marine or fresh water plants. The coal plants as

.:.:.
• .

•;
; .
_' i

- -; ''

,'etate wit!

of form3 either in or out of water and probaoly both in marine
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mation where they have been found is not within the true coal
formations. •In his Tableau des Genres, Mr. lirongniart mentions
as pertaining to the Carboniferous 'period two Chondrites and two

s. These last two are A. serra and A. dentata belonging
to the Silurian of Canada; the two others also pertain to the
transition formations inferior to the Devonian.

I could easily refer to Fucoides a number of specimens undeter-
minable, branches or stems that look like marine plants. I
have especially a smooth, flexuous, linear, apparently rounded
branch about the fifth of an inch broad, perfectly equal in its

whole length, resembling a piece of Corda filum or of Zostera
marina, found in the shales of the upper strata of the Kentucky
coal measures with remains of fishes and of marine shells. But
describing such remains and referring them to marine plants
would be only an hazardous hypothesis. The stems and leaves
of some plants of the coal of Pomeroy are covered with a brown-
ish, thick epidermis resembling the thick leaves of some Fucacece.

But this kind of skin is mixed with remains of ferns and cannot
be referred to Fucoides without a better proof than this leathery

appearance. Prof. Geinitz does not mention any Fucoides in his

fossil flora of Saxony.

2. Funginece (Mushrooms).

As far as the evidence of fossil plants can be trusted, it seems
to prove that species of the mushroom family were living
during the period of the formation of the coal. It is especially
some of those small, mostly round species of the Hypoxylece tribe,

that have been found attached to leaves and stems of fossil

ferns. One of them is described by Prof. Goppert (Syst., p.

262, t. 36, fig. 4), with the name of Excipulites Neesii on the

Jeaves of Hyraenophyllites Lobelii. The same is described again
oy Geinitz {Verst. p. 3, pi. 23, fig. 13,) on the leaves of Sphenop-

In this last author we have also, belongir

the same tribe, a Depa J tne Gyro-
mices Ammonis, Gdpp. This last species is the only one that has
been found heretofore in our Coal measures of America and that

I have been able to examine. It abounds on the leaves, the

stems and even the naked substance of the shales overlying the

coal (No. 3) at Colchester, Illinois. I have m
of fossil stem, from Carbondale, Penn. (Specimen JSo. ill of

Amherst College). It was first named by Goppert, then de-

scribed and figured by Germar (Verst. fasc. 8, p. 112,

fig- 169) and more recently by Geinitz. It is a small spjral body
•

• .

ively enlarging and greatly resembling our /

'

a small shell now living in fresh water under I

stems of floating plants. Its outer end, which in the figures of

European authors is blunt and obtuse, appears, on our specimens,
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and hollow, like the mouth of a thick shelled mol-

nely striated across; and under a stro»g lens looks

abruptly <

like a beai

of good specimens of this small body, I must admit, contrary to

the opinions of the learned European authors who have studied

it, that it is a true shell, most probably a species of freshwater

mollusc. Internally it is hollow, with a hard, thick, parietal

substance, generally of lighter color than the shale. It is true

that it is often found within the carbonaceous matter of the

leaves and of the stems, and thus would appear to have lived

within the substance or under the epidermis of the plants like

some Hypoxylece. But at Colchester, at least, it is still oftener

found within the naked substance of the shales. Moreover if

it was a shell living on the stems and leaves of the coal, it has

been of course imbedded by compression as well in the softened

woody and carbonaceous matter of the plants as in the soft clay.

Germar has already remarked that he found it on shales, without

any apparent connection with vegetable substance. But he

supposes the possibility of the destruction of all vegetable sub-

stance, except that of this small fungus ; a supposition which ap-

pears somewhat extraordinary. The presence of fresh water

shells in the bogs of the coal can not be doubted after the re-

markable discovery by Prof. Dawson of a fresh water Pupa in

the coal fields of Nova Scotia * And the scarcity of these

molluscans in the coal measures is in accordance with what we

see on the peat bogs of our time, where the number of fresh

water shells is extremely limited. I can not but say again how
difficult and hazardous it is to determine such small bodies

attached to petrified stems and leaves, from the impoffi

examining their internal structure and of finding the spores.

External and variable forms exactly like small fungi are often

mere unorganized bodies, produced by some mechanical or chem-

ical action. All the remains of plants and even the shales over-

lying the semi-anthracite coal of Trevorton, Penn., are covered

with small round vesicles, of different sizes, looking exactly like

Spherice, and are filled with a brown powder resembling spores.

Sometimes the coal itself is fall of them. They have probably

been formed by the ebullition of the whole matter accidentally

stopped during a strong gaseous emission.
, .

Another very remarkable fungus, Polyporites Bowmanm, is

described by Lindley and Hutton in the fossil flora of Great

Britain, (vol. i, No. 65). This species, or at least one, agreeing

exactly with the figure and description of the English authors,

was found in black bituminous shales overlying No. IB coal at

Johnstown, Penn. It is an hemispherical or reniform body,

marked with concentrical zones, especially distinct near and

* Proceedings of the Geological Society of London, (Dec. 14, 1859).
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along the margin. As Prof. Lindley remarked it :
" it is like one

of those fungi belonging to the genera Boletus, Polyporus, Thele-
phora, Dozdalea, &c, (our species rather resembles a zoned Boletus),
which attach themselves to their support by one side, projecting
forward from it and increasing by periodical additions to their
margin, in consequence of which that part assumes a zoned ap-
pearance." The lower part of these Fungi, the llymtnium, is a
more or less thick compound of vertical, cylindrical or angular
pipes or tubes closely united together and containing the seeds.
It separates more or less easily from the upper part or the hat
of the Fungus. Our American specimen is more perfect or
better preserved than the two which have been found in Eng-
land. Two-thirds of the surface show the disposition of the
zones of what I consider to be the lower part of the hat or Pileus.
The balance of the surface, just in the middle of the specimen,
is occupied by what appears to be a piece of the undetacbed
Hymenium. This part, which is concentrical and exactly in
concordance with the zones, is even evidently zoned though less

visibly than the Pileus, and formed of square, radiate and con-
centrical areolae, running around a central point and from it to
the margin. This confirmation can not be compared to that of
a scale of fish. It is exactly that of a compressed and petrified

Boletus. The celebrated English author was only prevented from
giving the same decided opinion by the mark, on the surface of
specimens, of some lines which are not in accordance witii the ra-

ar the margin. This appearance is probably caused
by the superposition and agglutination of some piece of another
plant. The American specimen has nothing like it and it re-

moves the only objection made against the admission of this

species as a true Fungus or mushroom. The black bituminous
laminated shales where it was found contain together with it

abundant remains of Lepidodendron, especially of its leaves and

2. Lichens, Mosses and Liverworts.

Brongniart and other palaeontologists have already remarked

J
8 a peculiar phenomenon, the absence of every trace of fossil

•Lichens, Mosses and Liverworts in the old formation of our
earth. A few mosses and Hepatic® only have been observed in

formations no older than the tertiary,* and especially in pieces

of amber in Germany.f .„ _ . . _

'

Many years ago, I found around Pottsville, Penn., a kind of

laminated soft gray shales, splitting in thin lamellae and resem-

* Heer's Flora tertiary Helvetica and also Ungers' Genera ;
Dunker'sMonegr.;

and Brongniarfs ; •

. _-JH. B. Goppert and G. C. Berendt, die in Bernstein bebndl

gaje der Vorwelt.-Goppert " "
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bling pasteboard, whose surface bears the traces of the remains

of very small, innumerable fragments of thin filaments, mixed
with an indistinct compound of what appears to be very small

detached oval leaflets. At first, I compared them to, and found

them to resemble those indistinct forms of leaves and stems,

which are seen on the surface of the pieces of peat, when &a
matter has been formed by the Sphagnaceae, a tribe of the

Mosses. I have come again and again to the examination of

those peculiar shales, expecting to find some distinct outline of

the plants which cover them with their remains. But nothing

more can be seen than what I had discovered at first, and this is

not enough to authorize the conclusion that these remains are

those of certain mosses.

4. Filices, (Ferns).

The following remark of Mr, Brongniart in his Tableau des

genres, (p. 15) is fully confirmed by the examination of all the

specimens of fossil-ferns that I have been able to collect from

our coal measures. He says: " that he is satisfied that in

fication of fossil ferns, we must establish genera from t

study of the nervation and of its relation with the general form of the

pinnules and of the fronds. That we can not look for n
ackrsto the fru tijir„Hnn, until it has been possible to observe the

sporanges or fruit-dots of the great . " &c. The
number of fruiting species of fossil ferns, found in the coal

measures of the United States, is already great indeed. But I

have not been able to observe in a single case anything else

about the fructification, except the position of the spores rela-

tively to the nerves. And this, even, seldom. The true char-

acters used for the classification of the living ferns, viz., the

form of the fruit-dots, their mode of attachment and their invo-

lucre or Indusium could not be ascertained in a single case.

Among the most remarkable and distinct fruiting specimens of

ferns, I have got two at least, and perhaps three, which show the

sporanges separated from the leaves, appearing to be born on

separate pedicels, as it happens in many species of our time.

One is Staphylopteris stellata Lsqx.,* from the sub-conglomerate

coal of Arkansas. Another, undescribed represents small

bunches of round, flattened sporanges, somewhat inflated on the

margins, and attached on a bipinnately divided branch, on both

sides of a common narrow rachis, resembling the medial nerve

of a Pecopteris. The whole bears some resemblance to a fruit-

ing branch of our common Botrychium Virginicum. It might be

supposed from the disposition of the sporanges, which is like

that of Asterocarpus Sternbergii, Gopp., that the substance of the

* Second vol. of the Geol. report of the State Survey of Arkansas.
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leaflets supporting them has been destroyed by maceration

;

but there is no trace of any such substance and the sporanges
are at some place irregularly distributed. A third species, also
undescnbed, represents a few narrow leaflets, the upper part of a

• b very strong, arched, dichotomous, reticulated nerves
marked, in relief on the stone, appearing like the supports of
sporanges destroyed by maceration. I consider it as the remains
oi the fruiting branch of a Neuropteris. But all these fruiting
branches can not be referred except by mere supposition to
species of fossil ferns known by their leaves and classed by their
nervation. They must be described separately as fruit and
their relation to peculiar species of ferns can not be mentioned,
till they are found in connection with their leaves.
Of course this can not change the views expressed above,

concerning the classification of the fossil ferns, but only force
the admission of one or more of those artificial and unreliable
genera, which may be eliminated by the discovery of better
specimens and with which fossil botany has to be satisfied for
the present.

With the exception of a few species which can be separately
classed as species of doubtful affinity, all our fossil ferns may be
contained in the three following tribes: 1st, Neuropteridece, 2d,
ftcopteridecE, 3d, SphenopteridecB. The great Palaeontologist
koppert, in j Geneva (liv. 3 and 4, p. 48), a for-
mer classification of his Systema, has admitted two other tribes,
the Danaeacece and the Gleicheniaceoe. But we have not thus
tar in our coal measures any representative of the first ; and our
species of the second, like Gkichenites arkmiscafolius Gopp.,

(bphenopteris Brgt.,) belong by their nervation to the Sphenopte-
ndece. Both these divisions may thus be left aside for the present.

1st Tribe. Neuropteridece.

The classification of our American species seems to necessitate
a^slight modification in the subdii Imitted bj
the European author. I would subdivide it in the following

genera: 1st, Noeggerothia Sternb., 2d, Cyclopteris Brgt., 3d, Neu-
ropteris Brgt., 4th, Odontopteris Brgt., and 5th,

1st, Noeggerathia Sternb. This genus was
Sternberg, Vers. p. 28 for the description of the figure of its

Plate 20th ; then by a more appropriate description page 33, and
definitively page 36th of bis 4th book where he limits as follows

lI*e germs of uncertain affinity: Caud&r ignotus ; rami teretes,

pennam anserinam aguantes, aherna, approxi-

nata, obovata, ramum basi semi-amplexantia, apice pectinato-deniata,

integerrima. The author does not mention the nervation but his

description is completed and somewhat modified by Mr. Goppert
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who in his Genera (liv. 5 and 6, p. 107), has described another

specimen of Sternberg's species, Noeggerathia foliosa: and fixed

the genus thus : From toe; pinnaz obovato-cunei-

formes vel obovatce, lateribus petio

nervia num licibus ab ima basi adscen-

dentibus percursce* Goppert then describes two new species of

this genus: N. obliqua am.] X. Bdnerlktna. The figure of both

represent only part of much longer leaves than those of Stern-

berg's species. These leaves lacerated on one side have an ap-

pearance far different from that of the Ferns, to which nevertheless

Mr. Goppert refers this genus. 1 > i Idea u des gen-

res has described again this Noeggerathia foliosa and from the sim-

ple pinnate form of the frond, the rigidity of the leaflets and the

mode of nervation, he compares it to a palm or rather to the

American Zamice. He has thus made a separate family of the

Noeggerathice, and places it between the GicadecE and the Coniferece.

This Family contains only two Genera : Noeggerathia and Pychno-

phyllum,f this last one replacing the Flabellaria of Sternberg or

rather including only / ia Sternb. Mr. Geinitz

in the Yersteinerungen, &c, has apparently admitted Br
views. 'He places the family ofthe the Dicotyle-

donous plants having the same two Genera and refers to Noeg-

gerathia a number o f fossil fruits of the Genus Rhabdocarpos. This

variety of opinion and uncertainty of the characters of both the

genera Noeggerathia and Cordaites, is perplexing indeed. But I

think that the examination of our American specimens, referred

to these Genera may help to fix their true characters and place.

It is evident that both the species published in the report of

the State Geological Survey of Pennsylvania as Noeggerathia

minor and N. obtusa, are true Noeggerathia, according to the de-

scription and the figure of Sternberg's species. They correspond

not only with Sternberg's and Goppert 's description of the

genus, but with the remark of Brongniart about the nervation

and the rigidity of the leaves. The branch figured on plate 1

fig. 10, shows that these plants were at least bipinnately di-

vided. Since the publication of this report I have had oppor-

tunities to examine better specimens of the same species and

especially have lately received from Prof. J. D. Dana of New-

Haven, the figure of a splendid specimen of Noeggerathia obtusa,

found in the old Bed Sandstone of Montrose, Penn., by Rev.

i the base. They must

f This genus is wrongly ascribed to Goppert by Geinitz in his Versteinerungen,

Ac., p. 40. In the Tableau des qenre*. by • « 18J^' Jit

:
.

.
:

-
:

Flabellaria borassifolia (Sternb.).
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Henry A. Riley. It shows the upper part of a frond with three
oblique pinnae somewhat reflexed from their base and the pinnules
or leaves, broadly oval or reniform, the upper one flabellate, all
Finns' . .} to tii" bas< an 1 pinnately attached on both sides of the
rachis by a narrow decurring base. The point of attachment of
the leaves is just as I have figured it in my report. This splen-
did specimen has evidently the general outline and the appear-
ance of a fern and at once puts aside Brongniart's surmise that
the simply pinnate form of the leaf, &c, show it to be analogous
to the Zamifje.

On the other side, I have been able to find in the Anthracite
basin of Pottsville, a stem of Cordaites with some of the leaves
attached to it. It agrees exactly with the one figured by Corda

id entire. It is a simple stem,
about half an inch thick, bearing numerous long, ribbon-like,
clasping leav< -. s] rally pi ced around it, marked with sharp,
narrow, parallel, mostly simple nerves. The leaves are scarcely
narrowed at r; but, as I have seen
it many times and as Corda's figure shows it, the leaves near
the top of the stem become shorter somewhat narrowed at the

! tte-oblong, ymt pf the same form as both the leaves
of'Xoeg miluit tiimrh'mia figured in

Goppert's Genera. I will not sa < a are not
true species or belong to the sam f I believe
that all those broken leaves described by Goppert as Xoeggerathia

°ught to be referred to the genus Cordaites and removed from the

-Fern-family. I think that the genus MagperaiWa should be
characterized as follows

"<"•''• Pinnep, long,

:
' '..,.:

.

triangular, narrowed at ; attached to the rachis

h a narrow sometimes sh fhtly hnimuth, . Xr> * > q ual,_ numer-
-

thus limited I would r
- ' Sternb., A. mi?wr

Lsqx.,jv.o/ ;

i I
!(•

• - Bockickuma

^qx., Cyclopteris dissecta Gopp., C. hybemica, C. McCoyanal

Uiws., withs. m.-oi r'\v angu-

lar base and even perha; s ' ><>• >'!''!>' >'''- ind.n'rciia G« pp. If we
•

- •

of the lower cm a], tl , ^ - " h,] of H"J""n»". all

the other species pertaii I

' 3 '
M thus the

botanical classification very well agrees with the geological distri-

Ma Brgt., of the Permian of Ru.^ia 1» longs to this genus, or it

-
! ha\ •

i mark, 1 it that as thus -] ones is

lound with
i

horizon has not been
e*«etly marked
am- Jour. Sci.-Secokd Semes, V,.:.. XXXII, No. 05. -Sept., 1861.
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i of the leaves ; leaves simple, clasping

at the base, long-linear, marked by simple, equal, parallel, rarely fork-

ing nerves:—I would refer all those ribbon-like leaves so abundant

in our coal measures, and generally found in broken fragments.

Noeggerathia palmceformis Gopp., recently found in the coal fields

tiana Gopp., N.ovata, N. abscissa, N. dichotoma,

X, t .>><, trinhi, X. llruxi /'"in./, X. crassa, all species of the same

author are referable to Gordaites. At least as much as can be

seen from the figures that mostly represent fragments of leaves
*

2. ( 'v -h pt< > is Brgt. By somewhat extending the definition of

the genus Cyclopteris, it would be easy to place in it most of the

/a. But the name of

he priority to that of the former, and more-

over the fine descriptive name, Cyclopteris, represents a kind of

leaves far different from those to which Sternberg applied the

name of Noeggerathia.\ At first, it contained a number of species

established for isolated round leaflets which a more careful ob-

servation showed to belong to species of Neuropteris. As the

relation of species of Cyclopteris to species of Neuropteris is not

easily ascertained, Brongniart made for these doubtful forms a

new genus with the name of Xephropteris. Numerous American
specimens have famish lence of the identity of

most of the species of V , ,, ,,,?. r/\ v, itb some species of Neurop-

teris and Odontopteris. They are mostly large, round leaflets,

placed at the base of the primary pinnae at the point of union

with the common rachis or sometimes pinnules or leaves of an

abnormal form, placed on the common rachis between the primary

r even on the pinnae, between leaves of a normal form.

thus eliminate the genus Nephropteris and refer to Neu-

ropteris the species formerly belonging to it. I can scarcely refer

any American species to the genus Cyclopteris, as it has been

limited by Brongniart in his Tableau des Genres : frond simple,

'pedicellate, symmetrical, round, cordiform or flabellate, entire or lobed,

without traces of medial nerve, all ui from the

basis of the leaf and du or forking to the border.

I have found only a

flabellata Brgt. It is no longer in my possession and I am un-

able to sav if] pean species. I know

nothing more of it but what is said on p. 855 of the Eeport ol

the Pennsylvania survey.

3. Neuropteris Brgt. The celebrated Goppert had in his

Systema admitted a new genu.s, Adumtiks for a number of these

^

: -
t'> I
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species intermediate between Oyclopteris and Neuropteris. But in

his Genera, liv. 5 and 6, p. 90, he puts the classification aside and
admits Brongniart's genus Cydopteris with some modification, so

as to place in it a number of species which I consider true species

of Neuropteris. Indeed, the essential character separating his

genus Cydopteris from Neuropteris is, for the former, the nerves

emerging from the base of the leaves and flabel lately diverging

and dichotomous in ascending; while in the genus X
the medial nerve is marked from base up to above the middle

of the leaves and disappears near the summit. Now, it is certain

that a number of our Neuropteris have for the same species the

two kinds of nervation that characterizes Gdppert's genera. In

Neuropteris hirsuta Lsqx., the long leaves are generally strongly

nerved up to the middle ; while the round lea I

base, as also the upper leaves of the pen«e, which become simple,

have all their nerves flabellate from the base without a trace of a

middle nerve. Neuropteris Clarhom Lsqx., bears on the same

pinna two kinds of leaves, the one longer, narrower and strongly

nerved in the middle; the others shorter, broader, with all the

nerve flabellate from the base. This A'

the American representative of N it oj >,-ns <nn u „ nta oi Lurope,

essentially differing from it by the strong medial nerve that

marks some of its leaves. In New r > < - I '"^ so
,

c0™"

mon in our coal-fields, the medial nerve appears only

larger leaves of the inferior secondary pinna-. In A

£esom Lsqx., again, the leaves attached to the prima

are marked with a strong medial nerve, ascending nearly to the

point, while a number of leaves, attached on the prm,

have not only all their nerves flal * °f»
enlarged in outline and take the form of Cydopteris. Ali our

species of Neuropteris show the BS TtJl*
cordingly, I think that it would be morecon.
at the same time, to fix the genus Neuropt,

h
oval, mostly entire, sometimes U

0l the medial nerve or

Mdlate/h. Tru-lnVh *emnte<
i. < •- .-. r.. •

.: - '

this genus from the former is that in Odontosis t

from the

leaves though separated from each other,

rachis by their whole base or by the grea

nervation is very variable ; the nerves either ru,1 !'"'S ""'":"";

whole base and straight as in Odontopteris Sehlotheimu, or emerging

* As the genus is here limited, both the species JTeuropter

Neuropteris Adiantites Lsqx., ought to be separated from it a
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from an enlarged base, flabellate, diehotomous, and arched as in

the larger leaves of Odontopteris Alpina, Sternb. This last

species, a beautiful one has been lateh found in rtie Anthracite

coal measures of Eh ode Island,* to^etbei with a number of our

common coal plants, mostly the species characteristic of No. 3d
and No. 4th coal. Our specimens are far more complete than

any of those published in Europe. The frond, tripinnately divi-

ded has the primary pinnae very obliquely separating from the

common broad, narrowly and equally striated rachis. The
secondary pinna? are alternate and open or perpendicular to the

rachis. The leaves or pinnules of the lower pinnae are distinct,

somewhat distant, oblong, obtuse, slightly scythe-shaped outward,

one to two inches long, attached to the rachis by two-thirds of

the rounded base. In the upper part of the frond, the secondary

pinnae are shorter and their leaves or pinnules are also much
shorter, reniform or ovate, sometimes united together by the

decurrentbase, the terminal pinnule is very long, oval-lanceolate,

obtuse. Generally the pinnules are shorter on the upper side of

the pinna', :, slightly marked in Sternberg's

figure. The leaves of the lower pinnae have exactly the nerva-

tion of the genus Cycl
,

i >f the Keuropteris with

flabellate nervation. On the upper pinnae, the leaflets even in

the same pinna have i rvation from the middle

of the base, or more generally the nerves emerge from the rachis

along the whole base of the leaflets, thus showing that the species

is a true Odontopteris, as Geinitz has remarked it.

Large specimens of Odontopto gt, obtained

from our coal-measures, show that this species found only in

fragments in Europe, is tripinnately divided. The primary pin-

naa about one foot Ion
| f open ; the secondary

ones are linear, pinnately lobed with the lobes round or oval,

united together near the base or distinct. In this species as in

the upper pinnae of Odontopteris Alpina, the first leaflets near the

point of attachment of the rachis -t and their

nerves run out from a point in the middle of the base of the

leaflet and not along the whole base as in the other divisions.

Another fine and remarkable species of Odontopteris was also

found recently in connection with No. IB at Murphysboro, IU.

It is Odontopteris heterophill«. L>qx., (in >rss. report of the Geol.

State survey of Illinois, 'pi. 2, ii_n 2 to •>). The frond appears

bipinnately divided. Pinna lanceolate in outline or cordate-

ovate. Pinnules or leaves, either entire, obovate-obtuse decur-

rent on the rachis, becoming broader, shorter, cunei

near the base of the pinnae ; or elongated, diversely lobed, with

unequal, linear-long, or short-lanceolate-oval divisions ;
terminal
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pinnule large, deltoid, obtuse, alternately lobed on each side.

aarply marked, inflated near the base two or three times

forked ; in the decurrent leaflets, the nerves are also a little

decurrent along the rachis ; in the other leaflets they run out

from the whole base.

5. jDictyopteris Gutb—This genus so well characterized by its

nervation has still but one representative species, abundantly

found in the whole extent of our coalfields, Dictyopteris obliqua

Bunb. The form of the leaves is variable like their size. The

upper pennse are only pinnately lobed and the lobes separated to

the middle, and short and nearly round.

Columbus, Ohio, July 4, 1861.

{To be continued.)

upon the Freezing of Water at the Pas-

irk, N. J. ; by Aetemas Bigelow.

One of the furnaces having been stopped in the early part of

the month of Jan., 1860, the cistern for cooling acid beiore it is

bottled, became frozen on its surface about two inches deep. 1 he

cistern was within the building and near the side oiit. Ihe

weather but moderately cold. On the side farthest from the build-

ing the water had oozed up through and overspread the surface

slowly freezing at the same time. Attracted by the appearance

" '

l portion of the ice, I examined, and found it composed of

putt-

of the water
'-::

; of plates were also at various t

fig.l,whose faces were beautifully

smooth and perfect, meeting be-

low from their obliquity. The
origin of each mass of plates be-

ing independent of the others,

and extending from below ob-

liquely upwards in three or four

ditferent directions, a cavity

would consequently be left be-

tween the divergent masses, (fig.

1). These laminae were free, ex-
t

cept below, so that a knife thrust 2

thumb was applied with pressure
to their upper edges, the lines

would disappear and the ice at
BrteMui«.u*»"»«"

the place of pressure look solid,
"'

'

'

•» ttie bottom -
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while moisture oozed out on the surface ; but, on the instant of

its removal the plates regained their appearance and position

;

showing that there were intervening spaces filled with water.

The extent of surface was about two square feet.

Directing the water to be drawn off, I left it till the next

morning, when, the cold having increased, the ice was found

solid and transparent, the lines obliterated and the cavities

remaining. The next day was warmer, the ice began to melt,

and the plates were again apparent, less perfect than before but

defined and so loose as to crush under the least pressure.

Wherever it was still firm, pieces often a square inch in extent,

broken off, frequently showed a brilliant iridescence. The irides-

cence was in the structure and appeared to be from the surface

of a plate not in the same plane with the series adjoining it.

"When seen edgewise it presented a well defined line like a fine

crack, but no separation could be made by a knife any more in

that than in any other direction.

A few days after, I found the water in the urn on the top of

the office stove frozen except a central cavity, A fire had been

made and the ice began to melt. On the top, at the centre, the

plates were visible, but imperfect from the melting. Taking out

the mass and hold-
ing it up to the
light, the inner sur-

face was beautifully

marked throughout I

with strong lines

at similar angles to

each other as ex-
isted in the plates

above first mention-
ed, but crossed by
finer lines invaria-

bly at an acute angle, forming rhombs whose angles were slightly

rounded. Fig. 2.

I looked daily for these appearances, as I passed back and

forth, for nearly a mile, between the canal and the river, and

frequently during the mild weather of the succeeding winter

months observed the facts mentioned in the first case, with this

difference, that when the cavities were apparent in thin ice formed

as usual on the surface of the water, the sides diverged down-

ward, being the reverse, in position, of those mentioned in case

first. When water freezes rapidly, the originating centres must

be many, the series of plates of small extent, the cavities fillea

up, a homogeneous mass formed, and no sign of its structure

apparent until the slow thawing of spring reveals it, as we snail

soon show.
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Again, one morning in February, stepping down to the edge
of the river I noticed glistening particles of ice upon chips and
sticks in great abundance, which proved, on examination with a
magnifier, to be hexagonal hopper-formed bodies upon small icy
pedestals. The diameter across the top of the hexa- 3.

gon was about one line. The form was very pert"

and beautiful, with fine lines running around ai _
they were the divisions of the crystalline layers, as
is shown in the accompanying magnified drawing.
Fig. 3.

During the month of February, masses of ice were piled up
along the shore above the reach of the tide, and after exposure
to the warm sun of that month, lost their vitreous transparency
•md became nearly snowy white. Their surface was divided up
nto irregular or oval forms separated by grooves, and lines i

hrough their thickness, like the joinings c

"

rregular crystals. "When a
arge mass was thrown or

Jet fell upon another mass of
ice it broke easily into in-

numerable crystals. These
crystals are irregular and can
be called such only to distin-

guish their general appear-
ance, but almost uniformly
show the obliquity men-
tioned above.
One such mass, fig. 4, had

in the large divisions on its

surface, oval spots, separated b
melting in the joinings. They s

case mentioned above, except i

pletely rounded off by melting.
The noticeable points in these facts seem to be, 1. lhat water

in freezing, under favorable conditions of temperature, forma

plates containing between them thin layers of water. Why
these water layers do not freeze at such temperature 1 am unable

to tell, unless the air bubbles of the parts crystallized are driven

and there confined^

^.v ers from losing
the reason of its higher temperature, tne sa,iiiu «.u~. ---
tnose layers when frozen, to melt more easily than th

even to the depth of many inches. If the idea be correct that

tbe water layers contain numerous minute air bubbles then.the

sun light in passing through the ice, must give "P ^?nl*™g
teat to these bubbles, like the sun shining intoan air^t glaw

s method of freezing and

which the ice of the great

pressions due to more rapid

k me as parallel to the second

as case the angles are com-
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lakes and other large bodies of water breaks up in the spring.

The presumption is that all ice forming on water is produced in

the same manner. But at a very low temperature, the crystalli-

zing centres are so many and the freezing of the plates and
intervening spaces so rapid, that the process could not be dis-

tinguished. Yet all field ice from this latitude to the arctic

regions breaks up in the same manner, by first becoming porous

or " rotten." I would ask, can the snows of the glaciers when
turning to ice, go through such a process of crystallizing, and

can it have anything to do with its supposed plasticity?

2d. The uniform obliquity of its plates, the rhombic i

in case 2d, and the oval spots in the last case indicate a rhombo-

hedral form in the ultimate crystals.

Whether observations similar to these have been made by
others I do not know, but they interested me and led me to make
the accompanying drawings, and also stereoscopic pictures of

some ice masses which had lain exposed for many days to the

action of warm sun light. I had intended to renew these ob-

servations last winter, but circumstances prevented me from

Art. XXV.

—

Note on the probable Age of the White Limestone, at

Sussex and FrankU Jersey. In a letter to

Profs. J. D. Dana and Benj. Silliman, Jr. ; by George H.
Cooke, Prof, of Chemistry, &c., New Brunswick, N. J.

Dear Sirs,—Ai our late visit to Franklin Furnace, Sussex Co.,

N. J., I had the pleasure of pointing out to you, the faithfulness

of Vanuxem and Keating's original description of the geological

occurrence of the roc: and the correctness of

their conclusion, that the white and blue limestones found there,

are of different ages. Since their description was written it has

been asserted that the white limestone is of the same age as the

blue limestone, though changed in appearance by metamorphic

Being confident that the facts cited prove the correctness of the

former conclusion and the consequent incorrectness of the latter,

I quote portions of the paper which bear upon the above points.

The original article is published in the Journal of the Academy
of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, vol. ii, p. 277, and is entitled,

" On the Geology and Mineralogy of Franklin, in Sussex Co.,

N. J., by L. Vanuxem and Wm. H. Keating." They say, "^
whole country to a great distance is composed of what may be

considered as sienite. . . . The sienite of Franklin is found m
beds or layers of variable thickness, running in a direction par-

allel to that of the ridge from the N.E. to the S.W. . . •
lhe
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layers or beds incline to the S.E., dipping under at an angle of

about 80°. Subordinate to this sienite are found linm-tone,

gneiss, and greenstone. . . . The limestone forms a bed without
any apparent parallel seams or divisions. and is peculiarly char-

by its eminently crystallized structure, consisting of

large straight lamellar masses," confu.Hdh nggrtimted. ... It is

of a hue Wi some instances, a pearly lustre,

slightly chatoyant. . . . The direction, inclination and dip of this

limestone are'tbe same as those of the aforementioned sienite.

. "Next to the sienite, but evidently of a later formation, is

found a mass of grauvvacke of no great thickness. This grau-

wacke- is generally fine grained, of a light gray color; the frag-

ments, as well as tin cement which connects them, appear to

belong to quartz. It is found on the north side of the ridge in

thin h.ds or layers, directed from the N.E. to the S.W. and
dipping to the N.W.: this grauwacke is evidently of posterior

formation to the sienite, and must have been formed alter the

surface of this rock had undergone those changes which we at

present observ. in it . for i isti ad of pn - it" a a
j

tr:i ;< sti tifi-

cation, it is found inclining in a diametrically opposite directum,

and covering the edges or crest of the layers of sienite. The
grauvvacke and its mode of superposition can be well observed on
the road from Franklin to Dr. Fowler's (house) at about a quarter

of a mile below the furnace: it is covered by a blue :

which rests upon it in parallel superposition; this limestone is

found in layers or beds of van; r I8 a Pa!
e

gray sometimes of a deeper gra v te texture is

compact or - ?ar the grauwacke it is slaty

A locality, where the meeting of the two rocks is plainly

exposed, is on the left of the road passing from the tavern at

Franklin Furnace to Col. Fowler's and but a few rods from the

former place. The gneiss will be seen dipping at an angle of

<5° to the S.E. and the sandstone (grauwacke) which has the

lithological appearance of Potsdam sandstone, lying immediately

on the upturned edges of the gneiss and d.pping at an angle of

45° to the N.W. The strike of the two rocks is different
;

the

sandstone being 15° or 20° more to the S.E. and IN.K than the

gneiss. The sandstone is as near as I can

exposure not more than 30 feet thick; the slaty limest,

Jes upon the sandstone, is somewhat thicker; perhaps /0 or-80

get thick, and then comes a cberl SS2S
:W Sandstone. Dr Kitchell, Superintendent of the late beoJ. fcur-

^-tX,,,| ( ,,, ,,,,„, :::,d Ihe unconformabihty of the gneiss

and the lm llepor for 18oo, p. 133

and onwards, refers to several localities where this can be seen.

New Brunswick, N. J., July 2, 1861. ,^,
A* JotTE. 8CI.-SECOHD Sebibs, Vol. XXXII, So. 95.-8EPT., 1861.
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:

—Chemical Contributions.

Art. XXVI— Chemical Contributions; by M. C. Lea.

4. On the Action of Nitric Acid on Pkramic Acid.'

On this point very conflicting statements have been made.

Girard, and P < acid is reproduced

by the oxy acid by nitric acid. A similar

statement is made by Kolbe in his Lehrb. d. Org. Chemie (au-

thority not given). In a paper published several years since, on

lar opinion. On the other hand

Wohler stated that his nitrohsematic acid (now known to be

identical with picramic) was not reconverted to picric acid by

the agency of nitric acid. Gerhardt too, in quoting the first

opinion puts a note of interrogation after it, as if to express a

contrary conviction. These differences of opinion have induced

me recently to re-examine the subject and have led to the con-

iat the substance formed is not identical with picric acid.

The following were the reactions observed.

Picramic acid readily dissolves in strong nitric acid to a dark

brown solution. By 15 j is becomes clear bright

red. If then saturated with potash, quantities of nitrate of pot-

ash crystallize out, with much do trace of

picrate. After one hour's boiling the color of the solution is

considerably lighter—the results much the same.
After four hours boiling the color of the liquid was bright

yellow. It was evaporated in the water bath and gave a crystal-

line substance mixed with much resinous matter. To remove

this, it was dissolved in v of cold water as pos-

sible, filtered and mixed with half its bulk of strong sulphuric

acid. On cooling, a crystalline reddish yellow substance separated

which might easily be taken for pi< itfa resinous

But neutralized by ammonia and heated with sulphy-

drate of ammonia it gave no indications of the presence of picric

acid. Tested with cyanid of potassium the results were the same.

By spontaneous evaporation of the solution of the substance m
ammonia, fan-shaped groups of hair brown needles were ob-

tained. Analysis of these showed conclusively that they con-

sisted of oxalate of ammonia disguised by organic matter.

After eight hours boiling the liquid was pale straw yellow ana

by evaporation on the water bath yielded a substance

from the former, bright yellow, and colored intense!y
by cyanid of potassium after previous supersatuv;

ammonia. But treated with sulphydrate of ammonia, it gave no

indications of the production of blood red picramate. but became

greenish brown with production of a greenish precipitate. J n

presence of oxalic acid could not be detected.
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These experiments appear to me to leave no doubt that picric
acid is not formed by the action, either brief, or prolonged, of
nitric acid on picramic acid, but that resinous substances are
produced, accompanied after a time by oxalic acid, which at a
later stage, suffers decomposition itself. All of these s
are however produced in very small amount, the greater part of
the constituents of the picric acid passing off in volatile decom-
position products.

5. On the Preparation of Picramic Acid.

We are generally directed to dissolve picrate of ammonia in
alcohol, saturate with ammonia, and then with sulphydric acid.
1 bese Kiturations are tedious and troublesome, and as picrate of
ammonia is but sparingly soluble in alcohol much of the latter
is consumed, and the solutions are very bulkv. The following
process will be found greatly preferable.

Picric acid (which is very soluble in strong alcohol) is dis-
solved in cold alcohol, and excess of sulphydate of ammonia
added. The liquid then only requires to be evaporated over the
water bath, the residue to be exhausted with boiling water, fil-

tered, and treat, d u ith acetic acid. The picramic acid obtained
in this way is very pure, and the quantity large. In one experi-
ment where the quantities were weighed^ over 63 percent of the
weight of the picric acid consumed was obtained. If too little

sulphydrate be used, picric acid remains in the mother water
Jrorn which the picramic ac 1 crystallizes, and may be recovered
bJ precipitating with carbonate of potash.

. Philadelphia, July 13, 1861.

ART. XXVII.—On the Production of new Coloring Matters by

Decompo dine and Dinitronaphthuline ; by
U. Carey Lea, Philadelphia.

(10

k* the process for preparing naphthylamine by the action of

W placed in a retort with iron filings and acetic acid, and after

the first aci
! receiver

attached a; I » nephthy amine
B "t if a well cooled receiver be al °* the °Pe

"

ration and if heat be applied for some time

f the caustic alkali, a liquid passes over which exhibits the

following reactions
It has°a pile reddish color and exhales the disgusting odor

ot naphthylamine. The pale reddish color becomes pale violet
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by addition of mineral acids. If it is placed in an open capsule

and heated on the sand bath with addition of dilute sulphuric

acid, the pale violet color gradually deepens in intensity to rich

blue purple. After a time, a black crystalline precipitate falls

which must be separated. The brown filtrate by further heating,

again becomes rich purple and deposits a further quantity of

precipitate. But eventually the liquid becomes muddy brown

(A) and yields no more of the precipitate.

This latter is produced at best in extremely small quantity,

and sometimes scarcely appears at all—a grain or two is all that

can be obtained from 50 or more gramms of nitronaphthaline.

The properties of this very interesting and beautiful substance,

as far as could be determined from the very scanty amount ob-

tained for examination* w< re as I .ilows. As caught on the filter,

it constituted liant golden

green glitter. After being dissolved in alcohol, it was obtained as

a dark red powder, which when placed on glass and a platinum

spatula drawn a few times over it, gave a bright green, almost

metallic reflecting surface, contrasting strongly with the red

powder around it.

It dissolved somewhat readily in alcohol coloring it an in-

tensely deep blood red. The addition of a very small quantity

of sulphuric or nitric acid brougl iccession of

then rich purple and finally blue purple, all of the richest shades,

as to require great dilution to render the solution

Diit. The substance exhibits considerable resist-

The alcoholic solution acidula
;id may be boiled without destroying the color; if nitric acid ^

be substituted, the solution by boiling becomes pale straw color,

possibly an effect of the reaction of the nitric acid on the alcohol

present.

The production of a red color by alkalies and a blue by acids

is becoming characteristic of a large number of organic coloring

matters. Amongst these are, the coloring matter obtained by

Church and Perkins from tincture of madder; by the resinous

body obtained by Schiff in the spontaneous decomposition of

naphthyiurea; by the body obtained by Church and Perkins from,

nitrosonaphthaline ;+ by carotin, as observed by Dr. Husemann ;?

by a blue coloring matter obtained from picric acid described by

myself. The frequency of this reaction is constantly increasing

as we become better acquainted with organic coloring matters.

* Much to the author's regret he was obi .

feet upon hia health by manipulating wiw

tun.* **

T
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The substance which I have here described would doubtless
be valuable as a dye if it could be obtained in sufficient quantity,

for the richness of its colors leaves nothing to be desired, but it

is only a secondary product in the reaction which produces it.

Until it can be obtained in sufficient quantity to admit of its

constitution being determined, I propose to call it Ionnaphthine,

from iov
:
a violet*

(2.)

If the muddy brown liquid mentioned at (A) in the 2d para-

aph be treated with liquid ammonia, brown flakes separate.

these be treated with dilute sulphuric acid and bichromate of

deep violet

solution, greatly inferior however in color to the solution of

ionnaphthine. This substance may possibly be identical with

lined byhimbyoxyd-
ating napthylamine by means of nitrate of mercury.

(3.)

If the solution of dinitronaphthaline in alcoholic ammonia
be heated with solution of sulphite of ammonia, the red solution

assumes a rich deep rose color, far richer and more brilliant than

the original solution. I have not as yet been able to isolate this

substance.

Dinitron;; vos as ani-

line. Treated in solution in alcoholic ami

chTorid, it yields a fine blue. Koussin's
M

affords fint- - > obtained with great

facility. Hofmann and Wood's ninaphthylamine as I have ob-

tained it varies from copper to sealing wax red, but does not

seem to me likely to be valuable as a dye. Koussin s alizarine

will no doubt be"very much so.

Art. XXVIII —The Primordial Zone of Texas, with descriptions

of New Fossils; by B. F. Shumard.

.
IN the appendix of Dr. Ferd. Earner's volume of Explorations

in Texas, published in 1842, we find a notice of Tnlob.tes and

other fossils from the valley tf S
:

^rST^d by the author to the epoch of the Lower Silurian system

rin 1 ,;,; .i_ !!>lished in
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these fossils illustrated with excellent figures. For one of the

I tcemer proposed the ge

i

1 1 ich appears

to be nearly related, if not identical with <'•!< 'p^lmlites of Zen-

ker, another and unnamed species possesses all the characters of

- of Owen, while a third erroneously figured as

the tail of the latter is evidently the head of an Arionellus*

It is scarcely necessary to inform palaeontologists that these

to the Primordial Zone, to which,

• lr, Barrande has already referred the Texan strata,

- opinion upon the evidence afforded by the work of

Ecerner, last cited.

We have no farther account of the Primordial rocks of Texas,

until 1859, when the present writer published a notice of their

us. Acad. Sci., St. Louis, vol. i, p.

Calciferous sand group of Iowa, Wisconsin and Minnesota and

themagnesi rt >f Missouri was indicated.

Further explorations have shown that the Primordial rocks

with their characteristic fauna are spread over considerable areas

in the counties of Burnet, San Saba and Llano, and that they

also extend and as com-
paratively little is known respecting their lithological and palse-

ontological features in this, their most southern outcrop hitherto

•gnized on the American continent, I propose in the present

i brief description of them, drawn from a some-

ldy of their characters at a number of localities

visited by the Geological Survey .+
The Primordial Zone of Texas may be described as a series of

light colored, pure and impure dolomites, limestones, chert, cal-

careous and silicious sandstones, gritstones and conglomerate,

presenting an aggregate thickness of from eight to ten hundred

feet, and separable into two well marked divisions, of which the

superior represents the Calciferous sand group and the inferior

the Potsdam sandstone of the northwest.
These rocks are based on reddish feldspathic granite, very

similar in lithological character and composition to ti.

which occurs in the region of the Iron Mountain of Missouri,

and they are succeeded by even-bedded, hard, brittle, remarka-

bly close-textured, pure limestone and alten
compact dolomite, sometimes elegantly variegated with delicate

flesh-colored cloudings. This formation, some of the beds of

which resemble lithog has received the name

of Burnet marble, and mav possiblv represent the B
limestone of the New York'series. The fossils hitherto discov-

* It TitTun]-! me pleasure to acki

«sQ8 were found in

• to giv«
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ered in it are chiefly Orthoceras and Straparollus, but the few
specimens we have found are so badly preserved that they arc-
almost useless for the purpose of identifying the age of the for-
mation.

Calciferous Sand Group.

This formation lies immediately beneath the Burnet marble
and consists of calcareo-magnesian limestone, nearly pure lime-
stone and chert. The usual characters of the group may be
understood from the following sections:—

Section of Falls of Deer Creek, near Colorado Eiver, Burnet

•No. 1. Light-colored calcareo-magnesian limestone with much

j4

chert, 40 ft.

2. Alternations of light gray, thick-bedded, compact and sub-

granular, calcareo-magne.-b pore white,

coarsely crystalline limestone, often handsomely variegated

with pink and purple. The upper beds are more compact and
of finer texture than the lower, .... 299 ft.

" 3. Very hard, light gray dolomite with a pink tinge, 57 ft.

At Marble Falls, Colorado river, just below the mouth of Flat-Rock

, showing the couBectton of the

Calciferous sand group with the overlying formations thus

:

No. 1. Dark, Carboniferous Limestone with Productus semire-

ticulatus (?) Chonetes, Zaphrentis and numerous remains of

Crinoidea, - - - - - - 45 ft.

" 2. Alternations of nearly pure, brittle limestone and dolomite

(Burnet Marble), 90 ft.

" 3. Thick beds of very hard, brittle limestone (Burnet Marble), 55 ft.

" 4. Calciferous sand group, consisting of light and dark

gray, compact t\ nHe, in beds from one to

«x feet thick, ------ 80 ft.

At Mormon Mills, on Hamilton creek, five miles above its confluence

with the Colorado (Burnet county) we find the following section, show-
lng the junction of the formation under notice with the Potsdam sand-

No. 1. Massive beds of sub-crystalline, calcareo-magnesian lime-

stone, variegated with brown and purple and forming rough

• caceous sands

\ with argillo-calcareous r

.f Texas is

MeCul-
,
Thus characterized the Calciferous sand group of I

argely developed in the counties of San SabMianOi
loch, Menard, Mason and to a limited extent in Lampa*
presence may in general be recognized by the rough and pictur-

esque appearance of the country where it prevails.
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Along the Colorado for some distance above the mouth of

Brady's creek and throughout the whole course of the latter

Stream in San Saba county and Deer Creek in Burnet county,

I and mural

bluffs of 3d or Lead fouri, i Jlfjm *'vt,i Limestone of the Osage,

Gasconade and Xinnguji in Misso iri and those of the same geolog-

H Ln; > i ) that MMVj.il ,i .
- \[ - -

bij.pi in I-v,.-, \\ NoiMti and Mimn-»tj. In the u- -

by the branches of Morgan's creek in Burnet county, and toward

the head of
'

die southern

part of San Saba, the formation contains much chert, both com-

pact and in the form of large rough cellular masses with cavities

coated with brilliant crystals of druzy quartz. The beds are

also not unfrequently traversed in various directions by spar

veins. In fact they present all the characters of the productive

ing rocks of Missouri and are of the same geological

of lead will be found within the districts underlaid by these

Fossils.—In the chert beds of the formation we have found at

a few localities Pleurotamaria, Opt

with species discovered by Prof. Swallow and the writer in the

3d Magnesian Limestone of Missouri. No fossils have yet been

found in the calcareous beds of the formation in Texas.

This important division of the Primordial zone in Texas has

a thickness, estimated at not less than five hundred feet. The

sections given below taken by the writer in Burnet county, as-

sisted by Dr. W. P. Riddell and S. Heron, Esq., will serve to

show the character of the different beds that constitute the mass.

Section at a small creek, five miles N.W. of the town of Burnet:—

No. 1. Soft, chalky limestone with well marked cretaceous fossils, 50 ft.

" 2. Gray and bluish gray, hard limestone, of a sandy texture,

in beds from a few inches to a foot thick, and containing Ario-

nellus (Bathyurus (?) planus, Bathyurus depressus, Camerella

sp., Orthis Colorado) o .- microscopica and

JLingula sp. ? - - - - - - ,81 it.

*' 3. Mottled gray, purple ami ^r. . ni-!i, < uihv and sub-crystal-

:

contains the same fossils as No. 2, - - - - 45 ft.

" 4. Slope with projecting ledges of No, 3, - - ^ '

" 5. Slope, - 24 it.

44
6. Schistose coarse-textured limestone, made up of crystal-

line particles and abounding with fragments of trilobites,

chiefly Arionellus, - - - - -
20 ft '
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Section taken about one mile south of the preceding at head of Clear

No. 1. Cretaceous strata in horizontal beds, - - - 110 ft.

" 2. Slope, covered with conglomerate, composed of pebbles

of sandstone and calciferous sand rock, rather firmly cemented, 12 ft.

" 3. Potsdam sandstone, consisting of thin layers of variegated

green, gray and purplish, sandy limestone, with bands of dolo-

beds are highly chm-ovd with trilohiu**. ot which the most

common are Arionellus Texanus, Dikelocephalus Boemeri and

Conocephalites Billingsi, - - - - 40 ft.

" 4. Highly ferruginous silicious sandstone, composed of fine

grains, loosely cemented, passing downwards into coarse grit-

stone and conglomerate. The upper beds contain Lingula and

Obolus(?) - - - - - - 60 ft.

" 6. Flesh-colored granite, interstratified with veins of milky

quartz, - - - - - - - 6 ft.

Section near ffiouth of Morgan's creek :

—

No. I. Coarse-textured, variegated purple, green and brown lime-

stone, soft and crumbling readily to sand, -
- - 52 ft,

" 2. Greenish and gray calcareous sandstone made up of fine

grains, - - 8 ft.

3. Slope, with projecting ledges of white, green and gray

limestone with Conocephalites Billingsi, Agnostus Coloradoen-

«is and Arionellus, - - - - " - 2/£ft.

" 4. Thin beds of calcareo-silicious limestone with same trilo-

bites as No. 3, - - - - - ' 60 "•

" 5. Brown ferruginous sandstone with Lingula, - - 60 ft.

" 6. Flesh-colored granite, - - - " 110 ft
-

The beet exhibitions of this group of rocks occur in the region

of Morgan's creek and its tributaries in Burnet county, i he

remarkable elevation in this region, known as the "Tatur Hill

is composed of this rock. This hill is of truncated conical form,

and rises to the height of two hundred and eighty-four feet

above the adjacent valley. The Potsdam sandstone is also finely

displayed in the southern part of San Saba county and around

Je margins of the granite districts in Llano Nctfta
the strata 1

1

metamorphosed and disturbed as

m the Colorado near the mouth of Slick-Rock creek, Burnet

county, where they are inclined at an angle of nearly 4* .

The fauM the Primordial Zone of lexas is

^ry analogous to that of the Potsdam sandstone of Iowa, Wis-

consin and Minnesota I have not been able to discover any

species common to the two districts but most of the generaare

identical Thus in the Texan beds we have found M
•">

Zxcina, Orthis] CamereUa, Obolus and Capulus, all of whack

^ Jour. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XXXII, No. 95,-Sept., 186L
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genera nave been discovered in the Primordial sandstones of the

northwest except Agnostus and Camerella.

Compared with the Primordial rocks (Quebec group) of Point

Levi, Canada, recently so well described by the Canadian geolo-

gists, the Texan strata may be placed on a parallel with the beds

provisionally designated as A 2 by Sir W. E. Logan (this Jour.,

vol. xxxi, p. 216). The propriety of this reference will become

apparent by comparing the above-mentioned Texan genera with

the following list of fossils given by Logan as occurring in A 3 at

Point Levi, viz:—Orthis, Leptena, Camerella, Lingula, Discina,

Agnostus, Conocephalites, Arionellus, Dikelocephalusand Bathy-

• Descriptions of New Species.

TRILOBITES.

Agnostus Coloradoensis, n. sp.

Head small, nearly circular, convex, length and breadth nearly equal,

rarroanded with a narrow, neatly defined, flattened border, between

which and the dorsal furrows is a small regularly convex surface. Gla-

bella convex, narrow-eonical, m M .!m ued |.< M> rb >rl v. occupying scarcely

twn-thinls the total length of the head, and not quite as wide as one of

the cheeks. A single transverse furrow situated near the trout 'Imdt-s

the glabella into two unequal portions and at the base on .

a small triangular lobe. L'he £rlal>ella is strongly separated from the

cheeks and front border by a deep furrow.

Length of head, (MO of an inch.

Tt bears a close resemblance to x

Mr. Hilling fruiri tin- Primordial limestone of Point Levi,' opposite C

bee. The A. Coloradoensis is, however, a much smaller -

b.-llar ftir.-ow Is situated much nearer the apex and there is no fissure

extending from the glabella to the anterior margin, as occurs in the

Canadian species.

Found in Burnet county, near mouth of Morgan's creek associated

with Conocephalites Billingsi and Arionellus depressus.

Arionellus (Bathyurus) Texanus, n. sp.

Head large, approaching semicircular, wider than long; gla

what regulaily cons.-...

:

.

and nea'rly obsolete in the middle; border in to

occupying about one-third the entire length of the head.

which i> parallel with the front margin, ami has three deep n '

anterior to this furrow is a broad, smooth space sloping from the trout

* The genus Bathyurus of Billings appears to me to be closely rekt«



A line drawn transversely across the middle c

d would pass nearly through to the centre of th

-e passes forward from the inner anterior corner o

the eye, nearly parallel with the axis of the body, u
' ixtreraity of the furrow of the front ma

inwards to the front edge; behind

enly outwards and slightly backwards and cuts the posterior border near

be genal angle.

Pygidium short and somewhai «" approaching

^cylindrical, elevated above the lateral lobes, as wide as one lateral

>be, and occupying about two-thirds the length of the pygidium;

mgs four, separated by deep furrows; posterior margin gently arched

i the middle and armed on either side with a long, curved, diverging

pine (about eight lines long); lateral lobes gently convex, segments

I have seen. It

ie Potsdam sand-

Arionellus (Bathyurus) planus (n. sp.).

Head rather large, appro.-, mr son. .
r moderately ^elev

;l„t„i from the ch

and front by a a
= »b°»e tlu ' ^«*S. 8Kle8 stra

nverging
k virulent

•

'ex, arched posteriorly and not as high as the ^^^Jj^g^

.Leng^'oThea?!. •
M i

i

widlh at aPeX '

°"32
;

In general appearance I

filings, but the dabella o. „-.

general convexity, winch is not th. < <se in the < ... .d- m -h
<

'"

Locality.— In'ih,. l'ut-dain sandstone, head of J

C'-'Untv, a^oeiated with Orthis Culomdoensis, near tuc ^ -•

tion.-LTexas State Collection.

Conocephalites depressus (n. sp.)-

Glabella not much elevated, most convex in the. wHti*.jqmi to

about two-thirdsti J J
,

' g, ,;

Length of the head 0-42 of an inch; length of glabella (

r glabella at base 0"23, at apex ; 16.
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This species is closely related to C. Wisconensis Owen, specimens o

which I have in my cabinet from the Potsdam sandstone of Lake Pepin

The glabella is, however, proportionally shorter and th<

Conocephalites Billingsi (n. sp.).

Glabella < ing about three fourths of the entire

length of the head, about one-third longer than wide, outline strongly

defined by the dorsal furrows, which are deeply excavate.! ;
neck-i'turow

strongly impressed, lateral furrows three on either side, deeply impressed,

the posterior ones curving inwards and backwards from the dorsal nearly

to the neck furrow and reaching rather more than one-third u

across the glabella, middle furrows curved and reaching scarcely more

than one-fourth the distance across—anterior furn>w> mute u if. ai.d

shallower than the others; neck segment much elevated, convex, having

a small median tubercle which is directed obliquely backwards, and has a

small central pit, apparently for the articulation of a slender movable

spine ; front border occupying about one-fourth of the length of the head,

:n g d front with an elevated rim, between which an.

i

irface. Test thin and apparently quite smooth.

Length c

5 well marked species of Conocephalites we have discovered only

portions of the head of several individuals, consisting of the glabella,

and immovable cheeks. They were found in gray coarsely crystalline,

thin-bedded limestone near mouth of Morgan's Creek, Burnet county.

The species is named in honor of E Billings, Esq., Palaeontologist of

tho Geological Survey of Canada.

Dikelocephalus Rcemeri (n. sp.).

Head approaching semicircular, obtusely subangular in front, having a

broad border, with a moderately elevated marginal rim, a groove just

within the rim, and between this and the glabellar furrow a convex sur-

face. Glabella convex, elevated, and, including the neck segment, occu-

pying not quite two-thirds the total length of the head ; sides straight,

slightly converging towards the front, which is moderately arched. The

lobes. The posterior furrow ;'<,•: le and extends

quite across, behind the middle of the

glabella. The anterior pair curve backwards, reach about one

distance across and are situated in advane, „f th, middle. The dorsal

furrows are moderately impressed and distinctly limit the sides of tne

glabella.
^

Pygidium short, having, a broad slightly excavated smooth border,

whose outline is convex on the sides and slightly excavated behind, axis

prominent, narrow-conical about as wide as one lateral lob

*hi border, contracted at apex, separated from the lateral lobes by a dis-
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gently convex, sloping very gradually from thoracic margin to border

;

segments four or five, wide, flattened convex, the anterior one more ele-
vated than the others, posterior ones nearly obsolete.

An excellent figure of the head of this species is given by Dr. Reamer
in his " Kreidebildungen von Texas," (Taf. xi, fig. 2, a), but the author
has proposed no name for the species. Fig. 2 c-d of same plate beloi
to the head of an Arionellus, which has been e

pygidium of this species.

Occurs in crystalline gray limestone, of the age of the Potsdam sand-
" Clear creek, Burnet county, associated with Arionel-

-Texas State Collection.

BRACHIOPODA.

Piscina microscopica (n. sp.).

Shell very minute, conico-subquadrat
as long

; vertex, nearly or quite margin;
area triangular, flattened, extending from apex to posterior margin. Sur-
face marked with extremely fine, concentric lines of growth.

This is an extremely minute species, the largest specimen being scarcely

more than T£ff of an inch in length.

A few examples of this species were found in the Potsdam -

near the sou . Hurnet county. It is associated with

Arionellus Texanus and Orthis Coloradoensis.—Texas State Collection.

Camerelh (sp.?).

There are several specimens of a small brachiopod in the Texas State

j , i's creek, Burnet county,

*hich appear to belong to the genus Camarella recently created by Mr.

Unfortunately, however, they consist merely of detached

and imperfect valves, too much weathered for satisfactory determination

GASTEROPODA.

Captdus (sp.?).

A small, smooth species of Capulus with flattened sides, convex dorsum

nd narrow curved apex occurs with the preceding at Morgans creek,

iumet county, but the characters are not sufficiently distinct to warrant

s m giving a description of it
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Art. XXIX.—On the constitution of the Planetary System: and

on the theory and tables of Mars. d to Marshal

Vaillant) ; by M. IL- J. LeVerrier, Director of the Obser-

vatory of Paris *

The interest which you have taken in the advancement of

astronomy and of our knowledge of the system of the world,

has induced you to follow with kind regard, my protracted

:<>ns' of the four planets, Mercury, Venus, Earth and

Mars. It gives me satisfaction to announce to you the comple-

tion of these researches ;—the last part, relating to the motions

of Mars, is finally ended.

The most practical result of these labors is doubtless by com-

paring theory with observations, to render astronomical tables

more precise. Yet the hope of making the tables of the planetary

motions absolutely exact, seems insufficient to induce an astrono-

mer to undertake a heavy task of 15 to 20 years, were he not

sustained by the thought that he might at least prepare the way

for some new discovery :—an ambitious thought, but one which

has prompted more than one laborious enterprise. Did not the

illustrious astronomer of Konigsberg confess that the theory of

the Sun had not made the progress which we might have ex-

pected from the great number and precision of the observations

thereof?

Laying aside long formulas and tedious calculations, immense
series of observations and dry tables of numbers, in short, all

professional apparatus, I will here speak only of the results of

my labor so far as it relates to the physical constitution of our

system.

The existence of the bodies of our system is made known
in the most simple manner, when we see them. There is reason

to fear, however, that more than one of them may escape us, if,

confining ourselves to direct vision as the means of investiga-

tion, we do not by some independent method make up for the

deficiency of our eyes, even when provided with the most pow-

erful optical apparatus.

The planes of the orbits in which the planets move suffer

displacement in the lapse of time, in consequence of the action

of masses exterior to the sun ; the same is true of the position

of the perihelion of the orbits, and the forms of the orbits even

undergo alteration. It is evident that the amount of these

changes, ascertained by observations, may serve to determine

the weight of the bodies which produce them.

Further, were it to be supposed that the only disturbing

masses were those of the known planets, it would n<

result that the variations of all the orbits would agree in giving

* From Comptes Rendu* de FAcad. det Science*, of June 3, 1861.
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the same values for these masses; if it shall not, some foreign
cause must of necessity have been omitted.
The question presented itself nearly in the following form.

Would it be possible by assigning suit;tbh masses to the known
planets to satisfy all the observations? Or is there somewhere
IB our system a notable quantity of matter, which, as yet, has
not been taken into account, and of which the consideration is
indispensable?

The separate study of each one of the planets affords no
answer to this question, whereas the comparison of all the results
together enables us to decide with certainty. I will take then
the new theory of Mars, and from my previous works, so much
as is necessary to the • bat nothing more.
The position and small size ol Mercury and Mars prevent

them from exercising any important influence upon the bodies of
our system. Observations upon Venus enable us to estimate the
mass of Mercury as one five-millionth (m|T w ») u* that of the
sun

; while the motion of the earth, deduced from observations
<>f the sun, indicates the mass of Mars as one three-millionth

that of the sun. The uncertainty which may exist
in these numbers has no influence upon that which follows.

The mass of Venus is about one four-hundred-thousandth

UoiiVoo) that of the sun. This result is obtained by several
methods; by the consideration of the displacement of the
plane of the ecliptic; by the actual measurement of the period-
ical perturbations of the earth from 1750 to 1810, and from 1811
to 1850; and by the amount of the periodical inequalities of the
longitude of Mercury. These results all confirm each other.

The mass of the* earth is one three-hundred-and-fifty -five-

thousandth
( TjjVtt) of tnafc of fche sun -

This number is derived
from a comparison of the force of gravity upon the earth, with
the fall of our own planet toward the sun.

These being the data, the theory of Mars may be established

°y means of them, and compared with meridian observations

made a century since, also with observations made upon the near

approach of M v - *
. t ..

-' v /'"„ Aquarii, which were made in

Je year 1671 at Paris U Cassini and Koemer, at Cayenne by
Bouguer who went there to investigate atmospheric refraction,

the obliquity of the eel * " r M:iIS -

Now, I have discovered that it is not possible to satis! v in

this manner, all the observations of the planet; to do this com-

pletely, it I. 96 the motion of the perihelion

pi Mars. This increase, if it could be deduced from a change
*n the received values of the roaa

' ,uld not

come from a modification of the mass of Venus (for it does not

exert a sufficient influence upon the movement of Mars), but

?nly from an addition to the mass of the earth, an addition which

" would be necessary to make equal to the tenth part of the

value given above.
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We shall discuss, farther on, the consequences of this result,

confirmed as it is, moreover, by a deduction from the theory of

Venus. The increase in the latitude of this planet, leads us to a

rigorous condition which can only be satisfied by ai \

the mass either of Venus, or of the earth. In publishing the

theory of Venus, I had already remarked that the considerations

referred to above, would not allow any change to be made in

the mass of Venus; that it appeared necessary therefore, to

increase by a tenth part the m:i>> . i'thc ^nrtli : th.it in view of the

importance of this conclusion, it were better, before deducing

the consequences of it, to await the completion of the theory of

Mars. Now, as we have just seen, the theory of Mars itself

demands that we increase the mass of the earth by exactly a

tenth.

I should remark, before proceeding, that Mercury has already

given me a result of the same kind. Observation assigns to the

perihelion of this planet a more rapid motion than that which

corresponds to the masses above admitted. A change of a

tenth part in the mass of the earth, will not account for

and as it is impossible to increase the received mass of Venus, I

have hence inferred the existence of a ring of masses of matter

within the orbit of Mercury. The subject has already been dis-

cussed, and will be still farther prosecuted ; it may not be un-

profitable to repeat the language in which I announced my opin-

ion (Annales, t. v, p. 105)

:

" As a mechanical problem we might satisfy the observed transits of

Mercury across the sun, on the hypothesis of a perturbing body, whose

place is to be determined. It is however indispensable to consider

whether all solutions equally satisfy the physical conditions.
" At the mean distance of 0-17, the disturbing mass would be exactly

equal to that of Mercury. The greal I
could attain

would be a little less than 10°. Must w< liei that a

with a brilliancy more vivid than that of Mercury, would necessarily

have been perceived, graz or before the

rising of the sun ? Or is it possible that the intensity of the dispersed

light of the sun would have enabled such a star to escape detection ?

" At a greater distance from the sun the disturbing body must be less

considerable, and the same would also doubtless be true with regard to

its volume, but the elongation would be greater. Nearer n

contrary would be true, and, although the brilliancy of the disturbing

body would be increased in consequence of its size and nearness to tn

sun, it is possible that a star whose position was unknown, might not be

perceived in ordinary circumstances." ..

"But, even in tin's case, h.,w could a large body having a great bril-

liancy and situated always near the sun have escaped being seen durin3

some of the total eclipses ? Finally, could such a body pass between tne

solar disk and the earth, and not be recognized '?"

_

u Such are the objections which might be urged to the existence ot a

single planet, comparable to Mercury as regards :"



vould produce the same effect upon the

perihelion of Mercury. Aside from the fact that these asteroids would

be invisible under ordinary circumstances, their distribution about the

sun would prevent their introducing in the motion of Mercury, any

"The hypothesis to which we find ourselves conducted, contains noth-

ing extravagant or incredible. A group o{ asteroids is found between

Jupiter and Mars, of which doubtless <>n!y (he principal individuals have

ary spaces contain an infinite number of very small bodies revolving

about the sun. This I- < .-rtaiuiy true with regard to the region adjacent

The principal difficulties presented by the system of the four

inferior planets, are reduced then to an excess of movement of

the perihelion of Mercury, and that of Mars. This two-fold

conclusion is worthy of attention; for if the cosmical matter has

such a disposition, that although partly or wholly invisible it

perihelion, having but little influence apart from this, it is easy

to see how the existence of this matter in this condition becomes
s how the €

highly probable. . c .

i

Now this is, in fact, the mode of action of a series of minute

bodies forming a ring about the sun, and revolving from west to

east, in the same direction as the other planetary bodies. Ihese

bodies, as a whole, could scarcely change the excentricity of

the orbit of a planet or cause any sensible periodic inequality in

the longitude. Their effect upon the perihelion, however, might

become considerable, since it is the sum of the separate effects

of each one, so that the final result is sensibly the same as it the

whole amount of matter was concentrated in a single mass, buch

are the considerations which have induced me to.admit the
>

ex-

«*ence of a ring of intra-Mercurial asteroids. The theory of

Venus and that of Mars now unite, in confirming these con-

clusions. , . ,

Let us return to the examination of the causes which acting

at the other extremity of I
^ fC'anbtto increase the motion of the perihelion of Mars They can be

accounted for, as we have said, by supposing the ™««J™
earth increased by a tenth part. The motion of Venus m latitude

demands thesan/e increase of cosmical matter; but o the other

band, there is a difficulty with regard to ^e parallaxof he su„

These demands can all be satisfied and the d Acuities *U

*ade to disappear by admitting that the^^^^^
wgto observation are situated at the same distance from the

sun as the earth have a total mass equal to the tenth of that ot

,. XXXII, yq- 95.—Sept., M6L
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) the mass of

the earth would do. If it is situated very nearly in the ecliptic,

it will produce the same effect upon the orbit of Venus. It will

have, moreover, no influence upon the periodic terms of the

perturbations of Venus and Mars. Finally the relation existing

between the mass of the earth, gravity and parallax of the sun

will not be altered.*

At the beginning, we had hoped that it would be possible to

derive the true mass of the earth from the periodical perturba-

tions of Mars, and from its secular perturbations, some knowl-

edge of the total mass of the asteroids situated between Mars

The first part of this attempt has only half succeeded, on

account of the peculiar circumstances of the observations. There

was simply reason to believe it unnecessary to increase the mass

of the earth. We see at once what high interest attaches to the

direct determination of the velocity of liuht. and, in consequence,

of the amount of the solar parallax. We should thus solve a

nice question.

The estimation of the total mass of the small planets situated

between Mars and Jupiter, becomes impossible if the group of

asteroids which is found at th< ^uu*> distance from the sun as the

earth is admitted to have any influence. There being no means

of separating completely the effects of these two groups, it is

only possible to assign the superior limits of their masses, by
attributing to each of the groups successively the whole excess

of the movement of the perihelion of Mars. It is thus deter-

mined, that the whole amount of matter constituting the small

planets situated between the mean distances 2'20 and 3'16 can-

not exceed about one-third of the mass of the earth.

The constitution of the inferior (or intra-Jovial) portion of our

planetary system, deduced from a discussion of observations,

may then be summed up as follows:

1st. Besides the planets, Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars, there

exists between the sun and Mercury a ring of asteroids whose mass

is comparable with the mass of Mercury itself.

2d. At the distance of the earth from the sun, is found a second

ring of asteroids ivhosemass is not greater than the tenth part of the

mass of the earth.

3d. The total mass of the group of small planets situated between

Mars and Jupiter is not greater than the third part of the mass of

the earth.

esult depends on so small a
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4th. The masses of the last two groups are complementary to

each other. Ten times the mass of the group situated at the distance

\ plus three times the total mass of the small planets between

Mars and Jupiter, form a sum equal to the mass of the earth.

The last conclusion depends upon the determination of the

stance of the earth from the sun by observations of the tran-

ts of Venus, a determination which astronomers agree in con-

sidering as very accurate.

Art. XXX.— Upon some Improvements, proposed by Sir David

Brewster, in the Photographic Camera; by Edwin Emerson,

of Troy Univ., N. Y.

Sir David Brewster in his "Treatise on the Stereoscope"

repeatedly and earnestly insists on the importance of taking the

photographic negatives by a lens of very small aperture; he

gives as a general rule, (p. 177,) " an aperture as large as the

pupil of the eye ;" and he makes, also, the following declaration

—"I have no doubt that when chemistry has furnished us with

a material more a * J"**
in,:)

a camera without lenses and w 7 \ ihe favor^
instrument of the photographer;" in the mean time, however he

suggests that "the use of a lens of rock-crystal, which has a low

dispersive power, and having the ratio of the curvature of its

surfaces as six to one with an aperture of one-quarter of

an inch, would make an approximative^ perfect camera, (pp.

137, 138). . . .

Being convinced, by the excellent results obtained by myself

that a s°mall aperture was indispensable to ^su^ssmipoint of

sharpness, which was a confirmation of Sir David Brewster s

main idea, and having been furnished, by my friend Prof Rood,

with an instantaneous collodion, I begai

periments, Brewster's not
use of a quartz lens for the camera, 1 also e^vu.^.
termine approximative^ how small the ^aP

hraf™^e

re
°

ê
jary photographic camera should be reduced so as to.secure

>

tne

best results! The instrument in my passion » a^ ex^
lent stereoscopic camera, fitted with tu-o portrait combination

tubes, and the
1

b "» !™
omoared

results were either obtained by this camera or were compared

^PhotoJSpheni generally focus upon the ground £"?*•
camera with the unaided' eye, and, ot course, a .- or >n c

instances get on! ' vl nr 8 inches
when the apertu:

'

-

nZuS at aU
focus, only a small portion of the whole picture is in locus ai au.
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Those who use a magnifying glass and a smaller diaphragm

succeed better, but by neglecting to reduce the diaphragm to S

minimum, their results are by no means as perfect as they might

be. By the aid of a common magnifying-glass one and a half

inches in focal length, with which to view the image on the ground

glass of the camera, and an aperture of two-fifths of an inch in

the diaphragm in taking the negative, I was able without any

difficulty, to obtain results fully equal in point of sharpness, to

the best French transparent views. But in attempting to im-

prove upon this, by reducing the aperture and by increasing the

power of the focusing-lens, two difficulties were experienced,—

1st. The light was so much diminished that it was well-nigh im-

possible to see minute shades of difference in the sharpness of defi-

nition, and, 2d. The inequalities of the finest ground glass were

so much enlarged as seriously to obscure and distort the view

projected upon it. This last proved an insuperable bar to any

higher degree of excellence by these means, as a single irreg-

ularity in the ground glass was magnified quite enough to ob-

scure many fine details. Moreover, with a small diaphragm of

the size recommended by Brewster, the light was so faint that a

variation of half an inch in the distance of the lenses of the

camera from the ground glass, produced no perceptible

in the sharpness of the image. A series of experiments was then

made with two objects in view,—1st, to carry up the power of

the focusing lens, and, 2d, to subsitute for the ordinary ground

glass of the camera something of finer texture so as to stand the

microscopic enlargement, and of more transparent quality *

to increase the light.
A

with the delicate yello

carry the magnifying power to fifteen diameters with an aper-

ture of one-fifth of an inch. At the suggestion of Mr. Grunow,

of New York, a plain glass plate, lightly covered with dust was

tried, which with a power of fifteen diameters rendered
the employing of an aperture of three-fifths of an inch. But in

all the experiments with a single microscope the focus was too

indefinite and uncertain for the accurate work
T

'

although the sharpness obtained
had seen produced by the professional

]_

among both B an artists i

tography there seems to be a wide difference of opini

. be regarded as a standard on this imporl

I have not seen a suggestion of the proper means of determ-

ining it; which is, undoubtedly, an appeal to the compound

i far beyond anything I

photographers. Indeed,

ttears in pbo-

At this stage of the investigation Prof. Eood constructed for
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This instrument I had intended to use upon the focussing
plate of plain glass deli- 1.

cately covered with dust

;

4&
but it occurred to me that Jl

-

would answer to focus KI Tfo)
upon, and if so, all the ob- IpS-.--..-

,

struction caused by mag-
nified particles of dust, )

'

and the want of sufficient Q, Polished plate glass substituted for the
light caused by the Opa- ground glass, having fine lines drawn by the

' ", <"
; :

or anything of a similar ™f*A ,

character, might be en- and out.— - h a projection

tirely Overcome A trial at the objective end at right angles, so as to ap-

show
Jed™he amount * *—* - the fl" *°rte <" ,he «*-

of light was very greatly increased ; but I was now unable to de-

termine the position of the image projected by the lenses of the

camera. The lenses of the camera in connection with the lenses

of the microscope formed a telescope of considerable power, the

lenses reciprocally supplementing each other, so that no matter

where the image produced by the lenses of the camera might be

formed in space, the microscopic focusser could be readily ad-

justed to sr« sot view. To obviate this uncer-

tainty, fine I

; nmond, one-twentieth

of an inch apart, upon the surface of the pla.n focussing-glass

nearest to the lenses of the camera; the microscope was then

carefully adjusted to distinct vision of these lines, and its lenses

fixed in that position ; it was now easy to cause the image formed

ty the camera to coincide in position with these parallel lines,

and thus the perfect physical locus for the sensitive plate was

absolutely determined, allowance, of course being made for any

difference between the chemical and visual foci, «rmcn this ar-

rangement afforded a means of adjusting with the greatest ac-

curacy.

,
By this method of focussing very small ol

gle leaf of an elm tree over half a mile diflta

• , . ,/ -.---- .... -

:
! -

.

:

" ! - '

indistan,,
y-nd he

power of the singnicro
P
s

P
coPe. The use of a very small dia-

phragm enabled me now to secure the finest < ( ,
l.> a r ,

oigoott visij ;;;;.,;;!'•:,;:::
bear examination under the compound mid-.
of 150 to 200 diameters; or, in other w<>r.Lyuth a power »
Wgh as the structure of the collodion would bear. Up to this

time I had supposed that the lenses oi my e nneryvere ol the

same focal length, as very delicate .™£»
detect any discrepancy between them ; but by this method of focus-
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sing, a variation of no; ch was detected imme-
diately. By the use of the instrument the aperture was reduced to

one-tenth of an inch, which from careful experiments I regard as

about the minimum for good results, for lenses of six inches focus.

I was now prepared to test the ideas of Sir David Brewster,

1st, with regard to a small aperture, 2d with reference to a rock-

crystal lens, and 3d, as to a pin-hole alone substituted for a lens,

in connection with a very rapid collodion. By means of the

binocular camera I was able to make two experiments simultane-

ously, on the same plate, the left-hand view being taken by the

portrait combination, and the right-hand view being taken with

a quartz lens, or a common glass lens, or a pin-hole, as the case

might be. The scenes or objects photographed were always

exposed to the full light of the sun ; and the plate, in each pair

of experiments, was, of course, subject to a uniform treatment,

under similar conditions as to collodion, baths, &c. I was thus

able to compare the results of the various experiments side by

side with the action of the achromatic combination ; as follows—

Portrait combination, 6 inchesfocus.

',. Thirty seconds exposure, £ inch

diaphragm, good negative, would
stand a magnifying power of 30
diameters.

. Two minutes exposure, ^ i"CQ
diaphragm, strong negative, view

field, would
stand a magni

yV inch diaphragm, negative

good, but would not stand a power
1 of over 50 diameters.

5. Pin-hole diaphragm, could see

nothing distinctly to focus upon,

four minutes exposure, very taint

6. Pin-hole diaphragm, seven min-

utes exposure, strong negative,

but no fine details.

7. Common glass lens, 6 inches fo-

cus, ^j- inch diaphragm, two min-

stand 30 diameters, tolerably.

Quartz lens, 6 inches focus.

1. One second exposure, I inch dia-

.

2. Thirty swonds e.\|

diaphragm. Action slightly

quicker, more contrast, but would

not stand a magnifying power of

5 diameters.

3. Two minutes exposure, *fc
inch

stronger negative, and would not

stand a magnifying power of 5

4. Two and a halfminutes exposure,

tV inch diaphragm, no quicker

action, negative would only stand

a magnifying power of 4 or 5 di-

5. Pin-hole diaphragm. Similar re-

6. Pin-hole diaphragm. Similar re-

sult.

7. TV inch diaphragm, two minutes

than the glass, more intense neg-

ative, but not as sharp, owing

possibly to a slight double refrae-
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Portrait combination, 6 inchesfocus. Pin-hole alone.

1. One second exposure, one inch 1. One second exposure,—result

diaphragm, a good negative. nothing.

_'. Thirty seconds exposure, half 2. Thirty seconds exposure, result

inch diaphragm, a good negative. almost nothing.

3. One minute exposure, \ inch 3. One minut.' e?q->o>ure.— faint

diaphragm, good sharp negative. shadowy outline of" a picture.

diaphragm, excellent negative, contrast hetwt <-n iiVit and >hau<;

details of ol i but exceedingly blurred in all the

under a magnifying power of 100 details.

-5. 'Unv. • sure, view of

over-exposed, with TV inch dia- a white bust in the sun-light, good

phragm. contrast of light and shade, pic-

ture only ofthe prominent outlines

looked like a very rough mosaic.

6. Three minutes exposure, TVinch 6. Seven minutes exposure, negative

diaphragm, good negative, but strong enough to pi

not sharp enough for a power of no sharpness at all

50 diameters. red and confused.

The results of these experiments may be summed up

; and thick-
practice that a quartz lens is quicker in action

ss lens of the same aperture, <™"*

2. A quartz lens is very slightly quicker than the double

combination of achromatic lenses ; but it will not afford any

tbing like so sharp details even under the smallest diaphragms.

" A quartz lens camera with i inch aperture" is, therefore, very

far from being " an approximative^ perfect camera.

3. The simple pin-hole will not compare under any circum-

stances with the commonest glass lens; as it gives no sharpness to

the picture, and requires from three to seven minutes exposure

with the most sensitive collodion. This lack of sharpness might

have been predicted theoretically. To give sharpness to

e, the pin-hole must be as small
the

' required "say the ten-thousandth of an inch otherwise the

of light from a single point travelling such paths as^axe

:ated in the diagram produce necessarily a blurred image,

view
rays

indicated In the diagram" prod
thus- (fig. 2,) i. e., sharpness win uc

*n proportion to the smallness of the

pin-hole; now as a pin-hole of the

i\th of an inch in diameter requires

with the most sensitive collodion an

exposure of several minutes, it is

apparent that a hole the ten-thou-

sandth of an inch in diameter would -

require an exposure entirely impracticable. We are compelled,
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therefore, to regard Sir David Brewster's pin-hole camera as an

optica] as well as ;i j-hot.^raphical absurdity.

4. The diaphragm for lenses 6 inches in focus, can be reduced

down to about an aperture of one-tenth of an inch with a very

decided improvement in sharpness, if the compound microscope

is used to focus with on a plain glass focussing plate ; but when
we reduce the aperture below this there is a loss of sharpness;

be, to the approximate parallelism of the rays.

use for a pin-hole camera would be as a simple

t for testing the sensitiveness of collodions, and I would

recommend it for this purpose.

Troy University, August, 1861.

•in- it may 1

Art. XXXI.—On the Age of the Red Sandstone formation of Ver-

mont; by E. Billings.*

I have lately been examining a tract of the Calciferous sand-

rock which lies on the boundary line between Canada and Ver-

mont on Missisquodi Bay. The rock is exposed here in long

parallel ridges, over an area of eight or nine miles in length and

from one to three in width. On the east side of the exposure

there is a ridge of greyish sandstone which I traced south across

the boundary line, after crossing which it soon becomes inter-

stratified with thick beds of rock of a chocolate red or brown

color. It is here the typical red sandrock formation of Prof.

Adams. Hearing that Dr. G. M. Hall and Rev. J. D. Perry of

Swanton had discovered trilobites near this

them and they kindly conducted me to the locality. It is above

two miles south of the line and one mile or a little more east of

the Highgate Springs. The individual fossils are abundant in the

red sandstone but I could find only two species, a small Theca

and a Conocephalites. Of the latter we found only the head but

the specimens are very numerous and some of them well pre*

served. The species resembles Bradley's G. minutus but is a

little larger and I think quite distinct therefrom. It is a true

primordial type and if we are to be guided at all by Palaeontol-

ogy we cannot regard this rock as lying at the top of the Lower

rat at the very base of Barrande's Second Fauna if not

indeed a little lower. It is therefore not the Medina Sandstone

but a formation somewhere near the horizon of the Potsdam.

This accords exactly with conclusion drawn from the evidence

afforded by the fossils discovered by our survey at Quebec last

Museum of the Geological Commission, Montreal, Canada, July 22, 1861.
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Art. XXX' s: Notice of
the Agricu f Kentucky
and Arkansas ;* by Prof. S. W. Johnson of Yale College.

In no country has there been so much popular appreciation of
practical science as in the United States of America. Scarcely

one of the S \ olume or volumes of Geological

and Natural History Reports, and though some of them have
been content to confine the work to the merest outline of the

general and industrial geology of their territory, and have ex-

pended but a few hundreds of dollars in the undertaking, others,

like New York, have embraced all the branches of Natural Sci-

ence in their survey, have prolonged the work of exploration or

elaboration through many years, and have devoted money to

these objects with unsparing hand.
The results of these surveys as they stand recorded m the

numerous volumes published 'by the States and by the General

Government, are of very unequal merit, as might be expected

from the wide range of country explored, from the various degrees

of interest and appreciation governing the many Legislatures

which have authorized these labors and from the
#

exceedingly

unequal ability of the individuals charged with their execution.

These explorations have originated in all cases with our scien-

tific men. It is their influence either brought to bear immediately

upon the legislative bodies, or exerted less directly through

cultivated and public spirited persons to whom the possible

benefits of geological surveys have been explained—that has

accomplished this vast work. .

'

. .,

The enterprises of which we speak being sustained pecuniarily

at the expense of the people, and depending from year to year

in many cases upon the popular vote, it has been not only
]

support such undertakings. It has been no less proper m pre-

senting the results of the surveys, to lay stress on
t

tne
:

aiscoyenes

Wing industrial bearings which are the fruits of *he » or
^

In those States where large quantities of roetaHi sores occur

the interest of capitalists engaged in mining has often sufficed to

inaugurate a geologtal survey In other states the agricultural

sentiment has had to be operated upon. .

Great results have been promised, to agriculM.from he appl^

cations of geology and chemistry, and a great deal of labor has

* 1st, M, 3d and 4th Report9 of the Geological Survey of*^ ™££i
H ^P ,* ^ the G*

| ofRobew Pirn,
1 Geology by Dr. D. D. Owen, principal Geologist, anu vi.
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been performed in the attempt to satisfy the hopes that have

been thus excited.

The chief object of the present notice is to inquire what has

been really accomplished for the good of the farmer, by the s

'

entific surveys thj '

'

The labors of I

Arkansas Surveys being the most recent and extended attempts

of this kind, we shall mak*e them the basis of our inquiries.

If we except a few pages of general remarks on the theory of

vegetable nutrition, &c, which while useful to the practical readers

of the Report contain no new facts or principles,—the whole

effort of Dr. Peter has been concentrated on the analysis of soils,

marls, rocks and ashes. He publishes in the four Kentucky Re-

ports analyses of 375 soils, and in the Arkansas Report, 187, in all

562 soil analyses. Besides, we find the results of examinations

of 145 rocks, shales, &c, and of 38 ashes of plants, making a

grand total of 795 agricultural analyses.

The agricultural fruits of the surveys of Kentucky and Ar-

kansas are then to be sought in these analyses.

It certainly will strike all that the amount of work performed

by Dr. Peter is unusually great. It is now but six years since

the Kentucky survey was commenced and in that time the Dr.

has not only analyzed 795 soils, but has executed 516 analyses of

ores, slags, mineral waters and coals, making an average of two

analyses for every three days of this whole period. 1

Dr. Peter states he has accomplished with the help of one intelli-

gent assistant, and by a special organization of his laboratory

and his operations whereby the utmost economy of time was

secured. We have had such experience of the advantages of a

similar system, that we are not prepared to doubt that the chemist

who adopts a plan of analysis which fully satisfies him, and from

which he never departs, may execute such an amount of work.

At the same time we must bear in mind that the only control

Dr. Peter offers for the accuracy of his results is, that the sum ot

the weights of the separated ingredients equals their original

conjoined weight, no time being allowed to repeat a determina-

tion, or to prove the purity of a precipitate.

The Analytical Process followed in these analyses is not by

any means so minute and full as we should be warranted to

expect, when their author declares (4th Ky. Rep., p. 57) teat

" such a work to be eminently useful must be thorough ana

exhaustive;" for soluble silica, chlorine, nitric acid and ammonia

are not at all estimated, and the condition of the iron, whether

protoxyd or peroxyd, is not noticed. It is worthy of notice tn«

carbonic ac i ays present in atomic proportions
- — • -J:~.t being

noticed
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in the description of the analytical process, and that figuring in

the analyses does not appear to have been directly estimated,

but to have come from the oxalic acid of the reagent shelf.

If, as might easily happen, the contrary not being proved, a

portion of the lime dissolved by hydrochloric acid exists in these

hate or phosphate, then the assumption that

it is united to carbonic acid introduces an error into the summing
up (which in many cases is exactly 100) and shows that a quan-

tity of some other ingredient has been overlooked.

For the estimation of phosphoric acid a highly modified form
of Sonnensc ployed, but our author does not

give the figures which prove that his changes are improvements.

Admitting however that the analyses are correct—we next
'

i what is their value—what useful deductions from them

in these Eeports.

the introduction to Vol. i, Kentucky Survey, page 13, Dr.

Owen says: " By consulting the numerous interesting results

obtained by the chemical analyses of the soils embodied in the

pages of this report, abundant evidence will be gathered of the

vital necessity of wide dissemination amongst the farming com-

munity, of the knowledge to be obtained by a correct insight

into their chemical constitution." In the same volume, page

373, Br. Peter remarks that he was impressed ' that when the

composition of our Kentucky soils and minerals in general, is

once accurately establish "f
t0 our wan

i
s a

l

nd

uses would be obvious to all well informed persons. He has

therefore consumed the time mainly in the analyses, and made

up his report principally of the results."

rt
In the agricultural section of the Arkansas Survey, p 47, Dr.

Owen says :—" principally from .
^ tan the

1st form an intelligent opinion as to the cor,
:

fertility of soils, and their suitability to the growth

Plants, as well as judge what applications may be requi

way of lime, bone earth, plaster of Pans, ashes, or salts of pot-

^r.°Pe'tetin the same volume, page l^V^"^"*
b
*

believed that by no other mode than by chemical analysis or by

the more tedious and laborious method of actual exper ence, m
cropping for i series of vears and publishing a record oi the

soils of a State be presented to the pubhc ^***
f

b
{ r̂
™

tmg this Geologic^-Agricultural Surv,y, the fc a e o A, a
>

a>

not onlvaids materially in the progress of the
f ' V ''

/
of the civilized world, and that of the sod in P«|J«K «£
Jakes the most effectual mo ^taffiEd
;fcm^^^ which, since

the value of the land

red in the

the wise lead of the older state of Kentucky,

the institution of her geological survey,
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in the regions examined and reported on has been very greatly

enhanced."
In the Agricultural Geology of Kentucky, Report 2d, p. 9,

Dr. Owen says: "Placing implicit reliance on the cap;

chemical science to indicate by the analyses of soils, the ingre-

dients removed by the cultivation and harvesting of successive

crops, it was hoped that by collecting samples of the virgin soil,

and of the same soil from an adjacent old field, that not only

the different substances assimilated out of the soil could be as-

certained, but also the exact proportion of these so that the far-

mer might know precisely what must be restored to the land to

bring back its original fertility."

These quotations sufficiently show what were the opinions

which led our author to devote such an amount of labor to the

analysis of soils, and indicate in general, what results were ex-

pected.

In the 2d Arkansas Report, p. 49 etseq., Dr. Owen "proceeds

to explain in what way soil-analysis becomes of value to the

farmer." He desires " to call particular attention to this subject,

because the opinion has been expressed even in this year (1860),

and by those having a high standing in the scientific world, that

chemistry is incapable of conveying any useful information to

the farmer by analyzing his soil."

On the six following pages of the 2d Ark. Rep., and on page

80 of the 4th Ky. Rep., Dr. Owen gives the most compk
of the teachings of soil-analysis which we are able to find in

the five volumes before us, and as these are his latest

on the subject, and as he then had the data of 389 analyses, viz.

of 187 Arkansas soils and 202 in the three volumes of the Ken-

tucky Report,—these being refrered to on the pages we are quoting

• from,—we are warranted in considering what he has here pre-

sented, as embodying the strong points in favor of soil-analysis.

We will notice them separately as gathered from both Reports.

1st. "Anyone who will take the trouble to inspect the analy-

ses of the 187 Arkansas soils will see that the relative propor-

tions of the eleven mineral constituents of these soils is very

accurately given."—2d Ark. j

If we adm" "
"

fair accuracy the composition of the two grammes c

perimented with in each instance, we do not therefore allow

that the composition of "these soils" considered as representing

Sural districts, or even

single fields, is "very accurately given."

Here at the outset the distinguished gentlemen who have con-

ducted the 'geologico-' and ' chemico-agricultural' part ot t

Kentucky and Arkansas surveys have taken for granted, wn«

being an error, overturns their whole reasoning, and renae

their soil-analyses comparatively worthless.
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Years ago, following the teachers of agricultural chemistry in

his country and England, we believed that soil-analyses were
daDted to be of exceeding use to farmers. Having practised

I chemistry sufficiently to undertake the work, we pro-

fhen on a vacation visit, to collect some farm soils for

the purpose of applying our skill and knowledge. On putting

down the spade and post-augur into the drift overlying the low-

est Silurian of Northern New York, we were at once struck

with the difficulty of procuring an average specimen. The soil

for a depth varying from two to six inches was quite fine, but

below that depth largely mixed with gravel. On comparing

different samples taken from a small area, it was plain that the

soil was not a fit subject for analysis. The relative quantities

of organic matter as indicated by the color of the surface of small

stones,—some quartz and granitic, others slate and limestone

of several geological members,—were astonishingly variable.

Here we found the soil sandy, there it was clay. To take a

sample from one place was to do obvious injustice to the sixty-

acre field. To take it from a dozen places would not render the

selection of a fair sample any more certain. Then as to depth

-was it proper to go down six inches, one foot or how far?

Had the field been a bed of iron ore, assays of a dozen samples

taken from different parts would have indicated very satisfacto-

rily the general value of the deposit, would have served as data

for buving and selling the property, because the worth ot an

unworked bed of such ore depends less upon its content ot iron

than upon external circumstances which affect the extracting of

the metal. Had the field been covered with rich dressed copper

ore to the depth of six inches, it would have been necessary to

divide it up into small parcels of a few tons, average these care-

My and as carefullv assay each one. No one wou « ™k P"[;

basing a hundred thousand tons of copper ore on the analysis

of one
&
or of a dozen samples, 1 VV£

termix or average such a mass of material as that a dozen sam-

P^ho\d^^
to procure a specimen which ac StfSL
fieldord.V

;

of cases,

md VP™ >
\

analyS
1 LZ when we con-

.
This argument applies with the greater force when

i

we
^
con

*derhow
b
small a proportion of the "^^^™£l£

any immediate use in feeding crops The really

^

cr^ h f
matters of a soil are not reckoned by per cents nor by tenths ot

Per cents, but by the minutest fractions.

A heavy crop of thirty-seven bushels of^ 8™n ™
straw incl/ded, Lnoves from an acre$J$™«^™of mineral matters. According to Dr. reter s weigu &
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of the Kentucky soils, we may assume, that taken to the depth

of a foot, an acre of soil weighs 3,000,000 lbs. All. that is re-

moved by the heaviest wheat crop then in one year is but 3 o,io o>

or 0-0033+ percent.
It follows that the annual removal of the heaviest crop of

wheat from a soil for 100 years diminishes its mineral matters

by less than 0'4 per cent. If then, in the selection of a sample,

the average composition is departed from to the amount of 4

parts in 1000, the analysis may misrepresent the soil, by the

value of 3700 bushels of wheat per acre, or by what represents,

so far as mineral ingredients can, the fertility of a century.

What freaks and accidents is not the soil-analyst the sport of?

A bird, squirrel, or dog relieving nature at the spot where he

collects his sample, innocently magnifies the phosphoric acid or

alkalies of the surrounding thousand acres a hundred fold.

The soil gathered toward the end of a long rain, whereby its

soluble matters are carried deep into the subsoil, is declared poor,

by analysis, whereas if taken after a fortnight of drought it

might appear extraordinarily fertile. Boussingault found in his

rich garden soil in June, during wet weather, 0'00034 per cent

of nitric acid. In the following September, after a period of

dryness, it contained 0-0093 per cent, or twenty-seven times as

much as in June. This ingredient is indeed more liable to fluc-

tuation in amount than any other, both because it is formed in

the soil, and because it is not subject to the absorbent action

which the soil exercises over most other of its soluble constitu-

ents ; but the same variation occurs among the other ingredients

according to the direction of the capillary movement of the soil-

water, though in less degree.

Independently however of all considerations and calculations

like the above, we have proof—evidence at least that supports

these considerations, and has never been publicly refuted—that

it is practically impossible to obtain average specimens of the

soil. I refer to investigations ma 3 I 6-9 under

the direction of the Prussian " Landes Oekonomie Collegium,

and reported by the distinguished Magnus. The account of

these experiments is given in detail in Erdmann's Journal fur

Praktische Chemie, vol. xlviii, pp. 447 et seq.

The "Landes Oekonomie CbUegium" at that time carried on

systematic experiments in agriculture at fourteen distinct stations

scattered through the Prussian domain. The trials
<

now speak of, were made for the ostensible purpose of studying

opping. The plan was to analyze

the fourteen soils, the history of which for years previous was

accural sly known, then crop them with rape until "ex:

then compare together the original composition of the soils wit

their composition after exhaustion, taking into account as vrel

,
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iposition of the crops removed. The research began

lecting and analyzing the soils. In order to meet as far

fficulties of securing average specimens, equal
With collecting and analyzing the soil;

as possible the difficultiei

portions of the soil of each field were taken with the

ten or t

two square lines in area, so as~to remove all coarser stones, then

again well worked over to complete the mixture. Of each sam-

ple three separate portions were analyzed, in most cases by dif-

ferent operators. The analyses were made by, or under the

guidance of, the ablest chemists of Germany. They were made
according to a prescribed scheme, and that there should be no

reason to slight the work, the work was paid for. It is true that

analytical chemistry was not so advanced in 1846 as now. It is

true that the methods then practised for estimating phosphoric

acid and some other substances were not as perfect as they now
are; but for the most part the analyses then made are as accu-

rate as any that could be executed to-day. It cannot be sup-

posed for a moment that analysts like Kammelsberg, Bodecker,

Genth, Debus, Knop, Heintz, Krocker, Marcband Weidenbusch

Sonnenschein, Varrentrap, Weber, &c. &c., would by fault of

method or I
' anything but results that were

accurate, as far as it was possible to make them such
_

We cannot

suppose that their determinations of lime oxyd of iron, potash

•
.

-' : : -.-

ire now employed, would vary if they were supplied with

homogeneous material to operate upon. But let us look at some

of their figures. We tabulate a number of them taken at ran-

S: to^aSTe itXTheerTst folly to base any <
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of the value of the soil upon analysis. Some of the analyses

agree suificiently to a i results' are possible if

uniform material be taken ; but the grand result of the investi-

gation is that the difficulties of getting a uniform material are

exceedingly great. Again, we must remember that in the case

before us, the three examinations of each soil were made upon

portions of one carefully mixed sample. What would have

been the result had each chemist received a sample collected

from all the others, and from different parts of theeparately :

Dr. Peter mentions these analyses of the Landes <

and quotes a few of the results on page 187 of the 3d Kentucky

Report. He believes however that these discordant results do

not invalidate soil analyses when made as they may be made

with " means and appliances now at the service of the analytical

chemist" and thinks "this statement however hazardous it may

seem will be found to be sustained " in his Report.

In the Report before us however we do not find anything to

sustain Dr. Peter's view. He gives, so far as we have discovered,

no duplicate analyses, to show what accuracy his methods admit

of on the same sample, much less does he prove by a

specimens separately gathered from the same field, that it is easy

to procure an average material for analysis. Until this proof is

produced the evidence is in favor of our view.
Having shown how small an error in sampling may affect the

chemist's estimate of a soil, it is not out of place to insist for a

moment, that a similar error in the analysis itself, must have the

same result. In running over 200 pages of Dr. Peter's 4th Ken-

tucky Report, we find five analyses of soil in which there is a

gain of from five to eight tenths per cent; we find twenty-three in

which there is a loss exceeding five tenths per cent. In thirteen

of the latter the loss is eight or more tenths, in eight instances

the loss is one per cent or more, and in one case is one and eight-

tenths per cent. We should scorn to notice little matters like

these, errors which are inseparable from the best manipulation

and the best processes, were it not that in soil analysis it is pre-

cisely the small quantities which alone have any importance.

We find in Dr. Peter's work, as in the work of all who have

Preceded him in the analysis of soils from Davy and Sprengei

own, evidence that the best endeavors in this line of researcn

are entirely incommensurate with the desired results.

It may be objected to this criticism of the analyses that the

loss or gain must be distributed among the twelve ingredients

determined. It is true that there is a probability that such dis-

tribution would be just; but this is by no means certain, ana i

is equally true that this being done there is still force in tne

criticism—for the four-tenths per cent of the soil which a cen-
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tury of wheat crops would remove, likewise consists of twelve
ingredients.

The 2d result of these analyses, according to Drs. Owen and
Peter, is what the former (4th Ky. Rep., p. 33) declares to be
"a general law" "now established," viz., "that soil-analysis is

capable of showing the exhaustion in land of the mineral food of
plants by continual cropping."

To show the removal' of soil-ingredients by cropping, the

plan was followed of collecting soils from contiguous fields, one
of which had been "cultivated" while the other was in its virgin

state. On comparing the analyses it was found that in seventy-

one* cases out of seventy-nine, a loss had occurred in the

soil which had been in use without manure from ten to fifty

years. In eight instances, however, the analysis failed to show
such a result, owing to local causes, the soil of the old field

being based on a sub-soil richer than was the virgin field, or the

old field having received washings of more elevated lands, &c.

The admitted richness of the old over the new soil in these

eight exceptional cases, is expressed by hundredths of per cent,

e.g., soil Nos. 982, virgin, and 983, cultivated, differ by 0-066 per

cent of potash. Soils 1 144 and 1 146 by 0-032 per cent of phos-

<1. Soils 1204 and 1205 by 0"092 per cent ph

acid. Soils 1207 and 1208 by 0033 percent potash. Similar

fractions likewise show the amount of deterioration in the other

seventy-one cases. We adduce two instances pointed out by
Dr. Peter in the 3d Kentucky Report, p. 207, and one given on

P- 176 of the 2d Arkansas Report:

Virgin soil, No. BBl^uT "TsT "
0-181J

0-156

Old soil, No. 558, 0-215 0-465
0-103J

0-101

Difference, 0-130 0-130 gain. 0-0<8f U 055

Virgin soil, No. 738, 0-180 0-444 0179 0-256

Old field, No. 739, 0-145 0-388 0-163 0-179

Difference, 0-035 0-056 0016 077

Virgin soil. No. 288, 0-121 0371 0-127 0-116

Old field, No. 289, 0-021 0371 0-0a3 0097

Difference, 0-100 0-000 0-074 0-019

. We were prepared to find these differences much larger^ It

w seen at a glance that they fall within the errors of Dr. Peter s

own manipulation, and when we assert ^^"""ftj*^e most homogeneous material made by the same analyst under

'
-•

other bv an amount ,

" s uPon whlch *his
.

"natural law" is supported, we assert what every competent

t fijSSr^JA^JKWSGii is -de 0,45 instead

°f 078, as given above from the tabulated analyses.

A*. Jocb. ScL-SBcoro Series, Vol. XXXII, No. 95,-Sept., 1861-

31
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analyst knows to be true, and what moreover pronounces most

emphatically upon the value of such investigations.

It is therefore our conclusion, that while, as has long been

known, the soil loses in mineral matter what the crop ;

doubtful if in any given case chemical ana!

difference with certainty, for the reasons that the accidents which

•v, to cover more than

the loss by years of cropping. When we take into account the

changes that are constantly progressing in the soil when under

cultivation—changes by which the disintegration is hastened,

changes by which it is made in many instances more retentive

of soluble matters—when we remember that most cultivated

crops, although they carry off in seed, stem and foliage a quan-

tity of mineral matters, yet derive these in part from a depth

below the range of analysis, and in their roots or stubble, leave

upon the surface, salts brought up from a considerable depth

—

we perceive that the problem is so complicated with compensa-

tions and v; as to put it beyond the reach of

quantitative chemical analysis.

If, in any case, soil-analysis does show or appear to show the

exhaustion of the soil, it is however, the appeal to experience

which proves it, and as this is the first, most obvious, and an

entirely sufficient proof, we do not see the value of the " law
"

that has 10 per cent (eight-seventy-ninths) of exceptions, the

existence of which like that of the rule itself, is only to be

established by comparison with the plain agricultural fact.

In short, if' we admit the n-sult as Dr.s. Owen and Peter would

have it—of what use or interest is it?

The 3d point, is that analysis shows " the peculiarities of the

soils derived from different geological formations." Says Dr.
t geological formations." Says ut.

; distinctly show that certain geolog-

be soil more of the important mine-

' these analyses i

ical formations impart to the soil more of the important r

ilizers than others." The reader will be able "tow*
that it is those formations which are composed of easily disin-

tegrating materials, which, all other things being equal, yield the

soils richest in phosphoric acid, lime and potash; and at the

same time contain the quantity of alumina and oxyd of iron

necessary to render them sufficiently retentive and attractive ot

atmospheric water and ammonia; therefore these soils are the

best adapted for those grains and crops which require I

proportion of these ingredients." " He will moreover be able

to trace the gradual diminution in the proportion of the more

i; <
:'

•

' :'.• •.• ;

,

fertile soils derived from the hi

reous beds of the lower Silurian, the Cretaceous and the Tertiary

systems of the West; through the silico-calcareous soils of the

upper Silurian, Devonian and Sub-Carboniferous limestone strata,

in which fossils are either more sparingly distributed or, in some
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easy of decomposi-
s of the Coal meas-

3 with only locally organic remains, and these chiefly of plants,

down to the more purely silicious soils prevalent where the

iferous sandstones of the Coal measures and of the

ill to the exclusion of either shales or lime-

stones and which afford the most unproductive soils as yet an-

alyzed." While it is to be expected that rocks of complex origin

rich in organs remain— win. li are evidences that the rori

ml ted from the deposition of the was

fertile lands—should yield richer soils than sandstones or lime-

stones, we do not see that analysis of the soil makes the fact

more evident Knowledge of the composition of a rock enables

us to judge in a general way of the value of the soil, so far as

this depends upon chemical characters. We do not see what is

gained by further analyses of the soil. It would appear that the

cheap mental processes of deduction or inference may accomplish

here in a moment all that an expensive analysis can show.

We fail moreover to perceive tl
" the /*eu-

f the soils derived from the different geological forma-

tions." In a cretaceous or limestone soil we of course e

find much carbonate of lime, and m asandsl

phoric acid, potash and sulphuric acid do not appear to bear any

definite relation to their geological origin. It is impossiDie to

represent the composition of the soil of any geological formation

by a typical statement of percentages,

liarities further than by an undefinable more or Ies&_

^

ou
jJ

Kentucky and Arkansas lie mostly or altogether tejond the

influence of drift, vet the action of running water in its con-

saw wsrs
nfluence of drift, yet the
stant passage from hill-top ~ . -

rated from the soils those peculiar differences to

the rocks from which they have been derived.

A careful examination of the analyses recorded in

sas survey shows that the average composition oijne ei

analyzed^.,

,

'
and of thefourteen

fro

millstone en-it, compare as follows, in regard to the moi

Herewe see that the soils of the poorest^^^jf%
o those of the richest only in«^fetffi*2he soils of the millstone grit, nine are nc&erm

he poorest of the Silurian, and five of the former contu

>otash than the poorest of the latter. On he o AM
.*£

wo of the Silurian soils have higher percentages ot either
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lime or potash, than the richest soil of the millstone grit. If

these figures demonstrate anything, it is the fact, that no geolog-

ical formation has the absolute monopoly of either barren or

fertile soils. If the analyses of Dr. Peter show the "peculiari-

ties " of the soils of any geological age, then certainly these

peculiarities are not remarkably peculiar

!

On page 50 of the 2d Ark. Kep., Dr. Owen remarks as follows:

" With the table of the composition of the ashes of plants to

refer to, appended to this Eeport, and after becoming acquainted

with the usual proportions of mineral constituents in an average

soil, information which is easily acquired by looking over the

table of soil analyses in this Report, it is easy for any \\

to see, when he is provided with sis of his soil,

not only to what crop it is best adapted, but what kind of min-

eral fertilizers, if any, it requires as a manure, and how it com-

pares in fertility to the various grades of soils from other farms

and other states. Is not this knowledge of some value to the

The above, we are of opinion, proceeded rather from the

han from the critical brain of its lamented author.

,d he attempted to d he believed to be so

easy, we are sure his statements would have lost somewhat of

•tness and would have appeared in a form highly modi-

fied from the above. " The usual proportion of ingredients in an

average soil." What is an average soil? Our only way of

deciding what is such a soil consists in noting the average yield

of soils. But the yield depends not alone on the soil, but upon

climate, weather, tillage and vari -idents. It

depends not on the composition of the soil—not on the "propor-

tion of ingredients" alone, but likewise on the condition of

those ingredients, their state of combination, their solubility. I fc

depends also on the physical characters of the soil, which deter-

mine the relations of the crop to the essential conditions of reg-

ulated heat and moisture. The soil is not less important to the

plant in its function of home than in its function of food, the lodg-

e of equal influence with the board. It is a nice work to

i these varying circumstances, many of which have as yet

in our science, no shadow of a numerical expression, and then to

say how many thousandths of a per cent of potash, lime, phos-

phoric acid, &c, belong to the " average soil."

Dr. Peter has indeed attempted to show the degree of aV£U/*"

bility of the elements of the soil by the following process. A
quantitv, -vn rails thirU anu n - ot the air-dried soil is

placed in an eight-ounce strong vial, with a close fitting stopper,

and the bottle is filled up with d ' dob been

charged with pure carbonic acid gas, under a pressure of about

two atmospheres. The bottle is allowed to remain for about a

ul ...
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month at a temperature about that of summer heat." The
matters thus dissolved were then analyzed as usual. These
results have this value, they show that the water of the soil is
capable of dissolving all the elemeuts of the food of plants.
They furnish moreover a rough comparative view of 1

1

ble matters in different soils. Beyond this we cannot attach anv
value to them.

J

We now come to Dr. Owen's 4th result of soil-analyses,
embodied in the above quotation, and repeated on p. 30 of the
4th Ky. Rep., viz: its power of indicating "the sui-

the soil for any particular crop." Closely related to this is the 5th
item, viz., that analysis can show " what addition any soil, either
uncultivated or cultivated, requires to render it productive and
remunerative for any given crop; and, of course, the deficiency
m the soil of one or more of the eleven elements determined by
chemical analysis."
We cannot help feeling that the above assertions which are

here made unqualifiedly, were intended to be understood with a
large amount of reserve and subject to various conditions. Oth-
erwise we must regard them quite unjustified, if not absurd.
1 he chemical analysis of soil reveals nothing as to its tenacity or
hghtness, its porosity or retentiveness for water, yet these phys-

:! ore than anything else determine
the adaptation of a soil for any particular crop. The best grass
lands are not the best wheat lands—and although it would
scarcely be questioned that wheat requires a richer soil than
grass in order to produce an average crop, and although as we
know, it often happens that many successive hay crops may be
removed from a meadow without sensible diminution of the
yield, while uninterrupted cropping with wheat nearly always
reduces the capacity of the soil in a very few years below a
proatable point; yet each average hay crop removes from a field

more of every ingredient of vegetation than the grain and straw

together of an average harvest of wheat.
Such at least is the testimony borne by the most recent and

trustworthy data. Dr. Anderson of Glasgow basing his calcula-

tions on the best analyses and on the extensive agricultural

statistics gathered in late years by the Highland and Ag. Society

of Scotland, makes the following estimate of the amount of the

!<-redients removed from an acre by average crops of

seven staple British farm products. See table on next page.—

fhhnd and Ag. Soc., 1861, p. 568.

, On comparing the amount of matters removed from an acre

by the wli, 1

1
latter requires four

times as much potash, lime and sulphuric acid; twice as much
silica and one-fifth more nitrogen. , .

7
. _

Again we know that oats are raised on soils which are consid-

ered too poor for the profitable production of wheat, and the
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table shows us that an average crop of oats requires more of
every mineral ingredient than is needful for a corresponding
wheat crop.

In fact, wheat is the crop, to grow which continuously requires,

according to universal agricultural experience, land richer than
that needed for any other of the seven crops whose chemical

are given in Dr. Anderson's Table, and notwithstanding,
with exception of barley and the potato-tuber, it removes the
least from the soil.

The farmer knows that wheat delights in a deep, rather heavy
soil, one which holds moisture well, and yet is not wet. Barley
and oats flourish on soils that are too dry and light, and grass

on those which are too wet for wheat.
But how does the matter stand when these external conditions

are taken into account? Does not analysis aid us then in a
good degree? Let us take a case similar to what has repeatedly

occurred in actual practice. We have a soil which as the result

of long cultivation or from natur apable of

yielding a remunerative crop of wheat. Its texture is good, it

has produce y, and needs nothing but a little

of the right kind of manure to restore its power of giving a

crop. We put upon it Peruvian guano at the rate of 300 lbs.

per acre, and the harvest is a good one. The entire addition to

the soil is but „»»nths = one hundredth per cent. The
amounts of phosphoric °acid, of alkaline earths and nitrogen

added, are for each, but one six-hundredth per cent of the soil,

taken to the depth of a foot. These quantities are rather minute

even the improved analysis of the present time to estimate

Calculations like this show that the chera

nate by his analysis between ;
1st, a soil wl

from the temporary exhaustion of some of its available ingre-

dients; 2d, the same soil which is rendered fertile again for a

year by the use of 300 lbs. of guano; and 3d, the same, made

over-rich so that nothing will grow on it, by an application of a

ton of guano.
, t „

On page 18 of the 2d Ky. Rep., Dr. Owen remarks as follows:

"During last summer » Bulht "S&JS?
an old field which had been fifty or sixty years in en

and which will now no longer produce.clover ;
ventre to

predict that when the
" iUl11 be completed it

*iU be found to be deficient in some of these constituents,* and

the analysis will probably show what other green crop might

succeed better for the renovation of such land.
onalvaia

On page 230 of the 3d Ky. Rep., Dr Peter giv«ithe andj«8

°f this soil, and says, « The inability of this soil to produce clover
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is explained by its very small proportion of lime, and rather

small amount of sulphuric and phosphoric acids. The addition

of plaster of Paris or some of the calcareous marls would prob-

ably restore it to the capability of supporting a clover crop."

The percentages of the ingredients which Dr. Peter considers

deficient, are as follows :

Carbonate of lime, - - - 0-072 =lime 0-040

Sulphuric acid, - - - 0055
Phosphoric acid, - - - 0-070

Small as are these quantities, the smallest of them, viz., that

of lime, yet amounts to 1200 lbs. per acre, which is enough to

supply 10 clover crops of 3 tons each, and as by the i

all exists in the form of carbonate, it must all be available. We
know from the vegetation experiments of Boussingai

and Sachs, that plants are capable of absorbing from a limited

amount of soil the whole of any soluble nutritive substance pres-

than the plants require,

r aic at hand in excess.

Twelve or thirteen years ago, Dr. Anderson in his capacity of

Chemist to the Highland and Ag. Society of Scotland, I

sion to investigate two soils which had become "do
and he caused them, together with similar adjacent soils which

still produced clover, to be most minutely analyzed. Without

reproducing his figures nd in the Trans, of the

Highland and Ag. Soc. for 1849-51, p. 204, we will merely

quote some of the remarks which accompany the analyses :
" The

results of these analyses are certainly <V n'n unexpected charae-
-

of the clover cannot have been dependent upon the chemical

constitution of the soil. In both cases the results of the analyses

of each pair do not present a greater difference than would be

obtained from the analyses of two portions of soil from different

parts of any field."

In the present year, Stoeckhardt (Chemischer Achersmann,

No. 2, 1861, p. 85), has published an account of several "clover-

sick" soils from Schlai al to analysis a greater

content of every nutritix ! both soluble in water

and in acids, than exists in another soil from Frankensl
produces clover and wheat as well. What proves beyond a

doubt that the inability of these soils to yield clover depends

upon something besides their chemical constitution, is the fact

that lucerne and esparsette still flourish upon them admirably,

and further, clover itself, if sown with one of these last men-

tioned crops, succeeds very well.
,

,

A great truth in agriculture is this: Each kind of agricultural

plaut requires that its seeds be surrounded with certain conditions

in. order that they may germinate readily and healthfully, so
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that when the mother cotyledons are exhausted, the young plants
shall attack the stores of food in the soil with that vigor which
is needful in order to appropriate them without hindrance.
The fact that winter wheat is more delicate and fastidious in

than most other crops, is perhaps the main reason
why it does not succeed well on many good lands, and why it

cannot be continuously produced from the same soil, year after

year. It is a matter of experience that wheat requires a rather
firm seed-bed : beans, oats and mangold-wurzel approach wheat
in their requirements, while barley, peas and turnips are best
suited in a light tilth. On the other hand, climate, weather and
tillage so influence the character of the soil, that even on light

lands, wheat may find all the conditions of its growth. The bed
which is produced by inverting a clover sod, and allowing it to

consolidate by time and rains, or by passing a heavy roller over
it, is eminently adapted to wheat, even on a rather light soil.

The fact that in the cases given above from Stoeckhardt, clover

succeeded when sown with lucerne or esparsette, would indicate

that, possibly, the condition of the seed-bed was the cause of

These and other facts which might be adduced to almost any
extent, indicate sufficiently that chemical analysis alone, even if

we admit its araey, can at the best furnish us

With a knowledge of but a few of many conditions which must
cooperate in profitable agricultural production, and as a conse-

quence, its part in guiding the farmer is but very subordinate.

Taking into the account its evident uncertainty and clumsiness

when applied to estimating the minute quantities which affect

vegetable growth, the part it can play becomes still more subor-

dinate—we hesit ificant
, , .

As we wr q a Scientific Journal brings to

our notice a discovery which if real, strengthens our views in

au unexpected manner. It is well known that iodine is so im-

mensely diluted in sea-water—the soil of marine-plants—that

Done of our tests though they are among the most delicate, serve

to detect it directly, and it is doubtful if it has been detected

even in th« highly concentrated mother liquors which remain

te, yet the fuci find and

md we must grant that it is present there for

l*ern, in sufficient quantity. . . ,. ,

Again, Prince Salm Horstmar several years since, m his ad-

mirable researches on the influence of the individual mineral

^gredients of plants on the development of oats and barley,

round that he could not by any p tonne from
uis experimi te, the salts and water
he fed his plants with were so purified that he could not detect

tuis element in them, and yet he invariably discovered it in the

Am. Joce. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XXXII, No. 95.-Sbpt., 1861.

separating 1
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ashes of the plants. So too he found titanic acid in the produce

grown on the most carefully purified soils. Now, it is mentioned

in the " Chemical News " that he finds a few hundredth*
' usable to the ripening of barley. This element Bunsen

has but recently shown to be everywhere distributed, yet it has

been hitherto entirely unnoticed in all soil- and plant-analyses

because of its occurrence in almost infinitesimal quantity.

It must be well borne in mind that Agriculture herself—so-

called Practice—is able of her own resources to judge somewhat

of the value of soils, is able to know if a soil be fertile or poor,

is able to pronounce upon its adaptation to crops, and can to a

certain extent decide what is a good manure for this or that field.

We are free to assert that the knowledge which is now to be

gathered from experience, is able in ninety-nine cases out of one

hundred, to give a more truthful verdict as to the capacity of a

soil, that any amount ', mechanical or other-

wise, can do. We would give more for the opinion of an old
'

intelligent farmer than for that of the most skilled chemist in

most questions connected with farming. Doubtless the farmer

would make some blunders from which chemistry might save

him, but the chemist would be likely to do more violence to

agriculture, than the farmer would to chemistry.
By these statements which may, but should not surprise some

of our scientific friends, we merely intend to express an opinion

as to the present relative position towards agriculture of those

who regard the art from a chemical, and those who see it from an

experimental point of view.
If any one has fuller and more inspiring notions of the import-

applications to agriculture than we have,cations to agriculture than we na'

;
his feet and share the higher afflatus. But o

. if it be of the sort that works enduring I

be based on clear ideas of the directions in which advance is

possible and on a full perception of the difficulties that lie before

us, and the means of overcoming them.
We have great faith that chemistry and that chemie

have done and are to do a work : -'nail lay that

venerable art under everlasting obligations to the yoi

ence. But not by soil-analyses alone or mainly is this to be

achieved. We do not assert that soil-analysis is wort!

believe that the probabilities of its uselessness in direct applica-

tion to practice are so great that we would rarely base any ope-

rations on it alone, and yet it may in many cases, promote science

and give us data for conclusions that are of practical use. But

for these purposes it must form part of a system of observations

and trials, must be a step in some research, must stand not as the

index to a barren fact, but as the revelator of fruitful ideas.

We hold that soil-analysis long ago played out the part which

Dr. Peter would have it perform. In the hands of Sprengel it
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was fertile with new truth, but it must henceforth be a tool for
occasional use, and not an engine of discovery. With our ad-
vance in knowledge there must be an advance in methods of
finding out the unknown. Soil-analysis was indeed a means of

Qto the secrets of vegetable growth, but it carried with
it the measure of its limit. What we call telescopes do not ena-
ble us to see the end !

To study the soil in the hope of benefitting agriculture, we
must regard all its relations to the plant. We must examine it

not merely from those points of view which theoretical chemistry
suggests, but especially from those which a knowledge of prac-
tical agriculture furnishes. This is becoming more and more
the habit of agricultural chemists and the results are of the
happiest kind.
Let us remember what the illustrious Nestor of Agricultural

Science, Boussingault, has said as the summing up of his pro-
tected '-xperience and study.
"At an epoch not far distant it was believed that a strict

connexion existed between the composition and the quality of
arable soil. Numerous analyses shortly modified this opinion as
too positive. The sagacious Schubler even sought to prove in a
research that has become classic, that the fertility of a soil de-
pends more upon its physical properties, its state of aggregation,

power of absorption, &c, than upon its chemical constitution."

"The physical properties, in my opinion, do not enable us,

more than tl -non, to pronounce upon the de-

gree of fertility of the soil. To decide this point with some meas-
ure of certainty, it is indispensable to have recourse to direct ob-

servation
; it is necessary to cultivate a plant in the soil, and

^certain with what ,

the analysis of the

Plant afterward intervenes useful 1\ .

; and quan-

elements that have been assimilated."—("De la Terre
'-'

'
.A here has been much progress made in our knowledge of the

i last ten years. This advance has not consisted

ing to us the presence of new elements (lithia perhaps

excepted), nor in fixing with any more certainty the qu;

Silu rian or a Sub-Carboniferous, a

Unft or a Tertiary soil, it has not denned the soil adapted to

wheat or t! i

;

i the ma-
aures which this or that soil needs; but content with the fact

^at all soils ul,hh rutur.lH mij
t

oit v. •_ t -«n contain the

elements of vegetation,
, at forms

*hat changes or react

i

' its productiveness;

&ow fertilizers act indirectly (their influence often having no
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relation to any supposable direct action), how the soil affects the

life of the plant otherwise than by feeding it, &c. &c.

We are &] by slow degrees to an understand-

ing of the physiological significance of the soil, a grand result

to which cfcemi cooperate.

We trust that in the future, the American people will not less

but more appreciate the value of science in its practical and es-

pecially it- r>gs; that here, as in German^,

France and England, the labors of those who seek to unite Prac-

tice with Science may be fostered and sustained. But to this

end scientific men must be cautious that in endeavoring to help,

however honestly and laboriously they may work, they do not

Sheffield Scientific School, August 20th, 1861.

Abt. XXIII.—The Great Comet of 1861.*

1. Observations at New Haven.

Otf Sunday evening June 30th between 8 and 9 o'clock, there

was observed at New Haven, in the northern part of the heavens

in an opening between the clouds, and at an elevation of about

ten degrees, a nebulous body of unusual brilliancy. Its appear-

ance was similar to that of the planet Jupiter shining through

a thin mist; and it was nearly as conspicuous an object in the

heavens as Jupiter, although this was due not wholly to tbe

intensity of its light, but partly to its extent of surface, its appar-

ent diameter being about equal to that of the full moon. It was

at once suspected that this body was a comet ; but this conclusion

was adopted with some reserve, on account of the unusual

brilliancy and sudden apparition of the meteor. This light was

soon concealed by a cli an hour later, a larger

opening in the clouds disclosed I

;

in the form

of a brigh

taneously, forming together one of the most brilliant comets ot

the last fifty years, an one by the suddenness

l development. Mr. K. W. Wright of this city n.

j of the comet's head upon a star chart a

he was able, and hence concludes that about a quarter before

nine o'clock, June 30, its K. A. was 108° and Dec. 47° N.

On Monday it was ascertained that on Saturday evening, sev-

eral individuals had noticed in the north a I

to a great height above the horizon, and it was at once concluded

* The first part of this paper was published in advance of this issue, July 20th.

We now reproduce it with important additions.

—

Eds.
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that this was the tail of the same comet. The daily newspapers
report that the head of the comet was seen on Saturday evening
at Columbus, in Ohio, but it is not known that any one mad?

t8 place.

On Monday night at New Haven the sky was overcast ; but
on Tuesday evening July 2d, the sky was mostly clear, and the
comet very i >ugb it was thought that its head
was not as brilliant as it had been on Sunday evening. At
9h 31^ P . M>) the p0s i tion f tDe ^ad was in R,"A. 8 h 41™, and
Dec. 63° 5' N. Seen through a telescope of five inches aper-
ture, with a power of 55, the head was fully thirty minutes in
diameter. Near the center of the nebulosity appeared a very
brilliant nucleus, from which emanated a luminous sector, whose
opening was about 90°, one side being nearly vertical and the
other or right side was nearly horizontal. This brush of light
extended two minutes from the nucleus. The tail of the comet
could be traced to a distance of 90° from the head.
On Wednesday evening the sky was again clear, and the

comet was observed to great advantage, but its brilliancy had
Palpably declined since Sunday evening. At 9h 5m p. m., its

head was in R. A. 9^ 52m and -Dec. 66° 10' N. Seen through
the telescope, the coma had about the same extent as on the
preceding evening, but the luminous sector already mentioned,
had changed very noticeably. The sides of the sector were
curved, the concavity being outwards, and the opening of the
sector amounted to 136° when measured to the extremities of
lts afc, but the initial directions of the two sides formed an
angle at the nucleus of about 90°. From the nucleus to the
eage of the sector was 1' 34". Beyond this, there was a dark
arch or band concent! and beyond the dark
band a luminous arch or envelope faint and misty, the middle
hne of which was 2' 56" from the nucleus. Beyond this there

were faint indications of a second envelope, with
"
""k arch, the whole forming a series of nearly concern

i dark arches, similar to those observed in Donati's

1|58, and in Halley's comet in 1835. The tail of the comet on
Wednesday evening could be traced through an arc of 95 ,

and
the deviation of its axis from the position of direct opposition
to the sun was about 12°, and toward the east, the axis produced
cutting the ecliptic about 8° behind the sun's place.

The tail of the comet was carefully observed on several clear

^enings, but the observations were more detailed and complete

°* the evening of July 3d. The northern edge grazed the star

lambda Draconis, passed about 15' to the south of Kappa Dra-

?°nis, and continued on through Iota Draconis, and far beyond

!|i
l » an arc of a great circle. The southern

the north of H. 32, Ursae Majoris, grazed 1

1

and continued on through the stars 3 and 8 Draconis. (Accord-
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ing to the B. A. Catalogue these stars are'Nos. 3496, 3358, 3968,

and 4347.)

It broke off, or suddenly became faint, before it reached the

distance of Alpha Draconis, at about 20° from the nucleus.

From that point the tail continued as a much fainter milky-

band, decreasing very gradually in luminosity, and varying

but little in apparent breadth. This breadth was less than

one-half the breadth of the extremity of the brighter portion,

which was about 3°. The southern edge of the narrower and

fainter stream passed through Alpha Draconis, and grazed the

stars Tau, Sigma, and Eta Herculis. The decreasing

in vanished in the immediate vicinity of i

Way, to the east of (? Ophiuchi. The extreme length of the

tail was about 95°. The train of the comet was a]

made up of two distinct streams of luminous matter, differing

greatly in width and length. The northern edges of the two

were in the same line, but the extreme breadth of the shorter

stream was much greater than that of the other. Its southern

edge was badly denned, and somewhat concave outward. A
very faint diffused light, rapidly widening out, could be traced

far beyond the point where the'sudden falling off of brightness

occurred. This diffused light extended, on the evenings of July

4th and 5th, to the vicinity of Corona Borealia, or more than

40° from the nucleus, and attained to a width of 12° or 15°.

Its southern edge passed just to the north of the star Theta

Bootis. The breadth of the tail, as distinctly scon, at its broad-

est part, was about 3°. On the evening of June 30th, the esti-

mated breadth was 5° ; but a faint light on the south side was

traced 5° farther, giving an extreme breadth of 10°. On July

4th, the tail was visibly forked about 2° below the star Alpha

Draconis, or 15f° from the nucleus. On the fallowing evening

the point of forking was 3° or 4° above the same star. The nu-

cleus had advanced 5£° toward it in the interval.

It was also observed, on the evening of July 4th, that by ex-

amining carefully it could be discerned that the long narrow

stream increased' in breadth about in proportion to the distance

from the nucleus. At the point where first seen as a distinct

stream its breadth was about 1£°.
.

Since July 5th the tail of the comet has decreased, from night

to night, in brightness, as well as in length and breadth.

2. Observations at Washington.

The following places of the comet as observed at the U. S.

Naval Obsei .. have been communicated by

Lieut. J. M. Gilliss, Superintendent of the Observatory, ihe

observations were made by Mr. Ferguson with the large equa-
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July 2, 9 h 55m 19 3 '3 10 8 h 4<

On the night of the 3d, it was observed on the meridu

July 3 I5h 21™ 463-7 10h llm 7 S.25 66° 33' 31

From the observations of the 2d, 4th and 6th, the follow!
elements of its orbit were computed by Prof. Hubbard.

Perihelion passage 1861. June 11.43955. Washington moan tim<

Longitude of the perihelion, 249° 11' 28~"-4
) Mean eqx

Longitude of ascending node, 278 58 32 -1
\

1861-0

Inclination of the orbit, 85 37 35 '5

Perihelion distance, 0-821531

These elements give for the middle observation

It is obvious from these elements, that this comet is not the
same as the comet of 1556 (called Charles Vth's comet) whose
return has been anticipated for several years; nor do these ele-

ments bear any resemblance to those of any comet in the pub-
lished catalogues. We must conclude then that this comet is a
new one, whose orbit has never before been computed *

3. The Comet, as seen at the Observatory of Harvard College, Cam-

bridge, Mass. Communicated hy G. P. Bond, Director.

The comet was first seen at the Observatory of Harvard Col-

lege in the early twilight on the evening of Tuesday, July 2d.

Tbe sky was clouded on the first and on the thirtieth. On Sat-

urday the twenty-ninth of June the air was hazy preventing the

usual sweeping for comets, although observations near the

meridian were prosecuted until about 11> p. M. Had the sky

been clear, the tail of the comet would probably have been seen

'lL'ht had been explored

than they have hitherto been accustomed to do, to the a

* We have received from Lt. Gilliss a paper on the
;

«>",*, which*. . latest computet
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i of the curve of the tail among the stars. The pres-

unity has been improved at the Observatory of Har-

;ge by making careful tracings of the boundaries of

through their entire extent upon star charts. The

Nova of Argelander was found to be especially

; for the purpose, both from the exactness of the pro-

jection and the care taken in giving the proper magnitudes to

the stars which greatly facilitates their identification. An unin-

terrupted series of clear nights from the second of July to the

present time has very much favored us in preserving the con-

tinuity of the phenomena, which is a condition of the utmost

importance for their future discussion.

The suddenness of the apparition of the comet in northern

latitudes was one of the most impressive of its characteristics.

On the 2d of July after the twilight had disappeared, the head,

to the naked eye, was much brighter than a star of the first

magnitude, if only the effective impression be taken into account,

although as to intensity it was far inferior to « Lyras, or even to

« Ursse Majoris. I should describe the head as nearly equal in

brightness to that of the great comet of 1858 between the 30th

of September and the 5th of October ; it should be considered

however that the present comet was better situated, from its

higher position above the horizon at the end of twilight.

The aspect of the tail suggested a resemblance to the comet of

March, 1843. It was a narrow. -• ted to a dis-

tance of one hundred and six degrees (106°) from the nucleus.

being easily distinguishable quite up to the borders of the

milky way. The boundaries for the most part were well defined

and easily traced among the stars. It was not until after two or

three hours of observation, that I could gain a clear comprehen-

sion of the structure of the tail or tails as they presented them-

selves to the naked eye and through a small opera glass. It was

then evident that a diffuse, dim light with very uncertain out-

lines, apparently composed of hazy filaments, swept off in a strong

curve towards the stars in the tail of Ursa Major—the -

edge directed as low as towards Mizar. This was evidently a

broad curved tail, intersected on its curved side at the distance

of a few degrees from the nucleus by the long straight ray which

at the first glance, from its greatly superior brightness, seemed

alone to constitute the tail. The two were in fact counterparts

of the principal tail and the supplementary rays of the great

comet of 1858, with thi t in the latter

• rays wen; so [a r interior in brightness to the curved

tail as to have been recognized at only three observatories, those

of Poulkova, Gottingen and Cambridge, U. S.—while with the

present comet, the predominating feature was the straight ray

' which the curved tail seemed scarcely more than a wisp-li*e
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natter from the nucleus far :

the tail was curiously grooved and striated. It was noticed that
both the principal ray and the dark channels penetrated within
the outline of the curved tail, the latter being clearly separated
from the principal ray even to the naked eye by a dark cleft

just above their intersection. The well defined margin of the

principal ray admitted of a very exact delineation, even as far

as a Ophiuchi, 100° from its origin.

On the third, the bright rays and dark channels were traced to

a distance of 40° from the nucleus, the principal ray to nearly
100°. Five or six ai: besides the

hazyfilarm- curved tail Some of the streaks

could be traced quite up to the nucleus. The rays were not only

separated by the dark channel parallel to their axes, but they

were disconnected at intervals in the direction of their length.

On the fourth, there were two or more regions of contrary

flexure on the north following margin of the ray, which, in a

theoretical point of view, are of very great interest when taken

"i connection w th th direi ion of the ray almost precisely m
a great circle from the sun continued through the nucleus. This

peculiarity presented itself still more decisively on the fifth,, when
the tortuous path of the ray could not be overlooked.

_

The very singular aspect of the northern edge of the principal

ray for the first thirty or forty degrees of its course, attracted

Particular attention, and the charts were revised with all possible

1

that there could be no room for doubt as to the reality of the

reflexure of the curve. Subsequently on projecting an arc of a

great circle from the sun through the nucleus, it was found to lie

degrees (30°), from the nucleus, and there was still haziness

Wond it almost to the distance of sixty degrees (60 ).
lne

charts on ol *, ** th^ata™Xbe properly discussed without requiring more labor than can be,

at present, devoted to them. . . . ., n . np„ r

tbe nucleus, has assumed a more j J«*o»
opposed to that of the diffuse tail, which now reaches nearly to

tbe centre of Corona I ^?*? the
°ZZu.

f southern limit between « and . Bootis and 5 Corona Boreahs

from night to night. . , „M nrp
The telescopic phenomena, tin ': ."°7 e"

s<*ted equally strongly defined features with those which char-

Am. Jo, „ b .
.Yil. No. 'J3.-SIPT., 18BL
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acterized the great comet of 1858. We should perhaps except

from this remark their structure for a day or two after their first

emission from the nucleus. In this stage they were intersected

by jets of luminous matter projected from the nucleus, and these

l variety of details. In its outline and general aspect it was,

like others which followed it, almost a fac-simile on an enlarged

scale of some of those exhibited by the great comet of 1858.

They rapidly faded, or were lost in the surrounding haze and

their places were filled by new ones. Latterly, two, at most,

could be seen at one time. It is quite important to remark that

the successive envelopes resembled their predecessors not only

in their general aspect but quite closely in the details of their

structure; the luminous jets not issuing at random from all

points alike of the nucleus, but continuing to follow a nearly

similar course at each new discharge from its surface.

The most natural inference from this would seem to be that the

nucleus, if it rotates at all upon an axis, does so very slowly.

Of the pendulum-like vibrations of the luminous sectors ascribed

by Bessel to the comet of Hal ley, nothing was seen; although

the opportunity of witnessing them, had they existed, was very

favorable, as t
1

The nuclei*

solid, with a diameter of from 2" ._ _

The disposition of the nebulosity in the part of the tail con-

tiguous to the head w throughout; the axial

darkness being scarcely distinguishable, excepting on one occa-

sion, July 3d.

The following positions have been derived from comparisons

with neighboring stars.

Cambridge mean

July 2, 8 h 28 in 383 8^ 37m 43*.22 4-62* 51' l7''*l

3, 8 21 33 9 49 15*85 66 6 15 '3

3, 10 39 52 9 56 6 -58 66 16 05 -1

6, 9 17 39 12 31 2 -60 64 51 33 '3

8, 10 20 5 13 21 36 '05 61 46 13 '7

9, 10 40 47 13 37 37 -88 60 21 45 2

10, 9 39 12 13 49 26 -80 59 9 34 '1

12, 11 67 47 14 8 -59 56 54 47 -2

13, 9 47 55 14 13 59 24 56 5 25 '7

The nucleus admitted of very precise observations; indeed it

is a curious fact that it would be quite possible by means or

proper comparisons with neighboring stars, to obtain the differ-

ences of terrestrial longitudes of the principal points at whicn
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it was observed, with a degree of precision only surpassed by
the more refined methods known in astronomy.
The near approach of the present comet to the earth and the

sharply defined point of its nucleus, illustrates the practicability
of a method of determining the solar parallax with perhaps
greater exactness than can be attained by any other means.
Many comets have stellar points for their nuclei, visible in the
larger telescopes, which admit of as accurate comparisons with
neighboring stars as is practicable in measurements among the
stars themselves. Many such have appeared within the last
fifteen years. Suppose such a comet to be suitably placed so as
to be observed simultaneously in different quarters of the globe,
when at a distance from the earth of Jess than one-twentieth of
the sun's distance. Under favorable circumstances it would not
he hazarding too much to say, that in the course of its u\

the probable error of the solar parallax could be reduced within

r limits than is possible by means of transits of Venu
I probable error of the solar pan
aller limits than is possible by r

any other method. Such an opportunity
afford an improved value of the r

The following elements of the comet have been computed i

&e Observatory by Messrs. Saflbrd and Hall.

Elements of Comet 11, 1861. By T. H. Safford.

T=1861, June 11.1878. Cambridge m. t.

log. q=z 991299
n-&=*> 329°40'-81

ft = 278 59-28

i = 85 41-43

Motion direct.

By A. Hall.

T=June 11.280. "Washington m. t.

n — 248° 51' 50"

15 41 27
)-91352

otion direct.

From the above Mr. Safford finds the following approximate

hemeris for 10h'24™ m. t. Washington, 4 and r representing

'istauces from the earth and sun respectively.•;.:.- di
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The following, computed by Mr. Hall for Washingto
midnight, will give an idea of the path of the comet r.

to its becoming visible in the northern hemisphere.

5

June 12-5 61° 39'-l -26° 32'

16-5 63 16-3 23 18

66 4-9 17 11

24-5 71 56-9 — 3 45
28-5 85 17-9 + 27 41

July 2 5 132 15-9 63 34
6-5 188 53-9 64 38

10-5 207 50-1 +58 56

June 29-0 89 30'4 +33 8

The comet passed its ascending node June 28*086, Washing-

ton m. t., when the difference between the heliocentric longitude

of the comet and of the earth was 2° 0'. The difference be-

tween the geocentric longitude of the comet and of the sun was

12° 29'. Log. of distance of the comet from the earth =91529.

Calling its brilliancy unity on July 2*5, we have

June 125, Brilliancy =s 0-11

computed by the equation, brilliancy = .

It will be seen that the comet, at about the time of its peri-

helion, must have been well situated for observation at the Cape

of Good Hope and other points in southern latitudes. The cal-

culated brilliancy is is an on the 2d of July?

being only about one-tenth—but it is well known that the form-

ula cannot be relied upon for the variations of the light of comets,

which is greatly influenced by their positions relatively to their

perihelia.

It is probable that at least the head of the comet was much

brighter at the middle of June than it was after the first of July,

and we shall wait with much interest for accounts of it from

southern observatories, especially from the Cape of Good Hope,

which has often, in similar emergencies, proved itself the most

important astronomical position occupied by any existing ob-

servatory.

From the above elements, the diameter of the nucleus may be

variously estimated at from one hundred and fifty to three or
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four hundred miles. On July 2d the breadth of the head at the
nucleus was 156,000 miles, the height of the inner envelope
11,500 miles, and the length of the tail about 15,000,000 miles.
The comet was seen between one and two o'clock on Sunday

morning, June 30th, by Br. Briinnow, at the Observatory of
Ann Arbor. This is the earliest authentic account of its Visi-
bility which has come to my notice. The head could not have
been seen on Friday evening, although observations to that
effect have been reported. The extremity of the tail, however,
must have been within view for some time previous, though too

With the exception of a single cloudy night, observations were
made at this Observatory, on every evening from the 2d to the
21st July inclusive. A like succession of clear skies rarely occurs
here. At the latter date, the comet had become much fainter, and
was besides obscured by the moonlight. In the region near the
nucleus, the outlines of the envelope could no longer be discerned

—the distribution of the brighter portions of the nebulosity,

however, could be seen to resemble that of the earlier jets. This
Peculiarity has been preserved up to the beginning of August.

The tail during the last days of July, as seen through an op-

era-glass or comet-seeker, has continued to show the narrow ray,

now reduced to about 12° in length.

Near the head it forms the right hand side of the tail (as pre-

sented in the evening), which is the brightest and best defined.

Further on, it seems to bend to the right hand with a decided

curve
; at least this was the impression to the eye, but it has be-

come a very faint object. The hazy tail curving to the left,

maintains its position and general form, but is greatly diminished

|Q extent and brightness. Mr. Safford has computed the follow-

]ag elements from observations

:

June 30th, Greenwich.

July 8th and 9th, ) Observatory of

July 18th. } Harvard College.

Elements of Comet II, 1861.

T— June 11.5018. Washington m. t.

log. q= 9.915048

n-Q=z 330°20-'48''-l
)
„ j.
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The observations ofJune 30th and July 18th were exactly rep-

resented, and those of July 8th and 9th as follows, by the method

of least squares. A comparison upon Aug. 3 is also added.

July 8th, + l"-7 0"-0 Aug. 3d, - 8"-7 -j- 23"-l

The elements are somewhat closer approximations than those

communicated in the previous notice, though not differing essen-

tially from them.

The comet was observed extensively in Europe, on the eve-

ning of the 30th of June. The following passages ar<

from a communication in No. 1316 of the Astronomische Nach-

richten, from Prof. Secchi, Director of the Observatory of the

Collegio Komano, dated Eome, July 1, 1861.
" Yesterday at 9h 30™, I noticed this immense train of light

in the N.N.E. which I took for the smoke of the fireworks which

they often have in the city on the festival of St. Peter and St.

Paul, but I soon perceived that it was a comet. Its head was

then so low that I could with difficulty take an appro:

strumental position, and at 939 m. t., I found its A. K. 6h 37m,

and its dec. 45° 57'. After the head had set, the tail remained

on the horizon, and was much more brilliant than the milky way.

About half an hour before midnight, the tail had reached its

maximum development ; it was very bright, and 6° broad at the

pole star which was exactly in its centre. Thence it contracted

considerably, the central part only remaining, which extended

in a long band, tolerably bright, and about 2° broad, touching

a Lyras on one edge (the eastern), and passing the zenith, was

lost in the milky way near the stars £ and * Aquilas. Including

the part below the horizon the length was 118°. This is truly

surprising ! After it had risen at 2 o'clock in the morning, I ex-

amined the details of the construction of the nucleus till about

3h
, and I found that the nucleus was elliptical, with its major axis

situated transversely to the axis of the tail. The measure oi

this axis was 10"-05, and the minor axis was estimated as 2'

smaller, its light nearly equalling that of Saturn. It was well

defined on all sides with a power of 200, only on the side to-

wards the sun it was a little less sharp, while a great mass of jets

of reddish light started from its edge in the form of a fan. j}
e

whole nucleus and the fan were surrounded with a halo, folding

back in two branches to the right and left ; the former longest

and most brilliant ; finally the whole was enveloped with a large,

well defined, paraboloid segment. The distance from the apex

of the paraboloid to the center of the nucleus was 3' 12, J™
that from the nucleus

Ther
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Dr. Pape of Altona has examined carefully the question

whether the earth was at any time within the tail of the comet,

and concludes that at its nearest approach we were about

2,400,000 miles distant from its nearest edge, on the morning
of June 29th at 2* 24m .

This result (so far as it relates to the principal ray) is also

indicated by Mr. Hall's calculations communicated in the earlier

notice. Mr. Hall states the difference of the heliocentric longi-

tude of the comet and of the earth, at the passage of the node,

Jane 28-086 Washington mean time, to be 2° 00' and the log.

distance of the comet from the earth 91529.
Dr. Pape finds for the nodal passage June 2810 Washington

mean time, difference of longitudes =1° 59'. The results in

other particulars are also substantially the same.

The following remarks have been translated from Dr.-Pape's

article in No. 1316 of the Astronomische Nachrichten:

" From the position of the comet with respect to the sun and
the earth, we might conjecture the latter to have passed through

the tail of the comet on the 28th or 29th of last June. As such

a collision is of some interest, I have undertaken a slight calcu-

ibtain closer details. The passage of the comet through

Hug node took place, Berlin time, June 28*35 (28-10

Washington).
At this time, its true anomalv was 29° 37"5, log. r=9'9

heliocentric longitude 278° 59', il
-

-'V
1 s °T™

=0-1161. At the same time the heliocentric longitude of the

earth was 277° 0'. Assuming that the ax.- <>f the tail coincided

with the prolongation of the radius vector th earth was at a

distance of 0-o:;r, i Iron, this axis. (Mean distance of the earth

from the sun =1.) .. , A .

A consideration of the dimensions of the tail shows that,

according to the data, no collision took place.

Thatpon asatad.s-

tance of =01162 from '
™m

%^e ^meter of

tbe tail at that point, I subjoin an observation of the 3d of\J«Ij

At 10 o'clock on the evening of that day, the angle *

prolongation of the radius vector of the comet formed with the

From the earth to the comet, was =o7 40
,

a point m
the tail (which could be traced for about 60 degrees) at a distance

=0-1162, had an apparent distance of 42° 24' from the nucleus

and at the same time that the distance of this point from the

""a! r^tlnce of about 42° from the nucleus, the breadth of

the tail may have been 3°; hence it follows that its true d.ameter

^ Now° on
6

Jane 28-35, the distance of the earth from the axis of

the tail was 00352, so that the nearest particles of the tail passed
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by the earth at a distance of 0-031. This result however rests

upon the supposition that the tail lay in the prolongation of the

radius vector. In fact, it appears to have been curved in the

plane of the orbit, so that the remotest particles of the tail passed

through the plane of the ecliptic earlier than the nucleus. But

in no case, did any collision take place. According to the above

8, the least distance of the earth from the nearest of the

tail particles was 0-025 at about 12 hours after the passage of the

comet through the node."

The above calculations of Pape relate to the straight bright

ray. There was, however, as will be seen by reference to the

preceding part of this notice, a great mass of diffuse I;..

separated from the ray, and swept off towards Corona Borealis

in the early part of July, reaching on the 4th to a distance

of 40° from the nucleus, and having a breadth of 12° or 15 .

This would have barely grazed the earth on the 30th of June.

In a late number of the Bulletin of the Imperial Observatory at

Paris, Mr. Hind suggests that a peculiar illumination of the

sky noticed in England on that date was possibly " attributable

to the commingling of the matter forming the tail of the comet

with the earth's atmosphere." The observations on this day have

a peculiar interest, from the fact that, at about 10h mean time

Greenwich, the earth passed the plane of the comet's orbit, and

the outline of the tail presented to us was that of the section

formed by a plane perpendic
From its brilliancy and ne:

of defining this section was perhaps the best whic
of astronomy has afforded. It is to be hoped that European

astronomers, who it seems had I i
.r skies and

a favorable position of the comet at the very hour of our crossing

the' orbit, have made good use of the occasion by recording care-

fully all peculiarities of the physical aspect.

Prof. Secchi has defined the position of the tail at llb 30ra m. t.

at Rome, June 30, about 55m after the earth's passage through

the orbit plane. Comparing the position of an arc of a great

circle drawn from the sun through the nucleus, which must have

corresponded almost precisely with the projection of the plane

of the orbit, we find that at the pole star the centre of the ray

was about 1£° to the east of the circle. .

At « Lyrse the eastern edge was at the same distance to the

west of the circle, so that the entire breadth was on that side;

the centre being distant

l&° + £ (breadth of tail).

Again at £ and e Aquilse the tail was about 4° to the east o

the circle. There was therefore a decided bend in the tail
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which on account of the direction of the time of vision must
have been out of the plane of the orbit. That its entire breadth
should have been out of this plane, as it seems to have been
near «Lyra?, is indeed a most remarkable feature and very im-
portant in its bearing upon the theory of the forces concerned
in producing it. At later dates, as we have remarked in a pre-
vious notice, the tortuous path of the ray was obvious.
Cambridge, Mass., Aug. 3, 1861.

Cambridge, August 8th.

P. S.—A letter of the date June 17, received from Dr. Moesta
of the National < )liservatorv, Santiago, Chili, announces the ap-
pearance of "a brilliant comet" early in the month. Its posi-
tion and motion agree with the ephemeris communicated in a
former part of this notice. We extract the following observa-

1861, Jun

There can not therefore be any considerable deviation of the
orbit from a parabola.

-The tail of the comet was seen 40° long bv Liais at Rio Ja-
neiro on the 14th of June.

5. Additional Observations at the U. S. Naval Observatory, Washington.

Communicated by Lt. J. M. Gilliss, U. S. N.*

Upon attempting to compute an orbit for the comet, Prof.

Hubbard found it impossible to represent the observed path by
a parabola, and then obtained by the Gaussian method the fol-

lowing hyperbolic elements, based upon the places obtained by
Mr. Ferguson on the 2d, 8th, and 17th of July. They give for

tJie middle date the values ^/=-0"*33, Jb=-0"-16.

Time of perihelion passage, 1861, June 1 1 .85294. Wash. M. T.

Long, of perihelion, 249° 44' 44"T>8 {
M. equmox,

" " node, 278 59 49 -72 [ 1861-0

Inclination, 85 oG 8 -86

Excentricity, 1-0265470

Perihelion distance, 0-7453901

* From Lt. Gilliss' paper, to appear in full in our next issue.

**• Joub. Sci.-Secokd Series, Vol. XXXII, No. 95.-Sept., 1861.
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1 far as reduced and

27-3TO80 223 24 38 3 +360 49 IS

From these residuals it is evident that the -

t sufficient, however, it is b<

. Elements of the Comet, in a letter to the Editors, by Mr. M. C. Stevens.

I took the position of the late great comet on the 4th, 8th and

2th ult., at our Observatory with the following results

:

4.39260 129 31 32
8.40480 155 48 12
2.37426 171 31 42

Long, of ascending node,

Perihelion distance, Log. 9-91248

Perihelion passage, 1861, June 11.12177. Washington M. T.

Motion direct.

Haverford Observatory, West Hayerford, Pa., 8th mo. 15th, 1861.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. CHEMISTRY.

Technical Chemistry.—

1. On the Coloring Matters Derived from Coal- Tar ; by Mr. H W
Perkin, F.C.S. (A lecture delivered 1

on Thursday, Ma\ HS.iefil); IV mth«-|Lond u
]
.iuurnn! .,f i

«tc p. 447, June 18, 1861.—The subject which I have the honor ,»f 1,,-j,, J.
you this evening is one whi e very rapid
is making. Previous to the year 1856, the coloring matters

derived from coal-tar products were practically unknown ; but, owing to
recent discoveries, they are now enumerated among the most important

ved. It is not my intention to enter into a dis-

e been taken out for the
prodution and application of coal-tar colors, nor yet to enter into the

ire; but to notice more particularly

md also to speak of the methods em-
ployed for their application to the arts. I shall endeavor to bring before
you all the principal colored products obtainable from the derivatives of
coal-tar—both those whi ployed by the dyer and
printer, as well as those v

I

ities only. I
way mention that the latter class of compounds is more extensive than
the former, and also that many of the coloring matters in it are likely to

remain so, for reasons to be mentioned presently.

The coal-tar products which have, up to the present, yielded coloring

matters, are numerous. The foil, wing is a list of the most important,
which are obtained either directly or indirectly from coal-tar :—namely,
aniline and its homologues, carbolic acid, chinoline or quinoline, naphtha-
line, and pyrole bases.

1 will commence by speaking of the first and most important of these

products, and its derivatives—namelv. Aniline.

Aniline was discovered in 1826 by Unverdorben. The original method
for its preparation was 1 •

I

ta?sa
i
and

-

i

' " •

Portant practical service It was V '"iizoie
;

: -. '

.

-'"

m "nich

!'.'- »"w obtained in very lar»v ...uantities. U.-nzol.'. wli. n >ttidii>d in the

moratory, was !

-

J*"*

w«en submitt u^'s process

*nich i3 now empbyed for the preparation of aniline by the ton. Had
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now so extensively emplo\<<{. would s

discovered aniline-purple, nitrobenzole

Down. When I

with in the laboratory; in fact, half a pound of as then esteemed

quite a treasure, and it was not until ;•-..' deal of time and money

had been expended that I succeeded in ng this 8-

quantities, and at a price sufficiently lovf for co. purposes.

The coloring matters obtainable from aniline erous. They are

the following:— Aniline purple, violin* ie, alpha aniline

. de Paris, nitroso-phenyline, clinitraililine, an,i nitro-phenyline

Aniline Purple, generally known as Tyrian Purple ., Mauve, Phena-

.

<[•<•.— !t has been know n for m •'"<}' yi-ar 3 that the hypo-

chlorites react on aniline and its salts, producing a
,

'*'.;:.• ' > '" -

definite was known of this

that aniline produced, w liquid, but

that this color was verv fugitive. As manv verv absurd sta!

been made respecting "the discovery of aniline purple, I will just briefly

mention how it was that I first became acquainted with it.

In the early part of 1856, I commenced an investigation on the artifi-

. To obtain this base, I proposed to act on

toluidine with iodid of allyle, so as to form allyle-toluidine, which has the

it not improbable that, by oxydizing this, I might obtain .ft*

2(C 10H 13N)+ 3 = C 20H24N3 2-f-H2
0.

Allyle-toluidine. Quinine.

For this purpose, I mixed the neutral sulphate of allyle-toluidine with

i f quinine, I obtained a

brown precipitate. Neve .-., know more about tbis

curious reaction, I proceeded to examine a more
same circumstan,-, -. For the, puip..»f, I - le, i

-sLilpiiate with bichromate of potassa. This mixture produced nothing

but a very unpromising bl fating th»P*'

dpitate, I found it to < hich is now, I may say, a

•iv purple.
.':.-..;;:

Solutions of equivalent proportions of sul| i < m I n m 1
bichromate

of potassa are mix., I, and allow,,! to stand till the reaction

The resulting black precipitate is then thrown on a titter.

with water in f potassa. ft is then dried. ^ 1S

dry product is tftcruanU di- i d ^\, d in witl -

Ittaei ipath k »e>to becolorea

brown. After this, it is repeatedly boiled with alcohol to extract tw



en-green appearance. Aniline purple is

imparts a deep purple color to that
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oring matter in the bottom of the retort as a beautiful bronze-colored

substance.

The aniline purple prepared according to the process just described,

although suitable for practical purposes, is not chemically pure. If

required pure, it is best to boil it in a large quantity of water, then filter

the resulting colored solution, and precipitate the coloring matter from it

by means of an alkali. The precipitate thus obtained should be collected

on a filter washed with water until free from alkali, and dried. When
dry, it is to 1^ c ion filtered,

and then cvaporat-d to dryness over the water-bath. Thus obtained,

appears as a brittle bu ntifbl bronze-

face; but, if some of its alcoholic solution be evapoi

glass plate, and viewed by trmiMniit. i ight. it

\i olet color. If considerable quantities of an alcoholic solution of the

coloring mat: water be evaporated to dryness, the

: -

often possesses a golden-green i

soluble in cold

liquid. It is n.. .. ,

when left to cool, assumes the form of a purple jelly. It is very soluble

• iu ether and hydrocarbons. Ani-

mate be slightly basic, as

it is more sol in pure water. Alkali

it from its aqueous solution as a dark purplish-

black powd tes it in a very finely-

divided state. A little of th> precipitate, which appears to be a double

compound of chlorid of mercu \ md coloring matter when suspended

m water and viewed ! .

i,!

v

or ™,e
J

^lor. If a small ,,u uu.u -.t l,\dntc.
}

-t i-ium or sodium be added

to an alcoholic solution of the coloring matter, it causes it to assume a

v '"l«.'t tint, but without emoting anv change in the coloring :

i QOi decompose it Aniline purple

• : -

This, when slightly diluted, assumes a beautiful blue color. Excess of

'•
-

,

"'.
.

':.''-"
Nordhausen

lor by means of water.
.

he same

:
:

. .

' • -

,s without, action upon it. IWerfnl reducing agents have a peculiar

-:..
,

!;
. , : ... .

, ^., •
.

.

.••..-•
r luc,,,,, ,_ ,,-_,,, ini , :, Vl p, h ,

.. mon of sulphid ot ammo.

^

•
^ : '

'

~ "^
,

'

iwoish • dor. rbis solution, when
...

•• . ,. \ -

•-• —

:

i a little nrotoxvd of • , ?
Ik- solution ".lo b£2 purpl, .

llun
'

£-*•

"taospbere. Sulphurous acid dies not affect the color of this substance.
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The coloring matter forms a remarkable compound wil

When an aqueous solution of the coloring matter is mixed w

tion of the tai :ea place. The precipitate thus formed,

- sses the properties of the

pure coloring matter. 1: Like the pure coloring
':>•

<>v\ lulling nti excess of water to this solution, the new com-

pound is precipitated unchanged. This compound is rather duller in

color than the pure coloring matter itself. Aniline purple, whi

with a little moist binoxyd of lead, is transformed into roseine. This

coloring matter is remarkable for its intensity—a few grains of it coloring

able quantity of spirits of wine.

Violine.—This coloring matter, which is a product of the

aniline, was first obtained by Dr. David Price. He prepared it by heat-

ing an aqueou luric acid, and

one equivalent of aniline, to the boiling-point, and then

bits) ,:. The filtrate, w i i is of a dark purple hue, fc

boiled with potash, both to separate the excess of aniline, an 1
also to

precipitate the coloring matter. When ail the fin

- thrown on a filter, and slightly washed with water, ami

then dissolved in a dilute solution of tartaric" acid. This -

filtration is evaporated to a small bulk, refiltered, and then precipitated

by means of an alkali. Thus obtained, \ ioline pr< s< nts itself as a 1.1 ick-

ish-purp!,. imwder, whieh, when dissolved in aleohol, and evaporated to

<lryn ( -ss, appears as a brittle, bronze-colored sul.statn e, similar to aniline

oo-se.simr ;l „ 1M1V eoppen -colored retleetion. It is more

g coloring matter; it is very soluble

in alcohol, but insoluble in ether and hydrocarbons. These solutions

posses a color somewhat similar to that of'the field violet. Concentrated

sulphuric acid
j

a -nm solution, bul excess of water

restores it to its original color. Like aniline purple, reducing agents

deprive it of its color, but which is restored by the action of the atmos-

ph< re J mi n p .

'

, - m in> lubh < ompound with it; \

with a small quantity of binoxyd of lead, it is converted into aniline

purple; excess of this reagent changes it into roseine.

Roseine.—This substan e i irh \W v s ic omp nies aniline purple,

Greville Williams, and afterward by Dr. David Price. Wil

manganates for its preparation, but Dr. I » avid 1

'

of binoxyd of lead. His process is as follows :—To a boil <

one equivalent of sulphate of aniline, two equivalents cf binoxyd " i!,
'

:l

!

solutionis then fib, -red. a!, d tin tiltmto , v t p< i it, d to a -i. .

rated solution is then till. red. and ' "'
>

h

\
means of an alkali ; it is then collected on a til;

then dried. The coloring matter thus prepared readily d

alcohol, forming a fine crimson-colored liquid, which, when evaporated

to dryness, leaves the coloring matter as a dark brittle substance, having

a slightly metallic reflection. It is much more soluble in water than
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aniline purple or violine;
#
but, like them, it is insoluble in hydro-

us, and is more > a neutral liquids. Concen-
! dissolves informing a green solution; excess of

restores it to its original color. It forms a compound with tannin,

s also deodorized, or nearly so, by powerful reducing agents.

e three coloring matters just mentioned, namely, aniline purple,

e, and roseine, an for they have nearly the

properties. They are all formed under simil

slightly soluble in wato Ie of color be-

comes redder, so their * i Ikaliea precipitate them
from their a^ 1 ted -ulpl uri. a< id dissolves them,

color of the coloring matters; powerful reducing agents deprive them of
their color, or nearly <o; hut it, is attain restored by the influence of

oxygen ; and, lastly, tannin forms insoluble compounds with them all.

Fuchsii
, which is often improp-

erly called roseine', is a member of an entire!} .lift nt series of com-
pounds from the foregoing, being formed under very ditt'ererit circum-

stances, and possessing very different properties. This coloring matter

*as tn>t observed hv^Xata'nson. in 1S.3G, when studying the action of

chlorid of ethylene on anili
; wa9 Prac"

idorid of carbon on aniline. It was

believe, taught manufacturers how to prepare

Fuchsine is invariable formed at a temperature ranging from 170° to

190° centigrade. It is produced from aniline by the action of reducible

cblorinized, brominized, iodized, or tluorized substances, as well as by
weak oxvdizing agents. The substances used for its preparation on the

large scale are perchlorids of tin and of mercury, and the nitrates of

mercury. It has also been prepared with bichlorid of carbon.

Preparation of /
>' Bichlorid of Tin on Jmline.

—Aniline combines with bichlorid of tin. evidently producing a double

compound. This product is a >.
v be prepared by

adding to aniline, bichloiid ^f tin in the anhvdrous *tate. or dissolved

»> water. Anhydrous bichlorid of tin combines with aniline with great

energy to form this compound. To prepare fuchsine from this double

from water, or nearly

therefore, anhydrous chlorid of tin is gene

paration. The process adopted is as follow; biel.io-prepari
r" ! <>f tin is slowly La-
tently stirred, anil the p-i-tv mass thus formed uradually heated. M
tje temperature increases, it becomes quite liquid and also brown in color.

As soon as the tia
]lmS point of the

mixture, it rapidly changes to a black-looking liquid which, when viewed

» thin layers, presents a rich crimson color. This is kept at its boiling

point some time, and then well boiled with a large quantity of water.

% this means, the principal part of the coloring matter is extracted,

together with considerable quantities of hydrochloric! of aniline. The

residue is a solid of brown color, and contains considerable quantities of
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tin in the form of a proto-compound. The aqueous solution of the

coloring man ig then boiled, so as to vol-

atilize any fn-.- as, '.iini' it may contain, and then saturated

of sodium. The chloric! of sodium . ter to separate

as a semi-,- of a golden-green aspect, whik tin

hydroehlorate of aniline remain-, in -
• n 1 1 r i .

' : . The coloring matter thus

obtained m, by digestion with benzole, which dis-

- - - ns matter.

Preparation ofFuchm

sometime it forms a white pasty mass; but when carefully heated to

170° or 180° centigrade, it reacts upon it, forming a brown liquid, "hirh

changes till of a dark crimson color. At the satni

whole of the metal of the mercury-salt collects at the bottom of the

vessel the experiment is conducted in. This product, when
from the metallic mercury and allowed to cool, b< •

filled with crystals of nitrate of aniline. To purify this pr<-

cold water, and then to boil the r.-i, times with

fresh quantities of water until the principal of the coloring matter is

extracted, and filter the i tions while hot. On cool-

ing, the solution, will .|..j,. .i- the coloring matter as a golden-green

tarry substance, from which benzole separates a small quantity of a

brown impurity, leaving the coloring matter as a brittle solid.

I have briefly described the above processes, because they may to some

extent be regarded as types of most of the methods employed for the

production of this coloring matter—the first repi

by the action of reducible chlorids upon aniline, and the latter by the

influence of weak oxydizing agents.

Fuchsine is undoubtedly an organic base, and a more powerful one

than is generally supposed. The product obtained from aniline by

means of bi< 1
1 1 orate of fuchsine, and that obtained

by the oxydizing action of nitrate of mercury is the nitrate of fuchsine.

My reason f !. on examining the col-

obtained by chlori'l oj tin, 1 found it 'o < t in larev qi u
'

bined hydrochloric acid, and, when n - used, conside-

rable quantities of combin tore, I concluded that the

former is the hydrochlorate, and the latter the nitrate.

Fuchsine is separated from its salts by precipitation with a small quan-

tity of ammonia. When freshly precipitated, fuchsine is a red bulky

paste, which, when dry, contracts, fori •• r -

k 1S

:::!:! .;,
-

'

; . :
>..-.,.• .<

.

:

-
'

:

soluble in ether or hydrocarbons; a small quantity of hydro, :

causes it to dissolve freely in hot water ; but an excess of ci:

chloric acid of ftulphuric acid dissolves it, forming a brown
I

,
. \

.'.:, .:_:.:•. :

may be distinguished from wives in strong sulphuric
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Acetic acid added to these alkaline solutions restores the color of the
fuchsine; and, if the liquids are concentrated, the base precipitates as a
red, flocculent substance. An a!c< . when evap-
orated to dryness, leaves the coloring matter as a brittle mass, having a

uitiful o-ohl u-gn . it nn-tallic reflection. B\ '

• - '' ir has a red Mr. |'„ ham]) has analyzed carefully-prepared

fuchsine, and found it to have the formula C 12H 12N 20.
i an amount of hydrochloric acid,

nth the formula C,^H l2N2 0, H CI.
' He also examined

i purple precipitate; it has the form-

existence of oxygen in this base is

line, in inan\ instances, it is produced from agents which
do not contain a trace of oxygen—as, for example, bichlorid of tin and
aniline. The only waj I

resenceof oxygen in the

product analyzed is, that it was a hydrate ; thus :—

C 12H 12N 2 = C 12H 10N2 + H2

Lnhydrous fuchsine. Water.

rhaps, to some extent, confirmed by an experiment I made
iline. I find that iodaniline, when heated, yields fuchsine.

e can only be expressed thus :

—

2(C 6 [H 6 I]N) 32 C 12H 10N2 + 2HI

JH supposing the fuchsine examined by Mr. Becharop to have been a
hydrate, it is remarkable that its hydrochlorate, and, more pw

. should also be hydrates. But, as our knowledge
of this body is as vet but scanty, we mu>! wait for the accumulation of

wets before we can form any fixed opinion respecting its cost

Joe compounds investi-
We. Some •

n'ds of 100 gallons of a hot, aqueous

solution of this coloring matter, which bad been prepared by means of

"Urate of mercury. This solution, on standing until cold, deposited a

le quantity of coloring matter in the form of small octahedra,

h*ving a most beautiful green metallic reflection. Reducing agents de-

ichsine, but the oxygen of the atmosphere restores it to its

°"ginal color. If an alcoholic solution of fuchsine be left m contact

*Uh sulphid of ammonium until decolorized, or nearly so,

exposed to the m . !,,, «- <•!,., i< mm
'

l" 7 r,
'M '"

to stand for submitted to the atmosphere, several

Jours elapse before it assumes its original <• 1- r. Like amhne purple,

g
matter. Tannin precipitates both

. ..... •

.
:

. .
..

.

' - -•
"' ;

f"
ll,."l<- Wh.-n preparing fuchsine by means of bichlond of tin, or more

Particularly when using nitrate of mercury, there are two o her coloring

patters produced, one possessing an orange color, and the other a purple

Due
- It is on ;, of the former that some sat

presence o

1 commercial fuchsine possess a scarlet cr

** Jocb. Sci.-Second Semes, Vol. XXXII,

:olor. Of this
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orange-coloring matter, scarcely anything is known. It is not precipitated

from these salts by means of alkalies. Of the purple-coloring matter,

little is also known. It is formed at the same time as fuchstne, bol in

very small quantities, and from which it is difficult to separate perfectly.

Its .1 1- pi- re similar to those of fuchsine. It dissolves in concentrated

- ilpfa iri
:

; part of the

I- is separated by <lilution with water. Hy.h

I.

—

{To be continued)

2. Action -"hen employed as a preservative of wood.—Kcenig has investigated the chemical reactions which occur when wood

is impregnated with a preservative solution of blue vitriol. He findsas

a general rule, that a certain quantity of basic sulphate of copper remains

combined in the pores of f
with water. T opper salt may be seen by its green color

s between the yearly rings in the less compact portions of the

hat is to say in those portions which contain the sap. "**'

J copper salt, and indeed none wha
)n, so that it cannot be washed ou

When wood from which all resin has been extracted by boiling

ashed out with water, by pure cellu-

cted by boiling

alcohol, is impregnated with sulphate of copper, it does not become c

i original resinous wood, and the copper salt contained in i

be washed out with water. In like manner, from impre£

s wood all the copper salt may be removed, with the res

constituents of the blue vitriol are consequently fixed in the

with the solution of sulphate of copper. The nitrogenous matters

being soluble in an excess of this sol pitate which

o aqueous solutions of albumen and sulphate of copper are

are well known to be promoters of putrefaction, their removal reau»/

accounts for the increased durability of the impregnated wood.

The author hopes to explain in a similar manner the action of other

salts, like chlorid of zinc, &c, which are used for preserving timber, and

fed in investigating the question.

The utility of blue vitriol as a preservative may also depend in a meas-

ure upon the resiuous cop] ted, by which the poresoi

the w.m.I ;ir<? more .»r less tiii.,1 up and the ligneous fibre covered so tb»

the air is prevented and the attacks of insects bii

is suggested that those cases in which the anticipated benefits have n

been realized in practice by impregnating wood with a solution ot bit

vitii-!, may probably be referred to the use of an insufficient amount
^
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merely of absorption.

—

Programm der Realschule zu Leipzig, 1861:
Boettger's polyt. Notizblatt, xvi, 177, (1861, No. 12).

3. Ozone as a means of restoring old and faded engravings, etc.—Ac-
cording to v. Gorop-Besanez, ozone when properly applied is a most
effective and convenient agent for restoi . ult books >> prints which have
become brown by age, or been soiled or smeared with coloring matter;

Bj required to render them perfectly white, as if

out injuring in the least the blackness
of the printer's ink or the lines of crayon drawings.

As examples of his reset! •'- of the sixteenth

century upon a page of which several sentences had been painted over,

by the monks of that epoch, with g matter in
order to render tlx-m i leg .1 , and of which no trace of a line could be
detected. After 36 hours treatment with ozone the coloring matter was

. & the page would have
failed to discover that any of the lines had once been painted over. In
like manner a wood cut of Durer which had been besmeared with a dark
yellow color was completely restored.

ally if the

paper be subsequently treated with very dilute chlorhydric acid to remove

tne action be long continued. Vegetable coloring m
removed by it, but metallic coloring matters, grease spots and s

L

duced by fungi cannot thus be destroyed.

As applied in the small way, the method consists in placing a bit of

phosphorus about 3 inches in length and £ an inch in diameter, the itu*

free of which has been sera] !

; ght. i wide i ked glass carboy, or

other large hollow vessel, pouring in as much water, at about 30° (C), as

*>H half cover the i
'

" rk
>
and allowing

the whole to stand until the jar is charged as strongly as possible with

•Woe, which ordinarily occurs after 12 or 18 hours. Then without re-

moving the phosphorus or water, the paper to be bleached, which has

been moistened wit!
platinum wire in

a suitable manner, is h n n tie mi. lo of the vessel. The cork is now

stored and the apparatus left to itself. The roll of paper is soon sur-

rounded with the fumes arising from the phosphorus and tl e st tin> gra l-

u% disappear. Tie i
t\ <

* th <
}

i
' '> f course depends upon

the nature of the substance to" 1" IN - '- '
"

'
"-

|°ngest time require, - Prints ulneh had merely

Jecome brown by age and those stained « ith corf, o usually becomeper-

fectly white and' |.
- ^ lhe ac,

V
>n

.

°' l,,e

ozone however mug '
' lonS lest some ot tne nner

"nes of the engraving should b, injured. Alter ul the spots have dis-

appeared, the paper is strong a- 1
ami it

• • " '•'
*

; .";'> y" n '".'!'

audition would 1
»° ai- dark colored. It is

consequently necessan to ,vn,uu the a- .1 -

;

'
' ">. In order toac-

cotuplish this the paper is placed in waiei v\hieh is tiequent y renewec

and allowed to lie fhere until a bit of blue litmus paper pressed against

* is no longer reddened. The paper is then passed through water to
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allowed to flow over the paper during 24 hours. After the paper, ou

exposure to the air, has become dry enough to remove from the glass

without danger of tearing, it is taken off and pressed dry between folds

of filter paper.

The author remarks that in case the process were attempted on a larger

scale it would probably be well to have glass troughs or boxes blown of

prepare suitable vessels by any

ient being attacked

Attempts to apply ozone in restorin

result- tb. i.
f <». 1 p iii i<. u i < _ . —Aunalen der Chemie und

Pharmacie, cxviii, 232.

4. Neiv Ancesthetic.—During the past few months consider,

has been excited among members of the medical profession by an at-

tempt to introduce into practice a vo - anaesthetic

properties whi incidental product in the m
of coal oil. Of the chemical history of tin- subline*.—call.

by its manufacturers, but little is as vet known. Prof. I-

Harvard Medical School, informs us "that a sample in his possession is

of sp. gr. 0-640, at 12° F. When I
ning scraps of

foil it began to boil at about 85° F. As the moi
pan- distilled off, the temperature continued to rise, and at 170° about

three-quarters of the liquid had evaporated. It continued to boil feebly,

but the whole was not converted into vapor until the
had risen considerably above 300° ; and when the flask was allowed to

cool, much of the vapor condensed before the temperature had fallen to

300°. It is evident that -
, ., ^bons are present,

having a wide range of boiling points. Probably the most
them would be gaseous at ordinary temperatures," if isolated. It is re-

markable that the keroselene should be so readilj

at atmospheric temperatures. I found that keroselene and Squibbs

ether, exposed in watch glasses, lost eqn il « i ghts in -2[ m
respectively; and the former evapora out two-thirds

of the time required for the ether. The specimen which I examined

contained a little sulphur. Some sulj therefore pres-

ent as an impurity, which would be decidedly objectionable for anaesthetic

purposes."

The vapor of this substance possesses very decided anaesthetic proper-

ies. This was first accidentally noticed by its effects upon

ngaged in cleaning a cistern at a coal-oil manufactory, and afterwards

roved by the workmen by experiments upon flies and" mice. Whether

t can be employed without danger a- ;v suh-titute for ether or chloroform

3 as yet undecided. Dr. II. . I. Kgelow (Boston Medical i

1 1, 1861) Kiv. Hi u reports several cases in
•.'

"'"
was attended with unfavorable symptoms; and at the preser^

e general feeling of medical men in Boston with i

5 evidently much less favorable than when it was first brougw

. It may be remarked that the "keroselene" in question
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5. ReinscKs test for Arsenic not applicable to solutions containing

rsenic acid.—Werther finds that the practice of applying Reinsch's

it immediately to the liquid obtained by the action of chlorate of

potash and chlorhydric acid upon the substance suspected to

arsenic must be discarded and that, as a general rule, the test is

It h id her* tot'oi Imii suppos. d, and the belief is countenanced by so

high an authority as Fresenius (Anleitung zur qualitativen chem. Analyse,

lute Aufl., p. H8, 8132, No. 7). thi
"wily be re-

duced by the the test and that the products of this

. ,.,. i ,; \\ rther now-shows that solu-

.,. ^t^m.l.lwhjd.ic or sulphu-

ric acid deposit no coating upon bright i

erable quantity of i

obtained f.om solui

the cold for months and from others which were boiled at longer or

8

irisconleqtntly with arsenious acid alone that the characteristic

reaction of amnio •
,lilute s°lutlons of the latter

are boiled with copper and chlorhydric acid. .... • ,

In the experiments of the author no unequivocal, lustrous, arsenical

•Wing upon the copper could be obtained, on boiling for a tew minutes,

Tm. of arsenic in 50 cc; although dark

colored coatings of uncertain composition.
.,''.':.:

ained by volatilization in a current of hydrogen or ot carbon

acid, were obtained from more dilute solutions.

In judicial in *** S

, 1™?™
^P'oyed upon m the oxRation

of organx su

dances, until the arsenic acid therein contained has been reduced by

^K^U
Ti!fi^nhious black coating sometimes obtained

from d5HX n. rf «nic «5, » j"t described, frequently disap-

peared again ?E£fi to increase it by ^er contmued-
. -,,1 during a few hours the

action contains "'considerable quantities of arsenic acid but scarcely a

^l:otr"a^;ommon chlorhydric acid diluted wjA »
?«J

volume of water 1

*
t

,
ft
o k 60o (C \

of it, nor was an, - & tW
.°
d
,Sii 286m a closed vessel.- Journal fur praktische Chemie, lxxxu, 286.
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II. GEOLOGY.

1. Reply to Mr. Marcou's strictures on Mr. F. B. Meek in his Notes

on the Cretaceous and Carboniferous Rocks of Texas, (in a letter to the

Editors.)—Gentlemen :—I had intended never to answer any of Mr. Mar-

cou's papers on the disputed points in the geology of the far-west, except-

of newly discovered facts. To prolong und by merely

reiterating opinions already expressed, after ail tin- facts in possession of

the parties have been published, can neither advance the interests of sci-

ence, nor prove very interesting to scientific readers. In a paper recently

Mr Marcou, however, he makes some statements of a per-

sonal natuiv, ink, if allowed to pass unnoticed, may

place me in a false position.

The paper to which I allude is entitled, "Notes on the Creti

i- rocks of Texas by Jules Marcou,"—and was published in

the VHIth volume of the Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural

History. It is intended as a < iiica re\ w of a paper by Dr. B.'F. Shumard,

containing a section of the Texas formations; and the persona

to which my attention has been called, are made incidentally in connec-

tion with this review.

The first of these remarks worthy of notice, (and it is of no very great

importance,) occurs on page 94, where he mentions an error on one of

a figure from a paper of his in the Bulletin of the ideological Society of

:-ing it as an instance of the careless work of"a M
Blake and Meek."

e figures referred to by Mr. Marcou, were not copied

•eady explained to him bv letter. The other figures

le plate were drawn by me from specimens Ion the same

Albany, N. Y., where I was then Jr. in- Kadi of my draw
separate piece of paper when they went out of my hands. "The other

figures from Mr. Marcou's paper, were copied and arranged on the same

plate with them by some person at Wellington Cry: and it was not

until I saw a proof of the plate sent on to Albany, that I was aware these

figures had been copied from Mr. Marcou's paper.
After the publication of the volume containing

letter from Mr. Marcou, who was then

had received credit for drawing a plate in i

f whi
that had been copied from a paper of his. To this I rej

'

Mr. Marcou that the figures referred to by him, were not copied by me,

and that I was not aware my name would be mentioned in connection

with any of the drawings in this report, until I saw it in print.

As I received an answer from Mr. Marcou (date.! Zuri. h..

v. .:.;-',-:... ...:.... __" '

and expressing satisfaction with the explanation in regard i

I am a little surprised that he should now connect my nai

though it is possible the nature of our correspondence on the -

have escaped his memory.
On page 96 of his Boston paper already alluded to, Mr. Marcou, in

speaking of the so-called Gryphcca Tucumcarii, says, " On looking more
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closely at the plates of the Mexican Boundary Report, I found on the

last plate, No. xxt, fig. 3a, 3b, 3c, a specimen of Gryphcea T
Gryphcea Pitcheri. Mr. Conr.i ! in his d< serijifi. n

of Gryphcea Pitcheri, p. 155, makes no reference whatever to that plat*',

nor to the figures 3a, 3b, 3c ; and in the explanation of Prof. Hall's Re-
port, p. 174, nothing is said of the locality or the stratigraphical position

The plate was drawn by Mr. F. B. Meek, who has put it

under the head of Cretaceous."

He even goes on to intimate that I had either myself, or in connec-

tion with another party, added the figures of this fossil to Mr. Conrad's

report, without his knowledge or consent; and that too (as he thinks)

under a wrong name, and in a wrong place. He also quotes a letter of

Mr. Conrad's in such connection as to convey the impression that Mr.

Conrad intended to intimate the same thing. Thus he says, " desirous to

know the opinion of Mr. Conrad on this incomprehensible and doubtful

proceeding, I wrote him, and give below his answer
: "

—

"Philadelphia, January 25th, 1861.

Bear Sir. .'.
. . "when I drew up the report in Emory's Survey, I was shown by

I
not to have

, ,„doubtedly O. Pitcheri.

But the figures on plat.
5 " locality of

we correctly giv. tb specimens.

• • • Sincerely yours,

Having had nothing whatever to do with the Mexi

port, excepting -

;,;
>n •*> wn™

were on separate pieces of Bristol board,

i by me ;-
-

tnd having ba>
Cretaceous c"uicn ngureo OUuu

*ise,-I kne* MBble that Mr. Conrad could have even

suspected, when he was writing his letter quoted above, the nature of the

,U would place upon it. Consequently on seeing

Mr. Marcou's paper I wrote Mr. Conrad on the subject, and received the

following reply:-
-Trenton, June 21, [1861.]

My Bear Sir,-l am surprised that your name has been to*

to «£ Palasontologi »Lt I know of, ex°

Sd an Tpmbn ofany spvi'!' ! j ijfe*?!tS
f£?j£!fnot

n

hUe done »,V) '

r
*£ jfo,

* !',

erence to it in my report. ^^ T. A. Co.^n.

In a postscript to this letter Mr. Conrad I

things, that he is now satisfied 1
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typical form of Morton's Cretaceous G. Pitcheri. The following are his

words: " by-the by, Gabb showed me vince me that

Morton's G. Pitcheri.
1 ''

So it will be s< n th t \\ 1 d Mr. M re« i < ills "the mysterious appear-

ance of this 1h a itifui i -,1
' mi lor th h. i 1 < t ( -. t \ .

. us, in Mr. Con-

rad's report, is not, after all, so " incomprehensible and doubtful " a mat-

ter as he had supposed.

the so-called G. Tucumcarii is the typical form of Morton's 9.

and that his own G. Pitcher, var. wtrin. (that is the narrow form Dr.

Roemer and Mr. Marcou referred to G. Pitcheri) is probably a distinct

species, is in exact accordance with my own views expressed as long back

as 1858. Mr. Gabb has also arrived at the same conclusion ;* and when

it U Urn in mi 1 that 1, md M. < onrad 1 u

original specimen, and an extensive series of the Gryphceas of various

ages from Texas and Arkansas, for comparison wit!
' '

t artists in Paris, the impartial reader

.;'.•..: ' :;..,! ; !

i lays great stress upon the differ

. Tucumcarii, and the narrow form formerly referred

Mr. Marcou lays great stress upon the differences between the so-called

Pitcheri, as if this has some bearing on the question a

his Pyramid Mountain Jurassic. Whether we regard these forms, how-

ever, as distinct, or only as varieties of one species, has no bearing what-

shown by Dr. B. F. Shumard, that they are both Cretaceous, and occur

together in the same bed in Texas along with the so-called Ostrea Marshii,

and numerous well marked Cretaceous fossils. l>r. S. has also shown

that undoubted Cretaceous genera and species also occur in Texas, far be-

neath the horizon of the Ostrea and Gryphcea, Mr. Marcou supposed to

belong to the Jurassic.

In regard to Mr. Marcou's efforts to explain away these facts, and to

show that Dr. Shumard is in error as to the order of succession of the

Texas formations, it is unnecessary for me to say a single word, as that

geologist is abundantly able to defend his own views.

That Jurassic, and possibly Triassic rocks occur in New Mexico and

other portions of the southwest, is very probable, but what :

'

Dr. Newberry, Mr. Conrad, Mr. Gabb, myself and others maintain is,

that the fossils relied upon by Mr. Marcou to prove the existence of the

Jurassic at Pyramid mountain, are Cretaceous species; and consequently

that he has included Cretaceous strata in bia Jurassic '

doubted Jurassic fossils from the Black Hills in Nebraska,

few other points on the n

some places in Utah, bul

Marcou to that epoch, and hold a much lower 9

k fossils have yet been found in the © a

sippi, south of Utah, so far as my knowledge cxtei !-, un 1

- - - !
,;

' '."

mains of plants, and hu-
: and these came from the red beds

far below the hoi ppoted Jurassic fossils.

I remain, yours truly, F. B. Mb*
Washington, D. C, July 27, 1861.

* Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil. Feb. 1861.
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2. Note on Mr. Lesquereux's Table of Comparative Sections of Coal
Measures.

| I Am. Jour. Sci. and Arts.)—Through-
out the notice of the Kentucky Geological Survey, published in the July
number of your Journal, my name is perhaps liable to be confounded with
that of my brother Joseph Lesley, Jr., to whom is due whatever credit

belongs to th<
j
ical report of the margin of the east-

Mr. Lesquereux refer several times to my little Manual of Coal and its

topography,
j

list that you will permit me a word or
two in relatioi rania measures. The sec-

1 to in the Manual are most of them from ten to twenty years
<"U. and wriv offered as illustrations of principle, not as guides to local ge-

Ottgirta. They were meant to exhibit the general scheme of the Coal
Measures; hut neither settled the principal questions mooted among us,

nor embodied late discoveries. One of these is of such importance that
I wish to call special attention to it here, as I have done once already at

the Montreal Meeting of the American Association.

It will be noticed in Mr. Les^ucivux's - Table of Comparative Sections"

womp.-mvin.r v.. in- notice, an 1 in the first two columns representing the

Kentucky Coals', that a group of beds, four in number, seem to be repre-

sented in the other columns by only one bed, the Pennsylvania Pittsburg

Five years ago I made a careful survey of the Coal series in Somerset

County, Peniu 1 middle part. I found

here a group of beds, one of which «a< the Pittsburg bed, exactly like

the group No. 9, 10, 1 1 and 12 of Western Kentucky, with the Anvil Rock

above' it. The group consisted of three large beds, ten,

twelve and sixteen feet thick reap* ' >' and sixtT
feet between tliem ; and. with th-> . just under the Anvil Uoek. was a

fourth and smaller bed. I have never had time to write out for publica-

tion my notes of this survey, nor inde.-d of anv ..f my surveys; but no
region that I rmv« OT»r
flagrant repre

a region at least seven hun
ag a satisfactory demonstrafording a sati . that the middle Kentucky j

= -factory uuuv,,^..
wis as we used to call

measures, deposited in the same order,
fhi km

t widely separatee on both sides of it ; namely, i

of the Alleghany Mounl

S.K Ohio and

nth of

I have always considered the theory of the dying

°«as and intervening rocks along the western outcrop of tl

E- Kentucky coal area to be contrary to sound and wide geological views.

Have always doubted or disbelieved the few local data supposed to favor

Aat theory/draw, Greenup County Kentucky My
own observations at Hanging Rock were against it My brothers very

^o^SdSlS of^stlfs on^tly^
Sid?o on

4

n IW £«£»« between this gentleman

£J
hli accomplished brc'her ETph Lesley, Jr., author of the Topographical Geo-

logical Report of Kentucky.-EDS^

, Vol. XXXII, No. 93.-Sept., 186L
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complete sail osa the whole State of Kentucky shows
•. On the contrary, everywhere along the great escarpment

line of the Ohio, Kentucky and Tennessee outcrop, denudation reigns su-

preme as limiting the coal area westward, without observable

from nonconformability. And certainly the exact agreement of the great

group of upper beds and Top Rock of Somerset County, Pen
with the great upper group and Anvil Rock of Western Ken;

convince every geologist that one continuous coal area stretched from the

head of the Potomac to the mouth of the Tennessee, when th<

bed and its group were made. I am happy to say that in this faith I

agree with Mr. Lesquereux.*

There are some other points which I wish to touch on while occasion

offers. My friend Mr. Lesquereux wishes to suppress the name False Coal

Measures. I agree with him. I never liked the term. I used it because

there was no other. In fact no other has been suggested, except in con-

nection with some whole nomenclature, such as Mr. Rogers's Vespertine

coal. But then it has a well-known meaning, and is understood by

everybody. Geologists always talked of the Coal Measures. But a day

came when a whole series of carboniferous rocks were discovered not be-

longing to the Coal Mea-iires, a id in fact thousands of feet below tbe ac-

knowledged base of the Coal Measures. These rocks had deceived every-

body, and would still deceive many. They were therefore righ

at first False Coal Measures. Geologists svi i recall how completely they

deceived the Nova Scoti extraordinary

th. orj
. t 1 io-o uh tnd ba k I poshes fhev >til e\ ~r n 1 th ' <-'

have some name. They arc still deceptive. 'What shall we call them .'

But Mr. Lesquereux is not even in favor of a U >v, . d-ii u th. > • ^
ence as a separate series. He wishes to include them in the Coal Meas-

ures. He says t be dial M it is based upon the fact

that they are not generally found over the whole extent of the coal-fields of

America. I think my friend is wrong. II,. underrates their extent.

And then again the distinction, I take it, is not based v

siderations but upon vertical ones ; based upon the ir

tween the two series as observed along their Alleghany mountain out-

crops. He will recollect that at the head of the Juniata up the gorge

of Tipton Creek, there are two open probably two

coal-beds three feet thick, six hundred feet below the great c.

at the base of the Coal Measures. At Augusta Springs in Virginia, and

lacksburg and Christiansburg southwestward through Wythe

nterval be-

County, Virginia

• -tone, and how much more cannot De

>f the vicinity of tlnxe immense faults which bring up lower

Silurian rocks against the coal. Now these False Coal Measures are surely

an independent system ; and as such they correspond with 8

dependent ayatera in Europe, I believe mj friend Mr. I

'let. rmit.ed tie ir ind. peud.-uce also by at leak ; tWil plant whlcl

'Je

igh to all appearance, full 1500 feet

t be considered other th»n

only aboul undred *



thick at Tipton, and just beneath the conglomerate. But we may easily

it the Tipton coals are the actual representatives of t'he Vir-

-••:d :'« et of IU i\ Hia!<' of tli.- l.Mtt.-r

tobealitho!.., hward. of the Tipton Kcd Shale, at

the expense of the five hundred feet ot hpton iriv.n sandstones which
do not appear above the Virginia coals. But there is still another series

to be spoken of.

Between the False Coal Measures and the True Coal Measures by whieh
I mean the carboniferous system above a supposed persistent conglom-
erate stratum, (now however known to be a variable group of sand rocks,

shales and coals), there is what might and what would he called a third

.1 to be a universal horizon rock.

For underlieal and at the top of the Red Shale, for-

mation XI. (fi :. maiion- of carbonif I

ceousandsi: I. This ap-

pears everywhere beneath the conglomerate or the sand-rocks at the base

of the Coal Measures.
The question for my friend Mr. Lesquereux to settle for us is tins:

—

Whether the coal systems under the conglomerate in eastern Kentucky,

as described in my brother's report and shown in his long section, is this

sub-conglomerate system of Pennsylvania, an ! is }•< rhaps also ,-, pn sented

by the low Mercer' a d Trumbull Countv cals ntli. 1 ik Km district,

ltl ..
;
_„r whether it is the \V\the and M-nt j. -m-ry County

sub-red-shale False Coal Measures of Virginia ;—or whether it is the re-

appearance in Kentucky of the Tipton Juniata coal-beds at a still lower

horizon ;_,„••. mug out of

1, from the massive outcrops

[ <*annot atrree with mv friend Mr. Lesquereux when

argument gainst the name False Coal Measures he

says that " the same [objection that they do not extend over all the coal

^gion] can be said of the coal strata between the Mahoning and the

Anvil Rock sandstone, and particula
MeaMiivs

'
',

(between the

Jiust be a very great i

geologist in tha '

-

»oth and Jugular Veins,
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ures in the Pottsville basin, and has also given by far too much latitude

the incredible thickness of the measures which he thereby obta

not drive us to the opposite extreme. Now when Mr. Lesqii.-reux says
^

"from pakeontologieal evidence I am satisfied that the big]

the Pottsville and Tamaqua basin is the equivalent of our No. 4, and that

the measures do not ascend higher in that part of Pennsylvania," he

merely destroys the value of palseontological evidence to the eyes of those

of us who have been so long and so lovingly and reverently w

footsteps on our mountains, bringing us glad tidings of a new science.

He certainly forgets that at Shamoken he can count twelve great beds of

coal from below upwards, and then can lay his hand upon a conglom-

erate, which if lithological laws are of any value, must some day prove

to be very near his Anvil Rock. He must not forget that even in the

shallow synclinals of the Lehigh mountains he has a greater depth of

coal than he here assigns to the wide and deep Pottsville a

basin. He must not forget that the sharp mountain exhibited to him

in every one of its gaps, a row of vertical coal-beds, long enough to more

. It Beams as well demonstrated as

the absence oi \ to be, that we have in the middle folds

of this great anthracite basin, in either the group of the Salem vein, or

of the Peach Mountain, the representatives of the super-anvil-rock coals

of western Kentucky, and of the Green and Washington County coals of

In a letter just received (Aug. 20th) Mr. Lesquereux informs me that

v. - .,:,,;..•'-

assured him that the Salem, Gate, and Tunnel veins, which in the face of

every opposition he had always identified, were now found to be in fact

the same, or belonging to the same group. In that case we n

him certainly to place them in as low a botanical posit i. n as he h;w. Tin*

will not invalidate the series made oul I
undisturbed

flank of the basin, along the Mine Hill. It will leave, in fact, the basin

as deep as any in the United States.

My friend thinks and says, with the enthusiastic confidence of a master

in palaeontology, which lie is— in fact our u-ivai master in the botany of

the coal,— ti. D do nothing to help the great ques-

tions of East and West to a solution ; that "it is only by palaeontology

that the equivalency of the coal strata has been and can be esl

distant parts of the same basin, and
'

reasonably true; but when stated broadly and made therefor
"

; <: • V ..:.. ... •'
' .. I

'_'
ofoar«aenoe,tbe«fi«irf*tf*tetf««

..and the ten aid ».' r-ceive for patient toil in one department

by finding at the far end a door thrown open for us into a n<

one. But let every tub stand upon its own bottom. PaUeonl

Lithology must learn to live and let live. My friend's botoni<

are some of them yet to be modified

they were rea .observations. The pat:-'

outcrops from ravine to ravine, and from county to county ;
the pa»e
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construction and comparison of cross sections on hillside after hillside,

until a perfect map of the surface has been obtained;

and the patient underground working up of gangways and breasts, tun-

nels and shafts, which reveal blunders no surface exhibitions could

have corrected -.—What is the best palseontological work in coi

\wth all this—for results? What is even the patience, the skill and the

genius of Lesquereux, for a life-time, to a combination of apparatus and

-
: -

ble to palseontological evidence. The Freeport-Curlew limestone and the

limestone are great lithological horizons, entirely established by

The opinion expressed I

' coal No
-

]
>

inhere B and C, and perhaps No. 2 subdivides, forming as many

appall paleontologists. ' To my mind, filled with the experiences of twen-

"*
'

'"

serration has covered the ground, no coal-bed is^^^P^^
that is, unless it evidently coi

one bed, of two or more, b
clay, or some equivalent rock.

The great bed of the lower anthracite coal is a permanently triple bed,

and therefore its membfl «*** *% ^' ent^ or h,r
^

feet of slate. The great Mauch Chunk Summit Mine Coal is even to the

uninstructed eve, a group of beds, spreading somewhat further asunder

elsewhere. BnVtha* any one of «> .nous coals

should first so separate in parts as to obtain regular y lettered or num.

bered "members" and then these again split up unt, the one Jed dionld

be represented by a tall cross section containing eight separate beds or

coal—I cannot easily believe it. . , -

tar .

In conclusion I wish to suggest to geologists who take a special interest

in the carboniferous ton; '^^ pllm^
come as u:-

the term Conglomerate.

i Railroad Company some years ago, in

ind Counties, made me aware of several

t rocks in the BarrenMea— *» *** ^at whole group, (and

still consider it an interval s

i considerable c

Glomerate of weight and character, aP]

'and forming as I believe, as general

idkcS: if underlies the Pittsburg c

I feet ; overlies tb

forms the coping
( JttmanTr ver

the Conemaugh, and crowns with cliffs the ravines of £»™™n

\
n™:

f southern Somerset, above the Turkey-foot For a long ™ {
™

fnnnA~A 1, -.1 .i *r i ...; J.tnlKi th*> tfUC PiaCe 01 VSU1CU ISUUIU
founded it with the Mahoning sandstone, the t

°»e to three hundred feet further

Anguish and value it apart.

Philadelphia, Aug. 1, 1861.
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3. On the origin of some Magnesian and Aluminous Rocks; by T.

Sterry Hunt, F.R.S., of the Geological Survey of Canada. (From the

Canadian Naturalist for June, 1860.)— In common with other observers,

I have long since called attention to the fact that silicates of lime, mag-
nesia and oxyd of iron are deposited during the evaporation of many
natural waters, such as the mineral springs of Varennes and Fitzroy, and

the waters of the Ottawa river. I have also su

thus product degree to the

formation of rocks. (This Journal, March, 1860, p. 284). A hydrous

silicate of magnesia which approaches in composition to MgO SiO 3
,

combined with from ten to twenty per cent of water, and mechanically

h small portions of oxyd of iron, alumina and carbonates of

lime and m
\

and clays in

tertiary itrat Jforocco, Greece and Turkey. It is the

sepiohte of Glocker, the meerschaum of some authors, the n

others. The quincite of Berthier, w I

nated in limestone, is a similar compound, containing some oxyd of iron.

The sepiolite from the basin of Paris occurs beneath the gypsiferous

group, and in the lacustrine series known as the St. Ouen limesl

it forms very fissile shaly layers, enclosing nodules of opal

The structure of this sepiolite, which T have examine. 1 and described

as above, and that from Morocco, which is used by the Moors in their

baths as a substitute for soap, and has been described by Damour, is pe-

culiar. The mineral is made up of thin soft tcali -. an I
'.

with water, swells up b I rided Ud&

Although a<ri. ag '
] h t'hi.-. min.-ral in t

,

t

ntions of silica

and magu.-' ;,, re and after

that talc and steatite have been formed tV-m sej iolite, which has under-

gone a chemical change and become insoluble. It is possible that serpen-

tine may be derived from another silica*

The frequent association of carbonates of lime an

and of carbonate of magnesia, talc and serpentine, as is the ophiolite

of Rox bury (This Jour., [2], xxv, 224,) would seem opposed to the notion

otine may have been formed from the alteration

of sepiolite and carbonate of magnesia. In chh

a almost without admixture, we have an alurai

h cannot have been derived from »

unt of magnesia present, twice as much silica
" s

•liable
e of silica. ia (includir

silica and alumina equ

oportion of silica is s

ild not be formed fron

,
without 1

i of a large amount of silica, and we are led to regarc

having been generated 1

greater.

sepiolite with clay, or even with pure alu
eErfmi

r clay

magnesia, v.; -, ni in the un;

i the form of carbonate. Unless indeed the process, l

> Scheerer, has in recent times caused the deposition



be the type of a reaction rated beds of

he same way as those of sepiolite or talc.

of lime allie 1 t > s.-piolite, has not so far as I am aware, yet

among unaltered sediments, and among crystalline strata

*e more rare than magoes

agnosia {oft often form beds,

th'a Bur&ce, and at no i '«. may have

I wo itea, and these by subsequent

- :. I, ive [> "ii i bang) I

-• The pro-

irea not above 160° F. as observed by

• •

But while we admil I

water at ordinary temperatures, there is not wanting evidence that the

reaction which we loner since pointed out, (True. lioyal Society of Lon-

don, May 7, i ;
: ''~ ,!

-

laceous matters and earthy carbonates in presence of alkaline solutions,

:' :; ;V * > . ,
- ;./. - :

.-.
"

i

^liioh n.nt.Mi, , .out un p.i i.nt «.i - ' "
-!::!'

•
! -

and only traces of lime and magnesia. In the vicinity ot an intrusive

dolerite, however, the limestone is cb) |

vrm b? V16

:

:

i ' " - >':

ibradorite and anor-

reactions a portion of alumina
garnet, magjnesian mica, scapolite or feldspars

1 it is not impossible that in sucl ~
~

etirnes be set free, and give rise

ordinary modes of decomposite

may sometimes be set free, and give rise to corundum, spine, u.^c «

als containing alu

source of free alumni ml i ' "
v

'

[ \
7,
^j,*

^ve compound of alumina 'manganese, (this
wis base is aometw ! SL.«£ m t-

S'thtltt,. ,,e described by
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nature than was formerly supposed. Berthier long since gave the name
of bauxite to an earthy pisoiitic ore which occurs either massive or im-

bedded in limestones of tertiary age, at Baux, and many othi

in the departments of Gard and Var, and also in Calabria, and the Gre-

oian Archipelago, forming in some places an abundant rock.* This

substance is a variable mixture of a ipparently ap-

proaching di aspore in eon of iron, some-

times constituting a workable iron ore, and at other times a veritable ore

of alumina. It contains besides small portions of silica, titanic, vanadie

and phosphoric acids, and occasionally encloses grains of corundum. A
compact dark red variety gave Deville, alumina 57-6, peroxyd of iron

25-3, and water 10-8, besides 3-1 of titanic acid, and 2-8 of silica. In

other specimens the proportions of alumina and iron oxyd are nearly

equal, or the latter predominates, as in one example where the propor-

tions were 48-S of iron oxvd, and 32-2 < f alumina; and another, 60 of

iron, and 18 of alumina and titanium. In these analyses the carbonate

of lime, generally present, was first removed by a dilute acid ; the pro-

longed action of stronger acids completely dissolves the hydrated oxyds.

By an intense heat this substance is converted in'

resembling emery in its physical character, but the presence oi

corundum in the hydrated mineral seems to show that this trans

may take place at ordinary temperatures. The emery of Greece and

Asia Minor, h variable proportions of oxyd of MOB,

is according to Dr. J. Lawrence Smith always more or less hydrated.

The argillaceous matter enclosing some varieties of tliis bauxite or

impure diaspore, is white, without plasticity, and very rich

one specimen freed from the red ferrug alumina 58-1,

silica 21-7, peroxyd of ir

approaches in its composition to . .Ilvrit.-. and to -1 , ,1 Unite which is the

gangue of the diaspore of Schemnitz. These m
from 20 to 40 per cent of water. 8c md allophane

are similar matters; the latter, unlike tore, appears to

have been deposited from solution. The subsulphate of alumina, known

as websterite or aluminite, is often met with in layers and concretionary

masses in Tertiary clays,f and is sometimes mingled with a sii

the composition of allophane. This frequent occurrence of al

retaining a portion of si: ma the view which we have

elsewhere exp urns have by their decom-

position furnished the alumina for many of the minerals in

while the conditions under which this base is taken into solution oy

organic matters, still require investigation. The careful ex a

unaltered sedimentary deposits, it calculated to throw great additiona

light upon the origin of the crystalline rocks. ,

4. Note to the Paper of Messrs. Meek and Worthen on the Age of w
Goniatite Limestone, p. 167 of this No.—The name "Kinderhook Group

is now proposed by these authors to include the beds lying between
i

tn

Black Slate and the Burlington Limestone, which have heretofore pee

considered the equivalents of the Chemung Group of New York, w
designation will be observed in the Illinois Report.-(Letter to JSditors.)

* Deville, Ann. de Chimie et Physique, (3) lxi, S09. . j^j,
+ In this copnection we may notice apatelite, a basic persulphate of iron, n



III. BOTANY.

!. Martins, Flora Bra **t notice, two more issues

of this great work have come to hand : viz., fascicles 2,5 and 2<>. contain-

ing the Santalaceoe (two m 9 (26 species

:..i the more numerous Jpocijnaace,

curator, J. MB ted, judging

mrii. This was published in .Inly. I860. It is now fol-

lowed by fascicles 27 and 28. publish,.-*! in February ia-t. This contains
''-''

nymia (the > r. »>!<- nt ti\ s »t .!.,'/,/, ,»u in

- *. :
•,: . ...-. '

also the Begoniaceoe by DeCandolle (83 species <A

a few pages oi »lf. Finally

we have the Celastrinece, Ilicineae, and Bkamnece, by S. Reissek of Vienna,

s th the leaves of many species self-printed by

the Vienna process. The elaboration of th— orders appears to be very

satisfactory. We congratulate Von Martius upon the < haraetei and steady

progress of this formidable work. A
-
G -

- ,

H- Karsten, Tom. I, fasciculus primus. Bern!: F. 1 liimler, 18.58. pp.

*2, tab. 1-20, ,.-1 imp., fob—This promising nmme.nvm.Mit i i

Magnificent u with an advertiseineirt b\ fhositc-

the original publisher, dated Feb. 1

P
°9gendorffia . „.,_

^enbergia penduliflora, t. 14. witti

extremely long filaments, is in Fendh

3. Journal of the Proceedings of the Linnatan Society, (Hot any

20
T (1861) fin

Mian Cruciferm, and contains five otl

short ones, and ,.f only local interest. I >r. W -

- '

........ .
-

^

the time" ofV, itofortiMJ

** JOCB 8ci.-S.COHD Skries, V ,:,. XXXII, No :»5. -Sr.rx., 1S01.
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The entire plant looks like a round table, a foot high, projecting over the

tolerably hard, sandy soil, the two op; i
fathom long,

by 2 to 2| feet broad) extend on the soil to its margin, each of them

jjmenta. The flowers are hermaphro-

peared a Second Supplement to the botanical portion of vol. v, (1861)

papers, viz:

(1.) The Natural Order Aurantiacea, with a Synopsis of the Indian

Species, by Daniel Oliver, the newly appointed Professor of Botany in

Efnrorsity College, London, who here takes rank as a first-rate mono-

grapher.

(2.) Notes on Menispermacece, by George Bentham, who now, as

pi, i>,'d to !. im.oM-nj.'^ tli.- |.tvM.I.-nf il chair of Brown

and Ninth in th- L it • hi s , ..... i; r •!, -^-called opposition of the

parts of the flower in Menispermacece and Berberidacece is only in Mtflf-

e suppose be every where understood and admitted. As to

>n of stamens to petals in Hhamnea and the like, if shut up

to the alternatives mentioned by Mr. Bentham, we should still prefer "the

idea of a common origin " to that of the stamen being developed in the

axil of the petal, win it won 1 intrude •• a :.,>•,!'• - and most improbable

complexity into the morphology of the flower. But a third a

which was 1,
. s to offer a more natural explanation,

lly superposed just as the parts of the succ<

res are.—the ordinary alternation of floralcycles of alternate leaves are,—the ordinary _..
v the thing to be accounted for.

(3.) Notes on Tiliacea, and 4, Notes on Bixacea and Samydacea, by

the sain,; author, are masterly papers. At the first view we were far

from satisfied throughout with the proposed re-arrangem< i

more we consider the matter the better we like it, even in the association

' '

union of the Sanydacea with the Bixacea, and make less thai

tham does of the difference between
tion,—a difference often obscure or shading away, and as of'u

in the same natural group, or among closely rel.r

axile placentation do. No one know
thors of the forthcoming new Genera Plantarum ; but their adhesion to

Million is compelled by their determination "to maintain tne

Candollian series in its general featur.

We; but if rigidly followed out in • w)j do muclj

violence to natural affinities, perhaps without securing adequat*

advantages. But it is far easier to interpose objections than to collocate

the natural orders upon ;uiv e..nM,tont system. A
*
G '

4. Calluna vuhurh a,id Aim c,ir Vopfn/l/ea in the Vnited States^-

Th-it-Am.-ri.-a has no ir-aths" is a "botanical aphorism.

>r nearly thirty years ago found

swfoundland. Also that De »

inhabitant of that isl

ner, Mr. Jackson I >awsou, a young gard ner.

i and living plants (both flowering stocks and young seedling8;
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from Tewksii :
r abundantly

over about half an acre of rather bogg Andromeda

calyculata, Azalea viscosa, Kalmia anyustifolia, Qratiola aurea, &c.,

apparently as much at home as any of these. The station is about

half a mile from the State Almshouse. Certainly this is as unlikely a

plant, and as unlikely a place i

either designedly or accidentally,

of plants it must have been there for at least a dozen years ;

had been nol two years ago, by a Scotch farmer of

v. well pleased "to place his foot once more upon his native

heather. So that even in New England he may say, if he will—as a

friend of ours botanically renders the lines—that

" Calluna vulgaris this night shall be my bed
^

And Pteris.aquilina the curtain round my head.

It may have been introduced, unlikely as it seems, or we may have to

- - .

and J/iirWtcf
7 // —

[
- the "Id W - r'd * -panngly rep-

resented in the New, that they are known only at single stations,—per-

haps late-lingerers rather than new-comers. --.«,„.«
Aira caryopkyllea has just been detected by Wm. M. Canby Esq., in

New Castle cur tv. ! »,-la» : .iv. lowing v.-r; hi
. ;

" n a dry piece

-

and completely surrounded by a forest. Itcertaii

for ten years, probably not for a much longer time. In company *"*» -

was Polygala N ''"*. &c ->
l

mally cultivated. Still we
t no clover, timothy, i

* u7 ot tue gi

have been inti

IV. ASTRONOMY AND METEOROLOGY.

1. The recently discovered A*teroids.-ln the last No. of the Journal

• gave a list of the asteroids discovered since 1858 together with the

ements of several of them. We now give the elements ot the re-

ainder, and also corrected elements of Titania

:

5 yisrs
ft 191 57 53 oa
i

\ 3 34 ar '46

»
J

958"-43568

-2 !
=393.09 __

j4i° aa' 4i"-4

29
i

2

o
3

6 -5

5

o-i44o85

958"-4i8

240° 24' 9"i
346 i5 37 5

44 40 43 -5

7 58 19 -8

oi8569a
767" 637
a-7748i

7^—1 i53° 1 > 36"-7

! I 7s a -3

.°
1 11 fi 37 •

3545

8>3



represents the mean longitude of the planet at ]

" the longitude of the perihelion.

\
" the longitude of the ascending node.
44 the inclination of the orbit to the ecli

" the eccentricity of the orbit.

" the semi-major axis of the orbit.

Note Explanatory of Baily's Beads; by El

; received from Mr. Blunt the following: satisfact<

cause of the formation of beads and ruptures of the ring, etc., in an annu-

< f the sun. Although pri iii explanation

of Baily's Beads has not before been published.

—

Eds.

Brooklyn, N. Y., May 18th, 1854.

Mr. F. Baily concludes his paper, on the Annular Eclipse, May 15,

1836, thus, '-that tnou obtroda themselves to our

view, there can ! e no question ; hut it u quires further explanation why

almost all of the rem place when observed near

the edge of the 6 Frances thereon, these pro-

'

\ great measure, disappear." The following is an

Let the line a a' represent the true edge of the Sun's disc, and tue

exterior line b b' the apparent edge., (the difference between the two being

caused by the tremulous motion in our own atmosphere,) the

cc' the true edge of the Moon, and the dark the apparent edge, when seen

on the Sun—the difference between the two being caused by the same.

Now, as the true edge of rhe Sun's di*c touches any of the mountains

on the Moon's edije, if the part in contact is more than twice this (in-

ference, dark lines will instantly shoot out and connect the apparent edges

of the Sun and Moon, and they 1

proaches the exterior edge of the S

or narrower, as the Moon's edge

Fig. 2 shows Baily's Beads "

beads being formed netww*n >

internally, until tbey braaK-

the instant of formation.
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The followr ttfl of this theory, T beg you *

1st. The observed diameter of the Sun is always greater than the

computed. See observations at various observatories,

2d. The diameter of objects projected on the Sun's disc are less than

the computed diameters.

3d. Results, obtained from observations at the beginning and end of

use the contact or end is not seen, except when

the Moon's edge touches the true edge of the Sun's disc.

4th. Results obtained by the measurement of the distance of the solar

cusps, 4c, are not good, and, I think, it is entirely owing to their not

the angle, for increase caused by tremulous motion in our

; here, and which amount might be estimated, or even measured

during the eclipse, by each observer.

In addition to the above, I would remark that the annular eclipse, as

observed September 1838, in Brooklyn. >h wed t .
t itn ot this theory.

•!•,, formation of the ring

being low. When the tremulous motion of the atmosphere is so rapid

that the wavy lines do not appear, the shooting out of the black lines is

The truth of this theory, I tested in the following manner : -At the dis-

tance of about eleven rolfes, was placed a black-board, six feet by eight

inches, with a hole in it, two-tenths of an inch in diameter, for the Sun .

rays to be reflected through, towards me, with » hehotrope. Tow»d.

noon, when the atmosphere was tremulous, a large bright light on y was

wen, and, as the atmosphere became more steady. I

the board becran to show as a large faint shadow, which increased in
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Meteoric Observations, April 20, 1861.—The following obsen

hey are too lim

je only a few hours, and thus be easily lost even if observers

ng throughout the globe.

April 20, 1861. Observers : Mr. Edward R. Sill and myself.

moon down. Different meteors observed

:

Of these about ten eqa tli of the first magnitude,

but none were very remarkable The majority appeared to come from

near tie- » but they did not show any

decided radiant.

On the Monday mon tag alone from 3 h 15m to

4h l5m , I saw only three or f..ur -1 ting -tars. E. C. Hekrick.

4. Meteoric Observations, August 10, 1861.—(1.) New H
—At this place, the sky was clouded during the nights of Tl

Friday, Aug. 8 and 9, 1861. The night of Saturday, the lOli)

and favorable. From the top of the tower of the Alumni Building, the

following observations were made that night by a corps of for

viz. M—
. ("harl^Tomlins,,,,, ll.nn 1' .Ui..*t„„. Wiihd

myself. We were so stationed as to see as many as possible of the mete-

ors, and yet some were undoubtedly lost. None were reckoned twice.

Aug.10-11, 10»> to llhp.M. 22 26 16 12 = 76

ll h to midnight, 23 33 21 17 9*

0*»tol»>A.M. 23 38 29 29 H9
Total seen in 3 hours, 289

Of these shooting stars the large majority moved in paths which traced

back would intersect near the sword-handle of Perseus. Many equalled

or surpassed in brightness stars of the tirst mi-intnle, and one at 11

30m, near the zenith, was much more splendid than Venus and left »

train of sparks which remained luminous for twenty seconds after the

meteor disappeared. This grand meteor was also seen at Providence,

R. I., and was fortunately so well observed by Mr. B. V. Marsh at Bur-

lington, N. J., that it wifl probably be practicable to ascertain its eleva-

tion, length of path and velocity.

Prof. A. C. Twining, of this city, observed here independently Aug.

10th and Aug. 11th, and will probably publish his results.

Watching alone from 8^ 30™ to 10* p. m. of the 10th, I saw about 20

(2.) Burlington, N. J.—Observers: Messrs. B

J. Gummere. The observers, one looking S.W. and the Other

stationed on the top of a house, but the view was somewhat impaired Dy

obstacles. The sky was nearly clear until after midnight, when cloud

began to appear in the South and Southeast After 2 h they caused sen-
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2 « "2 45 « 28 14 __42

289

Mr. Marsh, who was looking towards the N.E., writes : "At first I could

not fix the radiant definitely, most of the tracks pointing to Perseus, but

a number to Cassiopeia. Towards midnight it seemed to be very clearly

within the triangle formed by ?, y, and x Persei. I could not detect any

change of position afterwards. We thought that seven-eighths of all we

saw during the night were conformable. * * * Much the finest meteor

seen was at ll h 23m —a most splendid specimen; its track remained

Bty seconds or more." ,

Mr. R. M. Gummere, also at Burlington, N. J., watching independently,

observed shooting stars as follows, viz

:

Aug. 10, 10b 25m to ll h p.m. 34

11 « 12 " 29

12 « 1 a.m. 37

The night of Aug. 9-10 was stormy at Burlington.

(*.) &&* 3/Jk-Observers: Messrs. F. W. Russell and EL. Pray

. .f August 9th was cloudy and rainy. I h, night ot the 10th

was ,-!,ar »„,j] al.oui >
a m -f the 11th, when about a third of the sky

was obscured by clouds. Between 8h p.m. and 3* 15» a. m., the two

observers saw 397 different shooting stars, as follows

:

Aug. 10-11. _
N.E. BE. H.W. S.VT.

397

V lar^o „„„„ „A«. r,^;^l tiv
BP,WV . .very large ones were noticed, twenty about

ound beta Persei,

i-i , ,T.m- U of the meteors conformed, was
l!i- radiant, to which two-tlnrds

» spot about three decrees in diameter, arouiu

The foregoiog oblation* »ho* I

this y!ar (1861), with the n AjSTK
may have been somewhat diminished, but was *^*™^^\™
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the night of July 3, 1861, four observers here saw in the hour ending at

during the corresponding hour on the 10th of August.

It is to be hoped that observers, situated from 50 to 100 miles apart,

will hereafter act in concert on the nights of meteoric abundai

in case of meteors remarkable for magnitude or other peculiarity, data

. . .

'

5. Remarkable Rain-Fall in Ohio.—(Extract of a letter from S. B.

McMillan, dated East Fai .field, O., Aug. 15, 1861, to the Editors). "The

same day (Aug. 12th) wil ill of rain ever recorded in

this part of the State, in an equal time.

From noon to l
h p. m. there fell 0*32 in. rain.

u 4h 30,n »to5h 30p. M. " 1-40" "

t half hours.

This maximum rain tali exited over at least 100 square miles. Few

dams or bridges are left standing along the strej

lumbiana)—many sheep, cows and horses were drowned, four or five

dwelling houses were swept to destruction. The dead bodies of four per-

sons of respectability, and the only persons known to have beei

were found the second day after the rain several miles below where I "

dwelling house in which they were s

In the village from which it was taken the wat
than ever before known, reach in <r to the second story of nearlj

house in the town. There was almost no wind here and only a m<

amount of lightning. A heavy wind is reported 30 miles 'east <

and also at Cfei bere it did much damage."

6. Rain following the discharge of Ordnance ; (note to the N
Intelligencer, July 25, 1 861 .)

note of a very copious rain that itnmediatelj followed tl

ordnance during the eel Qg of the waters of Lake

Erie and the Hudson, upon the completion of the Erie can

1841 I published my continued obsei

mind, fully established th targe of heavy artillery at

contiguous points produces such a concussion that the vapor collects and

- .

The early battles of the late war I

Austrians were succeeded by such copious rains that even

were not fordable; and storm arose

of such fierceness that for the time the conflict •
••»>- d. W;

two weeks McClellan's columns on the upper Potomac fought

a.s immv d.-ivs, and there were exfe-ive ra..i

close of each day. July 21*1 the great battle I

fought, and next day (22d) the rain was copious all day and fa»- into

night * * * * J- C. Lewis.

A more exact collection of such data as Mr. Lewis has here grouped

may lead to important results equally in theory and practice.—Los.
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V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

Earthquake on the Island of Penanp. (In a letter t

" Saturday, Feb. 16, 1861.—At *l\ p. m. there was a severe earthquake

shock of sufficient force to throw down crockery from shelves, stop clocks,

and to set articles to swinging. In walking, the ground seemed to undu-

late sufficient

;

rsons feel nausea. There appeared to

be three distinct shocks, each of which seemed to pass from North to

South and to continue 30 seconds.
" March 2d.—l have learned since the above, that the shock was felt

at Malacca and Singapore at the same time at each place and with about

the same degree of violence, though it was not recognized by many ves-

sels in the harbors and on the nassasre herefrom Singapore.

There was no p
tible air stirring, and the sky was clear. Thermometer 91° Fahr

other earthquake has been known here during the last 17 years anc

only a very slight one." Very respectfully yours,
&

J. M. Gilliss, Supt.

2. Earthquake at Syracuse, New TorL-The Syracuse Standard of

- \Y.. heun fi .m vaih.us ^upv that a very sensible shock

of an earthn',, ,k , ls feit in t is ci;
:

, d other v .its ot the county last

evening, about ni, Y-loek. The weather yeste.day v, ry suddenly became

quite cold ai 1

1

""n ™ e
.

intense
.

neat Gt

the previous davs. The shock was about four seconds in duration, and

1:

I previous days. The shock <

s so severe as to cause dwelling-houses to roek, and m s

nd persons sitting ii
i and fro.

Many persons supposed some of the i P lm
<?/

a
!

en

«pon the floors. A gent]
: lrt of the ^w°

of SaIma

out of doors «*.
. .

3. 0,i the Naturally Mr Eckfeldt the Prmc pal

Assayer of the U. S Mini
- ^eral inter-

ring examinations tending to *bo* «
,

of «°,d-

Passing over ting its presence in various galenas, :n

metallic lead, copper, silver, antimony, Ac, we cite the following :-per-

baps the most curious result of all. ,. . .. - ,

Underneath h paved city of Philadelphia there he. a depos, .of claj,

*» area, hy a probabloUroate, ""M™™ ™ *™ ™
?

** started whether gold ^ J^iA tffce

some of the ,
teen feet, where it could not have been

^ artificial deposit. The weight of 130 grammes was dried
I

and duly

.milligramme of gold, a very decided

quantity on a fine assay balance.
Am. Jons. Scl-Second Sebies, Vol. XXXII, No. 95.-Sept., 1861.
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It was afterwards ascertained that the clay in its natural moisture loses

about fifteen per cent by drying. So that, as it lies in the ground, the

clay contains one part gold 'in 1,224,000.

this experiment was repeated upon clay taken from a brickyard in the

suburbs of the city, with nearly the same result.

In order to calculate with some accuracy the value of this body of

wealth, we cut out blocks of the clay, and found that on an average, a

cubic toot, as it lies in the ground, weighs 120 pounds, as near as may be;

making the specific gravity 1-92. Th< ntbs of agrain,

say three cents' worth of gold to the cubic foot. Assuming the data

already given, we get 4180 millions of cubic feet of clay un<!<

126 millions of dollars. And if, ?

of the city would afford eight

gold than has yet been brought, i

pretty certain, the corporate limits of the city would afford eight

this bulk of clay, we ha
ing to the statistics, from California e

It is also apparent that every time a cartload of clay is hauled out ot

a cellar, enough gold goes with it to pay for the carting. And if the

•

form of gold-leaf, the amount of gold which they contain, we should

have the glittering show of two square inches on every brick.

—

Am. Phil.

Society Proceed., viii, 273.

4. Notice of Chemical and Physical Apparatus, by Becker <St Sons.—
: - :

& Sons, 54 unts of such

excellent device and workmanship that we deem it a duty to tl

for laboratory

use. This I; ,! and has a

diameter of 3± inches and a seven inch stroke. The con
between the interior of the cylinder and the receiver is opened and

closed by means of a two-way cock which is operated by the motion of

the pump-handle. The i s pie construc-

tion but m ip, and from the absence of valves i»

always ready to furnish a good vacuum with a few minutes labor. M
serves also as a condenser, and is adapted for transferring gases. It 1S

the best instrument we have' ever seen for the chemical laboratory. U

cost $100.

2d. The Balances of Becker & Son, we are also prepared, after consid-

erable experience in the use of those of Oertling, Deleuil and Hugersbott,

and after having seen the instruments of nearly every balance-maker or

this country and Europe, to pronounce the best known to us. They com-

bine accuracv and delicacv with convenience aud cheapness, to a higher

either scale readily indicant

. an Analytical Balance carrying 200 grms. in eat

?TVth miligrarame and a Physical »»'«"» */"
& of a nrilligr,

.'heating ^ __

with a load 5 kilogrammes is turned by one centigramme. =*«> -

3d, A standard and mountain siphon Barometer with inch and n

meter graduations belonging to the Laboratory is a very beautiful
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The inch employed by Becker & Sons is derived directly from pendu-

dly, the Engineering Dept. has a Theodolite adapted also as a

moat perfect device and construction.

The self-recording meteorological instruments and beautiful aneroids

which Becker & Sons have in operation at their atelier, are worthy the

notice of all physicists.
s

-
w

"
J>

Book Notices.—

1. The Mathematical Works of Isaac Barrow, D.D., Master

College,Co»>> > l-'olU-e U \V. \\ hewelu D.I. .,

M;i*ter of the (-,';„-... Cambridge, I860. 754 pages, 8vo.—

i which Dr. Barrow delivered as Lucasian Pro-

• of Mathematics at Cambridge;

These lectures consist <
"

'

office which he held from 1664

the Lett

laticae, the Lectiones Opticae, and the Lectiones Geometncae
;
the hrst

eing on the general principles of mathematics, the second containing

ropositions of Optics proved g

roperties of Curie
' lU"vs are tvu ' nt

>:.
tl Ie«

I number, and were delivered in 1664, 5 and 6, but were not published

After these, s

lnthe L," : v,Uinedthe
the theory of the foci of «

:>is; and exP,ained tne

of the Differential Calculus, and to epp .. After CQn .

.
put x-aandy- fortneor'

J^J; expand end reject all the 1 "*£&
(for they destroy each other by the nature o t u

-
: ,;.,

:

•

:
• ,, ..

•
(for they are of no value compare!

found." llrrow applies this method to determine the .ubtangt

TtewTNewtOU showed to Dr. Barrow some papain

method of fluxions was fa

it appears that Newton had been in possession of tins men

year 1666.

the year 1672, the celebrated Leibn
''"r,

'•"

<:;'!; tyal Societ;

J>ers,and in lb74 be'inii!.' t-i'^-
]

-

theur

i 1676 Newton sent

e -f t

3r to Oldenburg, which was to be .how
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Leibnitz, in which he describes the properties of his method of fluxions,

as well for the determination of tangents, as the quadrature of curves.

In 1677 Leibnitz sent to Oldenburg, to be communicated to Newton, a

letter containing an account of hia v. In 1684

Leibnitz published his new method in the LeipsicActs; but Newton's

method of Fluxions did not become generally known till the
|

of the Principia in 1686. Leibnitz is admitted to have been the first to

publish to the world the principles of the Difl

Newton was unquestionably acquainted with the leading |><

the calculus before they were invented by Leibnitz; and Dr. Barrow had

a method of drawing tangents to curves very similar to thai

by the calculus, before either Newton or Leibnitz had devoted

attention to the subject.

2. Results lata undertaken

between the years 1854 and 1858, by order of the court of Directors of the

Honorable East India Company, by Hermann, Adolphe and Robert De

Schlagintweit. With an atlas of panoramas, views and maps. Volume L

London: Triibner and Co. 1861. 512 pages, large quarto.—This vol-

ume contains the astronomical deteni

.
•. •

brothers De Schlagintweit through India and Ili^h Asia. One of the

chief object- he completion of the magw
of India, which had been commenced in 1846, by the late * !a]

in the Eastern Archipelago; but in consequence of the big

evinced in it by the Directors of the East India company. I

assumed a very general and extensive character. The I

Schlagintweit left England Sept. 20, 1854, and arrived in

26th. One of the brothers, Adolphe, was killed at Kasbg
1857;* the other two brothers arrived at Tii.-i,, June 8. 1857. The

results of this mission are to be embraced in nine quarto volumes ot

which the following are the titles:

I. Astronomical and magnetic observations.

II. Hypsoraetry, Barometrical and Trigonometrical observations.

III. Topical Geography, and Route Book of the Himalaya and Tibet.

IV and V. Meteorology and climate in general. *

VI. Geology. . .

VIL Botany and Zoology, particularly with reference to geographical

distribution.

VIII. Ethnography, comparative researches based on measurements,

>tographs

IX. Geo*

Volui
<

of observation and calculatic

-.,1-dinatrs. The magii'

tions are very num.Tous and are ivport.-d with great minutei

i photographs.

-pects of India, the Himalaya, Tibet a>

rf the methods

',-

;1 !lv adopted
\

i magnetic intensity i^M"^ '



summary of the magnetic obsen

. L. signifies that the station was I

/.

Ambala,
NainitaC
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Table—(continued.)

1 oi .!

Ram pur Bolea, 24°21'N. 88° 34' E.
•23 50

Dhaka, 23 42
Bl.uj. 23 17 "es:> 12 28 25 00

Kulria,
'

89 36 2 30-4 29 19-85

22 33 88 20

Nagri, 20 25 '.S50

19-1 19 6-60

Puna.
217,

119 2-25

Mahabaleshvar, 73 38

17 10 81 46

Kiihi.lyhi,

15 8 21 -0 11 59 68

Madras, 80 13

Utakainand, 7. 'J 7 8 57 .0 4 27 32

78 51
I

J

W -08

Galle, 6 2 80 10 8. L.
S-07-i

../ of the Spirt

of Arts and Sciences by Prof. Jeffries

paper of great v.. i- and patient research in a ver

important but little cultivated department of anatomy. This indefatig*

ble investigator of the nervous system has confirmed the discoveries (

J. L. Clarke, published in the Tr;m-acti< ns of the Royal Society, 185!

—i added other - erf his own.
Our

,.th.»l

tethod of preparation u-uulU ein[.!.»yed was a modification of

to the object in view. Th
which to make drawing. Thin sections from the cord, hardened in

alcohol, were washed a few minutes ii

glycerine, to \ ie (solution of carmine

nia have been added)

Sltered, dl_ ...

remain from fon pg to the tint desired (a ligl

nteif:ring !• a<t with th det t U and sharpness of outl

3 delicately colored specimens and nable to obtain i

'. * [yy
tions are then washed first ii

in which they are allowed to remain about

for preparation with turpentine according

lay them on a slide and drop on turpentint

alcohol is replaced by turpentine] t

re clearly defined

ethod. The sec-

as I have found ve y advantageous, in

often preserves min
others have founc much fault with (

account of the too great transparency



M, it is the on!j one suited
to the minute study of the cord, other methods seeming to me, after
thorough trial, quite unsatisfactory as compared with Clarke's. As a
hardening materia], I have often employed chromic acid with considerable
advantage; but when coloring matter is used, alcohol is m»

-

met to succeed with."

Summary of Medical Science; edited by Walter S. Wells,

the medical profession, especially
to those who are not supplied with a very large variety of m
riodieals.

5. Report on the Geology and Agriculture of the State of 8t
;

8vo, pp. 391, accoropa - -Tins Re-
port, announced in our last, "is a valuable contribution to our knowledge

vger j.wr-

remarks of Dr. Hilgard '»s of these two great
groups of strata, as unfolded in his Report, but want of space compels
us to postpone their citation now. The Geological Map of Mississippi

I
iition to our knowledge

of the exact Aria Stale, made more
valuable by the profiles of the Mississippi formation- which are given.

We hope to notice some points (both Geological and Agricultural) in

6. First Biennial Report of the progress of the Geological Survey of

observations on the Geology, Zoology and Botany
of the Low, i I .voni r. Dec. 31, 1 860. Lansing,

1861. 8vo.—A f'ia_rin< nt otilv of the complete Report (270 pages) has

reached us. It is a satisfaction to see the work re-urn. ! in M h ^:v.

which Houghton so well began many years ago. In glancing at the

Chapter on Peat, which occurs abut. I

we no allu-

sion to the valuable researches of Prof. Johnson made for the Connecticut

State Agricultural Society, the agricultural value of which is such as to

entitle them to special notice. When the complete Report reaches us

we shall resume our notice.

BROCHURES.

Zoological and Anatomical.- . . f.
.. , ~

t
. „ Tf ,.

?,v TRiriKr -Ionks. F.mi.. F.G.S.,and W. K. Parkek,

! V Ikceou^'Bnichiopoda. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Jan. 1861.

tfollUflca. Part2. By Tem-

CrooS'i
i

;

;hr FLbres of thc Ventric«-

WPoSoftL AME 5 PETn.REU.E = q



ique en Amerique. i h two plates.

Notes on the Cretaceous ,.;

I i»e. By Joseph Prestwich, F.R.8., F.G.S., etc. Lon-

B Ions In 1859, by Captain Sir F, L

- .

!

.• '.
'

.

'

'

,. -
" '

f- -

> !•.. etc.

Leonard Horner, Esq., F.E.S. L. & E., President of the Society. London, 1861.

....:.; .
•' M •-' i

'

Report of the Trustees of tin Museum <>f Cmu] rath /»!.-> IHil Bo-H-n,

The Second Annual Report of the Trustees of the Cooper Union for the Advance-

- '-', ; -"
^'"

-
^ :

r

:"
:

:

:

I ivil EnsL
i: ..... :

•

.
I . . ;. ,

.
.

d'Hudson. Par 0. Brunet. Q :!]c . 1861.

Correction.—In our notice of the death of Dr. Robb, p. 150, his name

was incorrectly given as Charles—it was James ; and his labors m hi»

chair commenced in 1837, not as stated in 1827.
Loring W. Bailey, Esq., late of Harvard College—has succeeded to

the chair made vacant U il,.- d-u-1. ..f Dr. Robb in the University oi

New Brunswick, at Fredrickton, N. B., British N. A. _ .
t

The numerous friends <>f the late Prof. J. W. Bailey of West Point

Military Academy, whose memory is so warmlv cherished by all w

':

who in k,n.lr,,l branches .. nvoMi-itinn has already shown marked

ability, and to know that he as all i

P. S. Sept. 2d.—The telegraphic report of an earthquake at Loin

ther central parts of the United States, reaches

at this moment. Will correspondents in the affected district send

their observations ?
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Art. XXXIV.—Physical Aspects of the Cornel II, 1861; by

Commr. J. M. Gilliss, Supt. U. S. Naval Observatory.

The comet was first noticed on the evening of the 30th of

June at 10* o'clock. At that time a bank of clouds obscured

the nucleus, and its lengthened coma of pulsating light extending

: be zenith caused it to be mistaken for an auroral beam.

This opinion of its nature was apparently confirmed by a num-

ber of luminous and vapory flocculi lying eastward ot the me-

ridian, and near the prime vertical. The following evening at

about the same hour or a little later, it was again remarked, and

under somewhat similar circumstances; but whilst the change of

Place was evident, there was no reason to suspect it ace estiai

body. At a later hour ?
lon

t̂
.

d°^ '

On the night of the 2d of July, the nucleus of the comet was

near the small star 6 Ursae Majoris, from which pom
;

the tai

proceeded in two branches. The first one slightly curving to-

wards the staraUrste Majoris, was only » or »
length. The other eastern or ma n

and
Ti

^and^^dT^lyav, &?£E
with the stars I and « Draconis, near the latter of whichtU

;

waa

the most attenuated, , .
*J

1^JaS
spreading gradually, it could be followed by the e}

»n the neighborhood of 68 and 72 Hercuhss or to a.distance

£
some 80° Sr 85° from the nucleus. PaPn^^h^T^
move slowlv westward, finally enveloping

the two stars oi

meitioDed above. M „ _
isfit

, Vol. XXXn, No. 96.—Nov., 186L
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Its light was neither uniform nor constant. For the first 8°

or 10° from the nucleus the tail was remarkably brilliant, and

then its light ed in intensity until reaching its

narrowest point, beyond which the gradation was almost insen-

sible. The constancy of the light near the nucleus was inter*

rupted at intervals by flashings or pulsations, closely resembling

those of the aurora, and at these times it was remarked that the

upper portion of the tail was perceptibly fainter, though this

may have been simply the optical effect of contrast.

When viewed with a telescope of low power, the nucleus ap-

peared as a small planetary disc of only a few seconds diameter.

From this there emanated towards the sun a luminous sector, or

fan-shaped head, terminated by a well-defined convex line. The

matter proceeding from the nucleus toward the sun and forming

the head, was at this line sharply repelled, and falling back on

either side, formed thi tail. The whole appear-

ance of this sector, at first brilliant and well-defined, underwent

various modifications as the night progressed. When first ob-

served, it was nearly symmetrical with respect to the comets

axis. The eastern wing was perhaps a little the longer of the

two. There was a dark oval spot near the middle of the fan

and a little to the east of the axis : then a faint curved line or

lines, concentric with the outer convex boundary, divided the

mass into upper and lower strata, each with a cusp on either side.

Afterwards the lines appeared broken, giving a mottled ap-

pearance to the central zone of the sector, and finally the west-

ern cusps seemed to break, and the fan-shape was transformed

into a spiral whose centre was in the nucleus. Meanwhile, dur-

ing the hours of observation, the dimensions of the whole mass

had increased to at least double of the orig
outlines had become so indistinct that it was only with difficulty

the general shape could be recognized.
July 3.—The nucleus was distinctly visible to the

eye as early as 8 p. m., and as late as 4*> 10m on the following

morning. It might have been seen at even a later hour.

In the field of the telescope used last night, (thea
by 9 o'clock it was a brilliant stellar point jus

Majoris. In the eqna
evidently elongated in a line perpendicular to the direction oi

The luminous sector, or fan-shaped head preceding it hj»

greatly changed. Four measurements placed its outer boundary

line at 101" from the nucleus. This line \

than elliptical, but there was in its western half an trr

as though a segment had been cut from that wing. In the eanjr

part of the evening, the posterior boundary was curved on ea

wing of the sector, Its eastern half terminating in a sharp cu;>p,
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whilst the western one was not only irregular, as has been said,

but its extremity was not as well defined, and the volume of that

half was sensibly less. That boundary had notably flattened

by lib 45m f

The surface of the sector was much less mottled than during

the night of the 2d, and was at no time so vivid as then. The
dark oval spot could not be recognized. Beyond the sector there

was a dark space, and concentric with and at the distance of 396"

(measured by Mr. Ferguson) from the nucleus, a faint outer en-

velope was traceable. This last was a narrow band of dusky
white hue, densest directly in front of the nucleus, at which

point it was 12" or 14" broad, and from thence diminished to-

wards the extremities of the wings both in volume and luminos-

ity until its form was that of a slender crescent.

The coma continued much as last night, and requires comment
under two heads. The lower, or main portion, extending from

the nucleus to half-way between * and 1 Dracorns, was markedly

the brighter, and the upper part of it slightly turned to the west-

ward. Its eastern edge, bordering close on x, and passing to the

left of *, was best defined; its western more fringe-like and

spreading from the axis. It was not, at any time, as brilliant as

during last night, nor was the dark central line near the axis as

marked, but was, as then, subject to fitful pulsations, at which

periods the increase of light sometimes seemed wholly confined

to within 12° or 14° of the nucleus, at others to flash to the ut-

most extremity of the coma almost »'•* otheTS
>

the whole volume appeared to be bent to the westward as a wil-

low branch by the wind. The most remarkable of these pulsa-

tions occurred at 10b 50*, during which the coma became ex-

tremely faint between * and « Draconis, though it continued quite

distinct above the latter star. Its greatest breadth did not ex-

ceed 4°.

.
• Draconis was near the axis of the longer and narrower por-

tion. This was nowhere more than li° broad; WM^H!p

la^
est between * and « Draconis, above which it was brighter and

could be followed in its gradually diminishing lustre to the east-

ward of a Ophiuchi where it was lost in the light of the milky

way.

July 4 --The gazing observations of this night continued from

"

ItVoS III coTne^y nature of the body was reacMy distir,

Mucleus had become visible betore

that of u Tjrsffi Majo
°
ris . When seen at a later hour it* as more

condensed than last night, and appeared m the comet seeker as a

tTWpll form of the sector-shapedWg<% the nucleus las parabolic. It was less distinctly marked
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than during the last night. Its greatest extent from the nucleus

by a mean of five measures in the direction of the axis of the

comet was 140", and in a line perpendicular thereto—the extrem-

ity of the east wing—about one-third greater, or 180". The out-

line of the western half was broken as it was last night, and the

surface of that wing was much mottled. 10° or 12° to the

preserved its slender <

westward of the axis, and forming an angle of 45° with it, there

emanated a narrow brush of light which was traceable in the

field of the equatorial for 30". The posterior edge of the sector

was again curved as on the night of the 2d, that of the eastern

half being an unbroken line, whilst the western one was quite

irregular. Moreover, there was a fan-shaped bundle of rays to

the latter, which shot from the nucleus to a distance of 18" or

20" in a line perpendicular to the axis of the sector.

The outer envelope so well seen on the night of the 3d could

not be traced in the equatorial, and was perceptible in the field

of the comet-seeker only at intervals and by indirect vision, it

i its slender crescent outline and was concentric with

but separated from it by a dark space of about 70".

At 9h 7« the coma was plainly divisible into two branches of

which the bifurcation was just above x Draconis. The angle at

which the western branch curved from the longer one was from

3° to 4°. The great volume of the light was of a delicate creim

color, and was within 8° of the nucleus, from which it gradually

I in brilliancy. The eastern edge was the best defined,

but neither of them was sharp, and the western c

ished in light as far as the line joining « Draconis and E

joris; and except during the occasional pule

ded from sight within five degrees upward from that line. Dur-

ing these periods, the curve could be traced to the cluster of stars

near 6 Bootis. The great bend of the curve was on or near trie

line joining S Urate Majoris and * Draconis. A dark si

vened between its eastern line and the eastern branch ol

a and * Draconis and r, <r, rj and e Herculis were all v

branch. This nowhere above « Draconis exceeded 1£° in breadtn.

It gradually diminished and again increased in brightness be -

tween the last named star and * of the same constellation, ana

could be followed to the scattered light of the milky way east or

"Ophiuchi. The periodical fl.a-tuations in its brightness were

not so remarkable as on either of the other evenings.

July 6.—Clouds broke away and the comet was found with tn

unassisted eye at 8»> 15m ; it was obscured with occas:

ruptions by clouds until 10* when the sky became hopeless

overcast.
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The comet was much fainter to-night. The tail was not more
than 25° in length, and curved very" nearly the same as on pre-
vious nights, but was broader, being nowhere less than 3° in
width. The western and the main branches seemed both sub-
divided continually.

The luminosity surrounding the head was more extended than
before, but with no perceptible outline.

The sector was much smaller and fainter, and for the greater
part of the time could scarcely be discerned at all as aktinct
from the general mass of light. The vertex of its upper, convex
side was some 5° or 10° to the right of the comet's axis, corres-
ponding very nearly to the position of the line or brush of light
seen on the 3d inst. The inner edge of the eastern cusp was
better denned than that of the western,—it was concave as usual,
while the western, when it could be seen at all, was quite straight,
fhere was no trace whatever of any dark spots or lines, except
that by occasional glimpses a shade could be suspected separa-
ting the outer luminosity from the sector, but even this was very-

doubtful.

July 7.—Although there were thin cirri extending over all

that portion of the sky, the cometary nature of the body was
recognizable as early as 8h 5in

. An hour later, the thin clouds
bad all disappeared.
At 10* p. m. the light of the nucleus was brighter than that of

e Ursae Majoris. With a power of 70, and the full aperture of
the equatorial, it was, in comparison with the night of the 5th,

condensed aad brilliant, but not stellar.

The head, or what has hitherto been called the sector was not
unlike an arrow-head in form.
The anterior boundary of the sector was more flattened than

°n previous evenings, and was not unlike an arrow-head greatly

expanded perpendicular to the axis of length. A brush of lu-

minous fibres extended from the nucleus across it, inclined to

the west at an angle of 8° or 10°, and perceptible 20" beyond
the boundary. That wing was the smaller, and much the less

regular in outline. The curve of the posterior boundary also

was more flattened, but neither of them was well-defined, al-

though the night had become perfectly clear.

The western branch of the coma could be traced from the nu
cleus to near d Bootis, the eastern one to about a degree beyond
"and qp Herculis, and the latter stars were precisely in its F—
At 8° from the nucleus the two were not more than 1£° to

broad. The great volume of light was within 10° of the

eleus, and at 20° the brilliancy of the coma did not exceed that

?f the milky way, west of y Aquilae. But its intensity was sub
ject to great changes, when it seemed to flow from the nucleus
lr* a stream steadily increasing for some minutes, and again as
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.

slowly fading away. At these times the dark space between the

two branches of the coma became more distinct, and the optical

illusion of a curve in the line of the axis more apparent. The
most noteworthy of these changes was just at 11 o clock, shortly

after which hour the observations ceased.

July 8.—The nucleus was more planetary than during last

evening, and was approximately of the same degree of bright-

ness, or produced the same effect upon the eye as £ Ursa? Majoris.

It became visible soon after 8h p. m.

In the equatorial, and with power 70 as used then, the sector

head was much more distinct, and its anterior boundary quite

circular The posterior line was a caustic, of which the nucleus

occupied one of the cusps. The eastern cusp was sharp, whilst

the western continued as irregular as on previous evenings.

The marked brush or rays of light diverging from the nucleus

extended across the general mottled surface of the sector at the

angle observed last night.

The coma continued in two distinct branches, of which the

western one was curved, and constantly traceable to within a de-

gree of 6 Bootis. During the pulsations it could be seen a degree

or two beyond that point. Its western outline was markedly

brushy from the nucleus to extreme visibility. The eastern

branch extended to and covered v and <p Herculis. The great

volume of light was within 8° of the nucleus, and its eastern line

was the sharpest. Above the point mentioned, the oon

ished in brightness uniformly, until it was no longer distinguish-

able beyond <p Herculis. As heretofore the dark space between

the two branches was most notable during the outward emis-

sions of light from the nucleus through them.

Upon attempting to compute an orbit for the comet, Prof.

Hubbard found it impossible to represent the observed path by

a parabola, and then obtained by the Gaussian method }be*ol-

lowing hyperbolic elements, based upon the places obtained by

Mr. Ferguson on the 2d, 8th, and 17th of July. They give for

the middle date the values 4l=-0"''SS, Jb= -0"\L6.

June 11.85294. Wash. M.T.

44' 44"-58 ) M. equinox,

59 49 -12
f

1861-0

0-7453901

The following is the list of observations, as far as reduced and

compared with the above elements

:
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1

From these residuals it is evident that the orbit requires yet

some correction, not sufficient, however, it is believed, to change

its decided hyperbolic nature.

Art. XXXV.—A Sketch of the Life and Scientific Services of

John Evans M D U. S. Geologist for Oregon and II

Territories, and of the U. S. Chiriqui Exploring Expedition; by

Charles T. Jackson, M.D., of Boston.

The labors of pioneer geological surveyors, who visit the un-

broken wilderness and scale mountains never before trod by civ-

ilized man, thread the mazes of canons amid the Ron.

tains, or navigate in frail bark canoes unfrequented rivers with

unknown rapids and tangled with fallen trees, are of such an

arduous and dangerous nature that only the boldest and most

adventurous are willing to undertake or are able to accomplish

We look with the same interest on one who has successfully

accomplished such feats in behalf of science, as we regard the

war-worn veteran who has returned from a successful campaign

enemies of his country. W*
hardships he has endured, and Bj «

.

hls ""

**$* of his researches, knowing how dew
quired. The enthusiastic geologist, thousands of miles \

home, throwing away much needed bread in order to preserve

tory of the country he explores, kindles in us a profound respect

for his sel:
tlie ex^nt

°f bis ability, the cause of science. Scientific explorations, in a
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country infested by hostile savages, require the wisdom, coolness,

and intrepidity of an old border warrior to ensure success. To
accomplish such feats, and return in safety, was the fortune of

the subject of the present sketch, and though, unhappily for his

country, he died before his valuable reports had been published,

we doubt not the Government will duly make public record of

his labors.

Dr. Evans was born in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, on the

14th of February, 1812, and was son of Hon. Kichard Evans, a

Judge of the Supreme Court of New Hampshire. He was edu-

cated at Andover, Massachusetts, and was in his early manhood

employed for a while as a mercantile clerk. In 1831 he re-

moved to Washington, and was employed as a clerk in the

general Post Office Department for eight years. He afterwards

removed to St. Louis, studied medicine, and received the degree

of M.D. at the Medical College of that city. In 1835 he mar-

ried Miss Sarah Z., daughter of the distinguished architect, Eob-

ert Mills, formerly of Charleston, South Carolina, but for many

years a resident at Washington. By this marriage he had three

sons and one daughter.

In 1847 he was appointed, by Dr. David Dale Owen, to be

one of his assistants in his geological survey of the western por-

tion of the Chippewa land district, and accomplished his duties

to the entire satisfaction of his employer and the public.

In March, 1851, he was appointed, by the Secretary of the

Interior, "to institute geological researches on the main lines of

the public land surveys about to be commenced in Oregon, ana

entered zealously on
'

I . exploring the falls of

the Missouri to the Fh.t Head pass, in' the lU-Io.
v

and through that pass from the forty-sixth to the forty-mntji

degrees of north latitude, and to the Columbia Eiver. The val-

levs of the Flat Head Lake and Bitter Root rivers were also ex-

plored, and he crossed the Bitter Root range of mountains,

which are one hundred and twenty miles wide, and explored

the country to the Spokane. Clear Water, Snake, Walla Walla,

Utillah, John Days, and Falls rivers to the Columbia, and thence

to Oregon City. a

He collected specimens of all the rocks, minerals, fossils, ana

soils of those wide spread regions, and forwarded them tor ae-

scription and analysis to some of the most skillful mineralogists,

palaeontologists, botanists, and chemists of the United btaies,

bom we may name Dr. Owen, Professors Litton, Leioy,

and Lesquereux, all of whom were supplied with am-

tifio examination and description.

To the author of this paper he sent specimens of rocks for a-

scription, and of coals, ores of iron, lead and copper, and a larg

number of selected soils, and a piece of very remarkable met -

oric iron, for analysis.
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Dr. Leidy, lie informs us, has furnished no less than ninety

figures of mammalian fossils, and the other scientific gentlemen
have worked out the problems given them to solve, so that a

magnificent foundation is laid for a most interesting and valuable

report, embracing the labors of some of the most able naturalists

and chemists in this country.
Dr. Evans worked steadily on his report, presented it to Con-

gress, and having had an opportunity to re-visit Oregon and
Washington Territories, by consent of Congress withdrew his

report lor the purpose of adding to it his last researches, and
thus making it more perfect. We understand that this labor

was performed, and that the revised and Completed report is now
in the general land office at Washington, awaiting publication,

which it is earnestly hoped may not long be delayed.

One of the most interesting scientific discoveries made by Dr.

Evans, during his explorations in Oregon, was that of an enor-

mous mass of meteoric iron containing an abundance of chryso-

lite or olivine imbedded in it. During the Indian war in that

region, Dr. Evans ascended Bald Mountain, one of the Rogue
River range, which is situated from thirty-five to forty miles

' from Port Orford, a village and port of entry on the Pacific

coast, and obtained some pieces of metallic iron, which he broke

off from a mass projecting from the grass-covered soil on the

slope of the mountain. He was not aware of its na-

ture until the chemical analvsis was made, but the a
of its appearance caused him to observe very close!

y

tion, so that when his attention was called to the subject he

readily remembered the position, form, appearance, and magni-

tude of the mass and manifested the most lively interest in pro-

curing it for the government collection in the Smithsonian Insti-

tution at Washington, a dutv I doubt not he would have been

commissioned to perform had his life been spared.

,
By the aid of information contained in his letters to me, per-

>aps some traveler in those
find this

r>j interesting meteorite, and I shall therefore transcribe what

ne says of it. In reply to my inquiry, whether he felt confident

te could again find this mass of meteoric iron, he says in his

letter of May 1st, 1860

:

" There cannot be the least difficulty in my finding the meteorite. The

western face of Bald M •. '
"am

? "T"

SSeiS
of

-

tiraber
'

f \
grassy

t oT tSTLHBttTp—mmediate > ', „
• whmuk, -,,.n f„r" .1 Ion- dM.inee on the ocean, as it is higher than any

* the surrounding mountains. It would doubtless be best xidnort

economic*! t0 make a preliminary visit to the •~R, ' t^
/?

5^P l

r̂^
1

/
bv the two vovauenr. alluded to in my last letter." (Two of the Cans-

<han Frenchmen in employ of the Hudson Bay Company.)

Am- Joub. 8ci.-SEc,-n Series, Vol. 3UXII, No. 96.-No*., 1861.
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"Arrangements might then be made with the Indians for its purchase,

and the best plan selected for its removal. It would be expedient to pro-

cure the men and animals necessary in the Umpqua valley, east of the

Coast Range of mountains, as Port Orford at pr^.-nt - quit, a small set-

tlement, although a 'port of entry.' The meU..'

Sao Francisco, and from that port in a sail »*•

sel round the Horn to Boston."

Dr. Evans estimates the appropriation required at from two to

three thousand dollars.

At the General Land Office and Indian Bureau in

ton, Dr. Evans ascertained that the right to this meteorite " veto

in the Indians," the land not yet having been ceded to the Uni-

ted States, and any agreement made with them would be bind-

ing, and the United States government could lay no claim to it.

Dr. Evans then adds:

"There would not be the slightest difficulty in making an arrangement

with the Indians, f.. r I am p^<>i,»!I\ ; ..uai'nted n th th i

during the height of the war, when it would have been dai

less than three or four companies of U. S. soldiers to have passed tbe

same mountains. It would require only ten or a dozen blankets, tobacco,

&c, as presents."
. .

" As to the cost of transportation of the meteorite to Port Orford, it is

difficult to make an accurate estimate, it is situated in a mountainous

st, and the only access to it

is by mountain traik It mi-ht („ n-mm.-d in pi-v* <>f from one hund-

red to one hundred and fifty pounds in vv.-i.rlit on pack mules; and accu-

rate measurements made of the whole mass without great ex]

from 11,200 to $1,500. But to remove it emir,- would

practicable or involve great expense, unless indeed a rm
the base of dn mounl
should prove navigable for a raft of Buffi, lent size for its I

There is water enough, but it is no doubt much obstructed by fallen tim-

ber, and m.iv pass over wit

such a heavy load. In either mode of transportation my first duty wouia

be to explore this river."

In another letter Dr. Evans says :
" As to the dimensions of the mete-

orite I cannot speak with certainty, as no measnrenwnU
the time. But my recollection is, that four or ;'.

in w dtli, an i perhaps three or four feet in thickness; bur

d.i.-plv buried in th-' earth, as tin- country is very moimtain

portion of it. The mass exposed was quite irregular in shape.

In another letter Dr. Evans states concerning the met

"The locality is about forty miles from Port I
'

:
;

But each mule might carry three hundred pounds weight, and if reqi»
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make several trips, to secure the whole mass. It would, however, be neces-

sary to take along mki.i1.!.> i-...U.t«. -
;

- M.-sira-

- '

tion, which might furnish the funds, would desire a portion of the mass."

The latter remark refers to bis proposal to raise the funds

from several scientific Societies, in case that (

to appropriate money for the purpose of procuring the meteorite.

The legal proprietorship in it was also inquired about expressly

with this view in case Congress should fail to grant funds for

procuring this very interesting object of science.*

Every possible exertion was making in Congress, and with

the departments at Washington, to induce the government to

take measures for procuring this very valuable meteorite, and to

cause it to be placed in the museum of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion, where it could readily be examined by scientific men, but

Dr. Evans death, and the present unhappy state of the country,

seem to prevent the realization, for the present, of this enterpnze.

.
Dr. Evans in one of his letters to mo writes also :-M»id I ever men-

tion to you the discovery made by me (in 1853) <

- \ portion of the"
]

small creek, yielded 47 per cent, a-
,,

Dr. Eva.,- Western -dope ..f letter Root Mts.,

and, greater in altitude, than the celebrated Iron Mountain ot Miss-un.

Without anticipating more of the matters in Dr. Evans' Re-

port, which we hope may soon be published by Gove:

may say that, from the specimens examined by me, it is

that there are vast regions of volcanic origin in Oregon that

trachytes,! sulphur, and other m,:

igneous on. i «e sent to me for descri

, -cimens of pure rock salt, which

the noteae, cimen stated was " m great abund-

ance," as also was 'the native sulphur.

Argentiferous lead ores, and specimens of yellow copper py-

rites, were also discovered, besides numerous ores ot iron and

many tertiary dry coals, before mentioned.
_

Dr Evan* *AA. • « T it not worthv of note in the history Of I

i,itnolaV -«au» Office, of the

'"«imm
'tr t

'.'

"'-/'tor'if'it
1

'.!

.. . .
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General Government, that they should have instituted and completed, a

Geological reconnoissance of the vast regions between the Western Stat I

Li
of California? This survey, c\liil»iMn^ a- it .U- l-\ < artful analyses the

•i.l minerals : and that too

ost part is still inhabited by savages!

of iron, lead, copper platinum. g"ld, sulphur, ruck

salt, <fec. &c, have been discovered, in prioua
of great com trade between

China and the islands of the Pacific and western coast."

In the prosecution of his surveys, Dr. Evans was assisted by

Dr. B. F. Shumard, of St. Louis, who has kindly placed in my
hands a large amount of information, concerning the discoveries

made on his surveys, and also an account of Dr. Evans' dis-

coveries in the Muuvaises Terns, of a vast number of bones

representing the ancient and extinct fauna of Nebraska, a re-

gion explored by Dr. Evans, while in the employ of Dr. D. D.

Owen, researches from which Dr. Leidy derived those interesting

materials, for his very valuable memoir. The attention of scien-

tific men was first called to the Mauvaises Terras, as a charnel

house of fossil remains, by Dr. Hiram A. Prout, (see this Journal,

[2], vol. ii, page 248).

To Dr. Evans is also due the discovery of the Pass of the

Eocky Mountains, named after Cadotte, who is not its original

discoverer, as we are assured by Dr. Shumard, as well as by Dr.

Evans himself.

We omit the \ery interesting descriptions, which, both Dr.

Evans and Dr. Shumard have given of their wilderness ad

trials and perils; but before closing this paper, I won:

Dr. Evans, in his journey across the Rocky Mountains, met with

the usual misfortunes which attended all early travellers in
.

tbat

desolate region :—that he was reduced to the necessity of killing

and eating his pet dog is own words, "thrown

away bread to preserve stones :"—that his mules gave way under

labor and privations, amid these fastnesses, and were left to die,

while our geologist, braving all dangers and fatigues, forced his

way over the mountains and reached his destination in safety.

Dr. Evans, fortunatelv for himself, acquired a high renown

among the Indians, for h'is supposed power of curing the cholera,

and his Indian name means, the medicine man who kills the

cholera, he having been fortunate in his treatment of the cases,

which came under his care. On one occasion, a delegation oi

chiefs waited upon him, and besought him to "make medicine,

(perform some mysterious rite), so that the Great Spirit woul

send them plenty of Buffaloes, protect their corn from frost, an

give them a moderate winter." They fully believed in his great
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influence with the celestial powers, and to this superstition, un-

doubtedly, he owed his life in his adventurous travels, amid the

war paths of hostile Indians. He was informed that all the

chiefs of the tribes west of the Rocky Mountains knew him; for

they have a way of telegraphing intelligence to great distances,

without the aid of electricity. Dr. Evans's sextant, on one occa-

i predatory Indinns, who came to

kill him and his party, but were awed by his bringing down the

sun at his will, and they went away and reported that they dared

not kill him ; for some great misfortune would be sure to fall upon
the tribe if they injured so great a medicine man. Large parties

of miners have been killed when endeavoring to follow the paths

which Dr. Evans passed in safety, and a party of a dozen of them
were killed soon after Dr. Evans left Rogue River Mountains

when they endeavored to visit the spots he had explored.

Dr. Evans went to Central America last year as geologist to

the Chiriqui Exploring Expedition. He there discovered, in the

lagoon districts of the Gulf of Chiriqui, an abundance of excel-

lent bituminous coals of the Eocene Tertiary age, the ag

thickness of the beds being 73£ feet, while th

was not far from four or five feet. Six of the beds, he states,

are so contiguous one over the other as to be mined together in

a thickness of clear coal of thirty feet.

Such a deposit, of good coals, was of vast importance to the

enterprise then in contemplation, of opening a new route across

the Isthmus to the Pacific Ocean—a project which we trust will

be revived, when the unhappy war in which the country is now
engaged shall be brought to an end.

These coals, analyzed by the writer, were found to be of ex-

cellent quality, and suitable for all the uses to which good bitu-

minous coals are applied. These Tertiary coals undoubtedly

contain succinic aeia\ for they give out the fragrant odor of

burning amber when heated. They differ from the lignites of

northern Tertiary beds entirely, and seem to point to a condition

°f things such as must have existed during the older and regular

Coal formation.
, , , ,

The gorgeous scenery of the tropical forests, and wjumnoe
of vegetation in Central America, seem to have s rongly im-

pressed Dr. Evans, and he expw* ftfeS?
Land Office an intention of removing with his family to Ch nqui

A dangerous delusion! for the deal '
seductive

dimatShave proved fatal to nearly all the «f^?«te
who have labored there, and we have no doubt that Dr. Bjlttrf

constitution was enfeebled by his exposure m that regio dunng
the summer months and the rainy season, so as to render 1him

^capable of resisting the very mild attack of pneumonia whlch

ended his career by death, in Washington, April 13th, lool.
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He died in the midst of his labors, and before they had been

nade public; but his work had reached a state to ensure it from

)eing lost to the world. A simple resolution of Congress is now

ill that is needed to bring forth from the government press his

eport containing, as we believe, matter of value in this country

ilike to science and the general public.

Boston, September 1, 1861.

Art. XXXVI.— On the great Auroral Exhibition of Aug. 28th

to Sept. 4th, 1859, and on Auroras generally.—&TR AKTICLE;

by Elias Loomis, Professor of Natural Philosophy and As-

tronomy in Yale College.

Since the publication ofmy seventh article on the gre

exhibition of Aug. 28th to Sept. 4th, 1859, I have received from

Prof. Hansteen a copy of the observations made at CI

Norway, corresponding to those made at Hobarton, as gi\

Journal, vol. xxxii, p 81. These observations are pul

the Memoiresde l'Acadernie de Belgique, tome xx, pp. 103-116,

and Bulletins de l'Acadernie Royale de Belgique, tome xxi, pp.

284-298.

Observations of the Aur yra at Ckristiania, Norway, lat. 59° 54', long.

10° 43' E. Magnetic clip in 1859, 71° 18'.

Day. Hour. Notice* of Aurora..

1841. March 15 IQh Aurora
March 22 Rain.

May 17 Rain.

July 20
1842. Feb. 18, 11-14

Apnl 12

^Ii-ht aumra. Faint arch at 15*.

Haw rm.l flames extending to the zenith.

April 13,1 9-13

July 2* 10 and 12 •..meter was quite out of scale.

1844. April 17, 9
1846. Sept. 22, 7-16 Vehement flames over three fourths of the heavens.

Reddish. Corona imperfect.

1847. April 21,

Corona formed. Rays of a dark red color.

. . radiating.

Oct.* 22.*

Oct. 23,

Oct. 24, 6J-12 ^^^£t^X^!^ have observed.

Dec. 19. Strong aurora, yeilow rays, red masses without mot**-

1848. March 24, Rain.

April 5. 10
April 7,

Oct. 18, 7f-10 C^'Sation over the whole vault. Red color

Nor. 19, 10 A,n
e

ora.

intenSe '

Dec. 22. 10 Faint aurora.
.

-
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We thus see that in twenty-one cases out of thirty -four, an au-

rora was recorded at Christiania within twenty-four hours of an
aurora at Hobarton ; and considering the number of auroras which
must be rendered invisible by clouds and by day-light, we may
safely conclude that almost every auroral exhibition at Hobarton
is accompanied by a nearly simultaneous exhibition in Norway.

! numbers of this Journal, commencing with No-
vember, 1859, we have given a full report of observations upon
the great auroral exhibition of August and September, 1859.

This display was probably unsurpassed by any similar phenom-
enon on record, not only for its magnificence, but also for its

geographical extent: and fortunately we have a greater amount
of information respecting it, than was ever collected respecting

any former aurora. These observations afford the materials for

any questions which have hitherto been regarded as

open to debate.
,

_.

The aurora of Aug. 28th was witnessed throughout Oregon

and California, longitude 124° W. ; in Utah and New Mexico,

longitude 111° W.; from Kansas, long. 96° W., to Maine, long.

70° W.; at Halifax long. 63° W.J on the Atlantic Ocean in

long. 45° W., 27° W., and 10° W. ; and in Europe from longi-

tude 2° W. to 18° E. Also in Asia from long 60 L. to 119

&i the disturbance of the magnetic instruments was very re-

markable, although being generally cloudy, no mention was

made of the auroral light. It hence appears highly probable

that this auroral display extended to every meridian of the

northern hemisphere The aurora of Sept. 2d was observed at

the same stations as that of Aug. 28th, besides which we have

learned that this aurora was witnessed at the Sandwich Islands

in long. 157° W., and from Eastern to Western Asia the dis-

turbance of the magnetic instruments was well nigh unprece-

dented for its violence, so that we cannot doubt that this display

extended to every meridian of the northern hemisphere.

The auroral display in the southern hemisphere was cotem-

poraneous with that in the northern, and was perhaps equally

remarkable. Both of these auroras were observed in boutn

America and in Australia, in latitudes where such exhibitions

are extremelv rare.

The southern limit of these auroral displays was i

upon all meridians. In North America, the aurora of i

appeared i

ml attention as far I

i Central

B«mpe,Th£'a^re eSendd 'to the zenith of places as far south

" about Int. 45°. It was brilliant at Rome in lat. 42
,
but was

not noticed at Athens in lat. 38°; neither was it seen in west-

ern Asia in lat. 40°.
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In North America, the aurora of Sept. 2d appeared in the

zenith at places as far south as lat. 22£°, and attracted general

attention in lat. 12° ; and if the sky had been clear, some traces

of the aurora might probably have been detected even at the

equator. In Europe this aurora was noticed at Athens, in lat.

S&°. Both of these auroras conformed to the general law of

auroral distribution, as developed in this Jour., vol. xxx, pp.

89-94, the region of greatest auroral action being in America

about 15° further south than in eastern Europe.
We have been able to collect sufficient materials for determin-

ing with tolerable precision the height of these auroral displays

above the earth's surface. At the most southern stations, the

aurora rose only a few degrees above the northern horizon ;
at

more northern stations, the aurora rose higher in the heavens;

at certain stations it just attained the zenith ; at stations further

north the aurora covered the entire northern heavens, as well as

a portion of the southern ; and at places further north the entire

visible heavens, from the northern to the southern horizon, were

overspread with the auroral light. The following table presents

d,'th, .
the

Itemarkiihly brilliant.
'

Kose 23° above the north h

The following table presents a summary of observations of

the same aurora, made at the same hour, at places where the

auroral light covered the entire northern heavens as well as a

portion of the southern.

If we combine the preceding observations in Table II. we shall

find that the lower limit of the auroral light was elevated tony

six miles above the earth's surface, and that its southern maW
was vertical over the parallel of 38° 50' N. latitude in Virginia

Now it is considered as established that the auroral streamers

are luminous beams sensibly parallel to the direction o^ the dip-

ping needle. But the dip of the needle in lat. 38° 50' in vu
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ginia is 71° 20'
; and if we draw a line CD, figure 1, making an

angle of 71° 20' with the curve line AB which represents a por-
tion of the earth's surface, we may assume that the line CD rep-
resents the southern boundary of the auroral illumination. If
then we assume that the observations of Table I. were made upon
the point D, we shall find that the upper limit of the auroral
light was elevated 534 miles above the earth's surface, and that
its southern margin was vertical over the parallel of 36° 40'
north latitude in Vir '

'

The following table presents a summary of the most definite

observations of the aurora of Sept. 2, 1859, made generally

about 2 a. m. Havanna time.

Locality.
!;;<-

>..-,
Hour Extent of auroral disp.ay Anthority.

At Sea, iU- sU ,:.;,,- Sky lurid—wavy ap- A. J., y. 30, p. 361.

I«lInion,SanSalTador

Salvador,

&f>g8ton, Jamaica,

c<>he, Cuba,

IS 18 S7 45 10-Ca.m

1-5 AM

About 30° above the

Same as at La Union.

Appeared like a colos-

Extended upwards
about 72°.

More than 100° in

height.

Extended beyond the

Corona very distinct.

Extreme south in a

Whole visible' heav-

T.29,p.2«5.

T. 29, p. 265.

Havana Cuba, 23 9 82 22 2 A. M. v. 28, p. 405.

Fort Jefferson, Fla.

JaSv^Fla.

Ttaroasville Ga
Guiding, Miss.

*

21 r; 7

:'i2 2«.

a 2 52

-:is

-i n

-nr

t. 30, p. 360.

T. 30, p. 360.

v. 30, p. 359.

v. 30, p. 358.

v. 30, p. 857.

todianapolia, Ind. 3'.) 55 DownYo
e

Xdfhori. v. 28, p. 398.

Chester,*. Y. 7751 2 *.*. Down to south hori- v.29,p.253.

Jorjn Sci-^econd Series, Vol. XXXII, No. 96.-Nov., 1861.
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If we combine the last seven observations of the preceding

Table, we shall find that the lower limit of the auroral light was

elevated fifty miles above the earth's surface, and that its south-

ern margin was vertical over the parallel of 25° 15' north lati-

tude in Florida. Now the dip of the magnetic needle in Florida

in latitude 25° 15' is 55° 40' ; and if we draw GH, figure 2,

making an angle of 55° 40' with the curve line EF, which rep-

resents a portion of the earth's surface, and assume that the line

GH represents the southern boundarv of the auroral illumina-

tion, and that the first five observations of Table III. were made

upon the point H, we shall find that the upper limit of the auro-

ral light was elevated 495 miles above the earth's surface, and

that its southern margin was vertical over the parallel of 22

80' N. latitude in Cuba.

Ill J

We have thus discovered the geographical position of this

auroral light. The aurora of Sept. 2d formed a belt of light

encircling the northern hemisphere, extending southward in

North America to lat. 22£°, and reaching to an unknown dis-

tance on the north ; and it pervaded the entire interval between

the elevations of 50 and 500 miles above the earth's surface.

This illumination consisted chiefly of luminous beams or col-

umns, everywhere parallel to the direction of a magnetic needle

when freely suspended; that is, in the United States, these

beams were nearly vertical, their upper extremities
o
beil

lf
in '

clined southward at angles varying from 15° to 30°. -these

beams were therefore about 500 miles in length ; and their di-

ameters varied from five to ten and twenty miles, and perhaps

sometimes they were still greater.

These beams were 'simply illumined spaces, and the iljumina-

tion was produced by a flow of electricity. That this illumina-

tion was produced by electricity is proved by the observations

of the magnetic telegraph. During these auroral displays, tnere

were developed on the telegraph wires electric currents of suffi-

cient power to serve as a substitute for the ordinary voltaic oa
-
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tery. That the agent thus excited upon the telegraph wires was
indeed electricity, is abundantly proved. Electricity produces
various effects by which it may be distinguished from all other
agents.

1. In passing from one conductor to another, electricity ex-
hibits a spark of light. During the auroras of Aug. 28th and
tsept. 2d, brilliant sparks were drawn from the telegraph wires,
even when no battery was attached. At Springfield, Mass., a

mf
1 was seen about half the size of an ordinary jet of gas.

(I his Jour., xxix, 95). At Washington, D. C, a spark of lire
jumped from the forehead of a telegraph operator when his
forehead touched a ground wire. (This Jour., xxix, 97.) At

jh, Pa., streams of fire were seen when the telegraph
circuit was broken. (lb., xxix, 97.) At Boston, Mass., a flame
of tire followed the pen of Bain's chemical telegraph. (lb., xxix,
93.) On the telegraph lines of Norway, sparks and uninter-

lisch&rges were observed. (lb., xxix, 388.) Bright
sparks were noticed on the conductors of the telegraph lines to
Bordeaux in France. (lb., xxix, 392.)

2. In passing through poor conductors, electricity develops
neat. During the auroras of Aug. 28th and Sept. 2d, paper and
even wood were set on fire by the auroral influence alone. At

i. Pa., the magnetic helices became so hot that the
hand could not be kept on them, (lb., xxix, 97.) At Spring-
held, Mass., the heat was sufficient to cause the smell of scorched
wood and paint to be plainly perceptible. (lb., xxix, 96.) At
Boston, Mass., a flame of fire burned through a dozen thicknesses
°f paper. The paper was set on fire and produced considerable
smoke. (lb., xxix, 93.) On the telegraph lines of Norway,
pieces of paper were set on fire by the sparks of the discharges
from the wires; and the current was at times so strong that it

was necessary to connect the lines with the earth in order to
save the apparatus from destruction. (lb., xxix, 388.)

o. When passed through the animal system, electricity com-
- a shock which is quite peculiar and characteristic.

during the auroras of Aug. 28th and Sept. 2d, some of the tele-

graph operators received severe shocks when they touched the

wires. At Philadelphia, the current gave a severe

. :xix, 9U.) At Washington, I>. C. the telegraph

operator received a severe shock which stunned him for an m-
stant. (lb., xxix, 97.)

4. A current of electricity develops magnetism in ferruginous

bodies. The aurora of Sept. 2d developed magnetism so abund-

steadily that on several lines it was used as a sub-

m
S- (lb., xxix, 94, 96 and 97.) The intensity of this effect was

have been at times equal to that of 200 cups of
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Grove's battery. (lb., xxix, 93.) In Switzerland, the currents

were at least three fold the ordinary current employed in tele-

graphing, (lb., xxix, 396.)

t of electricity deflects a magnetic needle from its

normal position. In England, the usual telegraph signal isn

by a magnetic needle surrounded by a coil of copper wire

that the needle is deflected by an electric current flowing through

Similar deflections were caused by the auroras of

Aug. 29th and Sept 2d, and these deflections were frequently

greater than those produced by the telegraph batteries. (lb.,

xxxii, 74.)

6. A current of electricity produces chemical decompositions.

During the display of Sept. 2d, the auroral influence produced

the same marks upon chemical paper as are produced by an or-

dinary voltaic battery; that is, the auroral influence decomposed

a chemical compound, the cyanid of potassium. (lb., xx ix, 05.)

The same effect was produced by the aurora of Feb. 19, 1852.

(lb., xxix, 93.)

It is thus abundantly proved that the fluid developed by the

Aurora on the telegraph wires was indeed electricity. This

electricity may be supposed to have been derived from the Au-

rora either by transfer or by induction. If we adopt the former

supposition, then the auroral light is certainly electric light. It

we adopt the latter supposition, then we must enq
known agent is capable of inducing electricity in a distant con-

ductor. We know of but two such agents, Magnetism and Elec-

tricity. But the auroral fluid was luminous, while magnetism is

not luminous. We seem then compelled to admit that the auro-

ral light is electric light.

Admitting then that the Aurora is but an effect of electric

currents, it is important to determine in what direction these

currents flow, and what laws they observe. Do these currents

move in a vertical, or horizontal direction, or in some interme-

diate direction ? Is there any uniformity in the direction of these

currents ? Our most important means of information upon this

subject are derived from the observations upon telegraph lines.

The observations published in this Journal, vol. xxix, pp.

92-97, show that on a large number of telegraph lines in the

United States, the electric currents moved alternately to and tro.

Such was the case upon the line from Boston to Portland running

N. 24° E.; from Boston to Manchester running N. 25 W.,

from Boston to Cambridge almost due West ; from Boston to

I S. 79° W; from South Braintree to Fall B

ning S. 12° W; from Boston to New Bedford running S. 7 &->

1 2field to Albany running N. 58° W. ; from New i or*

to Philadelphia runnings. 49° W. ; from Philadelph:'- - 1

;

ning N. 82° W. ; and from Washington to
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Now whatever may be the direction of the current on the
surface of the earth, it is evident that if this current travels on
a telegraph wire, it must appear to move in the direction of the
wire

; and a current moving across the earth's surface in any
fixed direction might be forced to travel over telegraph lines
making various angles with this direction ; but its efficiency would
vary according to the inclination of the conducting wire to the
direction of the current. The following table shows the effect
of a current assumed to move from N. 45° E., to S. 45° W.
Column first contains a list of the telegraph lines ; column sec-
ond shows their directions; column third shows the angle which
the assumed current makes with each telegraphic line ; and col-
umn fourth shows the fraction of the entire current which would
be efficient upon such a line.

Boston to Cambridge,
Philadelphia to Pittsburgh,
Spnngfield to Albany,
Boston to Manchester,
New Bedford to Boston,
Fall River to Braintree,
Richmond to Washington,
Boston to Portland,
Philadelphia to New York,
jprjngfield to Boston,

We thus see that on one-half of these telegraph lines a current

assumed to proceed from K 45° E. would exert nearly its entire

force
; and on only two of them would so small a part as one

half of its entire force be exerted. From Boston to Manchester,

only one third of the entire current would be efficient, and this

would perhaps be sufficient to explain the effects mentioned in

vol. xxx, p. 95. From Springfield to Albany only one fourth

of the entire current would be efficient. If this should be
thought inadequate to explain the facts mentioned in vol. xxx,

P- 95, it may be necessary for us to admit, that the direction of
the electric current was subject to occasional fluctuations. If

the force of the electric current upon each of the telegraph lines

nad been actually measured by a galvanometer, we should prob-

ably be able to determine whether the direction of the current

was invariable, and what was its prevalent direction. At pres-

ent we can only infer that all th- i cts r
;

-I'ted ai

Jith the supposition of electric currents moving to and iro on
tne earth's surface, whose average direction was from about N.
45° E. to S. 45° W.
„ The observations published in this Journal, vol xxxn, pp.

74-96, give us more definite inform ti • r •-] acting the strength

of the currents as well as their direction. Between Ashford and

Margate there were recorded 36 north currents and SI south
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currents ; from Ashford to Eamsgate 24 north currents and 19

south currents ; and from Margate to Eamsgate nine north cur-

rents and five south currents; that is, currents from north to south

were somewhat more frequent than currents from south to north.

Between Ashford and Margate the northerly currents were on

an average one degree stronger than the southerly; between

Ashford and Eamsgate the southerly currents were on an average

four degrees stronger than the northerly ; while between Mar-

gate and Eamsgate the northerly currents were on an

six degrees stronger than the southerly. Mr. Charles Y. Walker

from a discussion of these and other similar observations has

arrived at the conclusion that in the S.E. part of England, there is

a stream of electricity of indefinite width drifting across th

moving to andfro along a line directedfrom N. 42° E. to S. 42 Ik.

Now it is well known that an electric current has the power

of deflecting a neighboring magnetic needle; the need]

tending to take up a position at right angles to the direction of

the current; and if the direction of the current be revc

north pole of the magnetic needle will be deflected in a direction

contrary to what it was in the first case. Mr. C. V. W
compared the magnetic observations made at Greenwich and

Kew, and has discovered that the deflections of the magnets there

observed were such as should be produced by the elc

rents observed on the telegraph wires, (Proc. Eoy. Soc, Feb. 14,

1861). We may then employ observations of the magnetic

needle as indicating the direction and force of the electric cur-

rents near the earth's surface.

In the year 1835, there was formed in Germany a Magnetic

Union, which included Philosophers from every part of Ger-

many, and which in a few years spread over nearly every part

of Europe. The object of this Association was to make simul-

taneous observations of the magnetic needle. The observa-

tions were all made in Go'ttingen mean time, at intervals of five

minutes for a period of 24 hours on certain days of the year

previously agreed upon. These observations were

published in a volume entitled 'Eesultate aus den Beobachtungen

des magnetischen Vereins,' and afford the best materials we have

for comparing the effect of electric currents over large portions

of the earth's surface. These observations have been projectea

in curves which exhibit to the eye at a glance the movements oi

the magnetic needle at each station. On comparing these curves,

-we find a remarkable similarity at places widely separated from

each other. From Gottingen to Munich (

line more than 250 miles) the curves are ordinarily all

allel to each other ; and the changes take place sensibly at tne

same instant of absolute time, with this modification, that tue

extent of the deflections is generally somewhat greater at tW
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more northerly stations. I have made a careful comparison of
these observations for the purpose of determining whether these

movements of the magnetic needles were strictly simultaneous.

The following catalogue exhibits a list of those cases which
afford the most satisfactory data for comparison, viz., when there

was a well marked maximum or minimum value of the magnetic
declination, and when this maximum or minimum value was of

ration. In the following list, all the dates are expressed
in the mean time of Gottingen.

Observed deflections of the horizontal magnetic needle.

imum at Upsala, Berlin, Gottingen, Leipsic and

Upsala, Berlin, Hague, Gottingen, Leipaic and

a at TJpsala, Leipsic and Munich.

, Hague and Gottingen.

Max. at Berlin, Leipsic and Munich.

Max. at Upsala, Hague and Gottingen.

836. Aug. 17.

836. Aug. 17.

836. Aug. 17. 10 10, Minimum at Upsala, Leipsic

836. Sep. 24.

837. Jan. 28.

837. Jan. 28.

837. Jan. 28. 21 30,

837. May 28. 9 45,

i aburg, ft

.;.. Berlin, Hague,

sic, Marburg and Munich.

Max.
a
at

M
Up

D

sala, Berlin, Hague, Gottingen, Brealau,

1 1 arg, Munich and Milan.

Max. at Upsala. _. _ . .

Max at Berlin, Hague, Gottingen, Brealau, Leipeic,

Max' ^t^sala, Altona, Berlin, Gottingen, Breslau,

Freiberg, Augsburg, Munich and Milan

Min. at Upsala, Altona, Berlin, Gottingen, Breslau Le.p-

Mai at Upsala Altona, Berlin, Breda, Gottmgen Le.p-
"

&IC .
TV/.l.iu. Freiberg, ftlarburg, Augsburg. Munich

Max
d
at

M
Ups

1

ala, Altona, Berlin, Breda, Gottingen Leip-

sic Breslau, Freiberg, Marburg, Augsburg, Munich

and Milan.

Bhagea

Max. at Upsala, Berlin, ] ,
Gottingen, Breslau and

',':... •::.":

ftlax at Upsala and Copenhagen.
_

'

Max at Berlin. Breda, Gottingen, Breslau, Leipsic, I

'

berg, Marburg, Munich and Milan.

, Min. at Petersburgh.

, Min. at Upsala, Copenhagen and Breslau.
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y 29. 7 20, Min. at Berlin, Breda, Gottingen, Freiberg, Leipsic, 5>

Milan.

; Upsala, Berlin

,
Mia at Petersburgh, Berlin, Breslau, Leipsl

Munich and Milan.

, Max at Upsala, Berlin, Gottingen, Breslau, Leipsic,

837. Aug. 31. 9 20, Max. at Upsala.

9 25, Max. at Berlin, Gottingen, Breslau, Leipsic, Marburg,

9 30, Max. at E
837. Aug. 31. 9 50, Min. at U

9 55, Min. at Dublin and Milan.
837. Aug. 31. 10 25, Max. at i" Breslan and Leipsic.

10 30, Max. at Dublin, Marburg, Munich and Milan.

837. Aug. 31. 17 45, Max. at Upsala, Berlin, Gottingen, Breslau, Leipsic,

Marburg, Mim-'^ «»<> "'!•"

17 50, Max. at Dublin.

Gottingen,

Aug. 31. 19 5, Max. at Upsala.
19 10, Mai

'

Leipsic, Marburi: a

i, Gottingen, Breslan,

7 35, Max. at Breda.
837. Sep. 30. 10 45, Min. at Upsala, Copenhagen, Berlin, Breda, Gottingen,

Breslau, .\i

837. Sep. 30. 12 35, Min. at Upsala, Copenhagen, Berlin

Breslau, Leipsic, Marburg and Milan.

837, Sep. 30. 1 1 rlin, Breda, Gottro

Leipsic, Marburg and Milan.

837. Nov. 13. 6 25, Max. at! Im, Copenhagen,

. Breslau, Leipsic, Freiberg and Mart

, Max at Dublin.

, Min. at Petersburgh, Upsala and Stockholm.

, Min. at Copenhagen, Berlin, Breda, GottiDgen, .

9 15, Min. at Dublin and Munich.
837. Nov. 13. 9 20, Max. at Petersburgh, Upsala and Si

9 25, Max. at Copenhagen, Berlin, Breda, Gottingen, J
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ov. 13. lo 25, Max. at Upsala, Stockholm, Copenhagen, Berlin, !;u ia.

10 30, Max. at Dublin.

10 35, Max. at Munich.

10 35 to 40, Max. at Petersburgh.
ov. 13.11 25, Min. at Breda.

11 25-30, Min. at Dublin.

11 35, Vj' BC and Milan.

11 40, Min. at Upsala.

in. 27. 7 35, Max. at Upsala, Copenhagen, Berlin, Breda, G«.umgen,

!u:,i iwrndMilan!'"

1
'

. 1 i 20, Mm . t Up- i i,
('

I
• 'I ..-'i, Bulin, Breda, C. n r

Breslau, Leiiwic, Marbur- Prague, 1

Munich and Milan.

. 10 35, Max. at Upsala.

10 35 to 40, Max. at Breda.
.

10 40, Max. at Co] .
Leipsic, Prague,

Kremsmunster and Munich.

10 4.-,, Max. at Gottingen, Marburg and Milan.

. 10 55, Min. at Upsala.

11 0, Min. atC I
'
Breslau.

11 e| Min. at Gottingen, Leipsic, Marburg, Prague, Krems-

munster, Munich and Milan.

.11 20, Max. at Upsala.

11 20 to 25, Max. at Breda.

11 25, Max. at Copenhagen,

Marburg, Prague,

'

16 50*, Min' at Upsala, Copenhagen, Berlin, Prague and ft

16 50 to 55, Min. at Gottingen.

16 55, Min. at Leipsic, Breslau and Marburg.

Aug. 30.17 5 to 10, Max at Breda.

17 15, Max at Upsala, Berlin, Gottingen, Breslau, I

Prague, Marburg, Munich and Milan.

Aug. 30. 18 30, Min. at Breda.

is 40, :

Aug. 81.

5a.

, XXXli, No.!*.
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1839. Aug. 31. 8 30, Max. at Copenhagen, Berlin, Gdttingen, Leipsic, Breslau,

1839. Nov. 30. 6 25, Min. at Upsala.
6 30, Min. at Copenhagen, Seeburg, Berlin, Gottingen, Breslau,

6 40,' Min. at Breda.'
1840. May 29. 10 20, Min. at Upsala.

10 30, Min. at Pet. r-l.ur-h and Prague.
1840. May 29.11 10, Min. at IVter-bur-h.

11 20, Min. at Upsala.

Breslau innster and Milaa

11 30, Min. at Greenwich, Brussels and Prague.
1840. May 29. 11 30, Max. at Petersburg.

1 1 40, Max. at Copenhagen, Breslau and Cracow.

: -v .-r •.-.:
i

;

•
:

.
,

:

Breslau, Brussels, Cracow, Kremsmunster, Marburg

and Milan.

lax. at Petersburg}).

tin at Petrrsburgh, Copenhagen and Breda.

1 55, Min. at Prague.
,. n ...

) 30, Min. at Petei a&en, Berlin, Got-

tingen, Breslau, Kremsmunster and Milan.

-

• -Tenwich.

: 25, Min. at Petersburg!! and Upsala.

'""
V[X''n^n\ (;.,ttingen, Leipsic, Brussels, Mar-

Hr,n, Min. at'liri-dn""
'

*
" " Min. at Dublin.

Max. at Dublin. .„
,
Max. at Greenwich, Brussels, Marburg and Kremsmunster.

-30, Max. at Gottingen and Prague.
Max. at Breda.

. . _._
Max at Peters burgh. Copenhagen, Berlin, Leipsic, Bres

17 30-35, Max at Upsala.
.

_,
s]au

Aug. 28. 18 55, Min. at Petersburgh, Upsala, Berlin, Gottingen, Ures» -

trich, Copenhagen, Breda, Leip8
'r,\;'

r

'i;n".-"

, Prague a
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Nov. 28. 50, Min. at Upsala, Stockholm, Copenhagen, Dublin, Green-
wich, Berlin, Breda, Brussels, (inttm^n, I.eip-uc. Br, *-

lau,Prago

55, Min. at Petersburgh.
Nov. 28. 2 55, Min. at Petersburgh.

i. at Upsala, Stockholm, Copenhagen a:

3 15, Min -!in, Breda, Bruss

Nov. 28. 6 40, Max. at Petersburgh, Stockholm and Copenhagt
'

Prague. Cracow, KremsmunsUr. and Milan.

6 50, M ..ml Marburg.
Nov. 28. 9 45, W la. Stockholm, Cope

Leipsic, Breslau, Prague, Marburg,
Cracow and Milan.

Feb. 26. 12 45, Min. at Feterslnirgh.

12 50, Min. at Upsala, Stockholm and Copenhagen.

13 0, Min. at Breda, Leipsic, Berlin, Marburg, Prague, Krems-

Feb. 26.
'. :,«», Max .

•

Gottingen, Lei]

3 45, Max. at Milan.
Feb. 26. 5 35 to 40, Min. at Breda.

1

Brussels, Berlin, Lei 1 urbnrgfi, Prague,

Feb. 27.

5 '.'."., Max. at Upsala.

5 30, Max. at Co] lin, Gottingen, Leipsic, Breslau

5 ,'!5, Max. at Ore la. iau— k Geneva and M

lax-, at Cp-ala. Stockholm, rhristiania, Copenhagen,

I)ul in, (Mttiii-f-n I. |-'< Un =lau, Brussels, Prague,

\\ .' u i'ii w and Milan.

Berlin, Breda, Gottingen,
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Station. Latitude. Station Latitude.

Petersburgh, 30° 18' E. Leipsic,

51 6

rj.sala, 59 51 m 38 13 20

Stockholm, 50 51

Copenhagen,
Makerstoun,

12 35 E. Marburg,
Prague, 11 1 14 25

53 56
53 32 Heidelberg,

Dublin, 6 20 W. 48 21

Berlin, 52 30 13 24 E. 1 Munich,
52 4 Krerasmiinster,

Breda, 51 35
Gottingen,

51 f%
9 57 Milan, 45 28 9 12

The following table shows for each station in how many cases

the maximum deviation of the magnetic needle occurred earlier

than at Gottingen ; in how many cases it occurred at the same

instant as at Gottingen; and in how many cases it occurred

later than at Gottingen.

Earlier. :::;:- I„K, Earlier. :'.:• urn

Upsala,

Stockholm,
Copenhagen,
Seeburg,

Freiberg,

3

8

'27

\

Krememunster

Marburg,

Geneva'
'

Milan,

Makerstoun,

Dublin,

20

SI
I

aterval of time

i the observations. But at some of the stations the max-

*enerally occurred earlier than at Gottingen, while a

t generally occurred later than at Gottingen. If we draw

role of the earth running from i .

From this table we perceive that at most of the si

maximum deviation generally occurred simultaneously; that is,

within a period of five minutes, for this ]'

A '

between the observations. But i

imum generally

through Gottingen a great
60° W. to S. 60° E., it will divide the stations in such a mannex,

that at all those on the N.E. side of this line, the i

occurs earlier more frequently than later; while at all tno&

on the S.YV

.

i
, num occurs later more I

r. We may then conch 1 that the maa
ation of the magnetic needle advances pro.
over the earth's" surface ; and that the direction of its motion

nearly from N.E. to S.W.
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The following table shows for each station in how many
cases the minimum deviation of the magnetic needle occurred
earlier than at Gottingen ; in how many cases it Occam
same instant as at Gottingen ; and in how many cases it occurred
later than at Gottingen.

Min mum deviation of the magnetic

1,

Easier. S
'Z»T Later.

[

Earlier.
>

,.

'
Ut.r.

3 Heidelberg,

Stockholm
11 IT 2 Kremsmunster

1 (Hague,
M |

Copenhagen,
Seebuig,

Berlin*'

Leipsi'c,

BreW,
1

1

SI

I
11^' i ; I

b- J
*

Dub?
™' •

g
I

jPragu^^ a 5 1 Greenwich, i .-> 3

"We perceive from these observations that the progress of the
magnetic minima was nearly in the same direction as that of the
magnetic maxima. We may draw a great circle through Got-
tingen in such a manner that at every station on the N.E. side
°f this line, the minimum occurs earlier more frequently than
later

; while at all those on the S.W. side of this line (without
any important exception), the minimum occurs later more fre-

quently than earlier. This line runs from N. 62° W. to S. 62° E.,

mdicating progress in a direction from N. 28° E. to S. 28° W.
.We thus see that the average progress of the maxima and

minima was very nearly in the same direction ; and if the aver-

fcfon for either of these classes of waves is constant, it

18 probably the same for both of them. We may therefore com-
bine both maxima and minima in the same table, and we shall

obtain the following result.

Extreme deviations of the magnetic needle.

! Earlier.
Si-^a- Later .

siJ.',,:-, '-
febnrgh, 16 10 5 Heidelberg,

J
„'-;

]

gP8ala,
ma

'

1 i ;

Kremsnaunster 18

M I

jjUtonaf'

}

Miirbur::,

A :.--' >urg,

J

,-,;

16
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It is not improbable that the line which divides the stations

at which the extreme deviations of the magnetic needle gene-

rally occurred earlier than at Gottingen, from those stations at

which the extremes generally occurred later than at Gottingen,

differs considerably from a great circle of the earth ; but if we
regard it as an arc of a great circle, then its direction must be

from about N. 62° W. to S. 62° E., indicating a progress of the

electric wave from N. 28° B. to S. 28° W.
It was stated on page 326 that Mr. C. V. Walker, from a dis-

cussion of the observations on the lines of telegraph in England,

has arrived at the conclusion that in the S.E. part of England

there is a stream of electricity drifting across the country from

N. 42° E. to S. 42° W. We have now found that the irregular de-

flections of the magnetic needle, which are so remarkable during

auroral displays, do not occur everywhere simultaneously, but

are generally propagated over the surface of Europe in a direction

from N. 28° E. to S. 28° W. It is possible that a more extended

series of observations would show that these two directions are

identically the same ; but it is not improbable that the direction

in England is somewhat different from that in Central Europe.

The time of greatest and least deflection at Dublin is on an

average five minutes later than at Gottingen. Now Dublin is

situated 222 miles from the great circle above mentis;

ing through Gottingen, indicating a progress of the electric wave

of about 2700 miles per hour. The time of the extreme devia-

tions at Upsala is on an average three and one-third minutes

earlier than at Gottingen ; while Upsala is situated 644 miles

from the great circle above mentioned, indicating a progress ot

the electric wave equal to 11,000 miles per hour. If we make

a like comparison for each of the other stations, we flh)

velocities very unequal in amount. We thus perceive the dim-

culty of determining the average rate of progress of the electric

wave. Sometimes the observations may be explained by suppos-

ing a single broad current of electricity flowing over Europe from

N.E. to S.W. as in the case of Nos. 10, 23, 24, 26, 28, 36, 46,

65, 69, 71, etc. Occasionally the progress appears to be mainly

from S.W. to N.E., as in the case of Nos. 58 and 70.

At other times the effect takes place simultaneously from Up-

sala to Milan, or at least within a period of five minutes, as in

the case of Nos. 5, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 19, 20, 29, 31, etc.

At other times it seems necessary to admit the existence oi

several currents moving in different directions, and Pr°°<™
iy

with unequal velocities, as in the case of Nos. 15, 37, 3o, ^
45, 50, 51, 54, 57, 62, 74, etc. . , .

Of the seventy-six cases of magnetic disturbance contained i

the preceding catalogue, thirty-three occurred on days when a

aurora was recorded at some one of the stations. Some of iQ
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deflections of the magnetic needle here recorded, were caused by
the electric currents which prevail during the presence of auro-

ras ; while others occurred when no aurora was noticed. During

the presence of an aurora, the magnetic deflections are greater

than when there is no aurora ; but they all seem to follow the

same law of progress, with perhaps this exception, that during

auroras there is an unusual number of cases in which there is

the appearance of several currents moving simultaneously in

different directions. The following is the list of auroras corres-

ponding to dates in the catalogue.

inland Broad patehe- m 1
-

-Nov. 14. ll^-VllA Christiania. Auror
1838. Jan. 28. 6^-10*." St. Petersburgh. Aurora.
1838. March 30. 0;- Aurora.

1839. Feb. 21." 6£\ Christiania. Aurora radiating towards the zenith.

1840. Aug. 2a ' aurora.

1841. Aug. 27. v at aurora.

During the aurora of Sept. 2, 1859, the disturbance of the

magnetic needle was very great at Toronto, Greenwich. I

Paris, Eome, Christiania, St. Petersburg, Catherinenbui..

chinsk, and Barnaul, but the observations are not rep -

sufficient frequency to enable us to trace satisfactorily the pro-

gress of any single wave. , ,, . -j

At Rome the greatest easterly deflection of the needle is said

to have taken place Sept. 1st, at 7" 20™ a. U. Gottingen time

At Petersburgh it took place at 7* 48°> a. m. Gottingen time
;
and

at Catherinenburg, Nertchinsk and Barnaul, it certainly took

Place within an hour of the same instant ; it being impossible to

determine the coincidence more closely, for the observations at

these three places are only given at intervals of one hour.

New Haven, September, 1861.

Art. XXXVIL—On the evidence furnished by Photography as to

the nature of the mm ^ma Angulatum; by

Prof. O. N. Eood, of Troy, New York.

,
It is well known that the delicate markings on this in^orial

suell have been diligently studied by microscopists formore than

ten years, still the form of the dots is made a subject of dispute

one party maintaining it to be hexagonal, while their antagonists

insist that it is circulaf. Photography has been called^upon to aid

g a settlement, and photographs of this shell were obfauned
^
by

Mr. Whenam, which aistinctlv exhibited the hexagonal structure.
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Without taking any particular interest in the controversy, I

have devoted some time to photographing
have lately succeeded in obtaining, by the method indicated in

my article in the September No. of this Journal, a fine, intense,

sharp negative, magnified 1000 diameters.

Almost the whole shell was nearly in focus, a large portion

being in very accurate focus. When this negative was exam-

ined by the microscope, the dots were seen to be distinctly cir-

cular, and well-defined ; by the aid of photography an enlarged

and sharp negative was obtained, (magnified 7000 diameters)

which yielded good prints on paper, showing the markings to be

circular.

The dots in these negatives were not uniformly shaded but

presented an appearance like that seen in the diagram, fig. 1.

Furthermore, although the interior dark circle seemed to i.

the eye uniformly dark, this was not actually the case, as g^was demonstrated by copying the negative with the ca- (|^H
mera and varying the time of exposure, when it became
evident that the deposit of silver grew regularly denser from the

circumference to the centre of these little circles ; thus %
in this process positive prints on glass were obtained by ^fe
the camera presenting the appearance roughly indicated ^9

Mr. Whenam states, that he has ascertained by a 5V, that the

markings on this test object are due to spherical particles of

quartz; it would appear that the results here detailed favor this

As will readily be comprehended by photographers, the deli-

cate tTutdmg, which has been described, though very distinct on

glass, cannot be seen in prints on paper, for exactly the same rea-

son that the delicate shades in ambrotypes are lost, when an

attempt is made to obtain prints on paper from them.
The production of hexagonal markings, which are often obtain-

ed, is probably due to a slight defect in the focal adjustment, as

well as to a slight inequality in the oblique annular illumination.

The following is an instructive experiment: in a plate ol

brass a large number of circular holes are drilled, their disposi-

tion, &c. being similar to that of the circular dots on the shell

in question ; the plate is then carefully blackened. In my ex-

periment the plate was a copy of an enlarged ttegatr

plate thus patiently prepared is placed before a bright light and

the photographic camera leveled at it, a distance being sele^
such that small images of the circular holes are obtained, f Ge

full aperture of the lens should be employed.
By varying the focal adjustment of the camera slightly, these

fi become converted into tolerable hexagons, rhombs,

i the latter being less distinctly marked than the two

former.
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Also, by altering the focus, an apparent reversal of the lights

and shades takes place, the positions of the bright circular dots

being seemingly occupied by dark dots ; this is caused by the

expansion of the thicker portions of the dark spaces between the

circles, and so far as I can judge, with the means at my command,
the reversal of the lights and shades in the dots on this test ob-

ined by the microscope, under the imperfect focal adjust-

ment, is due to the same cause, and is more apparent than real.

As it is impracticable to publish prints from these negatives

in this Journal, samples will be sent, on application by letter, to

those who may be particularly interested in this subject.

Troy, September 7th, 1861.

Aet. XXXVUL— Waterglass; by J. M. Ordwj

Part II.

Properties.—Like some other substances whose i

unite in a series of proportions, the alkaline silicates are rather

trying to those who would square every t!

ratios. There are no fixed points certainly known by which we
may make out a set of exact combinations, the intei

compounds being considered as mixtures. ILeuec, though it is

sometimes convenient to speak of sesquisilicates. ImmIic; t- - :.i .1

so on, these terms are to be looked upon as only appr<

and analogical. It mav bo allowable, in order to convey to the

mind a more definite idea of all such products of indefinite

umon, to express their composition in equivalents rather than m
Percentages of the constituents, and yet refrain from ianciful

groupings into rational formulas. ,

Fused waterglass is little acted on by cold water, but when

asolves without much difficulty in water kept continually

boiling; though the solution goes on slowly and so ev

kits retain to the last t

lI
'l

) aJSlea

even not being rounded. So gradual is the diminution of the

Particles that one unaccustomed to the article would -

after a few minutes boiling, that solution was not taking place.

J»
fact, an expert chemist once reported a o art

kisilicate of soda to be insoluble. Yet I found that forty-five

minutes boiling of the same silicate, in the same state of division,

caused the last particles to disappear.

When solutions are wanted lay after day, it saves much time

and fuel not to try to dissolve completely any given quantity in

Oar amount of water, but always to

tne coarsely ground silicate in the kettle and boil, with frequent

** Joub. Sci.- - x »- No
-
90.-^ OV" lbt'L
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stirring, till the liquor acquires a sufficient strength as shown by
the hydrometer. If the solution is dipped out hot, either the

kettle must be immediately filled again with hot water, or the

glass also must be taken out and held back till the water becomes

hot, otherwise the silicate is apt to stick together and adhere

most obstinately to the bottom of the kettle.

When a waterglass contains a greater proportion of silica than

is needed to constitute a bisilicate, its solution is the work of

many hours. And silicate of soda is somewhat harder to dis-

solve than a corresponding silicate of potash. As the relative

amount of silica is increased, the precise point at which the pro-

duct ceases to be integrally soluble, has never yet been ascer-

tained. Fuchs speaks of his original potash glass,—K-:'si -,.—m
being entirely soluble. A monosilicate is readily taken up by

water at less than the boiling heat.

As was before mentioned, the solubility of any silicate is much

impaired by the presence of and hence a sand

which contains clay, mica, feldspar, lime, or oxyd of iron, is un-

suitable for the manufacture of waterglass. When a product

nated is treated with boiling water, the earths and

metallic oxyds are mostly left behind as compound
and if sulphids are present, a part of the iron remains in the

state of sulphuret, giving a blackish color to the sediment. But

these foreign matters are not left wholly undissolved, for water-

glass has the power of taking up small quantities of most oxyds,

and the solvent power increases with the strength of the solu-

tion ; so that a liquor which is slightly turbid while weak, may

become quite clear by concentration, and on the other hand this

clear strong liquid is rendered turbid again by large dilution.

If iron is contained in the original materials, or if the melted

mass is stirred with iron tools, or if the solution is effected in an

iron kettle, iron can be detected in the perfectly transparent fil-

tered liquid; and I have never yet succeeded in finding any

means of getting entirely rid of this contamination. Changing

protoxyd into peroxyd is of no avail, and an alkaline sulphid

throws' down only a part of it. From dry silicate of soda col-

ored with manganese, I have obtained a decidedly pink liquid

by boiling with water and filtering * When a few drops or a

weak solution of a metallic salt are added to waterglass and tne

whole is well agitated, the precipitate first formed will mostly or

entirely disappear. A liquid silicate thus takes up no inconsid-

erable amount of the oxyds of iron, zinc, manganese, tin, lead,

copper, and mercury. With protosulphate of iron and silicate oi
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soda well shaken in a bottle partly full of air, and afterwards

filtered, I have obtained a very deep blue solution. Waterglass

I in the same way with zinc, after a while deposits the

zinc again, or even coagulates into a gelatinous mass. Zincate

of soda mixed with cold silicate at first shows no change, but a

precipitate forms very soon. In like manner aluminate and glu-

cmate of soda speedily cause a precipitation. But manganate,

stamiate, and chromate produce no alteration. Bolley* observed

some years ago that even lime, magnesia, and baryta are slightly

soluble in waterglass. .

Thus we see that silica, though it has no neutralizing power,

exhibits some reactions which go to vindicate its acid nature.

But its chemical activity is more distinctly shown when earthy

or metallic protoxyds in the state of hydrates are mixed, in

equivalent quantities, with dissolved waterglass. In most such

eases there is a speedy coagulation and the viscosity of the sili-

cate is destroyed. The effect is very striking when we stir milk

of lime into a tolerably strong solution of waterglass. I he

mixture almost immediately thickens or 'sets, and it becomes

crumbly, if the stirring is forcibly kept up. In solutions too di-

ate of lime forms an exceedingly bulky pre-

cipitate. And here it may be remarked that the recommenda-

tions which have sometimes been made for recovering caustic

potash or soda from the soluble silicates by adding lime, must

have been given a priori and not after actual experiment For

the resulting silicate of lime is so voluminous and retentive of

liquor, that the separation of the alkali by filtration or washing

is utterly impracticable. The extraction can be effected only by

drying down the mixture and then lixiviating the dehydrated

*
Litharge, when ground exceedingly fine with water coagulates

hut does not entirely destroy the toughness, especially

0f

^hydSST^d. of zinc, mercury, and copper may be

mixed witl/watergki withoutP^^y^j^S

rery soon ensues. But sulphate

, be without action; and so doe:

be lime salts however, whether

arly energetic in their operation.-

mJ^ boiled with ^ate of lime,

-LeibigandKoN.Wab™.

soluble or insoluble, are particularly energetic m their operation.?
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Carbonate of lime does not produce any decided change, yet

when it is boiled with a very silicious silicate it becomes floccu-

lent, showing that there is a partial exchange of constituents.

The basic carbonates of zinc and magnesia, and the carbonates

of lead and manganese produce an immediate coagulation. The
carbonates of ammonia and the bicarbonates of potash and soda,

by virtue of their weakly bound carbonic acid, cause an instan-

taneous thickening in strong solutions of the silicates.

A highly silicious waterglass gives precipitates with the alka-

line carbonates, acetates, tartrates, phosphates, nitrates, sulphates,

and chlorids, the exact nature of which has never yet been

ascertained. But the bisilcates, as well as those still more alka-

line, are not affected by carbonate, tartrate, nitrate, or sulphate

of soda ; while sesquisilicate of soda is troubled only by a very

strong solution of chlorid of sodium. The preci} it

chlorid of sodium in any case appears to be a double combination

of silicate and chlorid, which is insoluble in water, but is readily

decomposed by an acid. It is opaque and very voluminous,

though after being washed and dried it is found to amount to

only a small proportion of the quantities mixed.
Ammonia salts throw down the silica from a strong solution

of waterglass, while the ammonia is set free, silicate of ammonia

being a compound apparently incapable of more than a moment-

ary existence under the ordinary pressure of the atmosphere.

When a dilute acid is added to a weak solution of a silicate

there is no immediate precipitation of silica, but after some

hours the whole gelath the coagula-

tion comes on soon ; but with chlorhydric acid the change is de-

layed a long time, and the mixture may sometimes even be

heated and partially evaporated and still remain liquid.

Alcohol and wood spirit precipitate the silicates as such, even

when the solutions are very weak. Fuchs recommends as a

good means of purifying potash waterglass and obtain.

nearly solid state, to mix a strong solution with one-fourth its

volume of rectified spirit of wine. The precipitate is at fust

bulky and opaque, but by standing a day or two it conl

becomes firm and transparent. He says further that "soda

waterglass is not at once perfectly precipitated, like potasn

waterglass, by rectified spirit of wine, but is only cha

slimy mass ; if it is not perfectly saturated with silica and ia

somewhat diluted, it either gives no precipitate, or gives on

only after some time, whereby it can be easily recognized and

1 1 ed from potash waterglass." My own experiments on

ion by alcohol,—the details of which must be reservea

For a future paper,—show that this statement is much too Dr0
^j

te of soda is thrown down even more readily an

ite of potash. The deposit is always softer,

indeed, than that from a corresponding potash compound, du*
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while it is sometimes in the liquid state, under other circum-
-riii, almost solid mass. And on

the other hand, a pretty alkaline potash silicate may be precipi-
tated m the fluid form. These products usually contain about
any per cent of water, and are somewhat less alkaline, and
considerably freer from foreign salts than the silicates from which
they have been derived. And in most cases, they dissolve read-
ily in cold water.
Very few combinations of silica and alkalies have been found

capable of crystallization. Fritzsche* obtained the sesquibasic
:' soda in the form of rectangular prisms of the compo-

sition Na3 *gi2 fi27 ; also the same salt under another form with 18
eqs. of water. And Yorkef mentions crystals containing 21
' r- '

i water. Fremy:}: reports the singularcompounds Kj >i
;

> -fAq.
' l ^ >! - il to be e;isi y erystallizable, and he thinks the lat-

|

reduced. Fremy§ also speaks of
the soluble Aq. and $* 3i3 fiao—as crystalli-
zable. The details of his researches, however, have not been
published, and we know not on what grounds he makes a state-
ment so much at variance with what the < l.mr; < u r of the other

ates would lead us to expect. For nothing between the
monosilicates and the trisilicates shows the slightest disposition
to assume the crystalline form. On the contrary, as the relative
proportion of acid is increased beyond a sesquibasic silicate, the
product takes on an increasingly gummy or viscous character.

And one of the most important properties of true waterglass is
Jts adhesiveness,—a quality which it possesses in a degree not
approached by any other inorganic substance. In this respect
suicate of soda some w) ' for when
{he soda silicate is boiled down till it begins to adhere to the

rongiy cohesive liquid.

>ly treated, is fluid and glutinous

f first, but in the course of a day or two, becomes a slightly

tenacious jelly. With the exception of this last trifling change,
solutions of waterglass, of whatever strength they may be, ifW from the air and from frost, remain unaltered for years.

When they are exposed to intense cold, a part of the water

when a concentrate ut so as to present a
jarge surface to the air, it very gradually dries awl becomes un-

:u'(|mre a

fony hardness except as the alkali becomes carbonated. Fuchs
found an air dried potash waterglass to contain twelve per cent
of Water. This must have been extended in very thin layers,

t°r a stratum of bisilcate of potash, about a quarter of an inch

* Berzelius. Traitfi de Chimie.—Ed. Franchise, 2e, iii, p. 233.

:

'

+ Cotnptes Reudus, xliii p 1148 § IJ- P-
1147>
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in thickness, which I left on paper in a very dry loft for more

than two years, still retained 29 per cent of water and was

capable of bending under a steady, protracted pressure.

To expel the last portions of water directly, requires a heat

approaching to redness ; and the puffy, dehydrated mass is no

longer entirely soluble in water. Fuchs attributes the passive-

rtess of the silica in this case to the absorption of carbonic acid in

drying down, and says that if the anhydrous mass is heated to

full redness so as to decompose the carbonate, the solubility is

restored. It is indeed true that when waterglass is desiccated ia

an open dish over a lamp, it cannot remain unaffected by the pro-

ducts of combustion, and the residue will effervesce M

There are also two other possible sources of carbonic acid. It

may have been taken up from the air in first dissolving the

silicate, or in preserving the liquid in imperfectly closed vessels.

And again if the solution has not been made with perfectly

pure water, or if it has been exposed to falling dust, it is likely

to contain organic matter which on being strongly heated in the

presence of an alkali, is resolved into the simplest products of

decomposition.

All these possible chances of influence seem to have been dis-

regarded by Lielegg,* in exam: it ate of soda

made at Munich. To determine the water, he kept some of the

solution a long time in an air bath at a temperature between 90

and 100° C, and then slowly raised the heat to dull redness.

On digesting the mass with warm water there was
which proved to be silica, while a sesquisilicate,—&a5 §i^ wa

J
dissolved. He hence concludes that at a red heat bisihcate ol

soda cannot exist, but is resolved into silica and a salt of con-

stant composition, a sesquisilicate. But the facts by no means

- inference. Besides neglecting the effects of carbonic

acid —and drying in an air bath would give a full opportunity

for absorption,—Lielegg fails to notice that the sesquisilicate itselj

relinquishes a part of its a< id in \x rtinp w ith it- water. It will

hardly do to make the broad statement that bisilicate of soda

cannot exist at a red heat, when a pure bisilicate made in the dr;

way, and of course cooled down through the "CHiib

f soluble; and it would be absurd to cons

which dissolves without any perceptible resolution im

consisting of sesquisilicate and soluble silica. Taking every-

thing into account, we are warranted in affirming only that wne

dissolved waterglass is rendered anhydrous by exposure to tn

necessary heat, a part of the silica goes over into th

state. And I find this to be true even when especial pains are

taken to preclude every source of carbonic acid. The reas°

remains to be discovered. Fremyf found that after the trial***

* Dingler's Polytech. Journal.—cliii

. opp'a Jahresbericht

:

1856, p. 353.
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had been carefully dried, water dissolves the alkali out of the
residue, and leaves the silica, which last, a, ..,.._

;1S the
strength of the heat has been, is or is not soluble in dj
hes. The sesquisilicates also he proved to be decomposable by
neat, but the monosilicates were ascertained to be unchanged by
dehydratation.

Uses.—Numerous applications have been proposed for water-
glass, and for many purposes it has really proved to be of per-
manent value, but the cases in which there are not material
drawbacks to its employment, are very few. The properties
which render it available in the arts, are :—

1. Its adhesiveness in the hydrated state. 2. Its vitrifying
power in the dry state. 3. Its alkaline nature, 4. Ite 1

of yielding soluble silica. 5. Its peculiar chemical relations as
a whole.

;

I- Adhesiveness. On account of this most striking character*

3, its discoverer said that it might justly be called
mineral glue/' and to a certain extent the similarity holds good.

IJ differs however from glue, and most other cementing sub-
stances, in continuing to shrink after it has become apparently
"r

J- A strong silicate of soda solution forms a good colorless
cement for glass, porcelain, and stone, but when shut up in such
impervious substances, it is very slow in becoming water proof,
and as it does so, its strength is much impaired. For wood and
other porous materials it does not answer, since they allow the
access of air which, by its carbonic acid, decomposes the silicate
and destroys its tenacity. I have tried silicate of soda in the
laboratory for pasting labels on glass bottles. It does pretty
Weh, pnly when it is once on, it will never wash off, though the
Paper itself may be removed by washing. It possesses no ad-
vantages over gum or flour paste, with the single exception of
not being liable to mould by keeping.

I have often made use of a strong solution of waterglass
m*xed with clay and sand, for setting fire bricks. Such a mix-
Mre undergoes partial fusion in a strong heat, and makes very

JJgQt,
firm joints. For brick work that is to be kept moderatelyH a mortar composed of the same ingredients, but with a

wrger proportion of the silicate, makes an excellent cement
which continues hard and tough, while lime mortar exposed to

^
eat, is apt to dry up and lose its binding power. Mr. Joseph
^ Gould tella wet with*

ate of soda liquor to make a most excellent packing
lor the joints of apparatus exposed to hot acid vapors.

>

.
when liquid waterglass, either by itself or mixed with an

nice, is thinly spread out on any surface, it dries to a
strongly adherent, hard, transparent varnish ; but it still goes on
absorbing car ;al slllca
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being quite incapable of extension, becomes traversed with an

infinity of minute cracks, so that the original smoothness and

clearness are greatly diminished. Still the adhesion continues

and the sLli no longer be removed by washing

with water. Hence the soluble silicates are adapted to fix vari-

ous pigments. In fact this was the lirst use to which they were

made subservient, and they have latterly been much employed

in Europe for painting. When waterglass mixed with the

lighter colors is applied to wood, the alkaline nature of the ve-

hicle betrays itself by a softening and discoloration of the sur-

face, which effects however are quite inconsiderable, if the wood

is new and clean. Another difficulty is that the fixed coating

having no elasticity, cannot accommodate itself, like an oily or

resinous film, to the expansions and contractions of the wood in

wet and dry weather, nor yet to slight inequalities of shrinkage.

Still waterglass paint may "do well in places where it is not ex-

posed to alternations of dampness and dryness. And for out-

buildings, fences, and bridges,—smoothness being of lit!

ance—a mixture of zinc white, chalk, ochre, or terra di Sienna

with silicate of soda, might in many cases, be substituted for the

died lime washes so commonly used in this country.

Fuchs at first made and applied waterglass to render wood

incapable of being inflamed, and experiments instituted by order

of the Brit;- aid to have proved its efficacy in

this respect* Better antiphlogistics may have been found, but

none of them are capable of serving at the same time as vai-

nishes.

We are told by some that a silicate secures wood a

destructive effects of air and moisture, an assertion wb
a little of entlni-ii ,1, ;ui \ .• Im ;- «.f :i reasonable doubt, bince

I permanently excludi:-

moisture, and as little toward counteracting "albuminous
matters

within the wood, its preservative power must be far inferior o

that of oil, and no greater than that of lime whitewash, in

estimating the value of silicate of potash or soda for

use, we must not be deceived by the smooth, glassy, <

impenetrable coat which it forms at first. Its smoothness, n*

lustre, its continuity, its imperviousness are all destined to p

away by the slow action of the atmosphere. Indeed the vai

of watergla.- ads in some measure on

bility by carbonic acid, since when first dried it is still soluble
J

en exposed to the air for sey
days, is it safe from moisture or rain. The fixation is sometimes

hastened by brushing over the coating of silicate, after a day

two, with a weak solution of sal-ammoniac or of carbonate

* Repertoire de Chlmie AppliquSe, i, 63. -
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Silicate paint, being itself unyielding, is much more suitable
for unyielding surfaces, as for glass, stone, or brick, or

with lime mortar. As it unites more intimately with
such substances, it is less liable to scale off from them than from
wood. But to guard against a loose adhesion, it is better in all
cases, to paint with a very thin waterglass several times, allow-
ing some days to elapse between the successive app
rather than to use a strong solution once. The thinner silicate
penetrates deeper and takes a surer hold. It is also sooner and
more uniformly fixed by the absorption of carbonic acid.
Many pigments are incompatible with waterglass, and must be

rejected. Such are white lead, Prussian blue, Sc!r.
green, and animal or vegetable colors. But there is still left a
sufficient variety to select from, as we may take zinc white,* chalk,
sulphate of baryta, yellow ochre, cadmium yellow, Venetian red,
terra di Sienna, green oxyd of chrome, umber, ultramarine,
lampblack, or bone black. It is said that chrome yellow and
chrome red may also be used, but it would be safer to leave
them out, as their ehem ' their onsuitableness.
-Before applying colors ground up with waterglass, it is best to
prime' the raor, and let it stand
« hours or more. This fills the pores and makes a ground to
which the paint afterwards laid on, will adhere more firmly.
A solution of silicate of soda for paint or for priming, should
not exceed the sp. gr. 115 and it is better to take it much
weaker. Much of the silicate of soda found in the market in
this country, is unfit for paint. It is sometimes too alkaline, and
18 very often too much contaminated with foreign salts which
^e prone to crystallize and loosen the silica before it becomes
properly fixed. A good silicate should be bright, transparent,

homogeneous, and very light colored, and should show no special

tendency to absorb moisture in a damp atmosphere. It is none
the worse for requiring several hours boiling to bring it into
solution, provided this refractoriness does not arise from earthy
matter in combination.

Walls plastered with lime mortar, may be rendered very hard,
close and smooth, as well as capable of being washed, by apply-
lng a few times a silicate, either alone, or mixed with chalk or

^y coloring material.
Since 1840 Fuchs has introduced a new plan of executing

wwks of art on plastered walls, designating his method by the
name of "stereochrome,"—-fast paint. A basis is first prepared
Wlth a rath, a •-. and when this has taken up a
due proportion of carbonic acid and become well set, the super-

* In one or two standard works it is stated that zinc white seta rapidly with
^wetglaas. But this is an error. The mixture may be kept for several days
Without any change.
AlL Jocb. Sci.—Second Sebibs, Vol. XXXII, No. 96.—Nov., 1861.
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ficial glaze of carbonate is removed, by scouring with sandstone

or by washing with weak phosphoric acid. The plaster is then

repeatedly soaked with a dilute solution of very silicious water-

glass, the silicate being allowed to dry and fix between the con-

secutive drenchings. The well saturated ground is now covered

with a thin stratum of nicely prepared, but meagre, mortar, and

this coat is treated in the same way as the basis. When the

lion is finished, the Burface should still be rough and

absorbent. If it is glazed over so as to be too impervious, Fuchs

recommends to open the pores by pouring on alcohol and burn-

ing it off. On the wall so prepared, the painting is executed

with colors ground up with mere water. And finally the pig-

ments are fixed by repeated affusions of a rather alkaline double

silicate of potash and soda. To avoid any displacement of the

colors, the fixing liquid is thrown on the first time, in the form

of a fine spray, by means of a suitable syringe. As the artist

must frequently change his palette, it is impracticable to use the

paints mixed directly with waterglass, since the silicate would

be always drying up, and the brushes would get stiff and hard.

Brushes soaked with a silicate should never be allowed to dry

without being first thoroughly washed with water.

Fuchs mentions as proofs of the excellence of the stereo-

chrome, two paintings which had been exposed <

all changes of weather, for six years, and still were as bright au«

as fresh looking as though they had just left the artist's nand -

Creuzburg* has resorted to a modification of Fuchs' method.

painting, and thus makes use of pigments hi..-h

would otherwise be inadmissible. To any surface he apples

alternately thin waterglass and a mixture of the color with

skimmed milk, till the requisite body is attained. He says that

it is only necessary to allow one coat to dry before ^J™% 0Q

another, but this would be hardly consistent with a -

tion. A final varnishing with oil is recommended, to impart

lustre and prevent saline efflorescence. . .,

Creuzburg reckons as advantages of waterglass ]

Rapidity of drying. 2. Freedom from smell. 3. Purity of tint.

White oil paint is modified in tone by the color of the oil, ana n

is farther liable to get dingy by a chemical change which goes on

in the dark. 4. Durability.! 5. Resistance to fire. 6. I

When a silicious paint is to be laid on a metallic surface, it

+ To illustrate the shut- "ons
"J™ for

that a coat of white lead and oil, after fa
the weathe -i

two years or so, is so far changed that the white lead rubs off with

ease. This however is rather an extreme case, and it is said by pr»
hold true mot dm manufactured by the Dnl

White oxychlorid of lead and zinc white are not considered liable to this <»»
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well to have the metal moderately warm, otherwise the coating

is liable to crack and scale off. For stoves that are sometimes

red hot, it is said that a mixture of waterglass and peroxyd of

manganese, makes a good blacking not liable to burn away.
- J

-*-l printing wall paper with water-

printed with colors
with a silicate, after it has been pasted on the wall, and will after-

wards bear rubbing and even washing.
_

Kuhlmann likewise recommends a mixture of waterglass with

lampblack, ivory black, or vermilion, for a writing ink capable

ting all destructive agents. But according to Baudn-

mont, after a writing executed with silicious ink, has been long

exposed, the silicate having undergone decomposition, the letters

may be easily erased.*

In 1840 Leykauf proposed the silicates for fixing ultr

on cloth, thus substituting a very cheap material for the albu-

men and casein largely used in pigment printing,f _

But it can

not be used for goods that are to be steamed, and in any case

the alkali has to be removed by passing the printed cloth into an

acid bath, which operating too rapidly must deprive the silica

of most of its adhesive force. In fact though this plan was

brought forward so long ago, a prize is still offered for the dis-

covery of some cheap and efficient substitute tor albumen.

,
The binding power of the silicates has been turned to account

by Kuhlmann in the hardening or " silicatization » of soft-porous

stone. A tender material, like chalk, may be rendered available

for building purposes by repeated saturations with waterglass^

And the durability of many buildings already erected,

enhanced by subjecting the outside surface to a similar treat-

ment. The same process has been found efficacious
:

!,?ifXer"
*g some ancient statues freshly exhumed, which would other-

wise have fallen to pieces after a short exposure to tne air. ria

ntological specimens have also been strengthened and

saved by silicatTzation. .
...

-^.tarfflass is

tim™Kr ,
U^fit to secure a patent for Jbri»g^j

silica by the subsequent application of chlond of calcium But

notwithstanding the strong commendations of nterested partms

* Liebig and Kopp's Jaliresberi h albumen, it bat been

computed that

8

MM fS
^^ °f ^^^
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but involving too much expense, i

ash and render both constituents insoluble with fluosilic

To impart a more agreeable color than some stones naturally

possess, Kuhlmann impregnates them, first of all, with a salt of

iron, manganese, copper, or chrome. The silicate afterwards

applied precipitates the metallic oxyd within the pores and pro-

duces the desired tint, either at once or after the absorption of a

farther portion of oxygen from the air.

With regard to stone, silicatization is of little importance

in this country, as we have few varieties that nee.

hardening. But in some places there is a lack of good clay for

brick making, and such earth as is worked, gives very tender,

absorbent brick, ill calculated to bear handling and exposure to

the weather. In many cases it would doubtless be advantageous

to silicatize the exposed surface of the bricks after they have

been laid. This is deserving of especial considerate

they are subjected to the action of sea water, which is particu-

larly destructive of porous building materials.

In connection with painting and silicatization it should be ob-

served that on surfaces charged with silicate of soda a whiti-ti

efflorescence of carbonate of soda, is likely to appear several

times, but this can be removed as often as it forms, by gently

washing with water, or out of doors the rain will carry it off.

Fuehs in his first memoir, showed the possibility oi

an artificial stone with clay, sand, and a solution of silicate ot

soda. Such a mixture after being moulded into any desired form

slowly dries to an exceedingly tough, resistant mass, but it is

not waterproof. It hardens better and more uniformly when

the drying is hastened by a moderate heat. A dull red heat de-

hydrates the silicates and renders the mass friable. It is doubtful

whether an artificial stone that deserves the name, can be maue

without exposing the mixture, after moulding and drying, to a

heat strong enough to '

e. By such treatment

the waterglass recow rs • forming a
J

juem
rJfh

union with the other ingredients, becomes truly insoluble, in

baked ware should, of course, be slowly cooled so that the ce-

menting material may become properly annealed.

In 1844, Eansome took out a patent in England for
*J*°*

prepared with liquor silicum, limestone powder, or chalk,

sand. His process is a rather expensive one, but the ar

produced is said to be of excellent quality. There is

believe that liquor silicum, is less suitable for such pui

the far cheaper sesquisilicate or bisilicate of soda. In m®Z-l
trials in a small way I have been unable to get a good ware w
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common sand, but succeeded best with a mixture of crushed
granite, chalk, or bone ashes, and strong sesquisilicate of soda.

Unless a fair allowance of some absorbent substance,—like car-

bonate of lime, burnt bones, or roasted clay,—is used, the silicate

dries first on the outside and forms an impervious varnish which
prevents the escape of moisture from the interior. If we resort

to a weaker solution of waterglass, this dries at the surface with-

out closing the pores, but then the liquid inside is drawn out-

wards by capillary attraction, and the central parts are left too

meagre while the exterior is too rich in verifiable matter. Ran-
some ingeniously obviates the difficulty by heating the moulded
stones in a closed space, so that the surface is in contact only

with an atmosphere saturated with moisture, while the interior

is acquiring such a temperature that on opening the room most
of the water will pass off rapidly and keep the p.ores open.

Wagenmann* succeeded in making artificial meerschaum by
mixing waterglass, lime, magnesia, and carbonate of magnesia,

and simply drying.

Considered merely with regard to its mechanical properties,

waterglass would appear very suitable to replace s+"™^

as a glazing material, in many c

ward by Leigh, a year or two u ,

sizing cotton yarn for weaving, and in putting the final finish on

cotton fabrics. But its chemical character indicates its unfitness

for such uses. Starch after drying remains unchanged 1

1

has no action on the stuffs. W hile a silicate is altered by expo-

sure to the air, and loses its smoothness as well as much of its

rigidity. Besides this it is alkaline, and therefore tends to weak-

en the fibre—an effect which becomes at once apparent when

waterglass is used strong for producing very still fabrics.

It is common to increase the weight and apparent substance of

flimsy cloth by passing it through starch to which fine clay,

chalk, or sulphate of lime has been added. In place of this pre-

paring material so easily removed by washing, Orrune proposed

to pad the cloth in silicate of soda, and then run it through a

weak acid liquor, so as to precipitate silica within^the fibre and

make a permanent stuffing. But it should be borne m mind

that weak acid acting on a weak silicate, gives a silica soluble m
water. A salt tf*£ or magnesia would be a more suitable pre-

cipitant. The plan, however, even were it effectual is too trou-

blesome and costly.' A factitious body can be of little use,except

to make the goods sell better; and it is hardlyjrorth the^wlie

to go to much expense for a mere deception. Most manufactur-

ers would pre* S^SiS WHv
pound, rat^rt. i^wS
cost less than three ; and most consumers . r have the

three extra cents appropriated to extra cotton.

* Wagner's Jahresbericht, ii, 118.
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As a thick solution of waterglass dries at first to a glassy, im-

penetrable varnish, Griine has suggested its employment as a
' * calico-printing ;—that is, as a substance to cover those

parts of the cloth that are to remain white, and prevent them

from imbibing the dyeing liquor. But hot water dissolve
,n

silicate rapidly, and hence such a resist can answer only \

tne printed cloth is to be immersed for a very snort time m coia

dyeing baths.

In the manufacture of porcelain wares, pastes are sometimes

used that are devoid of plasticity and requires the addition of

some glutinous material to give them sufficient cohesiveness to

allow them to be moulded. For such pastes " mineral glue"

would probably do better than a destructible mucilage.

2. In fusibility and fluxing power waterglass greatly resembles

borax, and in some cases may well replace this expensive salt.

The iron hoes employed in stirring the fused silicate during its

preparation are kept remarkably clean and bright by the melted

mass, and this naturally suggests its use in cleansing and pro-

tecting heated metallic surfaces. Indeed according to Wagner,

the double silicate of potash and soda,—which melts more read-

ily than simple silicate,—forms a good substitute for borax in

brazing and in welding. He rather injudiciously recommends

the mixed materials instead of the ready formed glass.

Another application which has proved successful and has been

Eatented in this country, is the manufacture of wick for snuff-

jss candles. Bv passing the wickyarn through silicate of soda

and then through acetate of lead, it is charged with enough sili-

cate of lead to vitrify all the ash as the candle burns away.

Eecently an English patent has been issued, for treating cloth

and paper in the same way,—but with stronger solutions,—in

order to render them uninflammable.

Leiblf long ago recommended a solution of waterglass as a

glaze for pottery ware, to be applied before the burning. It has

the advantage of being free from lead, and as it penetrates far-

ther into the body of the ware than any flux insoluble in water,

it should take a firmer hold. It is said however that Leibl s glaze

has been .tried with unfavorable results, but it is quite possible

that the experiments were not properly conducted.

Though sulphate of soda is exceedingly cheap in this country,

and sulphate of potash, abundantly obtained in refining pearlasn,

finds sale only at a very low price to alum makers, our glass

manufacturers generally employ only the carbonates. 1 have

long sought to produce purified alkaline silicates that might
,

ec

nomically replace the carbonates in making the better quall.l.
of glass, but have been met by a hitherto insurmountable oim-

culty. The alkaline sulphates can be decomposed by silica &nu

* Wagner's Jahreabericht, iii, 137. t Id., ii, p. 211.
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coal much more easily and certainly in a reverberatory furnace
than in a glass pot, and with sulphates freed from iron, pure sili-

cates of potash and soda could be made with far greater facility

than the carbonates. When a clean sulphate is converted into

waterglass and this is dissolved, the few impurities derived from
the furnace and from the fuel, are left behind. If we concentrate

the clear solution and stir into it rapidly a thick, smooth milk of
lime, the mixture soon sets and crumbles, and the Avhole mass
can be dried down with ease. The resulting double silicate mixed
with the requisite quantity of sand, fuses in less time than the

ordinary glass mixture, and boils up but very little. Precipita-

ted dicarbonate of zinc, ceruse, or litharge may be substituted

for lime. The litharge mixture however toughens after coagula-

tion, and is harder to reduce to dryness.

But economy will not allow the purification of both the ma-

terial and the silicate made from it. It is in using crude sul-

phate and applying the refining process to the waterglass only

that the difficulty above mentioned occurs. When iron is con

tained in the fused silicate, a little of it will enter into solution,

and there has yet been found no means of throwing it dowi

This dissolved iron therefore is carried forward into the glai

and imparts too much greenness to be overcome by any reasoi

able amount of correctives. A small quantity of arseniate <

soda, oxyd of antimony, or stannic acid lessens the color, but

does not entirely remove it.

It would seem therefore that the only available way of adapt-

ing waterglass to the glass manufacture, is to start mi
fied materials and make a product which can be directly fluxed

with proper proportions of sand and lime or litharge.
_

Were it desirable to introduce baryta into glass, a suitable ma-

terial in the form of a double silicate of baryta and potash or

soda, could be easily prepared from the pure sulphates. But

Hme is much cheaper than baryta in any form and as to tough-

ness and brilliancy I have found on trial m the small way very

little difference between a glass made with lime and one contain-

ing an equivalent amount of baryta. Neither does zinc glass

possess much advantage, in any respect, over an equally pure

^Somfyears ago, with the idea of effecting a saving in pearlash,

precipitated carbonate of baryta was largely ^d by some manu-

facturers of lead glass, the price being about half that d
They did not stop to consider that one equivalent of lead and

one of pure lime would go much farther than two equivalents

of baryta in increasing the lustre and fusibility of glass, and add

no more to the cost. , ^wia.
3. As a source of soluble silica waterglass may prove valuable

in agriculture, and years ago it was proposed for a manure
,

1 hen

^ high price was a serious objection, but now it has become a
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common article of manufacture, and competition has reduced the

price to less than that of Peruvian guano. Indeed were there a

large demand, a silicate of soda suitable for manure could be

made from the sulphate and sold in this country for two cents a

pound, and yet yield a liberal profit to the manufacturer.

If waterglass is used in solution, it ought to be applied to the

growing crops by frequent waterings. But perhaps the better

way would be to spread the finely ground, dry alia
'

with other manures, and thus supply to the soil a material similar

to its feldspathic ingredients, but far more susceptible of decom-

position. One or two agricultural experiments do not suffice to

establish any particular point, and we have as yet too few ac-

counts of the effects produced by using silicate of soda, to enable

us to decide as to its real practical value to the farmer.

There is another application in which waterglass acts as a pur-

veyor of soluble silica. According to Kuhlmann common lime

mortar may be rendered hydraulic by the addition of a few per

cent of dry, pulverized silicate of potash or soda, and poor ce-

ments can, by the same means, be made equal to the best. A
solution of waterglass will not answer the purpose so well, be-

cause it sets before the mortar can be got into its place. Still

Kuhlmann recommends both the fine powder and the solution.

He even attributes the peculiar character of hydraulic cements

to the alka] ly present in them, but his views

have not been fully substantiated.

4. In the dissolved silicates we have an alkali who?e i

is blunted by a very feeble acid, and their similarity in this re-

spect to the oleostearates, suggests their employment in the place

of soap. Waterglass has indeed great cleansing power, and, as

far as mere chemical effect is concerned, it should in most cases

answer the purpose of soap. But the peculiar value of soap de-

pends in no small degree on its mechanical action. The emul-

sive, as well as the solvent power, comes into play, and in many

instances that soap is found most suitable that froths most. VV a-

terglass shows little tendency to form an intimate mixture witn

oily substances, nor has it any disposition to foam. Soap leaves

washed articles soft, while the silicate imparts an unpleasant

harshness. Hence silicate of soda is objectionable for scouring

wool and woolen or mixed fabrics. It is indeed better for wash-

ing or scouring, than a caustic alkali, since it does not have tne

same peculiar shrivelling effect on animal or vegetable substan-

ces. But it possesses little advantage over neutral carbonate 01

soda, in any respect. For cleaning paint however the silicate 1

said to be better than any thing else. Waterglass has been ex-

tensively tried against soap in large bleaching, dyeing, and print-

ing establishments and in laundries, but though some say l

does well enough, the reports are generally unfavorable.*

* Wagner's Jahresbericht, iv, 1T2.
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Patents have been obtained for soaps containing an admixture
of silicate of soda, but until we have some proof that there is
really anything to be gained by using such soaps, they are enti-
tled to only a passing notice. I have made experiments to deter-
mine whether caustic soda could be economically made from the
silicate, and the answer was decidedly in the negative.

5. Silicate of soda, on account of its chemical relations, has
come into general use as a substitute for phosphate or arseniate
01 soda in dunging printed calicoes. This, the most important
of all the applications, was patented in England by Jager in
1852. The silicate by itself, however, was found to be too alka-
line, and liable to dissolve away the aluminous mordants. Prob-
ably the article tried by many was not silicious enough, for if
used alone, it ought to contain at least two equivalents of silica
to one of soda. But such a silicate is very hard to dissolve, and
what is prepared by chemical manufacturers, is commonly a ses-
quisilicate. Indeed Jager himself prescribes such proportions aa
would form a sesquisilicate. In 1854 Higgin introduced a great
improvement by substituting for waterglass the highly volumin-
ous lime silicate formed by adding to silicate of soda, in the
dunging vat, a sufficient quantity of chlorid of calcium to effect
a complete double decomposition. This plan renders it perfectly
safe to take the easily dissolved sesquisilicate of soda ; and now
waterglass has almost entirely superseded other dunging mate-

ag cheaper than any other substance, and in most cases
giving perfect satisfaction. It is possible that in those few in-

stances in which' it has been rejected, due attention to the quality
of the articles employed, would remove all difficulties. The fact
that the alkaline silicates dissolve the protoxyd of iron, has been
overlooked, and the manufacturer does not always take pains
to peroxydize all the iron in the fused mass.

I have known an instance in which a lime salt was used, that

happened to contain tarry matter and iron, and some pieces of
cJoth dunged with the mixture came out of the dyeing vat with
the colors essentially degraded from the desired tints. It is rea-

sonable to suppose then that a slight saddening of the bright

colors, may result from taking a silicate that is brown, and allows

dissolved protoxyd or sulphid of iron to go into the dunging
u^xture. And then again commercial muriatic acid often con-

tains a reducing agent, sulphurous acid, and as some neutralize

with chalk, which is always ferruginous, protochlorid of iron

may be left in the lime solution. The chlorid of calcium should
be made with milk of lime added in excess so as to insure the re-

moval of every trace of iron. Pure salts of zinc, magnesia, or
even of ammonia, would perhaps act as well as chlorid of cal- .

cium, but in the cheapest substance tobe hud.

Prom pe
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bodies than the protoxyd, we have little to fear. In fact were

the dunging bath free from the sesquioxyd to start with, it

could not remain so, as it is continually receiving from the cloth

the excess of the iron mordants.

According to Griine,* silicate of soda may be made serviceable

in dyeing cotton, since with its use cheaper mordants may be

substituted for the acetates of alumina, iron, and tin. He pads

the stuffs in a weak solution of waterglass, then passes them

through alum, copperas, or protochlorid of tin, and after rinsing,

colors them with any suitable dye-stuff. But his idea that silica

contributes to the fastness of the colors, is hardly tenable. It is

true that precipitated silica, under some circumstances, dries to

a dense mass like sand, but when earths or oxyds are present,

it more commonly takes the form of a very light, loose powder,

and in this state, it can exert no protective power. If silica in

fixing mordants forms a coating that resists acids and soaps, we

might expect that after having once been dried, the cloth would

be slow to receive the coloring matter itself. Yet printed calico

dyes very well months after it has been dunged with waterglass.

:Ie silica remains combined with mordants can be ot

little service further than to retain the oxyds in the active state.

There has lately appeared in the market, for the use of calico-

printers, a substance professing to be more valuable than common

waterglass, because it is a compound of silicate and arseniate of

soda. A sample of it was found to contain, besides the silicate,

4-5 per cent of sulphate of soda, 3'4 per cent chlorid of sodium,

and only 7'6 per cent of arseniate. But as sometimes more,

sometimes less arsenic will be volatilized during the fusion of the

ingredients, it would be difficult to make such a mixture of urn-

form composition. And then, too, seven or eight per cent of ar-

seniate in the product, can have no special influence ;
or if it

had, the printer might as well add a regular proportion of ar-

seniate to the silicate solution, as pay an extra price for he knows

Another absurd proposition which has been advanced by those

wishing to monopolize the manufacture, is that a silicate contain-

ing an admixture of sulphate and chlorid, is superior to the pure

article. There can be no reason assigned why it should be so,

and as to experience, so far as I can learn, pure well worked wa-

terglass has always given quite as good satisfaction in dunging

calico, as either the arseniated silicate, or the uncertain, half made

product prepared from impure soda ash. It has never yet been

ascertained what is the precise reaction between the silicate
>

01

soda or lime and the mordant on the cloth. There can be little

doubt that a silicate of alumina or iron is formed, and it is n<*

improbable that this retains a small amount of lime or soda.

Manchester, N. H, August, 1861.
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Peof. Edward Hitchcock (this Journal, 2d series, vol. xv,

pag. 95-104,) has already given excellent descriptions accompa-
nied with drawings, of the Brandon fruits and most sal

details concerning the strata with which they are connected. I

owe to the celebrated Professor of Amherst College not only the

communication of the original specimens from which the draw-
ings have been made, but also a number of corresponding speci-

mens that he had the kindness to present to me.

It cannot be expected that the examination I have been re-

quested to make of these fruits can afford any exact botanical

determinations. Indeed an accurate analysis of fossil

mostly impossible, their form being generally more or less oblit-

erated and the preserved part, the hardest of course, being often

of slight value, as a botanical character. By cutting a few

specimens, I was enabled to find some details of anatomical

structure in one of the species only, and thus to mark its botan-

ical characters somewhat more accurately than it is generally

done for fossil fruits It is then only to point out the relation

of some of the Brandon fruits with fossil species found else-

where, or with genera of plants still living, and especially to try

to come to a satisfactory understanding about the geological age

of the lignite deposit where they are found, that the few follow-

mg remarks are made :*
. , . .,

To facilitate further quotations and discussions about the

Brandon fruits, I think that it is also convenient to give a short

description of their essential characters and to name them.
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No. 1. Carpolithes Brandoniana, sp. nov. Capsule thick-

walled, oval or nearly round, flattened, obtuse at both ends, val-

vate. Valves obscurely pointed, opening from the base to half

the length of the capsule.

Var. «, elongata. Fig. Ill to 113.

Var. (?, obtusa. Fig. 1 14 to 1

1

1.

Specimens figured 111 to 117 are certainly various forms of

the same species and I think that those of 118, 119 and 124

ought to be referred to the same genus.

No. 2. ( , nov. (Fig. 118, 119 and 124.)

Capsule, a little flattened, ovate, lanceolate, obtuse or rounded at

one end, pointed at the other, obscurely tencostate, irregularly

tri-valved, dehiscent or closed. In this species as in the former,

the size of the fruit varies from one to two inches in length and

from half an inch to one inch or a little more in breadth.

Nothing like the fruits of these two species has been before

published by paleontologists. The only fossil fruit to which

they might be compared is the capsule of an Embotkru

Flor. tert. Helv., pi. 93, fig. 30,) and especially that of E,

species of the Proteacece family, a figure of

which is given by the same author on the same plate. But the

fruits of the genus Embothrium are borne on a strong woody stem

generally preserved in the fossil state, while our fossil fruits ol

Brandon have no scars showing the point of attachment to a

pedicel. They both, on the contrary, appear to have been

enclosed, either in the spathe, or a fibrous capsule, like the fruits

of some palms, or partly immersed in a cupula, like those oi

some CupidifercB. It may be that the thick, fibrous and woody

capsule contained originally some seeds that have escaped by

the dehiscence of the valves, as Prof. E. Hitchcock remarks;

but the total absence pi in unopened specimens,

led me to suppose that the thin pellicle which is seen within

these peculiar fruits contained a mealy cotyledon, whose form

and matter have been destroyed by maceration. It i u eltffl

however to speculate on these fruits till something more is kn°w tf

about their relation to some living species. Specimens of JNo. -i

are extremely abundant at Brandon.
1 op-

No. 3. (

'

, sp. nov. (Fig. 120, 121, 123, 1

A

and 128.) Fruit capsular, about one inch in diameter, irregu-

larly somewhat flattened, sometimes obscurely trigonal, rouna

oval, costate in its length.
f

.,
e

These may be unopened and less flattened specimens ot in

same species as No. 2. They would compare well with som

species of Carya, if they were not generally a little flattened o

trigonal. Perhaps fig. 128 belongs to another species; but

looks like a deformed specimen of this. _ ,A i

No. 4. Carpolithes Grayana, sp. nov. (Fig. 122.) Fruit ovai

elongated, obtuse at one end, marked by a sharp abrupt pom
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at the other, a little flattened, one inch long, less than an inch
broad, obscurely costate.

This species has just the form of the kernel of the almond.
It is nearly related to Carpolithes pruniforrnis Heer, (1. c. vol. iii

r

p. 139, tab. 141, fig. 18 to 30,) abundant in the upper tertiary of
Europe, especially at (Eningen.
No. 5. Carya verrucosa, sp. nov. (Fig. 129.) Fruit oval, slightly

costate, obtuse at both ends, warty.
This fruit is like Carya Brauniana Heer, (1. c, vol. iii, p. 93,

tab. 127, fig. 50 and 51) from (Eningen. It is a little larger than
the following, but may be the same species still covered with the
husk.

No. 6. Carya Vermontana, sp. nov. (Fig. 130.) Nut small,

about half an inch long, oval, pointed at one end, obtuse at the
other, six-costate.

It is extremely like Carya Bruckmanni Heer, (loc. cit., vol.

iii, pag. 93, tab. 127, fig. 32) perhaps identical with it, also from
(Eningen, like the former.
No. 7. Fagus Hitchcockii, sp. nov. (Fig. 126 and 127.) Nut

large, trigonal, with the angles somewhat obtuse, striated on the

The fruit has nearly the same form as a nutlet of Fagus ferru-
ginea Michx. It is only proportionally a little shorter and broader,

1

specimen slightly open
more obtuse. It may
another genus. The

fruit fig. 126 is 'indeed very large for the nut of a Beech; but
pnger, in his Chloris Pwtoga* (pag. 101, tab. 27, fig. 1 to 4),
nas published Fagus Deucalionis with nuts as large as those of
the Brandon species. It comes from the tertiary of Bohemia.
Genus Apeibopsis (Heer). (Cucumites Bowerbank.) Prof. Heer

has referred this genus to the family of Tiliacecs, comparing it

to Apeiba. It is characterized as follows : Fruit capsular, five
to sixteen-valvate, polvspermous ; seeds small, sub-globose, bise-

riate in each cell. On the characters of these fruits, the author
further remarks : (Flor. tert. Helv., vol. iii, p. 38) " Where the
bark of the fruit is preserved, it is marked with elongated warts
and the fruit was externally verrueose. Within, it was probably
filled with a fleshy matter containing the seeds in small cavitirs.

In one specimen, (fig. 20 of Bowerbank) the seeds are placed
without order in the central mass; in another (ibid., figs. 11, 12,

.•cd in rows along the suture.

j robably the fruit was divided into as many cells as there are
furrows marked on the surface ; but the walls were very thin
and lost within the fleshy mass."

luis description and the remarks of Prof. Heer agree well
enough with what I was enabled to see by cutting a few of our
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Brandon fruits, evidently referable to this genus, and by a

microscopical examination of their internal structure. In the

American species, the parietal follicle of the capsules appear

thick and each one is distinct and separated from the other in

its whole width, from the folding of it at the surface to the su-

ture with the central axis, also pretty thick. There are thug

internally six or seven loculi or carpels, separated by double

walls. The seeds, very small indeed (less than one millimeter in

diameter) and very numerous, fill the cells entirely and are

apparently mixed with a fleshy or cellular matter. Those near-

est to the placenta and of both sides of each cell appear

placed in rows upon the whole width of the parietes, being

there perpendicular to it, and more oval or a little longer than

in the middle of the cells, where they are nearly globose.

These seeds are enclosed in a yellowish somewhat pellucid en-

velope, easily separated from them and marked on its inner con-

cave surface by regular black points (or papillae?). The seeds

appear also somewhat papillous or rugose, just like the outer

surface of the fruit. The largest specimen of these fruits that 1

have seen is scarcely more than half an inch in diameter, nearly

exactly globular, or a little elongated or oval. The surface is

not regularly verrucose, but rather irregularly deeply rugose,

marked by seven or eight furrows a little elevated on the bor-

ders, along the line of flexure of the parietal tissue. The ex-

tremities of the central axis are marked on both sides of the

fruit by a small round scar, only a little larger at the point ot

attachment.

On the distribution of this remarkable genus, Prof. Heer says

that it appears at first in the Eocene of England, and takes its

greatest development in the lower Molasse of the Tertiary of Swit-

zerland where four species have been found. It has also been

found in the lower Miocene of Italy and also in Bohemia, and is

then apparently lost. From this it would appear that as tne

Brandon deposit, where specimens of this genus are abundant,

belongs apparently to the Upper Miocene, as will be seen pres-

ently, this genus has a -
i ^ted longer in America

than in Europe. The size of our fruit, compared with that ol tw

European Apeibopsis, (which have sometimes a diameter ot tw

inches) shows that our sp. ei, s arc <\ minutive. Although tne

general form of our specimens is somewhat alike, I think never-

theless that we have two species. - *
No. 8. Apeibopsis Heerii, sp. nov. (Fig. 131, 132, 133.) J^«

globular, deeply grooved or rugose, distinctly marked by sev

furrowed costas. _
{t

No. 9. Apeibopsis Gaudini, sp. nov. (Fig. 139 and 140.) ^
smaller, oval, depressed on one side ; costa3 more numerous ana

less marked, surface nearly smooth.
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It is on specimens of this last species that my examination
was made. They appear abundant at Brandon but I have seen
only three specimens of the former.

No. 10. Aristolochia (Eningensis, Heer. (Fig. 134.) Fruit cap-
sular, oval, six-costate, smooth or obscurely transversally rugose.

I cannot see any difference between our American specimen
and Heer's figure of this species, except perhaps that the surface
of the specimen appears somewhat transversally rugose. This
appearance may be due to the process of maceration. Prof.
Hitchcock's figure in this Journal (loc. cit. 1853) is quite the
same as that of Heer (tab. 100, fig. 11, C. 1856), from a specimen
of (Eningen.
No. 11. Aristolochia curvata, sp. nov. (Fig. 135 and 136.) Fruit

capsular, small, half an inch long, oval, pointed, marked with
eight strong costae, somewhat curved on one side.

No. 12. Aristolochia obscura, sp. nov. (Fig. 137, 138, and 141).
Fruit capsular, small, one third of an inch in diameter, six or
seven-costate, globular or a little flattened.

This species is uncertain. The specimens are not well pre-
served and I had not any for anatomical examination. I believe
nevertheless that it is a specimen of this kind that Prof. Bailey
has critically examined by a cross section. lie found it a six-

valvedpod, with seeds apparently flattened. This agrees with the
structure of the fruit of Aristolochia.

No. 13. Sapindus Americanus, sp. nov. (Fig. 142, 143, 144,
*46.) Fruit oval-reniform, either smooth or irregularly rugose,
depressed or flattened on one side, about half an inch in its

greatest diameter.
These fruits have the general form of the fruit of Cocculus

to&eu* or of some fossil species otPavia. They are smaller
tuan the fruits of Pavia and moreover the cross section of one of
«ie specimens (fig. 144) shows a fleshy cotyledonous substance
enclosed in a thick putamen. The fruits also bear a marked
round scar, showing a point of attachment at the upper end. It is

not marked in the figure. These characters agree well enough
with those of Sapindus. The nearest fossil species to that of No.
13 is Sapindus lignitum Ung., (1. c. pi. 1, page 33, tab. 6, fig. 3
to 5) from the lignites of Wetterau.

obovate, narrowed at <_ _

small cavity, inflated and obtuse at the other end, a little curved
on one side, smooth.

I do not know of any fossil species to which this could be
related. It is pear-shaped, as Prof. Hitchcock describes it; but

^ is a little curved on one side, a character that separates it from
Taurus. As the specimens are much broken, this curved ap-
pearance may result from maceration, and if so, the species would
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well agree with Laurus princeps Heer, (1. c. vol. ii, page 77, tab.

89, fig. 176) from the upper tertiary of Europe, especially abun-
dant at (Eningen.

No. 15. Cinnaiitou'inn X" -'i-Anglice, sp. nov. (Fig. 148.) Fruit

small, one sixth of an inch in diameter, globular, enlarged above,

narrowed below to an obscurely costate point, apparently a bro-

ken pedicel, smooth.

I could not discover on the specimen the horizontal striaa

marked on the figure. The fruit resembles that of a Cinnamo-

mum, a genus well represented in the different stages of the

tertiary of Europe. Of nine species described by Prof. Heer,

five are found at (Eningen. This genus as it is established by the

same author is also represented in the Tertiary of America.

Among a small number of fossil leaves collected by Dr. J. Evans

in the Tertiary of Vancouver, there are specimens of two fine

species of leaves of Cinnamomum. One other is abundant in

the strata of the Tertiary of Mississippi (State).

No. 16. Illicium lignitum, sp. nov. (Pig. 149.) Seed small, one

eighth of an inch long, oval, pointed, marked at the point by a

small scar and by a ring on one side, very smooth and shining.

I can not but refer this seed to Illicium. It is a little thicker

and more pointed than that of Illicium anisatum of China; but

about the same size and the same form. Two species of Illicium

are still living in the southern part of the United States (Gray's

genera, vol. i, pag. 56.) On comparison with the published

species of fossil plants, our seed is like the one figured by Grop-

pert, under the general name of Drupa (Flora of Shossnitz, tab.

26, fig. 34). The tertiary of Shossnitz is of the same age as

that of (Eningen (Heer, vol. iii, pag. 306).

No. 1 7. Drupa rhabdosperma, sp. nov.? (Fig. 150.) Seed small,

about of the same size and of the same form as the former,

oval, pointed, or slightly beaked, finely and deeply striated,

marked under the point by a deep triangular scar.

These seeds resemble those of Pinus rhabdosperma Heer, (vol.

i, pag. 60, tab. 21, fig. 14) from the Miocene of Switzerland.

The likeness is not enough to prove that our seeds are of the

same species, or even of the same genus. Analogous torn&o*-

such small ribbed seeds are found in different genera. l"e

putamen is pretty thick, very hard, bony, and in all the speci-

mens that I have broken the kernel has been destroyed or the

seed is empty. The kernel is covered with a brownish skm, like

that enveloping the albumen of the seeds of the Pines. How-

ever the affinity of these seeds with those of a Pine is renderea

doubtful by the absence of every trace of a wing in all the

specimens, six in number, that I have seen.
9

No. 18. Carpinus grandis? Heer (1. c, vol. ii, pag. 40, tab. 74
fig. 15.) Nutlet oval, about one eighth of an inch in length,

ribbed or striated.
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I have not seen any specimen of this species. Prof. Hitchcock's
hgure 151 is like that of Prof. Heer for this species. Carpinus
(jrandie Heer, is from the upper Miocene of Switzerland.

,

No
- 19 - ' rmis? Heer (1. c, vol. iii, p. 129,

tab. 133, fig. 37 to 40.) Seed globose, perfectly smooth, shining
one sixth of an inch broad.
Round small seeds like this are found in great number in the

lertiary of Europe and have been described under various
names. The Drupes (fig. 29 and 30 of tab. 26) of Goppert's flora
of Shossmtz; the seeds of Menianthes tertiaria Heer (1. cit. vol
m, pag. 20, tab. 104, fig. 20); some species of Pod-
mogonium Knorrii Heer (vol. iii, pag. 114, tab. 136), a charac-
tenstical plant of the upper Miocene of Europe, especially
abundant at CEningen; and a number of Carpolithes or undeter-
mined seeds. Though the identity of our Brandon Legumin-
osites with that of (Eningen, (L. piriformis) is far from certain, it
is however remarkable that most of those fossil seeds that have
about the same form as ours belong to the upper Tertiary.
No. 20. Nyssa complanata, sp. nov. (Fig. 153.) Fruit oval, a

little flattened, bicostate with a deep furrow in the middle.
This spec Y.yssa Vertumni TJng.,

gw-> Pi- P. 16, tab. 8, fig. 19 and 20) from the lignites of the

No. 21. Nyssa microcarpa, sp. nov. (Fig. 154.) Fruit oval,
scarcely compressed, regularly ribbed, short.

*ig. 155 is longer ; the point of the specimen is obliquely
broken and thus its form can not be seen. It is perhaps some
other species of the same genus. Our No. 21 is related to Nyssa
ornilhobroma Ung., (loc. cit., p. 16, tab. 8, fig. 15 and 18,) a species
also from the lignites of Vetteravia.
No. 22. Nyssa lozvigata, sp. nov. (Fig. 156.) Fruit cylindrical-

oval, obtuse at one end, abruptly cut at the other, smooth.
The position of these fruits, as they are figured and their form,

recall imme<
I appearance of the fruits of Nyssa

I greater in comparing dry drupes
of this species with the fossil specimens. The thick putamen of
some Nyssce is well adapted for preservation in the lignites.

*hough our fossil species is related to the living Nyssa multifont,

" differs by the size of the nutlets and the absence of striae.

No. 23. ( I Sternberg (Vers., vol. ii, pag. 208,

Jab 58, fig. 18 to 20.) Fruit oval, about one inch long, irregu-

teeply sulcate and veined (fig. 157 to 160).

-this is apparently a Carya. But the likeness with the species

published by Sternberg, under the above name, is too great to

Permit a separation. Some pieces of the putamen, figured 159

f
1* 160, have about the same thickness as that of Carya oliva-

Jormis, and are marked on the inner surface by irregularly crossed
A* Joint 8ci.-Second Series, Vol. XXXII, No. 96.-Nov., 1861.
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wrinkles like those of the Carya. This Carpolithes venosus is a

species of the lignites of Bohemia.
To close this examination, I have still to mention a piece of

the wood found in the lignites of Brandon. This wood, some-

what hardened and blackened, is still in a good state of preser-

vation. It is soft enough to be cut with a knife, or at least easily

broken, and on a section, it shows evidently the character of a

Dicotyledonous wood. It cannot be specifically determined, of

course ; but it looks like the wood of a Juglans or a Carya.

Before I had had an opportunity of examining the fossil fruits

of Brandon, and judging only from the drawings and descrip-

tions published by Prof. Hitchcock (1. c.) I had, in a letter to

Prof. J. D. Dana, given the opinion that the Brandon lignites

were of the same age as the upper Tertiary deposits of (Eningen.

This opinion is fully confirmed by all that has been said above

of the relation of those fruits with species of (Eningen. It is

true that the identity of species is not ascertained ; but this, of

course, can not be expected ; and it is enough that the greatest

number of the Brandon species are more generally related to

species of (Eningen, than to species of any other stage of the

Tertiary, to authorize the above conclusion and to render it

credible.

It is to be regretted that the fossil flora of the Tertiary of

Mississippi is not better known. I have indeed found below

Columbus, Ky., some specimens of fruits of a Carpinus and of a

Garya, this last referable to Carya olivceformis, in the chalK

banks, overlaid by ferruginous conglomerate. And in some red

shales, received from Mississippi, I have found the fruit of a

Fagus, resembling Fagus ferruginea if not identical with vt.

These data are too scanty to afford a point of comparison. But

judging from the position of the lignites of Brandon, or *a™^
from the nature of the strata overlying it, as it is described i

Prof. Hitchcock's paper, I must believe that they are ottne

same age as the upper lignite formation that extends on bot

sides of the Mississippi, and which I had opportunity to exP l°*

in Arkansas, in company with my friend Prof. E. T. Cox. -n 1

general section of the Tertiary of Dallas county, Arkansas pre-

sents in an exact manner a resumee of a number of local sec-

tions of that country. It is given in detail in the Geological

Eeport of Arkansas by Dr. D. Dale Owen (vol. ii, p. 410) thus :—

General Section of the Tertiary of Dallas county, Arkansas.

Waterworn pebbles and gravel cemented by ferruginous con

glomerate.

Place of fossil, generally silicified wood. , -

Red sandy clay, sometimes containing good iron ore ana ie

ruginous sandstone, the last much fluted.

Li^ht colored sand.
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Upper lignite bed.
Ash -colored sandy clay.

Plastic potter clay.

Lower lignite.

The Copperas bluffs in St. Francis county, Ark., (same report, p.
418) show a section much like the above. A number of sections
of the Geological report of Mississippi, by Dr. Eug. W. Hilgard,
especially that of page 118, may be compared also with those of
the strata accompanying the lignite deposit of Vermont. All
show the same characters, viz., lignitic strata overlaid at some
distance by strata of iron-ore or deposits of various kinds
charged with iron. I know that it is still a question if all these

shores, which I consider as upper
tertiary, belong to the same age. Palaeontology only can decide,
when sufficient materials are collected. I will only remark that
the lignites of Lauderdale, Miss., presenting with their accom-
panying strata a section resembling the above, are placed by Dr.
Hilgard near the base of the tertiary, while their fossil plants
show the greatest affinity with species of our time and are ap-
parently of as recent an epoch as the fruits of Brandon, Vt.

Art. XL.—Thirty-First Congress of the British Association for the

Advancement of Science—with extracts from the Address of Mr.
Fairbairn at Hie opening.

This Congress assembled at Manchester on the 5th of Septem-
ber, and appears to have exceeded all others before held in the
numbers present—in the amount of general and local subscrip-

on which the efficiency of the Association in promoting
investigations mainly depends) in the value and number of the
papers read, in the interest of the personal discussion, and in the
excellence and variety of the evening discourses. Among the
lectures we remark as of special interest the Astronorn
(Airy) discourse on the eclipse of the sun; and Prof. Miller's
lecture on the Spectrum Analysis.
The two subjects which commanded most general attention

^nong those brought forward, were the Origin of Man, and Iron
Plated Ships. The observations of Prof. Owen we shall publish
as soon as they are received—those of Mr. Fairbairn we quote
from his address.
The next meeting of the Association is to be held at Cam-

ion etiquette will probably require His Koval Highness
the Prince of Wales to take the chair, who with such Vice
presidents as Dr. Whewell, Prof. Airy and Prof. Sedgwick will
doubtless do honor to the Royal prerogative.
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The sums recommended for special researches the coming year

amounted to 2,363/. against 1,395Z. last year. An Index to the

Eeports is in course of preparation, for which we observe an

appropriation of 600Z.

We copy from the London Athenaeum the following

The Address of the President.

" Gentlemen of the British Association,— Ever since my election to the

high office I now occupy I have been deeply sensible of my own unfitness

for a post of so much did ity ; and when I call to

mind the illustrious men who have preceded me in this chair, and see

around me so many persons much better qualified for the office than my-

self, I feel the novelty of my position and unfeigned embai i

addressing you. I should however, very imperii

which devolve upon me, as the sueo - bed nobleman

who j.i.-M.l «1 i.v.-v [h,- in,-, tin,-, t 1 i-t y a), ii I _ -1 to thank you

for the honorable position in which you have placed me, and

at the outset my gratitude to those valued friends with whom I have been

united for many years in the labors of the Sections of this Association,

and from whom I have invariably received every mark of esteem.

"A careful perusal of the history of this Ass

that it was the first, and for a long time the only ie

together for a common object the learned Prof.

and the workers in practical science. These periodical r<

been of inea! ig to practice that soundness of princi-

ple and certainty of progressive improvement whirl, ran only be obtained

by the accurate study of science and its application to the arts. On the

other band, the men of actual practice have reciprocated the benefits thus

received from theory, in testing by actual experiment deductions which

were doubtful hich were erroneous. Guided by an

extended experience, and exercising a sound an:
they have often corrected theories apparently accurate, ' '

'

founded on incomplete data or

duced. If the British Association had effected nothing more tna

removal of anomalous separation of theory and praetice, it would nave

gained imperishable renown in the benefit thus conferred. Were 1 to

enlarge on the relation of the achievements of science to the comforts ana

enjoyments of man, I should have to refer to the present epoch as
.

°e
,?,

the most important in the history of the world. At no former period <ua

science contribute so much to the uses of life and the wants of society.

And in doing this it has only been fulfilling that mission which Bacon*

the great father of modern science, appointed for it, when he wrote w»
" the legimate goal of the sciences is the endowment of human

j

a

new inventions and riches," and l

'

which, not spending its energy on barren disqu
tive for the benefit and endowment of mankind." Looking, I

fact that, while in our time all the sciences have
neering science, with which I have been most intimately com
preemminently advanced the power, the wealth, and the comforts ot roan

t!„. eiidowmetaot tiumai m<

he sought for a natural pnlosoph

-should be opera-
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- which have so influenced the relations of social life. I >h:ill,

therefore, not dwell so much on the progress of abstract science,

her endeavor briefly to examine the a]

\e useful arts, and the results which have followed', an. I are

, in the improvement of the condition of society." * * *

attempting to notice those branches of science with which I am
but imperfectly acquainted, I shall have to claim your indulgence. This

i. as you are aware, does not confine its discussions and inves-

> any particular science ; and one great advantage of this is,

that it leads to the division of labor, while the attention each department
receives, and the harmony with which the plan has hitherto worked, afford
the best guarantee of its wisdom and proof of its success." * * *

* " Our knowledge of the physical constitution of the central
body of our system seems likely, at the present time, to be much increased.
The spots on 1

1

q| i mporaries,

likely to f

"In atl

of its axis. They also correctly inferred, from their appearand
ence of a luminous envelope, in which funnel shaped depressio
a solid and dark nucleus. Just a century ago, Alexander Wil
ted the presence of a second and less luminous envelope beneath the outer
stratum

; and his discovery was coufira
:

l.-rsehel, who
was led to assume the presence of a double stratum of clouds, the upper
intensely luminous, the lower grey, and forming the penumbra of the
spots. Observations during eclipses have rendered probable the supposi-
tion that a third and outermost stratum of imperfect transparency incloses

r envelopes. Slill more recently, the remarkable

Kir b if and Bunsen require us to believe that a solid or

sphere is seen through an atmosphere containing iron, sodium,

i other metals in a vaporous condition. We must

plication of more perfect instruments, and especially for the

s of the sun by the phot

™ Sir John Herschel, so ably employed by Mr. Warren De La flue, Mr.
Welsh, and others, before we can expect a solution of all the problems
th«s suggested.

"Guided by the same principles which have been so successful in

astronomy,
its _ ietism, emerging from its infancy,

has of late advanced rapidly in that stage of development which is

marked by assiduous and systematic observation of the phenomena, by
careful analysis and presentation of th ft lee* and by
toe grouping of these in generalizations, which, when the basis on which
they rest shall be more extended, will prepare the way for the conception
of a general physical theory, in which all the phenomena shall be com-
prehended, while each shall receive its separate and satisfactory explana-

tion. It is unnecessary to remind you of the deep interest which th-

British Ass., taken in the advancement of this

branch of natural knowledge, or of the specific recommendations which,
toade in conjunction with the Royal Society, have been productive of such
various and important results. To refer but to a single instance : we
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have seen those magnetic disturbances, so mysterions in their origin and

so extensive in simultaneous prevalence,—and which, less than twenty

years ago, were designated by a term specially denoting that their laws

were wholly unknown,—traced to laws of periodical recurrence, revealing,

without a doubt, their origin in the central body of our system, by

inequalities which have for their

of about ten of our terrestrial years, to whose existence they bear testimo-

ny in conjunction with the solar spots; but whose nature and causes are

in all other respects still wrapped in entire obscurity. We owe to General

Sabine, especially, the recognition and study of these and other solar

magnetic influences, and of the magnetic influence of the moon similarly

attested by concurrent determinations in many parts of the globe, which are

now held to constitute a distinct bran. in appropriately

named "celestial," as distinguished from purely terrestrial magnetism.
" We ought not in this town to forget that the very rapid advance which

has been made in our time in Chemistry is due to the law of equivalents,

or Atomic Theory, first discovered by our townsman, John Dalton. Since

the development of this law, its progress has been unimpeded, and it has

had a most direct bearing on the comforts and enjoyments of life."* * *

"The largest developments of chemistry, however, have been in con-

nexion with the useful arts. What would now be the condition of calico-

printing, bleaching, dyeing, and even agriculture itself, if they had been

deprived of the aid of theoretic chemistry ? For example, aniline—first

discovered in coal tar by Dr. Hoffman, who has so admirably developed

its properties—is now most extensively used as the basis of red, blue,

viok-t, ami green dyes. This important discovery will probably in a few

years render this country independent of the world for dye stuffs; and it

is more than probable that England, instead of drawing her dye stuffs

from foreign countries, may herself become the centre from which all the

world will be supplied. It is an interesting fact that at the same time, m
another branch of this science, M. Tournet has lately demonstrated that

the colors of gems, such as the emerald, aqua-marina, amethyst, smoked

,,'. and others, are due to volatile hydro-carbons, first noticed by

S;r Dsrid Brewster in clouded topaz, and that they are not d<

metallic oxyds, as has been hitherto believed. Another remarkable ad-

vance has recently been made by Bunsen and Kirchoff in the

of the colored rays of the prism to analytical research. We may consider

their discoveries as the commencement of a new era in analytical chemis-

try, from the extraordinary facilities they afford in the qualitative detect10"

of the minutest traces of elementary bodies. The value of this method

has been proved by the discovery of the new metals, ccesium an I

by M. Bunsen ; and it has yielded another remarkable result in demon-

strating the existence of iron and six other known metals in the sun. «

i silence the valuable light which chemistry has thrown upon

>e composition of iron and steel. Although Despretz demonstrated

any years ago that iron would combine with nitrogen, yet it was no

atil 1857 that Mr. C. Binks proved that nitrogen is an essential element

f steel ; and more recently M. Caron and M. Fremy have further eluci-
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dated this subject ; the former showing that cyanogen, or cyanid of am-
monium, is the essential element which converts wrought iron into steel

;

the latter combining iron with nitrogen through the medium of ammo-
nia, and then converting it into steel by bringing it at the proper tem-
perature into contact with common coal gas. there is little doubt that in

a few years these discoveries will enable Sheffield manufacturers to replace
their present uncertain, cumbrous, and expensive process by a method at
once simple and inexpensive, and so completely under control as to admit
of any required degree of conversion being obtained with absolute cer-

tainty. Mr. Crace Calvert, also, has proved that cast iron contain- nitro-

gen, and has shown that it is a definite compound of carbon and iron,

mixed with various proportions of metallic iron, according to its nature.

Before leaving chemical science, I must refer to the interesting discovery
by M. Deville, by which he succeeded in rapidly melting thirty-*right Of
forty pounds of platinum—a metal till then considered almost infusible.

This discovery will render the extraction of platinum from the ore more
perfect, and, by reducing its cost, will greatly facilitate its application to

"It is litttle more than half a century since geology assumed the dis-

ter of a science. Taking*into ruii-M.-rarinii the aspects of
nature in different epochs of the history of the earth, it has been found
that the study of the changes at present going on in the world around us

enables us to understand the past revolutions of the globe, i
' "

i and circumstances under which strata have been formed and or-

ganic remains embedded and preserved. The geologist has ii

tended to believe that the changes which have taken place on the face of
the globe, from the earliest times to the present, are the result of agencies

k. But while it is his high office to record the distribution of
We in past ages, and the evidence of physical changes in the arrangement
of land and water, his iv.sults hitherto have indicated no traces of its be-

ginning, nor have they afforded evidence of the time of its future dura-

tion. Geology has been indebted foi wgtif to the

ns of Sedgwick and the n i-.vell." * *

"It is well known that the temperature increases as we descend through
the earth's crust, from a certain point near the surface, at which the tem-

perature is constant. In various mines, borings, and artesian wells the

temperature has been found to increase about one degree Fahrenheit for

every sixty or sixty-five feet of descent. In some carefully conducted experi-

ments during the sinking of Dukinfield Deep Mine—one of the deepest

Plts in this country—it was found that a mean increase of about one de-

gree in seventy-one feet occurred. If we take the ratio thus indicated,

and assume it to extend to much greater depths, we should reach at two
and a half miles from the surface strata at the tempei ituro of boil ng
w»ter; and at depths of about fifty or sixty miles the temperature would
oe sufficient to melt under the ordinary pressure of the atmosj

hardest rocks. Reasoning from these 'facts, it w.-ul-l appear that the
ffiass of the globe, at no great depth, must be in a fluid state. But this

deduction requires to be modified by other considerations, namely, the

"ifluence of pressure on the fusing {
<' . •<

>'' " >'i-Iam < 'inactivity of
the rocks which form the earth's crust. To solve these questions a series
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i instituted by Mr. Hopkins, in tho prose-

1 myself took part ; and after a long and

laborious investigation it was found that the temperature of i

creased about one degree Fahrenheit for every five hundred pounds of

However, on extending these experiments to less compressible substances,

such as tin and barytes, a similar increase was not observed. But this

series of experiments has been unavoidably interrupted ; nor is the series

on the conductivity of rocks entirely finished. Until they have been

completed by Mr. Hopkins, we can only make a partial use of them in

forming an opinion of the thickness of the earth's solid crust. Judging,

however, alone from the greater conductivity of the igneous rocks, we

may calculate that the thickness cannot possibly be less than nearly three

times as great as that calculated on the usual suppositions of the conduc-

tive power of the terrestrial mass at enormous depths being no greater

than that of the superficial sedimentary beds. Other modes of investi-

gation which Mr. Hopkins has brought to bear on this question appear

to lead to the conclusion that the thickness of the earth's crust is much

greater even than that above stated. This would
that a part of the heat in the

rather than central causes. This does not bear directly against

trine of central heat, but shows that only a part of the increase of tem-

perature observed in mines and deep wells is due to the outward flow of

that heat." * * *
" Two other branches of scientific research, Geography and Ethnology,

have for some years been united, in this Association, in one Section, and

that probably the most attractive and popular of them all. We are much

indebted to Sir Roderick Murchison, among other members of the Asso-

ciation, for its continued prosperity, and the high position it has attained

in public estimation. The spirit of enterprise, courage and perseverance

displayed by our travellers in all parts of the world have been

stimulated and well supported by the Royal Geographical Society ,
and

the prominence and rapid publicity given to discoveries by that body

have largely promoted geographical research. In Physical Geography,

the late Baron von Humboldt has been one of the largest contributors,

are chiefly indebted to his personal researches :

i for the elevated position it now holds among th<

ated. This would require us to assume

irust is due to superficial and external

s does not bear directly against the doc-

Humboldt we owe our knowledge of the physical features of Central and

-merica. To Parry, Sir James Ross and Scoresby we are in-

position it now holds oong the sciences,

nowled
Southern America. To Parry, „„ „,

debted for discoveries in the Arctic and Antarctic regions. Geography

has also been advanced by the first voyage of Franklin down the Copper

. and along the inhospitable shores of the Northern seas, as

far as Point Turnagain ; as also by that ill-fated expedition in search or

a northwest passage, followed by others in search of the unfortunate men

who perished in their attempt to reach those ice-bound regions, so often

stimulated by the untiring energy of a high-minded woman. In «d«-

tion to these, the discoveries of Dr. Livingstone in Africa have opened i

us a wide field of future enterprise along the banks of the Zambesi and

m. To these, we may add the explorations of Capt. Burton

in the same continent, and those also by Capt. Speke and Capt. Grant o
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a hitherto unknown region, in which it has been suggested thaf the
J has its source, flowing from one of two immense lakes, up-

wards of 300 miles long by 100 broad, and ntttnted at n
4,000 feet above the sea. To these remarkable discoveries I ought to rid
an honorable mention of the sagacious and perilous exploration of Cen-
tral and Northern Australia by Mr. M'Douall Stuart.

Having glanced, however imperfectly, at some of the most important
branches of science which engage the attention of Members of this Asso-
ciation, I would now invite attention to the Mechanical Sciences, with
which I am more familiarly acquainted. They may be divided into The-
oretical Mechanics and Dynamics, comprising the conditions of equilib-

rium and the laws of motion; and A] -ting to the

ii of machines. I have already observed that Practice and
Theory are twin sisters, and must work together to insure a steadv pro-
gress in mechanical art. Let us, then, maintain this union as the best
and safest basis of national progress, and, moreover, let us recognize it as
one of the distinctive aims of the annual reunions of this Association.

During the last century, the science of Applied Mechanics has made
strides which astonish by their magnitude; but even these, it may rea-

sonably be hoped, are but the promise of future and more wonderful
enlargements. I therefore propose to offer a succinct history of these

improvements, as an instance of the influence of scientific progress on the

well-being of society. I shall take in review the three chief aids which
engineering science has afforded to national progress,—namely, canals,
steam navigation and railways; each of which has promoted an incalcu-
lable extension of the industrial resources of the country. One hundred
years ago, the only means for the conveyance of inland merchandise
*ere the packhorses and wagons on the then imperfect highways. It

was reserved for Brindley, Smeaton and others to introduce a system of
canals, which opened up £ b*Dge of commodities at a
cheap rate over almost every part of the country. The impetus given to

industrial operations by this new system of conveyance induced,
to embark in trade, in mining, and in the extension of manufactures in

almost every district. These improvements continued for a series of
Tears, until the whole country was intersected by canals, requisite to

tteet the demands of a greatly extended industry. But canals, however
we'l adapted for the transport of minerals and merchandise, were less

suited for the conveyance of passengers. The speed of the canal boats

seldom exceed from 1\ to 3 miles an hour; and, in addition to this, the

Projectors of canals sometimes sought to fake an unfair advantage of the
Act of Parliament, which fixed the tariff at so much per ton per mile, by
^opting circuitous routes, under the erroneous impression that mileage was
a consideration of great importance in the success of such oi

views and imperfect legislation that

*« inherit the numerous curves and distortions of our canal system." * *

"Scarcely had the canal system been fully developed when a new

you the enterprise, skill and labor that have been exerted in connection
^th steam navigation. You have seen its results on every river and
^a; results we owe to the fruitful minds of Miller, Symington, Fulton^

** Jouk Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XXXII, No. 96,-Nov., 1861.
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Viewing the past, with a knowledge of the present and a prospect o

future, it is difficult to estimate sufficiently the benefits that have been

conferred by this application of mechanical science to the purposes of

navigation. Power, speed, and certainty of action have been attained

on the most gigantic scale. The celerity with which a modern steamer,

with a thousand tons of merchandise and some hundreds of human
beings on board, cleaves the water and pursues her course far surpasses

the most sanguine expectations of a quarter of a century ago, and indeed

almost rivals the speed of the locomotive itself. Previous to 1812 our

intercourse with foreign countries and with our colonial possessions de-

pended entirely upon the state of the weather. It was only in favorable

seasons that a passage was open, and we had often to wait days, or even

a week, before Dublin could be reached from Holyhead. Now this dis-

tance of sixty-three miles is accomplished in all weathers in little more

than three hours. The passage to America used to occupy six weeks, or

two months ; now it is accomplished in eight or nine days. The passage

round the Cape to India is reduced from nearly half a year to less than a

third of that time, while that country may be reached by the overland

route in less than a month.
" These are a few of the benefits derived from steam navigation, and,

as it is yet far from perfect, we may reasonably calculate on still greater

advantages in our inters m, I will not here enter

on the subject of the numerous improvements which have so rapidly ad-

vanced the progress of this important service. Suffice it to

the paddle-wheel system of propulsion has maintained its superiority

over every other method yet adopted for the attainment of speed, as by

it the best results are obtained with the least expenditure of power. In

ships of war the screw is indispensable, on account of the security it

affords to the engines and machinery, from their position in the bold

below the water line, and because of the facility it offers in the use ot

sails, when the screw is raised from its position in the well to a recess in

the stern prepared for that purpose. It is also preferable in ships whieJi

require auxiliary power in calms and adverse winds, so as to expedite the

voyage and affect a considerable saving upon the freight.

"The public mind had scarcely recovered itself from the changes wbicn

steam navigation had caused, and the impulse it had given to commerce,

when a new and more gigantic power of locomotion was inaugurated.

Less than a quarter of a century had elapsed since the first steamboats

floated on the waters of the Hudson and the Clyde, when the achieve-

ments thence resulting were followed by the application of the sain

agency to the almost superhuman Might of the locomotive and its attend-

ant train. I well remember the competition at Rainhill in 1830, and we

incredulity everywhere evinced at the proposal to run locomotives at

miles an hour. Neither George Stephenson himself, nor any one else a

at that time the most distant idea of the capabilities of the railway system.

On the contrary, it was generally considered impossible to exceed 10 or^

guine expectations of engim
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means of affecting all the wonders we now mtneat
done more for the development of practical science and the m
man than any discovery since the days of Adam." * * *

Want of space compels us to pass Mr. Fairbairn's very inter-
esting remarks on the history of the steam engine and the man-
ufacturing industry of Great Britain.

"I might greatly extend this description of our manufacturing indus-

ence of all these improvements on the iron and coal so widely distributed
among the mineral treasures of our island. W\< aiv InVliiy favored in

the abundance of these minerals, deposited with an unsparing hand by
the great Author of Nature, under so slight a covering as to bring tbem

h of the miner's art. To them we owe our present high state
of perfection in the useful arts; and to their extended application we may
safely attribute our national progress and wealth. So that, looking to
the many blessings which we daily and hourly receive from these sources
alone, we are impressed with devotional feelings of gratitude to the Al-
mighty for the manifold bounties He has bestowed on us. Previously to

the most crude and primitive description. A hearth and a pair of bel-
lows was all that was employed. But since the introduction of puddling,
the iron-masters have increased the production to an extraordinary extent,
down to the present time, when processes for the direct conversion of
brought iron on a large scale are being attempted. A consecutive series
°f chemical researches into the different processes, from the calcining of
the ore, to the production of the bar, carried on by Dr. Percy and others,
flas led to a revolution in the manuafcture of iron ; and although it is at
the present moment in a state of transition, it nevertheless requires no

" ronofanyr
tcihty and c<

effected to some extent by i

Pavements in puddling; but the process of Mr. Bessemer—first mac

fnown at the meeting of this Association 5" Cheltenham—afford* t\

h'ghest promise of c,

ity will be made in the same furnace, with a facility and certainty

before attained. Th

pig direct into steel or iron, and is likely to lead to the

important developments in this manufacti
the production of the material must, in the
"on on a larger scale and lead to new const

« iron shipbuilding an immense field is opening before \

wooden walls have to all appearances seen their last days; and as one of
the early pioneers in iron construction, as applied to ship!
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era, abundantly show what can be done with iron, and we have only to

look at the new system of casing ships with armor plates, to be convinced

that we can no longer build wooden vessels of war with saftey to our

naval superiority and the best interests of the country. I give no opin-

ion as to the details of the reconstruction of the navy—that is reserved

for another place—but I may state that I am fully persuaded that the

whole of our ships of war must be rebuilt of iron, and defended with iron

armor calculated to resist projectiles of the heaviest description at high

velooities. In the early stages of iron shipbuilding, I believe I was the

first to show, by a long series of experiments, the superiority of wrought

iron over every other description of material in security and strength,

when judicially applied in the construction of ships of every class.

Other considerations, however, affect the question of vessels of war ;
and

although numerous experiments were made, yet none of the targets were

on a scale sufficient to resist more than a 6-pounder shot. It was reserved

for our scientific neighbors, the French, to introduce thick iron plates as

a defensive armor for ships. The success which has attended the adop-

tion of this new system of defence affords the prospect of invulnerable

ships of war, and hence the desire of the government to remodel the

Navy on an entirely new principle of construction, in order that we may

retain its superiority as the great bulwark of the nation. A committee

has been appointed by the war-office and the admiralty for the purpose

of carrying out a scientific investigation of the subject, so as to determine,

first, the best description of material to resist projectiles; secondly, the

best method of fastening and applying that material to the sides of ships

and land Earj iesa necessary to resist the

different descriptions of ordnance.
" It is asserted, probably with truth, that whatever thickness of plates

is adopted £ noted -capable of destroy-

ing them. But their destruction will even then be a work of time, and

I believe, from what I have seen in recent experiments, that with proper

armor it would require, not only the most powerful ordnance, but also a

great concentration of fire, before fracture will ensue. If this be the

case, a well-constructed iron ship, covered with sound plates of the proper

thickness, firmly attached to its sides, will, for a considerable time, resist

the heaviest guns which can be brought to bear against it, and be practi-

cally shot-proof. But our present means are inadequate for the produc-

tion of large masses of iron, and we may trust that, with new tools ana

machinery, and the skill, energy, and perseverance of our man

every difficulty will be overcome, and armor plates produced which win

resist the heaviest existing ordnance. The rifling of heavy ordnance, tne

introduction of wrought iron, and the new principle of const!

' '
>ps, have given to all countries the means of increasing enor-

destructive power of their ordnance. One of the results*

this introduction of wrought iron and correct principles of ma
is the reduction of the weight of the new guns to about two

weight of the older cast-iron ordnance. Hence follows the facility wi»

which guns of much greater power can be worked, while the range an

precision are at the same time increased. But these improvements ca

not be confined to ourselves. Other nations are increasing the power an
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, „w _ „ „ „„v.^ ^^,8 of the great works
that have of late years been constructed for the supply of water and for
the drainage of towns. In former days 10 gallons of water to each per-
son per day was considered an ample allowance. Now, 30 gallons is

much nearer the rate of consumption. I may instance the water-works

y and of Liverpool, each of which yield a supply of from 20
to 30 gallons of water to each inhabitant. In the former case the water
is collected from the Cheshire and Derbyshire hills, and after being con-

.nnelsand aqueducts a distance of 10 miles to a reservoir,

I is ultimately taken a further distance
of eight miles in pipes, in a perfectly pure state, ready for distribution.

The greatest undertaking of this kind, however, yet accomplished is that
ty which the pure waters of Loch Katrine are distributed to the city of
Glasgow. This work, recently completed by Mr. Bateman, who was
also the constructor of the water works of this city, is of the most gigan-
tic character, the water being conveyed in a covered tunnel a distance of
27 miles through an almost impassable country to the service reservoir,

about eight miles from Glasgow. By this means 40 million gallons of

water per day are conveyed through the hills which flank Ben Lomond,
and after traversing the sides of Loch Chon and Loch Aird, are finally

discharged into t!,.. MmL"l • k Uasin, where the water is impounded for

distribution. We may reasonably look forward to an extension of simi-
lar benefits to the metropolis, by the same Engineer, whose energies are

whence the future supply of water to the great city is likely to be de-

^ed. A work of so gigantic a character may be looked upon as prob-

lematical, but when it is known that six or seven millions of money would
he sufficient for its execution, I can see no reason why an undertaking of
80 much consequence to the health of London should not ultimately be

accomplished." * * *
"A brief allusion must be made to that marvellous discovery which

has given the present generation the power to turn the spark of heaven
tothe uses of speech ; to transmit along the slender wire for a thousand
miles a cum udere intelligible words and thoughts.

This wonden

u

it to us, and so useful in our commu-
nications to every part of the globe, we owe to Wheatstone, Thompson,
De la Rive, and others. In land telegraphy the chief difficulties have been

surmounted, but in submarine telegraphy much remains to be accom-
plished. Failures have been repeated so often as to call

on the part of Govern in, MW8, an
°t overcoming the difficulties which present themselves. I had the hon
to serve on that commission, and I believe that from the report, and nu
of evidence and experimental research accumulated, the public will deri
Tery important information. It is well known that three conditions a
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essential to success in the construction of ocean telegraphs—pi

lation, external protection, and appropriate apparatus for laying the cable

safely on its ocean bed. That we are far from having succeeded in ful-

from the fact that out of 12,000 miles

of submarine cable which have been laid since 1851, only 3,000 miles

are in actual working order ; so that three-fourths may be considered as

a failure and loss to the country. The insulators hitherto employed are

subject to deterioration from mechanical violence, from chemical decom-

position or decay, and from the absorption of watei

stance does not appear to influence seriously the durability of cables.

Electrically, india-rubber possesses high advantages, and, next to it,

"Wray's compound and pure gutta percha far surpass the commercial

gutta percha hitherto employed; but it remains to be seen whether the

mechanical and commercial difficulties in the employment of these new

materials can be successfully overcome. The external projecting covering

is still a subject of anxious consideration. The objections to iron wire

are its weight and liability to corrosion. Hemp has been substituted,

but at present with no satisfactory result All these difficulties, together

with those connected with the coiling and paying out of the cable, i

1 its final deposit

employment of proper l

it on the bed of the ocea

j been introduced by Prof. Wheatstonc,
can ne carried on between private families, public offices, and the works

of merchants and maim: cation of electric currents

cannot be too highly appreciated, from its great efficiency and compara-

tively small expense. To show to what an extent this improvement has

been carried, I may state that 1,000 wins in ;) ;.. );'. t >t ite of insulation,

may be formed into a rope not exceeding half an inch in diameter."

Art. XLL—Nbte on a Compound of Ammonia, Mercury and

Nitric Acid; by M. Carey Lea, Philadelphia.

In the course of an extended examination upon the reactions

of the ethyl bases, I noticed that both ethylamine and diethyl-

amine gave with acid solution of mercuric nitrate a white pre-

cipitate which is permanent although the solution contains a

large excess of acid. This compound did not appear worthy ot

a special examination as it is no doubt analogous to that formed

by ammonia under similar circumstances. But with respect to

the constitution of this latter I propose to offer a few remarks.

The formula adopted for this compound by L. Gmelin, appar-

ently on the authority of Kane, C. G. Mitscherlich and Pagens-

techer, whose analyses are quoted, is

HgNH2+2HgO, NO s .

This view of the constitution is liable to two objections ;
first,

that it supposes the existence of the bibasic nitrate of mercury
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in it, which substance is so unstable that it is decomposed by
mere contact with cold water ; second, that it is unnecessarily
complicated. If we assign to the compound the formula

Ĥ |no,N0
5
+2HO,

differing from the foregoing by 1 at. H and 1 at. O, we greatly
our view of its constitution, and refer it to the class of

Adopting this view, we

equation

3(HgON0
6)+NH a=% 3 i NO, N0

6-f-2HO+2N0 6

(unless ammonia be added in excess, the solution always remains
strongly acid).

Not only is the formula here proposed more in harmony with
the views entertained at the present day, which tend as far as

possible to refer such compounds to the ammonia type, but, what
is somewhat remarkable, it accords with the analyses of all three
of the chemists just mentioned, much better than the formula
hitherto adopted. To make this apparent I subjoin them. In
the second column opposite the word ammonia I have grouped
together the atoms NH

3
derived partly from the substituted am-

monia and partly from the 2HO in order to complete the com-
parison of the results of calculation and analysis.

• Calculated ac- Calc. by the

HgNH3+ Hg,) wnvn ,„wn C.G.Mits- Pagens-

2HgOtf05 . H \" UJtu'~i'£nu-Kuae. cherlich. techer.

Mercury, 7-7.72 75'95 76-41 75-47 74-12

Ammonia, $£™ idU^NH2 P (NH 3 ) a

Oxygen, (26) 4-15

Citric acid, 13-98 13-67 12-66 14-33 ^°|l7'40

100-25

It becomes at once evident on inspection that the formula I
flere propose is greatly more in accordance with the analyses
than the old one. The mercury agrees better with all of them

;

J

Qe ammonia and nitric acid at least equally well. But it is

(as was to be expected) in the oxygen that the difference is most

faking. Mitscherlich and Pagenstecher found 6"05 and 5-92 :

Jhe new formula gives 6*08, the old 415. This would seem to
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Art. XLII.

—

An Instrument designed to illustrate certain resultant

vibrations in Polarized Light; by Prof. E. S. Snell, Amherst
College.

I have lately designed and constructed an i

hibiting the combinations of two rays of light, polarized in

planes at right angles to each other, when they coincide in di-

rection, but one is in advance of the other by any fraction what-

ever of the wave-length.

I am aware that an instrument for presenting these resultant

forms and motions has been invented by Plucker, a German
physicist. But it appears to me that its mechanical difficulties

must be so serious, as to render it practically useless. There is

also much inconvenience in attempting to show by it one polari-

zation by itself, then the other, and finally some resultant of

both combined. Besides, after sending forward two or three

"waves at most, the process comes to an end, and there must be

a backward movement, before another progression of waves can

be shown. I have never seen one of Plucker 's instruments in

operation, but the description and engravings satisfy me, that

unless the parts are almost absolutely free from friction, the rod3

•will bind on the surfaces and in the grooves, and stop all pro-

gress, or become bent in the attempt to continue the motion.*

The apparatus here described is free from these several objec-

tions. The friction of the parts has no tendency to make them

bind against each other, and thus check the motion of the waves

;

the change can be made in a moment from each single polarized

system to the other, and to any desired combination of the two

systems ; and finally, the series of waves, of whatever kind,

passes along uninterruptedly, so long as the experimenter

chooses.

The general plan of giving motion to the rods which carry

the balls is the same as that employed in the instrument for

showing the molecular motion in water-waves, an account ot

which was published in this Journal, October, 1845, and wnicii

has recently been figured and described in Mr. Ritchie's cata-

logue of philosophical apparatus. Fig. 1 is a perspective view oi

the instrument, when opened so as to show the mechanism. Abe

balls at the top represent so many particles of the lummiferous

ether. They receive their vertical motions from the cams on

the lower axis, which is turned by the crank (a) ; and their hor-

izontal motions from a similar system of cams on the upper axis,

which is made to revolve by a band from the lower. Flg-.

presents a view of one of these systems of cams, twenty-four m

* For a description and representations of Plucker's instrument, see " IntroJjJ
-

t»on a la Haute Optique, par A. Beer, traduit par M. C. Forthomme," pp. U&~16 *-
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number, of circular section, and arranged in a regular helix,
wo revo-

lutions from end
to end. The up-
per and lower
axes, so far as the

alike,and parallel;

and by means of
a metallic band
and pins, they
have the same ve-
locity of revolu-
tion, whenever the
lower one is turn-
ed. The lower
axis is placed near
the front of the
box, and on each

the back side of the box.
The rods lie between
guides, which prevent
lateral motion. On the front extremity of each bar there stands
another bar, upright, fifteen inches long, the two being pivoted
together by a ionit. m ]>;,.!, .illnws frpp. motion Thpsft vrrfh-.'i!

rods also ]

'

I P\ane
respectively move. An elastic cord, about three inches I__0f _

tastened to each pair of rods near their angle of meeting, and
tends by its contraction to hold back the vertical rod against its

earn on the upper axis. Inserted in the extremity of each ver-
tical rod is a black iron wire, reaching through a slit in the top
°.f the box, having a white ball upon it, which thus appears in
S1gnt, when all the mechanism is concealed from view.* The
whole vertical rod, from the hinge to the ball, is eighteen inches
lo&g, the same as the horizontal bar. Fig. 1 presents one of the
resultant forms of wave, when the rods arc in contact with their
respective cams on both axes.

-pack of the lower axis, and below the horizontal bars, lies a

IfPv°
f boart1

'
which can be turned UP on hinges, so a3 to lift

JY
1 t]le bars off from the cams ; a similar piece is hinged below

tne upper axis, and behind the vertical rods, which, being turned
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into a horizontal position, presses the rods forward, and releases

them from the upper cams. While they are placed thus, all the

lower bars lie in a horizontal plane, and the upright ones in a

vertical plane, so that the balls are in a straight line, represent-

ing the particles of ether at rest. If the crank is turned, both

systems of cams revolve, but produce no motion of the balls.

If the lower support is turned down, the horizontal bars fall

upon their respective cams, the balls assume the arrangement of

vertical waves, and on turning the crank, the wave-motion is

seen in a vertical plane alone, representing & plane-pola >

of light. Now let the lower support be raised again, and the

upper one be turned down ; then the vertical rods are held back

by the elastic cords against the upper system of cams, while the

pivots at the bottom are in a horizontal line. If the crank is

now turned, the lower cams produce no effect, but the upper

system, revolving by the band, gives the balls a wave-motion in

a horizontal plane, thus representing a pencil of light polarized in

a plane at right angles to the former. Finally, if the lower sup-

port is once more let down, and the crank turned, the vertical

waves coexist with the horizontal ones, and some resultant mode

of polarization is represented, the precise character of which de-

pends on the relation of phases in the two systems. The con-

trivance for varying the species of polarization, by bringing to-

gether any phases we please, is very simple. On the lower axis,

the cams are all firmly attached to the short cylinder about

which the band passes ; but on the upper axis, the cylinder is

divided, and the band passes over the detached portion or wheel,

which is free to revolve on the central axis, but which can be

held in any give position upon it, by a tooth on the main cylin-

der, which tooth is forced by a spring into a notch on the edge

of the wheel. The wheel and spring are seen in fig. 2. Hence,

by raising the tooth and turning the crank, the lower axis re-

volves, giving rotation also to the wheel, but not to the upper

axis, until the balls assume the required relation to each other,

when the tooth is dropped into the corresponding notch, and the

desired polarization is produced, and can be continued at pleasure.

The resultant modes of polarization, as theory shows, are tne

following: ,

(1.) Plane polarization, the vibrations being in a plane inclined

> the right.

(4.) The same, the revolution being from left over to right

(5.) Elliptical polarization, the transverse axis inclined 45 to

the right, and the atoms revolving from right over to the left

(6.) The same, and the axis the same, but the atoms revolving

from left to right.



resultant vibrations in Polarized Light.

(I.) The same, the axis inclined 45° to the left, and the at(

, but the atoms revolv

revolving from right to left.

(8.) The same, and
from left to right.

Moreover, in all the cases of elliptical polarization, the

vary to any degree, from the straight line on t

hand, to the circumference of a circle on the other.

It is unnecessary to state what is the relation of the c

the two axes, for presenting all

these varieties of polarization ; to
describe one or two is sufficient.
Let a cam of the lower axis, Fig.

3, be at its highest position, and
about to descend to the right, ^K
while the corresponding cam of ( y
the upper axis is farthest to the
right, about

ball both descends by the
first cam, and moves to the hfi by
second, at equal rates; and there-
fore oscillates in a plan*
inclines upward 45° to the ri-ht.

AH the balls in regular succes-
sion do the same, so that the polarization is that of (1.)
change the relation of the axes, so that when one of t

cams is at the highest point, the corresponding upper one shall
be also at the highest point ; then, when the ball descends by the
first motion, it moves to the right by the second, till a quadrantal
arc is described; then, continuing to descend, it moves to the
left till a semi-circumference is completed, and !

nght-hand circular polarization (4), provided the vibrations are

propagated from :>ward the observer. These
and the other cas< I by the instrument in less

tune than is required to describe them.
In one particular this instrument is inferior to Plucker's. In

his, the balls in their component motions, strictly describe straight

hnes, in a vertical or a horizontal plane* But in this, these mo-
lecular motions, as exhibited by the balls, are obviously arcs of
circles; consequently, all the compound motions deviate from
the lines which have been mentioned. As the radius, however,
ls 18 inches, and the arc only about two inches, the curvature is

not easily noticed. Since the whole purpose of the instrument
js to produce motions w! i ih \ isiblj _ e with those determined
oy theory, in order to illustrate the subject to the mind of the
Pupil, the failure to fulfil the exact theoretical conditions is un-
llriportant, while the mechanical advantages of this mode of
producing the vibrations are obvious.
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[Remark:—We now cite in full from their memoir on 'The im-

purities of Commercial Zinc' {Mem. Am. Acad., vol. viii, 1860),

the researches of Messrs. E. & S. on the interesting and often

mooted question of the frequent presence of arsenic in commer-

cial zinc. We thus redeem our promise given at the close of

our former notice of this memoir (vol. xxxi, 147), and take

pleasure in placing this fine research within easy reference by

American readers. Its value in a medico-legal point of view

cannot be too highly estimated.

—

Eds.]

The general opinion that arsenic is a very common impurity in com-

mercial zinc may, we think, be traced back to the confident assertion of

Proust, near the begin ni ng
and generally believed. But it is quite clear that Proust, and probably

many other of the early chemists, were led into error by the close resem-

blance of the sulphid of arsenic to the sulphid of cadmium, which last

metal, not recognized till 1817, has since been shown t

i, 'kparatus, in 1835, gave to chemistry a test for arsenic oi mow
delicacy; and Marsh* h

process, remarks, " that the only ambiguity that can possibly arise in the

mode of operating above described, arises from the circum-

some samples of the zinc of commerce themselves contain

Marsh, thus careful to suspect his zinc, says not a word about the purity

of his acid, and many observers since Marsh have been more ready to

attribute the infinitesimal trace of arsenic, which his process has enabled

them to detect, to the zinc, than to the acids they have used. Schauefelef

•. attempted to determine quantitatively the per eenl

nt in French, Silesian, and Vieille Montagne zincs, and his results

been quoted in many recent handbooks and treatises on toxicology.

The conclusions at which we have arrived, after a long course of ex-

periments with many different zincs, and various acids, are these :—fare t

that much of the zinc of commerce is free from arsenic, or at least con-

tains no arsenic that can be detected by the most delicate tests known

for that metal; secondly, that the sulphuric and chlorhydric acids found

in commerce do very often contain arsenic, and are always so liable to

contain it as to be utterly unfit for use in Marsh's process without spc~ia

purification for that purpose. The steps by which we were led to these

results, and the evidence on which they are founded, we proceed

describe.

!:::;

f Ext
[sKi

irgh New Phil. Jour, xxxv, 235. . . ..^j^i,
le. Jour, de Chimie M^ieftw,

; also in Dingler'a Polyt. Jour, 1850, cxvi, U48.
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by Otto * Our apparatus consisted of a flask provided with a funnel-

tube, and a tube bent at right angles, with which were connected by con-

nectors of sheet India-rubber, first, a tube of the form of a chlorid of

calcium tube, filled with asbestos ; secondly, a similar tube, filled with

j soaked in caustic potassa ; and thirdly, uw. tilled wirh cldo-

f calcium. Through these three tubes, in the order in which they

are named, the gas generated in the flask was obliged to pass before it

arrived at the reduction-tube, which was of hard German glass, and

about one centimetre in diameter. The reduction-tube was drawn down

to a fine bore, and during the progress of an experiment was heated by

one of Bunsen's triple gas-burners. To prevent any elevation of the tem-

perature in the flask during an experiment, it was immersed in cold water,

and the dilute a, id u-d »"as always cold, and added in small quantities.

Yv
, L t.n> M ., o aih , v

'

, i Mi convenience we shall designate as Otto's

apparatus), taking every possible precaution to insure its perfect clean-

ness, we made several experiments upon Silesian zinc. 200 grammes of

, follj p i ^1 1 i d, W«e used in each experiment, and the

sulphuric acid employed was a commercial acid made in this country

from Sicily sulphur. We were not unaware of the fact, that arsenic is

almost invar

i

:rora various

impure sulphurs of unknown origin, or from pyrites;} but it is a com-

mon impression that the American acid manufactured directly I

sulphur is free from arsenic. Positive statements to this effect have been

made by chemists who have had mainly in view the common use of sul-

phuric acid in the preparation of chemical compounds used in
|

and the assertion has enough plausibility to command ready and general

belief. Using such acid and 200 grammes of granulated Silesian zinc,

we obtained, at the end of the hour during which the reduction-tube was

heated, a deposit of arsenic perfectly distinct, though not bright enough

to be called a mirror. Our next experiment was made with the same

acid upon 200 grammes of an excellent sample of

perfectly clean and carefully granulated. At the end of the hour during

which the gas was passed through the reduction-tube, a brownish, vola-

tile coating was found in that part of the tube where the bore was small-

est. Thes°e experiments on Silesian and Vieille Montague zincs wen,

several times repeated, and always with the same result; the deposit in

the reduction-tube was often too thin and slight to be positively identified

^ arsenic, but it could not be distinguished fram the deposit of that

metal, and would have been perfectly fatal in a medico-legal investigation,

or in any case in which absolute purity of the materials was desired.

Not convinced that the zincs were the source of the arsenic, we desired

.
* A Manual of the Detection of Poisons. Translated from the German by Elder-

norst. New York: Bailliere. 1857.
. .,..-„.„„ olltw»u. «,«,

, .

- ,
'

-. -

:

~

^ '\ --:-', .-,'/,:
m, [3], xx 404 Scbneder-

manninrl wAki^ T™,, f ™ Ch 1845 xxxv, 186. Duj-

}^K?*%iSZ£ Se^GiSte. No. 320, p. & £ Jour. f. pr. Ch., 1856,
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to prepare a quantity of sulphuric acid in which the presence of arsenic

could not possibly be suspected. To attain this object, we subjected a

specimen of American sulphuric acid to the following process. The acid

was first boiled with a little flowers of sulphur, as proposed by Barruel,*

in order to free it from the nitrous fumes which
acid almost always conta

was then stirred into the cooled acid, which had been carefully decanted

from the free sulphur, and the whole again boiled ; to the acid, again

cooled, a second addition of chlorhydric acid was made, and again the

acid was heated till dense white fumes had been escaping for upwards of

half an hour. During this process, the volatile chlorid of arsenic is com-

pletely driven off, the second addition of chlorhydric acid being made, as

has been recommended by H. Rose,f in order to insure this result. Lastly,

a portion of chlorine-water was added to the cooled acid to oxydize any

sulphurous acid which might be contained in it, and after a third boiling,

the acid, cooled and diluted with three parts water, was ready for use.

This method of purifying sulphuric acid is a combination and modifica-

tion of several well-known processes. BuchnerJ has describe:

process of purifying sulphuric acid by means of ch

use of chlorine as above described was recommended by Jaquelain.§ The

whole operation can he performed in a shallow evaporating-dish, and pre-

sents no serious difficulties of any kind. With the acid thus prepared,

we tested 200 grammes of Vieille Montagne zinc, and after passing dur-

ing more than an hour a continuous, gentle stream of gas through the

reduction-tube, of which about four centimetres were maintained at a

bright red heat, we found that there was absolutely no deposit whatever

in the cool and narrow part of the reduction-tube. With the same acid

and apparatus, 200 grammes of Pennsylvanian zinc (which had been pro-

ved to be altogether the purest zinc in our possession) gave absolutely no

deposit of any kind in the fine reduction-tube at the end of one hour, the

1

' r which, in all our examinations for arsenic, we maintained ;:i

steady flow of hydrogen through the red-hot reduction tube. We
1 '

t two differfferent spelters, of which \

ling considerable quantities, were free from arsenic, or, more

strictly, that in the given quantities of metal, and in the %\

Marsh's infinitely delicate test could not detect arsenic in tlu -

It was also rendered very probable thai

first experimented contained arsenic, inasmuch as we had oil

tinct deposit of arsenic from that acid and the Vieille Monl

which subsequent experiment had proved to be free from thai

In order satisfactorily to establish these i

ve by frequent repetition that the same result might always be expec-

from these two zin ! in from arsenic was a pmp-

ilifli
" "

t
erty shared by the whole sample, and not an accidental peculiarity

undry times we therefc

samples of spelter, and invariably arrived at the same conclusion ;
nameiy

* Dinger's Polyt. Jour., 1837, bciv, 55 ; from Jour, de Ch. Medicale, 18S6, 2To. *

+ Pogg. Ann., 1858, cv, 571. % Ann. der Ch. u. Pharm., 1855, xciv, -* l

k Ann. de Ch. et Phys., 1843, [8], vii, 191.
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that no deposit of any kind could be obtained in the reduction-tube from

these zincs and purified sulphuric acid.

Delicacy of the Test.—To prove the sufficiency of our sppu
which might be supposed to prevent the

known quantities of arsenic with which roughly to compare deposits ob-

tained in experiments in which the arsenic was the unknown quantity, we

made the following experiments :

—

1. 200 grammes of Vieille Montague zinc, about 200 c. c. of purified

phuric acid, and 20 drops of pure chlorhydnc acid, were first

thoroughly tested for arsenic, and found to be perfectly pure.

2. 200 grammes of Vieille Montagne zinc, and about 200 c. c. of pu-

.re thoroughly tested, and gave no deposit in the

tote contents had been thus proved, two

tenths of a milligramme of arsenious acid (weighed on a Plattner's assay

balance, made by Lingke of Freiberg), dissolved in 20 drops of the same

id the first experiment, were introduced. An enor-

mous mirror of arsenic appeared instantly in the reduction-tube. To get

the greatest effect, the arsenious acid should be thoroughly dissolved, and

its solution should be effected without the use of any but a very gentle heat.

3. Using the same zinc and the same acids, in the same quantities

which were employed in the foregoing experiments, and proving the ma-

terials as in the last experiment, we obtained in half an hour, a very large

and distinct mirror of arsenic, by introducing into the flask one tenth of

a milligramme of arsenious acid.

4. 200 grammes of Pennsylva 1

sulphuric acid were tested for one hour, and proved to be perfe

One milligramme of arsenious acid had been dissolved m 20 drops ui iu„

pure chlorhydric acid which had been used in the first experiment, and

the solution diluted with distilled water to the bulk of 50 c. c. One cubic

centimetre of this solution was introduced into the flask whose previous

contents had been proved as above described, and at the end of three

quarters of an hour a distinct deposit of arsenic was found in the reduc-

tion-tube. The amount of arsenious acid actually placed in the flask was

two hundred-thousandths of a gramme (.00002 gram.).

000002 grm. arsenious acid= 0"000015 grm. arsenic^

Ratio of the arsenic present to the zinc= 0-000015 : 200 ^-^gpopOO'

« « „ « « amount of liquid in the flask= about -g^p^.

Our apparatus was therefore competent to detect a quantity of arsenic

less than one ten-millionth of the weight of the zinc used, or of_the a

Of liquid necessarily varied somewhat

i the assertion
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zinc is free from arsenic, whieli does not show the slightest trace of that

metal in an ftpparal a ten-millionth

part of arsenic ! We are aware that this is not the limit of delicacy* of

Marsh's test, but, assured of this delicacy, we rest satisfied with it as suf-

ficient for our present purpose. The more delicate the test, the stronger

is our present argument, and the greater need is there of exceeding cau-

tion in applying this test in the investigations of medico-legal or phar-

maceutical chemistry.

In connection with these experiments on the delicacy of the test, we

would call attention to the fact, that the sulphuretted hydrogen, which

we have shown in our examinations for sulphur to be always developed

from commercial zinc, dors not prevent the exhibition of such a very

small amount of arsenic as 0-000015 gram. Chevallier,f and more re-

cently BlondlotJ; and Leroy,§ assert that the presence of the insoluble sul-

pbid of arsenic cannot be recognized by Marsh's test, and that arsenic

may therefore be concealed by being converted into the sulphid. This

traJ and general opinion, though Marsh, in his original memoir,

distinctly says, that " the presence of arsenic in artificial orpiment and

realgar, and in sulphuret of antimony, may be readily shown by

this process, when not more than half a grain of any of those compounds

is employed."! When the amounts of arsenic and of sulphuretted hy-

drogen are alike minute,
i the reaction for arsenic is

not affected by the unavoidable presence of this gas.

Arsenic in American Acids.—We have tested four different kinds of

American sulphuric acid, of which two were commercial oil of vitrol,

and two were sold a.% chemically pure acids. The test applied to these

acids was always the same, and may be described once for all :
100

grammes of 1 in many trials

had been shown to be free from arsenic, was placed in the flask, and the

acid to be tested was used instead of the purified acid which was always

employed when the zinc was the suspected substance. In every experi-

ment, the gas was passed through the reduction-tube at least one hour.

In experiments several times repeated, the sulphuric acid made at Prov-

idence, Rhode Island, invariably yielded a distinct deposit in the narrow

part of the tube. It should be stated, however, that the Providence acid

used in these repeated experiments all came from one carboy. In a aa™~

pie of the acid made at Waltham, Massachusetts, we detected a similar

trace of arsenic. The deposits obtained from these two acids were hardly

larger than that produced by the 0-000015 gram, of arsenic used in tfl«

fourth experiment on the delicacy of the reaction, but, on the other hand,

only a small quantity (from 25 to 50 c. c.) of the acid could be employed

in a single experiment.
f

The arsenic which is eliminated from these acids during the process
;

oi

purification with chlorhydric acid may easily be collected, and exhibited

*M. Signoret (Taylor on Poisons, 2d Edition, 1859, London, p. 396) states that he

has procured metallic den- • 100th part of arsenic in *

. :
.' •'

. :
. , . , ^

•/'
ratua was which enabled him to obtain deposits,—a very material pom

f Jour, de Ch. Med., [23, v, 380, in Bern «. }**
1 Comptes Rendus, 1857, xliv, 1222. § Ibid., 1859, xlo, 46*.

I Edinburgh New Phil. Jour, xxxv, 235.
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by Marsh's test. For this purpose, the sulphuric acid should be heated

with tl).: chlorhvdrie acid in a tiask or remit, from which the gas generated

is conducted into a small quantity of distilled water, kept constantly cool,

['h \,
]

.til ,1, t i
,

• u» ni condenses in the water, and the arsenic in

the solution is readily manifested in Otto's apparatus. The chlorh\drio

arid used in this experiment must be absolutely free from arsenic; such

acid may be obtained by passing sulphuretted hydrogen through chlohy-

dric acid prepared from salt and pure sulphuric acid. Moreover, the sul-

half an I : the complete volatilization <

The chemically pure sulphuric acid, so called, manufactured by Rosen-

garten, of Philadelphia, v. as purer than the o-mmcreial arid with r.'t'er-

•
,

;

,., ,.,.:;. ;,» | {j:i d ; indi >-<l in one i'\;'»'ii]iH 'lit it yielded no

be, but in several subsequent experi-

ments with pure zinc, in which we attempted to use Rosengarten's acid

instead of that purified by ourselves, we obtained faint deposits which

precluded its use and showed it to fcx
delicate ex-

aminations for arsenic by Marsh's process. To the "chemically pur."

acid made by Powers and Weightman of Philadelphia p„-

cisely the same remarks apply; it is unfit for use in any research where

the results are worse than

th„ v be not certain and impr, -nable. It may be granted

that the amount of arsenic in any small quantity of these ac

too minute to be of any consequence, except in the most refined experi-

ments. On the other hand, it must be remembered that in some phar-

processes, and in many chemico-legal examinations for arsenic,

in which a large amount of acid is often necessarily used, the whole of

the arsenic contained in the reagents employed is, by the very

the process, concentrated and condensed into a very small compass. For

I to destroy

Jy
acids any considerabfe portion of the body, as is often the case, it may

I v to use many pounds of sulphuric or chlorhydnc acid and

the very car. fch the chemist labors to concentrate

every grain f arsenic in that organic matter into the small glass of

ich he finally tests bv Marsh's process, also concentrates into me

same glass all the arsenic contained in all the reagents which he has em-

ployed in the whole process. Under such circumstances the existence ot

ic acid, capable of exhibition from a few cubic cen-

timetres of the acid, becomes a tact of the utmost moment, trom neg-

ate the long™t™*W™?™°?
normal arsenic in the animal body. To the objc -

too delicate.
where if we

w£?£fiKCS- is not thou*ht to° de,icate to base vital

arsenic m poisoning cases,

and secondly, that facts are not to be met by a theoretical object

n u ,, , , d furthermore is no objection if, as l»

o»r«aioly possible, the theory be true.

Am. Jot-r. Sci.-Seco»d Series, Vol. XXXII, No. 96,-Nov., 186L
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We are aware of the common opinion, that sulphuric acid made from

r cootaipa no arsenic* and we do not propose to explain the

source of the arsenic found in Aim-:

suggest that its presence seems not unnatural w '.< n we itmember that the

•f arsenic are often assoeia- li the sulphur

-

observation made by Martius of arsenic in sul]

sample analyzed by Martius was probably made from sulphur containing

orpimentor realgar, minerals which are found with sulphur in thesolfata-

ras. Stromey- ibr mixture of sal-aunm

h is one of the many volcanic products of the Lipari I

> good reason for supposing that the sulphur, which

exported from that locality, wo
ubreeS In«§ In

of the lavas at Etna, at Vesuvius, and at the solfataras of Poi

of Guadeloupe. Scacchi|| also states that among the substan
•••..

«

Whatever we have said with regard

applies with still greater force to the commen ;

common chlorhydric acid contains chlorid of arsenic, is a fact which was

long ago observed, and has Urn full v discussed hv Wackenroder** Du-

pasquier,tt Otto,Jt and many othfis!^ We
ent samples,; mtry. Dilute chlorhydric

acid, instead of sulphuric, was ti-.-.i in Marsh's apparatus with 200

grammes of pure Vieille Montagne zinc, and before the hydrogen gener-

ated had been passing through the heated reduction tube tiff.
-

there appeared in the fine part of the tube a brown deposit, >

hour increased to a large and distinct mirror of arsenic, readily verined

,u)t, and we may

scale, we found great

from salt and sulphuric acid a bj»

from arsenic. The thorough purification of the' acid by u

phuretted hydrogen, as recommended by < »»... i, tin retl-re an absolutely

necessary preliminary to the use of chlorhydric acid in an examination

From the examination of so few samples of sulphuric and •

acids, we do not pretend to have est.;
•
propos'tio ,

that there is always arsenic in these acids; their im purity was only a

this research, and we stray. sd thus I

main subject, only because of the great importance of trustworthy mi

Both samples of acid gave t

'? Am,".i;..Mmes,[4]. Xix,680
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mation upon this point to the pharmacist, and to the chemist who has
do with poisoning cases. Our observations, in connection with the ft.

long since established regarding the contamination of foreign sulphi
and chiorhydric acids with arsenic, mav well lead the pharmacist and I

analytical chemist to distrust his acids, till accurate
proved them to be above suspicion ; and we believe t

g-itiniis will L is introduced i

preparations by the acids employed in their

greater than would now be credited. The task

sorbed and unaltered, but in diffi ult invest iu-.-ir >ti< . >t" r is kind, when the
poison has been absorbed and diffused through a large mass of organic

!i imi>l be dot roved by tcids, the precautions insisted upon
hv'iaultier

( Claubrv, uidbv^alt r.f and . .tiler modern toxicologies,

: etly observed. Not only should all the reagents to be em-
ployed be thoroughly tested a blanc, but furthermore, an experiment

rhe actual examination of the suspected organic substances

- under like conditions, upon a quan-

purity is not above suspicion.

We return to the examination of other zincs for arsenic. With the
same purified acid used in our previous experiments on Tennsylvanian

M utaene zincs, we tested 200 grammes of Silesian zinc, eare-

' d. and perfectly clean. For half an hour, the hydrogen

-it in the tine tube beyond the heated portion, but on con-

operation beyond this time (indicated by Otto as sufficient

^ of the materials a hl<r,,r)\ a faint but perceptible mirror

e- I. This result indicates, first, that this sample of Silesian

5 not perfectly free from arsenic, and seeondiy. that it is dangerous
to conch ule that the zinc and acid, i

s form of Marsh's a]

reaction for

luring half an hour in Otto'

id be added to the apparatus,

' -.

therefore If hour, even though no arsenical

. In any delicate examination for

'

his is a point to he careful h 1borne in mind. Oui results with

were corroborated by several s imilar experiments.
The 2 i

dep.sjt,
j

iic of Rousseau Fre res was ne ime test, with

' acid : To grammes of this zii

larclly to be called a mirror,

ic yielded in half an 1

Portion
(

The final result of the experiment

mirror of arsenic, so large in amount, that the arsenic

laude. et Gaultier de Claubry, Manuel complet de Medecine Legale,

', Trait6 de Toxicologic, (Paris 1855,) Tom. i, p. 362.
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I a quantity of the ore from v

30 drops of pure nitric acid, and treated a

I quantity c

we extended <

e of tills spelter. Several grs

drops of pui

i chlorhydrk

acid free from arsenic. The solution, with the very slight

residue" was then gently evaporated to a small bulk, with a small meas-

ured quantity of Rosengarten's sulphuric acid. The imperf

thus prepared was introduced into the flask of our apparatus,

vious contents of zinc and acid had been thoroughly tested for one hour,

and found perfectly pure. In ten minutes a distinct deposit

was obtained, which in half an hour increased to a large and an

mirror. To prove beyond a doubt that this arsenic came fron

of zinc, and not from the acids employed in preparing the solution, we

tested in a clean apparatus with fresh zinc and acid, which had been

proved pure by a test of one hour in duration, the same quanl

same acids evaporated together as in the experiment above described. At

the end of one hour (the second hour during which the apparatus had

been at work) a deposit, perceptible on close inspection, was

in the narrow part of the reduction-tube. This deposit was invisible on

any cursory examination, and bore no comparison with the very decided

mirror of arsenic obtained in the previous experiment. In two other

similar examinations of the re4oxyd
evidence of the presence of arsenic in this ore, and
i

mirror of arsenic sufficient to give the smell and all the other

istic reactions for arsenic. To obtain the solution ot

the oxyd must never be heated above 100°, and the small quantity 01

nitric acid which is used to facilitate the solution must be complete^

driven off before the liquid ..apparatus.

If any further evidence of the pr< -

spelter and its ore were needed, it might be found in the following exper-

iment with a zinc which we ourselves prepared by reducing

Jersey white oxyd of zinc with charcoal, in a refractory retort such as a

furnished by the dealers in chemical apparatus at Paris : 20 grammes o

this zinc, tested in Otto's apparatus with purified sulphuric acid, yield

in five minutes a distinct deposit of arseni. . and in half an hour a iara

manufactured at the Pennsvlvim-.n -u-.l I- hi-j!« "»c w0
!

' -

nC
a second sample of Vieille MuntaU-n.> -]„•,(,>. 'in.- P-n -

was, as before, remarkab
solved in dilute sulphuric acid ; but on testing 200 grammes ot n

Otto's apparatus with purified acid, it gave in half an hour a slight depu

™ the redod an hour increased to a distinct bro*

coating. A similar result we obtained in testing the second samp'
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uagne zinc; 200 grammes of it with pure acid yielded a

deposit in the reduction-tube, fatal to its use in any delicate experiments.

It should be stated, that I a of this spelter indicated

very clearly that its quality was inferior to that of the sample first exam-
ined. It is obvious from these results ;uved in the

same works, and from the same ore, may not always contain the same
it is never to be expected to contain the same

percentage of the same impurities. From the nature of the process of

ease that the more volatile

should be present in the .

which is reduced from the last part of a given charge of ore.

contaminated with arsenic, while that which is last reduced might be
perfectly free from that impurity. The same principle explains the varia-

tions in the amount of cadmium contained in different samples of the
same spelter, and indeed accounts in great measure for the varying per

cents of all the impurities found in different specimens of any zinc, though
made by the same process from the same ore.

Lastly, we submitted our four specimens of English zinc to the test for

arsenic. With purified acid, 200 grammes of the zinc made by Dillwyn
and Company began to show a deposit in the reduction-tube within ten

minutes of the commencement of the experiment, and in twenty-five

minutes this deposit increased to a very perceptible mirror. A similar

Walt traa obtained from 200 grammes of the Mines Royal zinc. In
fifteen minutes the stream of hydrogen from this zinc began to deposit

I be reduction-tube, and at the end of three quarters of an hour,
a thin but pi extended over three or four centimetres
of the fine tube. On the label which accompanied the specimen of the
spelter made at Minera, near Wrexham, it was stated that the zinc was
manufactured from silicate of zinc, and we therefore expected to find this

spelter purer than the ordir

"Wrexham zinc began
show a deposit in the reduction-tube in ten minutes from the beginning
of the experiment, and at the end of an hour a mirror had accumulated
large enough to be identified by the arsenical odor. But of the four

samples of English zinc, that of M. ssrs. Vivian contained the most arse-

in less than ten minutes, and in a few minutes more a second mirror, large

:h to give the characteristic odor. With regard to English zinc,

observations do not agree with those of Brett,* who states

wat n e has examined many specimens of English and foreign zincs, and
could never obtain any indications of arsenic when the sulphuric acid
was pure. The explanation • f this discrepancy is to be found in the fact,

that the test applied by Brett, although essentially Marsh's test, had not
the extraordinary delicacy which is insured by Otto's form of Marsh's
apparatus.

* Philosophical Magazine, 1842, [3], xx, 404.

>ough to

lerefore, c
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This question now suggested itself: In presence of an excess of zinc,

is not arsenic retained it,
-

i) r'mm zinc dissolved in

|

the arid- 0*

by the ii- . . ,i : To determine thii

point, if ]>ms>;U(\ v >- >m| Jo ^raimnrs of the Vieille Montagne zinc,

which had showed no trace of arsenic by Marsh's test in dibit-

acid, free from arsenic. The residue obtained was washed, treated with

ii gently evap-

orated to a small bulk in presence of' acid. The

mixture thus obtained was washed into the flask of Otto's apparatus,

whose previous contents of zinc and acid had I >een thoroughly tested <'i

blanc and found pure. At the end of the second hour, a very slight

deposit was discernible on close inspection in the fine tube, but the result

the insoluble residue. We next tried the same eJ

zinc, in which Marsh's test had . erected arsenic. The residue from 40

grammes of this zinc, submitted to the process jot

in the reduction-tube in fifteen minutes a brown o

hour became, well marked, and at the end of the hour afforded sufficient

evidence of the presence of arsenic in the residue, it beine; well understood

that the zinc and acid : uad been previously tested

for one hour and found pure. The only conclusion to which these exper-

portion of that arsenic will escape < drogen gener-

ated by the solution of th- in the insoluble residue.

It was useless in this connection to examine the residue from New Jersey

zinc, because that s|...d:-: md its residue < "i r >>n« 1

opper, which would inevitably retain arsenic, as in Reinschs

test. The Pennsylvania!) zinc gave no residue with acids.

The absolute m-eessiry of obtaining zinc free from arsenic for many

chemical investigations, renders any p.
ni arsenic

a matter of ,-
. importance. We therefore tried the

process of pui _ H with one fourth of its weight or

\J
'

t,* | it pr< vioiislv suggested by

Orfila:f 760
|

d and mixed

with one foarl tre, by placing the rfa

alternate ,a\eis in a Hessian crucible. The mixture was heated till

deflagration ensued, when the melted mass was poured into CO

separate the slag, caustic potassa, and any arseniate of potassa w

have formed. The washed mn-s was remelted, and again _

The loss of y.\ : ire obtained only 200

grammes from the original 700 grammes. Of this zinc 1*70 grammes

there began to form in the reduction- tube a brownish d< )•

the end of three quarters of an hour, was a sufficient evidence of the

presence of arsenic. The deposit was as large as

an zinc, before it had under-one this process '

nitre. It has already b< ad, that this
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process did not disembarrass the zinc of the sulphur which it contained,
and there seems to be little reason for expecting the complete removal ,,(

tact with the r finely the metal may be
L'rami Ued. It is not inconceivable that a trace U arsenic in a "zinc
should be eliminated b\ Medlet"s process, and that a sample, originally

< iv free from arsenic, should be so improved as to afford no
I

not defect arsenic in a sample of
by tins method, bat as a general rule it will not be safe to

I bis process for the conversion of arsenical commercial zinc into
zinc fit for use in Otto's apparatus.

m ' '1 notice. < >n the one hand not a tew chemists have m i

aim >st in\ irial 1; i ;iin* arsenic, and that Marsh's test

m account. Thus Persozf states that the greater
part of the zinc sold in Strasbourg contains arsenic, and in a previous pa-

.

' -

t"ied zinc may give spots of arsenic. The opinion that all zinc contains
arsenic, finds support in the cpiantitativ. del rminations |,y Sdiauefele of
the amount of arsenic in French zinc, Selesian zinc, and Vieille Montagne

the modern text books, and have had in our opinion much more weight
than they are reallv entitled to. Schauefele determined the arsenic in his

zinc by two methods. The first was that of Villain, and con-

unting the number of arsenic spots obtained from a given
height of zinc, and estimating the corresponding amount of arsenic by

the following absurd rule:—one milligramme of arsenhus acid

hundred and twentv-six arsenical spots two millimetres in

diameter. The utter unfitness of this process for exact experiments is

too obvious to need any illustration. In applying this singular method,
schauefele completely dissolved one kii-

j

ric acid, but | not a word about the purity of the
acid, of which he must have used at least one kilogramme and a half.

The secondt: described by
J acquelain, and consisted in passing all the hydrogen generated by a
given weight (from 320 to 800 grammes) of zinc through a solution of
chlorid of gold ; this solution was partially decomposed by the arse-

njuretted [sulphuretted?] Indium and when the zinc had been com-
pletely dissolved, the chlorid of gold solution, which was supposed to

arsenic of the /if.-' in the ,-..t, litmn of arsenioiis acid, was
further decomposed as completely as possible by means of sulphurous

the precipitated gold separated by filtration. In the filtrate

there still remained a small amount of chlorid of gold, which had esca-

ped reduction by the sulphurous acid, and to separate this chlorid from
the solution . lation was resorted to. The retort in

*hich the residue from the I was washed out with

rcfrf, and the liquid so obtained was
added to the original distillate, through which sulphuretted hydrogen was

* Jour. f. pr. Chem., 1851, Hii, 40. f Ann. de Ch. et Phys., [3], 1844.x, 507,note.

* iNd,
[2], 1840, Ixriv, 432.



iiected on a filter, dried,

and redissolved in ammonia; this ammoniacal solution was then evap-

orated to dryness, and the residue weighed as sulphid of arsenic. As the

result of this complicated proems.-, v Inch involves the use of so many dif-

ferent reagents and vessels, Schauefele obtained a quantity of arsenic

which varied between two thousandth of one per cent of the weight of

the original zinc, in that sample which contained the most arsenic, and

two five-thousandths of one per cent in thai which contained the least.

The weight of the sulphid of arsenic, which was the final result of the

wudysia, in no case exceeded ten milligrammes. There is no certainty

that this very small amount of arsenic was not derived from the acids

used in the process, for Schauefele merely states that his sulphuric acid,

of which he used a very large quantity, was " absolutely free from ar-

senic," and the other reagents are said to he pure. The methods by

which he insured this absolute purity are not even hinted at, and we there-

fore have no opportunity of judging for ourselves of the Mil

the processes employed to eliminate the arsenic from these reagents, of

which two at least almost invariably contain appreciable amou
impurity. Quantitative

kilogrammes, and the final weight milligrammes, are trustworthy only

when the processes are short and simple, and the reagents employed are

proved to be above suspicion. The process of M. Schauefele was long and

complex, and his reagents, so far from being proved to be above suspicion,

were in all probability the source of th<

zinc. In the valuable paper which we have befo

tinctly states that the Silesian zinc is free from arsenic, basing this state-

ment upon experiments which in their general method closely resembled

those of Schauefele; he endeavored to decompose a solution of nitrate of

silver by a stream of hydrogen generated by the zinc under es

but though his process was analogous to that oi Schauefele, he was lea

to the diametrically opposite conclusion. Agail
method was essentially the process which has been thoroughly studied by

Jacquelain, who claims for it a delicacy* equal to that of Marsh's pro-

cess; and yet in Jacquelain's own hands this method detected no arsenic

in the specimen of zinc which he examined.f We cannot avoid the con-

clusion, that the determinations given in M. Schauefele's thesis have no

general significance, and have gained more credit than they deserve. Our

observations conclusively prove that there are zincs in commerce which

are not contaminated with arsenic, and it should be noticed

one of our pure samples (the Pennsylvanian) was of a zinc which is no

yet manufactured in large quantities, the other was a specimen ot tne

Belgian zinc, one of the most common and abundant of the commercia

spelters.

We turn now to the discussion of the opposite error, namely, that ar-

senic is very rarely to be found in the zinc of commerce. On this ?W
we need only quote the strong statements of the highest authorities. J*V
nault, in the report} to the French Academy on Marsh's process and us

rote: "It is easy to procure in commerce zinc and s

t Phya, [3], «, 490. f Ibid., 1 843, [3] vii, 189

ha, 1841, iii, 1076, and Ann. de Ch. etde Phys, [3], u, 159-
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id which gives no arsenic in Marsh's apparatus." With proper
understanding with what is here meant by " Marsh's apparatus," this

statement is as true now as it was twenty years ago. The committee
fly upon the production of arsenical spots on porcelain, and

though they recommended a form of apparatus adapted for heating the

I hydrogen to redness, yet in this apparatus the reduction-
tube was not drawn down to a fine bore beyond the heated portion of the
tube, and the committee in their own experiments seem to have preferred
the arsenical spots as affording the best evidence of the presence of ar-

500 grammes of commercial zinc in

mric acid, and obtained from the hydrogen evolved no sensible

root; the black residue they did not examine. The test to

which we have submitted our acids and zincs is more delicate than that

applied by the committee of the French Academy ; Otto's apparatus is

to produce sensible spots. It ii

irogen as it flows steadily through a very fine tube :

tfouldej
1 "-

nount ot arsenic too minute to give the slightest per-
ceptible spot in the instant during which the porcelain surface is held in
the burning jet of gas. The first reaction is prolonged and accumulative,
the second is intermittent and instantaneous. Blancard,* in commenting
upon the statement regarding the ease of obtaining pure zinc, which is

above quoted from the Report, has remarked with truth, that many zincs
of commerce which give no spots by Marsh's apparatus, nevertheless con-
tain sometimes antimony, sometimes arsenic, sometimes both.

The same explanation should accompany the statements of Orfila, 9 ith

regard to arsenic in commercial zinc and acids. This distinguished tox-
icologist, in a very valuable paper on " The Means of being assured of
the Presence of Arsenic," after remarking! that the sulphuric acid and
the zinc of commerce sometimes contain arsenic, nevertheless implies};

that he has never obtained decided arsenical spots on porcelain from a
commercial sulphuric acid, and subsequently makes this explicit declara-
tion

: " I declare that I have made this experiment (the test for arsenic
hy the production of arsenical spots) more than five hundred times with
the sulphuric acid and zinc of commerce, bought of various manufactur-
ers of chemical products, and have only found arsenic three times"§ Our
own experiments confirm the truth of this statement ; of all the specimens
°t zinc which we have examined, not more than two contained enough
arsenic to give spots on porcelain, and not a single sample of our sulphu-
"c acid would have afforded that reaction for arsenic. So long as the
chemist, employed upon a poisoning case, sought for arsenical spots alone,
the little arsenic which his zinc might have contained could do no harm

;
11 is only when important conclusions are to be drawn from more refined
experiments, with a more delicate apparatus, that the arsenic so often pre-
8ent in zinc and acids becomes a matter of a very serious concern. Our
experiments prove thai? arsenic is contained, not in all samples of commer-

* Dingler's Polyt. Jour., 1841, kxxii, 425, from Jour, de Pharmacie, Sept., 1841,

Tn 1861.
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cial zinc, but in a large majority of them ; and it will be perceived that

we arrive at this result \\ the slightest the accuracy

•

'' '

words we have above quoted based opposite conclusions. * * * *

The purest of all the zincs which we have analyzed ia that manufac-

tured at the Pennsylvania run! Lcliiifli /in-.- Work's B-thlehem, Pennsyl-

vania. Thia •! leaving any

appreciable residue, and therefore contains no lead ; indeed a trace of

cadmium is the only impurity whose presence in this zinc we could con-

fidently assert. The ore from which this spelter is made is the bydrated

silicate of zinc (electric calamine), and it is not su

eral should yield zinc of singular purity, if the ore be caret'!

We have stated above that our first sample of this

senic, but that the second sample was not pure in this respect. At these

works the oxyd of zinc is manufactured, as well as the metal, and we learn

from a letter addressed to Professor Brush by Mr. Wharton, the director of

the works, that the crust from the oxyd furnaces has now and then been

worked into spelter, and that the ore used in making the oxyd is less care-

fully selected than that which goes t and is much

more likely than the latter to contain both blende and pyrites. This fact

may account for the occurrence of arsenic in some specimens of this spel-

ter, while the greater part of it, manufactured from carefully selected

Bilicate of zinc, is perfectly free from that impurity. There seems to be

no reason why zinc of uniform purity should not be obtained from this

excellent ore.*

Pure Zinc—We have already referred to the difficulty of obtaining a

pure zinc by reducing it from the oxyd on a small scale ;
nothing but the

apt the operation, although

it has been recommended by many high authorities. Nev>'i

by no means difficult to prepare a pure oxyd of zinc, and manufacturers

of pure chemicals, working on a larger scale than it is practicable for the

' prepare from this

There are some processes of chemical

etallic lead is a matter of import-

ance, because it affects the accuracy of the results ; but in these cases tne

difficulty can generally be avoided by discarding zinc altogether, and re-

sorting to other methods of analysis. But in order to use Marsh's process

for the detection of arsenic, the chemist must procure zinc free from a

senic, and there is no escape from this necessity ; redistillation will no

disembarrass zinc of its arsenic, and the process of reducing zinc from a

pure oxyd is very laborious and uncertain ; how then can zinc tree r

arsenic be obtained ! There is but one satisfactory answer to this qne

tion. Pure zinc might certainly be made from the oxyd by the ™*" ot%
rcaist, but at present the zinc labelled "pure" by those * h0

.

ta not to be relied upon, and the ehen
samples procured from the dealer in metals, until.he finds a specimen «

the pure zinc which is manufactured on a large scale, and is to be obtain
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Art. XLIV.—The Gold of Nova Scotia; by 0. C. Marsh, A.B.,
of the Sheffield Scientific School, Yale College.

On the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia is a belt of metamor-
phic rocks extending the whole length of the Province and va-
rying in width from ten to fifty miles. It is mainly composed
of clay slate and quartzite, but in some parts of the district
these are re]

, gneiss and granite. Th
have a general N.E. and S.W. course and are highly inclined.
They have received but little attention from geologists and as
no fossils have yet been found in them their exact age has been
a matter of considerable uncertainty. Prof. J. W. Dawson, who
from his study of this region is best qualified to express an opin-
ion on this point, states that they are probably Lower Silurian,
and possibly of the same age as the Potsdam sandstone*
The general resemblance of these strata to the gold-bearing

rocks in other parts of the world had occasionally been noticed,
and various explorations for the precious metals had from time
to time been made in their vicinity, but I cannot ascertain that

?!?!?
Was actua% discovered in this Province earlier than March.

I860, although reports to that effect have been circulated. It
was then accidentally found in Halifax county, about fifteen
miles from the coast, in the bed of a small stream which empties
into the Tangier river. Gold was soon after observed in the
adjacent quartz veins also, and in a short time several hundred
persons were attracted thither by the reports of the discovery
and commenced explorations. The quantity of the gold ob-

.

'n®d
i however, was so small, that the excitement soon dimin-

ished, and but one company continued work for any length of
time. In May of that year, the Provincial Seerctarv. lion.
Joseph Howe, accompanied by Prof. How of King's College,
made an official visit to the locality, and on his return published
a
mP°rt W^ich was very unfavorable to future explorations.
The discoverv of gold in the Province, although in small

quantity, naturally encouraged a further search, and in March of
the present year it was again found, on the coast near Tangier
harbor, in sufficient abundance to promise profitable employment

J°
r a great number of persons, and si iuc that time a large amount

nas been obtained from that locality. Within the next three
months gold was discovered in the same strata at various other
places, the most important of which are Pawdon and Douglass,
m Hants county ; Gold river, near Chester ; and Lawrencetown,
a few rniles east of Halifax. At. the Inter place there are indi-
cations of an extensive deposit of gold, and an association,

* Supplement to Acadian Geology, page 53.
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organized in London, under tbe name of the "Nova Scotia Gold

Mining Company," has recently purchased a tract of land there,

and obtained permission from the government to work it for a

term of years. In June last, gold was discovered in a bluff C~

the coast near Lunenburg, and she
beach below were found to

has also been found quite recently at Lake Thomas, about fifteen

miles north of Halifax, and some valuable specimens obtained.

While in Nova Scotia a few weeks since I visited Tangier and

Lunenburg, the most important of the above localities, and

through the kindness of Mr. S. P. Fairbanks, the Provincial

Inspector of Mines, I had an opportunity of examining the gold-

bearing strata at these places and in their vicinity. I am also

indebted to this gentleman for many interesting facts in regard

to the discovery of the gold.

The Tangier mines are situated sixtv-seven miles east of Hal-

ifax and about half a mile from the coast. Here the out-crop-

ping rocks form a series of low hills, which are covered with a

thick growth of spruce and hemlock. The strata which contain

the gold consist of clay slate, traversed in various directions by

veins of quartz, which is generally very compact. The cellular

variety, discolored by oxyd of iron, so commonly found with

the gold in California and Australia, appeared to be wanting at

this locality. The strata, which are here very much disturbed,

had been well exposed in many places by the recent explora-

tions, but the nature of the surrounding country prevented any

extensive examination of them. At one point they had a strike

of S. 84° B., and a dip of 67° S.

The excavations at Tangier were carefully examined for fossils

but without success, as the igneous action to which these rocks

have been subjected has probably obliterated all traces of those

they once contained. The recent discovery, however, of very

perfect fossils, of many new species, near Saint John, New

Brunswick, in clay slate which closely resembles this in struc-

ture, would seem to indicate that some organic remains may

have been preserved in this formation. ,. ,

The gold at Tangier occurs mainly in the quartz veins, whicn

are in most cases less than a foot in width, but in one instance a

noticed it in the argil ',

. with the quartz. ->-

is disseminated through the matrix in the usual manner,-"!*?'

quently in isolated particles and masses, and where the^'
white furnishes specimens of great beauty. One of the &\

4_n~— which was but

n found in t'"

• the mines ;
but i
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The minerals noticed in association with the gold at this local-

ity were mostly iron pyrites and mispickel. The former ap-

fared to be quite abundant, and, suspecting it to be ac

have examined a specimen and find it contains a considerable
quantity of gold. The exact amount was not estimated, but it

is sufficient to make its separation profitable if conducted with
skill and economy. The mispickel at Tangier is frequently
found underlying the gold in the quartz veins, and in some
cases enclosing it. Chalcopyrite, magnetite, hematite, and ga-
lena, also occur in small quantities.

Among the specimens of gold obtained at Tangier I noticed

three isolated crystals, which resembled in general appearance
those brought from California. The largest of these was about
one third of an inch in diameter. It was a rhombic dodecahe-
dron with its edges slightly beveled, and although its faces were
marked with delicate striae several of them were unusually bril-

liant. The other two crystals were octahedrons, with dull and
somewhat rounded faces. One of these was flattened and also

much elongated. The smallest crystal was about two lines in

length and quite perfect.

The mines at this locality are on the Government lands, and a
'claim,' thirty by thirty-three feet, is rented at twenty dollars per
annum. At the time of my visit in August, about seven hund-
red men were working ' claims,' and a large amount of gold had
been taken from the quartz veins, although in many cases at

least one third of what they contained was lost by the rude and
i< >ry methods employed in its extraction. Two crush-

ing mills, however, were then nearly completed, which, although
very unlike, were apparently well adapted to the end in view.

One of them was very similar to the arrastre, a rude instrument

used extensively in the silver mines of Mexico, and found to be
very effective * It consisted, essentially, of two large granite

boulders, attached by short ropes to a horizontal beam, on either

side of an upright shaft, around which they were drawn by a

pair of horses. The quartz was put on a paved floor and kept

yet, and was crushed by the boulders as they were dragged over
it. The other mill was a small sized quartz-crusher of recent

invention.

At Lunenburg, which is about seventy miles west of Halifax

and one hundred and thirty from Tangier, the gold also occurs
in quartz veins traversing the clay slate, which here forms a high
bluff, but it is most abundant in the sands of the adjacent beach.

Those who first oomm rt this place obtained

large quantities of gold with very little labor, and their success

soon attracted others from all parts of the Province. This local-

ity is known in the neighborhood as " The Ovens," from some

* Ure's Dictionary of Arts, vol iii, page 677, London, 1860.
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deep caverns which have been worn in the bluff by the action of

the sea. It is this denuding power which has torn the gold

from its bed and collected it on the beach. There is some reason

to believe that a large amount of gold derived from the same

source exists in the bottom of the harbor, as the sea-weed which

is washed on shore has occasionally small particles of the pre-

cious metal attached to it. This point will probably soon be de-

cided ; as a "Dredging Company" has been formed, and in a

short time will commence operations.

The strata at this place are similar in appearance and structure

to those at Tangier, and seem to have been equally disturbed.

At one point near the shore where they were well exposed the

strike was S. 80° VV., and the dip about 75° N. Quartz veins

pass through the slate in many directions, and are generally

found to contain gold, especially those running north and south.

Several dikes of basaltic trap were also observed, one of which

was seven feet in width and appeared to be conformable to the

strata. The auriferous sand on the shore rests on the edges of

the upturned slate, which has here been worn out into 'pockets'

of various sizes, well adapted to retain the gold as it is washed

over them. After these cavities have been apparently exhausted,

a large amount of fine gold can be obtained, for several feet be-

neath them, between the thin laminae of the slate.

Nearly the same minerals which were noticed at Tangier also

occur with the gold at this locality. The mispickel is more

abundant, and is usually in verv perfect octahedral crystals.

some of which are twins and highly modified. The large amount

of this substance in the sand on the beach, makes the gold

washing somewhat difficult, and with the rude apparatus em-

ployed much of the fine dust is lost. Mercury has not yet been

used in separating the gold either here or at the other localities.

It is impossible to form any reliable estimate of the amount

of gold obtained in Nova Scotia since its discovery there in

March last, as in almost every instance the 'claims' have been

worked by private individuals who were generally disinclined

to give information in regard to their own success. N

the amount alone, if ascertained, be a fair criterion by which to

judge the value of the gold fields, since they have in most cases

been explored by those who have had no previous experience in

i richly stored with pold, which he hi
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searching for gold, and only the rudest methods have been em-
ployed in obtaining it. I was informed that gold to the value
oi $2400 had been taken from one 'claim ' at Tangier, $1300 from
another, and $480 from a third, although many other \v
yielded little or nothing. I saw u i specimens
of Tangier gold which were valued at about $2000, and at
Lunenburg at least $250 worth of fine dust which it was said
had been washed from a single 'pocket' on the beach.

I have recently analyzed some specimens of gold which I ob-
tained at Tangier and Lunenburg, and the results are given be-
low. The Tangier specimen was taken from a quartz vein, and
is very remarkable for its purity. I find it is surpassed in this

respect by the gold from only one other locality, viz., Scha-
browski, near Katharinenburg, in Siberia.* The Lunenburg
gold was in small particles, washed from the sand on the shore.

In preparing for the analyses the gold was boiled in chlorhydric
acid, fused twice with borax and hammered, and its specific

gravity taken. The quantity employed in each case was between
one and two grammes, and the analyses were made according to
the method used by Kose in his investigations on the gold of the
Ural mountains f
An analysis of the Tangier gold, specific gravity 18-95, gave,

An analysis of Lunenburg gold, specific gravity 18 37, gave,

Gold, - 9204

In some specimens of auriferous quartz from Lawrencetown,
obtained of Mr. E. G. Fraser of Halifax, I found mispickel, iron

Pyrites, galena, and magnetite, associated with the gold in the

same manner as at the other localities. In one instance a crys-

tal of mispickel had a small particle of gold passing directly

through its center. The specific gravity of the gold from this

Place was 18-60, which would indicate a degree of purity between
that of the Tangier and Lunenburg specimens. The quantity

obtained was not sufficient for satisfactory; analyses.

.Mr. Fraser informed me that some time since, in company
yith several others, he made explorations for gold on Sable
^land, and found a small quantity in the sand of which it is

* Dana's Mineralogy, Fourth ed., page 9.

f Eeise nach dem Ural, page 406. BerliD, 1842.
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As this island is more than one hundred miles from
the coast, this discovery would appear to indicate that the gold-

bearing strata of Nova Scotia extend for a considerable distance

beneath the Atlantic ocean.

There is another belt of metamorphic rocks in the northern

part of this Province which resembles in many respects that on

the Atlantic coast, although it probably belongs to a more recent

formation. The Cobequid mountains are in this district, and are

mainly composed of talcose and chloritic slates, penetrated by

dikes of green-stone, sienite and granite. While passing this

range in August last, in company with Mr. W. P. Ketcham of

New York, I noticed a close resemblance between these rocks

and the auriferous strata which I had just examined at Tangier

and Lunenburg. The quartz veins were of similar size and ap-

pearance, and contained some of the same minerals which are

there associated with the gold. I think it probable that these

strata also will be found to contain this metal, although the

hasty and imperfect examination, which we then were enabled

to make, was not rewarded by its discovery.

A public geological survey of Nova Scotia is much needed,

and a considerable part of it could be made with comparatively

little labor ; as in some parts of the Province the formations are

so interesting that they early attracted the attention of scientific

men, and have been very carefully studied. The districts, how-

ever, in which gold has been discovered, and in which it is

likely to be found, have been only casually examined, and a

systematic survey would make known their real value and pre-

vent the recent discoveries from proving a misfortune, by im-

pairing fmore important branches of industry. Now that the

monopoly of the " General Mining Association," which has so

long obstructed the development of the rich mineral resources

of the Province, has been removed, it seems especially desirable

that this survey should no longer be delayed. The revenue

derived from the rent of 'claims' in the gold fields would proba-

bly be more than sufficient to carry on the work and could not

well be devoted to a better purpose.

m

The great extent of metamorphic strata in Nova Scotia, so

similar to the gold-bearing rocks in other countries, and the tec*

that gold has now been found at many widely separated points,

would seem to indicate that a new and important source of nun*

eral wealth will soon be added to this already favored Province.

Sheffield Laboratory, Yale College, Oct. 5th, 1861.
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Art. XLV.—Notice of a Meteori Hindostan in
1857 ; by J. Lang Cassels, M.D., Professor of Chemistry,
Cleveland Med.. Coll., Ohio.

This meteorite fell near the small village of Parnallee in the
extreme south part of Hindostan, and was obtained and sent to
the Western Eeserve College, Ohio, by the Eev. H. S. Taylor,
a graduate of that Institution, at present connected with the
Madura mission. Along with the stone he sent the following
account of its fall, &c.

" Two meteoric stones fell on the 28th of February, 1857,
from a clear sky, about noon, near the village of Parnallee,

where some of our Christian people live. The smaller one weighs
37 pounds, and the larger is three or four times as heavy. The
larger fell first, the smaller two or three seconds after, and some
two or three miles south of the first one. The larger falling

into tenacious and hard earth sunk into the ground but two feet

and five inches. It came from the north, making an angle with
the vertical of about fifteen degrees.

" The smaller one fell perpendicularly and sunk into the
ground two feet eight inches. As no rain had fallen since they
fell, I was able, on going there three days ago—April, 1857

—

to make sure their depth, to see just the impression they left

when taken up, and to assure myself by enquiry and observa-
tion as to the stones having fallen there. Some children were

<?ton within a few rods of the first when it fell; and
two women were standing near the place where the second fell.

A cloud of dust was seen to be raised in each case, for the
ground was very dry. Before night the larger stone was visited
by crowds of persons from the neighboring villages, who com-
menced worshiping it as the image of their deity which had
fallen from heaven."

The noise which these meteorites made while passing through
tneatmospi; b dng terrific to all in the vicin-

%; and Mr. Taylor adds, that it was reported to have been
beard some 15 or 20 miles from where they fell.

With much difficulty Mr. Taylor succeeded in obtaining both
meteorites from the natives, who closely clung to them with
great reverential attachment ; but the Madrass government hav-
mg learned 1 them as a matter of right, and
they accordingly were taken from him and placed in the Ma-
drass Museum where the larger one still remains. Through the
influence of some friends, Mr. Taylor, with commendable zeal
and much perseverance, succeeded in regaining the smaller one,
which he generously sent to the mineralogical cabinet of his
alrna mater in Hudson, Ohio.
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This meteoric stone has all the appearances of this class of me-

teorites ; it is coated with the usual black vitrified crust, and

although angular in its general outlines, it is more or less

rounded on these angles ; it has numerous spots on its surface,

varying in size from a line to an inch and a half in diameter,

with a corresponding varying depth; some of them being a

quarter of an inch deep—as is attempted to be shown in the

accompanying figure. Internally it is a mottled grey color,

having numerous circular spots of dull white. Throughout its

recent surface are numerous brilliant specks of nickel, and dis-

tinct crystals of nickeliferous iron with a good deal of iron

rust. Olivine and schreibersite can also be identified with a

magnifier.

The meteorite is remarkable for the great amount of nickel it

contains—nearly 17 per cent, while the iron is about 3 per cent.

This metal is not uniformly distributed throughout the mass, as

is plain even by an examination of the surface by a magnifier.

The magnet abstracts 21151 per cent from the powdered

stone. Color of the powder olive green. Sp. gr. 3421—3;4o4.

An examination of the stone detected the presence of silica,

lime, potassa, soda, oxyd of iron, sulphid of iron, oxyd of chro-

mium, oxyd of manganese, iron, nickel, cobalt, copper, sulpnur

and phosphorus.

[A pisolitic structure is very evident in the stone, spherical

masses of meteoric pyrites enclosing often a minute gra?
ule °*

white silicate, and surrounded with a coating of a blackish color

and magnetic. A sin ire baa been noticed in

other meteorites, as for example in that of Weston, Conn., (l°y'»

Dec. 14). The mottled character of the fresh fracture, presenting

large patches of gray and white contrasted with a darker grouna,

m these two stones. Yery unlike however

is the distribution of the iron which in the Connecticut stone
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exists in nodules of some size, while in the Parnallee stone there
k able absence of particles larger than a pin's head. The

surface of the Parnallee stone under a file shows countless points
of metallic reflection, the metallic nickel being almost in a
spongy state resembling silver reduced from its chlorid by zinc.
The mineralogical constituents of this stone are clearly brought
out on a polished surface, which then presents a porphyritic
appearance.*]

provement in the Lenticular

by Prof. E.

The Lenticular Stereoscope, in its common form, has certain

imperfections as an instrument which more or less detract from
the pleasure which would otherwise attend its use. Nor are
these imperfections of such a character as only to be recognized
by adepts in its use; on the contrary, they are well known
to almost every one who possesses one 6f these popular and in-

structive instruments. The causes of these imperfections are not
so generally known. A common result of one fault is the diffi-

culty which is experienced in endeavoring to unite the dissimilar
right and left pictures ; this is, indeed, sometimes quite impossi-
ble, and the observer, after a series of exercises, exceedingly
straining to the organ of vision, gives over the effort in despair.

Another imperfection is the inability of the instrument to exhibit
a steroscopic view of pictures much larger than those ordinarily

furnished by the dealers in Europe and America. Negatives
including a much larger angle are readily obtained, but the
positives taken from them are either reduced in copying, or the

Negatives are cut down to the size of the ordinary stereoscopic

picture, when they are printed by contact; thus, oftentimes,

some of the most beautiful details in the view are absolutely

sacrificed.

* Prof. Casssel's notice of the Parnallee meteorite has been in our hands for some

have taken the liberty to add some details to the mini n

I we do not feel at liberty long* r

Meteorology.)

In a private letter Dir Haidinger says : « As to the structure of the Parnallee

V«m all it has th« c
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"We propose in the present article—1st, to account for these

imperfections in the stereoscope, and 2d, to describe a simple

modification of the instrument, which will remove them com-

pletely.

The difficulty experienced in uniting the right and lei

of certain stereoscopic slides may be occasioned either by the

lenses being improperly mounted ; or the pictures being arranged

on the slides at improper distances from each other ; or because

the eyes of one observer are naturally wider apart than those of

another, and, therefore, the same instrument fails to afford an

equally good view to each*. Let us examine, briefly, each of

these cases. It sometimes happens that the lenses are so adjusted

or cut as to occupy improper positions ; as a consequence one of

the pictures is thrown a little higher than the other. If this

defect operated only in a horizontal direction it would not be

so serious, as, within certain limits, the eyes can accommodate

themselves to a horizoir. i -,.: in: v.hi<-h 1

to see certain views after a considerable effort, whi<

gave us more or less difficulty. But when the discrepancy is

one measured on a perpendicular line, it is much mor
the eyes are not accustomed to move in this direction

ently of each other; so that if the imperfect mounting of the

lenses causes a variation on this line of from one to two tenths

of an inch it will be almost impossible for the observe

the views. An easy method of testing an instrument for this

fault is to draw upon a piece of white paper the size of a stereo-

scopic slide, two series of short lines, each series being

from the other, and the lines in each series being drawn at cor-

responding distances from each other, thus

;

Upon placing this in the stereoscope, and looking at it, if the

lines unite mstantly with no variation, it proves the absence of

this fault; but if, on the contrary, we obtain as a resultant a

view of more than four lines, thus

:

we may be certain that the lenses are not properly mounted, an

will give in usage little or no satisfaction. The instromem,

however, may be perfect as to its lenses, and a difficulty stJi
experienced as to certain pictures or by certain persons. W^
the imperfection consists of a want of proper relation between

the lenses and the slide, it usually results from the complemen
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same result may be the effect of an individual peculiarity in the
observer, the eyes being naturally wider apart than is common.
The variation in the mounting of stereoscopic pictures is very
great. In carefully measuring a lot of nearly three hundred
different views, on glass and paper, French, English and Ameri-
can, the actual variation was over an inch between the extremes

;

some being mounted only 2^ inches apart, and not a few of them
over 3-J inches from each other. Moreover, as might be expected
from the variation in practice, there is considerable difference in
opinion, among those who have endeavored to settle this point,
as to what should be the standard distance between the right and
left pictures. Some say, ' the same distance the eyes are sepa-
rated.' others '2-6 inches,' and a recent writer, Mr. Shadbolt, in
the British Journal of Photography, says—"There being two
variable quantities involved, viz : the width between the eyes of
different observers, and the lateral displacement of rays by the
prisms used, it is necessary to obtain something like an approach
to an average of the amount of these inconstant quantities, and
after careful consideration of the matter, we fixed it at 2*75
inches." The same writer, however, finds the distance required
by Smith and Beck's achromatic stereoscopes very constant at
2"8 inches. It does not seem that there is a clear apprehension
°f the truth in regard to this point ; which is that the distance
the pictures should be mounted apart will depend entirely upon
the deflecting power of the lenses employed to unite them. And
as there does not appear to be any standard for this power of
the lenses, there is, consequently, none to regulate the distance

the right and left hand pictures should be separated. It is easy
to see, therefore, that a stereoscope which will enable us to see,

equally well, different views which vary more than an inch in the

mounting is a desideratum.
The lenses of the ordinary stereoscope are so mounted that

the eyes of the same observer always look through the same
portion of each lens, which of course always causes the same
amount of deflection, and answer perfectly to unite pictures

yhich are separated from each other a certain, uniform distance.

!n order to measure this distance for any particular instrument
take ten or fifteen pieces of white paper or card-board, the size

°f a stereoscopic slide, and upon the first, draw two lines one
quarter of an inch in length, perpendicular to the lower side of
the card, and parallel to each other, thus

:

I I

J the distance between the lines upon each successive card
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one-tenth of an inch until the lines upon the last card are three

and one-half inches apart; now look at each of these in the

stereoscope with a rather hasty glance, and it will be easy to

determine at what distance the lines should be.apart to coalesce

perfectly and instantly. This will be the distance the centres

of the right and left pictures should be separated for that in-

strument

But further, the ordinary lenticular stereoscope does not per-

mit the view of a picture measuring over three inches from one

side to the other ; i. e., it affords a view of nine square inches as

a maximum.* Sir D. Brewster, in his work on the Stereoscope,

pp. 162, 163, declares that—" the size of the pictures is deter-

mined," "that nothing can be gained by using larger pictures,"

&c, &c. This is true with regard to the ordinary form of the
""

' this renders it none the less a very desirable

thing to be able to see larger pictures: and by larger pictures

we do not mean the same pictures magnified, for then, indeed,

nothing would be gained, but pictures including a larger angle,

and affording a view of more than twenty square inches as a

Before proceeding to a description of an improvement which

accomplishes this result, it will be necessary briefly to remind

the reader that the lenses employed in the stereoscope

are constant as to their focal length, vary exceedingly as to their

power of deflecting a ray, increasing it regularly as we proceed

from the centre of the lens to its thin edge; so thai

which can be easily united when seen through the thicker or

central portion of the lenses, require to be separated more and

more from each other as we separate the glasses, and thus force

the eyes to use a more highly deflecting portion of the lenses.

The modification we propose 'in order to give the instrument a

general character, and adapt it to all sorts of views IB

ment by which the lenses are rendered movable in a horizontal

direction, so that they can be readily approached near to eacn

other until the edges touch, or separated from each other as lar

as the distance between the eyes will allow ; i. e. the distance

traveled by each lens will be measured by the distance between

the thickest and thinnest portions of that lens, which will be

a little over an inch. To operate properly the lenses should

move simultaneously, at uniform rates and in opposite directions.

As the right lens moves towards the right, the left lens moves

towards the left, and vice versa. By this means the lenses are

made equivalent to prisms with variable angles. An easy

method of accomplishing this is shown in the following diagram

.
* The Reflecting Stereoscope of Wheatstone will exhibit larger pictures, but it
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exhibiting the under side of the lenses and their mechanical
attachment.

This apparatus takes the place of the lenses in the various
forms of the lenticular stereoscope. We have adjusted our own
to a common hand-stereoscope merely flanging the sides so as to
afford a view of glass and paper slides measuring ten inches in
length by four inches in width.

X IT!
setting of the right lens through which a right-hand

i upon which is cut the right-hand screw

..,*,•!,,

By means of this instrument, whatever the distance between
the eyes, pictures may be easily and perfectly united which are

counted at any distance apart between two, and four and a half
T

inches from centre to centre; and this, too, with the ordinary
stereoscopic lenses; if achromatic lenses are used, it is quite

practicable to unite pictures which measure five inches from
centre to centre, affording a view filling twenty square inches,

which is considerably more than twice as large as the ordinary
slides.

Troy University, Oct., 1861.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.

1. Photographs of Spectra exhibited to the Chemical Section of the

British Association ; by Prof. W. A. Miller (Chairman). He
—The apparatus by which the spectra may be photographed consists of

an ordinary camera obscura attached to the end of a long wooden tube,

low prism filled with bisulphid of carbon. If the prism be so adjusted as

to throw the solar rays, reflected from a heliostat, upon the screen of the

camera, and the wires which transmit the sparks from a Ruhmkorff coil

are placed in front of the uncovered portion of the slit, the two spectra

are simultaneously impressed. The solar beam is easily inl

the proper time by means of a small screen, and the electric spectrum is

allowed to continue its action for two or three, or six minutes, as may be

necessary. He did not find that anv distinctness by

iween the slit and the wire

plied the sparks, with the view of rendering the rays of the i >1

parallel like those of the sun, owing to the absorbent action of the

glass weakening the photographic effect ; and tb

the sparks being magnified by the lens, rendered the lines

than when the lens was not used. Although with each of the metals

platinum, gold, silver, copper, zinc, aluminium, magnesium,

iron), when the spark was taken in air, he obtained decided photographs,

it appeared that in each case the impressed spectrum < i

the same, proving that few of the lines produced were those which were

characteristic of the metal. The peculiar lines of the metal seemed

chiefly to be confined to the visible portion of the spectrum, and these

had little or no photographic power. This was singularly exemplified by

repeating the experiment upon the same metal in air, and in a continuous

current of pure hydrogen. Iron, for example, gave, in hydrogen, a
.

sPec
'

, which a bright orano-p. and a stmno- o-r-flfin band were visible,trum in which a bright orange and a strong green band were v»w" ,

besides a few faint lines in the blue part of the spectrum. Although toe

light produced by the action of the coil was allowed to fall for ten min-

utes upon a sensitive collodion surface, scarcely a trace of any action was

procured ; whilst, in five minutes, in the air, a powerful impression °

numerous bands was obtained. It is remarked by Mr. Talbot that, in be

spectra of colored flames, the nature of the acid did not influence tne

position of the bright lines of the spectrum, which he found was QePena
'

ent upon the metal employed, and this remark had been confirmed by

all subsequent observers. But the case was very different in the absorp-

tive bands produced by the vapors of colored bodies—there the nature

of both constituents of the compound was essentially connected with ta

production of absorptive bands. Chlorine, combined with hydrogen,

gave no bands by absorption in any moderate thickness. Chlorous ac

and peroxyd of chlorine both produced the same set of bands, wniie

bypochlorous acid, although a strongly colored vapor and containing tne

same elements, oxygen and chlorine, produced no absorptive ban
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Again, the brownish red vapor of perchlorid of iron produced no ab-
sorptive bands ; but when converted into vapor in a flame this gave out
bands independent of the form in which it occurred combined. These
anomalies appeared to admit of an easy explanation on the supposition
that, in any case, the compound is decomposed in flame, either -

the high temperature, just a* water is, as shown by (-rove, or, in all Jther
cases of the production of bright lines by the introduction of a metallic
salt into a flame of burning bodies (as shown by Deville). In the vol-

taic pile the decomposition must of in (trie action.

The compound gases, protoxyd and binoxyd of nitrogen, gave, when
bown) which

ijnish. Aqueous vapor always gives

I, th. mixtfi -;.-*> in

of lines, which could not be produced by hydrogen and chlorine. The
reducing influence of the hydrogen and other combustible constituents of

the burning body would decompose the salt, liberating the metal, which
would immediately become oxydized or carried off in the ascending cur-

rent. There was obviously a marked difference between the effect of

intense ignition upon most" of the metallic and the non-metallic bodies.

The observations of Pliicker upon the spectra of iodine, bromine and
chlorine show that they give, when ignited, a very different series of

; v furnished by absorption, as Dr. Gladstone had
already pointed out : but" it was interesting to remark that, in the case

hi.-h, . !i.<nii<-ai!y, uasso .miliar to a metal, we have a com-
paratively siirr h the three principal bright lines cor-

respond to Fraunhofer's dark lines, C, F, and G. It was, however, to be

>ted that the hydrogen occasioned no perceptible absorptive

bands at ordinary temp.-ratuivs in such thickness as we could command
in our experiments, and the vapor of boiling mercury was also destitute

of any absorptive action, although when ignited by the electric murk it

gave a characteristic and brilliant series of dark bands. The following

experiment suggested itself as a direct test of Kirchhoff's theory. Two
gas-burners, into which were introduced chlorid of sodium on the wick
°f the spirit lamp, were placed so as to illuminate equally t'

jjdes of a sheet of paper par'
"

bght screened from the phot
made to traverse one of the flames. If the yellow rays of light were

absorbed by the sodium flame, the light emitted laterally by the flame

should be sensibh inct.-.-wd. The .vperim-mf. houever. tailed to indicate

any such incr f the flame, possibly because the eye
was not surli, - ht difference which was to

be expected.—Athenmum, Sept. 14, 1861.

Chemistry.—

.
2. 0% Cmium and Rubidium.-—BumEN has commm i.v.r.-d a pr. lim-

uiary notice of the two new metals discovered by Kirchhoff and himself

Both of these metals exhil

i cannot be

distinguished from it either by reagents or by the blowpipe. The first of
the new metals is name! |

referring to
two very remarkable spectral lines, which lie beyond Fraunhofer's line A,
Am- Joub. Scl-Sscosd Series, Vol. XXXII, No. 96.—Nov., 1SG1.
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and consequently occur in a portion of the spectrum which can only be

rendered visible by unusual methods. The authors have found the metal

in the greatest quantity in the lepidolites; that of Rozena.

contains about -^v of its weight of oxyd of rubidium— the Saxon

lepidolito appears to be still richer. Traces of it are found in almost all

mineral waters, but it does not appear to be always present in the potash

compounds of commerce. The compounds of Rubidium are most easily

obtained pure from iepidi m is contained with small

portions of Ceesium in the precipitate of chlorplatinate oi

obtained from the mineral. The chlorplatinate of potassium requires

nineteen times, the ol

of boiling water for solution. The pre.

be boiled repeatedly with very little water, and the solution each time

simply poured otf from the precipitate, which exhibits in the spectral

• a ; im i otliogs, two new blue lines which lie close to the

im line, which the authors have not r<

plate of the spectrum, because it is one of the weaker lines; by further

treatment with water, the two red lines beyond A, soon appei

wit.h several others which are less chara

is easily obtained from the precipitate 1,\ reduction with hydrogen and

extraction with water. In this manner the authors obtain from 150

tatiou with chlorid of platinum and

:

obtain rubidium free from caesium, the salt must be converted into car-

extracted wit

Rubidium tonus with mercury, with the aid of the Voltaic

amalgam of silver-white color and crystalline structure, 'i

qtiiekly oxydizes in the air, decomposes water in the cold and is electro-

positive to potassium. ! mm is 85'36 and its sym-

bol Rb.

The hydrate RbO, HO-f-aq is soluble in almost all proporti

and alcohol: oives oti' in water of crystallization by heating, leaving

RbO, HO which on farther heating, melts but does not lose its atom ot

water, h \es in water with strong evolution o

i; .:.:;._

:

ii- lubl. in ilcoie 1, an 1 !• a ing on h. atiug Rb» », < < >_-f ;l
'l

a9 a sa"dy
f

powder, which melts easily, deliquesces and absorl

carbonic acid. The bi-carbonate RbO, C02+ H0, C0 2
form-

crvsiais permanent in tie: air, with a ll1 ' 1 » cooling,

not caustic taste. The nitrate RbO, Nf>
5

is i

-

-s in dilx-xagonal prisms, with I. >s distinctly formed twe ve

sid-d pyramids. The sulphate forms large hard anh.v
having a glassy lustre and permanent

cobalt a beautitul double salt isomorphous with JSAJ, *wi-rw*2 ~l

zing with difficulty in cubes, easily fusible, and readily and completely
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volatile on the platinum wire. The chlorplatinate RbCl, PtCl 2 is a bright
--'-:

Qfttfl of potas-
sium by its lesser solubility.

The second of the new elements, the authors term Caesium, from
C'cxIhs, sky blue; it gives a beautiful and highly characteristic spectral

pany rubidium, but occurs for the most part in small quantity. Ten kilo-

grammes of the hiirkheiiiii.-r water contain noi quite, two milligrammes
of chlorid of caesium. The authors obtained ir from this water. The

i together by chlorid of
'

.

as much as possible by boiling with water; the caesium may then be
• < > •;.' :_•

• ,

:''. -.
.

•- :

out the carbonate of caesium with absolute alcohol. To remove the last

r.- evaporated in a silver dish, and
the caustic oxyd of caesium dissolved out with absolute alcohol, which
leaves the carbonates of potassium and rubidium. This operation must
be repeated till the spectral analysis exhibits at most a very faint reaction

for potassium and rubidium.
The amalgam of caesium decomposes water in the cold and oxydizes in

toe air: it is electropositive to both potassium and rubidium, and is

therefore the most cleetro-prwitive of all known elements. The equivalent

The hydrate CsO, HO+aq is indi>'
: juescent and

extremely caustic; it loses an atom of water by ignition, evaporates com-
pletely when heated in the Ham.- and is easily soluble in alcohol. The
carbonate forms indistinct crystals, soluble in five times their weight uf

absolute alcohol, deliquescent and very caustic. The bicarbonate forms

Permanent, gl s. The nitrate is anhydroui and

isomorphous with nitrate of rubidium. The sulphate is also anhydrous
and permanent in air; it forms a <->»d double

. ,..], K m. s<i„4-M-«\ S(>,-fCll<). The chlorid

and easily be,-: I in air. The chlorpla-

r.-iruhir octahedra. an ! is tile least

soluble of tie cnlorida,

—

Ann. der Chemie und
7 '"•

*,exix, 107.
3. Probable existence of a new Element.—Crooke* has propos.-d tho

urn for what appears to be a new element existing in ceitain

phur group, and produces in the spectrum an extremely pine and vivid

£reen line com para bl. in inren-dtv with tl - I m >" 1). Thalium
-

ttt two or three specimens of native sulphur, among others

those from Lipari, contain a small quantity, so that the sulphur of this

locality may prove an available source of the substance in question.

Thallium appears to be a dense brown powder characterized in a very re-
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markable manner by the spectral line referred to. Its physical and

chemical properties are not yet described.

—

Chemical News, May, 1861.

[The name Thalium is preoccupied, having been proposed by Dr. D.

D.Owen (this Journal, [2 - a supposed new metal

found by him in Thalite, a greenish hydrous silicate from the north shore

of Lake Superior.

—

Eds.]

4. Reducir I by Nascent Hydrogen.—Kolbe h«3

observed that sulphydric acid gas is always set free in perceptible quantity

ire hydrogen is obtained; the addition of concent

immediately produced the odor of sulphydric acid. The bottei

verted into sulphid i

iv, Jahrgang, 419.

5. On certain Organic
as is wt'll known, fumaric and maleic acids. Perkin and Duppa and

Kekule have shown that : ids may be prepared from

be readily converted into succinic acid or a derivative of this. When

fumaric acid is heated for a few minutes in a water-bath with bromine

and water, the bromine disappears, and on cooling white orya

bromosuccinic acid separate. The reaction is represented by the equation

C 8H4 8 +2Br= C
8
H4Br2 8 ,

and consists not in a substitution but in a simple addition of bromine.

By the action of nascent hydrogen upon fumaric acid, su<

may be directly produced, a simple addition of Ha taking place. Kekule

calls attention to the fact that this made of formation by addition has

hitherto been unobserved in the case of the organic acids, and only rarely

in the case of other organic bodies. . .

Maleic acid in like manner forms bibromosuccinic acid by the action o

bromine, but another acid is formed at the same time which has not yet

e 1. Maleic acid also combines with nascent hydrogen to form

i. Iodhydric and brorahydric acids convert maleic into fuma-

ric acid. Kekule points out the following interesting parallels.

Succinic acid, Cs HeOs -Ha= Cs H4 Ob, Fumaric acid-

Propyl alcohol, Ce Hs 0*- Ha ss Os Ho Oa, Ally 1-alcohol.

Propyl aldehvd, < 'o Ho< H- \\i - Co II;< % Acrolein.

Propionic acid, G> He 0*- Ha— Ce H4 04, Acrylic acid.

Btftmc acid, C36 Hse04- Ha= Cse H34 04, Oleic acid.

Marsh gas, C4 He - Hs= C4 Hi, defiant gas.

j Alcohol, C4He02-2HO= C4H4, " "

] Malic acid, Cs He Oio- 2H0 as Cs Ha Os, Fumaric acid.

j Ethylene, C4H4+ 2Br=C-i Ih . B«, Bromid of ethylene.

1 Fumaric acid, Cs H4 Os+ 2Br= Cs H4 Bra Os, Bibromsuccimc a«a.

j Ethylene, C4 H4 + BrH= C* Hs Br, Bromid of ethyl.

i Fumaric acid, CsH4Os+BrH=C8 Hs BrOs, '
*
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J
Ethylene, C4 H4+ Hs= C4 He, Marsh gas.

1 Fumaric acid, Cs H4 Os + Hs= Cs He Os, Succinic acid.

] Ethylene, C4 H4 + 2HO= C4 He 04, Glycol.

( Fumaric acid, Cs H4 Os+ 2HO2= Cs He O12, Tartaric acid.

The analogy in these reactions cannot be doubted ;
the difference in

properties and functions is easily explained by the fact that some of the

substances contain oxygen, others none. More interesting and suggestive

relations have seldom been brought forward.—Ann. der Chemie und

. i, Supplement, Band 1, p. 129.

6. Mathematical Theory of Homologous Series.—Bacologlo has given

an interesting mathematical development of the theory of homologous

properties of bodies as functions of their

tinn. < insider OH^O/ as representing a single term of such a series;

the properties of this body are functions of the qualitative and quantita-

tive character of the forces which determine the equilibrium of the

a,Ta
livalents of (

compound. These forces reside

henum
«Hj90/, - —
s of the elements C, H, and a, ft y the number

equna ents o eac
, "•^

^ _ £^ y)

For a second body Ca+^« Hft+^tf Or differing from the first only in the

number of equivalents of C and H, containing therefore ^a carbon and

M hydrogen more or less, the corresponding property will have another

value U. and we shall have

u
1
=F(«,«-M«;M+4?; c-r)

It remains to determine the connection between U and U r Since a, ft,

c and y are constants we may obviously write

U=F(«, I?)

U
1
=F(«+^«,(?+^)

whence by Taylor's theorem,

F(a+^, ?+^)=f(«, «+^4 F(°' fl+^S^ fl+

whence for D the difference in the properties of the two bodies

(5.) D==U
1
.U^|^+^}+T i^+2^+^ f

+ &C'

The first differential co-efficientsS% express the rate at which the



and higher differential coefficients consequently vanish and we h

D= U
1
-U=W (8.)

from which it follows that the difference D of the properties U, and IT of

two homologous bodies is proportional to the difference of their chemical

The complete law of the variation of the properties of homologous

bodies is given by equation (5) and if we write S for the sum of the

terras containing higher powers of J we slmll have

DssU.-UsdW+S.
from which it follows that strictly speaking the difference of pi

not directly proportional to the difference of chemical constiti

more nearly proportional the smaller the influence of the term S. ihis

ais from the <

r k will in general not be identical in the case of different

homologous series. Thus ii

C
4H4Br2

C,B 6 Brf
C

8 H 8 Br2
the property V is a function of the molecular states a, b, c and the num-

bers a, §, y of the elements C, H, Br

V=*(«,a;i^;c,r)
the function * being different from F because the molecular force e differs

from the molecular force c. Hence we shall have

or (10) D'zrV, -V=k'J+$'
so that in this series also the difference in properties will be nearly pro-

portional to the differeii

the difference in the en
ent from *. This explains the v.iri H m in m form i

Kopp's laws of serial differences. The author proposes to continue fti

investigations in the same direction. They amount, as it seems to tn

reviewer, to a somewhat elaborate though easy mathematical proof or

can be shown to be necessarily true by much simpler reaso

ing.—Journal fur praki, Chgmie, hxxiii, p. 494. _
7. On the Conversion of Monobrornid of Ethylene into Acetylene.

Sawitch finds that the bromid C 4 H 3
Br.Br2 when decomposed by an

alcoholic solution of potash, gives bibromid of ethylene, which is a|v™-
rg

accompanied by a small quantity of other substances. When the vaFy

evolved during the reacfci i in ammoniacal solut'

of suboxyd of copper, a dark red flocky precipitate is produced wmc »
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on drying, detonates violently when heated or struck. This substance is

i<i..'iiii..\-il with the red compound which acetylene forms with copper,

whence it appears that acetylene is a product of the decomposition of
brornid of ethylene, by an alcoholic solution of potash. It appears
probable that a portion of the monobromid of Ethylene which occ i.s in

'iiis reaction loses an equivalent of bromid of hydrogen, and is converted
into acetylene. The following equations will explain this reaction:

C4H4Br2+KO, HO=C4
H 3Br+KBr+2HO

C
4 lI

3 Br-f-KO, HO=C4
H2+KBr+2HO

"When monobromid of ethylene is heated with amylate of sodium, bromid
of sodium, amylic alcohol, and acetylene are produced. The equation is

C4H 3
Br-j- Cl °H^| 2 = Cl0^" jo 2+NaBr+C4H2

Sawitch has since found that the same reaction serves to form the homo-
logues of acetylene—thus monobromid of propylene by the action of

ethylate of sodium produces a new hydrocarbon, which the author

baa the formula C GH4 . Allylene forms with
copper solutions, a voluminous flocky

j
sfa on heating

burns quickly with a reddish flame; bromine decomposes it with effer-

vescence and production of red flames ; with concentrated acids it gives

off gas even in the cold. Allylene is colorless ; has a strong and disagree-

able smell; burns with a bright and very smoky flame and precipitates

solutions of silver and nitrate of suboxyd of mercury. Allylene combines
with bromine to form a clear and colorless liquid which is probably
C

6 H 4Br2 . Tne author promises a more extended investigation,—Journal
furprakt. Chemie, Ixxxiii, p. 240 and Comptes Rendus, Hi, 157 and 399.

t

8. On the Reproduction of certain Crystalline Minerals.— H. Saint
Claire Deville has succeeded in preparing a number of crystal

he oxyds by the action of a current upon metallic

oxyds heated in a platinum boat contained in a tube of porcelain. The
temperature usually employed was that of melting copper. A volatile

. and decom-
position being probably different. In this manner the author obtains

stannic acid, Sn0 2 , in beautiful crystals of the same form as the native

oxyd. Titani ike anatase.

A mixture o( . i and a reducing agent (hydrogen ?)

gave small crystals of a new saline oxyd having tb
or

T'3°5» which is perhaps the true formula of anatase. (

bo formed by heating together to redness titanic acid and pro-

j*>xyd of tin and then heating this mass with a silica to a cherry red heat.

-. contain a small quantity «.f stannic acid. Deville finds

i maiiv rutiles; that ot St. Vricux is one of the richest ores

of this metal. The anther has |»ivpaivd by the < hbdiydric acid process

i regular octahedra; magnoferrite Fe2 3 , MgO i

Penclase in colorless or u Bqoare c

hedra; protoxyd of manganese in beautiful emerald green octahedra or

cubo-octahedra; specular iron in beau Bib* ore. In
toe last case the current of gas must be slow and regular otherwise the
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itirely converted in sesquichlorid. Deville sugges

that gaseous emanations, as for example chlorhydric acid, may play i

important part in geological
'

of many crystalline minera

9. On a new characteristic of the so-called Semi-Metals; by Prof. Jerome

Nickles. (Communicated by the author.)— The so-called semi-metals

stand between the metals and metalloids marking the transition between

these two classes of elements. They share with the first : 1.1
lustre; 2. Conductivity of heat; 3. Conductivity fur electricity ; 4. I 'entity.

With the D M the property; 1. of being

2. of forming only feeble salifiable bases; 3. of combining easi

metals in the manner of an electro-negative body; 4. some of them

form a gaseous compound with hydrogen.

These characters are not absolute, and under them the semi-metals may

vary among themselves as much as they differ from other elements—but

notice a consideration which enables us to determine nearly where the

series of semi-metals begins and ends.

The idea of malleability is the one which attaches itself most forcibly

to our notice of a metal. The word metal involuntarily recalls a body

sonorous, heavy, capable of being hammered and drawn into leaves and

wire or extended in the rolls.

Viewed from this side we find certain of the metallic elements which pos-

lastly, bismuth, whicn

nly lately passed among the metals, but which has lately fallen from

bat rank since the establihsment of its isomorphism with antimony and

rsenic—themselves isomorphous with phosphorus and nitrogen.—[Lmf
?s Rendus de VAcad, des Sci., T. l, p. 872, and T. li, p. 1097. 1860.J

Bismuth has in fact all the external characters of the metals, saving in.

a want of tenacity and its brit? < mmon to all the

ther elements of a metallic lustre which we call serai-metals.

these elements ought consequently to possess Iittie

f brittleness and want of tenacity.

we propose therefore to consider as sen

ments which are neither ductile or malleabk

Nancy, 23d August, 1861.

10. On the Coloring Matters Derived from Coal-Tat byMr.H.W.

Perkin, F.C.S. (A lecture delivered before the [London] Chemical Soci-

ety on Thursday, May 16, 1861); from the [London] Journal ot w»

Lighting, etc., p. 483, July 2, 1861.—Continued from p. 274.

Bleu de Paris.—This is yet another coloring matter produced unoer

circumstances similar to those which give rise to fuchsine. MM. ren\,

V. de Luynes, and Salvetat, give the following account of its preparau

and properties:—"Nine grammes of bichlorid of tin and 16 grammes
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aniline, heated for thirty hours to a temperature of about 180 centigrade,
in a sealed tube, produce neither a red nor a violet, but a very pure and
lively blue. This blue, wl •..•us in color by alkalies,

but passes to a groselle violet when submitted to this agent in a concen-
trated state. It preserves its beauty of color by artificial light, and it

dyes animal fibres of a shade whose beauty leaves nothing to be desired."

I repeated the above experiment twice, and was inclined to give up in

despair, for, instead of a fine blue, I obtained nothing more than a dirty-

green product. But, from '• I at last succeeded
in obtaining this beautiful blue coloring matter, and found it to possess

all the properties mentioned above. MM. Persoz, V. de Luynes, and
Salvetat, have lately given a more particular account of this coloring

uiaiter. They describe it as crystallizing from the alcohol solution in the

form of fine needles, having an aspect similar to that of ammoniacal
sulphate of copper. It is soluble in water, alcohol, wood-spirit, and
acetic acid ; hut insoluble in other and bisulphid of carbon. Withe

-

•

\um\ its aqueous solutions by alkalies and .-aline compounds.

Amlnie (rm„. >„ //, llin !,t lllL —M.»t '> h mi-ts who have worked with

Wiline in the laboratory must have noticed the peculiar green-colored

substance which forms on the outside of the various species of chemical

y of any quantity of this

body. This .product is aniline green. Aniline green has been known
for several years. It may be formed by various processes. One process

OQQtiate in cted by mix-
ing a hydrochloric acid solution of aniline with chlorate of potassa.

It may also be . i i . d i »\\ lizing ; ' salt or mi n. w th perchlorid of

iron. Obtained !•- . ther'of these processes.it presents itself as a dull

green precipi d, assumes an olive-green color. It is

id dissolves

it, forming a lution from which it is precipitated

unchanged by wat.-r. \\ ith alkaline solutions, it changes to a deep color

acids restore it to its original color.

The color of aniline green is much enlivened by the presence of an excess

°f acid ; but, unfortunately, as soon as this acid is removed, it passes
baek to its normal color.

The bases tolzidine, xylidine, and cumidine yield coloring matters un-
der the infill ate; and also when submitted to the
action of red;. temperatures, analogous to those ob-
tained from a umstances; but the results

are not so good, the color of the products becoming tinged with brown
as the bases get higher in the series.

Nitroso-1'! the action of
'• ••• . n

by the fformula C6H 6N?
0. This body is almost

water, but soluble in acids, and in alcohol, producing cri

**• Jocr. Sci.-Seco.xd -- - * \ • XXXII, No. 96,-Nov., 1
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solutions, but its color is not nearly so brilliant as that of fuchsine. It

seems gradually to decompose when kept. I have not tried any experi-
ments with it as regards its dyeing properties.

2Jinitrfnii/hie.—l)imtTam}ine is obtained by decomposing dinitro-phe-
nyle citraconamide by means of carbonate of soda. When pure, it

crystallizes in yellow tables. It dissolves verv spi

cing a yellow liquid. It has the formula C 6H 6
(N02)N3 . It does not

combine with acids or alkalies, although it appears to be mor<
acidulated than in pure water. Silk can be dyed yellow with d i

JSfitrophc,,.. izophenalimine.—Dinitraniline, when
submitted to the aetion of sulphid of ammonium, changes into this beau-

tiful base, which crystallizes in needles of a red color, somewhat similar

in appearance to chromic acid. It dissolves in water, forming a yellow

oolored solution like that of bichromate of potassa. Alcohol

and ether dissolve it freely. It is not at all similar to fuchsine in its

properties, as it forms salts of yellowish brown or grey color ; whereas,

•raw crimson ones. I mention this because nitrophenylene-

las been spoken of as having those of fuch-

sine. This base possesses the power of dyeing silk a very clear golden-

yellow color.

Picric or Dinitrophenic Acid.—This beautiful acid was discovered as

early as 1788, by Hausmann. It may be obtained by the action of

heated nitric acid on a great variety of, substances ; the following are the

names of some of them :—indigo, aniline, carbolic acid, seligenine, seli-

cylious and salicylic acids, salicin, phloridzin, cumarin, silk, aloes, and

various gum resins, it is now prepared for commercial purposes from car-

bolic acid, and also from certain gum resins. I have prepared it from

carbolic acid on the large scale, in the following manner, with success :—

As strong nitric acid acts very violently when brought in contact with

carbolic acid, I have found it best to use an acid having a gi

than 1-3, so as partially to convert the carbolic acid, and afterwards to

hr.il it in stronger acid, to change it into picric acid. On diluting the

jlution, the impure picric acid precipitates. To further purify this,

it should be crystallized from boiling water. When preparing this I

duct for commercial purposes, it is advantageous to let all the

fumes formed in its preparation, together with a c

spheric air, pass ovef a fresh quantity of carbolic acid. This

acid, and consequently diminish the quantity of nitric acid required t

its manufacture. When preparing picric acid from carboKc

is always a quantity of yellow, resinous matter produced, and at times

considerable quantity of oxalic acid. The latter is always produced wnc

the acid which is used to finally convert the carbolic acid is too weak, w

then it rapidly decomposes the picric acid, yielding carbc"'" ar

acid. Picric

crystallizing i:

taste, and dissolves

protoxyd of i
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for dyeing purposes, it may be prepared by mixing a solation of a picrate

i was introduced as a dye about five
or six years since, by MM. Guinon, Mamas, and Bonney, eminent silk

dyers of Lyons. Many of the cheap products sold as picric acid are of a
brown color, and consist of impure di- and tri-nitrophenic acids, and
sometimes of this crude product and ground turmeric*

Rosolic acid.—Runge first noticed this substance in 1834, when study-
ing creosote, but it was almost lost sight of until again observed by Dr.
Hugo Miiller only a short time since. He accidentally observed that
when crude phenate of lime is exposed to a moist, heated atmosphere,
as that of an ordinary drying-stove, it gradually changes in color, and
assumes a dark-red tint. This coloration is owing to the formation of
rosolate of lime. I have lately heard that phenate of soda undergoes

similar change. Dr. Miiller prepared rosolic acid from this product
in the following manner:—The crude rosolate of lime is first boiled
v ifh a solution of carbonate of ammonia. By this means a crimson
solution, containing the rosolic acid, is obtained. This solution is then

evaporated nearly to dryness, during which process ammonia is given off,

and the crimson-colored liquid gradually changes to a yellowish-red, and
at the same time a dark resinous matter separates. This resinous sub-

stance is crude rosolic acid. In order to purify it. it is submitted to the

following treatment, proposed by Runge :—The crude rosolic acid is dis-

solved in alcohol, and hydrate of lime added in slight excess. The
beautiful crimson solution which is thus formed is agitated for some time
with the undissolved portion of the lime, tiit.'red, and the filtrate diluted

with water, and, lastly, the alcohol distilled off. The residuary rosolate

of lime is then decomposed with just a sufficient quantity of acetic

acid, and the ay trace of free acetic acid and still

adhering alcohol is volatilized. The rosolic acid separates first as a red

Precipitate, but, when heated, cakes together, forming a dark, brittle sub-

stance, having a greenish-metallic lustre.

It may be still further purified by solution iD alcohol, to which a little

hydrochloric acid has been added, and precipitation with water. Pure

stance, possessing the greenish-melal-

lic lustre of cantharides. Its powder is of a red, or rather scarlet, shade,

*l»ch, if ru bbed with a hard, smooth body, assumes a bright gold-like

] «>t>-e. In thin layers, rosolic acid presents an orange color when viewed

tutted lio-ht, but, with reflected light, a golden-metallic appear-
'""-'•• When thrown down from an alcoholic solution with water, it

forms a flocculent precipitate of a bright-red color, resembling the basic

ehromate of lead. Concentrated acids, as acetic, hydrochloric and sul-

wnish-yellow solutions,

t! "» nhivii waor precipitates this acid unchanged. To cold water, it

imparts a bright-yellow color, and hum cold water.

:

0r brownish \ on evaporation, leave it in an araor-

aortic earths, it forms

dark-red compounds, which dissolve with a magnificent red color. These

compounds are very unstable. No precipitates are formed with aqueous

* See the papers of Mr. Lea on Picric acid and its derivatives, in the late volumes
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solutions of the rosolates, with the basic acetates of lead, or with any

other metallic salt ; nor is any carried down by alumina, or any other

two combustions of rosolic

>;::.! results that agree with the formula C^H^O^. I and Mr.

Duppa, when investigating some of the derivatives of acetic acid, found

phonic and bromazetic acids were heated together at 120 cen-

i products were formed, one possessing all the properties of

rosolic ami, while the other had the character of brunolic acid. We
also found that a mixture of iodine and carbolic acid, when heated with

formic, noetic, butyric, or valerianic acids, produce rosolic acids, or a sim-

ii;ir substance. A mixture of carbolic acid and iodine did not give a

similar result; but a black solid, containing iodine. Rosolic acid has

lately been prepared on a large scale, and employed for the purpose of

printing muslins. I believe it was a rosolate of magnesia that was em-

ployed for that purpose. I do not think it is now used, having been

replaced by the more beautiful coloring matter, fuchsine. It was fixed by

means of albumen.

The Coloring Matters of Quinoline or Uhinoline.—Chinoline is found

associated wit! ftnd other of the higher

iu the basic oils obtained from coal-tar, and also in the productl

g einehonine with caustic alkalies. It was previous

leucoline or quinoline; but the substance described under these two

been studied by C. Greville Williams, who has applied the name chino-

line to the product which forms the principal part of the impure substance

originally termed quinoline. The substance used for the production of

coloring matters need not be pure chinoline, as that product

termed quinoline is of sufficient parity for this purpose.

appears to be the best source of chinoline, yielding, when distill! with

excess of caustie alkali, 65 per cent of this body sufficiently pure for

manufacturing purposes. < hinoliiu; viel.ls three coloring matters—

a

violet, a blue, and a green. The following is an account of their prepa-

ration by C. Greville Williams :— .

" In o'rder to procure the blue color, one part by weight of i

to be boiled for ten minutes with one part and a half of iodid of amyle.

The mixture, from being straw-colored, becomes deep reddish-brown,

and solidifies, on cooling, to a mass of crystals. This prodt

reaction is to be boiled for ten minute* mth
and, when dissolved, filtered through paper. The filtered Hqu

gently boiled in an enamelled iron pan over a small fire, and excess 01

ammonia gradually added. The ebullition may be prolonged with ao-

vautauv t'.,r ,>;.<> hour, the evaporation of the liquid being compensated

for by the gl ml The latter

equal volumes of ammonia, ot

density of 0-880, and distilled water. The hour having elapsed, tne

Whole is allowed to coo!, when the color will almost entn.

[y colorless. On poun g

the fluid av a filter, in order to retain floating

particles of ,

'

!i0U r^X
' • -.

'

. . .. • '

'
' •

.

'

:

:" -
'

'

solution, which may be filtered and kept for use.
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"The color prepared as above is, as has been said, of a purplish tint

;

but, if a purer blue be required, the following modification is to be re-
sorted to. The filtered aqueous solution of hydriodate of amyle-chino-
line, is as before, to be brought to the boiling temperature ; but, instead

of its weight of solid potash is to be substituted. The addition is to be
continued at iv ~ ; - much potash has been added as
is equivalent to the iodine in the iodid of amyle used. The fluid may,
after a quarter of an hour's ebullition, be filtered to separate the resinous
color. The product is a gorgeous blue with scarcely any shade of red.
On adding the other fourth of potash to the filtrn'

will be precipitated containing all the red, which wovM
otherwise have been mixed

soluble in benzole, and as sometimes prepared, affording a hi:

raid-green solution of great beautj7
. It is not always easy to obtain this

green color."

The properties of chinoline violet, and chinoline blue are, as far as I

have been able to understand, identical. They are resinous substances
"which present a coppery appearance by reflected light; but, when in very

flayers, appear of a \i.,!.-r or biuc'cio h\ trariMiiirt.-d light. They
i, forming pale

colors. Theyma restores to their original colors. They are slightly soluble in hot
Water. Tannin precipitates them from their aqueous solution, apparently
forming an insoluble compound. Reducing agents do not affect their

shade of color.

Of chinoline green, I know but little. Greville Williams describes it

as having a brilliant em I
iM-_i.cn color of great beauty. I have ob-

it, when chlorine is passed through an alcoholic solution of

chinoline blui Ben; but whether this is the green spo-

ken of by Williams, I am unable to state.

Naphthaline Colors.—The beautiful hydrocarl>
has yielded such a long - to the chemist, up to the

present time has yielded nothing of practical
|

I to the dyer.

From it the atives have been obtained—namely,

chloroxynaphthalic acid, perchloroxynaphthalic acid, carminaphtha, ni-

' : :" : ^- .: .1. ::, . : -
'.

.:•.:'.
Chloroxynaphthalic and Perchloroxynaphthalic Acids.—These acids

*ere discovered by Laurent. They are produced by digesting their .blo-

nds—namely, the chlorid of chloroxynaphthyle and the chlorid of per-

chloroxynaphthyle—with an alcoholic solution of hydrate of potassa.

They appear to be very difficult substances to obtain in quantity. I have
pot obtained satisfactory results when endeavoring to prepare them.
They have the formula C 10(H 5

C1)03 , and C 10(HC1 6 )0 3 ,
respectively.

They are regarded with :. -
,|

> closely allied with

the coloring matter of madder; in fact they are viewed as

is based i

having the formula C I0H 6O 3 ; bf - '

tins theory, that the formula of aliz

Chloroxynaphthalic acid is of a yellow color. It is i
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and difficult]}
| or ether; but it dissolves in con-

centrated &u lj.hu n. icul Ibis icid is a \«n - nsitiv< test for alkalies,

being changed to an orange-red by them. This may be shown by moist-

ening paper with a weak alcoholic solution of this acid, drj

then exposing it to ammoniacal vapors. This will cause it to assume a

The chloroxynaphthalates are described as possessing great beauty,

and are of yell um salt is of a

red crimson color, and slightly soluble in water; the barium salt crystal-

lizes in silky needles, having a golden reflection. The strontium, calcium,

aluminum, and lead salts are of an orange color; the cadmium salt is a

vermillion-colored precipitate ; the copper and cobalt salts are crimson

;

and the mercury salt is of a red-brown color. I once dyed some silk

with a small quantity of chloroxynaphthalate of ammonia, which I

prepared, and found it to produce a good golden -yellow color, of great

lability under the influence of light. Perchloroxynaphthalic acid is a

yellow, crystalline body, insoluble in water, but soluble in alcohol and

ether. With potash or ammonium, it forms insoluble salts of red or

crimson color, of great beauty.

Carminaphtlat.—TXns coloring matter was also discovered by Laurent.

it is obtained by heating naphthaline with a solution of bichromate of

* '

o acid. It is described

-cipitated from its alka-

line solutions by means of acids. I have never obtained this product

when oxydizing naphthaline.

Ninaphthalamine.—Ninaphthalamine is a name which has been given

to a remarkable base which was noticed by Laurent and Zinin; hut

nothing was known of its nature until re-subjected to inve-

Mr. Wood, who has both described and analyzed it, and some of its salts.

- 1
-

:sC 10(H8N0)N,ornaphthai ; nnine, in which II is replaced

NO. Mr. Wood prepares this has,, in the following ;

uretted hydrogen is to be passed through a boiling solul

tmonia until nearly all the alcohol has

occupy two or three hours. Ibe

) i«klui ta then to be b irk acid, and filtered. The

filtrate, on cooling, deposits an impure sulphate of ninaphthalamine in the

form of brownish crystals, which are purified by recrystallization in water

! '

best to use water acidulated with sulphuric acid. \Yh< n ;

phate has to be decomposed with ammonia, and the resulting precipitate

of ninaphthalamine washed with water. Thus obi

appears as a bright red-colored crystalline pre* :

under a lens, app.-urs as beautiful needles. It i.s very solnb

l>r<>diieitifr a solution, whi.-h, when dilute, is of an orange color slightly

tinned with brown, not nearly sc

diamine. It is slightly soluble i

in-Mlk with a color somewhat s:

is rhe same as that of mtro-

-• " '

agent, I do q f any va]ue> even if it could be Q^

tamed cheaply.
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I by mixing a solution of
rate of naphthalan^ ne with nitrate of" potassa. From this

mixture ii separates a- lute. This, when washed
with water on a filter and then (trie], is <Iis->lved in alcohol, filtered and
evaporated to dryness on the water-bath. Thus prepared, it is a crvstal-

olored substance, having a greenish-metallic reflection. It is

soluble in alcohol, and also in benzole, forming orange-red solutions.
When ;iC hJ s are added to an alcoholic solution of nitroso-naphthaline, it

immediately assumes a m< -
r, as fine as any aniline

purple. Alkalies restore it to its original color. Silk may be dyed a
e aha i e n ith thi- Bubfitanoe, provided a certain quantity of

hydrochloric acid, or sulphuric acid, be present. But what is most unfor-

diately passes back to that of the pure nitroso-naphthaline, and also that

: of acid required to keep up the purple shade, if left in the
silk, rots it in a few days. Could this purple be fixed, nitroso-naphrhaiine

would be a cheap and most useful dye. I have endeavored to produce
the sulpho-acid of nitres- if ->i .-h a compound
could be obtained, it would possess a purple color because it would be an
acid itself, }: acid does dissolve it. forming a blue
solution, yet no combination takes place. I also endeavored to produce

acid with nitrous acid,

but obtained only nitroso-naphthaline, the acid of the sulpho-naphthala-
luie acid having, apparently, separated.

Naphtha ),< mine and its salts pro-
'•'''

i l-lue precipitates, afterwards Incoming purple, when brought in con-
tact with perchlorid or iron, terchlorid of gold, nitrate of silver, and other

" "ng agents. This product of oxydation, he terms naphth
It is prepared by adding a solution of perchlorid of iron to a solution of

hydrochlorate of naphthamein. This mixture gradually changes and
becomes blue, and after the lapse of a short time deposits a blue precipi-

tate. This, when separated by means of a filter, is washed with water,

which causes it to change in color until of a reddish-brown purple. The'''
• -

.

" :. '
'

,
::'::. '. i-..;:._-

to Piria, chlorid of ammonium. Naphthamein, when heated, fuses and
decomposes, leaving a residue of charcoal bebind. It is insoluble in

water, sparingly soluble in alcohol, but more soluble in ether. It forms a
blue solution with coucentrated sulphuric acid, and is reprecipitated from
it by water. It dissolves in concentrated acetic acid with a purple color,

and is not precipitated from this solution by means of water. Silk and
cotton may be dyed with it, but the color of this compound is so inferior

as to render it useless as a dyeing ajjent.

Tar Red.—This coloring matter was discovered by Mr. Clift, of Man-
chester, in 1853. It is obtained by exposing a mixture of the more vola-
tile parts of the basic oils of coal-tar and hypochlorite of lime to the
air for about three weeks. Of the pure coloring matter I know nothing,
except that, with tannin, it forms an insoluble, or difficultly-soluble, sub-
stance. With different mordants, it yields different colors. It seems
Probable that this coloring matter is derived from pyrrole.
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:

duo'il within the last .six months. It was discovered by MM. <-iiiiii.il,

Marnas, and Bonney, of Lyons, who keep the process for its preparation

a secret. It is obtained from coal-tar, but from which of its numerous

ia not known. This coloring matter is a brittle, u;

ble body, possessing a co] tion. It is very difficultly

soluble in w.i: ing a magnificent blue so-

lution, having but a slight tinge of red. With concentrated sulphuric

acid it forms a blood-red liquid, which, when poured into an excess of

water, precipitates the coloring matter unchanged. Dilute acids have no

effect upon azuline. Its alcoholic solution, when mixed with an alcoholic

solution of hydrate of potassa, also changes to a dull-red color. This,

-when diluted with water, forms a purple liquid, which is gradually re-

stored to its original blue color by hydrochloric acid. With excess of

ammonia, the solutions of azuline change to a reddish-purple color. This

amraoniacal solution, when treated with sulphid of ammonium, gradually

assumes a dull, yellowish-brown color. Iodine destroys the color of azu-

line. In color, it is not quite so fine as chinoline blue, though far supe-

rior to Prussian blue.

[The remarks of Mr. Perkin on the methods of applying coal-tar colors

in the arts of dyeing and calico printing we omit, as all who are inter-

ested in the methods will seek fuller details in the dye-house.

—

Eds.]

Application of Mtrosonaphthaline.—Ii cloth is printed with a thick-

ened solution of a salt of naphthalamine, dried, and then passed through

a solution of nitrate i.f pr.ta»a. niim-.n-iphthaline will rapidly make

its appearance as a reddish-orange color ; but, unfortunately, the color

thus obtained will not well resist the action of soap.

Of the numerous coloring matters of which I have briefly spoken, there

are only four that are at present employed by the dver and printer, namely,

onllinAnmla f.^hein. n i n rinn ,.\A »,.,J -J. , 1

j ,„ .
;

such as the bleu de Pans;

litrophenylene diamine might be used f

good and it stands the action "
"

colors, though very beautiful, are most lugmve. mere uaa v^» —-
—

deavor to introduce the chinoline blue of late; but, although a consider-

able quantity of silk was dyed with it at first, it is now M
because, when exposed to the sun for two or three hours, the dyed siik

becomes bleached. Aniline purple resists the light best. Fuchsine ana

alpha aniline purple soon on cotton. Azuline ana

bleu de Paris are not easily acted upon by light when on silk.

When the coloring matters of coal-tar were first introduced, there was

a great fear that the workmen engaged in their manufacture would sutler

in health. All I can say is that, during the few years I have had to ao

with this branch of manufacture, there has not been a single case

illness among the workmen that has been produced by any operatio

carried on for the production of aniline purple.
,

[Note.-To the reader desirous of consulting a more detailed accoun 1

of " the Coloring Matters derived from Coal-Tar" than is contained m

, Perkin's instructive lecture, we would commend

5 introduced, such as the bleu de ram,

ht be used for silk-dyeing, as its color is

light well. Unfortunately, the chinoline

most fugitive. There has been an en-
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Mn{„i f
.

7 V- 7/ n ii -ul Chem istry—Photograph}/.

! past year in Quesneville'hich have been published ch

tea iurmsn to tne protessea

ctiemist a complete histori pet, but they

also contain detaiJa. Since the very-

completeness of Kopp's memoirs must necessarily preclude the idea of

: rhem to our pages, we would here once for all call attention

to their excellence.]

Blast for Laboratory use.—Dr. H. Sprexgel has devised a com-

>trompe and Maugham's burner which appear to

an abundant
1 of the (

upply of falling water and street gas.

The author specially insists upon an

uth blowpipe, but remarks

• specially insists upon an apparatus intended

that it may be modified s

In fig. 1 the cock
tube/in which it mix

ugh
tube m. The tube / should —^=B=^ a
be from 1 to l£ metres long V»
[lmetre=39-37 inches] and

The conical tip p of the external tube is of platinum foil, but the omer
portions are of glass, including the interior tube which is fastened to the

°ther by means of a cork. Special care is necessary in finishing the tip

«nce the beauty and regular form of the flame depends upon the uniform-

uy of the fine opening.
Am. Jocit Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XXXII, No. 96,-Nov., 1861.
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i formula

of it were ii9ed according as the flame was of moderate size, or the appa-

ratus driven to its utmost capacity.—(Poggendorff's Annalen, cxii, 634).

12. A rapid Collodion.—The "Photographic Notes" publishes the fol-

lowing formula for a collodion ten times more rapid than ordiw

on, which is copied without comment in the Moniteur de la Photographic.

Plain collodion, ... 30 grammes.

Acetate of soda, - 0-250 "

Iodid of cadmium, - - - 0-250 "

This formula we have carefully tried and in our hands it proved abso-

lutely worthless. e. e.

•apid dry process.—Le Moniteur de la Photographie for August

' " Mr. Roman de Wesserling modifying TaupenoCs pro-

cess and giving a dry collodion process as rapid as the wet process.

It is essential to have a gun-cotton which gives a transparent collodion,

and one also which is able to resist the repeated washings. The collodion

must be neutral. The ether ought to be sp. gr. 0-732 and should not

redden litmus paper, even after long immersion.

For landscapes, and copying, a thick collodion is first made as follows—

1*5 gramme gun-cotton.

90 cubic centimeters ether sp. gr. 0-732.

10 " " alcohol 95 per ct.

Of this thick collodion take 40 parts and add
35 parts ether, sp. gr. 0*732.

25 " alcohol 95 per ct. containing

0-250 grammes iodid of ammonium.
0-250 « " cadmium.

For portraits the formula is varied, viz.

—

1 gramme gun-cotton.

90 parts sulph. ether sp. gr. 0-732.

10 " alcohol 95 per ct.

Carefully filter the collodion, then take
50 parts of this thick collodion,

25 " alcohol containing 5 per ct. iodid of cadmium.
10 " " " " bromid of cadmium-



•025 " bromid of

Shortly before exposing the plate it is again sensitized in a batn com-

posed of

—

8 grammes pure nitrate of silver.

8 " glacial acetic acid.

It is afterwards slowly dipped in fresh water and set up in a dark place

After exposure develop by a bath of

—

100 grammes water.

0-5 " pyrogallic acid.

This developing bath should be heated to 120° Fah. Strengthen by

re-development with pyrogallic acid. Fix as usual. a. e.

II. GEOLOGY.

I. On the Taconic System of Dr. Emmons ; by T. Sterry Hint. M.A..

F.R.S.—Dr. Emmons whtoengnged in the survey of a parte *
-

recognized t"

wind, he d.soribed under the name of the Tacon.c system and regarded as

eted by most

i geologists, wh
rocks of Emmons as belonging to the Lower Silurian series. In 1 844 Dr.

Emmons described certain fossils from these rocks,

be new and to distinguish what he called the Ta-

the true paleozoic base. In 1846 Mr. I

Bohemia, beneath the horizon of the hitherto recognized S.lu.

a new and extensive fauna in what he designated the Pnmor

Dr.Emmow consisted besides some

trilobites, of a few sraptolites, mistaken by him for fuco.ds and several

.urposeofdeterrmnation.

Dr. EmmoM this -- ito an upper

b throughout

the whole Appalachian chain. He has described it as composed in

ascending order of, 1. Granular quartz. 2. The Stockbiidge limestone.

3. Magnesian slates. 4. Sparry limestone. 5. Roofing slates (grapto-

, ,,,,.„,, 7. TaoOOlC slates 8 Black slates.

This i« not their apparent order of superposition, hut l»r. K.nmons con-

the whole series has been in KM. In fact

the schistose strata 5, 6, 7 and 8, pass successively beneath the

slates and limestones' which in their turn are overlaid to the east by the
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Green Mountain gneiss. This latter formation Dr. Emmons regards as a

-zoicrock, upon which were successively deposited the members

of the Taconic system, commencing with the quartzite, which forms its

base, and crowned by the black and Taconic slates, which are now, from

an immense overturn, placed at the bottom of the series, while the ancient

gneiss lies at the top. It is hardly necessary to say that this supposition

is wholly unwarranted by the facts. In a paper on American geology

already cited we have shown that the apparent succession of the rocks of

the Quebec group is the true one. The black slates are really at its base

and successively overlaid by the conglomerates, ri

m. Mr. Emmons has fail

error, similar to that of Prof. Nichol with regard to the g
Scottish Highlands, so well refuted by Murchison, Ramsay and

and has con- : ructure of the

Green Mts. to admit" not merely an -<t a complete

overturn of the whole palaeozoic series in question. As to the geological

age of this series, Dr. Emmons maintains that his Taconic system occupies

a position inferior to the Champlain division of the New York system,

and is consequently beneath the Lower Silurian system of Murchison.

As we have i i" the Quebec group show it

to be the palaeontological equivalent of the Calciferous sandrock. The

Stockbridge and sparry limestones, with their accompanying slates (ex-

cepting only 1 and 8,) we conceive to be no other than the Qua
of which they have both the stratigraphical position and the lithological

eliMra' tors. Dr. Emmons has maintained that limestones of the age ot

the Caldferous are found | s, and bai appealed to

this in proof of the antiquity of the whole series, of which he imagined

these slates to form the summit, but inasmuch as these slates are really

older than the Quebec or Calciferous strata, his argument falls to the

ground. Mr. Billings has lately found Conoceplmlites in the red sand-

rock of Highgate, Verm osed to overlie the blacK

slates in quest rdial genus occurs also in the Potsda

sandstone of Lake Champlain, the question arises whether these slates are

palaaontologically distinct from the Potsdam, or are only its deep sea

equivalent, sustaining to the littoral formation of quartzose sandstone

Lake Champlain, the same relation as the great Quebec group does to t

Calciferous sandrock of the New York geologists. Dr. Emmons claim

that the who] to the Potsdam sandstone,

which is tie i i sion, but we have alreaay

shown that the whole of his system, with the probable exception ot
:

t

slates, is of the age of the r..:<-if,-r.,iN ^n.ir.vk, the second member

that division* Unless then these lower black slates contain a fauna fl»

tinct from and older than that of the Potsdam sandstone, there remai

absolutely nothing of the Taconic system which Dr. Emmons piac

below the base of the Champlain division, that is to say, below the low

dam sandstone. If, however, as is probable, these slates contain a la

distinct from the Potsdam, they might be retained under the name or
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Taconic formation, as a lower member of tl >< Primordial Zone, to which
the Potsdam sandstone unquestionably belongs.

These lower slates in Georgia, Vt., have as already remarked, furnished

.bites of primordial type which Mr. James Hall has described

under the name of Olenus Vermontana and Olenus 'Thompson;, though

they are provisionally referred by Barrande to the genu- Paradoridcs. In

the meantime the only trilt in '^
;; - typw*l Poteda«i

sandstone of this region, which il rareh fossiliferoua, is Conocephalites*

Acollection of fossils recently made by Mr. Jani-s Kirhaivl>un in exploring

the Straits of Bellisle for the Geological Survey of Canada, fortunately

of the trilobites described

by Mr. Ball. On the north side of the Straits he found reposing on the

Laurentian rocks a coarse i Luce that

from the Primal sandstone of Pennsylvania. [Jesting up«->ti this, and dip-

ping gently southward, is a limestone in which occur both Olenus Thomp-
soni and 0. Vermontana, with what appears to be an Arionellus, besides

Obolus, Cupulas, and a Iar«re spirally marked coral resembling Zaphren-

tis. These rocks, whi< : Z°n«i ; '"-

others containing the characteristic fossils of the Calciferous

sandrock and the compound graptolites of the Quebec group. These

primordial trilobites then overlie the sandstone with Scolithus, but as we

upon for fixing the geological age of this formation. It is not improba-

ble that the true equivalent of the Conocephalites and Lingula sand-

stones of Lake Champlain will be found in some of the strata above the

Olenus beds of Bellisle.

We have seen that Emmons, guided by a false notion of the age of the

Green Mountain gneiss which led him to"admit an inversion of

series, placed the shales which form a portion of the Primordial

in the second fauna, above the whole Quebec group. On an i

ferent ground, Hall assigned the shale containing Olenus—two species of

^hich genus he described in 184V in the 1st Vol. of the Paleontology of

New York,—to the Hudson group. I >**i Mr-
Hal1

felt himself justified by n

on the fossils of Sweden, Lethcea Suecica, 1837, gives the B

palaeozoic rocks in Sweden as follows in ascending order; 1. lucoidal

8andstone; 2. Orthoceratite limestone; 3. Alum slates with Olenus;

4. Argillaceous slates with graptolites, etc.

The Olenus slates, said

stone, (corresponding to the Trenton,) Mr. Hall unhesitatingly regarded as

the equivalents of the Hudson group, in which Olemis was to be looked

• '^ .
,;>,„. .• : --.... ..i ^

"''
•

'
'

of the second fauna. In reality however ih« order arngu

to the formations of Sweden is false, since the alum slate with Olenns lies

* Mr. Barrande refer, to three species of Dikelloc^halas indicated by Dr.Big.by

:

only to the existence of these species as described byOw
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below, and the graptolitic slate above the orthoceratite limestone. This

error of Hisinger is the more strange since he had long before, as Barrande

shows, indicated the true succession of these rocks, and it is perhaps a mis-

take of the copyist or printer; it is the more to be regretted a- liis

authority had caused it to be adopted by Mr. Hall in America. (Geol. of

Lake Superior, Foster and Whitney, II, pp. 298-318.) The alum slate

with the underlying sandstone reprea imordial zone.

To Dr. Em: ing recognized

for the first tin h are known to belong to the primor-

dial zone, although from incorrect notions of stratigraphy he placed the

slates containing them at the summit of the series of rocks to which he

gave the name of the Taconic system. We have shown that the true

of the Taconic system is the palaeontological equivalent c

OTrer shales with a priraor-

lo not sustain a similar relation to the Potsdam Bai

which case the whole of the Taconic system would be the eq

the two lower groups of the Champlain division. It yet remains to be

seen whether Dr. Emmons can retain from the wreck of his system, the

lower slates as a Taconic formation older than the Potsdam -

Lake Champlain, and subordinate to the Primordial Zone, whose fossils

he was the first to recognize.

2. Contributions to'Paleontology, being Descriptions of New Species

of Fossils from the Upp< i i and Clu-muiig Cn-nps.

Albany. August and September, 1861. 8vo. pp. 84.—We have received

!>aper at to... late an hour for critical notice in our present

issue. It is, as the Author -tales i„ a p,vfat<.r\ n •t". " \

of Appendix C of the Fourteenth Annual Report of the Regents of the

State Cabinet, published July, 1861, and contains descriptions of new

species of Gasteropoda, Cephalopoda and Ciwstacba, with notices ot

some of the Bp< ae strata."
M The first twenty-four

|

ted in August,

and the remaining portion is published in September according to the

imprint at the bottom of each page. The entire paper, with

will be republished in the Fifteenth Annual Report of the ft

State Cabinet; and the Author will endeavor to I

receive the accompanying pages, with a copy of the illustrations when

published." James Hall.

Albany, Sept., 1861.

This is as it should be. The criticisms we took the liberty to make

on the Thirteenth Annual Report and its Palawntological
-

(see this Join,
I

Jl xxxi, p -".-i. wen based .pun tin want ot |i —
.:,.!..,. It will be satisfactory

discuss the contents of Prof. UaiiV memoir, a> well a> th

Report of the Regents of State Cabinet. The first twenty p
' \ich, form as above stated a part of Prof. Halls ton-

•V



III. ZOOLOGY.

1. Synopsis of a Course of Lectures given at the Museum of Natural
History (Paris), in 1850; by M. Isidore Geoffkov Saint-Hilaire.*

[The follow J. by no means new, will be n.-ad with
interest at the present tin discussions on
the origin of species, especially as it is not generally accessible to Ameri-
can students.]

I. On the Animal Series, and the Parallellic Classification.

(1.) The various zoological types may be reduced to a serial or pro-
gressive order.

(2.) The principle of coordination of the series resides essentially, not
as was vaguely said before the time of Lamarck in the greater or less

perfection or complication of organization, but in its di>;

ion and centralization, which are at the maximum at* one ex-

Thus, at the top, the beings whose apparatus, organs, and tissues are

the most diversified, whose functions are the most specialized, whose or-

he bottom, the beings whose compo-
sition is the most homogeneous, in whom the functions are the most com-
pletely confounded, and the life, in some sort diffused.

(3.) In the animal series, sometimes the terms succeed each other at

very close intervals, occasionally even, without sensible interval ; some-
times two consecutive series remain at a great distance from each other.

The series is then neither regular nor continuous.

(4.) Neither is it simple. Often, and even most usually, it is double,

triple, or more complex still, successions of terms manifestly analogous
being found in two or several groups otherwise distinct. These succes-

sions of analogous, or as they would be better called, homologous terms
in different groups, are what we have named parallel series.

(5.) Hence arise doubi m portent to know and to

express. Great attention has always been paid to the affinities which
s the varied types comprised in the same group; the knowledg

nal conception of the series

jether the homologous types e in diffei

i rational conception of

(6.) This expression, it has seemed to us, can be given by the new
system of classification, known as the parallellic classification, or classifi-

cation by parallel series, which is on the whole, but a very simple im-

provement on the system usually employed.

Suppose a group n, comprising several secondary types which w<; dial]

designate by the letters A, B, C, D, K
Suppose another group iV, holding the relatio

«ave just indicated, that is to say, of which

homologous to the preceding. We shall call them, to e

the continued difference and the homology, a, b, c, d, e.

Suppose a third group n, giving similarly a, b, c, d, e

giving A, B, C, D, E, and so on.
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It is manifest that

between all these ten

of each series, A, B,
intercalation of any :

terms of the various

to each other. The
by the following com

the expression of the multiplied relations, existing

ms will be obtained, if on the one hand, the terms

C, &c, a, b, c, &c, follow each other without the

Foreign term ; and on the other, if the homologous

series, A, a, a, B, b, b, &c, are placed in apposition

bination, simple enough to be seized at a glance

:

(7.) There exist, so to speak, parallelisms of all degrees. The species

of one and the same genus, the genera of one and the same family, often

I Beriea; it is sometimes thus (to go no high'

classes of the same branch. The word type, just now employed, may

then receive any given value, provided that by group is understood a

division of the degree immediately superior.

The parol' ,. been, for eighteen years, (in 1850)

uthors to the greater part of the branches of Zool-

Feratology and Botany.

II. Summary of lessons on the question of species.

(1.) The characters of species are not absolutely fixed, as many have

leas indefinitely varied, as others have maintained. They are

fixed for each species, so long as it is perpetuated in the midst of the

same circumstances. They become modified if the surrounding circum-

(2.) In the latter case, the new characters of the species _ are, so to

speak, the resultant of two contrary forces ; the one modifying,

influence of the new surrounding circumstances ; the other i

of the type, is the hereditary tendency to reproduce the same characters

from generation to generation.

In order that the modifying influence should predominate, in a very

marked manner, over the conservative tendency, it is necessary then that a

species should pass from the circumstances in the midst of which it was

living, into a new and very different totality of circumstances ;
that it

should change, as has been said, its surrounding world.

(3.) Hence the very narrow limits of the variations observed amongst

Hence also the extreme variability of domestic animals.

(4.) Amongst the former, species remain generally in the places ana

on where they are established, or remove from them as little

as possible ; for their organization is in harmony with these places an

tvith other surrounding cir-

reater simplicity we have here supposed the four series equally e^^L'
it gaps. In reality it is scarcely ever so. For example, there ungM

-o. The series are not the less manifestly parallel, only,

i without homologues.



length, the necessary consequence of the multiplication »f in

I-»l " ii nls Vv h< m . - -u, , i ill; ,
•'. mils o II . _• v u d

ot regimen and even of habits,

correspond races characterized by i

:< :s, in proportion and forr

(These races have been arbitrarily considered,
ctits, sometimes a-- distinct species).

(6.) Among domestic animals, the causes of variation are much more
numerous and more potent. In a long series of experim
though undertaken with a merely practical object, have no small theo-

retic importance, species of various classes, to the number of about
forty, have been constrained, by the intervention of man, to quit sav-

•ge life, and bend to very different habits, regimen and climates. The
effects obtained have been in proportion to the causes; there have been

formed a multitude of very distinct races ; amongst them several offer

characters equal in value to those by which genera are commonly dif-

ferentiated.

(7.) The return of many of the domestic races to the wild condition

has taken place on various points of the globe : thence, a second seri. s

of experiments inverse to the preceding, and furnishing the con

.
- an- replaced in the cireumMaiices in the midst of

*Wen their wild ancestors existed, their descendants, after some genera-

tions, resume the characters of the latter. They only assume analogous

characters if they are restored to savage life under conditions analogous,

but not identical.

(8.) To resume: the observation of wild animals already demonstrates

the limited variability of species.

The experiments on wild animals domesticated, and on domestic ani-

mals return-
I

D, demonstrate it more clearly still.

, that the differences produced

and improbable hypotheses.

(10.) It is thus with the fundamental question of anthropology. Th
common origin of the various human races is rationally admissible in th

Point of view of variability, and in this point of view alone. In order t

Ax. Jocr. Sci.-Sf.con- i) Sekies, Yci.. XXXII, No. f'6.-Xov., 18(51.
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idtnit it witli us, the partisans of fixity have been forced to conclude

(11.) In paleontology, to the theory of limited variability corresponds

-
'

fi\itv. two hypotheses •

; improbable, that of succes-

sive creations and that called translation.

According to the hypothesis of filiation, the existing animals are

i

cal epoch. Wo may, for example, seek the ancestors of our elephants,

•- amount the elephants, rhinoceroses and croc-

odiles of which [>a! i ut l< _\ has sh >\xn us tin a * liluvian existence.

This hypothesis has |„ en" i ejected as irreconcilable with the fixity of

iieir modem analogues. To the simple explanation of these

tee, from one geological period to an-

' 'a hyp ^, has been preferred the hypothesis of

recently, that of translation. To

ese two hypotheses agree in admit-me the example esea agree i

the complete extinction of the ancient species of elephants, rhinoce-

5 and crocodiles ; but the first replaces them by the elephants, rhinoc-

tion ; the second, by the actual species,

other point of the globe which had remained unknown. Of these thre

hypotheses, that which springs from the theory of variability is incontes

tably the most simple and least conjectural. For this reason, it may al

ready be presented as the most probable.

(12.) But it has not alone this advantage over the others.

It can be, and is even now, verified in its application to various partic

(13.) Moreover, it is confirmed by various considerations in presence o

which it seems difficult to maintain the other two hypotheses. Withon

insisting on that of successive creations, we shall confine ourselves to pis

cing here in opposition, in two of their consequences, the hypothesis o

(14.) According to the first, the existing animals should be descended

from animals merely analogous ; according to the second, from animals

similar to themselves. Now the p*
ileum, at alt periods also, of the same

ta rrouoj i i n g •
• odmissible.

(15.) In ti . the number of sped-
. .

:

each revolution, there has been an extinction of a portion of

those which remain must has,- undergone modifications, van

to circumstances and which nun/ ha\ icpiiivd the vaiue a

. sclera. In the opposite hypothesis, at ea I

poni„n of the species disappears; the others remain what they were-

thes u disp „ o, lot will ,ut underg..ii.u o,_

», the number of animal and vegeta^

species must have gone on constantly decreasing ; there would be a f
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gressive dimi, o of the globe: the two hundred and
sixty thousand animal and vegetable species which, according to the

most recent estimations, now cover * rth, would be
but the wrecks of a creation ist times.

Such is the consequence to which tl fixity Mid

iturallj lead: ea m u wtu it purees with the

notions that we possess on the ancient condition of the globe.

(16.) The substitution of the theory of limited va nubility for the

hypothesis of absolute fixity renders necessary a new definition of species.

To approach as nearly as possible the definitions nio-t in use, and for

the moment, considering only the existing order of tilings, we shall say :

<

combination of distinctive features, the :
''' natikal,

Regular and i mi I'lMii / '.'" existing order of things.

The pos-ibil \
•

.
- i! < ti ; tl natuni nd i> gul u ti m-mi>s < n,

nd permanence equal to those of the present condition of the

globe—such are the three essential elements of this definition of species.

transmit their characters, always mixed. Hybrid nices are nct pVopa-

gated with the constancy and regularity observed ii

die out, or return by the effect of crossing, to one of 'tie. tu Z .';..;

they sprung. The transmission is then neither rtguU indefinite.

Dome'stic races approach much more nearly to spec i

ich are very ancient, and which have tin is ao
,

:i L"v:,
.

t

fivity, the

as durable as the existing order of things, mly by the in-

i of man, which is necessary t) maintain tl

create them. The transmission is not then natural.

2. On some Objects of Natural Historyfrom the Collect 'Mr. Du
by Prof. Owen.—Prof. Owen's first knowle* :ooloe;ical

was derived from a letter sent bv Mr. Du CI .
(Gaboon,

ISoO, and received in the British Mu-eum
"Inch Ml the •

u'gena, fcooloo- oschiegombovie

lected, ofl:'ering them for sale, with other varieties, to I

Pi -.f. o» en replied, recommending the transmission

)r inspection, with which recommendation > lr. 1). i Chaillu eom-

Ihfetoiy, from which be permitted seieetio

ie adult male and female of the yom.ir of the v oorilla.

ample evidence ..f the true coloration ot t he species. In the

male, the

upon the back. The prevalent grey color .'Vr'-d UCed'' l!v'au!^

lis. The

dark fusecms color gradually prevails as the bail exteiids d(>WD 1 he leg to

* We have eiven nroofs of this that cannot be refuted, b two tulles

the indicat , H1 i Ui .
, tlJ ivbrid ilaaimifers and Birds, and to thei r pro.*"*
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v upon the back. The scanty hair of the cheeks and chin is

dark ; the pigment of the naked skin of the face is black. The breast is

almost naked, and the hair is worn >h"ii or partially rubbed off across the

back, over the upper border of the iliac bones, in consequence, as it

npp. ars, of tiro !ial>i: ascribed by Mr. Du < 'haillu to the great male gorilla

I
at the foot of a tree, realm

j

• trunk. The

skin of the great male gorilla, at na

two opposite wounds,—the smaller in front on the left side of the chest,

the larger close to the lower part of the right blade-bone. Two of the

ribs in the skeleton of this de near where

the charge had passed through lie: skin in it-

marks eom-nomi wi-h tit.- account of the slaughter of the uj

given by Mr. I'u (haillu. Prof. Owen proceeded to describe the color of

•..-•,,:-.,_ ,..;'.'.

tciid.a. \|t dm haillu ton,,u- it a-, w«.J-mmped variety. In the young

. 7 in. in the length of the head and

trunk, and J I inches a- • -W with a

wen .u.-.-.i • skuli-«»u. * of redoi-h o.uucl hair. The back part of the

head behind the ears, the temples and chin are clothed with that mixture

of fuscous bro a a varying depth of tint

the trunk, arms and thighs. The naked part of the skin of the face ap-

pears to have been black, or of a very dark leaden color; a few scattered

borders the upper lip, the whole of the lower lip and sides of the head

are covered wi m eoli -r. The rich series

of skulls and skeletons brought home by Mr. Du Chaillu illustrate some

most important phases of dentition. These phases were specified by Prot.

Owen at length. The deeid is or milk dentuiou, it wasV
in the youngest specimen of the goril to those of the

ild, but an interspace equal to half the breadth of the outer

descends nearly two lin itiguous milk molar. Ihe

deciduous molars differed from those of the human child in the more

..f i .•• tii-t, an.i mm n lui-r-r */.>• of the -<> ond. The den-

•
'!: \; __ _ .-:..- -.

,
-

'
;

:

'

:

'

human child between the eighth and tenth year-

;

is shown in the complete placing of the true nsiol ir,

series i< incomplete.
'

It was worthy of remark, ai-o, that in both speci-

mens examined the premolars of the upper jaw had preceded those ot U

lower iaw, and that the bind premolar has come into place

front one. In the later de
opment of the second molars of the second dent;

like the chimpanzee and the orangs, from the
:' : ,: ., . - .

-- ...
.

.',•;
;

.

.._'•
the lower race, of m ink nd is i ire.

*
Prof. » >w. n a\ i 1

liimself ot t

n the case of the male and female dwarf Earthmen no
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South Africa, exhibited in London. He found dentition at the phase
of the age of from seven to nine in the English child; other

. this evidence of immaturity. The children were
dressed and exhibited as adults. Both showed the ss

development of canines and premolars which obtataa

remarked that this species accords specifically in its osteological and
It is stated by Mr. Du

Chaillu to be distinguished by the natives of Camma as the nsehiegom-
bovie from the common chimpanzee (Troglodytes niger), called by them

, . From the character of the skins of the male and female
specimens of this species brought by Mr. Du Chaillu to London, Prof.
Owen would have deduced evidence of a distinct and well-defined variety

ence occurs in the -titt- in.-n;> <>t travellers an.! "ther- with reference to

the height of the great African ape. Bowdich, the first traveler by a bom
n was mentioned, under the name of Ingena, states it, on the authority
of the natives of the Gaboon, to be generally five feet high ; but, in some

tices, it has been asserted to reach the height of six feet two
UX&es; and the specimen exhibited at the meeting of German natural-
ly at \ ienna is said, on good authority, t<« have measured more than six

<eet in height. The measurement of a stuffed skin without bones is

delusive, depending as it does, firstly on the mode in which
'he skin has been origiually prepared, and, secondly, on the extent to

which the artist may be disposed to stretcli it. Such measurements are
not to be relied on unless they are in accordance with those of the bony
skeleton; and it. ih"ivi'..iv. .n-.uried to me that it would be desirable to

long bones of the limbs of the differ.

n

the British Museum, the osseous structure giving the only eerta

Bix in Dumber, viz: I. A skeleton, obtained from Paris by
Prof. Owen, and mounted in the best French manner. 2, 3, 4. Skele-

tons of male, Mr. Du Chaillu. 5. A
skeleton of a n -tol, of which we have also the stuffed

skin. 6. An imperfect skeleton, purchased from M. Parzudaki, of Paris.

Ullllllllll

oung male, from the specimen purchased

. :.laki, - - -

;;;; mm

9*1.

.

10,

n

bones of each of t
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They were taken by Mr. Gerard with a tape
(]!.arters of inches only, but are quite sufficient for a comparison between

»c ual height o the animal. As the largest of these (viz., the Paris

st. cimen. photographed for the Trustees of the British Museum by Mr.

Fentou) *tan i- rive feet two indies in height, we at. justified in conclud-

ing that to be in ail probability the extreme natural height of the full

grown animal.

—

Alhenceum, Sept. 14, p. 348.

4. Cambridge Museum of Compa, I
-tbors of Prof.

Agassiz and I I Mawaefe*
setts in establishing the new Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cam-

bride, have found an appreciative eulogist in Prof. Owen in his recent

ntiorrt to the London Athenaeum, on the importance of estab-

lishing ii ! -
' Ion i nationa imiM-um of Natural History. Prof. Owen

it id >t in ited tin n i i, ii-t.-d ft. i -n. h a mus uni as li

with a foret a-f of thirt\ years accessions, to he not less than five acres of

area is the same allotted at Cambridge to our new museum. W« bid

it at present. Prof. Agassiz in a late letter -ays, " [ am now

perfecting the internal arrangement of the col!.

outgrow my strength. We want an addition to the present building

tt, hi more than half the specimens on hand are not yet

exhibited."

IV. ASTRONOMY AND METEOROLOGY.

1. Discovery of the list Asteroid.—August 13, 1861, about ll h
,
M.

Luther at Bill bioh appeared

as a star of the 11th magnitude, making the nnmi.er of -

known 71. Its daily motion was _ i»j' in Right Ascension, and +2' m
1 "eeiination. It was observed at Bonn on the 15th, and at Mannheim on

the 1.7th of August. This planet has been named Niobe.

2. Re-discovery of Pseudo-Daphne.— August 27, 1861, M. Gold-

schmidt of Paris re-discovered the plane) which he disco'-

1857, and whi . tme of Pseudo-Daphne. 1

of this planet is verv remarkable. On the 22d of May, 1856, M. Gold-

schm.d of Pari-. o-e..vered a new planet of the 11th or V-

tude. He observed it again on the 25th, but on neithei i- • » " ; '"
''

the^lVSVasoblereJd atMaretdUes; lt

&

las observe 1 at l'.erl n. fun. 1.

2, and 3d, and it wa> ob-end at V;,,.,,,,, .!,„„. 2d ami 4ih.

beintr now unite faint and difficult to ob-erve, was no longer follow e.l; - l

|

,ble observations only embrace an interval ot four da>j*. '' !il

the arc described in this interval was but little more than

From this small arc it was required to detluce the elements and compute

! the best orbit he was

able from these observations, and published an epic

ing opposition. Anticipa finding the planet, tne

astronomers
i .. \ ienna, Altona and Bilk agreea

upon a joint search, each observer selecting a portion of the heaven

which he would specially explore.
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Sept. 9th, 1857, M. Goldschmidt of Paris announced that he had re-

discovered Daphne, only about two degrees from the pla© -

the elements of Pape. The planet was afterwards observed at Milk,

Leyden, Bonn ,

!

Sept. 30th.
On computing the orbit from the observations of 1857. it was found that

;
materially from thos., which M. I'a|>e had ob-

tained; and indeed these new elements would nut r«|.r.-s.-iit the places of
Daphne in 1856, within more than 12 d j.i- -. Thi- discrepancy was
first announced by M. Schubert, in Sept. 1858 ; and he of course concluded
that the planet discovered by Goldschmidt Sept. 9th, 1857, and which

j-Daphm
M. Luther !i of the orbit of Pseudo-

Daphne, and published an ephemeris for the next opposition in December,
1858, but the planet teas not found.

t

M. Luther planet's place for the succeeding oppo-
sition in March, 1860; bur as, on its brightness

should be only one-fourth of its brightness in Sept 18*7, there was not

much encouragement to prosecute the search, and the planet was not

seen in 1860. He however remarked that at the next opposition in Au-
gust, 1861, the planet should appear of the 10.11th magnitude, or

1 in 1857 , and he accordingly published an ephem-
eris to guide astronomers in their search for it. The planet was discov-

ered by M. Goldschmidt Aug. 27th, 1861,

in R. A. 2Ub 25m 5 s Dec. —6° 48' 5".

Its place according to the elements of Luther should have been

in R. A. 21h 2™ 12« Dec. -4° 49'-5.

The observed place therefore differed from the computed place

in R. A. 36™ 16 s Dec. 2° 0'.

or about ten degrees in arc. This error is not very great, when it is con-

sidered that the planet's place was computed from an arc of less than

four degrees, described four years previous. It is presumed that Pseudo-

II not again escape from th Bomers; but

Daphne seems entirely 1 st. and can only le re-d -covered by the same

systematic Bean h .-red in 1856.

3. Comet H, 1861. (Continued from p. 165).—Captain Earle of the

ship Jireh 8* comet was seen from the ship in lat.

34° 19' S. long. 179° 55' E. on the 18th of May.

On the 25th the tail was 10° long, and on the 26th 15° with a slight

curve, the round side being presented to the N.E. Time 5 h 1

hi. 50° 43' S. long. 163° 8' W.
Director of t

From the Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 1324, we learn that the

corner u;hs,vn a? tie- < m.m-i-\at..r\ «>f Svln-y. N-w > .nth Wales, on the

1;*rh "f May. On the 27th of May the cornet was but just visible to the

naked eye. On the 8th of June, "it was very conspicuous to the naked

_eye, being equal to a star of the fourth magnitude. It continued to

and on the 21st of June, the tail subtended an angle
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give additional abstracts of Dir

oric subjects and intend to publish in the January number ><t this Journal

a more complete account on the nature of meteorites by the same author.

The following additions and explanations to the abstracts already pub-

lished in this volume, p. 135, are given in a letter of Direct'

to Dr. Genth, dated Dornbach, in.-nr \ k-nii:!, -kiiy 31st, 1861.

" The stone of Pegu [(51 page 143], is no other than

MM Bfttteia in . 1857, page 1

"

tional notices I cor
'

Quenggouk and Dhurmsala.' But there is

weighing 1 ft | lotl ites, quite entire, just

which it had fallen. This specimen was only
|

pears I was mistak- -

'

communication I

-••
face of aerolites is alw adverted to in one of my papers

—read July 5th, 1860, II, Eil lien, namenthch

sveld, New Concord, /'.
. us related to that of

pen to burst at the point 0, the
course, it may indeed have a thin c:

rle point only, but with several fits or starts as

,
or when either particles by scaling off or a stoi

also a sufficient degree of velocity, though already near

' -' '
'... ,,:., • -

With the kindest regards and many thanks again, ever most truly yours,
B y K

\Vm II up;-
y

. '.;gu meteor. At first it was'not quite clear, where the <-!

;: - '

'

. ..
'

'

•
.-.

•

'' •
^

-.
r.---.. :,

,

' !

,•

'

.

deed much more natural and probable. Mr. Oldham intended to bav
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1. Meteors resembling that remarkable one, observed on July 20tb,

I860,* over a space of more than 1000 miles, from Lake Michigan to

Long Island, are of rare occurrence. Notice of an analogous one was

given by Dir. W. Haidinger at the meeting of the Imperial Acad, at

Vienna of February 7th, 1861.

This was observed by Dr. Gustave Tschermak, immediately after sun-

:
!

, o'clock, some evening in August, 1848 or 1849 at Littau,

N.W. of Olmiitz, in Moravia, as two fireballs or rather distinctly pear-

shaped mete iancy, the first about three times as

large as the area of the moon and larger than the second. He observed

t ,; „f .!...ut ll
3

in \\>.\\.. :ii'.\ '- t > ards S.W. and

disappearing at about 5° above the horizon behind a little house. The

phenomenon lasted about 15 seconds ; no sound was heard.

Several analogous phenomena are mentioned in Chladni's work, " Ueber

re."

Before the year 1800 only two, and these, not very accurate accounts

are recorded, the first of five fireballs, which are said to have fallen a few

days after the 30th of November or (according to others) on t

December, 1642, between Gran and Ofen ; the second was noticed by the

Due de Guise,f who saw on the 8th of January, 1648, one fire-ball sepa-

rate into three parts, which afterwards re-united.

Hardly belonging to this class are the two small fireballs, about twice

as large as Venus, which were observed in the middle of August, 1800, at

9 p. U. near Halle, moving in a southwesterly direction, because the sec-

ond appeared five minutes after the first, corresponding in the orbit of the

earth to a distance of 6000 miles.

The phenomenon of April 15th, 1804, at 9f p. m., shows more analogy

with the case of July 20, 1861. Luminous points followed this (1804)

meteor moving somewhat downwards from S. to N. ;
another was ob-

served at Gottingen, Sept, 16th, 1815, after 9 p.m. where eight or ten

smaller ones followed a fireball in the same direction

Still greater similarity was shown by the bri l.ant fireball of July 17th

1818, between 9 and 10 p. m., as seen at Montpelher, Vermont.* A
pear-shaped ball of the size of full moon with its broader end towards

baring the appearance of a solid body, and immediately fol-

lowed by two smaller fireballs. ..«#«««
Ara^roS gives in his list a phenomenon, the fireball of Colhc

of East Pyrenees of February 21-* 1 °

* Thig Jour [""1 vol. xxx, 293.

t Memoiresdu Duo ,1 • uu - M - I
•
?*™.^ P- 32

.

3
, cn

t Journal of Science of Roy. Inst. Lon.l. Xn. si vol v, jyo

§ Populare A8tronomie, herausgegeben von Dr. W. G. Hankel, II

Am. Jour. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XXXII, No. 96.-Nov., 1
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ous balls, almost touching each other and
S.W. Also another one* of Aug. 12th, 185C
vier Gravier consisted of small balls.

2. At the same meeting Dir. W. Haidinger gives some details of the

fall of the meteoric stones of Parnallee, near Madura in Hindostan, of

which the smaller piece is in possession of the Western Reserve College

at Hudson, Ohio, containing according to the analysis of Dr. Cassels

(this vol., p. 402), 3 per cent of metallic iron and 17 per cent of nickel.

Mr. H. S. Taylor, chief of the American mission at Madura, gave in the

transactions of the Geographical Society at Bombay in 1857, the first

notice of the fall of two very large stones, one of 37 lbs, the other four times

that weight. The larger stone is in the Madras museum, the smaller has

been sent to Hudson, Ohio.

According to the report of Mr. Taylor, these stones fell a little S.E. of the

village of Parnallee, 9° 14' N. lat., and 78° 21' E. of Greenwich, the larger

a few seconds before the smaller and two to three miles north of it. From

the direction of the hole, which they produced by their fall, they came

from about N. 10° W., making with the perpendicular an angle of from

15° to 20°, the small one almost perpendicularly. The most rounded

convex part, in which the centre of gravity lay,' was lowermost in the

earth. The larger mass penetrated the ground two feet five inches, the

smaller two feet eight inches; the latter has not the appearance of being

a fragment of the former.

According to Taylor the smaller stone has a spec. grav. of 3'3, a little

higher, if soaked in water. (See Dr. Cassel's results.)

After having been wetted the larger piece showed a crack, which after-

wards, perhaps l.v ...wdatimi, increased in size.

Up; fall was accompanied by two terrible reports, resembling thunder

claps. They were heard at Tuticorin on the coast of the Gulf of Manaar,

40 miles south, aci v.-rv \„i»\ at Madura, hi mi!- distant. Although

several persons stood in the neighborhood, where the fall took place, nei-

ther of the 81 ; a cloud of dust rose from where they

struck. Their shape is compared with cannon-balls of large calibre,

round, although somewhat irregular, with a black smoky crust, the inte-

rior resembling granite with particles of iron.
f

3. For about seven years it has been known that several huge masses o

iron existed near Western -Port, southeast of Melbourne, in Australia, tfteir

meteoric origin however, was first suggested by Mr. FitzgibboD. bevera

data relating to them obtained from a letter of G. Neumayer, Director oi

u Observatory to Prof, von Hochstetter, were communicated

at the meeting , lemy of Vienna of April 18th, 18bi,

by Director W. Haidinger.

The larger mass weighs from five to six tons, the other ah« '

Thfiv arA rvwprprl -aritl. a ™,c+ nf tho „•..!! L-,„.vvn «- »n>t i tution, in WDlcn
> covered with a crust of the well known

t wanting. The relativi

s is X. 20° K , and they are about three and a half miles apart-

th masses lie near the surface, so deep that only their tops project

i the ground. The tertiary sandstone, occurring at Broughton,

bund there and basalt at the*depth of from 12 to 15 feet just »
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on the coast at Western-Port. The small block lies in 38° 8', the larger

in 38° 11' S. (about 145° 15' E. of Greenwich), the first 107 feet, the

second 127 feet above tidewater.

The masses showed no polarity, except that resulting from the earth's

magnetism. The lower end of both pieces was a strong south pole, the

upper a strong north pole; the longitudinal axis of the large piece, which

is about five feet long, lies exactly in the magnetic meridian of the lo-

cality. It is the intention to bring the smaller mass to Melbourne.

4. On the occasion of the departure of Theodore von Heughn to his

travels in Africa, Dir. W. Haidinger made s

ma in-.-'

irons, whether recent or of former periods.

The observations are to be noted with as much accuracy as possible

upon tables, on which hemioramas
are prepared after the manner of

Mercator's projection. The an-

nexed sketch for example, repre- 6

sents a fireball, A, which appears

at N.N.E. at an altitude of 70°, 3

and goes down in a straight 1

3
S.E. The following points H

sidei '•

(I.) The exact geographical situation ; the situation

constellations is not necessary, because that always can be f<

geographical position and the time.

(2.) Statement of time— hour, day, month and year.

(3.\ Size compared with that of the full moon.

(4.) Form, whether round, pear-shaped, and in what dire

(5.) It is very important to notice, whether the meteor 1

as a star, constantly increasing in size.

(6.) Duration of the phenomenon.

(7.) Whether it disappears like a star or in its full size, w

(8.J
Colors.

(9.) Phenomena of sound.

(10.) Circumstances connected with the fall 1

(11.) Whether the material consists of iron f other sub-

(12.) Whether the fallen body is glowing or hot, or warm, perhaps

farm on the surface, whilst cold inside.
cllwon™« •

It is of the greatest importance to collect ai

ut since iron-masses are often very large and h .i\y. jugm-n.* -

* taken, with careful drawings and measurements ot the whole mass.

L 861.—On Friday, Oct. 4, 1861, at

1 seen at New Haven, shooting over-

long bright track, from (y^nus to

ast 120 seconds, slowly assuming a

4 Litchfield, Conn., with like appear-
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[Eemakk.—The following paper by Prof. Twining was re-

ceived too late to find its proper place among the original

memoirs. But as it contains suggestions of much importance
applicable to the succeeding return of the ISTovember meteoric

shower, it seems proper to publish it without delay.—Eds.]

Upon every occurrence of the August meteors, which I ha
with critical attention, ray observations have been directed especially to

the position of the " Radiant." Of the conclusions arrived at there are

two of special interest :

—

First ; The position ©f the radiant is probably capable of a far more

exact determination than is ordinarily supposed, or than could have been

Second; The radiant is apparently subject to a motion of several de-

grees from day to day, and one which exhibits some remarkable points

of agreement in the comparison of one year's positions with those of

other years.

The accompanying fragmentary plane chart will illustrate these con-

clusions in del a of declination and right

ascension, with the position '
-i

;".« -tar—all taken graphically from

the North Polar Star Chart of the British Society for the Diffusion of

Useful Knowledge. My observed positions of the radiant are also given

by a minute circular disc, together with the vear and the day of the

month for each position. I have also distinguished the positions ot

each year considered as a series or group by tracing a fine line consecu-

tiv.-k from position to position. By this grouping of the observations

into distinct series, the eye will at nwo .iM-ern the correspondence, or

want of correspondence, in the position and motions of the several years.

It should be observed that the positions were determined in different

localities in different years. The observations of 1855 were made at New

Haven, those of 1858 at Cleveland, Ohio; that of 1859 at Boston, and

those of 1861 again at New Haven. Whether this variation of locali-

ties has varied the groups or series compared with the same as they

would have been seen from one and the same point of observation, is a

question which I am inclined to answer in the negative, but not witfi

entire confidence. Undoubtedly parallels and meridians and the time

of day will affect the radiant positions unless the primary relative velo-

city of the meteors and the earth is so great as to make that deviation

of orbit which is consequent upon the earth's attraction not a large one.

The times of day were not always the same for the positions in tfi

chart; but they were ah. t half an hour earlier o

three hours later than the" initial instant ot'tn

applied to the position. Thus a position taken on the 10th may na^e

been as early al lU r. m. of the 9th or as late as 3 a. m. of the 10th,

—more frequently the latter than the former.
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I confess to an apprehension lest the above positions should be sus-

pected of having undergone some sort of empirical accommodation to

bring them into correspondence. It is a fact however that my memory

always dropped the results as soon as recorded, and the record was not

at hand for consultation from year to year. Moreover, some ot the

series exhibit erratic changes which neither judgment nor imagination

could be tempted to originate. I remark, in passing, that the positions

were always determined by employing the br-

and, although the charts were modern, their epoch may

among themselves a little—say not to exceed half a degre,

It is very clear that many of the meteors whi

"conformable" do not describe a flight that can be traced back exactl

to the radiant. It is also true that the "non-conformable meteos

often appear, in small numbers-three to five—to have a coi

of divergence in some quite distant locality of t!

—it may be asked—is this "radiant" whose position can be marked so

definitely. I reply—it is not a point of exact apparent divergence of all

the conformable meteors, but it i> su ha >• ml tor the great mass 01

n udjre: ana it is also, unde
- J - -'• whi.-h th

3 conformable

assemblage of them, K
the same visual limi

it is

1 pro their'lines or directions. The process by

1 . • — — tVio frtllnmy own case, the following.

e to seven—determine the locality ru Ifly.

attention primarily upon this locality we are soon supplied

:
'

be traced and kept in mind. It may be that I

laterally by other nearly parallel flights. We next look with interest

other flights .-.
' a large angle

;
i

when a few such are obtained they limit our area to a narrow cem

space subject only to slight shifting* one way or another according

judgment continually and rigidly exercised m view ot the success
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flights which can be brought into comparison with it. These flights

Should D .i.t from the central area. In fact the

very abbrtviatt t he radiant are

of special value in the determination or the verification. Occasionally,

indeed, a meteor will show itself stationary in the very radiant itself.

In the year 1855 on the night of Aug. 10th such a stationary meteor ap-

peared and all Reared in the spot to which my sight

^s; l s direct. '1—with a pe< ufiar en", ct, as if a new fixed star had suddenly

begun its existence and as suddenly ended it. Not many minutes after

a second came and went with a like singular and bewildering effect;

and while I was in the act of pointing out its exact position to a fellow

observer (Mr. Francis Bradley) a third drew from us both a simultaneous

remarkable
which there were so many chances, and against the repetitioi

in such a brief space the chances were so many millions of millions,

satisfied me that multitudes of undiscovered meteors were in play over

us, but for some reason not seen except when their flight was directed

exactly to the observer. If this was the fact a telescope truly pointed

to the radiant would have discovered yet more stationary pointed!

brightness. Such an attempt if successfully made and ascertained to be

ordinarily practicable, would realize this remarkable advanl
- .-'• -•_-.•

-
• ' ""

"
- '

^ j the telescopes of graduated i

r might be defined with certainty, and with some rude a

least, to astronomical accuracy. For although varieties of direction

' there may be a preponderating number so near!;

as to exhibit a point of great and sudden concentration—like the image

of a star by a chromatic lens. I am not aware that any of the few-

telescopic researches hitherto made have been directed to such a study

of the radiant.

The simple method above explained appears to me more accurate for

a determination of ti
i he to map down every

flight in course as it occurs,—because of the unavoidable errors in

1 arcual distant - from the -tars of reference—a very serious

flights, but one which does not at

i the directions traced back by the mind at the moment

of the flight. But, for other purposes, the mapping is indispensable to

completeness of observation and record. -

For any considerable advance upon our present knowledge of meteors

and meteoric rings, we are clearly dependent upon accurate, systematic

and concerted observations. The enumeration of flights both conformable

and unconformable, is very important ;* but the three elements of radi-

ant position, changr* i„ 'its position, and of the meteors
1 velocity, are

obvi..;id\ ..f .•:.-m.'!!f-tr\ mi j.rimarv im^-rsance, because those deter-

mine the plane, the figure and the magnitude of the ring. Even a

casual observation of the principal meteor of the last periodic «»P,a

^
made coincid it concert—by Mr. E. C. Hernck an

the writer at New Haven, and by Mr. Benj. V. Marsh at Burlington,

New Jersey, has seemed decisive, upon even the rudest attention, ma*

* My own enumeration for August last, having been referred to among those

reported bv M, re given. The
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the meteors of November and the meteors of August are independent

and distinct in their origin or source. Still beyond this, an accurate

discussion of the observations may even develop and determine within

near limits the actual conditions of the great meteoric ring of August.

But this need not be pursued here ; for, happily, this discussion has

been undertaken by Prof. H. A. Newton of Yale College, whose results,

if they appear, will doubtless test conclusively the correctness of these

opinions. But the four elements above referred to—including numbers

—do not exhaust the desiderata ; among which may here be instanced

the absolute height of the upper and lower extremities of the meteors'

paths,—their specific phenomena of combustion and dissipation,—and

their irregularities, intermissions, or rebounds, as well as explosions.

The circumstance that upon certain definite days in August of each year,

and in November of many years, observers will surely be rewarded with

abundant opportunities and subjects for their attention is, of itself, one

inestimable encouragement to concert and assiduity. The writer has al-

ready ventured the opinion in this Journal,* that, beyond a definite limit

proper, '

limit may be obtained by considering a

meteors' paths. It has long been his suspicion, uj any mc i^v, i««l av^«

of the irregularities or specialities in meteor's flights above referred to are

to be explained by their encountering a sudden change of medium from

a secondary or exterior atmosphere to the atmosphere proper.f But to
i secondary

times are those of the place of observati

r flights. The 29th, neai

larkable extent and dura

leiTopper at a secondary atmospheric limit, as atx

tKn^elTt^1 ?o°rmed at a definite lower surface anl expand or ,

till they are dissipated at a definite higher limit.
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realize the best attainable completeness of observation and record, certain

preparations and facilities are doubtless important,—for example,

First; The ability to estimate arcs correctly in their angular amount,

Second ; Readiness in measuring minute intervals of time by a men-
tal standard closely accurate to tenths of a second.*

Third; Familiarity with all stars of the first five magnitudes in the

specific area over which the observer maintains his watch.

Returning for a moment to the above chart, it need only be added that

the radiant pen reon, as well as the other topics above

referred to, are brought forward in the expectation of eliciting like ob-

servations from others, and in the hope of somewhat exciting a new zeal

and assiduity, especially with reference to the coming November meteors.

Note by the Editors.—The Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences

have lately instituted a Committee (of which Prof." Twining is chairman)

to invite cooperation in the observation of the November and August

meteors. The Editors take this occasion to say that observations duly

recorded and forwarded to the Academy will doubtless receive a merited

attention and announcement. They should be addressed to the chairman.

7. Grand Meteor of August 10, 1861.

—

The August ring of Meteors ;

by H. A. Newton.—The observations of this meteor (pp. 294-5 of this

volume) give interesting results. It was seen by Mr. Marsh at Burling-

ton, N. J., (lat. N. 40° 5', Ion. \Y. 74* 52' 40 'j. and hv Prof. Twining and

Mr. Herrick, at New Haven, (lat. N. 41° 18', Ion. W. 72° 55' 25").

Mr. Marsh says, - [ was looking exactly in the direction of the meteor

and had a perfectly satisfactory view of it, and during the visi

train (20 sec.) noted with all" possible care its position among the stars.

I concluded that the track was very nearly in the line of % Persei and &

Persei, and the point of die jht line joining

6 Persei and V Anrlrrrniorlip —t.liA tano-tVi r>f th* tmnh- Joiner about eoual

m« region some time arter r • meteor m wu«
fix the track firmly in my mind. The meteor itself lasted only one

two seconds. The time was about ll h 23m p. m."

* I recommend for a standard the repetition of a selected sentence inaudii

without motion of the organs except the tongue. The syllables are to mark tM
of a second each, and should be of equal ease in prououncing, and either nini

number or nineteen u on by seconds or by double secoi

uu>m. nt md r!,*. -\ ! <t l \-~ ire to be repeated at a'uniform rate acquired by prac

with a seconds pen d I be last tenth of the second, or doe

manner the last tenth

6

or"end ' of the" second, third" fourth, <b&, second or doii
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ing says, " The meteor described by Mr. B. V. Marsh i

several coincid

preeminent!} t'n-' must brilliant dight within my ti

2d. The time at New Haven was a very

3d. The duration of the train was timed

an half a minute, i

The follow in-- are my
1st. Its lii d back critical:-. 1

had marked on the star chart of the Soci

Knowledge at R. A. 45°.
,
N. P. D. 31° 30',

2d. The !/. led carefully and

ma\ {< relied upon as a near approximatio

3d. The meteor begaii at a point distai

was—say a degree—S.W. '

: -tar which probably

did 'not record the position laterally, that is to say, trom L. to

the above distance remains unaffected by that circumstance.

4th. Estimated by subsequent examinations of the heavens I call its

length of flight 29°."
, , . iT » e

Mr. Ilerrick says, « While we were int-nth waUmng the meteors of

August 10, 1861, each of the four observers looking at an altitude of

about 60°, we were all startled, about half past eleven p. m., by a very

for the cause we saw amoi
\

This bar, which I Late nearly as stated by Prof Twining, remained

visible witl,. .

ptaM 0' shaPe t°f 1 TT JmJ
estimate. From all the circumstances ot the ease 1

inter tnat me time

of the meteor's flight could not have exceeded one second

The resistan
kaowa, and for it no den-

nee can be made, tor trie increase uuc
_,,„„ „ rtf

relative velocity of the meteor. *„_,.« o u move in
meteors oi Aoguat *-ll move m

xae weu enson ^j on of the

tixa, Vol. XXXII, No. 9
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4th. That the whole group form what may be considered a ring, or

! the sun.

The region of emanation has not great length in the great circle

tiir' _: i it tin i thai point of the heavens to which the earth is moving.

B n • the ual meteors, of the same year, and of

different years, are nearly the same.
The region of emanation has not great length in the great circle

through it and the sun. Hence the tangents to the individual orbits

It follows that the < I orbits are nearly the

same, and hence the probable conclusion that the meteors form a ring,

and not a disk of great breadth in its own plane. If the breadth is very

large, we i which cut the

it belong to a limited zone, or ring, in the disk. The mean
velocity and direction of motion of the August meteors wov

:J>out the sun whirl: would ivpnsent the ring. The veloeity

of a single member of the group and the mean place of the radiant, give

J tl IS re, E the point to which

the earth is moving, S the sun's place, M the meau M
place of the radiant, and M the point from which
the meteors bit around the

sun. Since the motion from M' is the resultant of

the motions of the earth and the meteors, E, M', and
M, are in the same great circle. The place of M' is

B

found by observation, and if the mean value be taken there need be no

correction for tl..- earth's attra. tion. From the places of M', and E, can

be computed the angle E, and the arc EM'. ES can be called

Let v, v', and v", represent the earth's velocity, the true, and the rela-

tive velocities of the meteors, v' and v" being corrected for the earth's

attraction. By the law of composition of motions v>2 =v 2 -\-v"2 —
LV'<"..-..sKM', 'an I v'siu KM= v 1 sin EM'. Also in the !r

cos.SM = MnEMc..sE, and tan S= sin K tan EM. But S (or tt-S) is

the inclination of the ring to the ecliptic, and >'

tangent makes with the sun's radius vector. These with the value of v

give the elements of the ring.
, .

Assuming M' to be at R. A. 42°, N. P. D. 34°, E to be in I

at R. A. 46° 30', v" as above equal to 2o-J. and' v (including the earth's

rotation) equal to 18-9 miles a second, we find,

EM'=39°, r'=16-8, SM=78°.
SEM = 78°, EM =84°, ESM=84°.

ticity 0*28, it$

time 281 days.

. ,em,'i«.t be I - than c.*SM, which is near 0'20.

The inclinullon of the. rii»j In tl„-
'"'» 60°. tor

the LTivat.-t value nf >' is -JG'T miles a s-vond, that which belongs to a

esE8M>85.
1 to 52 40,

lissible. On the other hand to give ES
120° would require that v" be less than 16*7, or the observed

velocity less than 18 miles per second. The observations of Messrs.
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flerrick, Twin I:..' u ] Marsh, s, m to n . this also inadmissible. Until

84 with retrograde motion, must he considered the most proi

nation. In any case the meteors of the oi/t ei {„ >• „ unman
proaxd from {his ring.

The thickness of the ring is 5 to 10 millions of miles, fur the earth.

moving nearly two millions of miles a ..lay, is immersed in if during
several days. Some idea of its breadth could probably be obtained by
observing the area of the region of emanation, or in other words, the
averag. length uf the perp ndicuiars fVom tli centr. ot this area upon

<vard. Observations in the southern hemisphere
from the 4th to the 8th of February are desirable, to determine whether
the earth's orbit cuts the ring or disk, at the other node.

A rude estimate of the number of individuals in the ring maybe
formed. Several observers in one place in the morning hours of Aug
10-11 see at least 150 meteors, of are conforma-
ble. Assume the average perpendicular distance of the paths of vi-ibie

meteors from the observers to be not greater than 71 miles. This implies

that not less than 112 meteors pass through a circle of 100 miles radius,

the circle being at right angles to the relative motion. The velocity is

so great thai i* not of much account in Dl

than the average throughout the ring. Reducing
112 by the ratio c':v", and calling the cross section oi the stream not

tew than the area of i 1 O.OOO miles, we have at

least (2,500,000) 2 XI 12 w'-^lOO) 2 ^' meteors passing the node per hour.

In 281 days, the periodic time, we have more than 300,000,000,000,000

bodies for the whole August ring.

V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Return of the Arctic Expedition of Dr. Hayes.—Dr. Hayes arrived

. X.'S., on the 9th of October (and arrived at Boston, October

23d, 1861), with important additions to Arctic (.e.-graphv, but disap-

pointed as to th chief. • t of tin K\ped -
; has to mourn

the loss of the astronomer, August - '-on Caru-

thers also died during the voyage. Waiting the more exad account of

his vovag- which we look for from Dr. Hayes we quote meantime from

The United s: tte> . . I ti-nn 1W m Juh loth, I*m> She . '1
V[n u i'. k after i short but stormv passa-r md

] •
led thence to

rs, where she remained until .luKMO. 1SG1.

thirt. . ii i i sixt.'eii d.-g, u th ! oats >i s 1 ig s l"he ! id. i ot this

dog-trail! is now on h. ' ^ a f

'

K "'.
K
I
H,, ' imen "'*

the >p ., i, s . 1 he p irt\ reached I if. 7!-" ii t! • M'-ld ' >"> ''• - straits, and

here the party d . .led -l> . Haves .•
! tl thers \\ >, as far as hit.

K , \ . ,
)?!.> turth.-r i ward than

the hit ir u, 1, attained b\ 1 h\ k'-iue in 1 ar>-L) and were llwu obliged to put

ba < k. th r 1
ir

- Haws readied his vessel on

the 27th of Mav. On the l;Uh of July. ls>;i,t! <> j,r .-.led to Little-

ton Island, where the vessel remained until the 27th. S ii ing th > in

a northerly direction they were met by immense packs of ice, which the
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el could not penetrate. She then made for Cape Isabella, on the

t side of Smith's Strait*, which was safely readied. Boat parties

3 sent out from here to explore, but the ice was so solid that no chance

found for proceeding. The United States next came to anchor at

Esquimaux settlement of Nati and, on the coast

i the

.
«ing

through one humlr.d and fifty miles of field ice in Melville Bay. She

sail. I then tor Di.-, >e I- ml. md on the 17th Septemher left for New-

York. From September 24 to October 7 the United Mat.--, expeiien.vd

very heavy gales, and sustained sum- flight injury to her sails and gear.

August Sontag, th astronomer. mitic attain-

ments, who accompanied Dr. Kane on his last expedition, and was at one

time connected with the l_.nit.-il states Cast >nrvey. was frozen to death

in his sledge while out exploring, accompanied by a single Esquimaux.

11- !> i-l mi .rtuna l\ li ei us In thin i whi. h" gave \ .
inplete!)

bodv was recovered and interred at Port Folke, near Cape Alexander.

The carpenter. Gibson Canithers, died during the voyage. These are

the only deaths out of the crew of sixteen persons which left Boston. The

party was unusually free from sickness.

Six men belonging to the wrecked whaleship St. Andrew of Aberdeen,

joined the United States at Discoe, making the crew twenty in number.

Hans, an Esquimaux, on whom Dr. Kane pi

who is frequent lv mentioned m Dr. hdie-d 1. Land win-
expedition while in the ic- in the far north, was found at '

the crew of the United States, and returned in the vessel to Upernavik,

whence he had started with Dr. Kane.
The expedition went as far north it , si° :i.V, a latitude which is sad to

ay experienced t

The vessel was for two years. Th
listof those of the officers and crew of tin U. S. who retun 1 in th vessel:

Commander, I. I. lia\.-s. Md >. ; < ,.,-,.., - .1. Vj ,.,„

H. W.Dodge; second mate. John McDonald; commander's secretary,

G. F. Khoor; assistant astronomer, H. D. Bad. litis-, m
Colin C. Starr ; a cook, steward, cabin bov, and ten men bet

At a dinner given to Dr. Hayes by the" Medical Society at Halifax be

within tin- Strait"; and after beiinj; twi.-e in jeopardv among the !»-r_.S

and three limes driven out of tin- Strait !>y northeast iralcs -..,

to go into winter quarters on the east side of the Strait, in

IV S. I expected to have reached the west (-oast, an.! to hav.- secured a

upon dogs, of which an ample stock had been obtained in Southern

Greenland. Most of these animals . r, and I was
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vice in the open sea to the northward. After a tiial of m
it was found that the boat could not be transported across the Strait,

and I accordingly sent it back, and with three companions and two

sledges drawn by dogs, I continued northward. On the 18th of May

our provisions were exhausted and we latitude

81° 35' ; a decree of Northing which I believe not to have been

by any other person except Sir Edward Parry. The land whnh we

,l 1( .N,.rtlir.»le..fanywh!,-h.> known. Beyond

that land I believe there exists a per!- may be navi-

gated. For thU purpoM-, hou.n.-i - n« ]»'«"• ->< ".ir
.
v -

It is my purpose to renew the at .
rcurastances

prove favorable; and I am still of the opinion that with steam power, a

strong force of men and dogs, and a a of advance

depots, the North Pole can be reached. That the region about the Pole

should be explored, you will I think all agree. It has long enough re-

mained B -'"S as C"~ ™

, I may say t'

may be conducted, w
Science will claim the honor of rlieaeliK

Dr. Hayes has succeeded in obtaining Aerials as extensive as could

possibly be collected wdtTfei ftdferXe e» instances ol

Since the death of Mr. Sontag, theentire responsibility of pursuing
;

the

bis investigations in the various departments

of science have been pursued.
, , . .

The chief results of the expedition are as follows: the^comj?>let,on of

Of Smith's Sound; the discovery of a new channel at the

„.....,..:- - : "-- '^. :.
'"

mg an open polar s the determinatk

t many points v

IftTbefoTe attained upon land ; and lastly a largedl-.^

Hayes Ind his gallLt companions are deserving of a~,5 welcome

ssass-a
or*; Tbeywereaecom,,.. tol*??

'

BilSisi'iSiSsarttiB
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experienced several hundred analogous phenomena of nearly every degree

of violence, that of Saturday morning, Aug. 31, was unmistakable." j.m. g.

3. Letterfrom C. Hitchcock, Esq., on the first observation on the fossils

of the Red Sandstone formation of Vermont.—Eds. Silliman's Journal

:

As a notice of the Conooephalitea from tb< R< -

-

gate, Vt., has appeared in your Journal, (Second Series, vol. xxxii, p. 23'g),

of this trilobite. By referring i. pt Geol. Vt.,

lompson conducted

number of these trilobites. "They were sent to Prof. J. Hall in 184 7 tor

determination who gave them the name Conooephalus, the same genus

to which Mr. Billings now refers them. At that time the precise posiii. n

of the Conocephalus was not known. Nor was IW. Hall able to give

more definite information respecting them in 1858 when I showed him

[For Prof. Adams's own notice of lion of the Ta-

iMr.Huat

-luce the date of his paper, here quoted bjHr,

Hitchcock, seen Prof. Adams's remarks before the American
&c, at Boston in 1847, and quotes them in a paper now in press, indeed

Mr. Billings has said the same to us in a late letter.—Eos.]

4. Atlantic and Pacific Teleqraph.—The 28th of October "

>SanFn
1 California. It is proposed t

tion to the mouth of the Amoor River, crossing Behrings Strait- by a

cable forty miles in length, and thus by way of the Bussian lines to

Central and Western Europe. About 1700 miles of wire it is said will

accomplish this connection. We can then hope to receive our European

and Asiatic news by way of the Pacific

!

5. Nicotine.—It is stated that the tobacco crop of the «

millions of kilogrammes (= 5,512,500 lbs. av.). Schlosing, as already;

quoted, this Jo tin ii. [l], iv, -73, i md ii various tobaccos an average of

about 5 per cent of nicotine.

It is clear therefore that about twelve and a half millions of kilo-

grammes (=2,756,250 lbs.) of this poison are annually produced. As

the sp. gr. of nicotine very slightly .-x.-eed* that <-f water, ' .

would fill nearly 100,000 wine barrels, and would give tweiv,

grammes (= 293-025 grains) to every man, woman and el

globe. As a few drops will produce death, il

the mark to say, that one year's crop of nicotine could •

rtJOB WM adumo-leie.l

in a single dose.

6. Geological Survey of Wisconsin.—-The report of the Stti

State is in press under the supervision of Prof. James Hall, '!

of 500 pages or more, will contain a chapter on the general geology,



with a map, and full illustrations of the characteristic fossils of the several
rock formations; also the elaborate report of Prof. J. D. Whitnev. (bow
at the head of the geologic ..) on the lead region, with

•'_ v

Hale has been engaged during the past season making explorations under
the direction of Prof. Hall, ehi..<tl\ in the Northwestern counties.

The specimen of the plates of fossils which we have seen is very cred-
itably executed in the best lithographic style.

1. Eighty Years Progress of the United States, showing the various

channels of Industry and Education, dx. 2 vols. 8vo. pp. 457 and 455.
New York, L. Stebbins, 51 John st. Compiled "by eminent Literary

men."—This compendium - forms a valuable hand-
book of refen I have frequent occasion

to turn for information in respect f tion of the

Bents of growth and development in the history of the United
States (luring eighty years past. The value of the book as a work of

would nave been much enhanced by a more frequent reference

to authorities and original sources of information. But taken as it is, it

supplies a great desideratum, and its pains-taking Editor, Mr. Stebbins,

deserves our thanks for so valuable a contribution to our resources in this

department of statistics.

8. New American Cydoj^La, v..l. v.ii. 1'ARR—RED. Appleton &
Co., New York, 1861.— "I M the good character of

'
' Dr. J. W. Draper, is a very

S articles, Parthenogenesis,

Perpetual
-

!)], i . and Pneumatics, are fur-

nished by Dr. Levi Reuben of New V. rk ; while Pearl, Perfume, Petro-

h'utn. Platinum. Pump and others are from Mr. J. E. Hodge. Prof. Par-

sons of Cambridge ntril ites a ' trge number of learned articles on legal

subjects. The article IVi>ia, its Languanv and Literature, is from the

learned pen of Prof. W. D. Whitney of Yale College. The article " Peri-

odical Literature," by D. W. Fiske, Esq., of New Y
summary of that subject, and will be of the greatest importance to those

.. Three volumes more we understand bring this

series to a close.

9. Personal—Prof. A. D. Bache, F.R.S., Superintendent of the Coast

the U. S., was chosen Foreign Associate of the French Academy

ti igation in place of Mr. W. Scoresby,

deceased.

t the age of eighty-

nd devoted himself
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